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EDITORS' PREFACE.

There are now before the public many Commentaries,

written by British and American divines, of a popular or

homiletical character. T/ze Cambridge Bible for Schools,

the Handbooks for Bible Classes and Private Students, The

Speaker s Commentary, The Popular Commentary (Schaff),

The Expositors Bible, and other similar series, have their

special place and importance. But they do not enter into

the field of Critical Biblical scholarship occupied by such

seiies of Commentaries as the Kurzgefasstes exegetisches

Handbuch zuni A. T.; De Wette's Kurzgefasstes exegetisches

Handbuch zum N. T.; Meyer's Kritisch-exegetischer Kom-

nientar; Keil and Delitzsch's Biblischer Commentar iiber das

A. T.; Lange's Theologisch-hotniletisches Bibelwerk ; Nowack's

Handkommentar zum A. T. ; Holtzmann's Handkommentar

zum N. T. Several of these have been translated, edited.

and in some cases enlarged and adapted, for the English-

speaking public ; others are in process of translation. But

no corresponding series by British or American divines

has hitherto been produced. The way has been prepared

by special Commentaries by Cheyne, Ellicott, Kalisch,

Lightfoot, Perowne, Westcott, and others ; and the tmie has

come, in the judgment of the projectors of this enterprise,

when it is practicable to combine British and American

scholars in the production <j1 a critical, coniprelieubive
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Commentary that will be abreast of modern biblical scholar-

ship, and in a measure lead its van.

Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons of New York, and Messrs.

T. & T. Clark of Edinburgh, propose to publish 5uch a

series of Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments,

under the editorship of Prof. C. A. Briggs, D.D., in America,

and of Prof. S. R. Driver, D.D., for the Old Testament, and

the Rev. Alfred Plummer, D.D., for the New Testament,

in Great Britain.

The Commentaries will be international and inter-con-

fessional, and will be free from polemical and ecclesiastical

bias. They will be based upon a thorough critical study of

che original texts of the Bible, and upon critical methods of

interpretation. They are designed chiefly for students and

>:lergymen, and will be written in a compact style. Each

book will be preceded by an Introduction, stating the results

of criticism upon it, and discussing impartially the questions

!5till remaining open. The details of criticism will appear

in their proper place in the body of the Commentary. Each

?;ection of the Text will be introduced with a paraphrase,

or summary of contents. Technical details of textual and

iphilological criticism will, as a rule, be kept distinct from

matter of a more general character ; and in the Old Testa-

ment the exegetical notes will be arranged, as far as

possible, so as to be serviceable to students not acquainted

with Hebrew. The History of Interpretation of the Books

will be dealt with, when necessary, in the Introductions,

with critical notices of the most important literature of

the subject. Historical and Archaeological questions, as

well as questions of Biblical Theology, are included in the

plan of the Commentaries, but not Practical or Homiletica'.

Exegesis. The Volumes will constitute a uniform series.
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

We are indebted to the keen sight and disinterested care

of friends for many small corrections. We desire to thank

especially Professor Lock, Mr. C. H. Turner, the Revs. F.

E. Brightman, and R. B. Rackham. We have also, where

necessary, inserted references to the edition of 4 Ezra, by

the late Mr. Bensly, published in Texts and Studies, iii. 2.

No more extensive recasting of the Commentary has been

attempted.

W. S.

A. C. K.
Oxford, Lent^ 1896.





PREFACE

The commentaries on the Epistle to the Romans

which aheady exist in English, unlike those on some other

Books of the New Testament, are so good and so varied

that to add to their number may well seem superfluous.

Fortunately for the present editors the responsibility for

ittempting this does not rest with them. In a series of

commentaries on the New Testament it was impossible

that the Epistle to the Romans should not be included

and should not hold a prominent place. There are few

books which it is more difficult to exhaust and few in

regard to which there is more to be gained from renewed

interpretation by difierent minds working under different

conditions. If it is a historical fact that the spiritual

revivals of Christendom have been usually associated with

closer study of the Bible,' this would be true in an eminent

degree of the Epistle to the Romans. The editors are

under no illusion as to the value of their own special con-

tribution, and they will be well content that it should find

its proper level and be assimilated or left behind as it

deserves.

Perhaps the nearest approach to anything at all dis-

tinctive in the present edition would be (i) the distribution

of the subject-matter of the commentary, (2) the attempt

to furnish an interpretation of the Epistle which might be

described as historical.

Some experience in teaching has shown that if a diffioilt
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Epistle like the Romans is really to be understood and

grasped at once as a whole and in its parts, the argument

should be presented in several different ways and on several

different scales at the same time. And it is an advantage

when the matter of a commentary can be so broken up that

by means of headlines, headings to sections, summaries,

paraphrases, and large and small print notes, the reader

may not either lose the main thread of the argument in the

crowd of details, or slur over details in seeking to obtain

a general idea. While we are upon this subject, we may
explain that the principle which has glided the choice of

large and small print for the notes and longer discussions

is not exactly that of greater or less importance, but rather

that of greater or less directness of bearing upon the

exegesis of the text. This principle may not be carried

out with perfect uniformity : it was an experiment the

effect of which could not always be judged until the

commentary was in print ; but when once the type was

set the possibility of improvement was hardly worth the

trouble and expense of resetting.

The other main object at which we have aimed is that

of making our exposition of the Epistle historical, that is

of assigning to it its true position in place and time—on

the one hand in relation to contemporary Jewish thought,

and on the other hand in relation to the growing body of

Christian teaching. We have endeavoured always to bear

in mind not only the Jewish education and training of the

writer, which must clearly have given him the framework

of thought and language in which his ideas are cast, but

also the position of the Epistle in Christian literature. It

was written when a large part of the phraseology of the

newly created body was still fluid, when a number of words

had not yet come to have a fixed meaning, when their

origin and associations—to us obscure—were still fresh

and vivid. The problem which a commentator ought to

propose to himself in the first instance is not what answer
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does the Epistle give to questions which are occupying

men's minds now, or which have occupied them in any
past period of Church history, but what were the questions

of the time at which the Epistle was written and what

meaning did his words and thoughts convey to the writer

himself

It is in the pursuit of this original meaning that we have

dravvn illustrations somewhat freely from Jewish writings,

both from the Apocryphal literature which is mainly the

product of the period between loo B.C. and loo A.D., and

(although less fully) from later Jewish literature. In the

former direction we have been much assisted by the

attention which has been bestowed in recent years on

these writings, particularly by the excellent editions of the

Psalms of Solomon and of the Book of Enoch. It is by

a continuous and careful study of such works that any

advance in the exegesis of the New Testament will be

possible. For the later Jewish literature and the teaching

of the Rabbis we have found ourselves in a position of

greater difficulty. A first-hand acquaintance with this

literature we do not possess, nor would it be easy for most

students of the New Testament to acquire it. Moreover

complete agreement among the specialists on the subject

does not as yet exist, and a perfectly trustworthy standard

of criticism seems to be wanting. We cannot therefore feel

altogether confident of our ground. At the same time we

have used such material as was at our disposal, and cer-

tainly to ourselves it has been of great assistance, partly as

suggesting the common origin of systems of thought which

have developed very differently, partly by the striking

contrasts which it has afforded to Christian teaching.

Our object is historical and not dogmatic Dogmatics

are indeed excluded by the plan of this series of commen-

taries, but they are excluded also by the conception which

we have formed for ourselves of our duty as commentators.

We have §pught before all things to understand St. Paul,
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and to understand him not only in relation to his sur-

roundings but also to those permanent facts of human
nature on which his system is based. It is possible that

in so far as we may succeed in doing this, data may be

supplied which at other times and in other hands may be

utilized for purposes of dogmatics ; but the final adjust-

ments of Christian doctrine have not been in our thoughts.

To this general aim all other features of the commentary

are subordinate. It is no part of our design to be in the

least degree exhaustive. If we touch upon the history of

exegesis it is less for the sake of that history in itself than

as helping to throw into clearer relief that interpretation

which we believe to be the right one. And in like manner

we have not made use of the Epistle as a means for

illustrating New Testament grammar or New Testament

diction, but we deal with questions of grammar and diction

just so far as they contribute to the exegesis of the text

before us. No doubt there will be omissions which are not

to be excused in this way. The literature on the Epistle

to the Romans is so vast that we cannot pretend to have

really mastered it. We have tried to take account of

monographs and commentaries of the most recent date,

but here again when we have reached what seemed to us

a satisfactory explanation we have held our hand. In

regard to one book in particular, Dr. Bruce's Sf. Paul's

Conception of Christianity, which came out as our own

work was far advanced, we thought it best to be quite

independent. On the other hand we have been glad to

have access to the sheets relating to Romans in Dr. Hort's

forthcoming Introductions to Romans and Ephesians, which,

through the kindness of the editors, have been in our

possession since December last.

The Commentary and the Introduction have been about

equally divided between the two editors ; but they have

each been carefully over the work of the other, and they

desire to accept a joint responsibility for the whole. The
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editors themselves are conscious of having gained much
by this co-operation, and they hope that this gain may be

set off against a certain amount of unevenness which was

inevitable.

It only remains for them to express their obligations and

thanks to those many friends who have helped them

directly or indirectly in various parts of the work, and

more especially to Dr. Plummer and the Rev. F. E.

Brightman of the Pusey House. Dr. Plummer, as editor

of the series, has read through the whole of the Com-
mentary more than once, and to his courteous and careful

criticism they owe much. To Mr. Brightman they are

indebted for spending upon the proof-sheets of one half of

the Commentary greater care and attention than many men
have the patience to bestow on work of their own.

The reader is requested to note the table of abbreviations

on p. ex fF., and the explanation there given as to the

Greek text made use of in the Commentary. Some addi-

tional references are given in the Index (p. 444 ff).

W. SANDAY.

A. C. HEADLAM.
Oxford, Whitsuntid*, 1899.
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INTRODUCTION

§ I. Rome in a.d. 58.

It was during the winter 57-58, or early in the spring of the

year 58, according to almost all calculations, that St. Paul wrote

his Epistle to the Romans, and that we thus obtain the first trust-

worthy information about the Roman Church. Even if there be

some slight error in the calculations, it is in any case impossible

that this date can be far wrong, and the Epistle must certainly

have been written during the early years of Nero's reign. It would

be unwise to attempt a full account either of the city or the empire

at this date, but for the illustration of the Epistle and for the

comprehension of St. Paul's own mind, a brief reference to a few

leading features in the history of each is necessary '.

For certainly St. Paul was' influenced by the name of Rome. In

Rome, great as it is, and to Romans, he wishes to preach the

Gospel : he prays for a prosperous journey that by the will of God
he may come unto them : he longs to see them : the universality

of the Gospel makes him desire to preach it in the universal city^

And the impression which we gain from the Epistle to the

Romans is supported by our other sources of information. The
desire to visit Rome dominates the close of the Acts of the

Apostles: 'After I have been there, I must also see Rome.' 'As
thou hast testified of me in Jerusalem, so must thou bear witness

also at RomeV The imagery of citizenship has impressed itself

upon his language*. And this was the result both of his experience

and of his birth. Wherever Christianity had been preached the

Roman authorities had appeared as the power which restrained

' The main authorities used for this section are Fnmeanx, The Annals of

Tacitus, vol. ii, and Schiller, CeschichU des Komischen Kaisserrcichs un^cr

der R$gierung des Nero,
• Rom. i. 8-15.
• Acts xix. 31 ; xxiii. ii.
• Phil. i. 37; iii. 30; £ph. ii. 19; Acts xxiiL I.
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the forces of evil opposed to it*. The worst persecution of the

Christians had been while Judaea was under the rule of a native

prince. Everywhere the Jews had stirred up persecutions, and
the imperial officials had interfered and protected the Apostle.

And so both in this Epistle and throughout his life St. Paul

emphasizes the duty of obedience to the civil government, and the

necessity of fulfilling our obligations to it. But also St. Paul was
himself a Roman citizen. This privilege, not then so common as

it became later, would naturally broaden the view and impress the

imagination of a provincial; and it is significant that the first clear

conception of the universal character inherent in Christianity, the

first bold step to carry it out, and the capacity to realize the import-

ance of the Roman Church should come from an Aposile who was
not a Galilaean peasant but a citizen of a universal empire. ' We
cannot fail to be struck with the strong hold that Roman ideas had

on the mind of St. Paul,' writes Mr. Ramsay, ' we feel compelled

to suppose that St. Paul had conceived the great idea of Christianity

as the religion of the Roman world ; and that he thought of the

various districts and countries in which he had preached as parts of

the grand unity. He had the mind of an organizer ; and to him
the Christians of his earliest travels were not men of Iconium and
of Antioch—they were a part of the Roman world, and were

addressed by him as such '.'

It was during the early years of Nero's reign that St. Paul first

came into contact with the Roman Church. And the period is

significant. It was what later times called the Quinquennium of

Nero, and remembered as the happiest period of the Empire since

the' death of Augustus*. Nor was the judgement unfounded. It is

* a Thess. ii. 7 i «aT€X<»'»', 6 rh xarixov. It is well known that the

commonest interpretation of these words among the Fathers was the Roman
Empire (see the Catena of passages in Alford, iii. p. 568".), and this accords

most suitably with the time when the Epistle was written [,c. 53 a.d.). The
only argument of any value for a later date and the unauthentic character of

the whole Epistle or of the eschatological sections (ii. 1-12) is the attempt to

explain this passage of the return of Nero, but such an interpretation is quite

unnecessary, and does not particularly suit the words. St. Paul's experience

had taught him that there were lying restrained and checked great lorces of

evil which might at any time burst out, and this he calls the ' mystery of

iniquity,' and describes in the language of the O. T. prophets. But everywhere

the power of the civil government, as embodied in the Roman Kmpire {rh

Karixov) and visibly personified in the Emperor (o KaT«x<'"''). restrained these

forces. Such an interpretation, either of the eschatological passages of the

Epistle or of the Apocalypse, does not destroy their deeper spiritual meaning
;

for the writers of the New Testament, as the prophets ot the Old, reveal to us

and generalize the spiritual forces of good and evil which underlie the surface

of society.
* Ramsay, Tht Church in the Roman Empire, pp. 147, 148; cf. also pp. 60,

70, 158 n. See also Lightfoot, Biblical Essays, pp. 202-205.
* Aur. Victor, Caes. 5, Epit. 12, Unde quidam prodidcre. Traianum soliturn

iicere,procul distare cunctos principes a Neronit quinquennia. The expression
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probable that even the worst excesses of Nero, like the worst cruelty

of Tiberius, did little harm to the mass of the people even in Rome

;

and many even of the faults of the Emperors assisted in working

out the new ideas which the Empire was creating. But at present

we have not to do with faults. Members of court circles might

have unpleasant and exaggerated stories to tell about the death of

Britannicus ; tales might have been circulated of hardly pardon-

able excesses committed by the Emperor and a noisy band of

companions wandering at night in the streets ; the more respect-

able- of the Roman aristocracy would consider an illicit union

with a freedwoman and a taste for music, literature, and the drama,

signs of degradation, but neither in Rome nor in the provinces

would the populace be offended ; more far-seeing observers might

be able to detect worse signs, but if any ordinary citizen, or

if any one acquainted with the provinces had been questioned, he

would certainly have answered that the government of the Empire
was good. This was due mainly to the gradual development of

the ideas on which the Empire had been founded. The structure

which had been sketched by the genius of Caesar, and built up

by the art of Augustus, if allowed to develop freely, guaranteed

naturally certain conditions of progress and good fortune. It was

due also to the wise administration of Seneca and of Burrus. It

was due apparently also to flashes of genius and love of popularity

on the part of the Emperor himself.

The provinces were well governed. Judaea was at this time

preparing for insurrection under the rule of Felix, but he was

a legacy Irom the reign of Claudius. The difiSculties in Armenia

were met at once and vigorously by the appointment of Corbulo;

the rebellion in Britain was wisely dealt with; even at the end of

Nero's reign the appointment of Vespasian to Judaea, as soon as

the seiious character of the revolt was known, shows that the

Emperor still had the wisdom to select and the courage to appoint

able men. During the early years a long list is given of trials

for repeiwidae ; and the number of convictions, while it shows that

provincial government was not free from corruption, proves that

it was becoming more and more possible to obtain justice. It

was the corruption of the last reign that was condemned by

the justice of the present. In the year 56, Vipsanius Laenas,

governor of Sardinia, was condemned for extortion; in 57,

Capito, the 'Cilician pirate,' was struck down by the senate

'with a righteous thunderbolt.' Amongst the accusations against

quinquennium may have been suggested by the certamtn quinquennaU which

Nero founded in Rome, as Dio tells us, h-nlp t^s <r<uTi]pias tjjs re Siafiovrjs rod

KpaTovs avTov. Dio, £pif. Ixi. 21 ; Tac. Ann. xiv. ao; Suet. A'ero la; cf. the

*:oins described, Eckhel, vL 364; Cohen, i. p. a8a, 47-65. ckr. QUINQ.

ROM. CO.
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Suillius in 58 was the misgovernment of Asia. And not only were
the favourites of Claudius condemned, better men were appointed
in their place. It is recorded that freedmen were never made
procurators of imperial provinces. And the Emperor was able in

many cases, in that of Lyons, of Cyrene, and probably of Ephesus,
to assist and pacify the provincials by acts of generosity and
benevolence \
We may easily, perhaps, lay too much stress on some of the

measures attributed to Nero ; but many of them show, if not the

policy of his reign, at any rate the tendency of the Empire. The
police regulations of the city were strict and well executed \ An
attack was made on the exactions of publicans, and on the excessive

power of freedmen. Law was growing in exactness owing to the

influence of Jurists, and was justly administered except where the

Emperor's personal wishes intervened '. Once the Emperor—was it

a mere freak or was it an act of far-seeing political insight?

—

proposed a measure of free trade for the whole Empire. Governors
of provinces were forbidden to obtain condonation for exactions by
the exhibition of games. The proclamation of freedom to Greece
may have been an act of dramatic folly, but the extension of Latin

rights meant that the provincials were being gradually put more
and more on a level with Roman citizens. And the provinces

flourished for the most part under this rule. It seemed almost as if

the future career of a Roman noble might depend upon the goodwill

of his provincial subjects *. And wherever trade could flourish there

wealth accumulated. Laodicea was so rich that the inhabitants

could rebuild the city without aid from Rome, and Lyons could

contribute 4jOOo,ooo sesterces at the time of the great fire'.

When, then, St. Paul speaks of the 'powers that be' as being

'ordained by God'; when he says that the ruler is a minister of

God for good ; when he is giving directions to pay ' tribute ' and
' custom '

; he is thinking of a great and beneficent power which
has made travel for him possible, which had often interfered to

protect him against an angry mob of his own countrymen, under
which he had seen the towns through which he passed enjoying

peace, prosperity and civilization.

* For the provincial administration of Nero see Fumeanx, op. cit. pp. 56, 57 j

W. T. Arnold. 7'he Kommn System 0/ Provincial Administration, pp. 135, 137 ;

Tac. Ann. xiii. 30, 31, 33, 50, 51, 53-57.
' Suetonius, Nero 16. Schiller, p. 420.
' Schiller, pp. 381, 382: 'In clem Mechanismus des gerichtlichen Ver-

fahrens, im Privatrecht, in der Ausbildung nnd Kbrderung der Rechtswissen-
schaft, selbst auf dem Gebiete der Appellation konnen gegriindete Vorwiirfc

kaum erhoben werden. Die kaiserliclie Kef;ierun<; Hess die Verlialtnisse hiei

ruhig den Gang gehen, welcheo ihnen Iriihere Regierungeu aagewiesen batten.'
* Tac Ann. xv. so, ai.
* Araold, p. 137.
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But it was not only Nero, it was Seneca ' also who was ruling in

Rome when St. Paul wrote to the Church tliere. The attempt to

find any connexions literary or otherwise between St. Paul and
Seneca may be dismissed ; but for the growth of Christian principles,

still more perhaps for that of the principles which prepared the way
for the spread of Christianity, the fact is of extreme significance. It

was the first public appearance of Stoicism in Rome, as largely in-

fluencing poHtics,and shaping the future of the Empire. It is a strange

irony that makes Stoicism the creed which inspired the noblest

representatives of the old regime, for it was Stoicism which provided

the philosophic basis for the new imperial system, and this was not

the last time that an aristocracy perished in obedience to their own
morality. ' What is important for our purpose is to notice that the

humanitarian and universalist ideas of Stoicism were already begin-

ning to permeate society. Seneca taught, for example, the equality

in some sense of all men, even slaves ; but it was the populace who
a few years later (a. d. 61) protested when the slaves of the murdered
Pedanius Secundus were led out to execution ^ Seneca and many
of the Jurists were permeated with the Stoic ideas of humanity and
benevolence ; and however little these principles might influence

their individual conduct they gradually moulded and changed the

law and the system of the Empire.

If we turn from the Empire to Rome, we shall find that just

those vices which the moralist deplores in the aristocracy and the

Emperor helped to prepare the Roman capital for the advent of

Christianity. If there had not been large foreign colonies, there

could never have been any ground in the world where Christianity

could have taken root strongly enough to influence the surrounding

population, and it was the passion for luxury, and the taste for

philosophy and literature, even the vices of the court, which

demanded Greek and Oriental assistance. The Emperor must have

teachers in philosophy, and in acting, in recitation and in flute-

playing, and few of these would be Romans. The statement of

Chrysostom that St. Paul persuaded a concubine of Nero to accept

Christianity and forsake the Emperor has probably little foundation ^
the conjecture that this concubine was Acte is worthless; but it may
illustrate how it was through the non-Roman element of Roman
society that Christianity spread. It is not possible to estimate the

exact proportion of foreign elements in a Roman household, but

a study of the names in any of the Columbaria of the imperial period

* See Lightfoot, St. Paul and Setteca, Philippians, p. 368. To this period

of his life belong tlie a.voKo\oKvvTwai^, the De dementia, the De Vita Beata,

the De Benejiciis, and the De Conslantia Sapientis. See Teufiel, History of

Roman Literature, translated by Warr, ii. 42.
* Tac. Ann. xiv. 42-45.
* Chrysostom Hom. in Act. App. 46, 3.
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will illustrate how large that element was. Men and women of every

race lived together in the great Roman slave world, or when they

had received the gift of freedom remained attached as clients and
friends to the great houses, often united by ties of the closest

intimacy with their masters and proving the means by which
every form of strange superstition could penetrate into the highest

circles of society '.

And foreign superstition was beginning to spread. The earliest

monuments of the worship of Mithras date from the time of Tiberius.

Lucan in his Pharsalia celebrates the worship of Isis in Rome

;

Nero himself reverenced the Syrian Goddess, who was called by many
names, but is known to us best as Astarte

;
Judaism came near to the

throne wiih Poppaea Sabina, whose influence over Nero is first traced

in this year58; while the story of PomponiaGraecinawho,in tlie

year 57, was entrusted to her husband for trial on the charge of

'foreign superstition' and whose long old age was clouded with
continuous sadness, has been taken as an instance of Christianity.

There are not inconsiderable grounds for this view; but in any
case the accusation against her is an illustration that there was
a path by which a new and foreign religion like Christianity could
make its way into the heart of the Roman aristocracy '.

§ 2. The Jews in Rome*.

There are indications enough that when he looked towards
Rome St. Paul thought of it as the seat and centre of the Empire.
But he had at the same time a smaller and a narrower object.

His chief interest lay in those little scattered groups of Christians

of whom he had heard through Aquila and Prisca, and probably

' We have collected the following names from the contents of one colum-
barium (C. /. L. vi. 2, p. 941 1. It dates from a period rather earlier than this.

It must be remembered that the proportion of foreigners would really be larger

than appears, for many of them would take a Roman name. Amaranthus 5 1 80,

Chrysantus 5183, Serapio (pis') 5187, Pylaemenianus 5188, Creticus 5197,
Asclcpiades 5201, Melicns 5217, Antigonus 5227, Cypare 5229, Lezbius 5221,

Amaryllis 5258, Perseus 5279, Apamea 5287 a, Ephesia 5299, Alexandrianus

5.^16, Phvllidianus 5331, Mithres 5344, Diadumenus 5355, Philumenus 5401,
Philogenes 5410, Graniae Nicopolinis 5419. Corinthus 5439, Antiochis 5437,
Athenais 5478, Eucharistus 5477, Melitene 5490, Samothrace, Mystius 5527,
Lesbus 5529. The following, contained among the above, seems to have

a s ecial interest : 'H5t;«os Ei)o5oC -npia^fVTTjs iavayopeircuv raiy Kara. Bujauopov,

and 'AaiTovpyos Btofidaov vlus epfirjvevs 'S.app.&roiv Pcuanopav6s 5207.
* 'lac. /inn xiii. 32 ; Lightfoot, Clement, i. 30.
• .Since this section was written the author has had access to Berliner,

Geschichte d.Juden in Rom (Frankfurt a. M. 1893^, which has enabled him to

correct some cuireiit misconceptions. The facts are also excellently put together

by Schiirer, A'euUst. Zcitgesch. ii. 505 flf.
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through others whom he met on his travels. And the thought of the

Christian Church would at once connect itself with that larger

community of which it must have been in some sense or other an
offshoot, the Jewish settlement in the imperial city.

(i) History. The first relations of the Jews with Rome go back
to the time of the Maccabaean princes, when the struggling patriots

of Judaea had some interests in common with the great Republic

and could treat with it on independent terms. Embassies were

sent under Judas ' (who died in i6o b.c.) and Jonathan' (who died

in 143), and at last a formal alliance was concluded by Simon
Maccabaeus in 140, 139*. It was characteristic that on this last

occasion the members of the embassy attempted a religious

propaganda and were in consequence sent home by the praetor

Hispalus *.

This was only preliminary *ontacU The first considerable

settlement of the Jews in Rome dates from the taking of Jerusalem

by Pompey in b.c. 63 \ A number of the prisoners were sold as

slaves; but their obstinate adherence to their national customs

proved troublesome to their masters and most of them were soon

manumitted. These released slaves were numerous and impor-

tant enough to found a synagogue of their own ', to which they

might resort when they went on pilgrimage, at Jerusalem. The
policy of the early emperors favoured the Jews. They passionately

bewailed the death of Julius, going by night as well as by day to

his funeral pyre'; and under Augustus they were allowed to form

a regular colony on the further side of the Tiber', roughly speak-

ing opposite the site of the modern 'Ghetto.' The Jews'
quarter was removed to the left bank of the river in 1556, and
has been finally done away with since the Italian occupation.

* I Mace. viii. 17-32. • 1 Mace. xii. 1-4, 16.

* I Mace. xiv. 24; XV. 15-24.
* This statement is made on the authority of Valerius Maximus I. iii. 2

(Excerpt. Parid.) : Judaeos qui Sahazi Jotis cuitu Romanos injicere mores

conati sunt, repetere donios suas cocgit. Doubt is thrown upon it by Beiliner

(p. 4), but without sufficient reason. Val. Max. wrote under Tiberius, and made
use of good sources. At the same time, what he says about Jupiter Sabazius

is very probably based on a misunderstanc]ing; nor need we suppose that the

action of some members of the embassy affected the relations of the two peoples.
* This too is questioned by Berliner (p 5 flf. \ who points out that Philo, Leg

ad Camm 23, from which the statement is taken, makes no mention of Pompey.
But it is difficult to see \^hat other occasion could answer to the description, as

this does very well. Berliner however is more probably right in supposing

that there must have been other and older settlers in Rome to account for the

language of Cicero so early as B. C. 59 (see below). These settlers may have

come for purposes of trade.

* It was called after them the 'synagogue of the Libertini' (Acts vi. 10).
* Sueton. Caesar 84.
* This was the quarter usually assigned to piisonen of war {Btschreibung d>

Stadt Horn, III. iii. 578).

b9
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Here the Jews soon took root and rapidly increased in numbers,
It was still under the Republic (b.c. 59) that Cicero in his defence
of Flaccus pretended to drop his voice for fear of thern^ And
when a deputation came from Judaea to complain of the mis-
rule of Archelaus, no less than 8000 Roman Jews attached them-
selves to it ^, Though the main settlement was beyond the Tiber
it must soon have overflowed into other parts of Rome. The
Jews had a synagogue in connexion with the crowded Subura'
and another probably in the Campus Martins. There were syna-

gogues of Avyovarfiaioi and 'Aypmnrjo-ioi (i. e. either of the house-
hold or under the patronage of Augustus * and his minister Agrippa),
the position of which is uncertain but which in any case bespeak
the importance of the community. Traces of Jewish cemeteries
have been found in several out-lying regions, one near the Porta

Portuensis, two near the Via Appia and the catacomb of S. Callisto,

and one at Porius, the harbour at the mouth of the Tiber *.

Till some way on in the reign of Tiberius the Jewish colony
flourished without interruption. But in a. d. 19 two scandalous

cases occurring about the same time, one connected with the priests

of Isis, and the other with a Roman lady who having become
a proselyte to Judaism was swindled of money under pretence

of sending it to Jerusalem, led to the adoption of repressive

measures at once against the Jews and the Egyptians. Four
thousand were banished to Sardinia, nominally to be employed in

putting down banditti, but the historian scornfully hints that if they

fell victims to the climate no one would have cared •.

The end of the reign of Caligula was another anxious and
critical time for the Jews. Philo has given us a graphic picture of

the reception of a deputation which came with himself at its head

to beg for protection from the riotous mob of Alexandria. The
half-crazy emperor dragged the deputation after him from one point

to another of his gardens only to jeer at them and refuse any further

' The Jews were interested in this trial as Flaccus had laid hands on the

money collected for the Temple at Jerusalem. Cicero's speech makes it clear

that the Jews of Home were a formidable body to offend.
=• Joseph. Jn/. XVII. xi. i ; B./. II. vi. i.

^ There is mention of an apxcov ^tPovpT/aituy, C. I. G. 6447 (Schiirer,

GemeinJeverfa^sung d. Juden in Rotn, pp. 16, .^5 ; Berliner, p. 94). As
synagogues were not allowed within the pomoerium {ibid. p. 16') we may
suppose that the synagogue itself was without the walls, but that its frequenters

came from tiie Subura.
* Berliner conjectures that the complimentary title may have been given as

a sort of equivalent for emperor-worship {op. cit. p. ai).

* Data relating to the synagogues have been obtained fiom inscriptions,

which have been carefully collected and commented upon by Schiirer in the

work quoted above (Leipzig, i879\ ^^^ more recently by Berliner {op. cit.

p. 46 ff.)

* Tacitus, Annal. ii. 85 si eb gravtiatem ceuli interisstnt, vtle damnum.
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answer to their petition \ Caligula insisted on the setting up of

his own bust in the Temple at Jerusalem, and his opportune death

alone saved the Jews from worse things than had as yet befallen

them (a.d. 41).

In the early part of the reign of Claudius the Jews had friends

at court in the two Herod Agrippas, father and son. But a

mysterious notice of which we would fain know more shows them
once again subject to measures of repression. At a dale which is

calculated at about a.d. 52 we find Aquila and Prisca at Corinth

'because Claudius had commanded all the Jews to depart from

Rome' (Acts xviii. 2). And Suetonius in describing what is

probably the same event sets it down to persistent tumults in the

Jewish quarter ' at the instigation of Chrestus *.' There is at

least a considerable possibility, not to say probability, that in this

enigmatic guise we have an allusion to the effect of the early

preaching of Christianity, in which in one way or another Aquila

and Prisca would seem to have been involved and on that account

specially singled out for exile. Suetonius and the Acts speak of

a general edict of expulsion, but Dio Cassius, who is more precise,

would lead us to infer that the edict stopped short of this. The
clubs and meetings (in the synagogue) which Caligula had allowed,

were forbidden, but there was at least no wholesale expulsion '.

Any one of three interpretations may be put upon impulsore Chresio

assidue tumultuantes. (i) The words may be taken literally as they stand.
' Chrestus ' was a common name among slaves, and there may have been an
individual of that name who was the author of the disturbances. This is the

view of Meyer and Wieseler. (ii) Or it is very possible that there may be

a confusion between 'Chrestus' and ' Christus.' Tertullian accuses the

Pagans of pronouncing the name ' Christians ' wrongly as if it were Chres-

tiani, and so bearing unconscious witness to the gentle and kindly character

of those who owned it. Sed et aim perperam Chrestianus prommciatur
a vobis {nam nee nominis certa est notida penes vos) de suavitate vel beni^^ni-

tate compositum est {Apol. 3 ; cf Justin, ^pol. i. § 4). If we suppose some
such very natural confusion, then the disturbances may have had their origin

in the excitement caused by the Messianic expectation which was ready to

break out at slight provocation wherever Jews congregated. This is the

view of Lange and others including in part Lightfoot {^Philippians, p. 169).

(iii) There remains the third possibility, for which some preference has been

expressed above, that the disturbing cause was not the Messianic expectation

in general but the particular form of it identified with Christianity. It is

certain that Christianity must have been preached at Rome as early as this;

and the preaching of it was quite as lil<ely to lead to actual violence and
riot as at Thessalonica or Antioch or Pisidia or Lystra (Acts xvii. 5 ; xiv- 19;

* Leg. ad Caium 44, 45.
' Sueton. Clattd. 2^, Judaeot impulsore Chresto mssidue tumultuantes Kama

expulit.
^ Dio Cassius, Ix. 6 touj t< 'lot/Saiovi, vKfovaaavrat avOa Sjart x'^^^'"^^ ^^

SviV TapayrjS iiTrb tov ox^ov atpiiiv Tijy n6\f(as tipxOrjvai, ovK f^Tj\aai fj-iv, t^ Bi

8^ Trarpiq) v6p.a) (3ia> x/""A'<'''oi'S fK(\eoaf fxij avva6poi^ea6at, rat rt (TatpiiaM

ivavaxOdaat vvd rod Fatov diiXvuf.
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xiii. 50). That it did so, and that this is the fact alluded to bj Soetonins is

the opinion of the majority of German scholars from Baur onwards. It is

impossible to verify any one of the three hypotheses ; but the last would fit

in well with all that we know and would add an interesting toach if it were
true'.

The edict of Claudius was followed in about three years by his

death (a. d. 54). Under Nero the Jews certainly did not lose bui

probably rather gained ground. We have seen that just as St. Paul

wrote his Epistle Poppaea was beginning to exert her influence. Like

many of her class she dallied with Judaism and befriended Jews. The
mime Aliturus was a Jew by birth and stood in high favour^ Heron
Agrippa II was also, like his father, a persona grata at the Roman
court. Dio Cassius sums up the history of the Jews under the

Empire in a sentence which describes well their fortunes at Rome.
Though their privileges were often curtailed, they increased to such

an extent as to force their way to the recognition and toleration of

their peculiar customs '.

(2) Organization. The policy of the emperors towards the

Jewish nationality was on the whole liberal and judicious. They
saw that they had to deal with a people which it was at once diflRcult

to repress and useful to encourage ; and they freely conceded
the rights whiclj the Jews demanded. Not only were they allowed

the free exercise of their religion, but exceptional privileges were
granted them in connexion with it. Josephus {^Ant. XIV. x.)

quotes a number of edicts of the time of Julius Caesar and
after his death, some of them Roman and some local, securing to

the Jews exemption from service in the army (on religious grounds),

freedom of worship, of building synagogues, of forming clubs and
collecting contributions (especially the didrachma) for the Temple
at Jerusalem. Besides this in the East the Jews were largely

permitted to have their own courts of justice. And the wonder
is that in spite of all their fierce insurrections against Rome these

rights were never permanently withdrawn. As late as the end of

the second century (in the pontificate of Victor 189-199 a. d.)

* A suggestion was made in the Church Quarterly Review for Oct. 1894,
which deserves consideration ; viz. that the dislocation of the Jewish com-
munity caused by the edict of Claudius may explain ' why the Church of the

capital did not grow to the same extent as elsewhere out cf [-t.^ simagoguf
Even when St. Paul arrived there in bonds the chiefs of the reil«fecJ Jewisl
organization profebsed to have beard nothing, officially or OE<;fSaiaJSy, of the
Apostle, and to know about the Cliristian sect just what we may suppose the
rioters ten years earlier knew, that it was "everywhere spokeo against

"'

(P- 17.1).
' Vit. Joseph. 3; Ant. XX. viii. 11.

• Dio Cassius xxxvii. 17 tan koI irapa roii "Pai/Miiois t6 ytvos tovto, iccXavatii

ftiy iroWiiicti ai^rjfiif Si iwl vXtiaTov, Siart Kot tU vapprfalof T^f VfdvHat
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Callistus, who afterwards himself became Bishop of Rome, was
banished to the Sardinian mines for forcibly breaking up a Jewish
meeting for worship (Hippol. Refut. Haer. ix. 12).

There was some natural difference between the East and the

West corresponding to the difference in number and concentration

of the Jewish population. In Palestine the central judicial and
administrative body was the Sanhedrin ; after the Jewish War the

place of the Sanhedrin was taken by the Ethnarch who exercised

great powers, the Jews of the Dispersion voluntarily submitting to

him. At Alexandria also there was an Ethnarch, as well as a

central board or senate, for the management of the affairs of the

community. At Rome, on the other hand, it would appear that

each synagogue had its own separate organization. This would
consist of a * senate ' (-yepovo-tu), the members of which were the
* elders ' {npfa^vrepot). The exact relation of these to the * rulers

'

(apxovT(s) is not quite clear : the two terms may be practically

equivalent ; or the apxovres may be a sort of committee within the

larger body *. The senate had its * president ' {yepovmdpxns) ',
and

among the rulers one or more would seem to have been charged
with the conduct of the services in the synagogue {apxtavvaymyos,

apxKTvvdyayyoi). Under him would be the virripiTr]! {Chazan) who
performed the minor duties of giving out and putting back the

sacred rolls (Luke iv. 20), inflicted scourging (Matt. x. 17), and
acted as schoolmaster. The priests as such had no special status

in the synagogue. We hear at Rome of wealthy and influential

people who were called ' father ' or • mother of the synagogue
'

;

this would be an honorary title. There is also mention of a npo-

ardTTjs ox paironus, who would on occasion act for the synagogue
in its relation to the outer world.

(3) Social status and condition. There were ceitainly Jews of

rank and position at Rome. Herod the Great had sent a number
of his sons to be educated there (the ill-fated Alexander and
Aristobulus as well as Archelaus, Antipas, and Philip the tetrarch*).

At a later date other members of the family made it their home
(Herod the first husband of Herodias, the younger Aristobulus,

and at one time Herod Agrippa I). There were also Jews attached

in one way or another to the imperial household (we have had
mention of the synagogues of the Agrippesii zwdi Augustesii). These
would be found in the more aristocratic quarters. The Jews'

* This is the view of Schiirer {Gemeindevetf. p. 33). The point is not
discussed by Berliner. Dr. Edersheiin appears to regard the ' elders ' as

Identical with the 'rulers,' and the apxiffvvdyojyos as chief of the body. He
would make the functions of the yepovcnnpxTjs political rather than religious,

and he spenks of this office as if it were confined to the Dispersion of the West
{Lt/e and Times, &c. i. 438). These are points which must be regarded at

more or Itss open.
« ;©S. Ant. XV, X. I ; XVII. i. 3.
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quarter proper was the reverse of aristocratic The fairiy plentiful

notices which have come down to us in the works of the Satirists

lead us to think of the Jews of Rome as largely a population of

beggars, rendors of small wares, sellers of lucifer matches, collectors

of broken glass, fortune-tellers of both sexes. They haunted the

Aventine with their baskets and wisps of hay*. Thence they would
sally forth and try to catch the ear especially of the wealthier

Roman women, on whose superstitious hopes and fears they might
play and earn a few small coins by their pains *.

Between these extremes we may infer the existence of a more
substantial trading class, both from the success which at this period

had begun to attend the Jews in trade and from the existence of

the numerous synagogues (nine are definitely attested) which it

must have required a considerable amount and some diffusion of

wealth to keep up. But of this class we have less direct evidence.

In Rome, as everywhere, the Jews impressed the observer by
their strict performance of the Law. The Jewish sabbath was
proverbial. The distinction of meats was also carefully maintained '.

But along with these external observances the Jews did succeed in

bringing home to their Pagan neighbours the contrast of their

purer faith to the current idolatries, that He whom they served

did not dwell in temples made with hands, and that He was not to

be likened to ' gold or silver or stone, graven by art and device

of man.'

It is difficult to say which is more conspicuous, the repulsion or

the attraction which the Jews exercised upon the heathen world.

The obstinate tenacity with which they held to their own customs,

and the rigid exclusiveness with which they kept aloof from all

others, offended a society which had come to embrace all the varied

national religions with the same easy tolerance and which passed

from one to the other as curiosity or caprice dictated. They
looked upon the Jew as a gloomy fanatic, whose habitual expres-

sion was a scowl. It was true that he condemned, as he had

reason to condemn, the heathen laxity around him. And his

neighbours, educated and populace alike, retaliated with bitter

hatred and scorn.

At the same time sdl—and there were many—who were in search

* The purpose of this is somewhat uncertain : it may have been nsed to pack
their wares.

' The passages on which this description is based are well known. Small
Trades'. Martial, Epig. I. xlii, 3-5 ; XII. Ivii. 13, 14. Mendicancy: Juvenal,

Sat. iii. 14; vi. 543 ff. Proselytism: Horace, Sat. I. iv. 143 f. ; Juvenal, Sat.

xiv. 96 ff.

^ Horace, Sat. I. ix. 69 f. ; Juvenal, Sat. xiv. 96 ff. (of proselytes) ; Persius,

Sat. V. 184 ; Sueton. Aug. 76. The texts of Greek and Latin authors relating

to Judaism have recently been collected in a complete and convenient form by

Theodore Reinach {Testes relatifs aujudaisme, Paris, 1895).
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of a purer creed than their own, knew that the Jew had something

to give them which they could not get elsewhere. The heathen

Pantheon was losing its hold, and thoughtful minds were ' feeling

after if haply they might find ' the one God who made heaven and
earth. Nor was it only the higher minds who were conscious of

a strange attraction in Judaism. Weaker and more superstitious

natures were impressed by its lofty claims, and also as we may
believe by the gorgeous apocalyptic visions which the Jews of tliis

date were ready to pour out to them. The seeker wants to be told

soigething that he can do to gain the Divine favour; and of such

demands and precepts there was no lack. The inquiring Pagan
was met with a good deal of tact on the part of those whom he

consulted. He was drawn on little by little ; there was a place for

every one who showed a real sympathy for the faith of Israel. It

was not necessary that he should at once accept circumcision and
the whole burden of the Mosaic Law ; but as he made good one

step another was proposed to him, and the children became in

many cases more zealous than their fathers '. So round most of

the Jewish colonies there was gradually formed a fringe of Gentiles

more or less in active sympathy with their religion, the 'devout

men and women/ * those who worshipped God ' {eva-e^els, o-e/SoVei/oi,

(Tf^oixevoi Tov Qeov, (po^ovfifuoi rov Gfoi') of the Acts of the Apostles.

For the student of the origin of the Christian Church this class is

of great importance, because it more than any other was the seed

plot of Chiisiianity ; in it more than in any other the Gospel took

root and spread with ease and rapidity *.

§ 3. The Roman Church.

(i) Origin. The most probable view of the origin of the

Christian Church in Rome is substantially that of the commen-
tator known as Ambrosiasler (see below, § 10). This fourth-

century writer, himself probably a member of the Roman Church,

does not claim for it an apostolic origin. He thinks that it arose

among the Jews of Rome and that the Gendles to whom they

conveyed a knowledge of Christ had not seen any miracles or any

of the Apostles'. Some such conclusion as this fits in well with

' Juvenal, Sat. xiv. 96 ff.

' See the very ample collection of material on this subject in Schiirer,

Neutest. Zeitgesch. ii. 558 ff.

Constat itaque ietnporibus apostolorum ludaeos, propterea quod sub regno
Romano agerent, Koiiiae habitasse : ex quibus hi qui C7xdiderayit, tradidcnint

Koinanis ut Christian profilentes. Legem servareiit . . . Rotnanis autem irasci

non debuit, sed et laudare Jidem illorum ; quia nulla insignia virtuiurn
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the phenomena of the Epistle. St. Paul would hardly have written

as he does if the Church had really been founded by an Apostle.

He clearly regards it as coming within his own province as Apostle

of tlie Gentiles (Rom. i. 6, 14 f.); and in this very Epistle he lays

it down as a principle governing all his missionary labours that he
will not ' build upon another man's foundation ' (Rom. xv. 20).

If an Apostle had been before him to Rome the only supposition

which would save his present letter from clashing with this would
be that there were two distinct churches in Rome, one Jewish-

Christian the other Gentile-Christian, and that St. Paul wrote only

to the latter. But not only is there no hint of such a state of

things, but the letter itself (as we shall see) implies a mixed
community, a community not all of one colour, but embracing
in substantial proportions both Jews and Gentiles.

At a date so early as this it is not in itself likely that the Apostles

of a faith which grew up under the shadow of Jewish particu-

larism would have had the enterprise to cast their glance so far

west as Rome. It was but natural that the first Apostle to do
this should be the one who both in theory and in practice had
struck out the boldest line as a missionary ; the one who had
formed the largest conception of the possibilities of Christianity,

the one who risked the most in the effort to realize them, and who
as a matter of principle ignored distinctions of language and of

race. We see St. Paul deliberately conceiving and long cherishing

the purpose of himself making a journey to Rome (Acts xix. 21

;

Rom. i. 13; XV. 22-24). It was not however \ofound a Church,
at least in the sense of first foundation, for a Church already

existed with sufficient unity to have a letter written to it.

If we may make use of the data in ch. xvi—and reasons will

be given for using them with some confidence—the origin of the

Roman Church will be fairly clear, and it will agree exactly with

the probabilities of the case. Never in the course of previous

history had there been anything like the freedom of circulation

and movement which now existed in the Roman Empire \ And
this movement followed certain definite lines and set in certain

definite directions. It was at its greatest all along the Eastern

shores of the Mediterranean, and its general trend was to and from
Rome, The constant coming and going of Roman officials, as

one provincial governor succeeded another ; the moving of troops

videnles, nee aliquem apostolorum, sitsceferant fidem Christi ritu licet ludaico
(S. Ambrosii 0pp. iii. 373 f., ed. Ballerini). We shall see that Ambrosiaster
exagtjeiates the strictly Jewish influence on the Church, but in his general

conclusion he is more right than we might have expected.
* 'The conditions of travelling, for ease, safety, and rapidity, over the

greater part of the Roman empire, were such as in part have only been reached
again in Europe since the beginning of the present century' (FriedlandcT,

aUltngeschichte Rmms, ii. 3).
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from place to place with the sending of fresh batches of recruits

and tlie retirement of veterans ; the incessant demands of an ever-

increasing trade both in necessaries and luxuries; the attraction

which the huge metropolis naturally exercised on the imagination

of the clever young Orientals who knew that the best openings for

a career were to be sought there ; a thousand motives of ambition,

business, pleasure drew a constant stream from the Eastern pro-

vinces to Rome. Among the crowds there would inevitably be some
Christians, and those of very varied nationality and antecedents.

St. Paul himself had for the last three years been stationed at one of

the greatest of the 'Leva.nUne emporia. Wemaysaythat the three great

cities at which he had spent the longest time—Antioch, Corinth,

Ephesus—were just the three from which (with Alexandria) inter-

course was most active. We may be sure that not a few of his

own disciples would ultimately find their way to Rome. And so

we may assume that all the owners of the names mentioned in

ch. xvi had some kind of acquaintance with him. In several cases

he adds some endearing little expression which implies personal

contact and interest : Epaenetus, Ampliatus, Stachys are all his

'beloved'; Urban has been his ' helper'; the mother of Rufus had

been also as a mother to him; Andronicus and Junia (or Junias)

and Herodion are described as his ' kinsmen '— i. e. perhaps his

fellow-tribesmen, possibly like him natives of Tarsus. Andronicus

and Junias, if we are to take the expression literally, had shared

one of his imprisonments. But not by any means all were

St. Paul's own converts. The same pair, Andronicus and Junias,

were Christians of older standing than himself. Epaenetus is

described as the first convert ever made from Asia : that may of

course be by the preaching of St. Paul, but it is also possible that

he may have been converted while on pilgrimage to Jerusalem.

If the Aristobulus whose household is mentioned is the Herodian

prince, we can easily understand that he might have Christians

about him. That Prisca and Aquila should be at Rome is just

what we might expect from one with so keen an eye for the

strategy of a situation as St. Paul. When he was himself esta-

blished and in full work at Ephesus with the intention of visiting

Rome, it would at once occur to him what valuable work they might

be doing there and what an excellent preparation they might make
for his own visit, while in his immediate surroundings they were

almost superfluous. So that instead of presenting any difficulty,

that he should send them back to Rome where they were already

known, is most natural.

In this way, the previous histories of the friends to whom S . Paul

sends greeting in ch. xvi may be taken as typical of the circum-

stances which would bring together a number of similar groups of

Christians at Rome. Some from Palestine, some from Corinth,
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some from Ephesus and other parts of proconsular Asia, possibly

some from Tarsus and more from the Syrian Antioch, there was in

the first instance, as we may believe, nothing concerted in their

going ; but when once they arrived in the metropolis, the free-

masonry common amongst Chrisiians would soon make them
known to each oiher, and they would form, not exactly an organized
Church, but such a fortuitous assemblage of Christians as was only
waiting for the advent of an Apostle to constitute one.

For other influences than those of St. Paul we are left to general

probabilities. But from the fact that there w^as a synagogue specially

assigned to the Roman ' Liberiini ' at Jerusalem and that this

synagogue was at an early dale the scene of public debates between

Jews and Christians (Acts vi. 9), with the further fact that regular

communication would be kept up by Roman Jews frequenting the

feasts, it is equally clear that Palestinian Christianity could hardly

fail to have its representatives. We may well believe that the

vigorous preaching of St. Stephen would set a wave in motion
wiiich would be felt even at Rome. If coming from such a source

we should expect the Jewish Christianity of Rome to be rather of

the freer Hellenistic t}pe than marked by the narrowness of

Pharisaism. But it is best to abstain from anticipating, and to form
our idea of the Roman Church on better grounds than conjecture.

If the view thus given of the origin of the Roman Church is correct, it

involves the rejection of two other views, one of which at least has imposing
authority ; viz. (,i) that the Church was founded by Jewish pilgrims from the

First Pentecost, and (ii) that its true founder was St. Peter.

(i) We are told expressly that among those who listened to St. Peter's

address on the Day of Pentecost were some who came from Rome, both
bom Jews of the Dispersion and proselytes. When these returned they
would naturally take with them news of the strange things which were
happening in Palestine. But unless they remained for some time in Jerusalem,
and unless tiiey attended very diligently to the teaching of the Apostles,

which would as yet be informal and not accompanied by any regular system
of Catechesis, they would not know enough to make them in the full sense

'Christians'; still less would they be in a position to evangelize others.

Among this first group there would doubtless he some who would go back
predisposed and prepared to receive fuller instruction in Christianity ; they
might be at a similar stage to that of the disciples of St. John the Baptist at

Ephesus (Acts xix. 2 ff.) ; and under the successive impact of later visits

(their own or their neighbours') to Jerusalem, we could imagine that their

faith would be gradually consolidated. But it would take more than they
brouglit away from the Day of Pentecost to lay the foundations of a

Church.
(ii) The traditional founder of the Roman Church is St. Peter. But it is

only in a very qualified sense that this tradition can be made good. We
may say at once that we are not prepared to go the length of those who
would deny the connexion of St. Peter with the Roman Church altogether.

It is true that thfre is hardly an item in the evidence which is not subject to

some deduction The cviilence which is definite is somewhat late, and the

evidence which is early is either too uncertain or too slight and vague to
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cany a clear conclusion '. Most decisive of all, if it held good, would be
the allusion in St. Peter's own First Epistle if the ' Babylon ' from which he
writes (i Pet. v. 13) is really a covert name for Rome. This was the view oi

the Early Church, and although perhaps not absolutely certain it is in acco:d-

ance with all probability. The Apocalypse confessedly puts ' Babylon ' lor

Rome (Rev. xiv. 8; xvi. 19, &c.), and when we remember the common
practice among the Jewish Rabbis of disguising their allusions to the op-
pressor*, we may believe that Christians also, when they had once become
suspected and persecuted, might have fallen into the habit of using a secret

language among themselves, even where there was less occasion for secresy.

When once we adopt this view, a number of details in the Epistle (such

as the mention of Silvanus and Mark, and the points of contact between
1 Peter and Romans) find an easy and natural explanation'.
The genuine Epistle of Clement of Rome (c. 97 A.D.) couples together

St. Peter and St. Paul in a context dealing with persecution in such a way
as to lend some support to the tradition that both Apostles had perished

there*; and the Epistle of Ignatius addressed to Rome {c. 115 a.d.) appeals

to both Apostles as authorities which the Roman Church would be likely to

recognize^; but at the utmost this proves nothing as to the origin of the

Church. When we descend a step later, Dionysius of Corinth {c. 171 a.d.)

does indeed couple the two Apostles as having joined in ' planting ' the

Church of Rome as they had done previously that of Corinth *. But this

Epistle alone is proof that if St. Paul could be said to have 'planted' the

Church, it could not be in the sense of first foundation; and a like considera-

tion must be taken to qualify the statements of Irenaeus'. By the beginning

of the third century we get in Tertullian ' and Caius of Rome' explicit

references to Rome as the scene of the double martyrdom. The latter writer

points to the ' trophies ' {to. rpmaia '") of the two Apostles as existing in his

day on the Vatican and by the Ostian Way. This is conclusive evidence as

to the belief of the Roman Church about the year 200. And it is followed

by another piece of evidence which is good and precise as far as it goes.

* The summary which follows contains only the main points and none of the

indirect evidence. For a fuller presentation the reader may be referred to

Lightfoot, St. Clement ii. 490 ff., and Lipsius, Apokr. Apostelgesch. ii. 1 1 ff.

'' On this practice, see Bitsenlhal, Trostschrcibcn an die Ilebrder, p. 3 ff.
;

and for a defence of the view that St. Peter wrote his First Epistle from Rome,
Lightfoot, St. Clement ii. 491 f. ; Von Soden in Haudcomnientar III. ii. 105 f.

&c. Dr. Hort, who had paid special attention to this Epistle, seems to have

held the same opinion {Jtidaistic Christianity, p. 155).
^ There is a natural reluctance in the lay mind to take \v Ba^vXwvi in any

other sense than literally. Still it is certainly to be so taken in Orae. Sibyll. v.

159 (Jewish) ; and it should be remembered that the advocates of this view

include men of the most diverse opinions, not only the English scholars men-
tioned above and Dollinger, but Renan and the Tubingen school generally.

* Ad Cor. V. 4 ff. ' Ad Rom. iv. 3.

• Eus. H. E. II. xxv. 8. ' Adv. Haer. III. iii. 2, 3.

• Scorp. 1=,; De Praescript. 36. • Eus. //. E. II. xxv. 6, 7.

'" There has been much discussion as to the exact meaning of this word.

The leading Protestant archaeologists (Lipsius, Erbes, V. Schultze) hold that

it refers to some conspicuous mark ot the place of martyrdom (a famous
' terebinth ' near the naumachium on the Vatican {Mart. Pet. et Paul. 63) and

a ' pine-tree ' near the road to Ostia. The Roman Catholic authorities would

refer it to the 'tombs' or 'memorial chapels' {ntemoriae). It seems to us

probable that buildings of some kind were already in existence. For statements

of the opposing views see Lipsius, Apokr. Apostelgesch. ii. ai ; De Waal, Di4

Apostelpuft ad Catacumhas. p. 14 ff.
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Two fonrth-century documents, both in texts which have undergone some
corruption, the Martyrologium Hieronymianum (ed. Duchesne, p. 84) and
a Depositio Martyrttm in the woik of Philocalus, the so-called ' chronogra|iher

of the year 354,' connect a removal ol the bodies of the two Apostles with

the consulship of Tuscus and Bassus in the year 258. There is some
ambiguity as to the localities from and to which the bodies were moved ;

but the most probable view is that in the Valerian persecution when the

remeteries were closed to Christians, the treasured relics were transferred to

the site known as Ad Catacumbas adjoining the present Church of St
Sebastian '. Here they remained, according to one version, for a year and
seven months, according to another for forty years. The later story of an
attempt by certain Orientals to steal them away seems to have grown out of

a misunderstanding of an inscription by Pope Damasus (366-384 a.d.)^-

Here we have a chain of substantial proof that the Roman Church fully

beUeved itself to be in possession of the mortal remains of the two Apostles

as far back as the year 200, a tradition at that date already firmly established

and associated with definite well-known local monuments. The tradition aa

to the twenty five years' episcopate of St. Peter presents some points of re-

semblance. That too appears for the first time in the fnurth century with
Eusebius (c. 325 A.D.) and his follower Jerome. By skilful analysis it is

traced back a full hundred years earlier. It appears to be derived from a list

drawn up probably by Hippolytus '. Lipsius would carry back this list

a little further, and would make it composed under Victor in the last decade
of the second century*, and Lightfoot seems to think it possible that the

figures for the duration of the several episcopates may have been present in

the still older list of Hegesippus, writing under Eleutherus kc. 175-190 a. d.)'.

Thus we have the twenty-five years' episcopate of St. Peter certainly

believed in towards the end of the first quarter of the third century, if not by
the beginning of the last quarter of the second. We are coming back to

a time when a continuous tradition is beginning to be possible. And yet the

difficulties in the way of bringing St. Peter to Rome at a date so early as the

year 42 (which seems to be indicated) are so great as to make the acceptance

of this chronology almost impossible. Not only do we find St. Peter to all

appearance still settled at Jerusalem at the time of the Council in A.D. 51,
but we have seen that it is highly improbable that he had visited Rome
when St. Paul wrote his Epistle to the Church there. And it is hardly less

improbable that a visit had been made between this and the later Epistles

(Phil., Col., Eph., Philem.), The relations between the two Apostles and of

both to the work of missions in general, would almost compel some allusion

to such a visit if it had taken place. Between the years 58 or 61-63 and 170
there is quite time for legend to grow up ; and Lipsius has pointed out

a possible way in which it might arise •. There is evidence that the tradition

of our Lord's command to the Aptistles to remain at Jerusalem for twelve

years after His Ascension, was current towards the end of the second century.

The travels of the Apostles are usually dated from the end of this period

' The best account of this transfer is that given by Duchesne, Liber Pontiji-

call's i. cvi f.

'' So Lipsius, after Erbes, Apokr. Apostelgesch. ii. 335 f., 391 flf. ; also Liglit-

foot, Clement ii. 500. The Roman Catholic writers, Kraus and De Waal,
would connect the story with the jealousies of Jewish and Gentile Christians in

the first century : see the latter's Die Apostelgruft ad Catacumbas, pp. 33 f^

49 (T. This work contains a full survey of the controversy with new archaeo'

logical details.

• Lightfoot, op. cit. i. 259 ff.; 333.
• Ap. Ligntfoot, pp. 237, 333. • Itid. p. 33J.
• Apokr. Apostelgesch. ii. 37, ()9>
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(i.e. about 41-41 a.d.). Then the traditional date of the death of St. Petei
is 67 or 68 ; and subtracting 42 from 67 we get just the 25 years required.

It was assumed that 'St. Peter's episcopate dated from his first arrival in

Rome.
So far the ground is fairly clear. But when Lipsius goes further than this

and denies the Roman visit in toto, his criticism seems to us too drastic '.

He arrives at his result thus. He traces a double stream in the tradition.

On the one hand there is the ' Petro-pauline tradition ' which regards the two
Apostles as establishing the Church in friendly co-operation ^. The outlines

of this have been sketched above. On the other hand there is the tradition

of the conflict of St. Peter with Simon Magus, which under the figure of

Simon Magus made a disguised attack upon St. Paul ^. Not only does
l^ipsius think that this is the earliest form of the tradition, but he regards it

as the original of all other forms which brought St. Peter to Rome * : the

only historical ground for it which he would allow is the visit of St. Paul.

This does not seem to us to be a satisfactory explanation. The traces of the

Petro-pauline tradition are really earlier than those of the Ebionite legend.

The way in which they are introduced is free from all suspicion. They are

supported by collateral evidence (St. Peter's First Epistle and the traditions

relating to St. Mark) the weight of which is considerable. There is practic-

ally no conflicting tradition. The claim of the Roman Church to joint

foundation by the two Apostles seems to have been nowhere disputed. And
even the Ebionite fiction is more probable as a distortion of facts that have
a basis of truth than as pure invention. The visit of St. Peter to Rome, and
his death there at some uncertain date ^, seem to us, if not removed beyond
all possibility of doubt, yet as well established as many of the leading facts

of history.

(a) Composition. The question as to the origin of the Roman
Church has little more than an antiquarian interest ; it is an isolated

fact or series of facts which does not greatly affect either the picture

which we form to ourselves of the Church or the sense in which

we understand the Epistle addressed to it. It is otherwise with

the question as to its composition. Throughout the ApostoHc age

the determining factor in most historical problems is the relative

* It is significant that oq this point Weizsacker parts company from Lipsius

{Apost. Zdtalt. p. 485).
» Op. cit. p. 1 1 ff. * Ibid. p. 28 ff.

« Ibid. p. 62 if.

' There is no substantial reason for supposing the death of St. Peter to have

taken place at the same time as that of St. Paul. It is true that the two

Apostles are commemorated upon the same day (June 29), and that the

Chronicle of Eusebius refers their deaths to the same year (a.d. 67 Vers.

Armen. ; 68 Hieron.). But the day is probably that of the deposition or re-

moval of the bodies to or from the Church of St. Sebastian (see above) ; and

for the year the evidence is very insufficient. Professor Ramsay {llie Church

in the Roman Empire, p. 279 ff.) would place the First Epistle of St. Peter in

the middle of the Flavian period, A.D. 75-80 ; and it must be admitted that the

authorities are not such as to impose an absolute veto on this view. The fact

that tradition connects the death of St. Peter with the Vatican would seem to

point to the great persecution of A.D. 64 ; but the state of things implied in

the Epistle does not look as if it were anterior to this. On the other hand,

Professor Ramsay's arguments have greatly shaken the objections to the tradi-

tional date of the death of St PauL. -,
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preponderance of the Jewish element or the Gentile. Which of

these two elements are w-e to think of as giving its character to

the Church at Rome? Directly contrary answers have been given

to the question and whole volumes of controversy have grown up
around it; but in this instance some real advance has been made,
and the margin of difference among the leading critics is not now
very considerable.

Here as in so many other cases elsewhere the sharper statement of

the problem dates from Baur, whose powerful influence drew a long
train of followers after him ; and here as so often elsewhere the

manner in which Baur himself approaches the question is deter-

mined not by the minute exegesis of particular passages but by
a broad and comprehensive view of what seems to him to be the

argument of the Epistle as a whole. To him the Epistle seems to

be essentially directed against Jewish Christians. The true centre

of gravity of the Epistle he found m chaps, ix-xi. St, Paul there

grapples at close quarters with the objection that if his doctrine

held good, the special choice of Israel—its privileges and the

promises made to it—all fell to the ground. At first there is no
doubt that the stress laid by Baur on these three chapters in com-
parison with the rest was exaggerated and one-sided. His own
disciples criticized the position which he took up on this point, and
he himself gradually drew back from it, chiefly by showing that

a like tendency ran through the earlier portion of the Epistle.

There too St. Paul's object was to argue with the Jewish Christians

and to expose the weakness of their reliance on formal obedience

to the Mosaic Law.
The writer who has worked out this view of Baur's most elabo-

rately is Mangold. It is not difficult to show, when the Epistle is

closely examined, that there is a large element in it which is

essentially Jewish. The questions with which it deals are Jewish,

the validity of the Law, the nature of Redemption, the principle on
which man is to become righteous in the sight of God, the choice

of Israel. It is also true that the arguments with which St. Paul

meets these questions are very largely such as would appeal

specially to Jews. His own views are linked on directly to the

teaching of the Old Testament, and it is to the Old Testament
that he goes in support of them. It is fair to ask, what sort of

relevance arguments of this character would have as addressed to

Gentiles.

It was also possible to point to one or two expressions in detail

which might seem to favour the assumption of Jewish readers.

Such would be Rom. iv. i where Abraham is described (in the

most probable text) as 'our forefather according to the flesh' {top

irpondTofja T]fxC)v Kara nupKii). To that howcver* it was obvious to

reply that in i Cor. x. t St. Paul spoke of the Israelites in the
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wilderness as * our iathers,' though no one would maintain that the

Corinthian Christians were hy birth Jews. There is more weight

—indeed there is real weight—in the argument drawn from the

section, Rom. vii. i-6, where not only are the readers addressed

as «8fXc/)oi jMov (which would be just as possible if they were con-

verts from heathenism) but a sustained contrast is drawn between
an earlier state under the Law (6 vSfios vv. r, 4, 5, 6 ; not vv. 2, 3
where the force of the article is different) and a later state of free-

dom from the Law. It is true that this could not have been

wrUten to a Church which consisted wholly of Gentiles, unless the

Apostle had forgotten himself for the moment more entirely than

he is likely to have done. Still such expressions should not be

pressed too far. He associates his readers with himself in a manner
somewhat analogous to that in which he writes to the Corinthians,

as if their spiritual ancestry was the same as his own. Nor was
this without reason. He regards the whole pre-Messianic period

as a period of Law, of which the Law of Moses was only the most
conspicuous example.

It is a minor point, but also to some extent a real one, that the

exhortations in chs. xiii, xiv are probably in part at least addresser"

to Jews. That turbulent race, v/hich had called down the inter-

ference of the civil power some six or seven years before, needed

a warning to keep the peace. And the party which had scruples

about the keeping of days is more likely to have been Jewish than

Gentile. Still that would only show that some members of the

Roman Church were Jews, not that they formed a majority. Indeed

in this instance the contrary would seem to be the case, because

their opponents seem to have the upper hand and all that St. Paul

asks for on their behalf is toleration.

We may take it then as established that there were Jews in the

Church, and that in substantial numbers; just as we also cannot

doubt that there was a substantial number of Gentiles. The direct

way in which St. Paul addresses the Gentiles in ch. xi. 13 ff. {viiiv

8e Xeyo) rn'is fdveaiv K.r.X.) would be proof Sufficient of this. But it

is further clear that St. Paul regards the Church as broadly and in

the main a Gentile Church. It is the Gentile element which give?

it its colour. This inference cannot easily be explained away from

the passages, Rom. i. 5-7, 13-15 ; xv. 14-16. In the first St. Paul

numbers the Church at Rome among the Gentile Churches, and

bases on his own apostleship to the Gentiles his right to address

them. In the second he also connects the obligations he is under

to preach to them directly with the general fact that all Gentiles

without exception are his province. In the third he in like manner

excuses himself courteously for the earnestness with which he has

written by an appeal to his commission to act as the priest who
lays upon the altar the Church of the Gentiles as his offering.
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This then is the natural construction to put upon the Apostle's

language. The Church to which he is writing is Gentile in its

general complexion; but at the same time it contains so many
born Jews that he passes easily and freely from the one body to

the other. He does not feel bound to measure and weigh his

words, because if he writes in the manner which comes most
naturally to himself he knows that there will be in the Church
many who will understand him. The fact to which we have

already referred, that a large proportion even of the Gentile Chris-

tians would have approached Christianity through the portals of

a previous connexion with Judaism, would tend to set him still

more at his ease in this respect. We shall see in the next section

that the force whicli impels the Apostle is behind rather than in

front. It is not to be supposed that he had any exact statistics

before him as to the composition of the Church to which he was
writing. It was enough that he was aware that a letter such as he

has written w-as not likely to be thrown away.

If he had stayed to form a more exact estimate we may take the

greetings in ch. xvi as a rough indication of the lines that it would
follow. The collection of names there points to a mixture of

nationalities. Aquila at least, if not also Prisca \ we know to have

been a Jew (Acts xviii. 2). Andronicus and Junias and Herodion
are described as ' kinsmen ' [avy/eveh) of the Apostle : precisely

what this means is not certain—perhaps 'members of the same
tribe'—but in any case they must have been Jews. Mary (Miriam)

is a Jewish name ; and Apelles reminds us at once of ludaeus Apella

(Horace, Sat. I. v. 100). And there is besides ' the household of

Aristobulus,' some of whom—if Aristobulus was really the grandson

of Herod or at least connected with that dynasty—would probably

have the same nationality. Four names (Urbanus, Ampliatus,

Rufus, and Julia) are Latin. The rest (ten in number) are Greek
with an indeterminate addition in 'the household of Narcissus.'

Some such proportions as these might well be represented in the

Church at large.

(3) Status and Condition. The same list of names may give us

some idea of the social status of a representative group of Roman
Christians. The names are largely those of slaves and freedmen.

In any case the households of Narcissus and Aristobulus would

belong to this category. It is not inconceivable, though of course

not proveable, that Narcissus may be the well-known freedman of

Claudius, put to death in the year 54 a.d., and Aristobulus the

scion of the house of Herod. We know that at the time when

' See the note on ch. xvi. 3, where reference ! made to the view favoured

by Dr. Hort {I\om. and Eph. p. 12 Ef.), that Prisca was a Roman lady belonging

to the well-known family of that name.
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St. Paul wrote to the Philippians Christianity had penetrated into

the retinue of the Emperor himself (Phil. iv. 22). A name like

Philologus seems to point to a certain degree of culture. We
should therefore probably not be wrong in supposing that not

only the poorer class of slaves and freedmen is represented. And
it must be remembered that the better sort of Greek and some
Oriental slaves would often be more highly educated and more
refined in manners than their masters. There is good reason to

think that Pomponia Graecina, the wife of Aulus Plautius the

conqueror of Britain, and that in the next generation Flavius

Clemens and Domililla, the near relations and victims of Domitian,

had come under Christian influence *. We should therefore be

justified in supposing that even at this early date more than one of

the Roman Christians possessed a not inconsiderable social stand-

ing and importance. If there was any Church in which the ' not

many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble/

had an exception, it was at Rome.
When we look again at the list we see that it has a tendency to

fall into groups. We hear of Prisca and Aquila, * and the Church
that is in their house,' of the household of Aristobulus and the

Christian members of the household of Narcissus, of Asyncritus, &c.

'and the brethren that are with them,' of Philologus and certain

companions ' and all the saints that are with them.' It would only

be what we should expect if the Church of Rome at this time

consisted of a number of such little groups, scattered over the

great city, each with its own rendezvous but without any complete

and centralized organization. In more than one of the incidental

notices of the Roman Church it is spoken of as ' founded ' (Iren.

Adv. Haer. III. i. i ; iii. 3) or 'planted' (Dionysius of Corinth in

Eus. H. E. II. XXV. 8) by St. Peter and St. Paul. It may well be

that although the Church did not in the strict sense owe to these

Apostles its origin, it did owe to them its first existence as an

organized whole.

We must not however exaggerate the want of organization at

the time when St. Paul is writing. The repeated allusions to

' labouring' (/comai') in the case of Mary, Tryphaena and Tryphosa,

and Persis— all, as we observe, women— points to some kind of

regular ministry (cf. for the quasi-technical sense of Ktmiav i Thess.

V. 12; I Tim. V. 17). It is evident, that Prisca and Aquila took

the lead which we should expect of them ; and they were well

trained in St. Paul's methods. Even without the help of an

Apostle, the Church had evidently a life of its own; and where

there is life there is sure to be a spontaneous tendency to definite

articulation of function. When St. Paul and St. Peter arrived we

' Lightfoot, Clement, i. 30-39, &c-
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may believe that they would find the work half done; still it would
wait the seal of their presence, as the Church of Samaria waited for

the coming of Peter and John (Acts viii. 14).

§ 4. The Time and Place, Occasion and Purpose,

OF THE Epistle.

(i) Time and Place. The time and place at which the Epistle

was written are easy to determine. And the simple and natural

way in which the notes of both in the Epislle itself dovetail into the

narrative of the Acts, together with the perfect consistency of the

whole group of data— subtle, slight, and incidental as they are—in

the two documents, at once strongly confirms the truth of the

history and would almost alone be enough to dispose of the

doctrinaire objections which have been brought against the

Epistle.

St. Paul had long cherished the desire of paying a visit to Rome
(Rom. i. 13; XV. 23), and that desire he hopes very soon to see

fulfilled; but at the moment of writing his face is turned not

westwards but eastwards. A collection has been made in the

Greek Churches, the proceeds of which he is with an anxious mind
about to convey to Jerusalem. He feels that his own relation and
that of the Churches of his founding to the Palestinian Church is

a delicate matter; the collection is no ligiitly considered act of

passing charity, but it has been with him the subject of long and
earnest deliberation ; it is the olive-branch which he is bent upon
offering. Great issues turn upon it ; and he does not know how it

will be received '.

We hear much of this collection in the Epistles written about

this date (i Cor. xvi. i ff. ; 2 Cor. viii. i ff. ; ix. i ff.). In the

Acts it is not mentioned before the fact; but retrospectively in

the course of St. Paul's address before Ftlix allusion is made to

it: 'after many years I came to bring alms to my nation and
offerings' (Actsxxiv. 17). Though the collection is not mentioned
in the earlier chapters of the Acts, the order of the journey is

mentioned. When his stay at Ejjhesus was drawing to an end
we read that 'Paul purposed in the spirit, when he had passed

through Macedonia and Achaia, to go to Jerusalem, saying, After

I have been there, I must also see Rome' (Acts xix. 21). Part of

this programme has been accomplished. At the time of writing

St. Paul seems to be at the capital of Achaia. The allusions

' On this collection see an excellent arliclc by Mr. Renilall in The Expositor,

»893, ii. 321 ff.
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which point to this would none of them taken separately be
certain, bnt in combination they amount to a degree of pro-

bability which is little short of certainty. The bearer of the

Epistle appears to be one Phoebe who is an active, perhaps an
official, member of the Church of Cenchreae, the harbour of

Corinth (Rom. xvi. i). The house in which St. Paul is staying,

which is also the meeting-place of the local Church, belongs to

Gains (Rom. xvi. 23); and a Gaius St. Paul had baptized at

Corinth (i Cor. i. 14). He sends a greeting also from Erastus,

who is described as ' oeconomus' or ' treasurer' of the city. The
office is of some importance, and points to a city of some im-

portance. This would agree with Corinth; and just at Corindi

we learn from 2 Tim. iv. 20 that an Erastus was left behind on

St. Paul's latest journey—naturally enough if it was his home.
The visit to Achaia then upon which these indications converge

is that which is described in Acts xx. 2, 3. It occupied three

months, which on the most probable reckoning would fall at

the beginning of the year 58. St. Paul has in his company at

this time Timothy and Sosipater (or Sopater) who join in the

greeting of the Epistle (Rom. xvi. 21) and are also mentioned

in Acts XX. 4. Of the remaining four who send their greetings

we recognize at least Jason of Thessalonica (Rom. xvi. 21; cf.

Acts xvii. 6). Just the lightness and unobtrusiveness of all these

mutual coincidences affixes to the works in which they occur

the stamp of reality.

The date thus clearly indicated brings the Epistle to the Romans into

close connexion with the two Epistles to Corinthians, and less certainly with

the Epistle to Galatians. We have seen how the collection for the Churches
of Judaea is one of the links which bind together the first three. Many
other subtler traces of synchronism in thought and style have been pointed

out between all four (especially by Bp. Lightfoot in Journ. of Class, and
Sacr. Philol. iii [1857], p. 2S9 ff. ; also Galatians, p. 43 ff., ed. 2). The
relative position of i and 2 Corinthians and Komans is fixed and certain.

If Romans was written in the early sjiring of A.D. 58, then i Corinthians

would lall in the spring and 2 Corinthians in the autumn of A.D. 57'. In

regard to Galatians the data are not so decisive, and different views aie held.

The older opinion, and that which would seem to be still dominant in

Germany (it is maintained by Lipsius writing in 1891), is that Galatians

belongs to the early part of St. Paul's long stay at Ephesus, A.D. 54 or 55.
In England Up. Lightfoot found a number of followers in bringing it into

closer juxtaposition with Romans, about the winter of A.D. .^7-=i8. The
question however has been recently reopened in two opposite directions: on
the one hand by Dr. C. Clemen Chionologie der paulinischen Brieje, Halle,

1893), who would place it after Romans; and on the other hand by

* Jiilicher, in his recent Einhitung, p. 62, separates the two Epistles to the

Corinthians by an interval of eighteen months ; nor can this opinion be at once
ruled out of court, though it seems opposed to i Cor. xvi. 8, from which we
gather that when he wrote the first Epistle St. Paul did not contemplate slaying

in Ephesus longer than the next succeeding Pentecost.
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Mr. F. Kendall in The Expositor for April, 1894 (p. 854 ff.), wbo would
place it some years earlier.

Clemen, who propounds a novel view of the chronology of S'.. Paul's life

generally, would interpose the Council of Jerusalem (which he identifies with
the visit of Acts xxi and not with that of Acts xv) between Romans, which
he assigns to the winter of A.D. 53 54, and Galatians, which he places towards
the end of the latter year^. His chief argument is that Galatians represents

a more advanced and heated stage of the controversy with the Judaizers, and
he accounts for this by the events which followed the Council (Gal, ii. 1 2 ff.

;

i. 6 ff.). There is, however, much that is arbitrary in the whole of this

reconstruction ; and the common view seems to us far more probable that

the Epistle to the Romans marks rather the gradual subsidence of troubled

waters than their first disturbing. There is more to be said for Mr. Rendall'i

opinion that Galatians was written during the early part of St. Paul's first

visit to Corinth in the year 51 (or 52), The question is closely comiected
with the controversy reopened by Professor Ramsay as to the identity of the

Galatian Churches. For those who see in them the Churches of South
Galatia (Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, Lystra and Derbe) the earlier date

may well seem preferable. If we take them to be the Churches of North
Galatia (Pessinus, Ancyra, and Tavium), then the Epistle cannot be earlier

than St. Paul's settlement at Ephesus on his third journey in the year 54.
The argument which Bishop Lightfoot based on resemblances of thought and
language between Galatians and Romans rests upon facts that are indisput-

able, but does not carry with it any certain inference as to date.

(2) Occasion. If the time and place of the Epistle are clear,

the occasion of it is still clearer; St. Paul himself explains it

in unmistakable language twice over. At the beginning of the

Epistle (Rom. i. 10-15) he tells the Romans how much he has

longed to pay them a visit ; and now that the prospect has been
brought near he evidently writes to prepare them for it. And
at the end of the Epistle (ch. xv. 22-33) he repeats his explanation

detailing all his plans both for the near and for the more distant

future, and telling them how he hopes to make his stay with them
the most important stage of his journey to Spain. We know that

his intention was fulfilled in substance but not in the manner
of its accomplishment. He went up to Jerusalem and then

* Dr. Clemen places St. Paul's long stay at Ephesus (2J years on his reckon-

ing) in 50-52 A.D. In the course of it would fall our i Corinthians and two
out of the three letters which are supposed to be combined in our 1 Corinthians
(for this division there is really something of a case). He then inserts a third

missionary journey, extending not over three months (as Acts xx. 3), but
over some two years in Macedonia and Greece. To this he refers the last

Corinthian letter (2 Cor. i-viii) and a genuine fragment of Ep. to Titus
(Tit. iii. 12-14). Ep. to Romans is written from Corinth in the winter of

A.D. 53-54. Then follow the Council at Jerusalem, the dispute at Antioch,

Ep. to Galatians, and a fourtli journey in Asia Minor, with another genuine
fragment, 2 Tim. iv. ig-21. This fills the interval which ends with the arrest

at Jerusalem in the year 58, Epp. to Phil., Col., Philem. and one or two more
fragments of Past. Epp., the Apostle's arrival at Rome in a.d. 61 and hit

death in ad. f^. The whole scheme stands or falls with the place assigned to

the Council of Jerusalem, and the estimate formed of the historical character

of the Acts.
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to Rome, but only after two years' forcible detention, and as

a prisoner awaiting his trial.

(3) Purpose. A more complicated question meets us when
from the occasion or proximate cause of the Epistle to the Romans
we pass to its purpose or ulterior cause. The Apostle's reasons

for writing to Rome lie upon the surface ; his reasons for writing

the particular letter he did write will need more consideration.

No doubt there is a providence in it. It was willed that such

a letter should be written for the admonition of after-ages. But
through what psychological channels did that providence work ?

Here we pass on to much debated ground ; and it will perhaps

help us if \\^ begin by presenting the opposing theories in as

antithetical a form as possible.

When the different views which have been held come to ba

examined, they will be found to be reducible to two main types,

which differ not on a single point but on a number of co-ordinated

points. One might be described as primarily historical, the other

primarily dogmatic ; one directs attention mainly to the Church
addressed, the other mainly to the writer; one adopts the view

of a predominance of Jewish-Christian readers, the other pre-

supposes readers who are predominantly Gentile Christians.

Here again the epoch-making impulse came from Baur. It was
Baur who first worked out a coherent theory, the essence of which

was that it claimed to be historical. He argued from the analogy

of the other Epistles which he allowed to be genuine. The cir-

cumstances of the Corinthian Church are reflected as in a glass in

the Epistles to the Corinthians; the circumstances of the Galatian

Churches come out clearly from that to the Galatians. Did it not

follow that the circumstances of the Roman Church might be

directly inferred from the Epistle to the Romans, and that the

Epistle itself was written with deliberate reference to them? Why
all this Jewish-sounding argument if the readers were not Jews ?

Why these constant answers to objections if there was no one to

object? The issues discussed were similar in many respects to

those in the Epistle to the Galatians. In Galatia a fierce con-

troversy was going on. Must it not therefore be assumed that

there was a like controversy, only milder and more tempered, at

Rome, and that the Apostle wished to deal with it in a manner
correspondingly milder and more tempered ?

There was truth in all this ; but it was truth to some extent

one-sided and exaggerated. A little reflexion will show that the

cases of the Churches of Corinth and Galatia were not exactly

parallel to that of Rome. In Galatia St. Paul was dealing with

a perfectly definite state of things in a Church which he himself had
founded, and the circumstances of which he knew from within and
not merely by hearsay. At Corinth he had spent a still longer
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time ; when he wrote he was not far distant ; there had been

frequent communications between the Church and the Apostle;

anil in the case of i Corinthians he had actually before him a letter

containing a number of questions which he was requested to

answer, while in that of 2 Corinthians he had a personal report

brought to him by Titus. What could there be like this at Rome ?

The Church there St. Paul had not founded, had not even seen;

and, if we are to believe Baur and the great majority of his followers,

he had not even any recognizable correspondents to keep him
informed about it. For by what may seem a strange inconsistency

it was especially the school of Baur which denied the genuineness

of ch. xvi, and so cut away a whole list of persons from one or

other of whom St. Paul might have really learnt something about

Roman Christianity.

These contradictions were avoided in the older theory which
prevailed before the time of Baur and which has not been without

adherents, of whom the most prominent perhaps is Dr. Bernhard

Weiss, since his day. According to this theory the main object of

the Epistle is doctrinal; it is rather a theological treatise than

a letter ; its purpose is to instruct the Roman Church in central

principles of the faith, and has but little reference to the circum-

stances of the moment.
It would be wrong to call this view—at least in its recent forms

—unhistorical. It takes account of the situation as it presented

itself, but looks at another side of it from that which caught the

eye of Baur. The leading idea is no longer the position of the

readers, but the position of the writer: every thing is made to turn

on the truths which the Apostle wished to place on record, and for

which he found a fit recipient in a Church which seemed to have so

commanding a future before it.

Let us try to do justice to the different aspects of the problem.

The theories which have so far been mendoned, and others of

which we have not yet spoken, are only at fault in so far as they

are exclusive and emphasize some one point to the neglect of the

rest. Nature is usually more subtle than art. A man of St. Paul's

ability sitting down to write a letter on matters of weight would be

likely to have several influences present to his mind at once, and
his language would be moulded now by one and now by another.

Three t actors may be said to have gone to the shaping of this

letter of St. Paul's.

The first of these will be that which Baur took almost for the

only one. The Apostle had some real knowledge of the state of

the Church to which he was writing. Here we see the importance

of his connexion with Aquila and Prisca. His intercourse with

them would probably give the first impulse to that wish which he

tells us that he had entertained for many years to visit Rome in
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person. When first he met them at Corinth they were newly
arrived from the capital ; he would hear from them of the state of

things they left behind them; and a spark would be enough to

fire his imagination at the prospect of winning a foothold for Christ

and the Gospel in the seat of empire itself. We may well

believe—if the speculations about Prisca are valid, and even with-

out drawing upon these—that the two wanderers would keep up
communication with the Christians of their home. And now, very

probably at the instance of the Apostle, they had returned to

prepare the way for his coming. We cannot afford to lose so

valuable a link between St. Paul and the Church he had set his

heart on visiting. Two of his most trusted friends are now on the

spot, and they would not fail to report all that it was essential to

the Apostle to know. He may have had other correspondents

besides, but they would be the chief. To this source we may look

for what there is of local colour in the Epistle. If the argument is

addressed now to Gentiles by birth and now to Jews; if we cutch

a glimpse of parties in the Church, 'the strong' and 'the weak';
if there is a hint of danger threatening the peace and the faiih of

the community (as in ch. xvi. 17-^20)—it is from his friends in

Rome that the Apostle draws his knowledge of the conditions with

which he is dealing.

The second factor which helps in determining the character of

the Epistle has more to do with what it is not than with what it is :

it prevents it from being as it was at one time described, ' a com-
pendium of the whole of Christian doctrine.' The Epistle is not

this, because like all St. Paul's Epistles it implies a common basis

of Christian teaching, those irapadua-ds as they are called elsewhere

(i Cor. xi. 2 ; 2 Thess. ii. 15; iii. 6), which the Aposde is able to

take for granted as already known to his readers, and which he

therefore thinks it unnecessary to repeat without special reason.

He will not 'lay again' a foundation which is already laid. He
will not speak of the ' first principles' of a Chrisdan's belief, but

will ' go on unto perfection.' Hence it is that just the most funda-

mental doctrines—the Divine Lordship of Christ, the value of His

Death, the nature of the Sacraments—are assumed rather than

stated or proved. Such allusions as we get to these are concerned

not with the rudimentary but with the more developed forms of the

doctrines in question. They nearly always add something to the

common stock of teaching, give to it a profounder significance,

or apply it in new and unforeseen directions. The last charge

that could be brought against the Epistle would be that it consisted

of Christian commonplaces. It is one of the most original of

writings. No Christian can have read it for the first time without

feeling that he was introduced to heights and depths of Chiistianity

of which he had never been conscious before.
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For, lastly, the most powerful of all the influences which have

shaped the contents of the Epistle is the experience of the writer.

The main object which he has in view is really not far to seek.

When he thought of visiting Rome his desire was to ' have some
fruit ' there, as in the rest of the Gentile world (Rom. i. 13). He
longed to impart to the Roman Christians some ' spiritual gift,'

such as he knew that he had ihe power of imparting (i. 1 1 ; xv.

29). By this he meant the effect of his own personal presence,

but the gift was one that could be exercised also in absence. He
has exercised it by this letter, which is itself the outcome of a

iTvevfjiaTtKov x«P"^M«> ^ word of instruction, stimulus, and warning,

addressed in the first instance to the Church at Rome, and through

it to Christendom for all time.

The Apostle has reached another turning-point in his career.

He is going up to Jerusalem, not knowing what will befall him

there, but prepared for the worst. He is aware that the step which

he is taking is highly critical and he has no confidence that he will

escape with his life K This gives an added solemnity to his utter-

ance ; and it is natural that he should cast back his glance over

the years which had passed since he became a Christian and sum
up the result as he felt it for himself. It is not exactly a conscious

summing up, but it is the momentum of this past experience which

guides his pen.
•' Deep in the background of all his thought lies that one great

event which brought him within the fold of Christ. For him it

had been nothing less than a revolution ; and it fixed permanently

his conception of the new forces which came with Christianity into

the world. ' To believe in Christ,' ' to be baptized into Christ,'

these were the watchwords ; and the Apostle felt that they were

pregnant with intense meaning. That new personal relation of

the believer to his Lord was henceforth the motive-power which

dominated the whole of his life. It was also met, as it seemed, in a

marvellous manner from above. We cannot doubt that from his con-

version onwards St. Paul found himself endowed with extraordinary

energies. Some of tiiem were what we should call miraculous;

but he makes no distinction between those which were miraculous

and those which were not. He set them all down as miraculous

in the sense of having a direct Divine cause. And when he looked

around him over the Christian Church he saw that like endowments,

energies similar in kind if inferior to his own in degree, were

widely diffused. They were the characteristic mark of Christians.

Partly they took a form which would be commonly described as

supernatural, unusual powers of healing, unusual gifts of utterance,

an unusual magnetic influence upon others; partly they consisted

* This is impressively stated in Hort, /?fim. and Eph. p. 43 ff.
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in a strange elation of spirit which made suffering and toil seem
light and insignificant ; but most of all the new impulse was moral

in its working, it blossomed out in a multitude of attractive trails

—

' love, joy, peace, longsufTering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,

meekness, temperance.' These St. Paul called ' fruits of the

Spirit.' The act of faith on the part of man, the influence of the

Spirit (which was only another way of describing the influence of

Christ Himself) from the side of God, were the two outstandmg

facts which made the lives of Christians differ from those of other

men.
These are the postulates of Christianity, the forces to which the

Aposde has to appeal for the solution of practical problems as they

present themselves. His time had been very largely taken up
with such problems. There had been the great question as to

the terms on which Gentiles were to be admitted to the new society.

On this head St. Paul could have no doubt. His own ruling

principles, ' faith ' and ' the Spirit,' made no distinction between

Jew and Gentile ; he had no choice but to contend for the equal

rights of both—a certain precedence might be yielded to the Jews
as the chosen people of the Old Covenant, but that was all.

This battle had been fought and won. But it left behind

a question which was intellectually more troublesome—a question

brought home by the actual effect of the preaching of Christianity,

very largely welcomed and eagerly embraced by Gentiles, but as

a rule spurned and rejected by the Jews—how it could be that

Israel, the chosen recipient of the promises of the Old Testament,

should be excluded from the benefit now that those promises came
to be fulfilled. Clearly this question belongs to the later reflective

stage of the controversy relating to Jew and Gentile. The active

contending for Gentile lil^erties would come first, the philosophic

or theological assignment of the due place of Jew and Gentile in

the Divine scheme would naturally come afterwards. This more
advanced stage has now been reached ; the Apostle has made up
his mind on the whole series of questions at issue ; and he takes

the opportunity of writing to the Romans at the very centre of the

empire, to lay down calmly and deliberately the conclusions to

which he has come.
The Epistle is the ripened fruit of the thought and struggles of

the eventful years by which it had been preceded. It is no merely

abstract disquisition but a letter full of direct human interest in the

persons to whom it is written ; it is a letter which contains here

and there side-glances at particular local circumstances, and at

least one emphatic warning (ch. xvi. 17-20) against a danger

which had not reached the Church as yet, but any day might reach

* See the notes on cb. viii. 9-17 ; compare also ch. tL 1-14.
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it, and the full urgency of which the Apostle knew only too well
j

but the miin theme of the letter is the gathering in of the harvest,

at once of the Church's history since the departure of its Master,

and of the individual history of a single soul, that one soul which
under God had had the most active share in making the course of

external events what it was. St. Paul set himself to give the

Roman Church of his best ; he has given it what was perhaps in

some ways too good for it—more we may be sure than it would be

able to digest and assimilate at the moment, but just for that very

reason a body of teaching which eighteen centuries of Christian

interpreters have failed to exhaust. Its richness in this respect is

due to the incomparable hold which it shows on the essential

principles of Christ's religion, and the way in which, like the

Bible in general, it pierces through the conditions of a particular

time and place to the roots of things which are permanent and
universal.

§ 5. The Argument.

In the interestmg essay in which, discarding all tradition, he
seeks to re-interpret the teaching of St. Paul directly from the

standpoint of the nineteenth century, Matthew Arnold maps out the

contents of the Epistle as follows :

—

'If a somewhat pedantic form of expression may be forgiven for

the sake of clearness, we may say that of the eleven first chapters

of the Epistle to the Romans—the chapters which convey Paul's

theology, though not . . . with any scholastic purpose or in any
formal scientific mode of exposition—of these eleven chapters, the

first, second, and third are, in a scale of importance, fixed by
a scientific criticism of Paul's line of thought, sub-primary; the

fourth and fifth are secondary ; the sixth and eighth are primary

;

the seventh chapter is sub-primary; the ninth, tenth, and eleventh

chapters are secondary. Furthermore, to the contents of the

separate chapters themselves this scale must be carried on, so far as

to mark that of the two great primary chapters, the sixth and
eighth, the eighth is primary down only to the end of the twenty-

eighth verse ; from thence to the end it is, however, eloquent, yet

for the purpose of a scientific criticism of Paul's essential theology

only secondary' {S/. Paul and Proiesianlism, p. 92 f.).

This extract may serve as a convenient starting-point for our
examination of the argument : and it may conduce to clearness of

ajiprehension if we complete the summary analysis of the Epistle

given by the fanv \\ riicr, with the additional advantage of presenting

it in his fresh and bright manner :

—
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* The first chapter is to the Gentiles—its purport is : You have

not righteousness. The second is to the Jews— its purport

is: No more have you, though you think you have. The thiid

chapter assumes faith in Christ as the one source of riglit-

eousness for all men. The fourth chapter gives to the nniion

of righteousness through faith the sanction of the Old Tesiamem
and of the history of Abraham. The fifth insists on the causes for

thankfulness and exultation in the boon of righteousness through

faith in Christ ; and applies illustratively, with this de.^ign, the

history of Adam. The sixth chapter comes to the all-important

question : " What is that faith in Christ which I, Paul, mean ?
"

—

and answers it. The seventh illustrates and explains the answer.

But the eighth down to the end of the twenty-eighth verse, develops

and completes the answer. The rest of the eighth chapter expresses

the sense of safety and gratitude which the solution is fitted to

inspire. The ninth, tenth, and eleventh chapters uphold the second

chapter's thesis—so hard to a Jew, so easy to us—that righteous-

ness is not by the Jewish law ; but dwell with hope and joy on a

final result of things which is to be favourable to Israel' {ibid. p. 93).

Some such outline as this would be at the present stage of in-

vestigation generally accepted. It is true that Baur threw the

centre of gravity upon chapters ix-xi, and held that the rest of the

Epistle was written up to these : but this view would now on

almost all hands be regarded as untenable. The problem discussed

in these chapters doubtless weighed heavily on the Apostle's mind
;

in the circumstances under which he was writing it was doubtless

a problem of very considerable urgency ; but for all that it is

a problem which belongs rather to the circumference of St. Paul's

thought than to the centre ; it is not so much a part of his funda-

mental teaching as a consequence arising from its collision with an

unbelieving world.

On this head the scholarship of the present day would be on the

side of Matthew Arnold. It points, however, to the necessity, in

any attempt to determine what is primary and what is not primary

in the argument of the Epistle, of starting with a clear understanding

of the point of view from which the degrees of relative importance

are to be assigned. Baur's object was historical— to set the

Epistle in relation to the circumstances of its composition. On
that assumption his view was partially—though still not more than

partially—justified. Matthew Arnold's object on the other hand

was what he calls ' a scientific criticism of Paul's thought
' ; by

which he seems to mean (though perhaps he was not wholly clear

in his own mind) an attempt to discriminate in it those elemenis

which are of the highest permanent value. It was natuial that lie

should attach the greatest importance to those elements in [lauiLiilar

which seemed to be cajiable 01 direct personal verification. I'ium
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this point of view we need not question his assignment of a primary
significance to chapters vi and viii. His reproduction of the thought
of these chapters is the best thing in his book, and we have drawn
upon it ourselves in the commentary upon them (p. 163 f.). There
is more in the same connexion that well deserves attentive study.

But there are other portions of the Epistle which are not capable of

verification precisely in the same manner, and yet were of primary
importance to St. Paul himself and may be equally of primary
importance to those of us wiio are willing to accept his testimony

in spiritual things which lie beyond the reach of our personal

experience. Matthew Arnold is limited by the method which he
applies—and which others would no doubt join with him in

a)iplying—to the subjective side of Christianity, the emotions and
efforts which it generates in Christians. But there is a further

question how and why they came to be generated. And in the

answer which St. Paul would give, and which the main body of

Christians very largely on his authority would also give to that

question, he and they alike are led up into regions where direct

human verification ceases to be possible.

It is quite true that 'faith in Christ' means attachment to Christ,

a strong emotion of love and gratitude. But that emotion is not

confined, as we say, to ' the historical Christ,' it has for its object

not only Him who walked the earth as ' Jesus of Nazareth '
; it is

directed towards the same Jesus ' crucified, risen and ascended to

the right hand of God.' St. Paul believed, and we also believe,

that His transit across the stage of our earth was accompanied by
consecjuences in the celestial sphere which transcend our faculties.

We cannot pretend to be able to verify them as we can verify that

which passes in our own minds. And yet a certain kind of indirect

verification there is. The thousands and tens of thousands of

Christians who have lived and died in the firm conviction of the

truth of Uiese supersensual realities, and who upon the strength of

them have reduced their lives to a harmonious unity superseding

the war of passion, do really afford no slight presumption that the

beliefs which have enabled them to do this are such as the Ruler of

the universe approves, and such as aptly fit into the eternal order.

Whatever the force of this presumption to the outer world, it is one

which the Christian at least will cherish.

We therefore do not feel at liberty to treat as anything less than

primary that which was certainly primary to St. Paul. We endrely

accept the view that chapters vi and viii are primary, but we also

feel bound to place by their side the culminating verses of chapter

iii. The really fundamental passages in the Epistle we should say

were, eh. i. i6, 17, which states the problem, and iii. 21-26, vi. 1-14,

viii. 1-30 (rather than 1-28), which supply its solution. The
problem is, How is man to become righteous in the sight of God }
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And the answer is (i) by certain great redemptive acts on the

part of God v/hich take effect in the sphere above, though their

consequences are felt throughout the sphere below; (2) through

a certain ardent apprehension of these acts and of their Author
Christ, on the part of the Christian ; and (3) through his con-

tinued self-surrender to Divine influences poured out freely and
unremittingly upon him.

It is superfluous to say that there is nothing whatever that is new
in this statement. It does but reproduce the belief, in part implicit

rather than explicit, of the Early Church ; then further defined and
emphasized more vigorously on some of its sides at the Reformation

;

and lastly brought to a more even balance (or what many would
fain make a more even balance) by the Church of our own day. Of
course it is liable to be impugned, as it is impugned by the

attractive writer whose words have been quoted above, in the

interest of what is thought to be a stricter science. But whatever

the value in itself of the theory which is substituted for it, we may
be sure that it does not adequately represent the mind of St. Paul.

In the present commentary our first object is to do justice to this.

How it is afterwards to be worked up into a complete scheme of

religious belief, it lies beyond our scope to consider.

For the sake of the student it may be well to draw out the

contents of the Epistle in a tabular analytical form. St. Paul, as

Matthew Arnold rightly reminds us, is no Schoolman, and his

method is the very reverse of all that is formal and artificial. But

it is undoubtedly helpful to set before ourselves the framework of

his thought, just as a knowledge of anatomy conduces to the better

understanding of the living human frame.

I.—Introduction (i. 1-15).

o. The Apostolic Salutation (i. 1-7).

^. St. Paul and the Roman Church (i. 8-15).

II.—Doctrinal.
The Great Thesis. Problem: How is Righteousness to be attained?

Answer : Not by man's work, but by God's gift, through Faith, or

loyal attachment to Christ (i. 16, 17).

A. Righteousness as a state or condition in the sight of God (Justification)

(i. 18-V. 21).

I. Righteousness not hitherto attained (i. i8-iii. 20).

[Rather, by contrast, a scene which bespeaks impending Wrath"].

«. Failure of the Gentile (i. 18-32).

(i.) Natural Religion (i. 18-20)

;

(ii.) deserted for idolatry (i. 21-25) J

(iii.) hence judicial abandonment to abominable sins (26, 27), to

every kind of moral depravity (28-31), even to perversion of

conscience (32)

8m [Transitional]. Future judgement without respect of persons guchM
Jew 01 Gentile (ii. 1-16).
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(i.) Jewish critic and Gentile sinner in the same position (ii. 1-4).

(ii.) Standard of judgement : deeds, not privileges (ii. 5-n).
(iii.) Rule of judgement : Law of Moses for the Jew ; Law of Con-

science for the Gentile (ii. 12-16).

•f.
Failure of the Jew (ii. 17-39). Profession and reality, as regards

(i.) Law (ii. 17-24)

;

(ii.) Circumcision (ii. 25-29).

1, [Parenthetic]. Answer to casuistical objections from Jewish stand*

point (iii. 1-8).

(i.) The Jew's advantage as recipient of Divine Promises
(iii. I, 2);

(ii.) which promises are not invalidated by Man's nnfaithfulness

(iii- 3, 4)-

(iii.) Yet God's greater glory no excuse for human sin (iii. 5-8).

«. Universal failure to attain to righteousness and earn acceptance
illustrated from Scripture (iii. 9-20).

», Consequent Exposition of New System (iii. 21-31) :

«. (i.) in its relation to Law, independent of it, yet attested by it

(ii.) in its universality, as the free gift of God (22-24) >

(iii.) in the method of its realization through the propitiatory Death
of Christ, which occupies under the New Disjjensation the

same place which Sacrifice, especially thr ceremonies of the

Day of Atonement, occupied under the Old (25)

;

(iv.) in its final cause—the twofold manifestation of God's righteous-

ness, at once asserting itself against sin and conveying pardon
to the sinner (26).

0. Preliminary note of two main consequences from this

:

(i.) Boasting excluded (27, 28);
(ii.) Jew and Gentile alike accepted (29-31).

%. Relation of this New System to O. T. considered in reference to the

crucial case of Abraham (iv. 1-35).

(i.) Abraham's acceptance (like that described by David) turned

on Faith, not Works [iv. 1-8) ;

(ii.) nor Circumcision (iv. 9-12)
[so that there might be nothing to prevent him from

being the spiritual father of uncircumcised as well as

circumcised (11, 12)],

(iii.) nor Law, the antithesis of Promise (iv. 13-17)
[so that he might be the spiritual father of «// believer^

not of those under the Law only].

(iv.) Abraham's Faitii, a type of the Christian's (iv. 17-25) :

[he too believed in a birth from the dead].

(4. Blissful effects of Righteousness by Faith (v. 1-2 1).

«. (i.) It leads by sure degrees to a triumphant hope of final sal-

vation (v. 1-4).

(ii.) That hope guaranteed a fortiori by the Love displayed is

Christ's Death for sinners (v. 5-11).

$. Contrast of these effects with those of Adam's Fall (v. ia-3l)

:

(i.) like, in the transition from one to all (12-14);

(ii.) unlike, in that where one brought sin, condemnation, death, the

other brought grace, a declaration of unmerited righteous-

ness, life (1 5-1 7).

(liL) Summary. Relations of Fall, Law, Grace (i8-ai)

[The Fall brought sin; Law increased it; but Grace mora
than cancels the ill effects of Law].
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B. Progressive Righteousness in the Christian (Sanctification) (vi-viii).

I. Reply to further casuistical objection: 'If more sin means more
grace, why not go on sinning 1

'

The immersion of Baptism carried with it a death to sin.

and union with the risen Christ. The Christian there-

fore cannot, must not, sin (vi. 1-14).

t. The Christian's Release : what it is, and what it is not : shown by

two metaphors.

0. Servitude and emancipation (vi, 15-33).

fi. The marriage-bond (vii. i-6j.

[The Chiistian's old self dead to the Law with Christ; so that

he is henceforth free to live with Him],

f. Jndaistic objection from seeming disparagement of Law : met by an

analysis of the moral conflict in the soul. Law is impotent,

and gives an impulse or handle to sin, but is not itself sinful

(vii. 7-34). The conflict ended by the interposition oi

Christ (25).

4. Perspective of the Christian's New Career (viii).

The Indwelling Spirit.

a. Failure of the previous system made good by Christ's Incamttion
and the Spirit's presence (viii. 1-4).

/3. The new Kgime contrasted with the old— the regime of the Spirit

with the weakness of unassisted humanity (viii. 5-9^1.

y. The Spirit's presence a guarantee of bodily as well as moral

resurrection (viii. 10-13);

H also a guarantee that the Christian enjoys with God a son's relation,

and will enter upon a son's inheritance (viii. 14-17).

«. That glorious inheritance the object of creation's yearning (viii.

18-22);
and of the Christian's hope (viii. 33-25).

If, Human infirmity assisted by the Spirit's intercession (viii. a6, if)

;

i. and sustained by the knowledge of the connected chain by which
God works out His purpose of salvation (viii. 28-30).

1. Inviolable security of the Christian in dependence npon God's
favour and the love of Christ (viii. 31-39).

C Problem of Israel's Unbelief. The Gospel in history (ix, x, xi). The
rejection of the Chosen People a sad contrast to its high destiny and
privileges (ix. 1-5).

I. Justice of the Rejection (ix. 6-29).

a. The Rejection of Israel not inconsistent with the Divine promises

(ix. 6-13')

;

fi. nor with the Divine Justice (ix. 14-39).

(L) The absoluteness of God's choice shown from the O. T. (ix.

14-18).

(li.) A necessary deduction from His position as Creator (ix.

19-23).

(iii.) The alternate choice of Jews and Gentiles expressly reserved

and foretold in Scripture (ix. 24-29).

f. Cause of the Rejection,

a. Israel sought righteousness by Works instead of Faith, in their own
way and not in God's way (ix. 30-x. 4).

And this although God's method was

—

(i.) Not difficult and remote but near and easy (x 5-10);
(ii.) Within the reach of all, Jew and Gentile alike (x. 11-13).

fi. Nor can Israel pi ad in defence want of oppoitunity or warning

—

(i.) The Gospel has Leen fully and universally preached \^x. 14-18^
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(li.) Israel had been warned beforehand by the Prophet that they

would reject God's Message (x. 19-21).

3. Mitigating considerations. The [nirpose of God (xi).

«. The Unbelief of Israel is now as in the past only partial (xi. l-io).

fi. It is only temporary

—

(i.) Their fall has a special purpose—the introduction of the

Gentiles (xi. 11- 15).

(ii.) That Israel will be restored is vouched for by the holy stock

from which it comes (xi. 16-24).

y. In all this may be seen the purpose of God working upwards
through seeming severity, to a beneficent result— the final

restoiation of all (xi. 25-31).
Doxology (xi. 33-36).

III.—Practical and Hortatory.
(i) The Christian sacrifice (xii. i, a).

(2) The Christian as a member of the Church (xii. 3-8).

(3) The Christian in his relation to others (xii. 9-21).

The Christian's vengeance (xii. 19-21).

(4) Church and State (xiii. 1-7).

(5) The Christian's one debt ; the law of love (xiii. 8-10).
The day approaching (xiii 11-14).

(6) Toleration ; the strong and the weak (xiv. l-xv. 6),

The Jew and the Gentile (xv. 713).
IV,—Epilogue.

a. Personal explanations. Motive of the Epistle. Proposed visit to

Rome (xv. 14-33).

fi. Greetings to various persons (xvi. 1-16).

A warning (xvi. 17-20).

Postscript by the Apostle's companions and amanuensis (xtL

21-23).

Benediction and Doxology (xvi. 34-27).

It is often easiest to bring out the force and strength of an
argument by starting from its conclusion, and we possess in the

doxology at the end of the Epistle a short summary made by

St. Paul himself of its contents. The question of its genuineness

has been discussed elsewhere, and it has been shown in the

commentary how clearly it refers to all the leading thoughts of the

Epistle ; it remains only to make use of it to help us to understand

the argument which St. Paul is working out and the conclusion to

which he is leading us.

The first idea which comes prominently before us is that of * the

Gospel'; it meets us in the Apostolic salutation at the beginning,

in the statement of the thesis of the Epistle, in the doxology at the

end where it is expanded in the somewhat unusual form ' according

to my Gospel and the preaching of Jesus Christ.' So again in

xi. 28 it is incidentally shown that what St. Paul is describing is the

method or plan of the Gospel. This idea of the Gospel then is

a fundamental thought of the Epistle ; and it seems to mean this.

There are two competing systems or plans of life or salvation

before St. Paul's m nd. The one is the old Jewish system, a know-

ledge of which is presupposed ; the other is the Christian «ystem«
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a knowledge of which again is presupposed. St. Paul is not

expounding the Christian religion, he is writing to Christians :

what he* aims at expounding is the moaning of the new system.

This may perhaps explain the manner in which he varies between
the expressions ' the Gospel/ or ' the Gospel of God/ or ' the Gospel
of Jesus Christ/ and ' my Gospel.' The former represents the

Christian religion as recognized and preached by all, the latter

represents his own personal exposition of its plan and meaning.

The main purpose of the argument then is an explanation of the

meaning of the new Gospel of Jesus Christ, as succeeding to and
taking the place of the old method, but also in a sense as embracing
and continuing it.

St. Paul begins then with a theological description of the new
method. He shows the need for it, he explains what it is—emphasiz-

ing its distinctive features in contrast to those of the old system, and
at the same time proving that it is the necessary and expected out-

come of that old system. He then proceeds to describe the work-

ing of this system in the Christian life ; and lastly he vindicates

for it its true place in history. The universal character of the new
Gospel has been already emphasized, he must now trace the plan

by which it is to attain this universality. The rejection of the Jews,

the calling of the Gentiles, are both steps in this process and
necessary steps. But the method and plan pursued in these cases

and partially revealed, enable us to learn, if we have faith to do
so, that ' mystery which has been hidden from the foundation

of the world,' but which has always guided the course of human
history—the purpose of God to ' sum up all things in Christ.'

If this point has been made clear, it will enable us to bring out

the essential unity and completeness of the argument of the

Epistle. We do not agree as we have explained above with the

opinion of Baur, revived by Dr. Hort, that chap. i.K-xi represent

the essential part of the Epistle, to which all the earlier part is but

an introduction. That is certainly a one-sided view. But Dr.

Hort's examination of the Epistle is valuable as reminding us that

neither are these chapters an appendix accidentally added which

might be omitted without injuring St. Paul's argument and plan.

We can trace incidentally the various difficulties, partly raised by

opponents, partly suggested by his own thought, which have helped

to shape different portions of the Epistle. We are able to analyze

and separate the difierent stages in the argument more accurately

and distinctly than in any other of St. Paul's writings. But this

must not blind us to the lact that the whole is one great argument;

the purpose of which is to explain the Gospel of God in Jesus the

Messiah, and to show its efiects on human life, and in the history

of the race, and thus to vmdicate for it the right to be considered

the ultimate and final revelation oi God's purpose lor mankmd.

4
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§ 6. Language and Style.

(i) Language^. It will seem at first sight to the uninitiated

reader a rather strange paradox that a letter addressed to the

capita] of the Western or Latin world should be written in Greek.
Yet there is no paradox, either to the classical scholar who is

acquainted with the history of the Early Empire, or to the ecclesias-

tical historian who follows the fortunes of the Early Church. Both
are aware that for fully two centuries and a half Greek was the

predominant language if not of the city of Rome as a whole yet of

large sections of its inhabitants, and in particular of those sections

anion o- which was to be sought the main body of the readers of

the Epistle.

The early history of the Church of Rome might be said to fall

into three periods, of which the landmarks would be (i) the appear-

ance of the first Latin writers, said by Jerome • to be ApoUonius
who suffered under Commodus in the year 185, and whose
Apology and Acts have been recently recovered in an Armenian
Version and edited by Mr. Conybeare ^ and Victor, an African by
birth, who became Bishop of Rome about 189 a. d. (2) Next
would come in the middle of the third century a more considerable

body of Latin literature, the writings of Novatian and the corre-

spondence between the Church of Rome and Cyprian at Carthage.

(3) Then, lastly, there would be the definite Latinizing of the capital

of the West which followed upon the transference of the seat of

empire to Constantinople dating from 330 a.d.

(i) The evidence of Juvenal and Martial refers to the latter half of the
first century. Juvenal speaks with indignation of the extent to which Rome
was being converted into ' a Greek city *.' Martial regards ignorance of Greek
as a mark of rusticity'. Indeed, there was a doulde tendency which em-
braced at once classes at both ends of the social scale. On the one hand
among slaves and in the trading classes there were swarms of Greeks and
Greelc-fpeaking Orientals. On the otlicr hand in the higher ranks it wa»
the fashion to speak Greek ; children were taught it by Greek nurses; and in

after life the use of it was carried to the pitch of affectation*.

For the Jewish colony we have the evidence of the inscriptions. Out of

thirty-eight collected by Schiirer^ no less than thirty are Greek and eight only

* The question of the use of Greek at Rome has been often discussed
and the evidence for it set forth, but the classical treatment of the subject is by
the late Dr. C. P. Caspari, Professor at Chrislirinia, in an Excursus of 200
pages to vol. iii. of his work Quellen zur Geschichte des Taiifsymbols (Chris-

tiania, 1875).
^ De Vir. III. liii. Tertullianm presbyter nunc demutn ptimus post Vutorem

«t Apollonium Latinorutn ponitur.
" Monuments of Early Christianity (London, 1894), p. 29 ff.

* Juv. Sat. iii. 60 f. ; cf. vi. 187 ff. • Epig. xiv. 58.
* Caspari, Quellen zum Taufsymbol. iii. 286 f
' (Jemeindeverfassung, p. -^.^ it. Ihe inscriptions referred to are all from

Roman sites. There is aKo one in Greek fiom Portus.
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Latin ; and if one of the Greek inscriptions is in Latin characters, conversely
three of the Latin are in Greek characters. There do not seem to be any in

Hebrew'.
Of Christian inscriptions the proportion of Greek to Latin would seem to be

about 1 : 2. But the great mass of these would belong to a period later than
that of which we are speaking. De Rossi - estimates the number for the period
between M. Aurelius and Septimius Severusat about 160, of which something
like half would be Greek. Beyond this we can hardly go.

But as to the Christian Church there is a quantity of other evidence. The
bishops of Rome from Linus to Eleutheius (c. 174-169 a.d.) are twelve in

number : of these not more than three (Clemont, Sixtus I = Xystus, Piusj bear
Latin names. But although the names of Clement and Fius are Latin the
extant Epistle of Clement is written in Greek ; we know also that Hermas,
the author of ' The Shepherd,' was the brother of Pius ^ and he wrote in Greek.
Indeed all the literature that we can in anyway connect with Christian Rome
down to the end of the reign of M. Aurelius is Greek, Besides the works of

Clement and liermas we have still surviving the letter addressed to the Church
at Rome by Ignatius ; and later in the period, the letter written by Soter

(c. 166-174 A.D.) to the Corinthian Church was evidently in Greek*. Justin

and Tatian who were settled in Rome wrote in Greek ; so too did Rhodon,
a pupil of Tatian's at Rome who carried on their tradition \ Greek was the

language of Polycarp and Hegesippus who paid visits to Rome of shorter

duration. A number of Gnostic writers established themselves there and used
Greek for the vehicle of their teaching : so Cerdon, Marcion, and Valentinus,

who were all in Rome about 140 A.D. Valentinus left behind a considerable

school, and the leading representatives of the ' Italic ' branch, Ptolemaeus
and Heracleon, botli wrote in Greek. We may assume the same thing of the

other Gnostics combated by Justin and Irenaeus. Irenaeus himself spent some
time at Rome in the Episcopate of Eleutherus, and wrote his great work
in Greek.

To this period may also be traced back the oldest form of the Creed of

the Roman Church now known as the Apostles' Creed*. This was in Greek.
And there are stray Greek fragments of Western Liturgies which ultimately

go back to the same place and time. Such would be the Hymnus angelicus

(Luke ii. 14) repeated in Greek at Christmas, the Trishagion, Kyrie eleison

and Ckrtste eleison. On certain set days (at Christmas, Easter, Ember days,

and some others) lections were read in Greek as well as Latin ; hymns were
occasionally sung in Greek ; and at the formal committal of the Creed to the

candidates for baptism (the so-called Traditio and Redditio Symboli) both

the Apostles' Creed (in its longer and shorter forms) and the Nicene were

* Comp, also Berliner, I. 54. • Ap. Caspari, p. 303.
* Pius is described in the Liher Pontificalis as natione Italus . . . de civitate

Aquileia; but there is reason to think that Hermas was a native of Arcatiia.

Tlie assignments of nationality to the earliest bishops are of very doubtful

value.
* It was to be kept in the archives and read on Sundays like the letter of

Clement (Eus. H. E. IV. xxiii. 11).
* Eus. H. E. V. xiii. i.

* It was in pursuit of the origin of this Creed that Caspari was drawn into

his elaborate researches. It is generally agreed that it was in use at Rome by
the middle of the second century. The main question at the present moment
is whether it was also composed there, and if not whence it came. Caspari
would derive it from Asia Minor and the circle of St. John. This is a problem
which we may look to have solved by Dr. Kattenbusch of Giessen, who if

continuing Caspari'i labours {Deu Apostolische Symbol, Bd. I, Leipzig,

1894).
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recited and the questions put first in Greek and then in I atin*. These are

all survivals of Roman usage at the time when the Church was bilingual.

(2) The dates of Apollonius and of Bp. Victor are fixed, but rather more
uncertainty hangs over that of the first really classical Christian work in

Latin, the Octaviiis of Minucins Felix. This has been much debated, but
opinion seems to be veering round to the earlier date', which would bring him
into near proximity to Apollonius, perhaps at the end of the reign of

M. Aurelius. The period whicli then begins and extends from c. iSo-250 A.D.

shows a more even balance of Greek and Latin. The two prominent writers,

Hippolytus and Caius, still make use of Greek. The grounds perhaps pre-

ponderate for regarding the Muratorian Fragment as a translation. But at the

beginning of the period we have Minucius Felix and at the end Novatian,
and Latin begins to have the upper hand in the names of bishops. The
glimpse which we get of the literary activity of the Church of Rome through
the letters and other writings preserved among the works of Cyprian shows us

at last Latin in possession of the field.

(3) The Hellenizing character of Roman Christianity was due in the first

instance to the constant intercourse between Rome and the East. In the
troubled times which followed the middle of the third century, with the decay
of wealth and trade, and Gothic piracies breaking up the /ax Romana on the
Aegean, this intercourse was greatly interrupted. Thus Greek influences lost

their strength. The Latin Church, Rome reinforced by Africa, had now
a substantial literature of its own. Under leaders like TertuUian, Cyprian,

and Novatian it had begun to develop its proper individuality. It could
stand and walk alone without assistance from the East. And a decisive

impulse was given to its independent career by the founding of Constantinople.

The stream set from that time onwards towards the Bosphorus and no longer
towards the Tiber. Rome ceases to be the centre of the Empire to become
in a still more exclusive sense the capital of the West.

(2) Style. The Epistles which bear the name of St. Paul present

a considerable diveisity of style. To such an extent is this the

case that the question is seriously raised whether they can have had
tlie same author. Of all the arguments urged on the negative

side this from style is the most substantial ; and whatever decision

we come to on the subject there remains a problem of much
complexity and dinituliy.

It is well known that the Pauline Epistles fall into four groups
which are connected indeed with each other, but at the same time

stand out with much distinctness. These groups are : i, 2 Thess.;

Gal., I, 2 Cor., Rom. ; Phil,, Col., Eph., Philem. ; Past. Epp. The
four Epistles of the second group hang very closely together;

those of the third group subdivide into two pairs, Phil. Philem. on
the one hand, and Eph. Col. on the other. It is hard to dissociate

Col. from Pliilem. ; and the very strong presumption in favour of

the genuineness of the latter Epistle reacts upon the former. The
tendency of critical inquiry at the present moment is in favour of

Colossians and somewhat less decidedly in favour of Ephesians.

It is, for instance, significant that Jvilicher in his recent Einleitung

' More precise and full details will be found in Caspari's Excursus, Op. cit,

p. 466 ff.

• Kriiger, Altchristl. Lit. p. 88.
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(Freiburg i. B. and Leipzig, 1894) sums up rather on this side of

the quesiion than the other. We believe that this points to what
will be the ultimate verdict. But in the matter of style it must be

confessed that Col. and Eph.—and more especially Eph.—stand at

the furthest possible remove from Romans. We may take E})h.

and Rom. as marking the extreme poles of difference within the

Epistles claimed for St. Paul '. Any other member of the second

group would do as well ; but as we are concerned specially with

Rom., we may institute a comparison with it.

- The difference is not so much a difference of ideas and of

vocabulary as a difference of structure and composition. There are,

it is true, a certain number of new and peculiar expressions in the

later Epistle ; but these are so balanced by points of coincidence,

and the novel element has so much of the nature of simple addi-

tion rather than contrariety, that to draw a conclusion adverse to

St. Paul's authorsliip would certainly not be warranted. The sense

of dissimilarity reaches its height when we turn from the materials

(if we may so speak) of the style to the way in which they are

put together. The discrepancy lies not in the anatomy but in the

surface distribution of light and shade, in the play of feature, in

the temperament to which the two Epistles seem to give expression.

We will enlarge a little on this point, as the contrast may help us

to understand the individuality of the Epistle to the Romans.
This Epistle, like all the others of the group, is characterized

by a remarkable energy and vivacity. It is calm in the sense

tiiat it is not aggressive and that the rush of words is always well

under control. Still there is a rush of words, rising repeatedly to

passages of splendid eloquence ; but the eloquence is spontaneous,

the outcome of strongly moved feeling ; there is nothing about it

of laboured oratory. The language is rapid, terse, incisive ; the

argument is conducted by a quick cut and thrust of dialectic ; it

reminds us of a fencer with his eye always on his antagonist.

We shut the Epistle to the Romans and we open that to the

Ephesians ; how great is the contrast 1 We cannot speak here of

vivacity, hardly of energy ; if there is energy it is deep down
below the surface. The rapid argumentative cut and thrust is

gone. In its place we have a slowly-moving onwards-advancing

mass, like a glacier working its way inch by inch down the valley.

The periods are of unwieldy length; the writer seems to stagger

under his load. He has weighty truths to express, and he struggles

to express them—not without success, but certainly with little

flexibility or ease of composition. The truths unfolded read like

abstract truths, ideal verities, ' laid up in the heavens ' rather than

embodying themselves in the active controversies of earth.

* The difference between these Epistles on the side we are considering u
greater (e. g.) than that between Romans and the Pastorals.
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There is, as we shall see, another side. We have perhaps

exaggerated the opposition for the sake of making the difference

rlear. When we come to look naore closely at the Epistle to the

Romans we shall find in it not a few passages which tend in the

direction of the characteristics of Ephesians ; and when we examine

ihe Epistle to the Epiiesians we shall find in it much to remind us

of characteristics of Romans. We will however leave the com-

parison as it has been made for the moment, and ask ourselves

what means we have of explaining- it. Supposing the two Epistles

10 be really the work of tlie same man, can the difference between

them be adequately accounted for ?

There is always an advantage in presenting proportions to the eye and

redacing them to some sort of numerical estimate. This can be done in

the present case without much difficulty by reckoning up the number of

longer pauses. This is done below for the two Epistles, Romans and Ephe-

sians. The standard used is that of the Revisers' Greek Text, and the

estimate of lenglh is based on the number of arixoi or printed lines ^ It

wiU be worth while to compare the Epistles chapter by chapter :—
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greatly, even in the same Epistle, the amount of interrogation varies with
the subject-matter. We also observe that in two even of the doctrinal chap-
ters interrogative sentences are wanting. They lie indeed in patches or
thick clusters, and are not distributed equally throughout the Epistle.

Now we turn to Ephesians, for which the data are as follows :

—
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' 'APpa&fx Rom. 9, a Cor. i, Gal. 9 ; not elsewhere in St. PauL [avipfta

'Appaafx Rom. 3, 2 Cor. i, Gal. i.]

Axpo^varia Rom. 3, I Cor. a, Gal. 3 ; elsewhere 3.

dirooToX^ Rom. I , I Cor. i , Gal. I ; not elsewhere in St. PaoL
biKaiovv Rom. 15, i Cor. 2, Gal. 3; elsewhere a.

SiKaiojfia Rom. 5 ; not elsewhere.

Sifcaiajffis Rom. a ; not elsewhere.

Karapyeiv Rom. 6, 1 Cor. 9, 2 Cor. 4, Gal. 3 ; elsewhere 4.
vo/xos Rom. 76, 1 Cor. 8, Gal. 32 ; elsewhere 6.

vfpiToixrj Rom. 15, 1 Cor. i, Gal. 7 ; elsewhere 8.

anepfta Rom. 9, i Cor. i, 2 Cor, i, Gal. 5; elsewhere I.

Connected with this controversy, though not quite so directly, would be»—
daOivr]; Rom. I, I Cor. 10, 2 Cor. i, Gal. i ; elsewhere i.

aaOfvus Rom. 4, i Cor. 2, 2 Cor. 6 ; elsewhere 2.

aa6iv(ia Rom. 2, i Cor. 2, 2 Cor. 6, Gal. 1 ; elsewhere I.

dadivTjua Rom. i ; not elsewhere.

i\(vdepos Rom. 2, 1 Cor. 6, Gal. 6 ; elsewhere a.

lAewSf/jow Rom. 4, Gal. i ; not elsewhere.

i\tv9epia Rom. i, I Cor. i, 2 Cor. i. Gal. I ; not elsewhere.

xavxaaOai Rom. 5, i Cor. 5 (i v.l.), 2 Cor. 20, Gal. a ; elsewhere 3.

Kavxvi^O' Rom. i, i Cor. 3, 2 Cor. 3, Gal. i ; elsewhere a.

Mavxfjffis Rom. 2, i Cor. i, 2 Cor. 6 ; elsewhere I.

Karaxavx'^'^'^Oai Rom. 2 ; not elsewhere.

6(peiKtTTjs Rom. 3, Gal. i ; not elsewhere.

6<pfi\r]fxa Rom. i ; not elsewhere.

oKavSaXov Rom. 4, 1 Cor. i, Gal. I ; not elsewhere. [ff/rovSaXffeiF

I Cor. 2, 2 Cor. i, Rom. i v. 1.]

ijcpfKuv Rom. I, I Cor. 2, Gal. i : &(pS\fia Rom. i ; neither elsewhere.

Two other points may be noticed, one in connexion with the large use of

the O.T. in these Epistles, and the other in connexion with the idea of

successive periods into which the religious history of mankind is divided :

—

-yfypamai Rom. i6, 1 Cor. 7, a Cor. 2, Gal. 4; not elsewhere in

St. Paul.

dxpts ov Rom. i, i Cor. 2, Gal. a (i v.l.) ; not elsewhere.

((p' offov xp'^''ov Rom. 1, 1 Cor. 1, Gal. i ; not elsewhere

These examples stand out very distinctly; and their disappearance from
the later Epistle is perfectly intelligible : cessante causa, cessat effectus.

(2) But it is not only that the subject-matter of Ephesians differs

from that of Romans, the circumstances under which it is presented

also differ. Romans belongs to a period of controversy, and
although at the time when the Epistle is written the worst is over,

and the Apostle is able to survey the field calmly, and to state his

case uncontroversially, still the crisis through which he has passed

has left its marks behind. The echoes of war are still in his ears.

The treatment of his subject is concrete and not abstract. He
sees in imagination his adversary before him, and he argues much
as he might have argued in the synagogue, or in the presence of

refractory converts. The atmosphere of the Epistle is that of

personal debate. This acts as a stimulus, it makes the blood

' These examples are selected from the lists in Bishop Lightfoot's classical

essay 'On the Style and Character of the Epistle to the Galatians,'iny<?Mrfi. oj

Class. andSacr. Fhilol. iii. (1857) 308 ff.
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circulate more rapidly in the veins, and gives to the style a liveli-

ness and directness which might be wanting when the pressure was
removed. Between Romans, written to a definite Church and
gathering up the result of a time of great activity, the direct out-

come of prolonged discussion in street and house and school, and
Ephesians, written in all probability not to a single Church but to

a group of Churches, with its personal edge thus taken off, and
written too under confinement after some three years of enforced

inaction, it would be natural that there should be a difference.

(3) This brings us to a third point which may be taken with the

last, the allowance which ought to be made for the special tempera-

ment of the Apostle. His writings furnish abundant evidence of

a highly strung nervous organization. It is likely enough that the

physical infirmity from which he suffered, the 'thorn in the flesh'

which had such a prostrating effect upon him, was of nervous

origin. But constitutions of this order are liable to great fluctua-

tions of physical condition. There will be ' lucid moments,' and
more than lucid moments—months together during which the

brain will work not only with ease and freedom, but with an

intensity and power not vouchsafed to other men. And times such

as these will alternate with periods of depression when body and
mind alike are sluggish and languid, and when an effort of will is

needed to compel production of any kind. Now the physical

conditions under which St. Paul wrote his letter to the Romans
would as naturally belong to the first head as those under which he

wrote the Epistle which we call ' Ephesians ' would to the second.

Once more we should expect antecedently that they would leave

a strong impress upon the style.

The difference in style between Rom. and Eph. would seem to be very

largely a difterence in the amount of vital energy thrown into the two
Epistles. Vivacity is a distinguishing mark of the one as a certain slow and
laboured movement is of the other. We may trace to this cause the

phenomena which have been already noted—the shorter sentences of Romans,
the long involved periods of Ephesians, the frequency of interrogation on the

one hand, its absence on the other. In Rom. we have the champion of

Gentile Christendom with his sword drawn, prepared to meet all comers ; in

Eph. we have ' such an one as Paul the aged, and now a prisoner also 0/

Jesus Christ.'

Among the expressions specially characteristic of this aspect of Ep. to

Romans would be the following :

—

apo., beginning a sentence, Rom. 9, I Cor. i, 2 Cor. 2, Gal. 5 ; elsewhere

Epp. Paul. 3, Heb. 2. [iipa ovv Rom. 8 (or 9 v. 1.), Gal. i ; elsewhere

3 : apa, without ovv Rom. I (or 3 . 1.), I Cor. I, Gal. 3, Heb. a.]

aXkh. Xiyo) Rom. a.

X<7« 5e Gal. 2.

\tya} ovv Rom. 2.

^iyai 5i rovro on I Cor. •
miMv \iya) a Cor. a.
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TovTo Si X^7a) Gal. I.

iya) TIavKos \(ya) vfuv ot» Gal. I.

woC; trov ovv ; Rom. I, i Cor. 8, Gal. I ; not elsewhere,

rf ovv; Ti'j ovv; Rom. ii, i Cor. 5, Gal. i; not elsewhere, [rl oSr

kpovft-fv; Rom. 6; ti ipov^tv; Rom 1.]

r[ \(yu (At'7€i, &c.) Rom. 3, Gal. i ; not elsewhert,

Siari Rom. I, I Cor. 2, 2 Cor. i ; not elsewhere.

iniip, unusual compounds of

—

viKpiKTfivav 2 Cor. I.

biTipKiav 2 Cor. a.

virtpviKdu Rom. i.

VTTep-neptafffveiv Rom. I, 2 Cor. I.

iimpcppovftv Rom. I.

(4) A last cause which we suspect may possibly have been at

work, though this is more a matter of conjecture, is /he employment of

different amanuenses. We know that St. Paul did not as a rule

write his own letters. But then the question arises, How were

ihey written ? It seems to us probable that they were in the first

instance taken down in shorthand—much as our own merchants or

public men dictate their correspondence to a shorthand writer

—

and then written out fair. We believe this to have been the case

from the double fact that dictation was extremely common—so

that even as early as Horace and Persius dictate had already

come to mean ' to compose '—and from the wide diffusion of the

art of shorthand. We know that Origen's lectures were taken

down in this way, and that fair copies were made of them at

leisure (Eus. H. E. VI. xxiii. 2). But we can well believe that if

this were the case some scribes would be more expert than others,

and would reproduce what was dictated to them more exactly.

Tertius, we should suppose, was one of the best of those whom
St. Paul employed for this purpose. An inferior scribe would get

down the main words correctly, but the little connecting links he

may have filled in for himself.

This is rather speculation, and we should not wish to lay stress npon it in

any particular instance. It is however interesting to note that if we look
below the superficial qualities of style at the inner tendencies of mind to

which it gives expression the resemtjlance between Ephesians and Romans
becomes more marked, so that we may well ask whether we have not before

ns in both the same hand. One of the most striking characteristics of

St. Paul is the sort of telescopic manner, in which one clause is as it were
drawn out of another, each new idea as it arises leading on to some furtlier

new idea, until the main thought of the paragraph is reached again often by
a circuitous route and not seldom with a somewhat violent twist or turn at

the end. This is s)3ecially noticeable in abstract doctrinal passages, just as

a briefer, more broken, and more direct form of address is adopted in the

exhortations relating to matters of practice. A certain laxity of grammatical
structure is common to both.

We will place side by side one or two passages which may help to show
the fundamental resemblance between the two Epistles. [For a defence of

the punctuation of the extract from Romans reference may be made to the

notes adl9c.~\
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Rom IH. a 1-26. Eph. iii. 1-7.

Vvvl 5( x*P'^ v6nov dtKaioffivtf tovrov x^P'" ^7'^ naGA.of i iiffftwi

©eou Tr((pavipaiTat, ixaprvpovnivrj vnd Tov Xpiarov 'Iijaov vnlp vfiSjv tcui'

rov p6hov Kal Tuiv TipocpTjruiv SiKato- iOi'Uv,— ii-ye ijKovaart rf)v olKOVOfiiav

avvrj hi Qiov hia martcus 'Iijaov ttjs x'^P''''"^ ''"i' ©fO" t^s SoOeiarji fxoi

XpiGTov (h iravTai rovs Triartvovras' «jy vfids, on Kara arroKaXvipiv tytxu-

oil y&p eari SiacTToXr)' yravrfs ycip p'laO-q /xoi to y-varripiov, KaOwt -npo-

flp.apTov, Kol vartpovvrai ttjs So^tjs iypaipa eV oKlyo), npoi t BvvaaOf dva-

Tov 0(ov' StKaiov/j-fvoi hwpfav rp yivwaKovra vufjaat rfjv aivea'iv p.ov iv

avTOv X'^P'''"' ^"* '^V^ diro\vTpwfffci}s rw nvaTTjpiqj tov X., 6 (ripais yevtais

T^y (V X. "1., tv vpoiOfTO 6 0eiy ovk kyvcopiaOr) tcis vloii ru)v dvOpwncuv,

VnxOTrjpiov Std t^j maTfois (v to) uis vvv dnfKaXv'pOr] tois aylois d-noaro-

avTOv alixaTt, tit tvdfi^iv rijs SiKato- \ois avroxi teal npocpriTais iv Uyevfiarr
avvrjs avTov, Sid TfjV ir&peaiv tS)V (ivandfOvrjavyKKrjpovoiiaKaiavaacupia

irpoyiyov6T<uv anapriji^iTajv tv t^ Kal ffufxntToxi T^y eTrayytXiai h' X. 'I.

dvox^ TOW @eov trphi T^iv tvSfi^iv did tov tvayytXiov ov lyivrjdrjv hid-

rfji SiKaioffvvrjs avrov iv tSi vvv kovos Kara r^v hcupfdv rfji xdpiTos tov
Kaip^, tU rb (Ivai avT^v S'lKaiov Koi Beov t^s SoOe'iarji jxoi Kara rr^v ivep-

tiieatovvTa rbv Ik viaTton Irjaov. ytiav rrji Swafxtus avrov.

In the Romans passage we have first the revelation of the righteousness of

God, then a specification of the particular aspect of that righteousness with

a stress upon its universality, then the more direct assertion of this univer-

sality, followed in loose construction (see the note ad he.) by an announce-
ment of the free character of the redemption wrought by Christ, then a fuller

comment on the method of this redemption, its object, the cause which rendered

it necessary, its object again, and its motive. A wonderful series of contents

to come from a single sentence, like those Chinese boxes in which one box
is cunningly fitted within another, each smaller than the last.

The passage from Ephesians in like manner begins with a statement of the

durance which the Apostle is suflering for the Gentiles, then goes off to

explain why specially for the Gentiles, so leading on to the /xvarrjpiov on
which that mission to the Gentiles is based, then refers back to the previous

mention of this fivarripioy, which the readers are advised to consult, then

gives a fuller description of its character, and at last states definitely its

substance. Dr. Gifford has pointed out (on Rom. iii. 26) how the argu-

ment works round in Lph. to the same word fivaTrjpiov as in Kom. to the

same word ivhu^iv. And we have similar examples in Rom. ii. 16 and iii. 8,

where two distinct trains of thought and of construction converge upon
a clause which is made to do duty at the same time for both.

The particular passage of Ephesians was chosen as illustrating this pecu-

liarity. But the general tendency to the formation of periods on what we
have called the 'telescopic' method—not conforming to a plan of structure

deliberately adopted from the first, but linking on clause to clause, each sug-

gested by the last—runs through the whole of the fiist three chapters of

Eph. and has abundant analogues in Rom. (i. 1-7, 18-24; i'- 5-i6 ; hi. 21-

26; iv. 11-17; V. 12-14; ix. 22-29; XV. 14-28). The passages from

Rom. are as we have said somewhat more lively than those from Eph.

;

they have a more argumentative cast, indicated by the frequent use of yap;

whereas those from Eph. are not so much argumentative as expository, and

consist rather of a succession of clauses connected by relatives. But the

difference is really superficial, and the underlying resemblance is great.

Just one other specimen may be given of marked resemblance of a some-

what different kind—the use of a quotation from the O.T. with running

comments. In this instance we may strengthen the impression by printing

for comparison a third passage from Ep. to Galatians.
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Rom. X. 5-8. Eph. It. 7-1 i.

Meuff^s 7ap ypircptt on Tfjv iiKaio- 'ErJ 5i iKaffro) -fjnaiv kSodij 1^ X*^/"'
(Tvi'Tjv T^f tK lo/iov 6 TTOirjffas dv- icarcL rd fterpov rfji 5cu/)eay rov XptaTov.
BpQj-nos (rjafrai ev aiirrj. 17 51 l« Sto Af'7«j, 'Ava/Sas tis v^pos px^"^'^"
irirjTfws SiKaioavvrj ovtoj \tyet, Mfj revaev atxfJ-a^ojaiav, Kal (SiuKe Su/xara

tinrjs iv Tp icapSta aov T/s ava^-q- roTs dvdpwTtoii. {rb 5J ^AvePij ri kanv
atrai fh rbv ovpavov ; (tovt (art, €l fir} on Kal KartPrj eh rd Karwrepa
Xp aruy Karayayiiv) fj, lis Kara- t^ipr) rrjs 7^s; 6 Kara^ds avros iari

^TjcyeTat fh rftv a^vaaov
; (toCt' Kal 6 dvaBds v-ntpavo) iravruv tSiv ovpa-

(OTt, Xpiarov (K vtKpOjv dvayayiiv.') vwv, 'iva TrXrjpwaij rd travTa.) Kal avros

dWd ri \iy(t ; '£771'? aov to prjfxa (Same tovs fiiy dvoaroXovs «.tA,
eanv, ev tw arSpari aov Kal ey Tjj

KapSia aoV tovt' eari rd ^fjixa ttjs

viartus t Kifptjaao/ifv.

Gal. iv. 35-31.

T^ Si 'Ayap 'Stvd opoi tarlv iv t?) 'kpa^ia, avaroixei 8J t^ vvv '\epovaa\fin'

Sov>i.(iiei yap /.ifTa rwv TtKvwv aiirrji. 17 Si dvco 'lepovaaXfjfM iXevBepa eariv,

^Tis earl fj^rjrrjp fjfjuv. yeypanrai yap, 'EvippdvO-qri, arupa 17 ov riitrovaa . . .

^/iHS Se, d5e\(poi, Kard 'laaaK errayyeXias riKva tanev. d\K' wanep Tore 6

Kara aapKa yevvrjOeh tS'iaiKe ruv Kara Uvivfia, ovroj Kal vvv. dWd ri Keyei

i) ypa<pr} ; ""ErcBaXe rfjv TratSiaKrjV Kal rbv vluv avrr^s, ov yap /*?) KXrjpovonrjaji

6 iiios T^y -naiSiaKTjs fierd rov vlov rrjs f\tv6epas. 6io, d5e\<poi, oiiic eafiev

watSiaKTjs TiKva, dkkd t^s eKevOepas.

It would be interesting^ to work out the comparison of this passage of

Eph. with the earlier Epistles phrase by phrase (e. g. cp. Eph. iv. 7 with

Rom. xii. 3, 6 ; i Cor. xii. 11 ; 2 Cor. x. 13) ; but to do this would be really

endless and would have too remote a beaiing on our present subject. Enough
will have been said both to show the individuality of style in Ep. to Romans'
and also to show its place in connexion with the range of style in the Pauline

Epistles generally, as seen in a somewhat extreme example. It is usual,

especially in Germany, to take Ep. to Romans with its companion Epistles

as a standard of style for the whole of the Corpus Paulinum. But Bp. Light-

foot has pointed out that this is an error, this group of Epistles having been
written under conditions of high tension which in no writer are likely to

have been permanent. 'Owing to their greater length in proportion to the

rest, it is probably from these Epistles that we get our general impression of

St. Paul's style ; yet their style is in some sense an exceptional one, called

forth by peculiar circumstances, just as at a late period the style of the

Pastoral Epistles is also exceptional though in a different way. The normal
style of the Apostle is rather to be sought for in the Epistles to the Thessa-

lonians and those of the Roman captivityV

When we look back over the whole of the data the impression

which they leave is that although the difference, taken at its

extremes, is no doubt considerable, it is yet sufficiently bridged

over. It does not seem to be anywhere so great as to necessitate

the assumption of diflerent authorship. Even though any single

cause would hardly be enough to account for it, there may quite

* Besides the passages commented upon here, refeience may be made to the

marked coincidences between the doxolof^y, Rom. xv. 25-27, and Ej). to

Kphesians. These are fully pointed out ad loc , and the genumeness ot the

doxology is defended in § 9 of this IntroducUon.
* Journ. of Class, and Sacr. Plii/ol , ut sup., p. 302.
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well have been a concurrence of causes. And on the other hand
the positive reasons for supposing that the two Epistles had really

the same author, are weighty enough to support the conclusion.

Between the limits thus set, it seems to us that the phenomena of

style in the Epistles attributed to St Paul may be ranged without
straining.

§ 7. The Text.

(i) Authorities. The authorities quoted for the various readings

to the text of the Epistle are taken directly from Tischendorf's

great collection {Nov. Test. Graec. vol. ii. ed. 8, Lipsiae, 1872),

with some verification of the Patristic testimony. For a fuller

account of these authorities the student must be referred to the

Prolegomena to Tischendorf's edition (mainly the work of Dr. C. R.

Gregory, 1884, 1890, 1894), and to the latest edition of Scrivener's

Introduction (ed. Miller, London, 1894). They may be briefly

enumerated as follows

:

(i) Greek Manuscripts.

Primary uncials.

t^ Cod. Sinaiticus, saec. iv. Brought by Tischendorf from the

Convent of St. Catherine on Mt. Sinai ; now at St. Petersburg.

Contains the whole Epistle complete.

Its correctors are

J^" contemporary, or nearly so, and representing a second

MS. of high value;

t^** attributed by Tischendorf to saec. vi

;

t^" attributed to the beginning of saec. vii. Two hands of

about this date are sometimes distinguished as t^^a and

A. Cod. Alexandrinus, saec. v. Once in the Patriarchal Library

at Alexandria ; sent by Cyril Lucar as a present to Charles I

in 1628, and now in the British Museum. Complete.

B. Cod. Vaticanus, saec. iv. In the Vatican Library certainly

since 1533^ (Batiffol, La Vaticane de Paul Hi a Paid v,

p. 86). Complete.

The corrector B'' is nearly of the same date and used

a good copy, though not quite so good as the original.

Some six centuries later the faded characters were re-

traced, and a few new readings introduced by B'.

C. Cod. Ephraemi Rescriptus, saec. v. In the National Library

at Paris. Contains the whole Episile, with the exception of

the following passages : ii. 5 (cajra Se tt^v . . . vtto tov vo/iov

* Dr. Gregory would carry back the evidence further, to 152 1 {Proleg

p. 360), but M. Batiffol could find no trace of the MS. in the earlier Tfsts
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iii. 21 ; ix. 6 oix otov . , . tav X. 15 : xi. 31 rjnfi]dr](Tav r^

. . . 'iTKr]pa)}ia xiii. lO.

D. Cod. Claiomontanus, saec. vi. Graeco-Latinus. Once at

Clermont, near Beauvais (if the statement of Beza is to be
trusted), now in the National Library at Paris. Contains the

Pauline Epistles, but Rom. i. i, Uavkos . . . ayanriTois Qfoi

i. 7, is missing, and i. 27 i^fKavOrja-nv . . . fcfjevptras KUKwv i. 30
(in the Latin i. 24-27) is supplied by a later hand.

E. Cod. Sangermanensis, saec. ix. Graeco-Latinus. Formerly
at St. Germain-des-Prds, now at St. Petersburg. [This MS.
might well be allowed to drop out of the Hst, as it is nothing

more than a faulty copy of D.]

F. Cod. Augiensis, saec. ix. Graeco-Latinus. Bought by Bentley

in Germany, and probably written at Reichenau [Augia
Major); now in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Rom. i. I DaOXos . . . iv tw ^[/xo)] iii. 19 is missing, both

in the Greek and Latin texts.

G. Cod. Boernerianus. saec. ix ex. Graeco-Latinus. Written at

St. Gall, now at Dresden. Rom. i. i dcpcopiafievos . . . niareat

i. 5, and ii. 16 ra Kpvnra . . . yopiv jjs ii. 25 are missing.

Originally formed part of the same MS. with A (Cod. San-
gallensis) of the Gospels.

It has been suggested by Traube (Wattenbach, Anhitung tur Griech.

Palciograpkie, ed. 3, 1895, p. 41) that this M.S. was written by the same
hand as a well-known Psalter in the library of the Arsenal at Paris which
bears the signature 2r;5uAios 2«ottos €70; iypa\pa. The resemblance of the

handwriting is close, as may be seen by comparing the facsimile of the Paris

Psalter published by Omont in the Milanges Graux, p. 313, with that of the

St. Gall Gospels in the Paiaeographical Society's series (i. pi. 179). This
fact naturally raises the further question whether the writer of the MS. of

St. Paul's Epistles is not al-o to be identified with the compiler of the com-
mentary entitled Collectanea in omnes B. Pauli Epistolas ;Migne, Patrol.

Lot. ciii. 9-128), which is also ascribed to a ' Sedulius Scotus.' The answer
must be in the negative. The commentary presents none of the charac-

teristic readings of the MS., and appears to represent a higher grade of

scholarship. It is more probable that the scribe belonged to the fratres

hellenici who formed a sort of guild in the monastery of St. Gall (seethe
authorities quoted in Caspari, Que/len zum Taufsymbol, iii. 475 n, and
compare Berger, Histoire de la Vulgate, p. 137). There are several instances

of the name ' Sedulius Scotus ' (Migne, P. L. ut sup.).

It should be noted that of these MSS. i^ A B C are parts of what
were once complete Bibles, and are designated by the same letter

throughout the LXX and Greek Testament ; D E F G are all

Graeco-Latin, and are different MSS. from those which bear the

same notation on the Gospels and Acts. In Westcott and Hort's

Introduclion they are distinguished as D.^ Ej Fj G,. An important

MS., Cod. Coislinianus (11 or M^), which, however, exists only in

fragments, is unfortunarlely wanting for this Epistle ; see below.
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Secondary uncials,

K. Cod. Mosquensis, saec. ix. Brought to Moscow from the monastery ol

St. Dionysius on Mount Athos. Contains Acts, Epp. Cath., Epp. Paul.

Rom. X. 1 8 dAA.d Kk-^ai to the end is missing.

L. Cod. Angelicus, saec. ix. In the Angclican Library of the Augustinian
monks at Rome. Contains Acts, Epp. Cath., Epp. Paul. Romans com-
plete.

P. Cod. Porphyrianns, saec. ix in. A palimpsest brought from the East by
Tischendorf and called after its present owner Bishop Porphyry. Contains
Acts, Epp. Cath., Epp. Paul., Apoc. Rom. ii. 15 \anoXo'^ov^\).kvojv . . .

1) dSiffta ri\jmv'\ iii. 5 ; viii. 35 ©e^i 6 SiKaiwy . . . 'iva f) Ka\T'' iK\o-fr]v\

ix. II ; xi. 3 2 KoX diTOTOfiiav . . . Ovaiav xii. i are missing.

S, Cod. Athous Laurae, saec. viii-ix. In the monastery Laura on Mount
Athos. Contains Acts, Epp. Cath., Epp. Paul. Romans complete. This
MS. has not yet been collated.

Z. Cod. Patiriensis, saec. v. Formerly belonging to the Basilian monks
of the abbey of Sta. Maria de lo Patire near Rossano, now in the

Vatican. There is some reason to think that the MS. may have come
originally from Constantinople (cf. Batiffol, VAbbaye de Rossano, pp. 6,

79 and 62, 71-74). Twenty-one palimpsest leaves, containing portions

of Acts, Epp. Cath., Epp. Paul. These include Rom. xiii. 4-xv. 9.

A study of readings from this MS. is published in the Revue Bibliqiu

for April, 1895.

Minuscules.

A few only of the leading minuscules can be given,

5. (= Ew. 5, Act. 5), saec. xiv. At Paris ; at one time in Calabria.

17. (= Eatv. 33, Act. 13), saec. ix (Omont, ix-x Gregory). At Paris.

Called by Eichhom ' the queen of cursives.'

31. («:Act. 25, Apoc. 7). Written 1087 a. D. Belonged to John Covell,

English chaplain at Constantinople about 1675 ; now in the British

Museum.
33. (» Act. 26), saec. xii. Has a similar history to the last.

37. (= Ew. 69, Act. 31, Apoc. 14), saec. xv. The well-known * Leicester

MS.' ; one of the Ferrar group,' the archetype of which was probably

written in Calabria.

47. Saec. xi. Now in the Bodleian, but at one time belonged to the monas-

tery of the Holy Trinity on the island of Chalcis.

67. (-"Act. 66, Apoc. 34), saec. xi. Now at Vienna: at one time in the

possession of Arsenius, archbishop of Monemvasia in Epidaurus. The
marginal corrector (67**) drew from a MS. containing many peculiar

and ancient readings akin to those of M Paul., which is not extant for

Ep. to Romans.
71. Saec. x-xi. At Vienna. Thought to have been written in Calabria.

8c. (— Act. 73), saec, xi. In the Vatican.

93, (" Act, 83, Apoc. 99), saec. xii (Gregory). At Naples. Said to have

been compared with a MS, of Pamphilus, but as yet collated only io

a few places.

137. (= Ew. 363, Act. 117), saec. xiii-xiy. At Paris.

353. (Gregory, 260 Scrivener = Ew. 489. Greg., 507 Scriv. ; Act. 195 Greg.,

334 Scriv.), In the library of Trin. Coll., Cambridge. Written on

Mount Sinai in the year 131 6,

These MSS. are partly those which have been noticed as giving con-

spicuous readings in the commentary, partly those on which stre^s is laid

by Hort {Introd. p. 166), and partly those which Bousset connects witb hi»

' < "odex Pamphili ' (see t>elow).
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(a) Versions.

The versions quoted are the following

:

The Latin (Latt.).

The Vetus Latina (Lat Vet^
The Vulgate (Vulg.).

The Egyptian (Aegypt).

The Bohairic (Boh.).

The Saliidic (Sah.).

The Syriac (Syrr.).

The Peshitto (Pesh.).

The Harclean (Hard.).

The Armenian (Arm.).

The Gothic (Goth.).

The Ethiopia (Aeth.).

Of these the Vetns Latina is very imperfectly preserred t© u. We
possess only a small number of fragments of MSS. These are :

gue. Cod. Guelferbytanus, saec. vi, which contains fragments of Rom. zL
33-xii. 5 ;.

xii. 17-xiii. 5 ; xiv. 9-20 ; xv. 3-13.
r. Cod. Frisingensis. saec. v or vi, containing Rom. xiv. lO-iv. 13.

r,. Cod. Gottvicensis, saec. vi or vii, containing Rom. . i6-vi. 4;
vi. 6-19.

The texts of these fragments are, however, neither early (relatively to the
history of the Version) nor of much ii teiest. To supplement them we have
the Latin versions of the bilingual MSS. D E FG mentioned above, usually
quoted as d e f g, and quotations in the Latin Fathers. The former do not
strictly represent the underlying Greek of the Version, as they are too much
conformed to their own Greek, d (as necessarily e) follows an Old-Latin text

not in all cases altered to suit the Greek ; g is based on the Old Latin
but is very much modified ; f is the Vulgate translation, altered with the
help of g or a MS. closely akin to g. F'or the Fathers we are mainly
indebted to the quotations in Tertullian (saec. ii iii), Cyprian (saec. iii),

the Latin Irenaeus (saec. ii, or more probably iv), Hilary of Poitiers (saec
iv ', and to the so-called Speculum S. Augustini (cited as m), a Spanish
text also of the fourth century (see below, p. 124).

One or two specimens are given in the course of the commentary of the

evidence furnished by the Old-Latin Version i,see on i. 30 ; v. 3-5 ; viii. 36),
which may also serve to illustrate the problems raised in connexion with the

history of the Version. They have however more to do with the changes
in the Latin diction of the Version than with its text. The fullest treat-

ment of the Vetus Latina of St. Paul's Epistles will be found in Ziegler,

Die lateinischen Bibeliiberseizungen vor Hieronymus, Miinchen, 1879;
but the subject has not as yet been sufficiently worked at for a general

agreement to be reached.

For the Vulgate the following MSS. are occasionally quoted:

am. Cod. Amiatinus c. 700 a. d.

fuld. Cod. F'uldensis a 546 a. d.

harl. British Museum Harl. 1775. Saec. ri or vii.

toi. Cod. Toletanus. Saec. x, or rather perhaps viii (see Berger, His-
toire de la Vulgate,'^. J 4).

The Vulgate of St. Paul's Epistles Is a revision of the Old Latin so slight

and cursory as to be hardly an independent authority. It was however made
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with the help of the Greek MSS., and we have the express statement of

St. Jerome himself that in Rom. xii. ii he substituted Domino servientes

for tempori servientes of the older Version {Ep. xxvii. 3 ad Marcellam).
We gather from tliis letter that Jerome's edition liad been issued in the year

385 A. D.

Of the Egyptian Versions, Bohairic is that usually known as Memphitic
(= ' me.' WH.) and cited by Tisch. as ' Coptic' (' cop.'). For the reasons

which make it correct to describe it as Bohairic see Scrivener, Introd. ii. 106,

ed. 4. It is usually cited according to Tischendorf (who appears in the

Epistles to have followed Wilkins; see Tisch. N.T. p. ccxxxiv, ed. 7), but

in some few instances on referring to the original it has become clear that

^ his quotations cannot always be trusted: see the notes on v. 6; viii. 28;
'"

X. 5 ; xvi, 27. This suggests that not only a fresh edition of the text, but

also a fresh collation with the Greek, is much needed.

In the Sahidic (Thebaic) Version ( = 'sah.' Tisch., 'the.' WH.) some
few readings have been added from the fragments published by Amelineau
in the Zeitschrift fUr Aegypt. Sprache, 1887. These fragments contain vi.

ao-33 ; vii. I-3I ; viii. 15-38 ; ix, 7-23 ; xi. 31-36; xii. 1-9.

The reader may be reminded that the Peshitto Syriac was certainly current

much in its present form early in the fourth century. How much earlier

than this it was in use, and what amount of change it had previously under-

gone, are questions still being debated. In any case, there is no other form

of the Version extant for the Pauline Epistles.

The Harclean Syriac (= 'syr. p[osterior] ' Tisch., 'hi.' WH.) is a re-

cension made by the Monophysite Thomas of Harkhel or Heraclea in 616

A. D., of the older Philoxenian Version of 508 A. D., which for this part

of the N.T. is now lost. A special importance attaches to the readings,

sometimes in the text but more often in the margin, which appear to be

derived from * three (v. 1. two) approved and accurate Greek copies ' in the

monastery of the Enaton near Alexandria (WH. Introd. p. 156 f.).

The Gothic Version is also definitely dated at about the middle of the

fourth century, and the Armenian at about the middle of the fifth. The dates

of the two Egyptian Versions and of the Ethiopic are still uncertain

(Scrivener, Introd. ii. 105 f., 154, etl. 4). It is of more importance to know
that the types of text which they represent are in any case early, the

Egyptian somewhat the older.

The abbreviations in references to the Patristic writings are such as it is

hoped will cause no difficulty (but see p. ex).

(2) Internal Grouping of Authorities. The most promising and

successful of all the directions in which textual criticism is being

pursued at this moment is that of isolating comparatively small

groups of authorities, and investigating their mutual relations and

origin. For the Pauline Epistles the groups most aflfected by-

recent researches are t^B ; WY{, Arm., Euthal., and in less degree

a number of minuscules ; D [E] F G.

NB.
The proofs seem to be thickening which connect these two great MSS.

with the library of Eusebius and Pamphilus at Caesarea. That is a view

which has been held for some time past (e. g. by the late Canon Cook,
Revised Version of the First Three Gospels, p. 1 59 ff. ; and Dr. Scrivener,

Collation of Cod. Sinailicus, p. xxxvii f.), but without resting upon any very

solid arguments. And it must always be remembered that so excellent

a palaeographer as Dr. Ceriani of Milan (a/. Scrivener, Introd. i. 121, ed. 4)

thought that B was written in Italy (Magna Graecia), and that Dr. Hort
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also gives some reasons for ascribing an Italian origin to this MS. We aro

however coiiironted by the fact that there is a distinct probability that both
MSS. if they weie not written in the same place had at least in part the same
scribes. It was first pointed out by Tischendorf iN. T. Vat., Lipsiae, 1867,

pp. xxi-xxiii), on j^rounds which seem to be sufficient, that the writer whom
he calls the ' fourth scribe ' of N wrote also the N.T. portion of B. And, as

it has been Fnid, additional arguments are becoming available for connecting

K with the library at Caesarea (see Rendel Harris, Stichometry, p. 71 ff.;

and the essay of Jiousset referred to below}.

The provenance of N would only carry with it approximately and not
exactly that of B. The conditions would be satisfied if it were possible, or

not difficult, for the same scribe to have a hand in both. For instance, the

view that N had its origin in Palestine would not be inconsisteiit with the
older view, recently revived and defended by Bousset, that B was an Egyp-
tian MS. There would be so much coming and going between Palestine

and Egypt, especially among the followers ot Origen, that they would belong
irtually to the same region. But when Herr Bousset goes further and main-
tains that the text of B represents the recension of Hesychius ', that is another
matter, and as it seems to us, at least prima facie, by no means probable.
The text of B must needs be older than the end of the third century, which is

the date assigned to Hesychius. If we admit that the MS. may be Egyptian,
it is only as one amongst several possibilities. Nothing can as yet be
regarded as proved.

Apart from such external data as coincidences of handwriting which con-
nect the two MSS. as they have come down to us there can be no doubt that

they had also a common ancestor far back in the past. The weight which
their agreement carries does not depend on the independence of their testi-

mony so much as upon its early date. That the date of their common
readings is in fact extremely early appears to be proved by the number of

readings in which they differ, these divergent readings being shared not by
any means always by the same but by a great variety of other authorities.

From this variety it may be inferred that between the point of divergence
of the ancestors of the two MSS. and the actual MSS. the fortunes of each
had been quite distinct. Not only on a single occasion, but on a number of

successive occasions, new strains of text have been introduced on one or

other of the lines. N especially has received several side streams in the

course of its history, now of the colour which we call ' Western' and now
'Alexandrian*; and B also (as we shall see) in the Pauline Epistles has
a clear infusion of Western readings. It is possible that all these may have
come in from a single copy ; but it is less likely that all the * Western ' or

all the 'Alexandrian' readings which are found in N had a single origin.

Indeed the history of N since it was written does but reflect the history of
its ancestry. We have only to suppose the corrections of N'* embodied in

the text of one MS., then those of N** first inserted in the margin and then

embodied in the text of a succeeding MS., then those of N"^* in a third and
N'='' in a fourth, to form a mental picture of the process by which our present

MS. became what it is. It remains for critical analysis to reconstruct this

process, to pick to pieces the different elements of which the text 01 the

MS. consists, to arrange them in their order and determine their affinities.

This analysis will doubtless be carried further than it has been.

N« H, Arm , Euthal.

A number of scholars working on i{ have thrown out suggestions which
would tend to group together these authorities, and possibly to bring them

' A similar view is held by Corssen. He regards the modem text based on
K P) as nnr ein Spiegelbild einer willkiirtich Jixierten Recension des vierten

Jahrhunderts \_Der Cypianische Textd. Acta Apostolorum, Berlin, 1893, p. 24).
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into some further connexion with SB. The MS. 11 Taul. (unfortunately,

as we have said, not extant for Romans) bears upon its face the traces of

its connexion with the library of Caesarea, as the subscription to Ep. to Titus
states expressly that the MS. was corrected 'with the copy at Caesarea in

the library of the holy Pamphilus written with his own hand.' Now in June,

1893, Dr. Rendel Harris pointed out a connexion between this MS. H Paul,

and Euthalius {Stichonielry, p. 88). This had also been noticed by Dr. P.

Corssen in the second of the two programmes cited below (p. 12). Early in

1894 Herr W. Bousset brought out in Gebhardt and Harnack's Texte u. Un-
tersuchungen a series of Tcxt-kyitische Studien znni iV. 7'., in the course

of which (without any concert with Dr. Rendel Harris, but perhaps with

some knowledge of Corssen) he not only adduced further evidence of this

connexion, but also brought into the group the third corrector cf N (K").

A note at the end of the Book of Esther said to be by his hand speaks

in graphic terms of a MS. corrected by the Hexapla of Origan, com-
pared by Antoninus a confessor, and corrected by Pamphilus * in prison

'

(i. e. just before his death in the persecution of Diocletian). Attention had
often been drawn to this note, but Herr Bousset was the first to make the

fall use of it which it deserved. He found on examination that the presump-
tion raised by it was verified and that there was a real and close connexion

between the re<idings of X" and those of H and Euthalius which were inde-

pendently associated with Pamphilus'. Lastly, to complete the series of

novel and striking observations, Mr. F. C. Conylieare comes forward in the

current number of iht Journal of Philology (no. 46, 1895) and maintains

a further connexion of the group with the Armenian Version. These
researches are at present in full swing, and will doubtless lead by degrees

to more or less definite results. The essays which have been mentioned

all contain some more speculative matter in addition to what has been

mentioned, but it is also probable that they have a certain amount of solid

nucleus. It is only just what we should have expected. The library

founded by Pamphilus at Caesarea was the greatest and most famous of

all the book-collections in the early Christian centuries ; it was also tie

greatest centre of literary and copying actiTity just at the moment when
Christianity received its greatest expansion ; the prestige not only ol

Eusebius and Pamphilus, but of the still more potent name (for some time

yet to come) of Origen, attached to it. It would have been strange if it haii

not been consulted Irom far and wide and if the intlaence of it were not felt

in many parts of Christendom.

D F G, Goth.
Not only is E a mere copy of D, but there is a very close relation between

F and G, especially in the Greek. It is not as yet absolutely determined

what that relation is. In an essay written in 1 871 (reprinted in Lightfoot

Biblical Essays, p. 321 ff.) Dr. Hoit states his opinion that F Greek is a direct

copy of G, F Latin a Vulgate text partly assimilated to the Greek and wi h

intrusive readings from the Latin of G. Later [Intfod. p. 150) he wiites

that F is 'as certainly in its Greek text a transcript of G as E of D : il not

it is an inferior copy of the same immediate exemplar.' This second alterna-

tive is the older view, adopted by Scrivener {jntrod. p. 181, ed. 3) and

maintained with detailed aiguments in two elaborate programmes 1/y

Dr. P. Corssen {Epp. Paulin. Codd. Aug. Boem. Clarom., 1687 and iS8y).

' Since the above was written all speculations on the subject of Euthalius

have been superseded by Prof. Armitage Robinson's admirable essay in Texts

and Studies, iii. 3. Both the text of Euthalius and that of the Codex Pa/ii-

phili are shewn to be as yet very uncertain quantities. Still it is probable that

the authorities in question are really connected, and that there are elements in

their text which may be traceable to Euthalius on the one hand and the Cae-

sarean library on the other.
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We are not sure that the question can still be regarded as settled in this

sense, and that Dr. Hort's original view is not to be preferred. Dr. Corssen
admits that there are some phenomena which he cannot explain (1887, p. 13).

These would fall naturally into their place if F Gk. is a copy of G; and the

arguments on the other side do not seem to l)e decisive. In any case it

should be remembered that F Gk. and G Gk. are practically one witness and
not two.

Dr. Corssen reached a number of other interesting conclusions. Examining
the common element in D F G he showed that they were ultimately derived

from a single archetype (Z), and that this archetype was written per cola et

comtnata, or in clauses corresponding to the sense (sometimes called

aT'i\oi), as may be seen in the Palaeographical Society's facsimile of D
(ser. i. pi. 63, 64). Here again we have another coincidence of inde-

pendent workers, for in 1891 Dr. Rendel Harris carrying further a suggestion

of Rettig's had thrown out the opinion, that not only did the same system of

colometry lie behind Cod. A Evv. (the other half, as we remember, of

G Paul.) and D Evv. Act. (Cod. Bezae, which holds a like place in the

Gospel and Acts to D Paul.), but that it also extended to the other impor-
tant Old-Latin MS. k (Cod. Bobiensis), and even to the Cnretonian Syriac

—to which we suppose may now be added the Sinai palimpsest. If that

were so—and indeed without this additional evidence—Dr. Corssen probably
puts the limit too late when he says that such a MS. is not likely to have
been written before the time of St. Chrysostom, or 407 a. d.

Thus Dr. Corssen thinks that there arose early in the fifth century

a ' Graeco-Latin edition,' the Latin of which was more in agreement with
Victorinus Ambrosiaster and the Spanish Speculum. For the inter-connexion

of this group he adduces a striking instance from i Cor. xiii. i ; and he
argues that the locality in which it arose was more probably Italy than

Africa. As to the place of origin we are more inclined to agree with him
than as to the date, though the Speculum contains an African element. He
then points out that this Graeco-Latin edition has affinities with the Gothic
Version. The edition did not contain the Epistle to the Hebrews ; and the

Epistle to the Romans in it ended at Rom. xv. 14 (see § 9 below) ; it was
entirely without the doxology (Rom. xvi. 25-27),

Dr. Corssen thinks that this Graeco-Latin edition has undergone some
correction in D by comparison with Greek MSS. and therefore that it is in

part more correctly preserved in G, which however in its turn can only be
used for reconstructing it with caution.

Like all that Dr. Corssen writes this sketch is suggestive and likely to be
fruitful, though we cannot exj^ress our entire agreement with it. We only

regret that we cannot undertake here the systematic inquiry which certainly

ought to be made into the history of this group. The lines which it should

follow would be something of this kind, (.il It should reconstruct as far as

possible the common archetype of D and G. (ii) It should isolate the

peculiar element in both MSS. and distinguish between earlier and later

readings. The instances ia which the (jreek has been conformed to the Latin

will probably be found to be late and of little real importance, (iii^ The
peculiar and ancient readings in G g sliould be carefully collected and
studied. An opportunity might be found of testing more closely the hypo-

thesis propounded in § 9 of this Introduction, (iv) The relations of the

Gothic Version to the group should be determined as accurately as possible,

(v) The characteristics both of D and of the archetype of D G should be

compared with those of Cod. Bezae and the Old-Latin MSS. of the Gospela

and Acts.

(3) The Textual Criticism of Epistle to Romans. The textual

criticism of the PauHne Epistles generally is inferior in interest to
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that of the Historical Books of the New Testament. When this is

said it is not meant that investigations such as those outlined above

are not full of attraction, and in their way full of promise. Any-
thing which throws new light on thehistory of the text will be found

in the end to throw new light on the history of Christianity. But
what is meant is that the textual phenomena are less marked, and
have a less distinctive and individual character.

This may be due to two causes, both of which have really been
at work. On the one hand, the latitude of variation was probably

never from the first so great ; and on the other hand the evidence

which has come down to us is inferior both in quantity and quality,

so that there are parts of the history—and those just the most
interesting parts—which we cannot reconstruct simply for want of

material. A conspicuous instance of both conditions is supplied

by the state of what is called the ' Western Text.' It is probable

that this text never diverged from the other branches so widely as

it does in the Gospels and Acts; and just for that section of it

which diverged most we have but little evidence. For the oldest

forms of this text we are reduced to the quotations in Tertullian

and Cyprian. We have nothing like the best of the Old-Latin MSS.
of the Gospels and Acts ; nothing like forms of the Syriac Versions

such as the Curetonian and Sinaitic ; nothing like the Dtaiessaron.

And yet when we look broadly at the variants to the Pauline

Epistles we observe the same main lines of distribution as in the

rest of the N.T. A glance at the apparatus criticus of the Epistle

to the Romans will show the tendency of the authorities to fall

into the groups DEFG; l^B; ^^ACLP. These really corre-

spond to Uke groups in the other Books : DEFG correspond
to the group which, in the nomenclature of Westcott and Hort, is

called ' Western
' ; l^ B appear (with other leading MSS. added) to

mark the line which they would call ' Neutral
'

; i«5 A C L P would
include, but would not be identical with, the group which they call

' Alexandrian.' The later uncials generally (with accessions every

now and then from the older ranks) would constitute the family

which they designate as 'Syrian,' and which others have called
' Antiochene,' ' Byzantine,' ' Constantinopolitan,' or ' Ecclesiastical.'

Exception is taken to some of these titles, especially to the term
* Western,' which is only retained because of its long-established

use, and no doubt gives but a very imperfect geographical descrip-

tion of the facts. It might be proposed to substitute names
suggested in most cases by the leading MS. of the group, but

generalized so as to cover other authorities as well. For instance,

we might speak of the 8-text
(
— ' Western'), the P-text (= ' Neutral'),

the o-text (= * Alexandrian '), and the e-text or cr-text (=' Ecclesi-

astical 'or 'Syrian'). Such terms would beg no questions; they

would simply describe facts. It would be an advantage that the
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same term '8-text' would be equally suggested by the leading MS.
in the Gospels and Acts, and in the Pauline Epistles ; the term
' P-text,' while suggested by B, would carry with it no assumption
of superiority ;

' o-text ' would recall equally ' Alexandrian ' and
' Codcx Alexandrinus

'
; and * e-text ' or ' cr-text ' would not imply

any inherent inferiority, but would only describe the undoubted
facts, either that the text in question was that generally accepted by
the Church throughout the Middle Ages, or that in its oldest form
it can be traced definitely to the region of Antioch and northern

Syria. It is certain that this text (alike for Gospels, Acts, and
Epistles) appears in the fourth century in this region, and spread

from it ; while as to the debated point of its previous history nothing

would be either affirmed or denied.

If some stich nomenclature as this were adopted « further step might be
taken by distinguishing the earlier and later stages of the same text as 8*,

8^ &c., o-*, a'^, &c. It would also have to be noted that although in the

vast majority of cases the group would include the MS. from which it

took its name, still in some instances it would not include it, and it might
even be ranged on the opposite side. This would occur most often with
the a-text and A, but it would occur also occasionally with the P-text and
B (as conspicuously in Rom. xi. 6).

Such being the broad outlines of the distribution of authorities on the

Epistle to the Romans, we ask, Wliat are its distinctive and individual

features ? These are for the most part shared with the rest of the Pauline

Epistles. One of the advantages which most of the other Epistles possess.

Romans is without : none of the extant fragments of Cod. H belong to it.

This deprives us of one important criterion ; but conclusions obtained for

the other Ejiistles may be applied to this. For instance, tlie student will

observe carefully the readings of N" and Arm. Sufficient note has unfor-

tunately not been taken of them in the commentary, as the clue was not in

the writer's hands when it was written. In this respect the reader must be
asked to supplement it. He should of course apply the new test with
caution, and judge each case on its merits : only careful use can show to what
extent it is valid. When we consider tlie mixed origin of nearly all ancient

texts, sweeping propositions and absolute rules are seen to be out of

place.

The specific characteristics of the textual apparatus of Romans may be
said to be these : (i) the general inferiority in boldness and originality of the

8- (or Western) text ; (ii i the fact that there is a distinct Western element in

B, «vhich tiierefore when it is combined with authoiities of the S- or Western
type i$ diminished in value; (iii) the consequent rise in importance of the

group N AC ;
(iv) the existence of a few scnttered readings either of B alone

or of B in combinati'n with one or two other authorities which have con-
siderable intrinsic probability and may be right.

We proceed to say a few words on each of these heads.

(i) The fust must be taken with the reservations noted above. The
Western or 8-text has not it is true the bold and interesting variations wliich

are found in the Gospels and Acts. It has none of the striking inter-

polations which in those Books often bring in ancient and v.nlunhle matter.

That may be due mainly to the fact that the interpolations in question are

for the most part historical, and therefore would naturally be looked for in

the Historical Books. In Ep to Romans the more important 8-variantS

are not interpo'ations but omissions (as e.g. in the Gospel of St Lake). Still
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these variants preserve some of the freedom of correction and paraphrase to

which we are accustomed elsewhere.

E.g. iii. 9 T« npoKari-xpixiv ireptaffoy ; D* G, Chrj'S. Orig.-lat. al. : ti ovv
;

iv. 19 01) KaTd'uTjmv DEFG, &c Orig.-lat. Epiph. Ambrstr. a/.:

KaT€v6r](Tev N A B C a/.

T. 14 trrl Tovs ajjinpTijuayrai 62, 63, 67**, Orig.-lat. Codd. Lat. ap.

Atig., Ambrstr. : kiii tovj p.'i] aixTprriaai'Tas rd.

vii. 6 Tou Qavarov DEFG, Codd. ap. Oiig.-lat. al. : u.-nodav6vri% rel.

xii. II T^ Kaip^ SovXevopTts D* ¥ G, Codd. Lat. ap. Hieron. ap,

Orig.-lat Ambrstr. : to) 'Kvp'iw SovXivoi'Tti rel.

13 Tch pviiais ruv ayiaiv D* F G, Codd. ap. Thecd. Mops. ap.
"

Orig.-lat. Hil. Ambrstr. al.: rah xpi'ia.i% rojv ayioov rel. | These
two readings were perhaps due in the first instance to accidental

errors of transcription.]

«T. 13 TT\T]po(popT]aai B F G : w\r)p&ffai rel.

33 TToWdKis B D E F G : to, rroWa rel.

31 S(upo(popia B D* F G, Ambrstr. : SiaKovia rel.

The most interesting aspect of this branch of the text is the history of its

antecedents as represented by the common archetype of D G, and even more
by the peculiar element in G. Tiie most prominent of these readings are

discussed below in § 9, but a still further investigation of them in connexion
with allied phenomena in other Epistles is desirable.

(ii) It will have been seen that in the last three readings just given B joins

with the unmistakably Western authorities. And this plienomenon is in

point of fact frequently repeated. We have it also in the omission of

•j-TrpwToi' i. 16; om. yap iii. 2 ; om. ttj rriarH v. 2 ; *ins. fj.iv vi. 21 ; 5id -rd

ivoiKow aiiTov Tlvevi^a viii. 1 1 (where however there is a great mass of otlu r

authorities); *om. 'iTjaovs and *om. Ik veicpwv viii. 34; 17 8ia6i)icr) ix. 4; ins.

ovv ix. 19; *oTi after vopov and *favTa. ins. after noi-qaas x. 5 ; ev [toi's] x.

20 ; *om. yap xiv. 5 ; om. cvv, (XTroSwcrej, fom. tw Qew xiv. 12 ; *add ^ aicav-

SaXi^trai rj ucrBevtt xiv. 21 ; vfids xv. 7; t^i' [Kavx'qcrtv] xv. 17.

It is perhaps significant that in all the instances marked with * the group
is joined by N^. It may be through a copy related to the ' Codex Pam-
phili ' that these readings came into R We also note that the latest and
worst of all the readings found in B, the long addition in xi. 6 ei 5e l^ tpywv
ovatTt (om. (OTi B) X"''"' *'^^^ ''^ epyov ovKert iarl x^Pi-^ i^l^ Bj epyov al.)

is shared by B with N" L. In the instances marked with f, and in xv. 1

3

vkrjpoipoprjaai, B agrees not with D but with G ; but en the other hand in

viii. 34 (om. 'lijaovs) and in xv. 7 it agrees with D against G ; so that the

resemblance to the peculiar element in the latter MS. does not stand out

quite clearly. In the other instances both D and G are represented.

(iii) When Bthus poes over to the Western or S-group the main support

of the alternative reading is naturally thrown upon N A C. This is a group
which outside the Gospels and Acts and especially in Past. Epp. Heb. and

Apoc. (with or without other support) has not seldom preserved the right

reading. It becomes in fact the main group wherever B is not extant. Tlie

principal difficulty—and it is one of the chief of the not very numerous
textual difficulties in Romans—is to determine whether these AISS. really

retain the original text or whether their reading is one of the finer Alexan-

drian corrections. This ambiguity besets us {e.g.) in tlie very complex
attestation of viii. II. The combination is strengthened where i< A are

joined by the Westerns as in iii. 28. In this instance, as in a few others,

they are opposed by BC, a pair which do not carry quite as much weight

in the Epistles as they would in the Gospels.

(iv) It may appear paradoxical, but the value of B seems to ri-^^e wlien

it is deserted by all ot nearly all other uncials. Appearances may ba
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deceptive, but there is not a little reason for thinking that the following

readings belong to the soundest innermost kernel of the MS.
iv. I om. €vpT)K(vai.

V. 6 (t ye.

ii- 25 x°/"* '^V ®^V-
Tiii. 34 t yap ;3Ae'ir€t, t/s f\m^ti ;

X. 9 r6 ^rjp,a . . . oTi Kvpios 'Ijjffovt,

xiv. 13 om. -npuCfcnuna . . . ij.

XV. 19 TlvfiifiaTos without addition.

As all these readings have been discussed more or less fnlly in the com-
mentary, they need only be referred to here. Two more readings present

considerable attractions.

ix. 23 om. icaL

xvi. 27 om. ^.
They are however open to some suspicion of being corrections to ease the

construction. The question is whether or not they are valid exceptions to

the rule that the more difficult reading is to be preferred. Such exceptions

there undoubtedly are ; and it is at least a tenable view that these are

among them.
Other singular, or subsingular, readings of B will be found in xv, 4, 13,

y>, 3a. But these are less attractive and less important

§ 8. Literary History.

The literary history of the Epistle to the Romans begins earh'er

than that of any other book of the N.T. Not only is it clearly

and distinctly quoted in the writings of the Apostolic Fathers, but

even within ihe N.T. canon there are very close resemblances both

in thought and language between it and at least three other books

;

these resemblances we must first consider.

We shall begin with the first Epistle of St Peter. In the

following table the passages in which there is a similarity between
the two Epistles are compared

:

Rom. ix. 25 KoKiaoj riiv oi \a6r I Peter ii. 10 0/ irori ov Knot, vvv
Itov Kauv fiov, Kat TJji' ovx ^yain]- 82 Kadi Qeov, ol oiiK ^Ketj/iiyoi, vvv
ftevTjv r/yamj/xivTiv. di iXcqdivTei.

Rom. ix. 32, 33 Trpoff^Afo^tai' T^ 1 Peter ii. 6-8 'iSoiJ, riOrjui tr
X.lOa> rov TrpoffKu/xiiaTOi, KaOus Siwv \iOov aKpoyuvtaiov iK\(KT6v,
ftypaiTTai, 'I5ov, tIOtj/jii tv 'Siwv IvrifioV ical 6 martvoiv In' avr^
XiOvv V poa HO p-naros xal vir- ov fi^i Karaiax^^'^V • • • ovroi
pav ofcavSaKov xal o viartvcov iyevrjOT} (h K((paKr)v yojvias, * ical

iv' avT^ ov Karaiaxvvd^- kidoi vpoaKSufxaTos Kai virpa
OfTat. ffKav5d\ov, ot vpoa K6vTovai Tf

X6yq> aTTdOovvTfS, (Is t teal It«-

6t]aai'.

Rom. xii. I vapaaTfjffai tA cifnara i Peter ii. 5 avtviyicai TTVfv/juiTuccit

ifiQv Ovaiav ^ajaav, dyiav, ivapta- Svffiat tvwpoaStHTovt 0€^ Sii. 'L

Tov T(f 0*9), Tijv \oyiieijv Karptiav Xp.
v/xuiv.

Rom. xii. a /x^ (7v«rx*/A'aTi- i Peter L 14 /i^ ffv^x^/^^'C^
^eaOt rqi ulu)vi TovT<fi. fitvoi rah irp6Tipov iv ry iyvoiif vitSf

iwiOvfilais.
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The following passages seem to be modelled on St. Paul's

thoughts and words

:

Rora. xii. 3 dAXd <ppovtiv tit ri
0aj<ppov(lv . . .

6 ixoyres SI x'^P'*'' A* "''<* tiOLTct

Til" X"/'"' ''^^ toQuaav fifiTv 5«(i-

4>o/xz . . . ctre hiaitoviav, iv rp
SiaKoviif . . .

3 iitaffTq) d>s 6 9e6s iixipiat

furpov iriaTfus.

Cf. also Rom. xiii. 11-14; 8-10;
xii. 9, 13.

Rom. xii. 9 ij 070*17 &pvir6-

Kpiros ... 10 r^ <pi\aS(\<pi<f
tis dW'^Xovs <pt\6aTopyou

Rom. xii. 16 rb airb (U a\\^\ovi
tppovovvTis' f.iij TO. vtp7]\ai <ppo-

vovrTfy, dWA roh ravfivoTs
cvvanayofifvoi. fifj yiveaOe (ppovi/xoi

vap' (avTois.

17 t^T]Sevl KaKov avrl kukov
AnoSiSovres' npovoovjJ.tvoi Ka\ci

ivuniov TrdvTCuv dvOpuircov

18 (i Svvarov, t6 e^ vfxZu, ftercL

wivTojv dvOpuinouv (iprjvevovres.

Cf. also vv. 9, 14.

Rom. xiii. i iraaa if/vx^l i^ovalan

iwfpexovaais viroTaaaiaOo)'
oil yap iariv i^ovffia ei fifj iitt^ Qfov,
al Si ovaai vtt^ &fov nTayixivai
*laiv . . .

3 01 yd.p dpxovTd ovK dfft <p60os

Ty dyaO^ fpyVf "^^^ ^o) KaKqi . .

.

4 0€ov yap Sidicovos kariv, eic-

iiKos fls opyrjv T9) t6 KaKor vpda-
0OVT1 . . .

7 dnoSore iraffi rait 6<p(i\if r^
riv (popov rbv (pupov, T^ rd rtKos

rd Ti\os, T^ Tou <p6^ov t^v <p6^0Vf
Ty T-^V TipLJJV T^f TlflTJV.

Although equal stress cannot be laid on all these passages the

resemblance is too great and too constant to be merely acci-

dental. In I Pet. ii. 6 we have a quotation from the O.T. with

the same variations from the LXX that we find in Rom, ix. 32
(see the note). Not only do we find the same thoughts, such as

the metaphorical use of the idea of sacrifice (l\om. xii. i ; i Pet.

ii. 5), and the same rare words, such as avcrxnti-fiT^CfcrBni, uvvno-

KpiToSf but in one passage (Rom. xiii. 1-7; i Pet. ii. 13-17) we

I Peter iv. 7-1 1 vdfron' Si r6 t^\oi
^yyiKC awippovfiaaTf ovv koI vrf-

if/are (h irpoaevxdi' irpb TrdvTcoi' Tr)v

fis iavTols dyaiTTjv fKTevTJ 6x<"''"*s»

Sti dydnri KoXiinTU KXijOoi afxapriuiy

<f>i\6^(voi fli dKKrjKovs, dvev yoyyv-
ff/xov' fKaarot nadwi (\ape x°P«<'*
l*a, (1% iavTovs avTO SiaKovovvres,
&S KaXol oIkovo/ioi irotKlKrji x*^?"'*'!
ecoC* ef Tts Xa\(t, d/s kuyia ©foC' tl

Tit Staicovft, uis «£ Iffx^os ^s x°Piy^^
6 BfSs.

I Peter i. aa t<Jj tf/vxAs v/juov fjyvi-

KSrts . . , (Is ((>i\aSe\(piav dvvv6-
KpiTOv (K KapSias dKKriKovs dyair^
aart iKTtvws,

I Peter iii. 8, 9 rb S\ rtXoi, nivrtt

6ft6<ppovfs, av/xiraOeis, <pt\d5e\(poi,

ivairXayxfoi, raTT(iv6(ppoves, fi^
dTToSiSovTfS Kaicdv dvrl xaKov
Ij \oi?>opiav dvTt \ot5opias, TovvavTiov

S\ fvXoyovvres, oti (h tovto «kAjj-

0r]Ti tva evKoyiav KXijpoyoixTjaijTe . .

.

II (KKKivdro) Se dird KaKov, Koi

voir]ffdra> dyaOoV ^TjTrjaaTM flpr]VT)V

Koi dtoj^droj avr^v.

1 Peter ii. 13-17 viroriyrjTt n&aig

AvOpuirivji KTiffei Sid rbv Kvpiov,
trrt ^aai\(i, wy vrr( pexovTt, eiTf

^yefjioaiVj ws Sj' airov TK^-nopiivois us
iKSiKTja IV KaKoitoiwv iiraLVov S\

iyadoiiomv on ovtojs iarl to OeXrjua

Tov @eov . . . Tiavras Ti/iTjffaTf rrjV

d5(\<p6Tr]Ta dyairdTC t^v Qedv
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have what must be accepted as conclusive evidence, the same ideas

occurring in the same order. Nor can there be any doubt that of

the two the Epistle to the Romans is the earher. St. Paul works
out a thesis clearly and logically ; St. Peter gives a series of

maxims for which he is largely indebted to St. Paul. For example,

in Rom. xiii. 7 we have a broad general principle laid down,
St. Peter, clearly influenced by the phraseology of that passage,

merely gives three rules of conduct. In St. Paul the language
and ideas come out of the sequence of thought; in St. Peter

they are adopted because they had already been used for the same
purpose.

This relation between the two Epistles is supported by other

independent evidence. The same relation which prevails between
the First Epistle of St. Peter and the Epistle to the Romans is also

found to exist between it and the Epistle to the Ephesians, and
the same hypothesis harmonizes best with the facts in that case
also. The three Epistles are all connected wilh Rome : one of

them being written to the city, the other two in all probability

being written from it. We cannot perhaps be quite certain as

to the date of i Peter, but it must be earlier than the ApostoHc
Fathers who quote it ; while it in its turn quotes as we see at least

two Epistles of St. Paul and these the most important. We may
notice that these conclusions harmonize as far as they go with the

view taken in § 3, that St. Peter was not the founder of the Roman
Church and had not visited it when the Epistle to the Romans was
written. In early church history arguments are rarely conclusive ;

and the even j^artial coincidence of different lines of investigation

adds greatly to the strength of each.

The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews again was probably

indebted to the Romans, the resemblance between Rom. iv. 17

and Heb. xi. 1 1 is very close and has been brought out in the

notes, while in Rom. xii. 19, Heb. x. 30, we have the same
passage of Deuteronomy quoted with tlie same marked diver-

gences from the text of the LXX. This is not in itself conclusive

evidence; there may have been an earlier form of the version

current, in fact there are strong grounds for thinking so; but the

hypothesis that the author of the Hebrews used the Romans is

certainly the simplest. We again notice that the Hebrews is

a book closely connected with the Roman Church, as is proved by

its early use in that Church, and if it were, as is possible, written

from Rome or It.ily its indebtedness to this Epistle would be

accounted for. The two passages referred to are quoted below;

and, although no other passages resemble one another sufficiently

Lo be quoted, vet it is quite conceivable that many other of the

worcK and phras s in the Hebrews which are Pauline in character

ma) liave been derived from an accjuaintance with this Epistle.
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The passages referred to are the following

:

Rom. iv. 17-21 KorivavTi oZ ktrU

9T(Vff€ QeoO TOV ^OJOTTOIOVUTOS TOVS

vtKpovs . . . KOI nf] dadevfjaas tj
vioTd KarevoTjae rd eavrov aaifxa

ijST] vfveKpu fifvov {kKarovrafTTjs

wovviTdpxo>''),i{aiT^v viicpaxTtv t^s

HTjTpai Scrppai" tls Si rtjv inay-
ytKiay rov Qeou ow SitKpiOr) t^
amaTia, dAA* iveSwapiuOT] ry
niffTfi, Sovs S6^ay t% ©e^, icai

v\7]po(pop7]9fis oTt b i-n-^yyekTai

dvvards eari Kal voirjaai.

Rom. xiL 19 €j«oJ (KSiKTjau, tyib

avTanoSwau, Kiyei Kvpios,

Heb. xi. 1 1 , 13 TTtffTtt Kalavifi 'Sdppa

ivva/iiy ils Kara^oKi^v anep^iaTos

(Xa^fV Kal napcL Kaipuv yXiKia.^, fTrfi

viarov ^yrjaaro tuv (irayyttKa-

fiei/ov Sid Kal d<p' ivus iyivvijBriaav,

Kal ravra veveKpaiixtvov . . ,

19 Koyiadpuvoi on Kal itt vfKpair

iydpeiv dvvaros 6 Qt6t.

Heb. X. 30 i/iol iKS'iKijtts, iy5>

ivravoSiiau*.

When we pass to the Epistle of St, James we approach a much
more difficult problem. The relation between it and the Epistle

to the Romans has been often and hotly debated; for it is

a theological as well as a literary question. The passages which

resemble one another in the two Epistles are given at length by

Prof. Mayor in his edition of the Epistle of St. James, p. xciii, who
argues strongly in favour of the later date of the Romans. The
following are among the most important of these ; we have not

thought it necessary to repeat all his instances

:

Rom. iL 1 Sti &vaito\6yr)T0i tt, S>

ivOpojirf rras 6 Kpivojv iv Si ycip

icpiy( IS rhv tnpov, aeavTvv Kara-
Kpivfis' TcL yap avTcL vpdaaus i
Kpivojv.

Rom. ii. 13 ov ycip of dxpoaral
wifiov Siiiaioi irapcL [to)] @(^ d\\' ol

wotrjTal vofiov SiKaiaO-qcfovTai.

Rom. iv. I rlovv ipovfitv (vprjKivat

APpad/x rhv irponaTOpa t^/xSiv

Hard, adpna ; d yap 'AjSpad/i i f
tpyojy iSiKatiaOr), (Xd KavxiJh^-

Rom. iv. 20 (Is SI T^i* (irayye\iay

ToO Qeov ov SieKpiOr) rp dmffTl<f,

dXA* ivtSwaiiwdrj r^ marct.

Rom. . 3-5 Kavx^fufOa iv tois

$\[^tatv, (ISoTfs oTi ^ 6\iipis vvo-
fiovijv KaTfpyantral, ij SI virofioy^
SoKi/irfV, ij Si SoKifiT) fKrriSa' ;)

Si (\ms ov Karaiffxvvtif St* ^ dydvi)

TOV @fOV (HKfXVTOt,

James iv. Il a*^ KaraXaXtire AXX17-

Xaiv, dSe\(poi. 6 KaraXaXuv dSf\<l>ov, ^
Kpivwy Toy dSeXcpoy avTOv, KaTaXaXd
Vv/xov, Kal Kpivft vvfiOV tl Si vofioy Kpi-

vfis, oiiK el jTOiJjT^y vofxov, dXKd KpiT'qs.

James i. aa yiveadt Si voitjtuI

k6yov, Kal nfi ixovoy aKpoarai vapa-

Xoyi^dfievot iavTovs.

James iL ai 'A^pad/i 6 warfip
ijHSiv ovK i( ipyuv iSiKaidiOrj,

dvtviyKas 'laaaK rdy vioy auTOv ivl t6

SvaiaaTTjpioy ;

James L 6 alTflru Si iy viartt

fojSiy SiaKpiydfievos' 6 ydp SiaKpiv6-

fifvos toiKf KkvSojvi 0a\daai)s dvapu'

iojxiv^ Kol ^im^onivtp.

James i. a-4 vdaav xapii" ^yrjffaaOt

Srav veipaapLois nepnriarjTt iroiKiKois,

yiVWaKOVTiSOTl TO SoKlfllOV Vp-SlV TfjS

mareais Kanpyantral vvo ixovrjv. ri S\

ivo/jLovi} ipyov TfKuoy fx*'Tw, iVa ^t(

TtXdOt.

* The LXX of DeoL zxxii. 35 reads iv fipi-tpfi (KSiicqcrttJt dfTatodwaiu, orat

€^a\y 6 vovs avra/v.
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Rom. viL 33 PX^irej Si Irfpov v6/jioy Tames !. i n66ev nSXt/iot xai w60e»
Iv roii fiiktai fiov, avriar pa- Aiax°' ^^ Vfuv \ ovk tvTtiJSfy, (k tSi9

Tfvofxfvov TO) vofjiqi Tov yoos fiov, ^SovSiv iifutiv rwv arpaTtvofiivw it

tcai alxfiaXajTl^ovrd fie (v t& vo/xqi rijt roit iiiKtaiv i/fiSiv ;

a/iapriai rat Cvri iy rots fitKeai ftov.

Rom. xiii. la anoOaipLtOa ovr Jamei I. ai &iro9introi vaffaw
Tci epya rod ckotovs, ivSvawfxtOa di fivnapiav Koi irfpiaadav Kaxiai iv vpai'
TcL ov\a ToC tptaros. ttjti bi^aa6f rbv iix<pvTov \6yoy riy

9wafi(yoy oSiatu rcis ifvx^s vftSir.

We may be expressing an excessive scepticism, but these resem-
blances seem to us hardly close enough to be convincing, and the

priority of St. James cannot be proved. The problem of literary

indebtedness is always a delicate one ; it is very difficult to find

a definite objective standpoint ; and writers of competence draw
exactly opposite conclusions from the same facts. In order to

justify our sceptical attitude we may point out that resemblances
in phraseology between two Christian writers do not necessarily

imply literary connexion. The contrast between aKpoarai and noirjTal

was not made by either St. Paul or St. James for the first time;
metaphors like OquavpiCi-i^, expressions like iv 7//Ae'pa opytjq comparecl
with iv ^fifpa a(f)ayTJ{ (both occur in the O.T.), the phrase vufins

(Xfvdfpiat might all have independent sources. Nor are there

any passages where we find the same order of thought (as in

I Peter) or the same passage of the O.T. quoted with the same
variations— either of which would form stronger evidence. The
resemblance is closest in Rom. v. 3-5 = James i. 2-4 and in

Rom. vii. 23 = James iv. i, but these are not sufficient by them-
selves to establish a case.

Again, if we turn to the polemical passages, we may admit
that ' Paul betrays a consciousness that Abraham had been cited

as an example of works and endeavours to show that the word
XoylCopai is inconsistent with this.' But the controversy must have
been carried on elsewhere than in these writings, and it is equally

probable that both alike may be dealing with the problem as it

came before them for discussion or as it was inherited from the

schools of the Rabbis (see further the note on p. 102). There is,

we may add, no marked resemblance in style in the controversial

passage further than would be the necessary result of dealing

with the same subject-matter. There is nothing decisive to prove

obligation on the part of either Epistle to the other or to prove

the priority of either. The two Epistles were written in the same
small and growing community which had inherited or created

a phraseology of its own, and in which certain questions early

acquired prominence. It is quite possible that the Epistle of

St. James deals with the same controversy as does that to the

Romans; it may even possibly be directed against St. Paul's

teaching or the teaching of St. Paul's followers; but there ^s no
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proof that either Epistle was written with a knowledge of the

other. There are no resemblances in style sufficient to prove literary

connexion.

One other book of the N.T. may just be mentioned. If the

doxology at the end of Jude be compared with that at the end of

Romans it is difficult to believe that they are quite independent.

It may be that they follow a common form derived from Jewish
doxologies, but it is more probable that the concluding verges of
the Romans formed a model which was widely adopted in the

Christian Church. We certainly seem to find doxolotj^ies of the

same type as these two in i Clem.-Rom. Ixiv, Ixv. 2 ; JSlart. Polyc.

XX ; it is followed also in Eph. iii. 20. The resemblance in form
of the doxologies may be seen by comparing tliem with one
another.

Rom. xvi. «5-a7 t^ i\ Iwa.- Jude 84, 85 ry 8J Ivvafxivvt
fiiyy v/iSj OTTjpl^at , . . n6v<a ifivXc^ai vfjiSs d-irTaiarovs, Kal arfjaai

90<p^ 9t^, Sid 'Irjaov Xpiarov, .. . d/fOJ/zoyy . . .fxofq) We^) aairijpi

[^J 4 S^^a «lt Toi>t alaiyat, ^fJ-'^v, Sid. 'iTjffov Xpiarov rov Kvpiov

illiluv, S6^a, fieyaKojniivr], xparos Koi

i^ovaiOf np6 navrvs rov oiuvos Kal vw
Mai (It vavras Tovi aiuvat, afirjv.

When we enter the sub-apostolic age the testimony to the use

/f the Epistle is full and ample. The references to it in Clement of

~iome are numerous. We can go further than this, the discus-

bions on TTioTtf and 8iKatoavvr) (see p. 147) show clearly that Clement

used this Epistle at any rate as a theological autiiority. Bishop

Lightfoot has well pointed out how he appears as reconciling and
combining four different types of Apostolic teaching. The Apostles

belong to an older generation, their writings have become subjects

01 discussion. Clement is already beginning to build up, however

inadequately, a Christian theology combining the teaching of the

diiferent writers of an earlier period. If we turn to Ignatius'

letters what will strike us is that the words and ideas of tiie Apostle

liave become incorporated with the mind of the writer. It is not

so much that he quotes as that he can never break away from

the circle of Apostolic ideas. The books of the N.T. have given

hini his vocabulary and form the source of his thoughts. Polycarp

quoies more freely and more definitely. His Epistle is almost

a cciuo of N.T. passages, and among them are undoubted quota-

tio'ib trom the Romans. As the quotations of Polycarp come from

Roiu., I Cor., 2 Cor., Gal, Eph., Phil., i Tim., 2 Tim., it is

difficdtt not to believe that he possessed and made use of a collec-

tion jr the Pauline Epistles. Corroborative evidence of ihis might

be ft.and in the desire he shows to make a collecdon of the letters

of Ig..atius. He would be more likely to do this if he already pos-

sesses collections of letters; and it is really impossible to maintain
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that the Ignatian letters were formed into one collection before

those of St. Paul had been. Assuming then, as we are entided to

do, that the A[)Ostolic Fathers represent the first quarter of the

second century we find the Epistle to the Romans at that time

widely read, treated as a standard authority on Apostolic teaching,

and taking its place in a collection of Pauline letters.

The following are quotations and reminiscences of the Epistle

in Clement of Rome

:

Rom. i. ai iffKorlafft] ^ dtfif-

rcTot avTuiv KapSia.

Rom. ii. 34 T^ y^p ovofia rov
&fov di' ifidi 0\aff<prj fieirat er

Tois tdveffiv, KaOuis -yiypaiTTat.

Rom. iv. 7 "MaKapioi S)v a<pi-

6r]ffav ai dvo/xiai ical wv tirt-

KaXvipOrjaav ai d/jtapriai'

8 fxaieapiot dvrjp S ov /xf^

Xoyiarjrai Kvpios afiapriav."

9 6 ixaKapia fibi ovv ovr«s
tTTt Tr]V TTfpnO/XTjV

l ^ Kal tTTl rijv

d/cpoPvaTiay
I

Rom. vi. I tI ovv ipovfiev;
knifih'coij.iv Trj dpinpria, tva jj X^P^^
ir\foydaji ; firj yivoiro.

Rom. i. 29 ircirXrjpwj^fvovs vaar)

dSiKta, Troi'T]plq, irXfovt^iq, Kaiciq,

pitarovs (pOlivov, (puvov, epiSos, 36-

Kov,KaKOT]9(ias,\f/idvpiaTds.Ka-
TaKd\ovs, 6fOffTvyfis, l^piardsy

vitf pTi<pdvovi, dXa^ovai, hpevpe-

rds Kiucwv, yovfvatv undOits, dawi-
Tovs, daviOirovs, daropyovs, uveXerj-

fiovas' oiT(Pes, to StKaiu^ta rov 0fov
iiriyvuVTa, on oi rd TOiavra
Ttpdaaovrfs ii^ioi Oavdrov (laiv,

oil pLovov aind iroiuvcTii', dWd koI

avytvdoKovaiv tois irpdaaovaii'.

Rom. ix. 4, 5 wi' . . . 1) XaTpda
Kal al errayye\iat, wv ol naTtpes, ital

l£ uy o Xpiaros rd icarcL cdptca.

Rom. xiii. i, a vUffa ipvx^ i^ov-

oiats vvfp(xovaais v-noTactniaOw oil

yap tariv ^ovaia d pfj into Ofov, ai

64 ovaai vTTo WfoC Tfrnyfxfpai iloiu

Start i dyriTaaaofifVos td fiov^i(f

Clem. 36 did TovTov fj iavvtrot
Kal eaKOT<upi€VTj Sidvota fiputiv dfo-

GdXKii (Is rd OavpaCTuv aiiTov (pus.

Clem. 51 Std Ti <jK\T]pvv9i]vi.u

avrSiv rds davvirovs KapSias.

Clem. 47 ware leal P\aff<pT]pLiat

fTn(p(pea6ai tw uvopLart Kvpiov Std

rfjv vpteTepav dcppoavvrjv.

Clem. 50 MaKaptot wv d<pi-

Orjaav ai dvopiiai ical wv firexa-

\v(p9r]aav ai dpLapriai' pLandpios
dvfjp Soil p.T) \oyiarjrai Kvpios
dpapriav. oiiSe tariv iv toi aropaTi

aiiTov 56\os. ovTos 6 panapia pius

iytveTO tnl Toiis iK\f\eypei'ovs inro tou

0€Oi; K.T.\.

Clem. 33 T* ovv votrjcrcupifv, dStX-

^01 ; dpyfiacupifv diri Trjs dyaOoTroitat

Kal iyicaTaXf'nrcaftev ttjv dydnrjv
;

pir)-

GapiMs tovto edaai 6 deanoTTjs k(p' ^puv

ye yev7]6rjvai.

Clem. 3,T diroppiipavTes &<p' tavTwy
irdaav dSmiav nal dvop-iav, wXeo-
ve^lav, fpds, KaKor]6eias Tt Kal

S6\ovs, ypiOvpia novs t( kciI Kora-
Ka\idsy9eo(TTvyiav,vTrf pr](paviav

T€ Kal d\a^ovfiay, KevoSo^iav t( koI

d(pi\o^iviav. ravTa yap oi rrpda-

aovTfs aTvyrjTol ry 0e^ vnapxovatv
oil piovov 5h oi vpaaoovTis aiird,

dWd Kol ol avvfvdoKovyTfs avrois.

Clem. 3a If avTov ydp Uput Kal

AiviTai itdvTis ol \ttTovpyovi'T(s t^
6vaiaaT7]piq) tov Qeov- «£ aiiTov i

Kvpios 'iTjffovs t6 Kard a&pica' l£

aiiTov ^aai\(is nal apxovres Kal ^yoi-
fiivoi Kard t^v 'lov^av.

Clem. 61 av, Siffirora, IStuKas t^v
i^ovalav Tijs /SacjAtiai aiiTuts Std rod
ptya\oiTpeiToii khI di'fKSirjyrjrov Kpd-

Tovs aov, (Is Tb yivwaKOVTas r/pias T^
vn6 aov aiiTois dtdofiivt^v S6^aif mi
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Tp TOW 0«oS ?«aTO70 dvOfcrrrjKev ol

8c dvdeaTtjKoTes iavTois Kpifxa Kij-

tf/ovrai.

Tififly vnoTafffffaOai avrois, firjSlv ivatf-

Ttovixfvovs Ty 0e\riixaTi aov.

References in the letters of Ignatius are the following:

Smyr. I a\r]9u>s ovra ex fivovt

Aa0i5 Karci adpiea, vlor &fov
Kara. 0e\t]fxa Kal Svvafitv,

Cf. Trail. 8 (^both quote O. T.).

Eph. l8 irov Havx-qaii rSiiv \(yo-

ftevcov avviTwv

;

(Close to a quotation of i Cor. i. 20.)

Eph. 19 0eoD avOpa)iriv(ui (pavepov-

[tivov €ii KaivdrrjTa aidiov ^w^s.

Mag. 5 5»' ciL kdi fifj avOatperais

ixo'fiiv rd diToOavuv ei'y to aiirov

vd9os, TO ^v aiiTOV oiiK tariv iv ijixiv.

Trail. 9 Kard rb 6[j.oiup.a hs koX -qfj-di

Tois Tnarevovras avrSi ovrui iyepei 6

var^p avTov iv X. 'I., ov x*'/''* Td
iiKr]6ivby ^^v ovk exoftty.

Mag. 6 tls rivov Koi StSax'^y
d<p0apoias.

Mag. 9 ol iv waKaioTi npdyp.aa'tv

dvaarpatpivTiS fls KaivoTTjra (\vidos

iJKOov.

Trail. 9 ts tcai &\r}$ais fiytp9r) drrd

vtKpwv, eytipavTos aiiTov tov
varpbs avTov.

Eph. 9 irporjToifiaaiifVM eh oIko-

SofifjV Qfov irarpos.

Trail. 2 oil ydp fipufi&mv Kal
WOT Siv eiatv Oiokovoi.

Eph. I hv evxo/Jiai Karct 1. X. v/ms

dyanqv, KoX vavrai vnis air^ kv 6pu)t6

TtjTi (Ivai.

The following resemblances occur in the Epistle of Polycarp

:

Rom. i. 3 TOV yevofiivov hit anip-

ftUTOs AajilS KUTa capita, tov
opiadkvros vlov 0eov iv Svvafid.

Rom. ii. 24.

Rom. ill. 37 voO oSf ^xavxV***

Rom. vi. 4 ovTO) Kal flfieis iv

BaivdrTjTi (aiijs ire ptnaTriffOJfXiV,

Rom. vi. 5 ; viii. 17, 39.

Rom. VI. 17 (Is Sr wap(i69r]T§

riitov SiSaxTJs.

Rom. vii. 6 SxrTt SovXdetv iJ/iSj

iv KaivoTTjTi jTVfVfiaTos Kal ov naXaio-

TT/Ti ypdfXfxaTOS.

Rom. viii. 11 6 iytipas X. "L

i« VfKpSlV.

Rom. ix. 23 (TKevrj iKiovs A vpo-

ijToifxaafv eh Su^av.

Rom. xiv. 17 ov yap icTiv 1)

$affi\(ia TOV 0€o5 fipwais Kal
voffis,

Rom. XV. 5 t6 auri <ppovtiv iv

iWrjKois KUTcL X. 'I.

Rom. vi. 13 Kal rcL pit\r] vfiwv

tv\a SiKatoavvTjs.

Rom. xiii. la ivdvau/xtOa 82

TO 0Tr\a TOV (panos.

Rom. xii. 10 t^ <pi\aSe\<pi<f
(It dWTjKovi (piXoOTopyoi, rp
rtfiy iWiqKovs vporjyovfievot.

Rom. xiii. 8 6 ydp dya-nojv Tbv

irtpov y6t*oy wtv^rjpuKfv k.t.K.

Pol. 4 6ir\i<TWfXf$a t9is ivKoit
T$s ^iKaioavvrii,

Pol. 10 fraternttatis amatores

diligentes invicem. in veritate sociaii,

mansuetudinem Domini alierulri

praestolentes, nullum despicienles.

Pol. 3 idv yap ris tovtwv ivros 17

9nr \ti pwKtv tvTo\ijV BiicatoaiiiTji' d

ydp ix'"^ dyd-rijv fuucpdv ioTW vdarfl

duafiTias.
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Rom. xiv. lo TravTfs fap irapa- Pol. 6 Koi trivrai Stt wapa-
VTTja6fji(0aTw0T]fiaTtTov^Qfov arrjuai rZ P^fxart rov Xpiarov,

. .

.

KOI (Kaarov vvip iavrov \6yov
12 apa [ovv] tKaaros i^fiSiv rrtpl SoOfai.

iavTov kvyov S^ati^ [t^ ©tyj*.

It is hardly worth while to give evidence in detail from later

authors. We find distinct reminiscences of the Romans in Aristides

and in Justin Martyr *. Very interesting also is the evidence of the

heretical writers quoted by Hippolytus in the Refutatio omnium
haeresium ; it would of course be of greater value if we could fix

with certainty the date of the documents he makes use of. We
find quotations from the Epistle in writings ascribed to the Naas-
senes", the Valentinians of the Italian school*, and to Basileides'.

In the last writer the use made of Rom. v. 13, 14 and viii. ig, 22

is exceedingly curious and interesting.

If we turn to another direction we find interesting evidence of

a kind which has not as yet been fully considered or estimated.

The series of quotations appended from the Testament of the

Twelve Patriarchs can hardly be explained on any other hypo-
thesis than that the writer was closely acquainted with the Epistle

to the Romans. This is not the place to enter into the various

critical questions which have been or ought to be raised concern-

ing that work, but it may be noticed here

—

(i) That the writer makes use of a considerable number of

books of the N. T. The resemblances are not confined to the

writings of St. Paul.

(2) That the quotations occur over a very considerable portion

of the book, both in passages omitted in some MSS. and in

passages which might be supposed to belong to older works.

(3) The book is probably older than the time of Tertullian,

while the crude character of the Christology would suggest a con-
siderably earlier date.

Kom. i. ^ Tov dpiaOfVTos vlov 0fov Test. Levi. 18 teal vvtvfia d^iov
iv Swafifi KUTCL vytvfta afiW' Cvvrji earat iir' avrois. . . .

ovvrjs. , .

Rom. ii. 13 ou ycip ol aKpoaral Test. Aser. 4 of 7(i/> ayaOoi avSptt

v6/iov SiKaioi irapd t^ @(q). .... Slicaioi elat vapd Tf) 9c^.

* rov XpiffTov Western and Syrian.
* aTruSuiffd B D F G.
' Tw &€S) om. B F G.
* Rom. li. 4 = Dial. 47 ; Rom. iii. 11-17 - Dial. 27 ; Rom. !. 3 =- Dial. 93;

Rom. ix. 7 = Dial. 44 ; Rom. ix. 27-29 = Dial. 32, 55, 64; Rom. x. 18 —
Apol. i. 40; Rom. xi. 2, 3 = Dial. 39.

' Hipp. /^e/. V. 7, pp. 13S. 64-140. 76 = Rom. i, 20-a6
* Ibid. vi. 36, p. 286. 9-10 = Rom. viii. 11.
* Ibid. vii. 25, p. 370. 80 — Rom. v. 13, 14; ibid. p. 368. 75 -• Rom. yiii.

19, aa.
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Rom. V. 6 Itj yctp Xpiffros ovtojv

^fiuv aaOivwv en Kara Katpbv vnip
dffe0a>v dvfOavf.

Rom. vi. I tntftivojiifv tj
ifjuzfnia.

Rom. vi. 7 6 ydp dnoOavoiJv

dtSiKaicurai dnb Trjs duapriai.

Rom. vii. 8 dipopp^jv SJ \aBovaa
if dfiapria Sid r^s evToKrjs lea-

Teipydaaro iv epol vaaav k-niBvp-iav.

Rom. viii. 28 oi'Sa/JCf 5e on toTs
ayaTraiai t6v Qtiv iravra ffvv-

tpyei els dyaOdv.

Rom. ix. ai fj ovk (x*i t^ovaiav

d Kf pa/if vs TOW irr]\ov, tK tov aii-

Tov (pvpapuxTos TTOt^ffai t fily lis rifu^y

OKfvoi, t Si (U drifuav

;

Rom. xii. 1 irapaaTrjffai rd adjfiara

VfiSiv Ovaiav (juaav, a-y/ai', ivapearov

Ty 6ey, rriv KoytKrjv Xarpfiav

bfiZy,

Rom. xii. tlft^ vikw vnh tov xaKOv,

dWcL v'lKa ivT^ dyaOZ rb KaKov.

Rom. liii. 13 diroOw/^fOa ovv rd
tpya TOV okStovs, ivSvawpaOa S\

Td SnXa TOV (pojrSi.

Rom. XV. 33 6 8i @eds ttjs

tt p'r/y T]t /Mfrd irdvTOJV vfxwy.

Rom. xvi. ao 6 Si &f6s ttjs flp^yrji

avyrplif/fi t6v XaToyay iini Toiis

v6Sas iifiSiv iy rdxct.

Test. Benj. 3 dvan&pTrfros brt\p

daePSiv diToOavftTat,

Test. Levi. 4 ol dvOpojnoi dniffTovyrtt

ini/xtyoOffiv iv rais dStKicus.

Test. Sym. 6 ovajs SiKaiwOSi dv^
T^y dfiapTias tuiv xpvx^v vfiivy.

Test. Neph. 8 Kal Svo ivToKat
flat' Hal (i firj yivcovTai kv Td^ti avTwy,
d(iapT(av irapixovaiv.

Test. Benj. 4 6 dyaOonotwy.

.

. t^
dyanwyTi tov &(dv awtpyti.

Test. Neph. 2 KaOcbsydp 6 Kt panels
oTSf rd aicevos, -noaov \capii, koI vphs

avTov (pepet nrjKoy, ovroj Kai 6 Kvpios

irpds o^oiaiaty tov irvfvfiaTos voifi rd

aa)/jui.

Test. Levi 3 vpoa<pepovat SI Kvpl^
bofx-^v evaiSias \oytK^y Kal dvai-

fiaKTOv irpoatpopiv.

Test. Benj. 4 ovtojs 6 dya$oiroiar
VlHq. TO KaKOV.

Test. Neph, a oCrcur ovSi iv okSt^i
Svv-qaeaOe not^arcu tpya <p<uT6t.

Test. Dan. 5 txwrts rhv 9thv T§t
(Iprivqs.

Test. Aser. 7 koI iv ^avxi<t avr-
TpiPaiv Tijv Ht<paKt)v tov Sp&Koyrot
&' vSaTOS.

So tar we have had no direct citation from the Epistle by name.

Although Clement refers expressly to the First Epistle to the

Corinthians, and Ignatius may refer to an Epistle to the Ephesians,

neither they nor Polycarp, nor in fact any other writer, expressly

mentions Romans. It is with Marcion {c. 140) that we obtain

our first direct evidence. Romans was one of the ten Epistles

he included in his Aposlob'con, ascribing it directly to St. Paul.

Nor have we any reason to think that he originated the idea of

making a collection of the Pauline Epistles. The very fact, as

Zahn points out, that he gives the same short titles to the Epistles

that we find in our oldest MSS. {rrpui pw/iaiovs) implies that these

had formed part of a collection. Such a title would not be

sufficient unless the books were included in a collection which had

a distinguishing title of its own. In the Apostolicon of Marcion the

Epistles were arranged in the following order: (i) Gal., (2) i Cor.,

(3) 2 Cor., (4) Rom., (5) i Thess., (6) 2 Thess., (7) Laodic. =
Ephes., (8) Col., (9) Phil., (10) Philem. The origin of this
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arrangement we cannot conjecture with any certainty; but it may
be noted that the Epistle placed first—the Galatians—is the one on
which Marcion primarily rested his case and in which the anti-

judaism of St. Paul is most prominent, while the four Epistles of the

Captivity are grouped together at the conclusion. Another interest-

ing point is the text of the Epistles used by Marcion. We need
not stop to discuss the question whether the charge against Marcion
of excising large portions of the Epistles is correct. That he did

so is undoubted. In the Romans particularly he omitted chaps,

i. 19-ii. I ; iii. 31-iv. 25; ix. 1-33; x. 5-xi. 32: xv.-xvi. Nor
again can we doubt that he omitted and altered short passages in

order to harmonize the teaching with his own. For instance, in

X. 2, 3 he seems to have read dyvoowrfs yap tov Qe6v. Both these

statements must be admitted. But two further questions remain ;

Can we in any case arrive at the text of the Epistles used by
Marcion, and has Marcion's text influenced the variations of our

MSS. ? An interesting reading from this point of view is the omis-

sion of TTpcoTov in i. 16 (see the notes, p. 24). Is this a case where
his reading has influenced our MSS., or does he preserve an early

variation or even the original text ?

We need not pursue the history of the Epistle further. From the

time of Irenaeus onwards we have full and complete citations in

all the Church writers. The Epistle is recognized as being by
St. Paul, is looked upon as canonical *, and is a groundwork of

Christian theology.

One more question remains to be discussed—its place in the

collection of St. Paul's Epistles. According to the Muratorian
fragment on the Canon the Epistles of St. Paul were early divided

into two groups, those to churches and those to individuals ; and
this division permanently influenced the arrangement in the Canon,
accounting of course incidentally for the varying place occupied by

the Epistle to the Hebrews. It is with the former group only that

we are concerned, and here we find that there is a very marked
variation in the order. Speaking roughly the earlier lists all place

the Epistle to the Romans at the end of the collection, whilst later

lists, as for example the Canon of the received text, place it

at the beginning.

For the earlier list our principal evidence is the Muratorian

fragment on the Canon : cum ipse beatus apostolus Paulus, sequens

prodecessoris sui lohamiis ordinem, notmist nominatim septem ecclesiis

scribal ordine tali: ad Corifithios [prima), ad Ephesios (secunda^, ad
Philippenses {tertia), ad Colossenses iquarta), ad Galatas {quinta), ad
Thessalonicenses [sexto), ad Romatios (septiina). Nor does this

' On Harnack's theory that the Pauline Epistles had at the close of the

•econd century less canonical authority than the Gospels, see Sanday, Bampton
LecttiTtt, pp. 30, 66.
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Stand alone. The same place apparently was occupied by Romans
in the collection used by Tertullian, probably in that of Cyprian.

It is suggested that it influenced the order of Marcion, who per-

haps found in his copy of the Epistles Corinthians standing first,

while the position of Romans at the end may be implied in

a passage of Origen.

The later order (Rom., Cor., Gal., Eph., Phil., Col., Thess.) is

that of all writers from the fourth century onwards, and, with the

exception of changes caused by the insertion of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, and of certain small variations which do not affect the

point under discussion, of all Greek MSS., and of all RISS. of

Versions. This widespread testimony implies an early date. But

the arrangement is clearly not traditional. It is roughly based on
the length of the Epistles, the Romans coming first as being the

longer.

The origin of the early order is by no means clear. Zahn's

conjecture, that it arose from the fact that the collection of Pauline

Epistles was first made at Corinth, is ingenious but not conclusive,

while Clem. Rom. 47, which he cites in support of his theory, will

hardly prove as much as he wishes \

To sum up briefly. During the first century the Epistle to the

Romans was known and used in Rome and perhaps elsewhere.

During the first quarter of the second century we find it forming

part of a collection of Pauline Epistles used by the principal Church
writers of that dme in Antioch, in Rome, in Smyrna, probably also

in Corinth. By the middle of that century it had been included in

an abbreviated form in Marcion's Aposiolicon; by the end it appears

to be definitely accepted as canonical.

§ 9. Integrity of the Epistle.

The survey which has been given of the literary history of the Epistle to

the Romans makes it perfectly clear that the external evidence in favour of its

early date is not only relatively but absolutely very strong. Setting aside

doubtful quotations, almost every Christian writer of the early part of the

second century makes use of it; it was contained in Marcion's canon; and

when Christian literature becomes extensive, the quotations are almost

numerous enough to enable us to reconstruct the whole Epistle. So strong

is this evidence and so clear are the internal marks of authenticity that tlie

Epistle (with the exception of the last two chapters of which we shall speak

presently) has been almost universally admitted to be a genuine work of

St. Paul. It was accepted as such by Baur, and in consequence by all members

of the Tubingen school; it is accepted at the present day by criiics of every

variety of opinion, by Hilgenfehi, Holtzmann, VVeizsackcr, Lipsius, Harnack,

as definitely as by those who are usually classed as conservative.

' On this subject see Zahn, Geschichte, &c., ii. p. 344.
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To this general acceptance there have been few exceptions. The earliest writei

who denied the genuineness of the Epistle appears to have been tlie English-

man Evanson (1792). The arguments on which he relied are mainly historical.

The Epistle implies the existence of a Church in Rome, but we know from the

Acts that no such Church existed. Equally impossible is it that St. Paul

should have known such a number of persons in Rome, or that Aquila
and Priscilla should have been there at this time. He interprets xvi. 13

literally, and asks why the aged mother of the Apostle should have wandered
to Rome. He thinks that xi. 12, 15, 21, 22 must have been written after the

fall of Jerusalem'. The same thesis was maintained by Bruno Bauer', and

has been revived at the present day by certain Dutch and Swiss theologians,

notably Loman and Steck.

Loman (1882) denied the historical reality of Christ, and considered that all

the Pauline Epistles dated from the second century. Christianity itself was 'ho

embodiment of certain Jewish ideas. St. Paul was a real person who lived at

the time usually ascribed to him, but he did not write the Epistles which bear

his name. That he should have done so at such an early period in the history

of Christianity would demand a miracle to account for its history ; a statement

which we need not trouble ourselves to refute. Loman's arguments appear to

be the silence of the Acts, and in the case of the Romans the inconsistency of

the various sections with one another ; the differences of opinion which had arisen

with regard to the composition of the Roman Church prove (he argues 1 that

there is no clear historical situation implied '. Steck (1888) has devoted himself

primarily to the Epistle to the Galatians which he condemns as inconsistent

with the Acts of the Apostles, and as dependent upon the other leading Epistles,

but he incidentally examines these also. All alike he puts in the second

century, arranging them in the following order :—Romans, 1 Corinthians,

3 Corinthians, Galatians. All alike are he says built up under the influence of

Jewish and Heathen writeis, and he finds passages in the Romans borrowed
from Philo, Seneca, and Jewish Apocryphal works to which he assigns a late

date—such as the Assutnptio Mosis and 4 Ezra*. Akin to these theories

which deny completely the genuineness of the Epistle, are similar ones also

having their origin for the most part in Holland, which find large interpolations

in our present text and profess to distmguish different recensions. Earliest of

these was Weisse (1867), who in addition to certain more reasonable theories

with regard to tlie concluding chapters, professed to be able to distinguish by

the evidence of style the genuine from the interpolated portions of the Epistle *.

His example has been followed with greater indiscrectness by Pierson and
Naber(i886), Michelsen (1886), Voelter (1869, 90), Van Manen (1891).

Pierson and Naber* basing their theory on some slight allusions in Josephus,

consider that there existed about the beginning of the Christian era a school

of elevated Jewish thinkers, who produced a large number of apparently

fragmentary works distinguished by their lofty religious tone. These were

made use of by a certain Paulas Episcopus, a Christian who incorporated them

• Evanson (Edward), The Dissonance of the four generally received Evan-
gelists examined, Ed. I, 1792, pp. 257-261; Ed. 2, 1805, pp. 306-312.

' Bruno Bauer, Kritik dtr paul. Briefe, 1852. Christus und die Cdsaren,

P- 373-
Loman (A. D.)» Quatstiones Paultnae, Theologisch Tijdschrift, i88a, 1883,

1886.
• Steck (Rudolf), Dtr Galate> briefnach seiner Echtheit untersucht. Berlin,

1888.
• Weisse (C. H.\ Beitrdge zur Kritik der PaitUnischen Briefe an di*

Cmlater, R'dmer, Fhilipper und KoJosser. Leipzig. 1867.
• Verisimilia, Laceram conditionem Novi Testamenti exhibentia. A. Pierson,

CtS. A. Naber, Amstelodami, 1886.
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in letters which he wrote in order to make up lor his own poverty of religioui
and philosophical ideas. An examination of their treatment of a single chapter
may be appended. The basis of ch. vi is a Jewish fragment \admodum
metnorabile) which extends from ver. 3 to ver. 11. This fragment Paulus
Episcopus treated in his usual manner. He begins with the foolish question
of ver. 2 which shows that he does not understand the argument that follows.
He added interpolations in ver. 4. Itidem odoramur matium eius ver. 5,

If we omit ra 6fj.oiujfiaTi in ver. 6 the difficulty in it vanishes. Ver 8 again is

feeble and therefore was the work of Paulus Episcopus: non enim credimut
nos esse victuros, sed twvimus nos vivere (^ver. 11). vv. 11-23 with the ex-

ception apparently of ver. 14, 15 which have been misplaced, are the work
of this interpolator who spoiled the Jewish fragment, and in these verses

adapts what has preceded to the uses of the Church'. It will probably not
be thought necessary to pursue this subject further.

Michelsen^ basing his theory to a certain extent on the phenomena of the
last two chapters considered that towards the end of the second century
three recensions of the Epistle were in existence. The Eastern containing

ch. i-xvi. 34; the Western ch. i-xiv and xvi. 25-27; the Marcionite ch.

i-xiv. The redactor who put together these recensions was however also

responsible for a considerable number of interpolations which Michelsen
nndertakes to distinguish. Volter's theory is more elaborate. The original

Epistle according to him contained the following portions of the Epistle.

i. la, 7;5, 6; 8-17; v. and vi. (except v. 13, 14, 20; vi. 14, 15); xii, xiii

;

XV. i4-.^2 ; xvi. 21-23. This bears all the marks of originality ; its Christology

is primitive, free from any theory of pre-existence or of two natures. To the

first interpolator we owe i. 18; iii. 20 (except ii. 14, 15); viii. i, 3-39;
i. lb-4. Here the Christology is different ; Christ is the pre-existent Son of

God. To the second interpolator we owe iii. 21—iv. 25; v. 13, 14, 20; vi.

14, 15 ; vii. 1-6 ; ix. x ; xiv. i—xv. 6. This writer who worked about the year

70 was a determined Antinomian, who could not see anything but evil in the

Law. A third interpolator is resi)onsible for vii. 7-25 ; viii. 2 ; a fourth for

xi; ii. 14, 15; XV. 7-13; a fifth for xvi. 1-20; a sixth for xvi. 24; a seventh

for xvi. 25-27.
Van Manen * is distingxiished for his vigorous attacks on his predecessors ; and

for basing his own theory of interpolations on a reconstruction of the Marcionite

text which he holds to be original.

It has been somewhat tedious work enumerating these theories, which will

seem probably to most readers hardly worth while repeating; so subjective

and arbitrary is the whole criticism. The only conclusion that we can arrive

at is that if early Christian documents have been systematically tampered with

in a manner which would justify any one of these theories, then the study of

Christian history would be futile. There is no criterion of style or of language

which enables us to distinguish a document from the interpolations, and we
should be compelled to make use of a number of writings which we could not

either trust or criticize. If the documents are not trustworthy, neither is our

criticism.

But such a feeling of distrust is not necessary, and it may be worth while to

conclude this subject by pointing out certain reasons which enable us to feel

confident in most at any rate of tne documents of early Christianity.

» Op. cit., pp. 139-143-
« Michelsen (J. H. A.), Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1886, pp. 37a ft, 473 ff-

;

1887, p. 163 ff.

^ Voelter (Daniel\ Theologisch Tijdschrift, 18S9, p. 265(7.; kdA Die Com-

posiiioti der paul. Hatiptbricfe, I. Der Romer- und Gahterbrief, 1890.
* Van Manen (W. C), Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1S87. Alarcions Brief van

Paulus aan de Galaties, pp. .^62-404, 451-533; and Paulus IJ, Dt irief

man de Rtmeinen, JLeiden, iSj^i.
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It has been pointed out that interpolation theories are not as absurd as they

mi.cht primafacie be held to be, for we have instances of the process actually

taking place. The obvious examples are the Ignatian letters. But these are

not solitary, almost the whole of the Apocryphal literature has undergone the

same process ; so have the Acts of the Saints ; so has the Didache for example

when included in the Apostolic Constitutions. Nor are we without evidence of

interpolations in the N. T. ; the phenomenon of the Western text present!

exactly the same characteiistics. May we not then expect the same to hare

happened in other cases where we have little or no information? Now in

dealing with a document which has come down to us in a single MS. or

version, or on any slight traditional evidence this possibility must always be

considered, and it is necessary to be cautious in arguing from a single passage

in a text which may have been interjiolated. Those who doubted the genuineness

of the Armei ian fragment of Aristides for example, on the grounds that it

contained the word Theotokos, have been proved to be wrong, for that word as

was suspected by many has now been shown to have been interpolated

But in the case of the N. T. we have so many authorities going back in-

dependently to such an early period, that it is most improbable that any
important variation in the text could escape our knowledge. The different

lines of text in St. Paul's Epistles must have separated as early as the

beginning of the second century ; and we shall see shortly that one displacement

in the text, which must have been early, and may have been very early, has

influenced almost all subsequent documents The number, the variety, and

the early character of the texts preserved to us in MSS., Versions, and Fathers,

is a guarantee that a text formed on critical methods represents within very

narrow limits the work as it left its author's hands.

A second line of argument which is used in favour of interpolation theories

is the difficulty and obscurity of some passages. No doubt there are passages

which are difficult ; but it is surely very gratuitous to imagine that everything

which is genuine is easy. The whole tendency of textual criticism is to prove

that it is the custom of ' redactors' or 'correctors' or ' interpolators' to produce

a text which is always superficially at any rate more easy than the genuine

text. But on the other side, although the style of St. Paul is certainly not

always perfectly smooth ; although he certainly is liable to be carried away by

a side issue, to change the order of his thoughts, to leap over intermediate

steps in his argument, yet no serious commentators of whatever school would
doubt that there is a strong sustained argument running through the whole
Epistle. The possibility of the commentaries which have been written proves

conclusively the improbability of theories implying a wide element of in-

terpolation. But in the case of St. Paul we may go further. Even where there

is a break in the argument, there is almost always a verbal connexion. When
St. Paul passes for a time to a side issue there is a subtle connexion in thought

as in words which would certainly escape an interpolator's observation. This

has been pointed out in the notes on xi. lo; xv. 20. where the question of

interpolation has lieen carefully examined ; and if any one will take the

trouble to go carefully through tiie end of ch. v and the begiiining of ch. vi,

he will see how each sentence leads on to the next. For instance, the first

part of V. 20, which is omitted by some of these critics, leads on immediately

to the second (TrAeocda^; , . . i-aXf^ovaaiv), that suggests v-nipanpiaatvtjtv, then

comes nKiovaa'^ in vi. i ; but the connexion of sin and death cl arly suggests

the words of ver. 2 and the argument that follows. The same process may
be worked out through the whole Fpistle. For the most part there is a clear

and definite argument, and even where the logical continuity is broken there

is always a connexion either in thought or words. The Epistles of St. Paul

present for the most part a definite and compact literary unit.

If lo these arguments we add the external evidence which is given in detail

above, we may feel reasonably confident that th^ historical conditions ondei
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which the Epistle has come down to ns malce the theories of this new school

of critics untenable '.

We have laid great stress on the complete absence of any textual justifica-

tions for any of the theories which have been so far noticed. 'I'liis absence
is made all the more striking by the existence of certain variations in the text

and certain facts reported on tradition with regard to the last two chapters of

the Epistle. These facts are somewhat complex and to a certain extent con-
flicting, and a careful examination of them and of the theories suggested to

explain them is necessary *.

It will be convenient first of all to enumerate these facts:

(i) The words fv 'Pii^ti; in i. 7 and 15 are omitted by the bilingual MS. G
both in the Greek and Latin text (F is here defective). Moreo\er the cursive

47 adds in the margin of ver. 7 rd 1;' 'Pd»/<77, ovre kv rri i^ijyrinet ovrt iv to5

prjrw nvTjfiovfvei. Bp. Lightfoot attempted to find corroborative evidence for

this reading in Origen, in the writer cited as Ambrosiaster, and in the reading

of D ec dydiTig for d'yaiTjjTois. That he is wrong in doing so seems to be shown
by Dr. Hort ; but it may be doubtful if the latter is correct in his attempt to

explain away the variation. The evidence is slight, but it is hardly likely that

it arose simply through transcriptional error. If it occurred only in one place

this might be sufficient ; if it occurred only in one MS. we might ascribe it to

the delinquencies of a single scribe; as it is, we must accept it as an existing

variation snjiported by slight evidence, but evidence sufficiently good to

demand an explanation.

(2) There is considerable variation in existing MSS. concerning the place of

the final doxology (xvi. 25-27).
a. In N B C D E minusc. pauc. codd. ap. Orig.-lat., d e f Vulg. Pesh. Boh.

Aeth., Orig.-lat. Ambrstr. Pelagius it occurs at the end of chap. xvi. and there

only.

b. In L minusc. plus qttam 200, codd. ap. Orig.-lat., Hard., Chrys. Theodrt.

Jo.-Damasc. it occurs at the end of chap, xiv and there only.

c. In A P 5. 17 Arm. codd. it is inserted in both places.

d. In Fe'. G codd. ap. Hieron. [in E| h. iii. 5), g, Marcion {vide iiifrd) it is

entirely omitted. It may be noted that G leaves a blank space at the end of

chap, xiv, and that f is taken direct from the Vulgate, a space being left in F
in the Greek correspondmg to these verses. Indirectly D and Sedulius also

attest the omission by placing the Benediction after ver. 24, a transposition

which would be made (see below) owing to that verse being in these copies

at the end of the Epistle.

In reviewing this evidence it becomes clear (i) that the weight of good
authority is in favour of placing tliis doxology at the end of the Epistle, and
there only, (ii) That the variation in position—a variation whicli must be
explained—is early, probably earlier than the time of Origen, although we
can never have complete confidence in Rufinus' translatio 1. (iii) That the

evidence for complete omission goes back to Marcion, and that very probably

his excision of the words may have influenced the omission in Western
authorities,

' The English reader will find a very full account of this Dutch school of

critics in Knowling, The Witness of the Epistles, pp. 133-243. A very

careful compilation of the results arrived at is given by Dr. Carl Clemen, Die
Einhcitlichkeit der Paulinisciien Briefe. To both these works we must
express our obligations, and to them we must refer any who wish for further

information.
' The leading discussion on the last two chapters of the Romans is con-

tained in three papers, two by B]i. Eighlfoot, and one by Dr. Hort first

published in the Journal of Philology, vols, ii, iii, and since reprinted in

Lightfoot, Biblical Essays^ pp. 387-374.
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(3") There is very considerable evidence that Marcion omitted the whole of
the last two chapters.

a. Origen (int. Ruf.) x. 43, vol. vii, p. 453, ed. Lomm. writes: Caput hoc
Marcion, a quo Scriptural Evangelicae atque Apostolicae interpolatae sunt, de
hac epistola penilus abstulit ; et non solum hoc, sed et ab to loco, ubi scriptum
est: omne autem quod non est ex fide, peccatum est : usque adfinem cuncta
dissecuit. In a/iis vero exemplaribus . id est. in his quae non sunt a Marciont
temerata, hoc ipsum caput diverse positu>?i invenimus, in nonnullis etenim
codicibus post eum locum, quern supia diximus hoc est: omne autem quod non
est ex lide, peccatum est: statim coherens habeiur: ei autem, qui potens est
vos confiimaie. Alii vero codices in fine id, ut nunc est positum, continent.
This extract is quite precise, nor is the attempt made by Hort to emend it at
all successful. He reads in for ab, having for this the support of a Paris MS.,
and then emends hoc into hie ; reading et non solum hie sed et in to loco. Sec,
and translating ' and not only here but also,' at xiv. 23 ' he cut out everything
quite to the end.' He applies the words to the Doxology alone. The changes
in the text are slight and might be justified, but with this change the words
that follow become quite meaningless: usqt4e ad finem cuncta dissecuit can
only apply to the whole of the two chapters. If Origen meant the doxology
alone they would be quite pointless.

b. But we have other evidence for Marcion's text. TertuUian, Adv. Marc. .
14, quoting the words tribunal Christi (xiv. 10), states that they occur in
clausula of the Epistle. The argument is not conclusive but the words
probably imply that in Marcion's copy of the Epistle, if not in all those known
to TertuUian, the last two chapters were omitted.

These two witnesses make it almost certain that Marcion omitted not only
the doxology but the whole of the last two chapters.

(4) .Some further evidence has been brought forward suggesting that an
edition of the Epistle was in ri'culation which omitted the last two chapters.

a. It is pointed out that TertuUian, Marcion, Irenaeus, and probably Cyprian

never quote from these last two chapters. The argument however is of little

value, because the same may be said of i Cor. xvi. The chapters were not

quoted because there was little or nothing in them to quote.

b. An argument of greater weight is found in certain systems of capitula-

tions in MSS. of the Vulgate. In Codex Amiatinus the table of contents gives

filty-one sections, and the fiftieth section is described thus: De periculo con-

tris/ante fratrem suum esca sua, et quod non sit regnum Dei esca et potus sed

iiistitia etpax et gaiidium in Spiritu Sancto ; this is followed by the fifty-first

and last section, which is descritjed as De mysterio Domini ante passionetn in

silentio habito, post passionem vero ipsius revelato. The obvious deduction is

that lliis system was drawn up for a copy which omitted the greater part at any

rate of chajs. xv and xvi. This system appears to have prevailed very widely.

In the Codex Fuldcnsis there are given in the table of contents fifty-one

sections: of these the first twenty-three include the whole Epistle up to the

end of chap, xiv, the last sentence being headed Quod fideles Dei non debeant

inviccm iudicare cum unusqiiisqtie secundum regulas mandatorum ipse se

dcbeat divino iudicio praeparare ut ante tribunal Dei sine confusione possit

operum suorum praestare rationem. Then follow the last twenty-eight sections

of the Amiatine system, beginning with the twenty-fourth at ix. i. Hence
chaps, ix- xiv are described twice. The scribe seems to have had before him
an otherwise unrecorded system which only embraced fourteen chapters, and

then added the remainder from where he could get them in order to make up
what he felt to be the right number of fifty-one.

Both these systems seem to exclude the last two chapters, whatever reasoa

we may give for the phenomenon.

(5) Lastly, some critics have discovered a certain amount of significance

in two other points.
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a. The prayer at the end of chap, xv is supposed to represent, either with
or without the d/jiriv (which is omitted in some MSS., probably incorrectly), a

conclusion of the Epistle. As a matter of fact the formula does not represent

any known form of ending, and may be paralleled from places in the body oi

the Epistle.

b. The two conclusions xvi. 20 and 24 of the T R are supposed to represent

endings to two different recensions of the Epi^tle. But as will be seen by
referring to the note on the passage, this is based upon a misreading. The
reading of the T R is a late conflation of the two older forms of the text. The
benediction stood originally at ver. 20 and only there, the verses that followed

being a sort of postscript. Certain MSS. which were without the doxology (see

above) moved it to their end of the Epistle after ver. 23, while certain others

placed it after ver. 27. The double benediction of the TR arose by the

ordinary process of conflation. The significance of this in corroborating the

existence of an early text which omitted the doxology has been pointed out

;

otherwise these verses will not support the deductions made from them by
Renan, Gifford, and others.

The above, stated as shortly as possible, are the diplomatic facts which
demand explanation. Already in the seventeenth century some at any rale had
attracted notice, and Semler (1769), Griesbach (1777) and others developed
elaborate theories to account for them. To attempt to enumerate all the

different views would be beside our purpose : it will be more convenient to

confine ourselves to certain typical illustrations.

I. An hypothesis which would account for most (although not all) of the

facts stated would be to suppose that the last two chapters were not genuine.

This opinion was held by iJaur 1, although, as was usual with him, on purely

a priori grounds, and with an only incidental reference to the MS. evidence

which might have been the strongest support of his theory. The main motive
which induced him to excise them was the expression in xv. 8 that Christ was
made 'a minister of circumcision,' which is inconsistent with his view of

St. Paul's doctrine ; and he supported his contention by a vigorous examina-
tion of the style and contents of these two chapters. His arguments have been
noticed i,so far as seemed necessary) in the commentary. IJut the consensus of

a large number of critics in condemning the result may excuse our pursuing

them in further detail. Doctrinally his views were only consistent with a one-

sided theory of the Pauline position and teaching, and if that theory is given

tip then his arguments become untenable. As regards his literary criticism the

opinion of Renan may be accepted :
' On est surpris qu'un critique aussi

habile que Baur se soit contente d'une solution aussi grossiere. Pourquoi uc

faussaire aurait-il invente de si insignificants details 1 Pourquoi aurait-il ajoute

ji I'ouvrage sacre une liste de noms propres*?'.

But we are not without strong positive arguments in favour of the genuine

ness of at any rate the fifteenth chapter. In the first place a careful

examination of the first thirteen verses shows conclusively that they are closely

connected with the previous chapter. The break after xiv. 23 is purely arbi-

trary, and the passage that follows to the end of ver. 6 is merely a conclusion

of the previous argument, without which the former chapter is incomplete, and
which it is inconceivable that an interpolator could have either been able 01

desired to insert; while in vv. 7-13 the Apostle connects the special subject

of which he has been treating with the general condition of the Church, and
supports his main contention by a series of texts drawn from the O. T. Both
in the appeal to Scripture and in the introduction of broad and general prin-

ciples this conclusion may be exactly paralleled by the custom of St. Paul

elsewhere in the Epistle. No theory therefore can be accepted which does not

' Theologische Zeitting, iS/.f), {)p. 97, 144. Paulus, 1866, pp. 393 fi.

• S(' Paul, p. Ixxi, quoted by Lightfoot, Biblical Essays, p. aj)0.
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recognlre that xlv and xv. 13 form a single paragraph which must not be
split up.

But further than this the remainder of chap, xv shows every sign of being

a genuine work of the Apostle. The argument of Paley based upon the collec-

tion for the poor Christians at Jerusalem is in this case almost demonstrative

(see p. xxxvi 1. The reference to the Apostle's intention of visiting Spain, to the

circumstances in which he is placed, the dangers he is expecting, his hope of

visiting Rome fulfilled in such a very different manner, are all inconsistent with
spuriousness ; while most readers will feel in the personal touches, in the

combination of boldness in asserting his mission with consideration for the

feelings of his readers, in the strong and deep emotions which are occasionally

allowed to come to the surface, all the most characteristic marks of the

Apostle's writing.

Baur's views were followed by von Schwegler, Holsten, Zeller, and others,

but have been rejected by Mangold, Hilgenleld, Pfleiderer, Weizsacker, and
Lipsius. A modified form is put forward by Lucht ', who considers that parts

are genuine and part spurious : in fact he applies the interpolation theory to

these two chapters (being followed to a slight extent by Lipsius). Against
any such theory the arguments are conclusive. It has all the disadvantages of

the broader theory and does not either solve the problem suggested by the manu-
script evidence or receive support from it. For the rejection of the last two
chapters as a whole there is some support, as we have seen ; for believing that

they contain interpolations (except m a form to be considered immediately) there

is no external evidence. There is no greater need for suspecting interpolations

in chap, xv than in chap. xiv.

2. We may dismiss then all such theories as imply the spuriousness of the last

two chapters and may pass on to a second group which explains the pheno-
mena of the MSS. by supposing that our Epistle has grown up through th«

combination of different letters or parts of letters either all addressed to the

Roman Church, or addressed partly to the Roman Church, partly elsewhere.

An elaborate and typical theory of this sort, and one which has the merit of

explaining all the facts, is that of Renan '^. He supposes that the so-called

Epistle to the Romans was a circular letter and that it existed in four difterent

forms

:

(i) A letter to the Romans. This contained chap, i-xi and chap. XT.

(ii) A letter to the Ephesians. Chap, i-xiv and xvi. 1-20.

(iii) A letter to the Thessalonians. Chap, i-xiv and xvi. 21-34.

(iv) A letter to an unknown church. Chap, i-xiv and xvi. 35-37.
In the last three letters there would of course be some modifications In

chap, i, of which we have a reminiscence in the variations of the MS. G.
This theory is supported by the following amongst other arguments :

(i) We know, as in the case of the Epistle to the Ephesians, that St. Paul
wrote circular letters, (ii) The Epistle as we have it has four endings, xv. 33,
xvi. 20, 24, 25-27. Each of these really represented the ending of a separate

Epistle, (iii) There are strong internal giounds for believing that xvi, 1-30

was addressed to the Ephesian Church, (iv) The Macedonian names occurring

in xvi. 21-24 suggest that these verses were addressed to a Macedonian
church, (v) This explains how it came to be that such an elaborate letter

was sent to a church of which St. Paul had such little knowledge as that

of Rome.
This theory has one advantage, that it accounts for all the facts; but there

are two arguments against it which are absolutely conclusive. One is that

there are not four endings in the Epistle at all ; xv. 33 is not like any of the

• Lucht, Ober die btiden leHten Capitel des Romerbriefs, 1 871.
• Renan, St. Paul, pp. Ixiii ff. This theory is examined at great length by

Bp. Lightfoot, op. cit. pp. 393 ff.
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endings of St. Paul's Epistles ; while, as is sliovm above, the origin of the
duplicate benediction, xvi. 20 and 24, must be explained on purely textual

grounds. If Kenan's the(ir)' had been correct then we should not have both
benedictions in the late MSS. but in the earlier. As it is, it is clear that the
duplication simply arose from conflation. A second argument, in our opinion
equally conclusive against this theory, is that it separates chap xiv from the

first thirteen verses of chap. xv. The arguments on this subject need not be
repeated, but it may be pointed out that they are as conclusive against Renan'o
hypothesis as against that of Baur.

3. Kenan's theory has not received acceptance, but there is one portion of it

which has been more generally held than any other with regard to these final

chapters; that namely which considers that the list of names in chap, xvi

belongs to a letter addressed to Ephesus and not to one addressed to Rome. This
view, first put forward by Schulz (1829), has been adopted by Ewald, Mangold,
Laurent, Hitzig, Reuss, Ritschl, Lucht, Holsten, Lipsius, Krenkel, Kneucker,
Weiss, Weizsacker, Farrar. It has two forms; some hold ver. 1, 2 to belong
to the Romans, others consider them also part of the Ephesian letter. Nor is

it quite certain where the Ephesian fragment ends. Some consider that it

includes vv. 17-21, others make it stop at ver. 16.

The arguments in favour of this view are as follows; i. It is pointed out

that it is hardly likely that St. Paul should have been acquainted with such
a large number of persons in a church like that of Rome which he had never

visited, and that this feeling is corroborated by the number of personal details

that he adds; references to companions in captivity, to relations, to fellow-

labourers. All these allusions are easily explicable on the theory that the

Epistle is addressed to the Ephesian Church, but not if it be addressed to the

Roman. 3. This opinion is corroborated, it is said, by an examination of the

list itself. Aquila and Priscilla and the church that is in their house are men-
tioned shortly before this date as being at Ephesus, and shortly afterwards they

are again mentioned as being in the same city (i Cor. xvi. 19; 2 Tim. iv. 19).

The very next name Epaenetus is clearly described as a native of the province

of Asia. Of the others many are Jewish, many Greek, and it is more likely

that they should be natives of Ephesus than natives of Rome. 3. That the

warning against false teachers is quite inconsistent with the whole tenor of

the letter, which elsewhere never refers to false teachers as being at work in

Rome.
In examining this hypothesis we must notice at once that it does not in

any way help us to solve the textual difficulties, and receives no assistance

from them. The problems of the concluding doxology and of the omission of

the last two chapters remain as they were. It is only if we insert a bene-

diction both at ver. 20 and at ver. 24 that we get any assistance. In that case

we might explain the duplicate benediction by supposing that the first was
the conclusion of the Ephesian letter, the second the conclusion of the Roman.
As we have seen, the textual phenomena do not support this view. The theory

therefore must be examined on its own merits, and the burden of proof is

thrown on the opponents of the Roman destination of the Epistle, for as has

been shown the only critical basis we can start from, in discussing St. Paul's

Epistles, is that they have come down to us substantially in the form in

which they were written unless very strong evidence is brought forward to the

contrary

But this evidence cannot be called very strong. It is admitted by Weiss

and Mangold, for instance, that the a priori arguments against St. Paul's

acquaintance with some twenty-four persons in the Roman community are of

slight weigtit. Christianity was preached amongst just that portion of the

population of the Empire which would be most nomadic in character. It is

admitted again that it would be natural that, in writing to a strange church,

St. Paul should lay special stress on all those with whom he was acquainted o;
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of whom he had heard, in order that he might thus commend himself to them.
Again, when we come to examine the names, we lind that those actually con-
nected with Ephesus are only three, and of these persons two are known to

have originally come from Rome, wiile th*" third alone can hardly be con-
sidered sufficient suppoit for this theory. When again we come to examine
the warning against heretics, we find thit after all it is perfectly consistent
with the body of the Epistle. If we conceive it to be a warning against false

teachers whom St. Paul fears may come but who have not yet done so, it

exactly suits the situation, and helps to explain the motives he had in writing
the Epistle. He definitely states that he is only warning them that they may
be wise if occasion arise.

The arguments against these verses are not strong. What is the value of

the definite evidence in their favour? This is of two classes. (i) The
archaeological evidence for connecting the names in the Epistle with Rome,
(ii) The archaeological and literary evidence for connecting any of the persons
mentioned here with the Roman Church.

(i) In his commentary on the Philippians, starting from the text Phil. iv. 22
dffna^ovTat i/f^ds . . . fxa\iaTa oi (k to{) Kaicrapos olicias, Bp. Lightfoot proceeds
to examine the list of names in Rom. xvi in the light of Roman inscriptions.

We happen to have preserved to us almost completely the funereal inscriptions

of certain columbaria in which were deposited the ashes of members of the

imperial household. Some of these date a little earlier than the Epistle to the

Romans, some of them are almost contemporary. Besides these we have
a large number of inscriptions containing names of freedmen and others belong-

ing to the imperial household. Now examples of almost every name in Rom.
xvi. 3-16 may be found amongst these, and the publication of the sixth

volume of the Corpus of Latin Inscriptions has enabled us to add to the

instances quoted. Practically every name may be illustrated in Rome, and
almost every name in the Inscriptions of the household, although some of them
are uncommon.
Now what does this prove? It does not prove of course that these are

the persons to whom the Epistle was written ; nor does it give overwhelming
evidence that the names are Roman. It shows that such a combination of

names was possible in Rome : but it shows something more than this. Man-
gold asks what is the value of this investigation as the same names are found
outside Rome? The answer is that for the most part they are very rare.

Lipsius makes various attempts to illustrate the names from Asiatic inscrip-

tions, but not very successfully ; nor does Mangold help by showing that the

two common names Narcissus and Hermas may be paralleled elsewhere. We
have attempted to institute some comparison, but it is not very easy and will

not be until we have more satisfactory collections of Greek inscriptions. If

we take the Greek Corpus we shall find that in the inscriptions of Ephesus
only three names out of the twenty-four in this list occur ; if we extend our
survey to the province of Asia we shall find only twelve. Now what this

comparison suggests is that such a combination of names— Greek, Jewish, and
Latin—could as a matter of fact only be found in the mixed population which
formed the lower and middle classes of Rome. This evidence is not con-

clusive, but it shows that there is no a priori improbability in the names being
Roman, and that it would be difficult anywhere else to illustrate such an
heterogeneous collection.

To this we may add the further evidence afforded by the explanation given

by Bishop Lightfoot and repeated in the notes, of the households of Narcissus

and Aristobulus : evidence again only corrdborative but yet of some weight.

(ii) The more diiect archaeological evidence is that for connecting the names
of Prisca, Amplias, Nereus, and Apelles definitely with the early history of

Roman Christianity. These points have been discussed sufficiently in the

notes, and it is only necessary to say here that it would be an excess of
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•cepticism to look upon such evidence as worthless, although it might not
weigh much if there were strong evidence on the other side.

To sum up then. There is no external evidence against this section, nor
does the exclusion of it from the Roman letter help in any way to solve the
problems presented liy the text. The arguments against the Roman des-

tination are purely a priori. They can therefore have little value. On being
examined they were found not to be valid ; while evidence not conclusive but
considerable has been brought forward in favour of the Roman destination.

For these reasons we have used the sixteenth chapter without hesitation in

writing an account of the Roman Church, and any success we have had in the

drawing of the picture which we have been able to present must be allowed to

'weigh in the evidence.

4. Reiche (in 1833') suggested that the doxology was not genuine, and his

opinion has been largely followed, combined in some cases with theories as to

the omission of other parts, in some cases not. It is well known that passages

which did not originally form part of the text are inserted in different places in

different texts; for instance, \.ht fericope adulUrae is found in more than one
place. It would still be difficult to find a reason for the insertion of the

doxology in tlie particular place at the end of chap, xiv, but at the same time

the theory that it is not genuine will account for its omission altogether in

some MSS. and its insertion in different places in others. We ask then what
further evidence there is for this omission, and are confronted with a large

number of arguments which inform us that it is clearly unpauline because it

harmonizes in style, in phraseology, and in subject-matter with non-panline

Epistles—that to the Ephesians and the Pastoral Epistles. This argument
must tell in different ways to different critics. It will be very strong, if not

conclusive, to those who consider that these Epistles are not Paulme. To
those however who accept them as genuine these arguments will rather con-

firm their belief in the Pauline authorship.

5. But there is an alternative hypothesis which may demand more careful

consideration from us, that although it comes from St. Paul it belongs to rather

a later period in his life. It is this consideration amongst others which forms

the basis of the theory put forward by Dr. Lightfoot. He considers that the

original Epistle to the Romans written by St. Paul contained aH our present

Epistle except xvi, 25-27; that at a somewhat later period—the peiiod per-

haps of his Roman imprisonment, St. Paul turned this into a circular letter

;

he cut off the last two chapters which contained for the most part purely

personal matter, he omitted the words Iv 'Pw/xij in i. 7 and 15; and then added
the doxology at the end because he felt the need of some more fitting con-

clusion. Then, at a later date, in order to make the original Epistle complete

the doxology was added from the later recension to the earlier.

Dr. Lightfoot points out that this hypothesis solves all the problems. It

explains the existence of a shorter recension, it explains the presence of the

doxology in both places, it explains the peculiar style of the doxology. We
may admit this, but there is one point it does not explain ; it does not explain

how or why St. Paul made the division at the end of chap. xiv. There is

nothing in the next thirteen verses which unfits them for general circulation.

They are in fact more suitable for an encyclical letter than is chap. xiv. It is

to us inconceivable that St. Paul should have himself mutilated his own argu-

ment by cutting off the conclusion of it. This consideration therefore seems
to us decisive against Dr. Lightfoot's theory,

6. Dr. Hort has subjected the arguments of Dr. Lightfoot to a very close

examination. He begins by a careful study of the doxology and has shown
clearly first of all that the parallels between it and passages in the four acknow-
ledged Epistles are much commoner and nearer than was thought to be the case;

and secondly that it exactly reproduces and sums up the whole argument of

the Epistle. On his investigation we have based our commentary, and we
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most refer to that and to Dr. Hort's own essay for the reasons which make oa
accept the doxology as not only a genuine work of St. Paul, but also as an
integral portion of the Epistle. That at the end he should feel compelled
once more to sum up the great ideas of which the Epistle is full and put them
clearly and strongly before his readers is quite in accordance with the whole
mind of the Apostle. He does so in fact at the conclusion of the Galatian
letter, altliough not in the form of a doxology.

Dr. Hort then proceeds lo criticize and explain away the textual phenomena.
We have quoted his emendation of the passage in Origen and pointed out that

it is to us most unconvincing. No single argument in favour of the existence

of the shorter recension may be strong, but the combination of reasons is

in our oiiinion too weighty to be explained away.
Dr. Hort's own conclusions are: (i) He suggests that as the last two

chapters were considered unsuitable for public reading, they might be omitted in

systems of lectionaries while the doxology—which was felt to be edifying

—

was
appended to chap, xiv, that it might be read. (2) Some such theory as this

might explain the capitulations. ' The analogy of the common Greek capitu-

lations shows how easily the personal or local and as it were temporary portions

of an epistle might be excluded from a schedule of chapters or paragraphs.'

(3) The omission of the alluf^ions to Rome is due to a simple transcriptional

accident. (4) ' When all is said, two facts have to be explained, the insertion

of the Doxology after xiv and its omission.' This latter is dne to Marcion,
which must be exj^lained to mean an omission agreeing with the reading in

Marcion's copy. ' On the whole it is morally certain that the omission is

his only as having been transmitted by him, in other words that it is a genuine
ancient reading.' Dr. Hort finally concludes that though a genuine reading it

is incorrect and perhaps arises through some accident such as the tearing off

of the end of a papyms roll or the last sheet in a book.
While admitting the force of some of Hort's criticisms on Lightfoot, and

especially his defence of the genuineness of the doxology, we must express

our belief that his manner of dealing with the evidence is somewhat arbitrary,

and that his theory does not satis.'"actorily explain all the facts.

7. We ourselves incline to an opinion suggested first we believe by
Dr. Gifford.

As will have already become apparent, no solution among those offered has
attempted to explain what is really the most difficult part of the problem,

the place at which the division was made. We know that the doxology
was in many copies inserted at the end of chap, xiv ; we have strong grounds
for believing that in some editions chaps, xv and xvi were omitted ; why is it

at this place, certainly not a suitable one, that the break occurs? As we have

seen, a careful examination of the text shows that the first thirteen verses of

chap. XV are linked closely with chap, xiv—so closely that it is impossible to

believe that they are not genuine, or that the Apostle himself could have cut

them off from the context in publishing a shorter edition of his Epistle in-

tended for a wide circulation. Nor attain is it probable that any one arranging

the Epistle for church services would have made the division at this place.

The difficulty of the question is of course obscured for us by the division

into chapters. To us if we wished to cut off the more personal part of the

Epistle, a rough and ready method might suggest itself in the excision of the

last two chapters, but we are dealing uith a time before the present or

probably any division into chapters existed.

Now if there were no solution ]iosbible, we might possibly ascribe this

division to accident ; but as a mattei „»f fact internal evidence and externa'

testimony alike point to the same cause. We have seen that there is con

•iderable testimony for the fact that Maicion ejicised the last two chapters, and
if we examine the beginning of chap, xv we shall find that as far as regards

tba first thirteen verses hardly any other course was possible for him, if lie held
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the opinions which are ascribed to him. To begin with, five of these verses

contain quotations from the O. T. ; but further ver. 8 contains an expression
Ki'^oj yap XpiaTov SictKovov yiytvfjaOai. vtpiTOpfi'i vnkp d\Tj9tias &eov, which he
most certainly could not have used. Still more is this the case with regard to

ver. 4, which directly contradicts the whole of his special teaching. The
words at the end of chap, xiv might seem to make a more suitable ending
than either of the next two verses, and at this place the division was drawn.
The remainder of these two chapters could be omitted simply because they

were useless for the definite dogmatic purpose Marcion had in view, and the

Doxology which he could not quite like would go with them.
If we once assume this excision by Marcion it may perhaps explain the

phenomena. Dr. Hort has pointed out against Dr. Lightfoot's theory of

a shorter recension with the doxclogy that all the direct evidence for omitting

the last two chapters is also in favour of omitting the Doxology. ' For the

omission of xv, xvi, the one direct testimony, if such it be, is that of Marcion

:

and yet the one incontrovertible fact about him is that he omitted the Doxology.
If G is to be added on the stiength of the blank space after xiv, yet again it

leaves out the Doxology.' We may add also the capitulations of Codex
Fuldensis which again, as Dr. Hort points out, have no trace of the Doxology.
Our evidence therefore points to the existence of a recension simply leaving

out the last two chapters.

Now it is becoming more generally admitted that Marcion's Apostolicon had
some—if not great — influence on variations in the text of the N. T. His
edition had considerable circulation, especially at Rome, and therefore

presumably in the West, and it is from the West that our evidence mostly

comes. When in adapting the text for the purposes of church use it was
thought advisable to omit the last portions as too personal and not sufficiently

edifymg. it was natural to make the division at a place where in a current

edition the break had already been made. The subsequent steps would then

be similar to those suggested by Dr. Hort. It was natural to add the

Doxology in order to give a more suitable conclusion, or to preserve it for

public reading at this place, and subsequently it dropped out at the later

place. That is the order suggested by the manuscript evidence. All our best

authorities place it at the end ; A P Arm.^representing a later but still

respectable text— have it in both places; later authorities for the most part

place it only at xiv. 23.

It remains to account for the omission of any reference to Rome in the first

chapter of G. This may of course be a mere idiosyncracy of that MS., arising

either from carelessness of transcription a cause whicli we can hardly accept) or

from a desire to make the Epistle more general in its character. But it does not

seem to us at all improbable that this omission may also be due to Marcion.

His edition was made with a strongly dogmatic purpose. Local and personal

allusions would have little interest to him. The words iv 'Pwi^ji could easily be

omitted without injuring the conlext. The opinion is perhaps corroborated

by the character of the MS. in which the omission occurs. Allusion has been

made (p. Ixix) to two dissertations by Dr. Corssen on the allied MSS. D F G.
In the second of these, he suggests that the archetype from which these MSS.
are derived (Z) ended at xv. 13. Even if his argument were correct, it would
not take away from the force of the other facts which have been mentioned.

We should still have to explain how it was that the Doxology was inserted

at the end of chap, xiv, and the previous discussion would stand as it is : only

a new fact would have to be accounted for. When, however, we come to

examine Dr. Corssen's arguments they hardly seem to support his con-

tention. It may be admitted indeed, that the capitulations of the Codex
Amiatinus might have been made for a copy which ended at xv. 13, but they

present no solid argument for the existence of such a copy. Dr. Corssen

points out that in the section xv. 14— xvi. 23, there are a considerable number
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of variations in the text, and suggests that that implies a different sonrce for

the text of that portion of the epistle. The number of variations in the

fericope adidlerae are, it is well known, considerable ; and in the same way
he would aigue that this portion which has all these variations must come from

a se])arate source. l)Ut the facts do not support his contention. It is true

that in forty-lhree verses he is able to enumerate twent3'-four variations; hut if

we examine the twenty-three verses of chajJ. xiv we shall find fourteen

variations, a still larger proportion. Moreover, in xiv. 13 there are as numerous
and as important variations as in any of the following verses. Dr. Corssen's

arguments do not bear out his conclusion. As a matter of fact, as Dr. Hort
pointed out against Dr. Liglitfoot, the text of D F G presents exactly the same
phenomena throughout the Epistle, and that suggests, although it does not

perhai s prove, that the archetype c< ntained the last two chapters. The scribe

however was probably acquainted with a copy which omitted them. This

archetype is alone or almost alone amongst our sources for the text in

omitting the Doxology. It also omits as we have seen Iv 'Pajfir/ in both places.

We would hazard the suggestion that all these variations were due directly or

indirectly to the same cause, the text of Marcion.

In our opinion then the text as we have it represents substantially the Epistle

that St. Paul wrote to the Romans, and it remains only to explain briefly the

somewhat complicated ending. At xv. 13 the didactic portion of it is con-

cluded, and the remainder of the chapter is devoted to the Apostle's personal

relations with the Roman Church, and a sketch of his plans. This paragraph
ends with a short prayer called forth by the mingled hopes and fears which these

plans for tiie future suggest. Then comes the commendation of Piioebe, the

bearer of the letter (xvi. 1,2); then salutations (3-16). The Apostle might

now close the Epistle, but his sense of the danger to which the Roman Church
may be exposed, if it is visited by false teachers, such as he is acquainted with

in the East, leads him to give a final and direct warning against them. We
find a not dissimilar phenomenon in the Epistle to the Philippians. There in

iii. I he appears to be concluding, but before he concludes he breaks out into

a strong, even indignant warning against false teachers (iii. 2—21), and even

after that dwells long and feelingly over his salutations The same difficulty

of ending need not therefore surprise us when we meet it in the Romans.
Then comes (xvi. 20) the concluding benediction. After this a postscript with

salutations from the companions of St. Paul. Then finally the Apostle, wish-

ing perhaps, as Dr. Hort suggests, to raise the Epistle once more to the serene

tone which has characterized it throughout, adds the concluding Doxology,

summing up the whole argument of the Epistle. There is surely nothing

nnreasonnble in supposing that there would be an absence of complete same-

ness in the construction of the different letters. It is not likely that all would
exactly correspond to the same model. The form in each case would be

altered and changed in accordance with the feelings of the Apostle, and there

is abundant proof throughout the Epistle that the Apostle felt earnestly the

need of preserving the Roman Church from the evils of disunion and false

teaching.

§ 10. Commentaries.

A very complete and careful bibliography of the Epistle to the

Romans was added by the editor. Dr. W. P. Dickson, to the

English translation of Meyer's Conwieniary. This need not be

repeated here. But a few leadinfr works may be mentioned,

especially such as have been most largely used in the preparation
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of this edition. One or two which have not been used aie added

as links in the historical chain. Some conception may be formed

of the general characteristics of the older commentators from the

sketch which is given of their treatment of particular subjects ; e.g.

of the doctrine of biKalaais at p. 147 ff., and of the interpretation of

ch. ix. 6-29 on p. 269 ff. The arrangement is, roughly speaking,

chronological, but modern writers are grouped rather according to

their real affinities than according to dates of publication which

would be sometimes misleading.

I. Greek Writers.

Origen (Orig.); ob. 253: Comment, in Epist. S. Pauli ad
Romanos in Origenis Opera ed. C. H. E. Lommatzsch, vols, vi, vii

:

Berolini, 1836, 1837. The standard edition, on which that of

Lommatzsch is based, is that bequn by Charles Delarue, Bene-
dictine of the congregation of St. Maur in 1733, and completed after

his death by his nephew Charles Vincent Delarue in 1759. The
Commentary on Romans comes in Tom. iv, which appeared in

the latter year. A new edition— for which the beginnings have

been made, in Germany by Dr. P. Koetschau, and in England by

Prof. Armitage Robinson and others—is however much needed.

The Commentary on our Epistle belongs to the latter part of

Origen's life when he was settled at Caesarea. A few fragments of

the original Greek have come down to us in the Philocalia (ed.

Robinson, Cambridge, 1893), and in Cramer's Catena, Tom. iv.

(Oxon. 1844) ; but for the greater part we are dependent upon the

condensed translation of Rufinus (hence ' Orig.-lat.'). There is no

doubt that Rufinus treated the work before him with great freedom.

Its text in particular is frequently adapted to that of the Old-Latin

copy of the Epistles which he was in the habit of using ; so that

'Orig.-lat.' more often represents Rufinus than Origen. An ad-

mirable account of the Commentary, so far as can be ascertained,

in both its forms is given in Dr. Westcott's article Origenes in

Diet. Chr. Biog. iv. 11 5-1 18.

This work of Origen's is unique among commentaries. The
reader is astonished not only at the command of Scripture but at

the range and subtlety of thought which it displays. The questions

raised are often remarkably modern. If he had been as successful

in answering as he is in propounding them Origen would have left

little for those who followed him. As it is he is hampered by

defects of method and especially by the fatal facility of allegory

;

the discursiveness and prolixity of treatment are also deterrent to

the average reader.

Chrysostom (Chrys.) ; ob. 407 : Homil. in Epist. ad Romanos^

ed. Field : Oxon. 1849; a complete critical edition. A translation

8J»
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(not of this but of Savile's text which is superior to Montfaucon's),
by the Rev.

J. B. Morris, was given in the Library of the Fathers,

vol. vii: Oxford, 1841. The Homilies were delivered at Antioch
probably between 387-397 a.d. They show the preacher at his

best and are full of moral enthusiasm and of sympathetic human
insight into the personality of the Apostle; they are also the work
of an accomplished scholar and orator, but do not always sound the

depths of the great problems with which the Apostle is wrestling.

They have at once the merits and the limitations of Antiochene
exegesis.

Theodoret (Theodrt., Thdrt.) played a well-known moderating
part in the controversies of the fifth century. He died in 458 a.d.

As a commentator he is a pedisequus—but one of the best of the

xcv2Lwy pedisequi—of St. Chrysostom. His Commentary on the Ep.
to the Romans is contained in his Works, ed. Sirmond : Paris,

1642, Tom. iii. 1-119; also ed. Schulze and Noesselt, Halle,

1769-1774.
Joannes Damascenus (Jo.-Damasc.) ; died before 754 a.d. His

commentary is almost entirely an epitome of Chrysostom ; it is

printed among his' works (ed. Lequien : Paris, 1712, torn. ii.

pp. 1-60). The so-called Sacra Parallela published under his

name are now known to be some two centuries* earlier and
probably in great part the work of Leoniius of Byzantium (see the

brilliant researches of Dr. F. Loots : Studien uber die dem Johannes
von Damascus zugeschriebencn Parallelen, Halle, 1892).

Oecumenius (Oecum.) ; bishop of Tricca in Thessaly in the

tenth century. The Commentary on Romans occupies pp. 195-
413 of his Works (ed. Joan. Hentenius: Paris, 1631). It is prac-

tically a Catena with some contributions by Oecumenius himself;

it includes copious extracts from Photius (Phot.), the eminent
patriarch of Constantinople [c. 820-f. 891) ; these are occasionally

noted.

Theophylact (Theoph.) ; archbishop of Bulgaria under Michael
VII Ducas(io7i-io78), and still living in 11 18. His Commentary
is one of the best specimens of its kind {0pp. ed. Venet., 1754-
1763, tom. ii. 1-118).

EuTHYMius Zigabenus (Euthym.-Zig.) ; living after 1 1 1 8 ; monk
in a monastery near Constantinople and in high favour with the

emperor Alexius Comnenus. His Commentaries on St. Paul's

Epistles were not published until 1887 (ed. Calogeras : Athens);
and as for that reason they have not been utilized in previous

editions we have drawn upon them rather largely. They deserve

citation by their terseness, point, and general precision of thought,

but like all the writers of this date they follow closely in the loot-

steps of Chrysostom.
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2. Latin Writers,

Ambrosiaster (Ambrstr.). The Epistle to the Romaas heads

a series of Commentaries on thirteen Epistles of St. Paul, which in

some (though not the oldest) MSS. bear the name of St. Ambrose,
and from that circumstance came to be included in the printed

editions of his works. The Benedictines, Du Frische and Le
Nourry in 1690, argued against their genuineness, which has been

defended with more courage than success by the latest editor,

P. A. Ballerini (.S*. Ambrosii Opera, tom. iii, p. 350 ff. ; Mediolani,

i8'77). The real authorship of this work is one of the still open
problems of literary criticism. The date and place of composition

are fairly fixed. It was probably written at Rome, and (unless

the text is corrupt) during the Episcopate of Damasus about the

year 380 a. d. The author was for some time supposed to be

a certain Hilary the Deacon, as a passage which appears in the

commentary is referred by St. Augustine to sanctus Hilarius

{Contra duas Epp. Pelag. iv. 7), The commentary cannot really

proceed from the great Hilary (of Poitiers), but however the fact is

to be explained it is probably he who is meant. More recently an

elaborate attempt has been made by the Old-Catholic scholar.

Dr. Langen, to vmdicate the work for Faustinus, a Roman pres-

byter of the required date. [Dr. Langen first propounded his

views in an address delivered at Bonn in 1880, but has since given

the substance of them in his Geschichte d. rom. Kirche, pp. 599-
610.] A case of some strength seemed to be made out, but it

was replied to with arguments which appear to preponderate by

Marold in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschri/t for 1883, pp. 415-470. Unfor-

tunately the result is purely negative, and the commentary is stili

without an owner. It has come out in the course of discussion

that it presents a considerable resemblance, though not so much
as to imply identity of authorship, with the Qtiaesliojies ex uiroque

Testamento, printed among the works of St. Augustine. The com-
mentator was a man of intelligence who gives the best account we
have from antiquity of the origin of the Roman Church (see above,

p. xxv), but it has been used in this edition more for its interesting

text than for the permanent value of its exegesis.

Pelagius (Pelag.). In the Appendix to the works of St. Jerome
(ed. Migne xi. [/*. Z. xxx.], col. 659 ff.) there is a series of Com-
mentaries on St. Paul's Epistles which is now known to proceed

really from the author of Pelagianism. The Commentary was
probably written before 410. It consists of brief but well written

scholia rather dexterously turned so as not to clash with his

peculiar views. But it has not come down to us as Pelagius left it.

flassiodorius, and perhaps others, made excisions in the ioterestj

'f '-*^Qdoxy.
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Hugh of St. Victor ( Hugo a S. Victore, Hugh of Paris)

;

e. 1097-1141. Amongst the works of the great mystic of the

twelfth century are published AUegoriae in Novum Tesiamenium,

Lib. VI. AUegoriae in Epistolarn Pauli ad Romanos (Migne,
P. L. clxxv, col. 879), and Quaestiones et Decisiones in Epistolas

D. Pauli. I. In Epistolam ad Romanos (Migne, clxxv, col. 431).
The authenticity of both these is disputed. St. Hugh was a typical

representative of the mystical as opposed to the rationalizing

tendency of the Middle Ages.

Peter Abelard, 1079-1142. Petri Abaelardi commenfariorum
super S. Pauli Epistolam ad Romanos libri quinque (Migne, P. L.
clxxviii. col. 783). The commentary is described as being ' literal,

theological, and moral. The author follows the text exactly,

explains each phrase, often each part of a phrase separately, and
attempts (not always very successfully) to show the connexion of

thought. Occasionally he discusses theological or moral questions,

often with great originality, often showing indications of the opinions

for which he was condemned ' (Migne, op. cit. col. 30). So far as

we have consulted it, we have found it based partly on Origen partly

on Augustine, and rather weak and indecisive in its character.

Thomas Aquinas, c. 1225-1274, called Doctor Angelicus. His
Expositio in Epistolas omnes Divi Pauli Apostoli {0pp. Tom. xvi.

Venetiis, 1593) fo'i^ied part of the preparation which he made for

his great work the Summa Theologiae—a preparation which consisted

in the careful study of the sentences of Peter Lombard, the Scriptures

with the comments of the Fathers, and the works of Aristode. His
commentary works out in great detail the method of exegesis started

by St. Augustine. No modern reader who turns to it can fail to

be struck by the immense intellectual power displayed, and by the

precision and completeness of the logical analysis. Its value is

chiefly as a complete and methodical exposition from a definite

point of view. That in attempting to fit every argument of

St. Paul into the form of a scholastic syllogism, and in making
every thought harmonize with the Augustinian doctrine of grace,

there should be a tendency to make St. Paul's words fit a precon-

ceived system is not unnatural.

3. Reformation and Post-Reformation Periods.

Colet, John {c. 1467 -151 9); Dean of St. Paul's. Colet, the

friend of Erasmus, delivered a series of lectures on the Epistle to

the Romans about the year 1497 in the University of Oxford.

These were published in 1873 witli a translation by J. H. Lupton,

M.A., Sur-Master of St. Paul's School. They are full of interest

as an historical memorial of the earlier English Reformation.

Erasmus, Desiderius, 1 466-1 536. Erasmus' Greek Testament
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with a new translation and annotations was published in 1516;
his Paraphrasis Novi Tesiamenii, a popular work, in 1522. He
was greater always in what he conceived and planned than in the

manner in which he accomplished it. He published the first

edition of the Greek New Testament, and the first commentary on
it which made use of the learning of the Renaissance, and edited

for the first time many of the early fathers. But in all that he did

there are great defects of execution, defects even for his own time.

He was more successful in raising questions than in solving them

;

and his commentaries suffer as much from timidity as did those of

Luther from excessive boldness. His aim was to reform the Church
by publishing and interpreting the records of early Christianity—an
aim which harmonized ill with the times in which he lived. His
work was rather to prepare the way for future developments.

Luther, Martin, 1483-1546. Luther's contribution to the

literature of the Romans was confined to a short Preface, published

in 1523. But as marking an epoch in the study of St. Paul's

writings, the most important place is occupied by his Commentary
on the Galatians. This was published in a shorter form. In e{>ist.

P. ad Galatas Mart. Lutheri comment, in 1519; in a longer form,

In epist. P. ad Gal. commentarius ex praelectionibus Mart. Lutheri

colledus, 1535. Exegesis was not Luther's strong point, and his

commentaries bristle with faults. They are defective, and prolix
;

full of bitter controversy and one-sided. The value of his contribu-

tion to the study of St. Paul's writings was of a different character.

By grasping, if in a one-sided way, some of St. Paul's leading

ideas, and by insisting upon them with unwearied boldness and
persistence, he produced conditions of religious life which made
the comprehension of part of the Apostle's teaching possible. His
exegetical notes could seldom be quoted, but he paved the way for

a correct exegesis.

INIelanxhthon, Philip (1497-1560), was the most scholarly of

the Reformers. His Adnotationes in ep. P. ad Rom. with a preface

by Luther was published in 1522, his Commentarii in Ep. ad Rom.
in 1540.

Calvin, John (1509-1564). His Commentarii in omnes epistolas

Pauli Apost. was first published at Strassburgin 1539. Calvin was

by far the greatest of the commentators of the Reformation. He
is clear, lucid, honest, and straightforward.

As the question is an interesting one, how far Calvin bronght his peculiar

views ready-made to the study of the Epistle and how far he derived them
from it by an uncompionising exegesis, we are glad to place before the

reader a statement by one wb« is familiar with Calvin's writings (Dr. A. M.
Fairbairn, Principal of Mansfield College). ' The first edition of the

Institutes was published in 1536. It has hardly any detailed exposition of

the higher Calvinistic doctrine, but is made up of six parts : Expositioni

(i) of the Decalogue ; (ii) of the Apostolic Creed
;

(iii) of the Lord's Prayei;
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(iv) of the Sacraments ; (t) of the Roman or false doctrine of Sacraments

;

and (vi) of Christian Liberty or Church Polity. There is just a single para-

graph on Election. In 1539 ^^ published two things, the Commentary on
Romans and the 2nd edition of the Institutes. And the latter are greatly

expanded with all his distinctive doctrines fully developed. Two things are,

I think, certain: this development was due to his study (i) of Augustine,

especially the Anti-Pelagian writings, and (a) of St. Paul. But it was St.

Paul read through Augustine. The exegetical stamp is peculiarly distinct

in the doctrinal parts of the Institutes; and so I should say that his ideas

were not so much philosopliical as theological and exegetical in their basis.

I ought to add however as indicating his philosophical bent that his earliest

studies—before he became a divine—were on Seneca, De dementia^

Beza, Theodore (1519-1605). His edition of the Greek Testa-

ment with translation and annotations was first published by

H. Stephanus in 1565, his Adnotationes majores in N. T. at Paris

in 1594.
Arminius (Jakob Harmensen), 1 560-1 609, Professor at Leyden,

1603. As a typical example of the opposite school of interpretation

to that of Calvin may be taken Arminius. His works were com-
paratively few, and he produced few commentaries. Two tracts of

his however were devoted to explaininc; Romans vii and ix. He
admirably illustrates the statement of Hallam that * every one who
had to defend a cause, found no course so ready as to explain the

Scriptures consistently with his own tenets.'

The two principal Roman Catholic commentators of the seven-

teenth century were Estius and Cornelius a Lapide.

Cornelius a Lapide (van Stein), ob. 1637, a Jesuit, published

his Comme?t/arta in onmes d. Pauli epistolas at Antwerp in 16 14.

EsTius (W. van Est), ob. 161 3, was Provost and Chancellor of

Douay. His Jn omnes Pauli et aliorum aposlolor. epislolas com-

mentar. was published after his death at Douay in 1614-1616.
Grotius (Huig van Groot), 1583-1645. His Atinotationes

in N, T. were published at Paris in 1644. This distinguished

publicist and statesman had been in his younger days a pupil of

J. J.
Scaliger at Leyden, and his Commentary on the Bible was

the first attempt to apply to its elucidation the more exact philo-

logical methods which he had learnt from his master. He had

hardly the philological ability for the task he had undertaken, and
although of great personal piety was too much destitute of dogmatic

interest.

The work of the philologists and scholars of the sixteenth and the

first half of the seventeenth century on the Old and New Testament
was summed up in Crilici Sacri, first published in 1660. It

contains extracts from the leading scholars from Valla and Erasmus
to Grotius, and represents the point which philological study in the

N. T. had up to that time attained.

Two English commentators belonging to the seventeenth century

deserve notice.
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Hammond, Henry (1605-1660), Fellow of Magdalen College,

Oxford, and Canon of Christ Church. Hammond was well known
as a royalist. He assisted in the production of Walton's Polyglott.

His Paraphrase and Annotations of the New Testament appeared in

1653, a few years before his death, at a time when the disturbances

of the Civil War compelled him to live in retirement. He has

been styled the father of English commentators, and certainly no
considerable exegetical work before his time had appeared in this

country. But he has a further title to fame. His commentary
undoubtedly deserves the title of ' historical.' In his interpretation

he has detached himself from the dogmatic struggles of the seven-

teenth century, and throughout he attempts to expound the Apostle

in accordance with his own ideas and those of the limes when he

lived.

Locke, John (1662-1704), the well-known philosopher, devoted

his last years to the study of St. Paul's Epistles, and in 1 705-1 707
were published A Paraphrase and Notes to the Epistle of St. Paul
to the Galalians, the first and second Epistles to the Corinthians, and
the Epistles to the Romans and Ephesians. Appended is an Essay

for the understanding of St. Paul's Epistles by consultiiig St. Paul
himself A study of this essay is of great interest. It is full of

acute ideas and thoughts, and would amply vindicate the claim of

the author to be classed as an ' historical ' interpreter. The com-
mentaries were translated into German, and must have had some
influence on the future development of Biblical Exegesis.

Bengel, J. A. (Beng.), 1687-1752; a Lutheran prelate in

Wiirtemberg. His Gnomon Novi Testamenti (1742) stands out

among the exegetical literature not only of the eighteenth century

but of all centuries for its masterly terseness and precision and
for its combination of spiritual insight with the best scholarship of

his time.

Wetstein (or Wettstein), J. J., 1693-1754; after being deposed
from office at Basel on a charge of heterodoxy he became Pro-

fessor in the Remonstrants' College at Amsterdam. His Greek
Testament appeared 1751, 1752. Wetstein was one of those inde-

fatigable students whose first-hand researches form the base of

other men's labours. In the history of textual criticism he deserves

to be named by the side of John Mill and Richard Bentley ; and
besides his collation of MSS. he collected a mass of illustrative

matter on the N. T. from classical, patristic, and rabbinical sources

which is still of great value.

4. Modern Period.

Tholuck, F. a. G., 1799-1877 ; Professor at Halle. Tholuck
was a man of large sympathies and strong religious character, and
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both personally and through his commentary (which came out first

in 1824 and has been more than once translated) exercised a wide

influence outside Germany ; this is specially marked in the American
txegetes.

Fritzsche, C. F. a. (Fri.), 1801-1846, Professor at Giessen.

Fritzsche on Romans (3 vols. 1 836-1 843), like Liicke on St. John
and Block on Hebrews, is a vast quarry of materials to which all

subsequent editors have been greatly indebted. Fritzsche was one
of those philologists whose researches did most to fix the laws of

N. T. Greek, but his exegesis is hard and rationalizing. He
engaged in a controversy with Tholuck the asperity of which he

regretted before his death. He was however no doubt the better

scholar and stimulated Tholuck to self-improvement in this respect.

Meyer, H. A. W. (Mey.), 1800-1873; Consistorialrath in the

kingdom of Hanover. IMeyer's famous commentaries first began
to appear in 1832, and were carried on with unresting energy in a

succession of new and constantly enlarged editions until his death.

There is an excellent English translaiion of the Commentary on
Romans published by Messrs. T. and T. Clark under the editor-

ship of Dr. W. P. Dickson in 1873, 1874. Meyer and De Wette
may be said to have been the founders of the modern style of

commenting, at once scientific and popular : scientific, through its

rigorous—at times too rigorous—application of grammatical and
philological laws, and popular by reason of its terseness and power
of presenting the sifted results of learning and research. Since

Meyer's death the Commentary on Romans has been edited with

equal conscientiousness and thoroughness by Dr. Bernhaid Weiss,

Professor at Berlin (hence ' Mey.-W.'). Dr. Weiss has not all his

predecessor's vigour of style and is rather difficult to follow, but

especially in textual criticism marks a real advance.

De Wette, W. M. L. (De W.), 1 780-1849; Professor for a short

time at Berlin, whence he was dismissed, afterwards at Basel. His
Kurzgefasstes exegeiisches Handbuch zum Neuen Testament first

appeared in 1 836-1848. De Wette was an ardent lover of freedom
and rationalistically inclined, but his commentaries are models of

brevity and precision.

Stuart, IMoses, 1 780-1 852 ; Professor at Andover, Mass. Comm.
on Romans first published in 1832 (British edition with preface by
Dr. Pye-Smith in 1833). At a time when Biblical exegesis was
not being very actively prosecuted in Great Britain two works of

solid merit were produced in America. One of these was by
Moses Stuart, who did much to naturalize German methods. He
expresses large obligations to Tholuck, but is independent as

a commentator and modified considerably the Calvinism of his

surroundings.

Hodge, Dr. C, 1 797-1 878; Professor at Princeton, New Jersey.
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His Comm. on Romans first published in 1835, rewritten in 1864,

is a weighty and learned doctrinal exposition based on the pririciples

of the Westminster Confession. Like Moses Stuart, Dr. Hodge
also owed much of his philological equipment to German) where

he had studied.

Alford, Dr. H. (Alf.), 1810-1871; Dean of Canterbury. His

Greek Testament (1849-1861, and subsequently) was the first to

import the results of German exegesis into many circles in England.

Nonconformists (headed by the learned Dr. J. Pye-Smith) had been

141 advance of the Established Church in this respect. Dean Alford's

laborious work is characterized by vigour, good sense, and scholar-

ship, sound as far as it goes ; it is probably still the best complete

Greek Testament by a single hand.

Wordsworth, Dr. Christopher, 1809-1885; Bishop of Lincoln.

Bishop Wordsworth's Greek Testaynent (i 856-1 860, and subse-

quently) is of an older type than Dean Alford's, and chiefly valuable

for its patristic learning. The author was not only a distinguished

prelate but a literary scholar of a high order (as may be seen by

his Athens and Attica, Conjectural Emendatiojis 0/ Ancient Authors,

and many other publications) but he wrote at a time when the

reading public was less exigent in matters of higher criticism and

interpretation.

JowETT, B., 18
1
7-1893; widely known as Master of Balliol

College and Regius Professor of Greek in the University of Oxford.

His edition of St. Paul's Epistles to the Thessalonians, Galatians,

and Romans first appeared in 1855; second edition 1859; recently

re-edited by Prof. L. Campbell. Professor Jowett's may be said to

have been the first attempt in England at an entirely modern view

of the Epistle. The essays contain much beautiful and suggestive

writing, but the exegesis is loose and disappointing.

Vaughan, Dr. C. J.
(Va.); Dean of Llandaff. Dr. Vaughan's

edition first came out in 1859, and was afterwards enlarged; the

edition used for this commentary has been the 4th (1874). It is

a close study of the Epistle by a finished scholar with little further

help than the Concordance to the Septuagint and Greek Testament

:

its greatest value lies in the careful selection of illustrative passages

from these sources.

Kelly, W. ; associated at one time with the textual critic

Tregelles. His Notes on the Epistle to the Romajis (London, 1873),

are written from a detached and peculiar standpoint ; but they are

the fruit of sound scholarship and of prolonged and devout study,

and they deserve more attention than they have received.

Beet, Dr. J. Agar; Tutor in the Wesleyan College, Richmond.

Dr. Beet's may be described as the leading Wesleyan commentary:

it starts from a very careiul exposition ot the text, but is intended

throughout as a contribution to systematic theology. The first
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edition appeared in 1877, the second in i88i, and there have been
several others since.

GoDET, Dr. F. (Go.), Professor at Neuchatel. Commentaire sur

VEpitre aux domains, Paris, &c., 1879, English translation in

T. and T. Clark's series, 1881. Godet and Oltramare are both

Franco-Swiss theologians with a German training ; and their com-
mentaries are somewhat similar in character. They are extremely

full, giving and discussing divergent interpretations under the names
of their supporters. Both are learned and thoughtful works,

strongest in exegesis proper and weakest in textual criticism.

Oltramare, Hugues (Oltr.), 1813-1894; Professor at Geneva.

Commentaire sur IEpitre aux Romatns, published in 1 881, 1882

(a volume on chaps, i-v. 11 had appeared in 1843). Resembling
Godet in many particulars, Oltramare seems to us to have the

stronger grip and greater individuality in exegesis, though the

original views of which he is fond do not always commend them-
selves as right.

MouLE, Rev. H. C. G. (Mou.); Principal of Ridley Hall,

Cambridge. Mr. Moule's edition (in the Cambridge Bible for
Schools) appeared in 1879. ^^ reminds us of Dr. Vaughan's in

its elegant scholarship and seeming independence of other com-
mentaries, but it is fuller in exegesis. The point of view approaches

as nearly as an English Churchman is likely to approach to Cal-

vinism. Mr. Moule has also commented on the Epistle in The

Expositor's Bible.

GiFFORD, Dr. E. H. (Gif.); sometime Archdeacon of London,
The Epistle to the Romans in The Speaker's Commentary (1881)
was contributed by Dr. Gifford, but is also published separately.

We believe that this is on the whole the best as it is the most
judicious of all English commentaries on the Epistle. There are

few difficulties of exegesis which it does not fully face, and the

solution which it offers is certain to be at once scholarly and well

considered : it takes account of previous work both ancient and
modern, though the pages are not crowded with names and
references. Our obli^^aiions to this commentary are probably

higher than to any other.

LiDDON, Dr. H. P. (Lid.); Explanatory Analysis of St. Paul's

Epistle to the Romans, published posthumously in 1893, after being

in an earlier form circulated privately among Dr. Liddon's pupils

during his tenure of the Ireland Chair (1870-188 2). ThQ Attalysis

was first printed in 1876, but after that date much enlarged. It is

what its name implies, an analysis of the argument with very full

notes, but not a complete edition. It is perhaps true that fhe

analysis is somewhat excessively divided and subdivided ; in

exegesis it is largch based on Meyer, but it shows everywhere the

hand of a most lucid writer and accomplished theologian.
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Barmbt, Dr. James; formerly Principal of Bishop Hatfield's

Hall, Durham. Dr. Barmby contributed Romans to the Pulpii

Commentary (London, 1890) ; a sound, independent and vigorous

exposition.

Lipsius, Dr. R. A. (Lips.), 1830-1892 ; Professor at Jena. Thi-

most unwearied worker won and maintained his fame in oilur

fields than exegesis. He had however written a popular com-
mentary on Romans for the Protestanttnhibel (English translation,

published by Messrs. Williams & Norgate in 1883), and he edited

the same Epistle along with Galatians and Philippians in the

Handcommentar zum Netien Testament (Freiburg i. B., 1891).

This is a great improvement on the earlier work, and is perliaps

in many respects the best, as it is the latest, of German commen-
taries; especially on the side of historical criticism and Biblical

theology it is unsurpassed. No other commentary is so different

from those of our own countrymen, or would serve so well to

supplement their deficiencies.

ScHAEFER, Dr. A.; Professor at Miinster. Dr. Schaefer's Er-
kldrung d. Briefes an die Romer (Miinster i. W., 1891) may be

taken as a specimen of Roman Catholic commentaries. It is

pleasantly and clearly written, with fair knowledge of exegetical

literature, but seems to us often just to miss the point of the

Apostle's thought. Dr. Schanz, the ablest of Roman Catholic

commentators, has not treated St. Paul's Episdes.

We are glad to have been able to refer, through the kindness of

a friend, to a Russian commentary.

Theophanes, ob. 1893; was Professor and Inspector in the

St. Petersburgh Ecclesiastical Academy and afterwards Bishop of

Vladimir and Suzdal. He early gave up his see and retired to

a life of learning and devotion. His commentary on the Romans
was published in 1890. He is described as belonging to an

old and to a certain extent antiquated school of exegesis. His

commentary is based mainly on that of Chrysostom. Theophanes
has both the strength and weakness of his master. Like him he is

often historical in his treatment, like him he sometimes fails to

grasp the more profound points in the Apostle's teaching.
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Versions (see p. Ixvi f.).

AegyptL

Boh.

Sah.

Aeth. .

Arrr., .

Goth. .

Latt .

Lat. Vet.

Vulg.

Syrr. .

Pesh.

Hard.

Cov. .

Genev.

Rhem.

Tyn. ,

Wic. .

AV. .

RV. .

Editors (see p. cv

T.R.
Tisch.

Treg.

WH.
Alf. .

Beng.

Del. .

DeW.
EIL .

Fri. .

Gil .

Ga .

Lft. .

Lid. .

Lip«. .

Mey. .

Mey.-W.

Oltr. .

Va. .

ff.).

Egyptian.

Bohairic

Sahidic

Ethiopia

Armenian,

Gothic

Latin.

Vetus Latina.

Vulgate.

Syriac.

Peshitto.

Harclean.

Coverdale.

Geneva.

Rheims (or Douay).

Tyndale.

Wiclif.

Authorized Version.

Revised Version.

Textus Receptus.

Tischendorf.

Tregelles.

Westcott and Hort
Alford.

Bengel.

Dehtzsch.

De Wette.

Ellicott.

Fritzsche (C. F. A.^

Giflford.

Godet.

LightfooL

Liddon.

Lipsius.

Meyer.

Meyer-Weisn

Oltramare.

Vaughan.
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THE

EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS

THE APOSTOLIC SALUTATION.

1. 1, 7. * Paul^ a divinely chosen and accredited Apostle^

gives Christian greethig to the Roman Churchy itself also

divinely called.

"Paul, a devoted servant of Jesus Christ, an Apostle called

by divine summons as much as any member of the original

Twelve, solemnly set apart for the work of delivering God's

message of salvation ; 'Paul, so authorized and commissioned,

gives greeting to the whole body of Roman Christians (whether

Jewish or Gentile), who as Christians are special objects of the

Divine love, called out of the mass of mankind into the inner

society of the Church, consecrated to God, like Israel of old, as

His own peculiar people. May the free unmerited favour of

God and the peace which comes from reconciliation with Him be

yours 1 May God Himself, the heavenly Father, and the Lord

Jesus Messiah, grant them to you!

I. 2-6. I preach, in accordance with our Jewish ScriP'

tures, Jesus the Son of David and Son of God, whose

commission I bear.

'The message which I am commissioned to proclaim is no

startling novelty, launched upon the world without preparation,

but rather the direct fulfilment of promises which God had

inspired the prophets of Israel to set down in Holy Writ. 'It

relates to none other than His Son, whom it presents in a twofold

aspect ; on the one hand by physical descent tracing His lineage

* In this one instance we have ventured to break up the long and heavily-

weighted sentence in the Greek, and to treat its two main divisions separately.

But the second of these is not in the strict sense a parenthesis : the consUuction

of the whole paragraph is continuous.
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to David, as the Messiah was to do, *and on the other hand, in

virtue of the Holiness inherent in His spirit, visibly designated or

declared to be Son of God by the miracle of the Resurrection. He,

I say, is the sum and substance of my message, Jesus, the Jew's

Messiah, and the Christian's Lord. "And it was through Him that

I, like the rest of the Apostles, received both the general tokens of

God's favour in that I was called to be a Christian and also the

special gifts of an Apostle. 'IMy duty as an Apostle is among

all Gentile peoples, and therefore among you too at Rome, to win

men over to the willing service of loyalty to Him ; and the end

to which all my labours are directed is the honour of His Holy

Name.

1-7. In writing to the Church of the imperial city, which he
had not yet visited, St. Paul delivers his credentials with some
solemnity, and with a full sense of the magnitude of the issues in

which they and he alike are concerned. He takes occasion at

once to define (i) his own position, (ii) the position of his readers,

(iii) the central truth in that common Christianity which unites

them.

The leading points in the section may be summarized thus:

(i) I, Paul, am an Apostle by no act of my own, but by the

deliberate call and in pursuance of the long-foreseen plan of God
(vv. 1,7). (ii) You, Roman Christians, are also special objects of

the Divine care. You inherit under the New Dispensation the

same position which Israel occupied under the Old (w. 6, 7).

(iii) The Gospel which I am commissioned to preach, though new
in the sense that it puts forward a new name, the Name of Jesus
Christ, is yet indissolubly linked to the older dispensation which
it fulfils and supersedes (w. 2, 7 ; see note on k\tjtois &yiois). (iv)

Its subject is Jesus, Who is at once the Jewish Messiah and the

Son of God (w. 3, 4). (v) From Him, the Son, and from the Father,

may the blessedness of Christians descend upon you (ver. 7).

This opening section of the Epistle affords a good opportunity

to watch the growth of a Christian Theology, in the sense of

reflection upon the significance of the Life and Death of Christ

and the relation of the newly inaugurated order of things to the

old. We have to remember (i) that the Epistle was written about
the year 58 a.d., or within thirty years of the Ascension; (2) that

in the interval the doctrinal language of Christianity has had to

be built up from the foundations. We shall do well to note which
of the terms used are old and which new, and how far old terms

have had a new face put upon them. We will return to this point

at the end of the paragraph.
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1. SouXos 'irjCToo XpiCTTou : SovXor Qeov or Kvpiov is an Old Testa-

ment phrase, applied to the prophets in a body from Amos onwards
(Am. iii. 7; Jer. vii. 25 and repeatedly; Dan. ix. 6; Ezra ix, 11);
also with slight variations to Moses {dtpdncov Josh. i. 2), Joshua

(Josh. xxiv. 29 ;' Jud. ii. 8), David (title of Ps. xxxvi. [xxxv,] ; Pss.

Ixxviii. [Ixxvii.] 70; Ixxxix. [Ixxxviii.] 4, 21 ; also mus Kvpiov, title

of Ps. xviii. [xvii.]), Isaiah {vah Is. xx. 3); but applied also to

worshippers generally (Pss. xxxiv. [xxxiii.] 23 ; cxiii. [cxii.] i

jralSes; cxxxvi. [cxxxv.] 22 oflsrael. &c.).

^This is the first instance of a similar use in the New Testament

;

it is found also in the greetings of Phil., Tit., Jas., Jude, 2 Pet., show-
ing that as the Apostolic age progressed the assumption of the title

became established on a broad basis. But it is noticeable how
quietly St. Paul steps into the place of the prophets and leaders of

the Old Covenant, and how quietly he substitutes the name of His

own Master in a connexion hitherto reserved for that of Jehovah.

'It]<toO Xpio-ToO. A small question of reading arises here, which is per-

haps of somewhat more importance than may appear at first sight In the

opening verses of most of St. Pauls Epistles the MSB. vary between 'Ir^aov

XpiffTov and Xpiarov 'Itjctov. There is also evidently a certain method in the

variation. The evidence stands thus (where that on one side only is given

it may be assumed that all remaining authorities are on the other) :

—

I Thess. i. i 'Itjcov 'KpiarZ unquestioned,

a Thess. i. i 'l-qaov Xpiar^ Edd. ; Xpiar^ 'Irjcrov D E F^' G, Ambrstr.

(fjf ed. Ballerini).

Gal. i. I 'Irjcrov Xpiarov unquestioned.

I Cor. i. I Xpiarov 'l-qaov BDEFG 17 al. fauc., Vulg. codd., Chrys.

Ambrstr. Aug. semel, Tisch , \VH. viarg.

a Cor. i. I Xpiaiov 'Irjaov N BMP 17 marg.. Hard, Euthal. cod. Theodrt
Tisch. WH. RV.

Rom. i. I Xpiarov 'Irjaov B, Vulg. codd., Orig. bis (contra Oiig.-lat. its)

Aug. semel Kmh. Ambrstr. al. Lat., Tisch. WH. marg.

Phil. i. I \piarov 'Irjaod N B D E, Boh., Tisch. WH. RV.
Eph. i. I Xpiarov 'Irjaov BDEP17, Vulg. codd. Boh. Goth. Hard.,

Orig. {ex Caten.) Jo.-Damasc. Ambrstr., Tisch. WH. RV.
Col. i. I Xpiarov 'l-qaov N A B F G L P 1 7, Vulg. codd. Boh. Hard., Euthal.

cod. Jo.-Damasc. Ambrstr. Hieron. al.. Tisch. WH. RV.
Philem. i. i Xp.arov 'I?;<roC N AD«FGKP {def. B), &c.. Boh., Hieron.

(uivid.) Ambrstr. al., Tisch. WH. RV.
I Tim. i. 1 Xpiarov 'Ir^aov XDFGP {def. B), Vulg. codd. Boh. Hard.,

Jo.-Damasc. Ambrstr., Tisch. WH. RV.
a Tim. i. I Xpiarov 'Irjaod NDEFGKP (de/. B) 17 al., Vulg. codd.

Boh. Sah. Hard., Euthal. r^i/. Jo.-Damasc. Ambrstr. al., Tisch. WH.
RV.

Tit. i. I Irjaov Xpiarov N D" E F G &c., Vulg. codd. Goth. Pesh. Arm.
Aeth., Chrys. Euthal. cod. Ambrstr. (ed. Ballerin.) al., Tisch. WH.
{sed Xpiarov ['Irjcrov] marg.) RV. ; Xpiarov 'Irjaov A minusc. ires, Vulg.

codd. Boh. Hard., Cassiod. ; Xpiarov tantum D^-*.

It will be observed that the Epistles being placed in a roughly chrono^

logical order, those at the head of the list read indubitably 'I7 'oC XpiaroZ

(or X/)jffTy), while those in the latter part (with the single exception of Tit^,

which is judidously treated by WH.) as indubitably read Xpiarov '117*01!,
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Jnst aoout the group l and a Cor. Rom. there is a certain amount of

dor.lit.

Remembering the Western element which enters into B in Ejip. Paul., it

looks as if the evidence for x^ i" i'l Cor. Rom. might be entirely Western;
but that is not quite clear, and the reading may possibly be right. In any
case it would seem that just about this time St. Paul fell into the habit of

writing Xpiarus 'irjaovs. The interest of this would lie in the fact that in

XptOTus 'Irjoovs the first word would seem to be rather more distinctly a
proper name than in 'iT^trovs Xpicrrus. No doubt the latter phrase is rapidly

passing into a proper name, but Xptarii would seem to have a little of its

sense as a title still clinging to it : the phrase would be in fact transitional

between XptffToi or 6 Xpiaros of the Gospels and the later Xpiards 'Irjaovs or

Xpi<TT<$s simply as a proper name (see Sanday, Bampton Lectures, p. 189 f.,

and an article by the Rev. F. Herbert Stead in Expos. 18S8, i. 386 ft'.). The
subject would repay working out on a wider scale of induction.

k\t)tos diToaToXos. kKijo-is is another idea which has its roots in

the Old Testament. Eminent servants of God become so by an

express Divine summons. The typical examples would be

Abraham (Gen. xii. 1-3), Moses (Ex. iii. 10), the prophets (Isa. vi.

8, 9 ; Jer. i. 4, 5, &c.). The verb KoXelv occurs in a highly typical

passage, HoS. Xi. 1 e^ AlyvnTov fifTeKa\((Ta t(i TfKva ^ov. For the

particular form kXtjtos we cannot come nearer than the * guests

'

(KXrjTcii) of Adonijah (i Kings i. 41, 49). By his use of the term

St. Paul places himself on a level at once with the great Old
Testament saints and with the Twelve who had been ' called

'

expressly by Christ (Mark i. 17; ii. 14 ||). The same coinbina-

tion KXrjTos dnoa-T. occurs in i Cor. i. i, but is not used elsewhere

by St. Paul or any of the other Apostles. In these two Epistles

St. Paul has to vindicate the parity of his own call (on the way
to Damascus, cf. also Acts xxvi. 17) with that of the elder

Apostles.

On the relation of K\r]r6s to fieXeKrSs see Lft. on Col. iii. la. There is

a diflerence between the usage of the Gospels and Epistles. In the Gospels
KXrjToi are all who are invited to enter Christ's kingdom, whether or not they

accept the mvitation ; the iK\(KToi are a smaller group, selected to special

honour (Matt. xxii. 14). In St. Paul both words are applied to the

same persons; kKtjtos implies that the call has been not only given but

obeyed.

d'ir<5aToXos. It is well known that this word is used in two

senses ; a narrower sense in which it was applied by our Lord

Himself to the Twelve (Luke vi. 13 ; INlark iii. 14 v.l.), and a wider

in which it includes certainly Barnabas (Acts xiv. 4, 14) and

probably James, the Lord's brother (Gal. i. 19), Andronicus and

Junias (Rom. xvi 7), and many others (cf. i (Ilor. xii. 28; Eph.

iv. 11; DidacM \\, xii, &c. ; also esp. Lightfoot, Gal. p. 92 ff.;

Harnack m I'exte u. Untersuch. ii. 1 1 1 ff.). Strictly speaking

St. Paul could only claim to be an Apostle in the wider accepta-

li&r. of the term ; he lays stress, however, justly on the fact that he is

•tX^ror oTTOffroXoy, i. e. noi merely an Apostle by virtue of possessing
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such qualifications as are described in Acts i. 21, 22, but through

a direct intervention of Christ. At the same time it should be

remembered that St. Paul lays stress on this fact not with a view

to personal aggrandizement, but only with a view to commend his

Gospel with the weight which he knows that it deserves.

d<|>u)picrfxeVos : in a double sense, by God (as in Gal. i. 15) and
by man (Acts xiii. 2). The first sense is most prominent here ; or

rather it includes the second, which marks the historic fulfilment of

the Divine purpose. The free acceptance of the human commis-
sion may enable us to understand how there is room for free will

even in the working out of that which has been pre-ordained by
God (see below on ch. xi). And yet the three terms, 8ov\ns,

kXtjtos, d(pQ}pi.(Tfievos, all serve to emphasize the essentially Scriptural

doctrine that human ministers, even Apostles, are but instruments

in the hand of God, with no initiative or merit of their own.

This conception is not confined to the Canonical Books : it is found also

in Assump. Mays. i. 14 itaque excogitavit et invcnit me, qui ab initio orbis

terrarum praeparatus sum, ut siin arbiter testamenti illitis.

6is euayYAioc ©ecu. The particular function for which St. Paul

is 'set apart' is to preach the Gospel of God. The Gospel is

sometimes described as ' of God ' and sometimes ' of Christ' (e. g.

iMark i. i). Here, where the thought is of the gradual unfolding

in time of apian conceived in eternity, * ofGod' is the more appro-

priate. It is probably a mistake in these cases to restrict the force

of the gen. to one particular aspect (' the Gospel of which God
is the author,' or ' of which Christ is the subject ') : all aspects are

included in which the Gospel is in any way related to God and
Christ.

fXiorf^Oww. The fundamental passage for the use of this word
appears to be INIark i. 14, 15 (cf. Matt. iv. 23). We cannot doubt

that our Lord Himself described by this term (or its Aramaic
equivalent) His announcement of the arrival of the Messianic

Time. It does not appear to be borrowed directly from the LXX
(where the word occurs in all only two [or three] times, and once for

' the reward of good tidings
'

; the more common form is (vayyiK'ia).

It would seem, however, that there was some influence from the

rather frequent use (twenty times) of evayyfX/ffti/, ilnyytVit^taQax.,

especially in Second Isaiah and the Psalms in connexion with the

news of ihe Great Deliverance or Restoration from the Captivity.

A conspicuous passage is Isa. Ixi. i, which is quoted or taken as

a text in Luke iv. 18. The group of words is well established in

Synoptic usage (evnYyeXio]-, Matthew four times, Mark eight, Acts

two ; evayyfXiCfa-dcu, Matthew one, Luke ten, Acts fifteen). It

evidently took a strong hold on the imagination of St. Paul in

connexion with his own call to mi^sionary labours {tvayyiXiov sixty
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times in Epp. Paul, besides in Epp. and Apoc. only twice ; tvay.

ytki^foQai twenty times in Epp. Paul., besides once mid. seven times

pass.). The disparity between St. Paul and the other N. T. writers

outside Evv. Synopt. Acts is striking. The use of (vayyeXiov for

a Book lies beyond our limits (Sanday, Bamp. Lect. p. 3i7«.)i
the way is prepared for it by places like Maik i. i ; Apoc. xiv. 6.

2. TrpoeirTjYYClXaTO. The words eTj-ayyeXla, tnayyiXXfo-dai OCCUr

several times in LXX, but not in the technical sense of the great
' promises ' made by God to His people. The first instance of

this use is I^S. Sol. Xii. 8 koI oo-tot Kvpiov Kkrjpovofjifjaaifv enayyfXias

Kvpiov : of. vii. 9 tov iXf^crai tov oikov 'la/cwjS fls ^juepav eV »; emjyyflXcj

avTois, and Xvii. 6 oi? ovk (trrjyydXa), peTO. /3('as ac^fi'Xoi/ro : a grOUp of

passages which is characteristic of the attitude of wistful expecta-

tion in the Jewish people during the century before the Birth of

Christ. No wonder that the idea was eagerly seized upon by the

primitive Church as it began to turn the pages of the O. T. and to

find one feature after another of the history of its Founder and of

its own history foretold there.

We notice that in strict accordance with what we may believe to have been
the historical sequence, neither (irayjeXta nor tnayytWiaeat (in the technical

sense) occur in the Gospels until we come to Luke xxiv. 49, where eiray-

yeXia is used of the promised gift of the Holy Spirit ; but we no sooner cross

over to the Acts thin the use becomes frequent. The words cover (i) the

promises made by Christ, in particular the promise of the Holy Spirit (which
is referred to the Father in Acts i, 4) ; so tnayyeXia three times in the Acts,

Gal. iii. 14, and Eph. i. 13 ; i^ii) the promises of the O T. fulfilled in Chris-

tianity; so inayyeXia four times in Acts (note esp. Acts xiii. 32, xxvi. 6),

some eight times each in Rom. and Gal., both errayye\La and firayye\Xfa6ai

repeatedly in Heb., &c. ; (iii~) in a yet wider sense of promises, whether as yet

fnlfiUed or unfulfilled, e.g. 2 Cor. i. 20 oaai yap inayyiXiai &iov (cf. vii. l) ;

I Tim. iv. 8 ; 2 Tim. i. i ; 2 PeL iii. 4 ^ inayytXia rijs vapovaias avrov.

iv ypa<f>ais dyiais : perhaps the earliest extant instance of the use

of this phrase (Philo prefers Upal ypa(f)at, lepat /3('/3Xot, 6 Up6s X6yns

;

cf. Sanday, Bavip. Lect. p. 72); but the use is evidently well estab-

lished, and the idea of a collection of authoritative books goes

back to the prologue to Ecclus. In ypacpaii Aylais the absence of

the art. throws the stress on iyims ; the books are ' holy ' as con-

taining the promises of God Himself, written down by inspired

men (Sta to)v tt/joc^jjtwj' avTOv).

3. yeyoiiivoii. This is contrasted with opiadevros, yevnpevov denot-

ing, as usually, ' transition from one state or mode of subsistence

to another' {Sp. Comm. on i Cor. i. 30) ; it is rightly paraphrased
' [Who] was born,* and is practically equivalent to the Johannean
fXdoVTOS (Is TOV KOCTflOV.

Ik oTT^pfiaxos AaPi'S. For proof that the belief in the descent of

the Messiah from David was a living belief see Mark xii. 35 ff.

wms Xfyovaiv oi ypappart'is oti 6 Xpia-ros vios (<tti Aafild J (cf. Mark
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xi. lo and x. 47 f.) : also Ps. Sol. xvii. 23 ff. i'Se, Kvpit, koI dvda-trjcrot

avToli Tov j3aaiKea avrwv vlov Anvld fls rov Knipov ov oi^ns crv, 6 GfOf, roC

/SacrtXfOorai eVi 'lapafjX irai^d aov k.t.X,
; 4 Ezra xii. 32 (in three of the

extant versions, Syr. Arab. Armen.); and the Talmud and Targums
(passages in Weber, Alisym. Theol. p. 341). Our Lord Himself

appears to have made little use of this title : he raises a difficulty

about it (]\Tark xii. 35-37 ll). But this verse of Ep. to Romans
shows that Christians early pointed to His descent as fulfilling one
of the conditions of Wessiahship ; similarly 2 Tim. ii. 8 (where the

assertion is made a part of St. Paul's ' Gospel ') ; Acts ii. 30 ; Heb.
vii. 14 'it is evident that our Lord hath sprung out of Judah' (see

also Eus. H. E. L vii. 17, Joseph and Mary from the same tribe).

Neither St. Paul nor the Acts nor Epistle to Hebrews defines more
nearly how the descent is traced. For this we have to go to

the First and Third Gospels, the early chapters of which embody
wholly distinct traditions, but both converging on this point. There
is good reason to think that St. Luke i, ii had assumed substan-

tially its present shape before a.d. 70 (cf. Swete, Apost. Creed,

p. 49).

In Test. XII. Patriarch, we find the theory of a double descent from Levi
and from Judah (Sym. 7 i^vaaTTiQH '^d.p Kvpios f/e tov Afvei ws dpxifpfa Kal (k

TOV 'lovSa ws ^affi\ea, &edv leal avOpanrov : Gad. 8 oircyy Tip-qauaw 'lov^av Kal

Afvei' oTi f^ avTwv dvareku Kvpios, aaiTTjp t^ 'laparjX. &c. ; cf. Hamack's
note, Pair. Apost. i. 52). Tliis is no doubt an inference from the relationship

of the Mother of our Lord to Elizabeth (Luke i. 36).

Kara aapxa . . . Kara irveuixa are opposed to each other, not as
' human ' to * divine,' but as ' body ' to ' spirit/ both of which in

Christ are human, though the Holiness which is the abiding pro-

perty of His Spirit is something more than human. See on Kcna

TTVevp. dyiQ)(r. below.

4. 6pto-0eVTos :
' designated.' It is usual to propose for this

word an alternative between (i) ' proved to be,' * marked out as

being ' {8eix6epTos, divo<^av6(VTos Chrys.), and (ii) ' appointed,' ' in-

stituted,' ' installed,* in fact and not merely in idea. For this latter

sense (which is that adopted by most modern commentators) the

parallels are quoted, Acts x. 42 ovt6s ia-Tiv 6 i)piap.ivos vno tov Qeov

KpiTTjs ^u>VT(ov Kal v(Kpu)Vj and xvii. 31 fieWei Kplviiv . . . iv a.vhp\ c3

wptffc. The word itself does not determine the meaning either

way : it must be determined by the context. But here the particular

context is also neutral; so that we must look to the wider context

of St. Paul's teaching generally. Now it is certain that St. Paul

did not hold that the Son of God becarne Son by the Resurrection.

The undoubted Epistles are clear on this point (esp. 2 Cor. iv. 4

;

viii. 9 ; cf. Col. i. 15-19). At the same time he did regard the

Resurrection as making a difference— if not in the transcendental

relations of the Father to the Son (which lie beyond our cogni-
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sance), yet in the visible manifestation of Sonship as addressed to

the undei standing of men (of. esp. Phil. ii. 9 816 koL 6 9f6y airov

{rn(pvy^(i)(Tt, Kai €;^(ip/craTO aurw to ovonn to vntfi niiv ovofin). This is

sufTicienily expressed by our word ' designated,' which might

perhaps with advantage also be used in the two places in the Acts.

It is true that Christ becomes Judge in a sense in which He does

not become Son ; but He is Judge too not wholly by an external

creation but by an inherent right. The Divine declaration, as it

were, endorses and proclaim.^ that right.

The Latin versions are not very helpful. The common rendering was
praedestinatits (so expressly Rnfinus [Orig.-lat.] ad loc; cf. Introd. § 7).

Hilars of Poitiers has destinatus, which Rufinus also prefers. TertuUian

reads definitus.

ulou ©eou. ' Son of God,' like * Son of Man,' was a recognized

title of the Messiah (cf. Enoch cv. 2
; 4 Ezra vii. 28, 29 ; xiii. 32,

37, 52 ; xiv. 9, in all which places the Almighty speaks of the

Messiah as ' My Son,' though the exact phrase ' Son of God ' does

not occur). It is remarkable that in the Gospels we very rarely

find it used by our Lord Himself, though in face of Matt, xxvii. 43,

John X. 36, cf. Matt. xxi. 37 f. al., it cannot be said that He did

not use it. It is more often used to describe the impression made
upon others (e.g. the demonized, Mark iii. 11, v. 7 || ; the cen-

turion, Mark XV. 39 i|), and it is implied by the words of the

Tempter (Matt. iv. 3, 6 ||) and the voice from heaven (Mark
i. II II, ix. 711). The crowning instance is the confession of

St. Peter in the version which is probably derived from the Logta,
' Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God,' INIatt. xvi. 16. It

is consistent with the whole of our Lord's method that He should

have been thus reticent in putting forward his own claims, and that

He should have left them to be inferred by the free and spon-

taneous working of the minds of His disciples. Nor is it sur-

'

prising that the title should have been chosen by the Early Church

to express its sense of that which was transcendent in the Person of

Christ: see esp. the common text of the Gospel of St. Mark, i. i (where

the words, if nut certainly genuine, in any case are an extremely

early addition), and this passage, the teaching of which is very

direct and explicit. The further history of the term, with its

strengthening addition fiovnye'^qi, may be followed in Swete, Apost.

Creed, p. 24 ff., where recent attempts to restrict the Sonship of

Christ to His earthly manifestation are duly weighed and discussed.

In this passage we have seen that the declaration of Sonship dates

from the Resurrection : but we have also seen that St. Paul re-

garded the Incarnate Christ as existing before His Incarnation
;

and it is as certain that when he speaks of Him as o i'Stor vi'os

(Rom. viii. 32), 6 eauroC v\6% (viii. 3), he intends to cover the period

of pre-existcnce, as that St. John identifies the /[ioi/oycrr}s- with the
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pre-existent Logos. There is no sufficient reason to think that

the Early Church, so far as it reflected upon these terms, under-

stood them differently.

There are three moments to each of which are applied with variations the
words of Ps. ii. 7 ' Thou art my Son ; this day have 1 begotten thee' They
are (i) the Baptism (Mark i. 1 1 ||) ;

(ii) the Transfiguration (Mark ix. 7 ||)

;

(iii) the Resurrection (Acts xiii. 33). We can see here the origin of the tbio-
nite idea of proo^ressive exaltation, which is however held in check by the
doctrin; of the Logos in both its forms, Pauline (2 Cor, iv. 4, &c., ut sup.)

and Johannean (John i. i ff.). The moments in question are so many steps

in the passage through an eaithly life of One who came forth from God and
' returned to God, not stages in the gradual deification of one who began his

career as ipi\us dvOpanros.

iv Sucdp,6i : not with vlov GfoO, as Weiss, Lips, and others, ' Son
of God t'n power,' opposed to the present state of humiliation, but

rather adverbially, qualifying opio-^eVror, 'declared with might to be
Son of God.' The Resurrection is regarded as a 'miracle' or
' signal manifestation of Divine Power.' Comp. e?p. 2 Cor. xiii. 4
(aravpoidrj e^ daBei'tias, dWa (jj (k dvidfifcos Qfoi. This parallel de-

termines the connexion of eV ^w.

Kara nveO}i.a dYtwo-ut'Tjs : not (i) =: ni'eiifia"Ayiov, the Third Person
in the Trinity (as the Patristic writers generally and some moderns),

because the antitliesis of (rdp^ and nvevfia requires that they shall

be in the same person ; nor (ii), with Beng. and other moderns
(even Lid.) = the Divine Nature in Christ as if the Human Nature
were coextensive with the odp^ and the Divine Nature were co-

extensive with the TTVfvpn, which would be very like the error of

Apollinaris; but (iii) the human irvfifia, like the human a-dp^,

distinguished however from that of ordinary hummity by an
exceptional and transcendent Holiness (cf. Heb. ii. 17; iv. 15 'it

behoved Him in all tilings to be made like unto His brethren . .

yet without sin').

ayicoawi], not fotind in profane literature, occurs three times in LXX of

the Psalms, not always in agreement with JrJeb. (Pss. xcv. 6 [xcvi. 6

'strength']; xcvi. 13 [xcvii. 12 'holy name,' lit. * memoiial'] ; cxliv. 5
[cxlv. 5 'honour']). In all three places it is used of the Divine ntfribute;

but in 2 Mace. iii. 12 we have 7 toi; tvttov ayiojovvr}. In Tesi. XII. Patr.

Levi 18 the. identical phrase -nvivfx. dyiaia. occurs of the saints in Paradise.

The passage is Christian in its character, but may belong to the oiiginal

work and is in any case probably early. If so, the use of the phrase is so

different from that in the text, that the presumption would be that it was not

coined for the first time by St. Paul. The same instance would show that

the phrase does not of itself and alone necessarily implv divinity. The
wvfvfjia aytwavvrjs, though not the Divine nature, is that in which ihe Divinity

or Divine Personality resided. The clear definition of this point was one of

the last results of the Christological contioversies of the fifth and sixth

centuries (Loofs, Dogmengesch. § 39, 3). For ayiwa. see on aywi ver. 7.

e§ dmo-Taaecos feitpwi' : a remarkable phrase as applied to Christ.

His was not a ' resurrection of dead persons' (' ajenrisynge of dead
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men' Wic.) but of a single dead person. We might expect rather

vfKpov or fK vfKpwv (as in i Pel. i. 3) ; and it is probable that this

form is only avoided because of f^ dmaTcia-ecos coming just before.

But viKpav coalesces closely in meaning with avaar., so as to give it

very much the force of a compound word, ' by a dead-rising

'

{Todlenaufers/ehung), ' a resurrection such as that when dead per-

sons rise.' Christ is 'the first-born from the dead' (Col. i, 18).

Tou Kopiou ruiuv. Although in O. T. regularly applied to God
as equivalent of Adonai, Jahveh, this word does not in itself

necessarily involve Divinity. The Jews applied it to their Messiah
(Mark xii. 36, 37 II ; Ps. Sol. Xvii. 36 ^aaiXfvs avrav xpto^Tos KVpios)

without thereby pronouncing Him to be ' God
'

; they expressly

distinguished between the Messiah and the Menira or ' Word ' of

Jehovah (Weber, Alisyn. Theol. p. 178). On the lips of Christians

Kuptos denotes the idea of ' Sovereignty,' primarily over themselves

as the society of believers (Col. i. 18, &c.), but also over all creation

(Phil. ii. 10, II ; Col. i. i6, 17). The title was given to our Lord
even in His lifetime (John xiii. 13 'Ye call me, Master (6 StSa-

tr/caXoy), and, Lord (6 Kj'pioy) : and ye say well ; for so I am '), but

without a full consciousness of its significance : it was only after

ihe Resurrection that the Apostles took it to express their central

Delief (Phil. ii. 9 ff., &c.).

5. ^Xdpojxei'. The best explanation of the plur. seems to be that

St. Paul associates himself with the other Apostles.

X<ipis is an important word with a distinctively theological use

and great variety of meaning: (i) objectively, 'sweetness,' 'at-

tractiveness,' a sense going back to Homer [Od. viii. 175); Ps. xlv.

(xliv.) 3 f$fX^^V X'^P'f *" X*'^^*'"' '^°^ ' Eccl. X. 1 2 \6yot aroparos

(To<^ov xa.pi<i : Luke iv. 22 Aoyoi ;^a/)iT09 : (2) subjectively 'favour,'

' kindly feeling,' 'good will,' especially as shown by a superior

towards an inferior. In Eastern despotisms this personal feeling

on the part of the king or chieftain is most important : hence
fvpelv x^P'" is the commonest form of phrase in the O. T. (Gen.

vi. 8 ; xviii. 3, &c.) ; in many of these passages (esp. in anthropo-

morphic scenes where God is represented as holding colloquy

with man) it is used of ' finding favour' in the sight of God. Thus
the word comes to be used (3) of the 'favour' or 'good will'

of God; and that (a) generally, as in Zech. xii. 10 (kx^w . . nvfvfia

X'ipiTos Koi olKTipfiov, but far more commonly in N. T. (Luke ii. 4c

,

John i. 14, 16, &c.); (i3) by a usage which is specially characteristic

of St. Paul (though not confined to him), with opposition to

64>eiXT]pa, ' debt' (Rom. iv. 4), and to tpya, ' works' (implying merit,

Rom. xi. 6), ' unearned favour '—with stress upon the fact that

it is unearned, and therefore as bestowed not ujjon the righteous

but on sinners (cf. esp, Rom. v. 6 with v. 2). In this sense the

word takes a prominent place in the vocabulary of Justification,
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(4) The cause being put for the effect x«P'r denotes (a) * the state

of grace or favour' which the Christian enjoys (Rom. v. 2), or

(0), hke xap^ff^", ariy particular gift or gifts of grace {nXf)pr]s xa/j"'<'«

Acts vi. 8). We note however that the later technical use, esp.

of the Latin gratia, for the Divine prompting and help which

precedes and accompanies right action does not correspond exactly

to the usage of N. T. (5) As xapis or 'kindly feeling' in the

donor evokes a corresponding xa'p'f or ' gratitude * in the recipient,

it comes to mean simply 'thanks' (i Cor. x. 30).

X<4pi>' here = that general favour which the Ap. shares with all

Christians and by virtue of which he is one ; diroaToXr]!'= the more
peculiar gifts of an Apostle.

We observe that St. Paul regards this spiritual endowment as

conferred upon him by Christ (Si' ol)—we may add, acting through

His Spirit, as the like gifts are described elsewhere as proceeding

from the Spirit (i Cor. xii, &c.).

els uiraKOTji' iriffTews : may be rendered with Vulg. ad obediendiim

fidei provided that nlar. is not hardened too much into the sense

which it afterwards acquired of a 'body of doctrine' (with art.

Tj) TTio-Tfi Jude 3). At this early date a body of formulated doctrine,

though it is rapidly coming to exist, does not still exist : Trlans

is still, what it is predominantly to St. Paul, the lively act or impulse

of adhesion to Christ. In confessing Christ the lips ' obey ' this

impulse of the heart (Rom. x. 10). From another point of view,

going a step further back, we may speak of ' obeying the Gospel

'

(Rom. X. 16). Faith is the act of assent by which the Gospel is

appropriated. See below on ver. 17.

Iv irao-i Tots eGt'ecrii'. Gif. argues for the rendering 'among all

nalions ' on the ground that a comprehensive address is best suited

to the opening of the Epistle, and to the proper meaning of the

phrase ndvTa ra fdfr) (cf. Gen. xviii. 18, &c.). But St. Paul's com-
mission as an Apostle was specially to the Gentiles (Gal. ii. 8), and it

is more pointed to tell the Roman Christians that they thus belong

to his special province (ver. 6), than to regard them merely as one

among the mass of nations. This is also clearly the sense in which

rile word is used in ver, 13. Cf. Hort, Rom. and Eph. p. 21 f.

oTTep Tou ik^naxos afirou. This is rather more than simply * for

His glory.' The idea goes back to the O. T. (Ps. cvi. [cv.] 8

;

Ezek. XX. 14; Mai. i. 11). The Name of God is intimately

connected with the revelation of God. Israel is the instrument or

minister of that revelation; so that by the fidelity of Israel the

revelation itself is made more impressive and commended in the

eyes of other nations. But the Chrisdan Church is the new Israel

:

and hence the gaining of fresh converts and their fidelity when
gained serves in like maimer to commend the further revelation

made of God in Christ {avTov, cf. Acts v. 41 ; Phil. ii. 9).
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6. Iv oTs : not merely in a geographical sense of a Jewish com-

munity among Gentiles, but clearly numbering the Roman Church

among Gentile communities.

kXtitoI 'Itictoo XpioTou :
' called ones of Jesus Christ ' : gen. of

possession.

7. iy 'PufATJ : om. G g, Sc/wL cod. 47 {ro iv 'Panrj ovre fv rfj f^rjyfjcru

ovre f'v Tw pr}Tu> iJLvrjixovfvfi, i. e. some commentator whom the Scholiast

had before him). G reads naa-i toU ovaiv ev dydirr] Beov (similarly

d* Vulg. codd. and the commentary of Ambrstr. seem to imply

Ttaa-i Tols ov(TiP (u 'Pto/ni; (v ayditT) Qeov). The Same MS. OmitS TOtj

€v 'Poo/ii; in ver. 15. These facts, taken together with the fluc-

tuating position of the final doxology, xvi. 25-27, would seem

to give some ground for the inference that there were in circulation

in ancient times a few copies of the Epistle from which all local

references had been removed. It is however important to notice

that the authorities which place the doxology at the end of ch. xiv

are quite different from those which omit eV 'Pw/a?; here and in

ver. 15. For a full discussion of the question see the Introduction,

§6.
kXt)tois dyiois. K\>]rq dyia represents consistently in LXX the

phrase which is translated in AV. and RV. 'an holy convocation*

(so eleven times in Lev. xxiii and Ex. xii. 16). Tiie rendering ap-

pears to be due to a misunderstanding, the Heb. word used being one

with which the LXX translators were not familiar. Whereas in

Heb. the phrase usually runs, ' on such a day there shall be a holy

convocation,' the LXX treat the word translated convocation as an

adj. and make 'day' the subject of the sentence, 'such a day

(or feast) shall be /cXr^rr) dyia, i. e. specially appointed, chosen,

distinguished, holy (day),' This is a striking instance of the way

in which St. Paul takes a phrase which was clearly in the first

instance a creation of the LXX and current wholly through

it, appropriating it to Christian use, and recasts its mean-

ing, substituting a theological sense for a liturgical. Obviously

KXrjTo'is has the same sense as kKtjtos in ver. i : as he himself was
' called ' to be an Apostle, so all Christians were ' called ' to be

Christians; and they personally receive the consecration which

under the Old Covenant was attached to * times and seasons.'

For the following detailed statement of the evidence respecting «A.i;t^ «i7ia

we ate indebted to Dr. Driver:

—

K\T]Tr] corresponds to ^^IP^?, from K^i^ fo call, a technical term almost

wholly confined to the Priests' Code, denoting apparently a special religious

meeting, or 'convocation,' held on certain sacred days.

It is represented by kXtjttj, Kx. xii. 16 b; Lev. xxiii. 7, 8, 27, 35, 36;

Num xxviii. 25. Now in all these passnges, where the Heb. has 'on such

a day there sliall be a holy convocation,' the LXX have ' such a day shall

be KKrjrfj dyia,' i.e. they alter the form of the sentence, make a'ay subject,

and use HKrjrrf with its proper force as an adj. 'shall be a ealled u-e.
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a specially appointed, chosen, distinguished*), holy (day) *; cf. «X. In //. Ix.

165 and Rom. i. i. They read analogously with ^*^i?^ in Lev. xxiii. a aX

iopral Kvpiov, Ay Ka\iaeTe avrai kXtjtcLs ayins (cf. v. 371, 21 Kai KoXiatTt
TaiTTjV Triv f/f^epaf KXrjrrjV a-yia tarai vfxiv. In Lev. xxiii. 3 (cf. v. 241,

ic\r}TTj ayla gecms to be in apposition with dvd-navais. The usage of KkrjTr)

in Lev. xxiii is, however, such as to suggest that it was probably felt to

have the form of a subst. (sc. vixepa) • cf. kmKX.r]TOi.

This view of «A. is supported by their rendering of ^^p?? elsewhere. In

Ex. xii. 16 a. Lev. xxiii. 4 they also alter the form of the sentence, and
render it by a verb, KX-rjOrjaerai ayia, and aylaj KoXiaere respectively.

In Num. xxviii. 18, 26 (/foJ rfj Tjixfpa twv Viojv .... (mKXrjTOi ayia earai

x/fiiv : similarly xxix. i, 7, 12), tliey express it by (tt'ikKtjtos (the same word
used (77 'fjtJifpa ^ irpojTT} (it'ik\i]tos ayia tarai iif^tv) ib. i. 16 ; xxvi. 9, for the

ordinary partic. called, summoned), i.e. I suppose in the same sense of

specially appointed (cf. Josii. xx. 9 at iro\f«j ai eiriK\r]Toi rots vlois 'lapa-qK').

Is. i. 13 ' the calling of a convocation ' is represented in LX.\ by -^fxipav

(jLtyaXrjv, and iv. 5 'all her convocations' by to. TrfpiKiK\q) avTTjs

From all this, it occurs to me that the LXX were not familiar with the term

N"lpD, and did not know what it meant. I think it probable tliat they pro-

nounced it not as a subst. ^^pl?, but as a participle t^'JP'? (' called ').

dyt'ois. The history of this word would seem to be very parallel

to that of kXtjto'is. It is more probable that its meaning developed

by a process of deepening from without inwards than by extension

from within outwards. Its connotation would seem to have been

at first physical and ceremonial, and to have become gradually

more and more ethical and spiritual, (i) The fundamental idea

appears to be that of ' separation.' So the word * holy ' came
to be applied in all the Semitic languages, (2) to that which was

'set apart' for the service of God, whether thinQ;s (e.g. i Kings vii.

5 ^ [37] ) or persons (e. g. Ex. xxii. 31 [29] ). But (3) inasmuch as

that which was so ' set apart ' or * consecrated ' to God was required

to be free from blemish, the word would come to denote ' freedom

from blemish, spot, or stain'—in the first instance physical, but

by degrees, as moral ideas ripened, also moral. (4) At fiist the

idea of ' holiness,' whether physical or moral, would be directly

associated with the service of God, but it would gradually become
detached from this connexion and denote ' freedom from blemish,

spot, or stain,' in itself and apart from any particular destination.

In this sense it might be applied even to God Himself, and we
find it so applied even in the earliest Hebrew literature (e. g.

I Sam. vi. 20). And in proportion as the conception of God itself

became elevated and purified, the word which expressed this

central attribute of His Being would contract a meaning of more
severe and awful purity, till at last it becomes the culminating

and supreme expression for the very essence of the Divine Nature.

When once this height had been reached the sense so acquired

* Biel {Lex. in LXX.) cites from Phavorinus the gloss, k\., r^ KaXtari) koI 1)

i^oxo'TO-''"']'
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would be reflected back over all the lower uses, and the tendency
would be more and more to assimilate the idea of holiness in

the creature to that of holiness in the Creator. This tendency

is formulated in the exhortation, ' Ye shall be holy ; for I, the

Lord your God, am holy ' (Lev. xix. 2, &c.).

Such would appear to have been the history of the word up to

the time when St. Paul made use of it. He would find a series of

meanings ready to his hand, some lower and some higher ; and he

chooses on this occasion not that which is highest but one rather

midway in the scale. When he describes the Roman Christians as

dyioi, he does not mean that they reflect in their persons the attri-

butes of the All-Holy, but only that they are ' set apart ' or ' conse-

crated ' to His service. At the same time he is not content to rest

in this lower sense, but after his manner he takes it as a basis or

starting-point for the higher. Because Christians are ' holy ' in the

sense of ' consecrated,' they are to become daily more fit for the

service to which they are committed (Rom. vi. 17, 18, 22), they are

to be 'transformed by the renewing' of their mind (Rom. xii. 2).

He teaches in fact implicitly if not explicitly the same lesson as

St. Peter, ' As He which called you is holy, be ye yourselves also

holy in all manner of living (AV. conversation); because it is

written. Ye shall be holy, for I am holy ' (i Pet. i. 15, 16).

We note that Ps. Sol. had already described the Messianic

people as X(i6s ayiot {koX crvvd^ei \a6v ayiuv, ov d<py]yri(TfTai iv diKaiocrvi']]

xvii. 28; cf. Dan. vii. 18-27; ^''i- 24). Similarly Enoch ciii. 2;

cviii. 3, where * books of the holy ones = the roll of the members
of the Kingdom ' (Charles). The same phrase had been a designa-

tion for Israel in O. T., but only in Deut. (vii. 6 ; xiv. 2, 21 ; xxvi.

1 9 ; xxviii. 9, varied from Ex. xix. 6 e^voy aytnv). We have thus

another instance in which St. Paul transfers to Christians a title

hitherto appropriated to the Chosen People. But in this case the

Jewish Messianic expectation had been beforehand with him.

There is a certain element of conjecture in the above sketch, which is

inevitable from the fact that the earlier stages in the history of the word had
been already gone through when the Hebrew literature begins. The instances

above given will show this. The main problem is how to account for the

application of the same word at once to the Cieator and to His creatures,

both things and persons. The common view (accepted also by Delitzsch) is

that in the latter case it means ' separated ' or ' set apart ' for God, and in

the former case that it means 'separate from evil' {sejunctus ab omni vitio,

labis expers). But the link between these two meanings is little more than

verbal ; and it seems more probable that the idea of holiness in God, whfther

in the sense of exaltedness (Baudissin) or of purity (Delitzsch^, is derivative

rather than primary. There are a number of monographs on the subject, of

which perhaps the best and the most accessible is that by Fr. Delitzsch

in Herzog's RealEncyklopcidie, ed. 2, s. v. ' lleiligkeit Goties.' Instruc-

tive discussions will be found in Davidson, Ezekiel, p. xxxix. f. ; Robertson

Smith, Relix'ion of the Semites, pp. 132 ff., 140 (140 ff., 150 ed. 2) ; Schultz,

Theology of the Old Testament, ii. 131, 167 ff. A treatise by Dr. J. Agai
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Beet is on a good method, but is somewhat affected by critical questions as

to the sequence of the documents.

There is an interesting progression in the addresses of St. Paul's

Epp. : I, a TheSS. Gal. rrj eKKkrjaia (jals eKKkrjcriaii)
', I, 2 Cor. r^

«KKX.+ Tott aylois] I Cor. Rom. /cXijrois dyiois ', Rom. Phil. TTiicri' to7s

ayion ' Eph. Col. toIv aylois Koi ttkttoIs.

The idea of the local Church, as a unit in itself, is more promi-

nent in the earlier Epp.; that of individual Christians forming part of

the great body of believers (the Church Catholic) is more prominent
in the later. And it v^^ould be natural that there should be some
such progression of thought, as the number of local churches multi-

plied, and as the Aposlle himself came to see them in a larger

perspective. It would however be a mistake to argue at once
from this that the use of tKKXTjala for the local Church necessarily

came first in order of time. On the other side may be urged the

usage of the O. T., and more particularly of the Pentateuch, where
fKK\r](Tia constantly stands for the religious assembly of the whole
people, as well as the saying of our Lord Himself in Matt. xvi. 18.

But the question is too large to be argued as a side issue.

Rudolf Sohm's elaborate Kirchenrecht (Leipzig, 1892) starts from the

assumption that the prior idea is that of the Church as a whole. But just

this part of his learned work has by no means met with general acceptance.

Xapis Kot eipi]i'if]. Observe the combination and deepened re-

ligious significance of the common Greek salutation ;^fi(petv, and
the common Heb. salutation Shalom, ' Peace.' x"P^^ ^"^ eip'jvr] are

both used in the full theological sense : x«P'f = the favour of God,
elp^vT] = the cessation of hostility to him and the peace of mind
which follows upon it.

There are four formulae of greeting in N. T. : the simple

^atpetv in St. James; x^P'-'^ '^"^ dprjvr] in Epp. Paul, (except i and
2 Tim.) and in i, 2 St. Peter; x"P'5, e'Aeos, dprjvrj in the Epistles

of Timothy and 2 St. John ; oVeos kcCl dpi'ivq Koi ayairn] in St. Jude.

elp^cTj. We have seen how xap'f had acquired a deeper sense in

N. T. as compared with O. T. ; with elp^vrj this process had taken

place earlier. It too begins as a phrase of social intercourse,

marking that stage in the advance of civilization at which the

assumption that every stranger encountered was an enemy gave

place to overtures of friendship (EipZ/^jj o-ot Jud. xi.x. 20, &c.). But

the word soon began to be used in a religious sense of the cessation

of the Divine anger and the restoration of harmony between God
and man (Ps. Xxix. [xxviii.] 11 Kupto? fvXoyrjafi t6v "haw alroii ev

flpf]VTj : IxXXV. [Ixxxiv.] 8 'Kakfjaei elprjvrjv tirl Toi' Xaw avTOV : ibid. 10

hiKaioa-vvT} KOI elprjVTj KaT((})i\T]aav: CXix. [cxviii.] 1 65 flprjvr] ttoXXj; X'its

ayaTtbXTi ritv vo/xov : Is. liii. 5 ^o'Seia tlprjvrjs Tj/j-av eV avrov : Jer. XIV.

13 a\T)6eiav Koi dpfjvrjv Scoff o) eVi t^s yrjs : Ezek. XXxiv. 2$ SuiPrjanum
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ro) Aavid Bia6rjKTjv flprji'rjs [cf. xxxvii. 26]. Nor is this usc Confined

to the Canonical Scriptures : cf. E^ioch v. 4 (other reff. in Charles,

ad loc); Jubilees i. 15, 29; xxii. 9; xxxiii, 12, 30, &c. ; it was one
of the functions of the Messiah to bring 'peace' (Weber, Altsyn.

Theol. p. 362 f.).

The nearest parallel for the use of the word in a salutation as here is

Dan. iii. 98 [31]; iv. 34 (LXX) ; ill. 98 [31]; vi. 35 (Theodot.) i\pT]vr\ i/uv

lT\rjOvi Oiir],

arrb ©eou "irarpos "fwiCtv Kal Kupiou 'Itjo-qO Xpiorou. The juxta-

position of God as Father and Christ as Lord may be added to the

proofs already supplied by vv. i, 4, that St. Paul, if not formally

enunciating a doctrine of the Divinity of Christ, held a view which
cannot really be distinguished from it. The assignment of the

respective titles of 'Father' and 'Lord' represents the first begin-

ning of Christological speculation. It is stated in precise terms

and with a corresponding assignment of appropriate prepositions

in I Cor. vni. 6 aXK '7/^ti' fis Gfos- 6 narf/p, (^ ov TO. TTavra, Koi fjfjie'is fie

avTOv, Km (li Kvpios Irjoois XpioToy, 8i ov ru navTa, Ka\ r/pels 81 avTOv.

The opposition in that passage between the gods of the heathen

and the Christians' God seems to show that ij/lkLj/= at least primarily,
' us Christians' rather than ' us men.'

Not only does the juxtaposition of Father' and ' Lord' mark
a stage in the doctrine of the Person of Christ ; it also marks an
imponant stage in the history of the doctrine of the Trinity, It is

found already some six years before the com[)Osition of Ep. to

Romans at the time when St. Paul wrote his earliest extant Epistle

(i Thess. i. i ; cf. 2 Thess. i. 2). This shows that even at that

date (a. d. 52) the definition of the doctrine had begun. It

is well also to remember that although in ihis particular verse of

Ep. to Romans the form in which it appears is incomplete, the

triple formula concludes an Epistle written a few months earlier

(2 Cor. xiii. 14). There is nothing more wonderful in the history

of human tliought than the silent and imperceptible way in which
this doctrine, to us so difficult, took its place without struggle and
without controversy among accepted Christian truths.

irarpos pp.uj'. The singling out of this title must be an echo of

its constant and distinctive use by our Lord Himself. The doctrine

of the Fatherhood of God was taught in the Old Testament (Ps.

Ixviii. 5; Ixxxix. 26; Deut. xxxii. 6; Is. Ixiii. 16; Ixiv. 8; Jer.

xxxi. 9; Mal. i. 6; ii. 10); but there is usually some restriction or

qualification— God is the Father of Israel, of the Messianic King, of

a particular class such as the weak and friendless. It may also be

said that the doctrine of Divine Fatherhood is implicitly contained

in the stress which is laid on the ' loving-kindness' of God (e. g. in

such fundamental passages as Ex. xxxiv. 6, 7 compared with Ps.

cui. 13). But this idea which lies as a partially developed germ in
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the Old Testament breaks into full bloom in the New. It ia

placed by our Lord Himself in the fore-front of the conception of

God. It takes however a two-fold ramification : 6 narrip Itxmv [rip.a>v,

a-ov, avTciv] (e. g. twenty times in St. Matt.), and 6 naTrjp pov [6 narrjp]

(e. g. twenty-three times in St. Matt.). In particular this second

phrase marks the distinction between the Son and the Father ; so

that when the two are placed in juxtaposition, as in the greeting o(

this and other Epistles, 6 Uarfip is the natural term to use. The
mere fact of juxtaposition sufficiently suggests the rrarfip rov Kvplov

riixQjv 'irjaov Xpiarnv (which is expressed in full in 2 Cor. i. 3; Eph. i.

3; Col. i, 3 ; cf. Rom. xv. 6; 2 Cor. xi. 31, but not Eph. iii. 14; Col.

ii. 2); so that the Apostle widens the reference by throwing in

ripwv, to bring out the connexion between the source of ' grace and
peace ' and its recipients.

It is no doubt true that irarfip is occasionally used in N. T. in the

more general sense of 'Creator' (James i. 17 'Father of lights,'

i. e. in the first instance. Creator of the heavenly bodies; Heb. xii. 9
' Father of spirits

'
; cf. Acts xvii. 28, but perhaps not Eph. iv. 6

TTarrjp Tiavrav^ where nuvraiv may be masc). It is true also that 6

TvaTr]p tS)v oXcov in this sense is common in Philo, and that similai

phrases occur in the early post-apostolic writers (e. g. Clem. Rom.
ad Cor. xix. 2

;
Justin, ApoL i. 36, 61 ; Tatian, Or. c. Graec. 4).

But when Harnack prefers to give this interpretation to Pater iri

the earliest creeds {Das Apost. Glaubensbekennlm'ss, p. 20), tht

immense preponderance of N. T. usage, and the certainty that the

Creed is based upon that usage (e. g. in i Cor. viii. 6) seem to be

decisive against him. On the early history of the terra see esp

Swete, Apost. Creed, p. 20 flf.

The Theological Terminology of Rom. i. 1-7.

In looking back over these opening verses it is impossible not to

be struck by the definiteness and maturity of the theological teach-

ing contained in them. It is remarkable enough, and characteristic

of this primitive Christian literature, especially of the Epistles of

St. Paul, that a mere salutation should contain so much weighty

teaching of any kind ; but it is still more remarkable when we think

what that teaching is and the early date at which it was penned.

There are no less than five distinct groups of ideas all expressed

with deliberate emphasis and precision: (i) A complete set of

ideas as to the commission and authority of an Aposde ; (2) A
complete set of ideas as to the status in the sight of God of a Chris-

tian community; (3) A clear apprehens'on of the relation of the

new order of things to the old; (4) A clear assertion of what we
should call summarily the Divinity of Christ, which St. Paul re-

garded both in the light of its relation to the expectations of hi^
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countrymen, and also in its transcendental reality, as revealed by or

inferred from the words and acts of Christ Himself; (5) A some-

what advanced stage in the discrimination of distinct Persons in

the Godhead. We observe too how St, Paul connects together

these groups of ideas, and sees in them so many parts of a vast

Divine plan which covers the whole of human history, and indeed

stretches back beyond its beginning. The Apostle has to the full

that sense which is so impressive in the Hebrew prophets that he

himself is only an instrument, the place and function of which are

clearly foreseen, for the accomplishment of God's gracious pur-

poses (compare e. g. Jer. i. 5 and Gal. i. 15"). These purposes are

working themselves out, and the Roman Christians come within

their range.

When we come to examine particular expressions we find that

a large proportion of them are drawn from the O. T. In some
cases an idea which has been hitherto fluid is sharply formulated

(kXtjtos, d(pu>pianiio<i) ; in Other cases an old phrase has been

adopted with comparatively little modification [vrrep rod oi/o/xaros

aiiTov, and perhaps flprivrj) ; in others the transference involves

a larger modification [8ov\os 'Irjcrov Xpia-rov, X"P'f> /cXryrot ayioi,

Kvpcoi, Qeos irarfip) ; in Others again we have a term which has ac-

quired a significance since the close of the O. T. which Christianity

appropriates (eTrayyeXta \npo(nr]yy(i\aTo], ypacj)a\ ayiai, dvd(TTa(Tis veupmv,

ayiin) ; in yet others we have a new coinage (uTrooroXny, fvayyeXiov),

which however in these instances is due, not to St. Paul or the

other Apostles, but to Christ Himself.

ST. PAUL AND THE ROMAN CHURCH.

I. 8-15. God knows how lojig I have desired to see you
—a hope which I trust may at last be accomplished—and

to deliver to you, as to the rest of the Gentile world, my
message of salvation.

' In writing to you I must first offer my humble thanks to

God, through Him Who as High Priest presents all our prayers

and praises, for the world-wide fame which as a united Church you

bear for your earnest Christianity. " If witness were needed to

show how deep is my interest in you, I might appeal to God Himself

Who hears that constant ritual of prayer which my spirit addresses

to Him in my work of preaching the glad tidings of His Son.

*• He knows how unceasingly your Church is upon my lips, and how

every time I kned in prayer it is my petition, that at some near day
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I may at last, in the course which God's Will marks out for me,

really have my way made clear to visit you. " For I have a great

desire to see you and to impart to you some of those many gifts

(of instruction, comfort, edification and the like) which the Holy

Spirit has been pleased to bestow upon me, and so to strengthen

your Christian character. " I do not mean that I am above

receiving or that you have nothing to bestow,—far from it,—but

that I myself may be cheered by my intercourse with you {fV v/juv),

or that we may be mutually cheered by each other's faith, I by

yours and you by mine. ^' I should be sorry for you to suppose

that this is a new resolve on my part. The fact is that I often

intended to visit you—an intention until now as often frustrated

—in the hope of reaping some spiritual harvest from my labours

among you, as in the rest of 'he Gentile world. "There is no

limit to this duty of mine to preach the Gospel. To all without

distinction whether of language or of culture, I must discharge

ihe debt which Christ has laid upon me. ^* Hence, so far as the

decision rests with me, I am bent on delivering the message of

salvation to you too at Rome.

8. Sid. Agere autem Deo grait'as, hoc est sacrificium laudis

offerre: et ideo addit per Jesum Christum; velui per Pontificem

magnum Orig,

1^ irians ofiwi'. For a further discussion of this word see below

on ver. 17. Here it is practically equivalent to 'your Christianity,'

the distinctive act which makes a man a Christian carrying with it

the direct consequences of that act upon the character. Much
confusion of thought would be saved if wherever ' faith ' was
mentioned the question were always consciously asked, Who or

what is its object? It is extremely rare for faith to be used in

the N. T. as a mere abstraction without a determinate object. In

this Epistle ' faith ' is nearly always ' faith in Christ! The object

is expressed in iii. 22, 26 but is left to be understood elsewhere.

In the case of Abraham ' faith ' is not so much * faith in God ' as

'faith in ihe promises of God,' which promises are precisely those

which are fulfilled in Christianity. Or it would perhaps be more
strictly true to say that the immediate object of faith is in most

cases Christ or the promises which pointed to Christ. At the same
time there is always in the background the Supreme Author of

that whole ' econo ny ' of which the Incarnation of Christ formed

a part. Thus it is God Who justifies though the moving cause of

justification is usually defined as ' faith in Christ.' And inasmuch

as it is He Wno both promised that Christ should come and also
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Himself brought about the fulfilment of the promise, even justifying

faith may be ciesciibed as 'faith in God.' The most conspicuous
examj)le of this is ch. iv. 5 ra Be fif] epya^ofjievco, niaTevorrt 8e eVt t6v

oiKdiOi'vra Tov aaeiirj^ Xnyi^erai r] tt'kttis airov (h diKaiocrvvriv.

9. Xarpeuw connected with XcWpis/hhed servant,' and Xdrpoj/,'hire':

(i) already in classical Gk, applied to the service of a hij^her power
(8ia TT]v Tiw 6fod Xarpfiav Plato, Apol. 23 B)

;
(ii) in LXX always of

the service either of the true God or of heathen divinities. Hence
Augustine : Aarpda . . . aut semper aut tam frequenter ut fere
semper, ea dicitiir serviius quae pertinet ad colendum Deum (Trench,
Syn. p. i2of.).

Kaipduv is at once somewhat wider and somewhat narrower in meaning
than KeiTovpyetv : (i) it is used only tor almost wholly) of the service of God
where ^eiTovpyeiu {XeiTonpyus) is used also of the service of men (Josh. i. I

>. 1. ; I Kings i. 4, xix. 21 ; 2 Kings iv. 45, vi. 15, &c.) ; (ii) but on the other

hand it is used of the service both of priest and people, esp. of the service

rendered to Jahveh by the whole race of Israel (Acts xxvi. 7 to 5aj5(Kd(pv\oi

iv fKTfVfia Karpivov, of. Rom. ix. 4) ; Kurovpyuv is appropriated to the

ministrations of priests and Levites (Heb. x. 11, &c.). Where XuTovpyuv
{Kiirovpyos) is not strictly in this sense, there is yet more or less conscious
reference to it (e. g. in Rom, xiii. 6 and esp. xv. 16).

iv Tu TTfeufiari jaou. The nvtvfm is the Organ of service; the

tvayyi\iov (= to K))pvyp.a toO eiayyeXt'ov) the Sphere in which the

service is rendered.

eiri Twj' TTpooreuxwi' jaou :
' ai my prayers,' at all my times of prayer

(cf. I Thess. i. 2 ; Eph. i. 16 ; Philem. 4).

10. ciTrws. On the construction see Burton, Moods and Tenses, § 376.

y]8t] ttot^: a difficult expression to render in English; 'now at

length' (AV. and RV.) omits Trorf, just as 'in ony maner sumtyme*
(Wic.) omits fjdrj; ' sometime at the length' (Rhcm.) is more accu-
rate, ' some near day at last.' In contrast with viv (which denotes
present time simply) r'jdr) denotes the present or near future in

relation to the process by which it has been reached, and with

a certain suggestion of surprise or relief that it has been reached so

soon as it has. So here v'f^i; = ' now, after all this waiting ' : ttot*

makes the moment more indefinite. On ^§7 see Baumlein, Griech.

Pariikeln, p. 138 ff.

euoSwOrjaofiai. The word has usually dropped the idea of 6h6s

and means ' to be prospered ' in any way (e. g. i Cor. xvi. 2 5 rt

av (vo8i>Tai, where it is used of profits gained in trade; similarly in

LXX and 7es/. XII. Patr. Jud. i. Gad 7) ; and so here Mey. Gif.

RV., &c. It does not, however, follow that because a metaphor is

often dropped, it may not be recalled where it is directly suggested

by the context. We are thus tempted to render with the earlier

English Versions and Vulg. prosperum iter habeam (' I lave

a spedi wey ' Wic).
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iv Tw d(Xrjix,aTi Toi) 0eov. St. Paul has a special reason for

laying stress on the fact that all his movements are in the hands
of God. He has a strong sense of the risks which he incurs in

going up to Jerusalem (Rom. xv. 30 f ), and he is very doubtful

whether anything that he intends will be accomplished (Hort,

Jio>?i. and Eph. p. 42 ff.).

f\6e7v : probably for Zare i\Ouv (Burton, § 371 c).

11. emiroSci : e7n- marks the direction of the desire, * to you-

ward ' ; thus by laying stress on the personal object of the verb it

rather strengthens its emotional character.

XapicTfta Tr^'eufiaTiKoc. St. Paul has in his mind the kind of gifts

—partly what we should call natural and partly transcending tlie

ordinary workings of nature—described in i Cor. xii-xiv ; Rom.
xii. 6 ff. Some, probably most, of these gifts he possessed in an

eminent degree himself (i Cor. xiv. 18), and he was assured that

when he came to Rome he would be able to give the Christians

there the fullest benefit of them (Rom. xv. 29 olda 8e on epxaptevos

npos Vfias iv ivKripa)p.aTi. (vXoyias Xpiarov tXevcropai^. His was COn-

spicuously a case which came under the description of John vii. 38
' He that believeth on Me, as the scripture hath said, out of his

belly shall flow rivers of living water,' i. e. the believer in Christ

should himself become a centre and abounding source of spiritual

influence and blessing to others.

«is TO o-njpixS-fivai : (Is to with Infin. expressing purpose 'is employed
with special frequency by Paul, but occurs also in Heb. i Pet. and Jas.'

(Burton, § 409).

12. crup,TrapaKXT]0T]t'ai : the subject is ept, which, from the crw in

a-vfinapoKX. and fv vplv, is treated in the latter part of the sentence as

equivalent to repels. We note of course the delicacy with which the

Apostle suddenly checks himself in the expression of his desire to

impart from his ou-n fulness to the Roman Christians : he will not

assume any airs of superiority, but meets them frankly upon their

own level : if he has anything to confer upon them they in turn

will confer an equivalent upon him.

13. ou 6«X(>> : ovK otofiai (D*) G, tMH arbitrar d e g Ambrstr. ; an instance

of Western paraphrase.

o-xS, ' I may get.'

14. "eXXtjcti Tfi Kol Pap|3d[pois: a resolution mto its parts of n-orra

TO. e'Bi^r], according to (i) divisions of language, (ii) degrees of culture.

15. TO KOT ejxe. It is perhaps best, with Gif. Va. Mou., to take

TO Kar (fis as subject, npoBvp.ov as predicate : so g Vulg. quod in me
promtum est. In that case tA kut ipe will = * I, so far as it rests

with me,' i.e. 'under God'

—

L'homme propose, Dieu dispose) cf. iv

TO) i9fXi7/ian Tov Oeov above. Differently Orig.-lat. (Rufinus) who
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makes tA kot' ifii adverbial, quod in me est promtus sum. : so too

d e Ambrstr. The objection to this is that St. Paul would have

written irp66vft6s flfii. Mey. Lips, and others take t6 kot e/xe npodv-

fMuv together as subject of [eord'] fvayyfXia-aadui, ' hence the eager-

ness on my part (is) to preach.' In Eph. vi. 21 ; Phil. i. la ; CoL
iv. 7 TO kut' f/xt = • my affairs.*

THESIS OP THE EPISTLE: THE mGHTEOUSNESS
OP GOD BY PAITH.

I. 16, 17. T/iaf message^ humble as it may seem, casts

a new light on the righteousness of God: for it tells how
His righteousness flows forth and embraces man, when it is

met by Faith^ or loyal adhesion to Christ.

*• Even there, in the imperial city itself, I am not ashamed of my
message, repellent and humiliating as some of its features may
seem. For it is a mighty agency, set in motion by God Himself,

and sweeping on with it towards the haven of Messianic security

every believer—first in order of precedence the Jew, and after him

the Gentile. " Do you ask how this agency works and in what it

consists ? It is a revelation of the righteousness of God, manifested

in a new method by which righteousness is acquired by man,

—

a method, the secret of which is Faith, or ardent loyalty to Jesus

as Messiah and Lord ; which Faith is every day both widening its

circles and deepening its hold. It was such an attitude as this

which the prophet Habakkuk meant when, in view of the desolating

Chaldaean invasion, he wrote :
' The righteous man shall save his

life by his faith, or loyalty to Jehovah, while his proud oppressors

perish.'

16. cTraiaxoi'ojiai. St. Paul was well aware that his Gospel was
' unto Jews a stumbling-block and unto Gentiles foolishness

'

(i Cor. i. 23). How could it be otherwise, as Chrysostom says, he
was about to preach of One who 'passed for the son of a carpenter,

brought up in Judaea, in the house of a poor woman . . . and who
died like a criminal in tlie company of robbers? ' It hardly needed
the contrast of imperial Rome toempliasize this. On the attraction

which Rome had for St. Paul see the Introduction, § i ; also Hicks
in Studia Biblica, iv. 11.

We have an instance here of a corruption coming into the Greek text

through the Latin : tva'ax. l-nX t\ia'j~fi\iov G, trubesco super evangelium g.
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confttndor de evangelio Aug. The Latin renderings need not imply any
various reading. The barbarism in G, which it will be remembered has an
interlinear version, arose from the attempt to find a Greek equivalent for

every word in the Latin. This is only mentioned as a clear case of a kind of

corruption which doubtless operated elsewhere, as notably in Cod. Bezae.

It is to be observed, however, that readings of this kind are necessarily quite

late,

Soi'ajjiis is the word properly used of the manifestations of Divine

power. Strictly indeed hvva^ii^ is the inherent attribute or faculty,

ivipyeia is the attribute or faculty in operation. But the two words
are- closely allied to each other and hvvanis is so often used for

exerted power, especially Divine superhuman power, that it practi-

cally covers evepyna. St. Paul might quite well have written

ivipyeia here, but the choice of Swa/^ir throws the stress rather more
on the source than on the process. The word dvvafus in a context

like this is one of those to which modern associations seem to give

a greater fulness and vividness of meaning. We shall not do wrong
if we think of the Gospel as a ' force ' in the same kind of sense as

that in which science has revealed to us the great ' forces ' of nature.

It is a principle operating on a vast and continually enlarging scale,

and taking effect in a countless number of individuals. This con-

ception only differs from the scientific conception of a force like

' heat' or ' electricity ' in that whereas the man of science is too apt

to abstract his conception of force from its origin, St. Paul con-

ceives of it as essentially a mode of personal activity ; the Gospel

has all God's Omnipotence behind it. As such it is before all

things a real force, not a sham force like so many which the

Apostle saw around him; its true nature might be misunderstood,

but that did not make it any less powerful : 6 Xi'iyos yap 6 tov crravpov

I Cor. i. 18 ; cf. i Cor. ii. 4, iv. 20; i Thess. i. 5.

eis (Jwm\[tLo.v. The fundamental idea contained in aarr^pia is the

removal of dangers menacing to life and the consequent placing

of life in conditions favourable to free and healthy expansion.

Hence, as we might expect, there is a natural progression corre-

sponding to the growth in the conception of life and of the dangers

by which it is threatened, (i) In the earlier books of the O. T.
0-0)7-. is simply deliverance from physical peril (Jud. xv. 18; i Sam.
xi. 9j 13, &c.). (ii) But the word has more and more a tendency

to be appropriated to the great deliverances of the nation (e. g. Ex.

xiv. 13, XV. 2, the Passage of the Red Sea; Is. xlv. 17, xlvi. 13, Hi.

10, &c., the Return from Exile), (iii) Thus by a natural transition

it is associated with the Messianic deliverance ; and that both (a) in

the lower forms of the Jewish Messianic expectation {Ps. Sol. x.

9; xii. 7; cf. Test. XII. Fair. Sym. 7; Jud. 22; Benj. 9, 10 [the form

used in all these passages is (TU)Ti]piov^ ; Luke i. 69, 71, 77), and (/3)

in the higher form of the Christian hope (Acts iv. 22; xiii. 26, &c.).
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In this latter sense a-MTripia covers the whole range of the Messianic

deliverance, both in its negative aspect as a rescuing from the

Wrath under which the whole world is lying (ver. i8 ff.) and in its

positive aspect as the imparting of 'eternal life ' (Mark x. 30 ll

;

John iii. 15, 16, &c.). Both these sides are already combined in

the earliest extant Epistle {on ovk fSfro fjnas 6 eeor ds opyTjv, «XX' tls

nepmoirjaiv auiTijpias 8ia tuv Kvpiov rjfiav Irjauv X/Jtoroi", tov anodavSvTos

vrrtp Tjpodv, iva fire yp]]yopa}p.e» t'lrt Kaf'evSw/xei' apa avv ainu ^tjaapev

I Thess. v. 9, 10).

irpwToi': om. BGg, Tert. adv. Marc. Lachmann Treg. WH.
bracket, because of the combination of B with Western authorities

;

but they do no more than bracket because in Epp. Paul. B has a

slight Western element, to which this particular reading may be-

long. In that case it would rest entirely upon Western authority.

Marcion appears to have omitted TrpwTov as well as the quotation

from Habakkuk, and it is possible that the omission in this small

group of Western MSS. may be due to his influence.

For the precedence assigned to the Jew comp. Rom. iii. i, ix. i ff.,

xi. 16 fF., XV. 9; also Matt. xv. 24; Jo. iv. 22 ; Acts xiii. 46. Ttie

point is important in view of Baur and his followers who exaggerate

the opposition of St. Paul to the Jews. He defends himself and
his converts from their attacks; but he fully concedes the priority of

their claim and he is most anxious to conciliate them (Rom. xv. 31 ;

cf. ix. I ff., X. I ff.; XV. 8, &c.: see also Introduction § 4).

17. SiKaiocruk'Tj 0eou. For some time past it has seemed to

be almost an accepted exegetical tradition that the ' righteous-

ness of God ' means here ' a righteousness of which God is the

author and man the recipient,' a righteousness not so much ' 0/

God' as '/rom God,' i.e. a state or condition of righteousness

bestowed by God upon man. But quite recently two protests

have been raised against this view, both English and both, as

it happens, associated with the University of Durham, one by

Dr. Barmby in the Pulpit Cornmentary on Romans, and the other

by Dr. A. Robertson in The TJiinker for Nov. 1893 *; comp. also a

concise note by Dr. T. K.Abbott adloc. There can be little doubt

that the protest is justified ; not so much that the current view is

wrong as that it is partial and incomplete.

The ' righteousness of God ' is a great and comprehensive idea

which embraces in its range both God and man ; and in this

fundamental passage of the Epistle neither side must be lost sight

of (i) In proof that the righteousness intended here is primarily

'the righteousness of God Himself it may be urged: (i) that this

is consistently the sense of the righteousness of God in the Old
Testament and more particularly in passages closely resembling the

present, such as Ps. xcviii. [xcvii.] 2, ' The Lord hath made

• The point is, however, beginning to attract some attention in Germany.
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known His salvation : Flis righteousness hath He revealed (aTrf^fi-

\v^ev) in the sight of the nations,' which contains the three key-

words of the verse before us ; (ii) that elsewhere in the Episile

StK. eeoi; = ' the righteousness of God Himself (several ot the

passages, e.g. iii. 21, 22, x. 3, have the same ambiguity as the

text, but iii. 5, 25, 26 are quite clear)
;

(iii) that the marked
antithesis anoKoKv-nnTM yap opyf] Qiov in ver. 18 compared with

SiKaioarwij yap Qeov aVo/cuAvTrreTai in ver. 1 7 requires that the gen.

Qeov shall be taken in the same sense in both places. These are

arguments too strong to be resisted.

"(2) But at the same time those which go to prove that StK. Gfov is

a gift of righteousness bestowed upon man are hardly less con-

vincing, (i) The righteousness in question is described as being

revealed «k TrtWfws ds Trianv ; and in the parallel passage iii. 22 it is

qualified as 8ik. Qeov Sta nlcrTeun 'ij^rroG XpirrToii ds Trairas tovs TTiarevov-

ras, where its relation to the human recipient is quite unmistak-

able, (ii) This relation is further confirmed by the quotation from

Habakkuk where the epithet BIkqios is applied not to God but to

man. Observe the logical connexion of the two clauses, ^iKuioa-vvr)

yap Qeov diroKaXvTrTerai . . . Kadcos yeypa jrrat, 'O df dlKaios eK nlaTewi

(fjatrai. (iii) Lastly, in the parallel Phil. iii. 9 the thought of the

Apostle is made quite explicit : fifi e')(oov iprjv SiKaioa-vvt]!' t!]v (k vo^ov,

akya TTjv hin n'i(TTfU)i Xpiarov, rrjv eK Qeoii biKaiocrvvrjv inX rrj TTiVrei. The
insertion of the preposition eK transfers the righteousness from

God to man, or we may say traces the process of extension by

which it passes from its source to its object.

For (3) the very cogency of the arguments on both sides is

enough to show that the two views which we have set over against

each other are not mutually exclusive but rather inclusive. The
righieousness of which the Apostle is speaking not only proceeds

from God but is the righteousness of God Himself: it is this, how-
ever, not as inherent in the Divine Essence but as going forth and

embracing the personalities of men. It is righteousness active and

energizing; the righteousness of the Divine Will as it were pro-

jected and enclosing a.nd gathering into itself hurs^sji ^ilJa. St. Paul

fixes this sense upon it in another of the great key-verses of the

Epistle, ch. iii. 26 els t6 elvai avTov ^Uaiov Kai SiKaiovvTa tov in niaTeus

'Irjaov. The second half of this clause is in no way opposed to the

first, but follows from it by natural and inevitable sequence : God
attributes righteousness to the believer because He is Himself

righteous. The whole scheme of things by which Pie gathers to

Himself a righteous people is the direct and spontaneous expression

of His own inherent righteousness : a necessity of His own Nature

impels Him to make them like Himself. The story how He has

done so is the burden of the ' Gospel.' For a fuller development.

of the idea contained in * the righteousness of God' see below.
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Ik morews. This root-conception with St. Paul means in the

first instance simply the acceptance of Jesus of Nazareth as Messiah

and Son of God ; the affirmation of that primitive Christian Creed
which we have already had sketched in vv. 3, 4. It is the ' Yes' of

the soul when the central proposition of Christianity is presented to

it. We hardly need more than this one fact, thus barely stated, to

explain why it was that St. Paul attached such immense importance

to it. It is so characteristic of his habits of mind to go to the root

of things, that we cannot be surprised at his taking for the centre of

his system a principle which is only less prominent in other writers

because they are content, if we may say so, to take their section of

doctrine lower down the line and to rest in secondary causes instead

of tracing them up to primar)'. Two influences in particular seem
to have impelled the eager mind of St. Paul to his more penetrative

view. One was his own experience. He dated all his own spiri-

tual triumphs from the single moment of his vision on the road to

Damascus. Not that they were all actually won there, but they

were all potentially won. That was the moment at which he was
as a brand plucked from the burning : anything else that came to

him later followed in due sequence as the direct and inevitable out-

come of the change that was then wrought in him. It was then

that there flashed upon him the conviction that Jesus of Nazareth,

whom he had persecuted as a pretender and blasphemer, w-as really

exalted to the right hand of God, and really charged with infinite

gifts and blessings for men. The conviction then decisively won
sank into his soul, and became the master-key which he applied to

the solution of all problems and all struggles ever afterwards.

But St. Paul was a Jew, an ardent Jew, a Pharisee, who had
spent his whole life before his conversion in the study of the Old
Testament. And it was therefore natural to him, as soon as he
began to reflect on this experience of his that he should go back to

his Bible, and seek there for the interpretation of it. When he
did so two passages seemed to him to stand out above all others.

The words nia-ris, iTt(TTfvio are not very common in the LXX, but

they occurred in connexion with two events which were as much
turning-points in the history of Israel as the embracing of Chris-

tianity had been a turning-point for himself. The Jews were in

the habit of speculating about Abraham's faith, which was his

response to the promise made to him. The leading text which
dealt with this was Gen. xv. 6 : and there it was distinctly laid

down that this faith of Abraham's had consequences beyond itself:

another primary term was connected with it :
' Abraham believed

God and it (his belief) was reckoned unto him for righteousness.'

Again just before the beginning of the great Chaldaean or Baby-
lonian invasion, which was to take away their 'place and nation'

from the Jews but which was at the same lime to purify them in
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the furnace of affliction, the Prophet Hatakkuk had announced thai

one class of persons should be exempted on the ground of this

very quality, ' faith.' ' The just or righteous man shall live by

faith.' Here once more faith was brought into direct connexion

with righteousness. When therefore St. Paul began to interrogate

his own experience and to ask why it was that since his conversion,

i. e. since his acceptance of Jesus as Messiah and Lord, it had

become so much easier for him to do right than it had been before

;

and when he also brought into the account the conclusion, to which

the same conversion had led him, as to the significance of the Life

and Death of Jesus for the whole Church or body of believers ; what

could lie nearer at hand than that he should associate faith and
righteousness together, and associate them in the way of referring

all that made the condition of righteousness so much more possible

under Christianity than it had been under Judaism, objectively to

the work of the Messiah, and subjectively to the appropriation of

that work by the believer in the assent which he gave to the one
proposition which expressed its value ?

It will be seen that there is more than one element in this con-

ception which has to be kept distinct. As we advance further in

the Epistle, and more particularly when we come to the great

passage iii. 21-26, we shall become aware that St. Paul attached to

the Death of Christ what we may call a sacrificial efficacy. He
regarded it as summing up under the New Covenant all the func-

tions that the Mosaic Sacrifices had discharged under the Old. As
they had the effect, as far as anything outward could have the

effect, of placing the worshipper in a position of fitness for ap-

proach to God ; so once for all the sacrifice of Christ had placed

the Christian worshipper in this position. That was a fact objec-

tive and external to himself of which the Christian had the benefit

simply by being a Christian ; in other words by the sole act of

faith. If besides this he also found by experience that in following

with his eye in loyal obedience (like the author of Ps. cxxiii) his

Master Christ the restraint of selfishness and passion became far

easier for him than it had been, that was indeed a different matter

;

but that too was uldmately referable to the ?ame cause ; it loo

dated from the same moment, the moment of the acceptance of

Christ. And although in this case more might be said to be done

by the man himself, yet even there Christ was the true source of

strength and inspiration ; and the more reliance was placed on this

strength and inspiration the more effective it became ; so much sb

that St. Paul glories in his infirmities because they threw him back

upon Christ, so that when he was weak, then he became strong.

On this side the influence of Christ upon the Christian life was

a continuous influence extending as long as life itself. But even

here the ciitical moment was the first, because it established the
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relation. It was like magnetism which begins to act as soon as

the connexion is complete. Accordingly we find that stress is

constantly laid upon this first moment—the moment of being

'baptized into Christ' or 'putting on Christ,' although it is by no
means implied that the relation ceases where it began, and on the

contrary it is raiher a relation which should go on strengthening.

Here too the beginning is an act of faith, but the kind of faiih

which proceeds (k Tria-Tecos us nianv. We shall have the process

described more fully when we come to chapters vi-viii.

CK TTiCTTews ets TTiCTTii'. The analogy of Ps. Ixxxiii. 8 (Ixxxiv. 7)

fK 8vviifiea>s (Is 8vva^iv, and of 2 Cor. ii. 16 e< Sai'drov fh Bdvarov . . .

(K (uiTjs fls C<^r]v, seems to show that this phrase should be taken as

widely as possible. It is a mistake to limit it either to the deepen-

ing of faith in the individual or to its spread in the world at large

{ex fide predicanlium in fidem credentium Sedulius) : both are

included : the phrase means ' starting from a smaller quantity of

faith to produce a larger quantity,' at once intensively and ex-

tensively, in the individual and in society.

6 SiKaios €K iriaTews. Some take the whole of this phrase

together. ' The man whose righteousness is based on faith,' as if

the contrast (not expressed but implied) were between the man
whose righteousness is based on faith and one whose righteousness

is based on works. It is true that this is quite in harmony with

St. Paul's teaching as expressed more fully in Rom. iii. 22, 25;
Gal. ii. 16 : but it was certainly not the meaning of Habakkuk,

and if St. Paul had intended to emphasize the point here it lay

very near at hand to write 6 hi ex Triorewy h'lKaws, and so remove all

ambiguity. It is merely a question of emphasis, because in the

ordinary way of taking the verse it is implied that the ruling

motive of the man, the motive which gives value to his righteous-

ness and gains for him the Divine protection, is his faith.

A few authorities (C*, Vulg. codd. non opt. Hard., Orig.-lat. Hieron )

insert ytov (o h\ Sik. fiov tn viartajs, or o 5« 6ik. (h. maTfcus /jlov ^rjatrat) from

the LXX. Marcion, as we should expect, seems to have omitted not only

irpwTov but the quotation from Habakkuk; this would naturally follow

from his antipathy to everything Jewish, though he was not quite consistent

in cutting out all quotations from the O. T. He retains the same quotation

(not, however, as a quotation) in Gal. iii. 4, the context of which he is able

to turn against the Jews. For the best examination of Marcion's text see

Zahn, Gesch. d. A'eutest Kanons, ii. 515 ff.

* The zvord ^iKoioy and its cognates.

SCKaios, BiKaioavvT]. lu consideiing the meaning and application of these

terms it is important to place ourselves at the right jioint of view—at the

point of view, thai is. of St. Paul himself, a jew of the Jews, and not either

(ireek or mf(lint-\al or modern. Two main facts have to be borne in mind

in rcgaid to the h.^tory of the words diKaios and SiKatoavi'T]. The first is tiiat

although theie was a sense in which the Greek words covered the whole
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range of right action lyEth. Nic. V. i, 15 SiKaioavvij^TfXda apcrri with the

single qualitication that it is irpbs trepov, the duty to one's neighbour*', yet

in practice it was far more commonly used in the narrower sense of Justice

(distributive or corrective i'diJ. 2 ff.). The Platonic designation of hLKaioaw-q

as one of the four cardinal virtues (Wisdom, Temperance, and Courage or

Fortitude, being the others) had a decisive and lasting influence on the whole
subsequent history of the word in the usage of Greek philosophy, and o! all

those moral systems which have their roots in that fertile soil. In giving

a more limited scope to the word Plato was only following the genius of his

people. The real standard of Greek morals was rather to koKov—that which
was morally noble, impressive, admirable—than t6 S'lKaiov. And if there

was this tendency to throw the larger sense of Bucaioawr] into the background
in Greek morals, that tendency was still more intensified when the scene was
changed from Greece to Rome. The Latin language had no equivalent at

all for the wider meaning of SiKaLoawTj. It had to fall back upon justitia,

which in Christian circles indeed could not help being affected Ly the domi-
nant use in the Bible, but which could never wholly throw off the limiting

conditions of its oiigin. This is the second fact of great and outstanding

significance. We have to remember that the Middle Ages derived one half of

its list of virtues through Cicero, from the Stoics and Plato, and that the four

Pagan virtues were still further thrown into the shade by the Christian triad.

Happily for ourselves we have in English two distinct words for the two
distinct conceptions, 'justice ' and ' righteousness.' And so especially from
the time of the translation of the Bible into the vernacular, the conception

'righteousness' has gone far to recover its central importance. The same
may perhaps be said of the Teutonic nations generally, through the strength

of the Biblical influence, though the German branch has but the single word
Gerechtigkeit to express the two ideas. With them it is probably true

that the wider sense takes precedence of the narrower. But at the time
when St. Paul wrote the Jew stood alone in maintaining the larger sense of

the word full and undiminished.

It is a subordinate question what was the origin of the fundamental idea.

A recent writer (Smend, Alttest. Religionsgesch. p. 410 ff.) puts forward the

view that this was the ' being in the right,' as a party to a suit in a court of

law. It may well be true that as ZIkt] meant in the first instance 'usage,'

and then came to mean ' right ' because usage was the earliest standard of

right, in like manner the larger idea of 'righteousness' may have grown
up out of the practice of primitive justice. It may have been first applied

to the litigant who was adjudged to be 'in the right,' and to the judge, who
awarded ' the right ' carefully and impartially.

This is matter, more or less, of speculation. In any case the Jew of

St. Paul's day, whatever his faults, assigned no inadequate place to

Righteousness. It was with him really the highest moral ideal, the principle

of all action, the goal of all effort.

If the Jew had a fault it was not that righteousness occupied an inadequate

place in his thoughts ; it was rather that he went a wrong way to attain to

it. 'IcparjX 51 SiajKoiv i'6/xov StKaioavvrjs th vofiov ovk icpdaae, is St. Paul's

mournful verdict (Rom. ix. 31). For a Jew the whole sphere of righteousness

was taken up by the Mosaic Law. His one idea of righteousness was that

of conforiiiity to this Law. Righteousness was for him essentially obedience

to the law. No doubt it was this in the first instance out of regard to the

law as the expressed Will of God. But the danger lay in resting too much
in the code as a code and losing sight of the personal Will of a holy and
good God behind it. The Jew made this mistake; and the consequence was
that his view of obedience to the law became formal and mechanical. It is

impossible for an impartial mind not to be deeply touched by the spcctaLle

•Aristotle quotes the proverb iv Si S^xaiofrvvj) ffvKXri05T)v iraa dptr^ m.
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of the religious leaders of a nation devoting themselves with so mtich earnest-

ness and zeal to the study of a law whicli they believed to come, and which
in a certain sense and measure really did come, from God, and yet failing so
disastrously as their best friends allow that they did fail in grasping the
law's true spirit. No one felt more keenly than St. Paul himself the full

pathos of the situation. His heart bleeds for them (Rom. ix. 2); he cannot
withhold his testimony to their zeal, though unhappily it is not a zeal

according to knowledge (Rom. x. 2).

Hence it was that all this mass—we must allow of honest though ill-

directed effort—needed reforming. The more radical the reformation the

better. There came One Who laid His finger upon the weak place and
pointed out the remedy—at first as it would seem only in words in which the

Scripture-loving Rabbis had been before Him :
' Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heait and M'ith all thy soul and with all thy mind . . .

and . . . Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself (Matt. xxii. 37, 39 ||\

and then more searchingly and with greater fulness of illustration and
application, ' There is nothing from without the man that going into him
can defile him; but the things which proceed out of the man are those that

defile the man' (Mark vii 15 ||) ; and then yet again more searchingly still,

' Come unto me all ye that labour and are heavy laden . . . Take My yoke
upon you and learn of Me . . . For My yoke is easy, and My burden is light

'

(Matt. xi. 28-30).
So the Master ; and then came the disciple. And he too seized the heart

of the secret. He too saw what the Master had refrained from putting with
a degree of emphasis which miglit have been misunderstood (at least the
majority of His reporters might leave the impression that tliis had been the
case, though one, the Fourth Evangelist, makes Him speak more plainly).

The later disciple saw that, if there was to be a real reformation, the first

thing to be done was to give it a personal ground, to base it on a personal
relationship. And therefore he lays down that the righteousness of the
Christian is to be a ' righteousness offaith' Enough will have been said in

the next note and in those on \k -niaiioi^ and ZiKaioavvi] ®io\) as to the

nature of this righteousness. It is sharply contrasted with the Jewish con-
ception of righteousness as obedience to law, and of course goes far deeper
than any Pagan conception as to the motive of righteousness. The specially

Pauline feature in the conception expressed in this passage is that the
' declaration of righteousness ' on the part of God, the Divine verdict of

acquittal, runs in advance of the actual practice of righteousness, and comes
forth at once on tlie sincere embracing of Christianity.

SiKaioOv, 5iKaiot)o6ai. The verb hiKaiovv means properly ' to pronounce
righteous.' It has relation to a verdict pronounced by a judge. In so far as

the person * pronounced righteous ' is not really righteous it has the sense of
* amnesty ' or ' foigiveness.' But it cannot mean to ' make righteous.'

There may be other influences which go to make a person lighleous, but
they are not contained, or even hinted at, in the word SiKaiovf. That word
means 'to declare righteous,' ' to treat as righteous' ; it may even mean ' to

prove righteous
' ; but whether the person so declared, treated as. or proved

to be righteous is really so, the word itself neither affirms nor denies.

This rather sweeping proposition is made good by the following con-

siderations :

—

(i) Hy the nature of verbs in -So): comp. Sp. Comm. on i Cor. vi. 11

'How can ?i«nioiii' possibly signify " to tnake righteous!" Verbs indeed of

this ending from adjectives oi physical meaning may have this use, eg.
Tv^pXovv, •' to make blind." But when such words are derived from adjectives

of moral meaning, as dfjoOc, uatoiv, Sucaiuvv, they do by usage and must
from the nature of things signify to deem, to account, to prove, or to treat

«f worthy, holy, righteous.'
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(ii) By the regular use of the word. Godet (p. 199) makes a bold

assertion, which he is hardly likely to have verified, but yet which is probably

right, that there is no example in the whole of classical literatuie where the

word = ' to make righteous.' The word however is not of frequent occurrence.

(iii) From the constant usage of the LXX (O. T. and Apocr.\ wliere the

word occurs some forty-five times, always or almost always with the forensic

or judicial sense.

In the great majority of cases this sense is unmistakable. The nearest

approach to an exception is Ps. Ixxiii [Ixxii] i^apa fxaraioj^ hhiKaiaiaa ttjv

/capS/a;' /tot;, where, however, the word seems to = ' pronouncefi righteous,' in

other words, 'I called my conscience clear.' In Jer. iii. 11 ; Ezek. xvi. 51,

52 StK. = 'prove righteous.'

-(iv) From a like usage in the Psendepigraphic Books : e. g. Fs. Sol. ii. 16 ;

iii. 5 ; iv. 9 ; viii. 7, 27, 31 ; ix. 3 (in these passages the word is used con-

sistently of 'vindicating' the character of Godj; justifico 4 Ezr. iv. 18;

X. 16 ; xii. 7 ; 5 Ezr. ii. 20 {Libb. Apocr. ed. O. F. Fritzsche, p. 643)—all

these passages are forensic ; Apoc. Baruch. (in Ceriani's translation from
the Syriac) xxi. 9, 11 ; xxiv. i—where the word is applied to tliose who are

' declared innocent ' as opposed to ' sinners.'

(v) From the no less predominant and unmistakable usage of the N. T. :

Matt. xi. 19; xii. 37 ; Luke vii. 29, 35 ; x. 29 ; xvi. 15 ; xviii. 14; Rom. ii.

13; iii. 4 ; 1 Cor. iv. 4; i Tim. iii. 16—to quote only passages which are

absolutely unambiguous.
(vi) The meaning is brought out in full in ch. iv. 5 to) 5^ ixr\ tpya^ofifva),

vianvovTi Se k-nl tuv diKaiowra tuv aaeQfj, Xo-^i^fTai rj viaTts avrov els SiKaio-

ffvvTjv. Here it is expressly stated that the person justified has nothing

to show in the way of meritorious acts ; his one asset (so to speak) is faith,

and this faith is taken as an ' equivalent for righteousness.'

We content ourselves for the present with stating this result as a philo-

logical fact. What further consequences it has, and how it fits into the

teaching of St. Paul, will appear later : see the notes on hicaioavvr] ©eoG

above and below.
SiKaicojia. For the force of the termination -fia reference should be made

to a note by the late T. S. Evans in Sp. Comm. on i Cor. v. 6, part of which
is quoted in this commentary on Rom. iv. 2. SiKalcui-ia is the definite con-

crete expression of the act of SiKalcvats: we might define it as ' a declaration

that a thing is SiKaiov, or that a person is diicaios.^ From the first use we get

the common sense of ordinance,' 'statute,' as in Luke i. 6 ; Rom. i. 32, ii.

26, and practically viii, 4 ; from the second we get the more characteristically

Pauline use in Rom. v. 16, 18. For the special shades of meaning in these

passages see the notes upon them.
SiKaitocris. This word occurs only twice in this Epistle (iv. 25, v. iS),

and not at all besides in the N. T. Its place is taken by the verb ^iKoiovf,

just as in the Gospel of St. John the verb maTtveiv occurs no less than

ninety-eight times, while the substantive moTis is entirely absent. In

meaning diic uaiais preserves the proper force of the termination -o-is : it

denotes the ' process or act of pronouncing righteous,' in the case of sinners,

' the act of acquittal.*

T/ie Meanmg of Faith in the New Testament and in

some Jetvish Writings.

The word mffris has two leading senses, (1) fidelity and (a^* belief. The
second sense, as we have said, has its more exact significance determined by
its object: it may mean, (i) belief in God; (ii) belief in the promises of

God; (iii) belief in Christ; (iv) belief in some particular utterance, claim, of

promise of God or Christ.
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The last of these senses is the one most common in the Synoptic Gospels.
* Faith ' is there usually ' belief in the miracle-working power of Christ or of

God through Christ.' It is a) the response of the applicant for relief

—

whether lor himself or another—to the offer expressed or implied of that

relief by means of miracles (Mark v. 34 || ; x. 52 ||). The effect of the

miracle is usually proportioned to the strength of this response (Matt. ix. 29
uara, ttjv niariv vfxQv yevr/OriTa) vfiiv : for degrees of faith see Matt. viii. 10,

26; Luke xvii. 5, &c.i. In Acts iii. 16 the faith which has just before been
described as ' faith in the Name ' (of Christ) is spoken of as ' faith brought
into being by Christ' [tj ttIotis f] 5t' axnov). Faith is also (/3) the conlidence
of the disciple that he can exercise the like miracle-working power when ex-

pressly conferred upon him 1 Mark xi. 22-24 ID- This kind of faith our Lord
in one place calls 'faith in God' (Mark xi. 22). There is one instance of
' faith ' used in a more general sense. When the Son of Man asks whether
when He comes He shall find faith on the earth (Luke xviii. 8) He means
• faith in Himself.'

Faith in the performance of miracles is a sense which natutally passes

over into the Acts (Acts iii. 16 ; xiv. 9). We find in that book also ' the faith

'

(17 TTiffTis Acts vi. 7; xiii. 8; xiv. 22; xvi. 5; xxiv. 24), i.e. ' the faith distinctive

of Christians,' belief that Jesus is the Son of God. 'A door of faith' (Acts
xiv. 27) means 'an opening for the spread of this belief.' When irioTis is

used as an attribute of individuals {nXriprjs maTtais Acts vi. 5 of Stephen ; xi.

24 of Barnabas) it has the Pauline sense of the enthusiasm and force of

character which come from this belief in Jesus.

In the Epistle of St. James iriaTis is twice applied to prayer (Jas. i. 6 ; v.

15), where it means the faith that God will grant what is prayed for. Twice
it means 'Christian faith' (Jas. i. 3; ii. i). In the controversial passage,

Jas. ii. 14-26, where Faith is contiasted with Works, the faith intended is

' faith in God.' One example of it is the ' belief that God is One ' (Jas. ii.

19) ; another is the trust in God which led Abraham to sacrifice Isaac (Jas. ii.

21), and to believe in the promise of his birth (Jas. ii. 23). Faith with

St. James is more often the faith which is common to Jew and Christian

;

even where it is Christian faith, it stops short of the Christian enthusiasm.

In St. Jude, whose Epistle must on that account be placed late in the

Apostolic age, faith has got the concrete sense of a 'body of belief— not

necessarily a large or complete body, but, as we should say, ' the essentials

of Chiistianity.' As the particular point against which the saints are to

contend is the denial of Christ, so the faith for which they are to contend

would be the (iuU) confession of Christ (Jude 3 f., 20).

In the two Epistles of St. Peter faith is always Christian faith (i Pet. i. 5,

7-9 ; ii. 6; 3 Pet. i. i, 51, and usually faith as the foundation of character.

When St. Peter speaks of Christians as 'guarded through faith unto salva-

tion '
( 1 Pet. i. 5) his use approaches that of St. Paul ; faith is treated as the

'one thing needful.'

St. John, as we have seen, very rarely uses the word mans (i Jo. v. 4),

though he makes up by his fondness lor inaTfvco. With him too faith is

a very fundamental thing; it is the ' victory whijh overcometh the world.*

It is defined to be the belief 'that Jesus is the Son of God' (1 Jo. v. 5").

Com[)ared with St. Paul's conception we may say that faith with St. John is

rather contemplative and philosophic, where with St. Paul it is active and
enthusiastic. In the Apocalypse faith comes nearer to fidelity ; it is belief

steadfastly held (Rev. ii. 13, 19; xiii. 10 ; xiv. 12 ; cf. also TnarSs i. 5 ; ii.

10, &c.).

The distinctive use of 'faith' in the Epistle to the Hebrews is for faith in

the fulfilment of God's promises, a firm belief of that which is still future and
unseen {t\Tr^()ix(vcDV viruaTams. Trpa-yixonaiv eXfyxos oii liKmo^ivcuv Heb. xi. l).

This use not only runs through ch. xi, but is j)rcdominant in all the places

where the word occurs (Ilcb. iv. a ; vi. 1 • x. 22 f. ; xii. 2 ; xiii. 7) : it is not
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found in St. Paul of promises the fulfilment of which is still future (for this

he prefers lA-n-i's : cf. Rom. viii. 25 6( 8^ t oh PXtrro/xev tAm^o^o', 81' vironovrjs

d»r««5€xo/i«^«). St. Paul does however use ' faith' for the conlidence of O.T.

saints in the fulfilment of particular promises made to them (so of Abraham
in Rom. iv).

Going outside the N. T. it is natural that the use of * faith ' should be

neither so high nor so definite. Still the word is found, and frequently

enough to show that the idea ' was in the air ' and waiting only for an object

worthy of it. ' Faith ' enters ratlier largely into the eschatological teaching

respecting the Messianic time. Here it appears to have the sense of fidelity

to the O. T. religion.' In the Psalms of Solomon it is characteristic of the

Messiah Himself: Ps. Sol. xvii. 45 iroi/xaiuaii' t6 TToifxviov Kvpiov ev iriaTfi koi

SiKaioavvTi. In the other Bool-;s it is characteristic of His subjects. Thus

4 Ezr. vi. 2%Jloyehit aiitcm fides et vincetii}- corruptela; vii. 34 Veritas stabit

et fides convalescet ; 44 (114) soluia est iiiteiii/'eraiitia,abseissa est iueredu-

litas {=awiffTia.). In Aj^oe. Bai-ueh. and Asstinip. Aloys, the word has this

sense, but not quite in the same connexion : Apoe. Bar. liv. 5 revelas ab-

scondita iutiuaeulatis qui in fide siibiece7'unt se tibi et legi tuae ; 21 glori-

fieabis fideles iuxta fidem corum ; lix. 2 incredulis torvientiun ignis reser-

vatuin ; Ass. Moys. iv. % duae atitem tribuspermanebtint in praeposita fiide.

In Apoe. Bar Ivii. 2 we have it in the sense of faith in the prophecy of com-
ing judgement :yfr/^j- itidiciifutnri tunegignebatiir. Several times, in oppo-
sition to the use in St. Paul, we find opera et fides combined, still in con-

nexion with the ' last things ' but retrospectively with reference to the life on
earth. So 4 Ezra ix. 7, 8 et erit, omnis qui salvus /actus fuerit et qui po-

terit effugere per opera sua velper fidem in qua credidit, is relinquetur de

praedietis perictdis et videbit salutare ineum in terra mea et in finibtis

iiteis ; xiii. 23 ipse custodibit qui iii periculo inciderint, hi sunt qui habent

opera et fidem ad Fortissitnum. We might well believe that both these pas-

sages were suggested, though perhaps somewhat remotely, by the verse of

Habakkuk which St. Paul quotes. The same may be said of 5 Ezr. xv. 3,

4 nee turbent te increduliiates dieentiicm, quoniam omnis ineredutus in in-

credulitate sua morietur {Libb. Apoer. p. 645, ed. O. F. Fritzsche).

Among all the?e various usages, in Canonical Books as well as Extra-

canonical, the usage of St. Paul stands out markedly. It forms a climax to

them all with the single exception of St. John. There is hardly one of the

ordinary uses which is not represented in the Pauline Epistles. To confine

ourselves to Ep. to Romans ; we have the word (,i) clearly used in the sense

of 'fidelity' or 'faithfulness' (the faithfulness of God in performing His
promises), Rom. iii. 3 ; also (ii) in the sense of a faith which is practically

that of the miracle-worker, faith as the foundation for the exercise of spiritual

gifts, Rom xii. 3, 6. We have it (iii) for a faith like that of Abraham in

the fulfilment of the promises of which he was the chosen recipient, Rom. iv.

passim. The faith of Abraham however becomes something more than

a particular attitude in regard to particular promises ; it is (iv) a standing

attitude, deliberate faith in God, the key-note of his character; in ch, iv. the

last sense is constantly gliding into this. A faith like Abraham's is typical of

the Christian's faith, which has however both a lower sense and a higher

:

sometimes (^v) it is in a general sense the acceptance of Christianity, Rom. i.

5 ; X. 8, 17 ; xvi. 26; but it is also (vi) that specially strong and confident

acceptance, that firm planting of the character upon the service of Christ,

which enables a man to disregard small scruples, Rom. xiv. i, 22 f ; cf. i.

17. The centre and mainspring of this higher form of faith is (vii) defined

more exactly as 'faith in Jesus Christ,' Rom. iii. 22 q. v., 26. This is the

crowning and characteristic sense with St. Paul; and it is really this which

he has in view wherever he asciifies to faith the decisive significance which

he does ascribe to it, even though the object is not expressed (as in i. 17 ; iii>

P
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27 ff. ; . I, 2). We have seen that it is not merely as?ent or adhesion but
enthusiastic adhesion, personal adhesion; the highest and most effective

motive-power of which human character is capable. It is well to remember
that St. Paul has all these meanings before him ; and he glances from one to

another as the hand of a violin-player runs over the strings of his violin.

The Righteousness of God.

The idea of the righteousness of God. imposing as it is in the

development given to it in this Epistle, is by no means essentially

a new one. It is one of those fundamental Biblical ideas which

run through both Testaments alike and appear in a great variety of

application. The Hebrew prophets were as far as possible from
conceiving of the Godhead as a metaphysical abstraction. The
I AM THAT I AM of the Book of Exodus is very different from

the ovTwy 01/, the Pure Being, without attributes because removed
from all contact with matter, of the Platonizing philosophers. The
essential properties of Righteousness and Holiness which charac-

terized the Lord of all spirits contained within themselves the

springs of an infinite expansiveness. Having brought into existence

a Being endowed with the faculty of choice and capable of right

and wrong action they could not rest until they had imparted to

that Being something of themselves. The Prophets and Psalmists

of the Old Testament seized on this idea and gave it grand and
far-reaching expression. We are apt not to realize until we come
to look to what an extent the leading terms in this main pro-

position of the Epistle had been already combined in the Old
Testament. Reference has been made to the triple combination of

•righteousness/ 'salvation' and 'revelation' in Ps. xcviii. [xcvii.] 2:

similarly Is. Ivi. i ' My salvation is near to come, and My righteous-

ness to be revealed.' The double combination of ' righteousness

'

and ' salvation ' is more common. In Ps. xxiv. [xxiii.] 5 it is

slightly obscured in the LXX :
' He shall receive a blessing from

the Lord and righteousness {eXtTjfioavPTjv) from the God of his

salvation {Tj-apa Geov aarripos avrov).' In the Second Part of Isaiah

it occurs frequently: Is. xlv, 21-25 * There is no God beside Me ;

a just God and a Saviour {^Uaios Koi o-oriyp). Look unto Me and

be ye saved . . . the word is gone forth from My mouth in righteous-

ness and shall not return {or righteousness is gone forth from My
mouth, a word which shall not return R. V. marg.) . . . Only in

the Lord shall one say unto Me is righteousness and strength. . . .

In the Lord shall all the seed of Israel be justified {ano Kvplov

8tKai(o6fiaovTai), and shall glory': Is. xlvi. 13 'I bring near My
righteousness; it shall not be far off, and My salvation shall not

tarry : and I will place salvation in Zion for Israel My glory ' : Is.

li. 6, 6 ' My righteousness is near, My salvation is gone forth . .

.
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My salvation shall be for ever, and My righteousness shall not be

abolished.'

In all these passages the righteousness of God is conceived as

•going forth,' as projected from the Divine essence and realizing

itself among men. In Is. liv. 17 it is expressly said, 'Their

righteousness [which] is of Me' ; and in Is. xlv. 25 the process is

described as one of justification ('in the Lord shall all the seed of

Israel be justified ' : see above). In close attendance on the

righteousness of God is His salvation ; where the one is the other

immediately follows. ^
These passages seem to have made a deep impression upon

St. Paul. To him too it seems a necessity that the righteousness

of God should be not only inherent but energizing, that it should

impress and diffuse itself as an active force in the world.

According to St. Paul the manifestation of the Divine righteous-

ness takes a number of different forms. Four of these may be

specified, (i) It is seen in the fidelity with which God fulfils His

promises (Rom. iii. 3, 4), {2) It is seen in the punishment

which God metes out upon sin, especially the great final punish-

ment, the fj[xepa opyi]: Koi dnoKaXvylreoiS SiKaioKpiaiag tov Qeov (Rom.
ii. 5). Wrath is only the reaction of the Divine righteousness

when it comes into collision with sin. (3) There is one signal mani-

festation of righteousness, the nature of which it is difficult for us

wholly to grasp, in the Death of Christ. We are going further

than we have warrant for if we set the Love of God in opposition

to His Justice ; but we have the express warrant of Rom. iii. 25, 26

for regarding the Death on Calvary as a culminating exhibition of

the Divine righteousness, an exhibition which in some mysterious

way explains and justifies the apparent slumbering of Divine re-

sentment against sin. The inadequate punishment hitherto in-

flicted upon sin, the long reprieve which had been allowed man-
kind to induce them to repent, all looked forward as it were to that

culminating event. Without it they could not have been; but the

shadow of it was cast before, and the prospect of it made them
possible. (4) There is a further link of connexion between what is

said as to the Death of Christ on Calvary and the leading pro-

position laid down in these verses (i. 16, 17) as to a righteousness

of God apprehended by faith. The Death of Christ is of the

nature of a sacrifice (eV tw airov alfiari) and acts as an iXacrTi'jpiuv

(iii. 25 q. V.) by virtue of which the Righteousness of God which

reaches its culminating expression in it becomes capable of wide

diffusion amongst men. This is the great 'going forth' of the

Divine Righteousness, and it embraces in its scope all believers.

The essence of it, however, is—at least at first, whatever it may be

ultimately—that it consists not m making men actually righteous

but in ' justifying ' or treating them as if they were righteous.
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Here we reach a fundamental conception with St. Paul, and one
which dominates all this part of the Epistle to the Romans, so that

it may be well to dwell upon it in some detail.

We have seen that a process of transference or conversion

takes place ; that the righteousness of which St. Paul speaks, though
it issues forth from God, ends in a state or condition of man. How
could this be? The name which St. Paul gives to the process

is SiKnt'cocrtv (iv. 25, V, 1 8). More often he uses in respect to

it the verb 8iKaioia-6iu (iii. 24, 28, v. i, 9, viii. 30, 33). The full

phrase is SiKaiovcrdcn tK triiTTecos : which means that the believer, by
virtue of his faith, is 'accounted or treated as if he were righteous'

in the sight of God. More even than this : the person so ' ac-

counted righteous' may be, and indeed is assumed to be, not

actually righteous, but da-f^fjs (Rom. iv. 5), an offender against

God.
There is something sufficiently startling in this. The Christian

life is made to have its beginning in a fiction. No wonder that

the fact is questioned, and that another sense is given to the words
—that ^iKaiovadai is taken to imply not the attribution of righteous-

ness in idea but an imparting of actual righteousness. The facts

of language, however, are inexorable : we have seen that 8iKaiovv,

^iKaioivdai have the first sense and not the second ; that they are

rightly said to be * forensic'; that they have reference to a judicial

verdict, and to nothing beyond. To this conclusion we feel bound
to adhere, even though it should follow that the state described

is (if we are pressed) a fiction, that God is regarded as dealing

with men rather by the ideal standard of what they may be than by

the actual standard of what they are. What this means is that

when a man makes a great change such as that which the first

Christians made when they embraced Christianity, he is allowed

to start on his career with a clean record ; his sin-stained past

is not reckoned against him. The change is the great thing ; it

is that at which God looks. As with the Prodigal Son in the

parable the breakdown of his pride and rebel 1 on in the one cry,

Father, I have sinned' is enough. The faiht-r does not wait

to be gracious. He does not put him upon a long term of

probation, but reinstates him at once in ihe full privilege of

sonship. The justifying verdict is nothing more than the 'best

robe' and the 'ring' and the 'fatted calf of the parable (Luke
XV. 22 {.).

When the process of Justification is thus reduced to its simplest

elements we see that there is after all nothing so very strange

about it. It is simply Forgiveness, Free Forgiveness. The Parable

of the Prodigal Son is a picture of it which is complete on two

of its sides, as an expression of the attiiude of mind required in

the sinner, and of the reception accorded to him by God. To
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insist that it must also be complete in a negative sense, and that

it excludes any further conditions of acceptance, because no such

conditions are mentioned, is to forget the nature of a parable.

It would be as reasonable to argue that the father would be
indifferent to the future conduct of the son whom he has recovered

because the curtain falls upon the scene of his recovery and is

not again lifted. By pressing the argument from silence in this

way we should only make the Gospels inconsistent with them-
selves, because elsewhere they too (as we shall see) speak of

fmther condiiions besides the attitude and temper of the sinner.

We see then that at bottom and when we come to the essence of

things the teaching of the Gospels is not really different from the

teaching of St. Paul. It may be said that the one is tenderly and
pathetically human where the other is a system of Jewish Scho-

lasticism. But even if we allow the name it is an encouragement
to us to seek for the simpler meaning ofmuch that we may be
inclined to call ' scholastic' And we may also by a little inspection

discover that in following out lines of thought which might come
under this description St. Paul is really taking up the threads of

grand and far-reaching ideas which had fallen from the Prophets

of Israel and had never yet been carried forwards to their legitimate

issues. The Son of Man goes straight, as none other, to the

heart of our common humanity; but that does not exclude the

right of philosophizing or theologizing on the facts of religion, and
that is surely not a valueless theology which has such facts as its

foundation.

What has been thus far urged may serve to mitigate the apparent

strangeness of St. Paul's doctrine of Justification. But there is

much more to be said when we come to take that doctrine with

its context and to put it in its proper place in relation to the whole
system.

In the first place it must be remembered that the doctrine belongs

strictly speaking only to the beginning of the Christian's career.

It marks the initial stage, the entrance upon the way of life. It

was pointed out a moment ago that in the Parable of the Prodigal

Son the curtain drops at the readmission of the prodigal to his

home. We have no further glimpse of his home life. To isolate

the doctrine of Justification is to drop the curtain at the same
place, as if the justified believer had no after-career to be re-

corded.

But St. Paul does not so isolate it He takes it up and follows

every step in that after-career till it ends in the final glory (our 8(

(^tKaiw(re, tovtovs koI f86$a(re viii, 30). We may say roughly that

the first five chapters of the Epistle are concerned with the doctrine

of Justificadon, in itself (i. 16—iii. 30), in its relation to leading

features of the Old Covenant (iii. 31—iv. 25) and in the conse-
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quences which flowed from it (v. 1-2 1). But with ch. vi another

factor is introduced, the Mystical Union of the Christian with the

Risen Christ. This subject is prosecuted through three chapters,

vi-viii, which really cover (except perhaps the one section vii.

7-25)—and that with great fulness of detail—the whole career

of the Christian subsequent to Justification. We shall speak of

the teaching of those chapters when we come to them.

It is no doubt an arguable question how far these later chapters

can rightly be included under the same category as the earlier.

Dr. Liddon for instance summarizes their contents as 'Justification

considered subjectively and in its effects upon life and conduct.

Moral consequences of Justification. (A) The Life of Justification

and sin (vi. 1-14). (B) The Life of Justification and the Mosaic

Law (vi. 15—vii. 25). (C) The Life of Justification and the work
of the Holy Spirit (viii.).' The question as to the legitimacy of

this description hangs together with the question as to the meaning
of the term Justification. If Justification =yir/j////<z infusa as well

as imputata^ then we need not dispute the bringing of chaps, vi-viii

under that category. But we have given the reasons which compel

us to dissent from this view. The older Protestant theologians dis-

tinguished between Justification and Sanctification; and we think

that they were right both in drawing this distinction and in

referring chaps, vi-viii to the second head rather than to the first.

On the whole St. Paul does keep the two subjects separate from

each other ; and it seems to us to conduce to clearness of thought

to keep them separate.

At the same time we quite admit that the point at issue is rathei

one of clearness of thought and convenience of thinking than

anything more material. Although separate the two subjects run

up into each other and are connected by real links. There is an

organic unity in the Christian life. Its different parts and functions

are no more really separable than the different parts and functions

of the human body. And in this respect tliere is a true analogy

between body and soul. When Dr. Liddon concludes his note

(p. 18) by saying, 'Justification and sanctification may be dis-

tinguished by the student, as are the arterial and nervous systems

in the human body ; but in the living soul they are coincident and

inseparable,' we may cordially agree. The distinction between

Justification and Sanctification or between the subjects of chaps,

i, 16—V, and chaps, vi-viii is analogous to that between the arterial

and nervous systems ; it holds good as much and no more—no

more, but as much.

A further question may be raised which the advocates of the

view we have just been discussing would certainly answer in the

affirmative, viz. whether we might not regard the whole working

out of the influences brought to bear upon the Christian in chaps.
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vi-viii, as yet a fifth great expression of the Righteousness of God
as energizing amongst men. We too think that it might be so

regarded. It stands quite on a like footing with other manifes-

tations of that Righteousness. All that can be said to the con-
trary is that St. Paul himself does not explicitly give it this

name.

THE trWIVERSAI. ITEED : FAILUIIE OF
THE GEITTIIiES.

I. 18-32. This revelation of Righteojisness, isstiing forth

from God and embracing man, has a dark background in

that other revelation of Divine Wrath at the gross wicked-

ness of men (ver. icS).

There are three stages: (i) the knowledge of God zvhick

all might havefrom the character imprinted upon CreatioJt

(w. 19-20) ; (2) the deliberate ignoring of this knowledge

and idle speculation ending in idolatry (vv. 21-23) '> (3) ^^^^

judicial surrender of those who provoke God by idolatry to

every kittd of moral degradation (vv. 24-32).

" This message of mine is the one ray of hope for a doomed

world. The only other revelation, which we can see all around

us, is a revelation not of the Righteousness but of the Wrath

of God breaking forth—or on the point of breaking forth—from

heaven, like the lightning from a thundercloud, upon all the

coundess offences at once against morals and religion of which

mankind are guilty. They stifle and suppress the Truth within

them, while they go on still in their wrong-doing (eV a^iK.). *"It is

not merely ignorance. All that may be known of God He has

revealed in their hearts and consciences. ^°For since the world

has been created His attributes, though invisible in themselves,

are traced upon the fabric of the visible creation. I mean, His

Power to which there is no begiiming and those other attributes

which we sum up under the common name of Divinity.

So plain is all this as to make it impossible to escape the

responsibiUty of ignoring it. " The guilt of men lay not in their

ignorance ; for they had a knowledge of God. But in sjnte of

that knowledge^ they did not pay the homage due to Him as
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God : they gave Him no thanks ; but they gave the rein to futile

speculations; they lost all inielligence of truth, and their moral

sense was obscured. "" While they boasted of their wisdom, they

were turned to folly. " In place of the majesty of the Eternal

God, they worshipped some fictitious representation of weak and

perishable man, of bird, of quadruped or reptile.

'* Such were the beginnings of idolatry. And as a punishment

for it God gave them up to moral corruption, leaving; them to

fc>lIow their own depraved desires wherever they might lead, even

to the polluting of their bodies by shameful intercourse. '* Repro-

bates, who could abandon the living and true God for a sham

divinity, and render divine honours and ritual observance to the

creature, neglecting the Creator (Blessed be His name for ever!).

"* Because of this idolatry, I repeat, God gave them up to the

vilest passions. Women behaved like monsters who had forgotten

their sex. ^ And men, forsaking the natural use, wrought shame

with their own kind, and received in their physical degradation

a punishment such as they deserved.

'^^They refused to make God their study: and as they rejected

Him, so He rejected them, giving them over to that abandoned

mind which led them into acts disgraceful to them as men:

'"replete as they were with every species of wrong-doing; with

active wickedness, with selfish greed, with thorough inward de-

pravity : their hearts brimming over with envy, murderous thoughts,

quarrelsomeness, treacherous deceit, rank ill-nature; backbiters,

^ slanderers ; in open defiance of God, insolent in act, arrogant in

thought, braggarts in word towards man; skilful plotters of evil,

bad sons, *' dull of moral apprehension, untrue to their word,

void of natural duty and of humanity :
'- Reprobates, who, knowing

full well the righteous sentence by which God denounces death

upon all who act thus, are not content with domg the things which

He condemns themselves but abet and applaud those who practise

them.

18. There is general agreement as to the structure of this

part of the Episile. St. Paul has just stated what the Gospel

is ; he now goes on to show the necessity for such a Gospel.

The world is lost without it. Following what was for a Jew
the obvious division, proof is given of a complete break-down in

regard to righteousness (i) en the parr of the Gentiles, (ii) on the
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part of the Jews. The summary conclusion of the whole section

i. 18—iii. 20 is given in the two verses iii. 19, 20: it is that the

whole world, Gentile and Jew alike, stands guilty before God.
Thus the way is prepared for a further statement of the means of

removing that state of guilt offered in the Gospel.

Marcion retained ver. 18, omitting' ®eov, perhaps tlirough some accident

on his own part or in the MS. which he copied (Zahn, ai sup. p. 516 ; the

rather important cursive 47 has the same omission'. The rest of the chapter

with ii. 1 he seems to have excised. He may have been jealous of this

trenchant attack upon the Gentiles.

*AiroKo\uirreToi. How is this revelation made ? Is the reference

to the Final Judgement, or to the actual condition, as St. Paul

saw it, of the heathen world ? Probably not to either exclusively,

but to both in close combination. The condition of the world

seems to the Apostle ripe for judgement ; he sees around him
on all hands signs of the approaching end. In the latter half

of this chapter St. Paul lays stress on these signs : he develops

the dn-oKoXvjrTfT-ai, present. In the first half of the next chapter

he brings out the final doom to which the signs are pointing.

Observe the links which connect the two sections : aTroKaXuTrrfrat

i. 18 = airoKokv^K ii. 5; opy^ i. 18, ii. 5) 8j avaTioK6f]TOi i. 20,

ii. I.

6pY?| 06OU. (i) In the O. T. the conception of the Wrath of

God has special reference to the Covenant-relation. It is inflicted

either (a) upon Israelites for gross breach of the Covenant (Lev.

X. I, 2 Nadab and Abihu; Num. xvi. 33, 46 ff. Korah ; xxv. 3
Baal-peor), or (i3) upon non-Israelites for oppression of the Chosen
People (Jer. 1. 11-17; Ezek. xxxvi. 5). (2) In the prophetic

writings this infliction of ' wrath' is gradually concentrated upon
a preat Day of Judgement, the Day of the Lord (Is. ii. 10-22, &c.

;

Jer. XXX. 7,8; Joel iii. 1 2 ff. ; Obad. 8 ff. ; Zeph. iii. 8 ff.). (3) Hence
the N. T. use seems to be mainly, if not altogether, eschati^logical

:

cf. iMatt. iii. 7; i Thess. i. 10; Rom. ii. 5, v. 9 ; Rev. vi. 16, 17.

Even I Thess. ii. 16 does not seem to be an exception: the state

of the Jews seems to St. Paul to be only a foretaste of the final

woes. See on this subject esp. Ritschl, Rechtfertigung u. Versoh-

nuiig, ii. 124 ff. ed. 2.

Similarly Euthym.-Zig. 'hitoKaXv-Brtrai k.t.X. iv ^/jiipa StjKovoti Kpla-eois.

We must remember however that St. Paul regarded the Day of Judgement as

near at hand.

iv ctStKia, ' living in unrighteousness the while' Moule.

Kari.x6vT(av. Karex^iv = (i) ' to hold fast' Lk. viii. 15 ; i Cor. xi. 2,

XV. 2, &c. ;
(ii) 'to hold down,' 'hold in check' 2 Thess. ii. 6, 7,

where to Karix"", o KaT6x^v=zi\\& force of [Roman] Law and Order

by which Antichrist is restrained : similarly here but in a bad
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sense; it is the truth which is 'held down,' hindered, thwarted,

checked in its free and expansive operation.

19. 8i(5ti: always in Gl<. Test. = ' because.' There are three uses

:

(i) for 8t' o Tt = propter quod, quamobrem, ' wherefore,' introducing

a consequence
;

(ii) for Sta toOto on = propterea quod, or quia,

'because,' giving a reason for what has gone before; (iii) from

Herod, downwards, but esp. in later Gk. = or<, ' that.'

TO yj'uo-T^K. This is a similar case to that of floSoiSfia-ofiai above :

yvaaros in Scripture generally (both LXX and N. T.) means as

a rule 'known' (e.g. Acts i. 19, ii. 14, xv. 18, &c.) ; but it does

not follow that it may not be used in the stricter sense of

'knowable,' 'what may be known' ('the intelligible nature'

T. H. Green, T/ie Witness of God, p. 4) where the context favours

that sense : so Orig. Theoph. Weiss. Gif., against Chrys. Mey.
De W. Va. There is the more room for this stricter use here

as the word does not occur elsewhere in St. Paul and the induction

does not cover his writings.

iv auTois, ' within them.' St. Paul repeatedly uses this preposi-

tion where we might expect a different one (cf. Gal. i. 16; Rom.
ii. 15) : any revelation must pass through the human conscious-

ness : so Mey. Go. Oltr. Lips., not exactly as Gif. (' in their very

nature and constitution as men ') or Moule i^ among them).'

Compare also Luther, Table Talk, Aph. dxlix :
* Melanchthon disconrsing

with Luther touching the prophets, who continually buast thus : " Thus saith

the Lord," asked whether God in person spoke with them or no. Luther
replied :

" They were very holy, spiritual people, who seriously contemplated

upon holy and divine things: therefore God spake with them in their

consciences, which the prophets held as sure and certain revelations."'

It is however possible that allowance should be made for the wider
Hebraistic use of kv, as in the phrase XaXilv iv twi (Habak. ii. i dnoajio-

vfvcQJ roil l^tiv ri \a\r]<Tei iv ifioi: cf. Zech. i. p, 13, 14, 19 ; ii. 3 ; iv. 4. 5 ;

V. 5, 10; vi, 4; also 4 Ezr. v. 15 angelus qui loquehatur in me. In that

case too much stress must not be laid on the preposition as describing an
internal process. At the same time the analogy of KaXdv iv does not cover

the very explicit <pav(p6v iartv iv avroTs : and we must remember that

St. Paul is writing as one who had himself an ' abundance of revelations

'

(2 Cor. xii. 7), and uses the language which corresponded to his own
experience.

20. dirS KTtcreus tc<5(rp,ou. Gif. is inclined to translate this * from

the created universe,' ' creation ' (in the sense of ' things created
')

being regarded as the source of knowledge : he alleges Vulg.

a creatura mundi. But it is not clear that Vulg. was intended

to have this sense; and the parallel phrases an npx'i^ Koafiov

(Matt. xxiv. 21), uTTo KaTa^<>\i]i Koanov (Matt. XXV. 34 ; Luke xi. 50;
Rev. xiii. 8 ; xvii. 8), dn apx^s Kria-ftos (Mark x. 6; xiii. 19; 2 Pet.

iii. 4), seem to show that the force of the prep, is rather temporal,

'since the creation of the universe' ((ic/)' ov xp'^''^^ o opaToa eKrladi)

Koa-fxos Euth} m.-Zig.). The idea of knowledge being derived from
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the fabric of the created world is in any case contained in the

context.

KTio-ews: see Lft. Col. p. 214. nn'o-u has three senses: (i) the

act of creating (as here)
;

(ii) the result of that act, whether (a) the

aggregate of created things (Wisd. v. 18 ; xvi, 24; Col. i. 15 and

probably Rom, viii. 19 flf.) ; or (/3) a creature, a single created thing

(Heb. iv. 13, and perhaps Rom. viii. 39, q. v.).

KaSopaxai : commonly explained to mean ' are clearly seen

'

{Kara with intensive force, as in KaTa\j.av6av(w^ KaTavoeiv) ; so Fri.

Grm.-Thay. Gif. &c. It may however relate rather to the direction

of sight, 'are surveyed,' 'contemplated' ('are under observation'

Moule). Both senses are represented in the two places in which

the word occurs in LXX : (i) in Job x. 4 ^ wtrTrfp /3/jor6s opa KaOopav

;

(ii) in Num. XXiv. 2 BaXaa/t , . . Kudapa t6v 'lcrpai)\ earpaTOTrfSevKOTa

Kara 4>v\ds.

diSios : ai^ioTTjs is a Divine attribute in Wisd. ii. 23 (v. 1., see

below); cf. also Wisd. vii. 26 (fiairos dPuov, Jude 6.

The argument from the nature of the created world to the

character of its Author is as old as the Psalter, Job and Isaiah

:

Pss. xix. I ; xciv. 9; cxliii. 5; Is. xlii. 5; xlv. 18; Job xii. 9;
xxvi. 14; xxxvi. 24 ff. ; Wisd. ii. 23; xiii. 1,5, &c. It is common
to Greek thought as well as Jewish : Arist. De Mtindo 6 a6ii>py]T0i

an axjTuv tcov tpycov BeapnTai. [o Sfo's] (Lid.). This argument is very

fully set forth by Philo, De Praem. et Poen. 7 (Mang. ii. 415).

After describing the order and beauty of Nature he goes on

:

' Admiring and being struck with amazement at these things, they

arrived at a conception consistent with what they had seen, that

all these beauties so admirable in their arrangement have not come
into being spontaneously {ovk unavTopaTiadivra yiyovev), but are the

work of some Maker, the Creator of the world, and that there must
needs be a Providence (iipovoiav) ; because it is a iav' of nature

that the Creative Power {r6 nenoirjKOi) must take care of that which

has come into being. But these admirable men superior as they

are to all others, as I said, advanced from below upwards as if

by a kind of celestial ladder guessing at the Creator from His

works by probable inference {oia 8id tivos olpaviov KXi/iaKos djro rav

tpyoiv (iKOTi \oyi(Tfjia> <TTO)(a<Tap,fVoi rov 8r]p.invpy6v\

OeioTTis: Beorr^s = Divine Personality, 5ftdTJ7f= Divine nature and
properties : Bvvap.is is a single attribute, dfiorrji is a summary term

for those other attributes which constitute Divinity : the word
appears in Biblical Gk. first in Wisd. xviii, 9 t6v r^y deiorrfTos vof^ov

iv ofiovoia hudtvTO.

Didymns {Trin. ii. 11 ; Migne, P. G. xxxix. 664) accuses the lierctics cf

reading Of^T-qs here, and it is lound in one MS., P.

It is certainly somev\'hat strange that so general a term as 0n6rT]i six mid

be combined with a term denoting a particular attribute like oi^^a^is. To
meet this difficulty the attempt has been made to narrow down OtioTTjs to
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the signification of So^a, the divine glory or splendour. It is suggested
that this word was not used because it seemed inadequate to describe the

uniqueness of the Divine Nature (Rogge, Z)te Anschatiungen d. Ap. Paultu
von d. religios-sittl. Charakt. d. Heidentutns, Leipzig, iSSil, p. lo f.)

€is TO eirai : th t6 denotes here not direct and primary purpose
but indirect, secondary or conditional purpose. God did not

design that man should sin ; but He did design that if they sinned

they should be without excuse : on His part all was done to

give them a sufficient knowledge of Himself. Burton however
{Moods and Tenses, § 411) takes eis- to here as expressing not

purpose but result, because of the causal clause which follows,
' This clause could be forced to an expression of purpose only by
supposing an ellipsis of some such expression as Kal ourcos etViV,

and seems therefore to require that ei? rh dvin be interpreted as
' expressing result.' There is force in this reasoning, though the use

of eis TO for mere result is not we believe generally recognized.

21. eSolao-ar. lo^a^ut is one of the words which show a deepened
sgnificance in their religious and Biblical use. In classical Greek
in accordance with the slighter sense of h6^a it merely = ' to form

an opinion about' (Sofa^o/xcvos aStKo?, 'held to be unrighteous,'

Plato, Rep. 588 B) ; then later with a gradual rise of signification

* to do honour to ' or ' l)raise ' {lit dpery SeSo^ao-yxeVoi auSpe<; Polyb.

VI. liii. 10). And so in LXX and N. T. with a varying sense accord-

ing to the subject to whom it is applied: (i) Of the honour done by
man to man (Esth. iii. I (Bo^aa-tv 6 ^aaiXevs 'Apra^ep^rjs 'Ap.dp);

(ii) Of that which is done by man to God (Lev. x. 3 ev Tida-rj rfi

avraycoyis So^aaBrjo-ofiai)
;

(iii) Of the glory bcstowed on man by God
(Rom. viii. 30 ots 8e eSi/catcoo-e, tovtovs Koi eSo^ficre)

;
(iv) In a scnse

specially characteristic of the Gospel of St. John, of the visible

manifestation of the glory, whether of the Father by His own act

(Jo. xii. 28), or of the Son by His own act (Jo. xi. 4), or of the Son
by the act of the Father (Jo. vii. 39; xii. 16, 23, &c.), or of the

Father by the Incarnate Son (Jo. xiii. 31 ; xiv. 13; xvii. i, 4, &c.).

^fj,aTaiw0T]o-ai', ' were frustrated,' * rendered futile.' In LXX rd

fiinma = * idols ' as ' things of nought.' The two words occur

together in 2 Kings xvii. 15 koI enopevdrjaav oniaoi rav paraiav Koi

fpdTaiudrjtTav,

SiaXoYio-fiots : as usually in LXX and N. T. in a bad sense of
' perverse, self-willed, reasonings or speculations' (cf. Hatch, £Jss.

in Bibl Gk. p. 8).

Comp. Enoch xcix. 8, 9 * And they will become godless by reason of the

foolishness of their hearts, and their eyes will be blinded through the fear of

their hearts and through visions in their dreams. Through tliese they will

bec'^)me godless and fearful, because they work all their works in a lie and

they worship a stone.'

KapSio : the most comprehensive term for the human faculties,
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the seat of feeling (Rom. ix. 2 ; x. i) ; will (i Cor. iv. 5; vii. 37 ;

cf. Rom. xvi. 18); thoughts (Rom. x. 6, 8). Physically /ca/jS/.i

belongs to the an^dyxva (2 Cor. vi. 11, 12); the conception of its

functions being connected with the Jewish idea that life resided in

the blood : morally it is neutral in its character, so that it may be

either the home of lustful desires (Rom. i. 24), or of the Spirit

(Rom. V. 5).

23. tiXXa^aK iy : an imitation of a Heb. construction : cf. Ps.

cvi. (cv.) 20 ; also for the expression Jer. ii. 11 (Del. ad loc.) &c.

. %6iav = 'manifested perfection.' See on iii. 23.

Comp. with this verse Philo, Vit. Mos. iii. 20 (Mang. ii. 161) ot rhv

d\r]6TJ 0(ov KaTaXinovTes tois ili(v5o:vvp.ov^ idtj/xioi'pyrjffnv, <j)6afiTais Kal yei'Tirah

ovaiats rfjv toC djfi'rjTov Kal d(l)6apTov TTpuap-qaiv km<pr]plaavT(s : also De Ebriet.

28 (Mang. i. 374) rrap' h Kal OeoirXacFTHi' dp^dpfvos dyaXpiaTajv Kal ^oavwy Kal

aWojv pvp'iwv dipi^pvuurwv vKais 5tai)'upois T«T«x'''^f'^7*f'''<^"' KaTtirXijai ttjv

olKovp.ivr]V . . . KareipydaaTO to kvavTiov ov irpoatSoK-qaev, dvrl oaioTrjTos

dai^tiav—rh yap iroXvOeov (v rats rwv d<pp6vuv \f/vxaii dOfuTTjs, Kal 6(ov TipLrjs

dXoyovaiv ol rd Ov-qra Otidiaavm—oh ovk e^rjpicfaev tjX'lov koi <Tf\T]V7ji ! . .

t'lKovas StaTTKaaaaOai, dAA." r/Sij koI oAiJ'yojS ^dioii Kal (pvrois t^s tui' dq>QapTuv

rifles fjHTidoijav,

24. irapeSuKei' : three times repeated, here, in ver. 26 and in

ver. 28. These however do not mark so many distinct stages in

the punishment of the heathen ; it is all one stage. Idolatry leads

to moral corruption which may take different forms, but in all is

a proof of God's displeasure. Gif. has proved that the force of

napibaKiv is not merely pernn'sst've (Chrys. Theodrt. Euthym.-Zig.* ),

through God permitting men to have their way ; or privative,

through His withdrawing His gracious aid ; hni judicial, the appro-

priate punishment of their defection : it works automatically, one

evil leading to another by natural sequence.

This is a Jewish doctrine: Pirq? Aboth, iv. 2 * Every fnlfilment of duty is

rewarded by another, and every transgression is punished by another' ; Shah-

bath 104* ' Whosoever strives to keep himself pure receives the power to do
so, and whosoever will be impure to him is it [the door of vice] thrown
open'; Jerus. Talmud, ' He who erects a fence round himself is fenced, and

he who gives himself over is given over' (from Dclitzsch, Notes on Heb.
Version of Ep. to Rom.). The Jews held that the heathen because of their

rejection of the Law were wholly abandoned by God : the Holy Spiiit was
withdrawn from them (Weber, Altsyn. Theol. p. 66).

^K auTois t^ A B C D*, several cursives; Iv lavTo\<: D^EFCKLP,
&c., printed editions of Fathers, Orig. Chrys. Theodrt., Vulg. {ul

contumeliis adficianl corpora sua in ipsis). The balance is strongly

• Similarly Adrian, an Antiochene writer (c. 440 A.D.) in his YXaayoiy^ di

Tos Oiias ypacpni, a classihed collection of figures and modes of speech em-
ployed in Holy Scripture, refers this verse to the hend T^i' e'^i tcuv uvOpiunlvcuv

Kcitutv (Tiyxwpnaiv toC WtoiJ us vpd^iv ai/Totj \iyfi' (Treidr) Kwkiiaai bvv'itj.n'us,

TuilTO OV TiOtfi.
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in favour of aimU. With this reading dTifid^eaflai is pass., and n
avrois = ' among them '

: with ev eavrols, aTift, is mid. (as Vulg.).

On the forms, avrov, avrov and iavrov see Buttmann, Gr. ofN. T. Gk. (tr.

Thayer I p. Ii i ; Hort, IntroJ., Notes on Orthography, p. I44.

In N. T. Greek there is a tendency to the disuse of strong reflexive forms.

Simple possession is most commonly expressed by avrov, avTfjs, &c. : only
where the reflexive character is emphasized (not merely siium, but suum
ifsius) is iavTov used (hence the importance of such phrases as tov iavrov

viiv ni/jxpas Rom. viii. 3), Some critics Lave denied the existence in the

N. T. of the aspirated aiirov : and it is true that there is no certain proof of

aspiration (such as the occurrence before it of oiix or an elided preposition;

in early MSS. breathings are rare), but in a few strong cases, where the

omission of the aspirate would be against all Greek usage, it is retained by
WH. (e.g. in Jo. ii. 24; Lk. xxiii. la).

25. oiTii'cs : ooTtf, often called ' rel. of quality,' (i) denotes

a single object with reference to its kind, its nature, its capacities,

its character ('one who,' 'being of such a kind as that'); and thus

(ii) it frequently makes the adjectival sentence assign a cause for

the main sentence : it is used like ^ut, or quippe qui, with subj.

T(\v dXiiQeiaf . . . Tu \)/eu86i : abstr. for concrete, for tov aKr]6ivQv

SfoV . . . Tots \//-euSfo-t QioXi, cf. I Thess. i. 9.

l(S^^a.a^\\QO.V. This use of a^^aljaQaA is an CTra^ Xtyo^ei/oj/ j the

common form is ae^eadai (see Va.).

irapa toi' KTiaavTa = not merely ' more than the Creator ' (a force

which the preposition might bear), but 'passing by the Creator

altogether/ * to the neglect of the Creator.'

Cf. Philo', De Mund. Opif. 1 (Mangey, L a) Tjyjj 7d/> rhv xianov /taXXov J)

t6v Koafioiroiiv Oav^iAaavra (Loesner).

OS lorrii' 6u\oYT]T<5s. Doxologies like this are ofconstant occurrence

in the Talmud, and are a spontaneous expression of devout feeling

called forth either by the thought of God's adorable perfections or

sometimes (as here) by the forced mention of that which reverence

would rather hide.

27. diro\afx,(3di'ot'T«s : a7roX.= (i) ' to receive back* (as in Luke vi.

34) ;
(ii) ' to receive one's due' (as in Luke xxiii. 41) ; and so here.

28. eSoKifiao-ai' : Sow/LKifco = (i) 'to test' (i Cor. iii. 13, &c.)

;

(ii) 'to approve after testing' (so here; and ii. 18; xiv. 22, &c.);

similarly nhoKifiov ~ 'rejected afier testing,' 'reprobates.'

iv iTtiyv<a(T€i : iniyvoirts = ' a//er knowledge': hence (i) recogni-

tion (vb. ='to recoL'uize,' Matt. vii. 16; xvii. la, &c.)
;

(ii)' ad-

vanced' or 'further knowledge,' 'full knowledge.' See esp. Sp.

Comm. on i Cor. xiii. 1 2 ; Lft. on Phil. i. 9.

vouv = the reasoning faculty, esp. as concerned with moral

action, the intellectual part of conscience : vois and crwddrjcns are

combined in Tit. i. 15 : vvs may be either bad or good ; for the

good sense see Rom. xii. 2 ; Eph. iv. 23.
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tA KaGiiKovTa: a technical term with the Stoics, 'what is morally

fitting
' ; cf. also 2 Mace. vi. 4.

29. We must beware of attempting to force the catalogue

which follows into a logical order, though here and there a certain

amount of grouping is noticeable. The first four are general

terms for wickedness ; then follows a group headed by the allitera-

tive 4>Q6vou, {{joroo, with other kindred vices ; then two forms of

backbiting; then a group in descending climax of sins of arro-

gance ; then a somewhat miscellaneous assortment, in which again

allitfration plays a part.

dSiKia : a comprehensive term, including all that follows,

iropi/eia: om. J^ABCK; probably suggested by similarity in

sound to novripiq.

trovqpLa : contains the idea of ' ac/t've mischief (Hatch, B/dl. Gk.

p. 77 f.; Trench, Syfu p. 303). Dr. T. K. Abbott (Assays, p. 97)
rather contests the assignment of this specific meaning to Trovrjpla

;

and no doubt the use of the word is extremely wide : but where
definition is needed it is in this direction that it must be sought.

KaKia : as compared with novr^pia denotes rather inward vicious-

ness of disposition (Trench, Syn. p. 36 f.).

The MSS. vary as to the order of the three words irovrjpiq, irXeove^la, Kojclq,

WH. iext RV. retain this order with BL, &c., Hard. Arm., Bas. Greg.-

Nyss. a/.: Tisch. \\ H. niarg. read wovTjp. kuk. irKeov. with NA, Pesh. ail. :

WH. niarg. also recognizes KaK. -novrjp. ttXiov. with C, Boh. al.

irXsove^ia. On the attempt which is sometimes made to give to this word
the sense of ' impurity ' see Lft. on Col. iii. 5. The word itself means only
'selfish greed,' which may however be exhibited under circumstances where
impurity lies near at hand: e.g. in i Thess. iv. 6 irKeoviKTeiv is used of

adultery, but rather as a wrong done to another than as a vice.

KttKoriOetas : the tendency to put the worst construction upon
everything (Arist. Ji/ie/. ii. 13; cf. Trench, Syn. p. 38). The word
occurs several times in 3 and 4 Maccabees.

30. »|/i0upi(7Tds, KOTaXdXous. The idea of secresy is contained in

the first of these words, not in the second : i/rt^. susurraiores

Cypr. Lucif. Ambrstr. susurrones Aug. Vulg. ; KoroK. detractores

Cypr. Aug. Vulg., detrectatores {detract-) Lucif. Ambrstr. al.

OeoCTTUYels : may be either (i) passive, Deo odibiles Vulg. : so

IMey. Weiss Fri. Oltr. Lips. Lid. ; on the ground that this is the

constant meaning in class. Gk., where the word is not uncommon

;

or (ii) active, Dei osores = abhorrentes Deo Cypr. : so Euthym.-Zig.
(roiiy Tov Oeou niaovvrai), Tyn. and Other English versions not derived

from Vulg., also Gif. Go. Va., with some support from Clem. Rom.
ad Cor. XXXV. 5, who in paraphrasing this passage uses deoarvyla

clearly with an active signification, though he follows it by cTTvyrjTfA

TO) Gfo). As one among a catalogue of vices this would give the

more pointed sense, unless we might suppose that Seoa-rvyf'is had

come to have a meaning like our ' desperadoes.' The three terms
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which follow remind us of the bullies and braggarts ®f the Eliza-

bethan stage. For the distinction between them see Trench, Syn,

p. 95 ff.

It is well preserved in the Cyprianic Latin, ini'uriosi, suferbi, iactantes tut.

For the last phrase Lucif. has gloriantes ; either would be better than the
common rendering elatos (Cod. Clarom. Cod. Boern. Ambrstr. Aug. Vulg.).

{)iT6pT)<j)avos. Mayor (on Jas. iv. 6) derives this word from the adjectival

form VTTfpos (rather than vne'p Trench) and ipaivoo, comparing e\a<prjPu\os from
lAai/)os and (HWoj: he explains it as meaning 'conspicuous beyond others,'

' outshining them,' and so ' proud,' ' haughty ' : see his note, and the exx.

there quoted from Ecclus. and Pss. Sol.

31. do-vv€Tovs: aavvfitriTovs ('without conscience') Euthym.-Zig. How
closely the two words awtais nnd avvtih-qais are related will appear from
Polyb. XVIII. xxvi. 13 ovhth ovtojs oirt p.a.prvs larl (po^epds ovre Karriyopos

Sftf^j iis 7] avveati ij eyKaroiKovaa rais fKacyroDv ^i/^a'S. [But is not this

a gloss, on the text of Polyb. ? It is found in the margin of Cod. Urbin.]

do-ocGcToos, ' false to their engagements ' (awd^Kat) ; cf. Jer. iii. 7,

LXX.
do-iTC)i'8oos after daropyovs (Trench, Syn. p. 95 ff.) is added

from 2 Tim. iii. 3 [C K L P].

32. oLTives : see on ver. 25 above.

TO 8iKaiojp,a : prob. in the first instance (i) a declaration that

a thing is 8iKaiov [ro SiKo/w^a Tov lofiov =; * that which the Law lays

down as right,' Rom. viii. 4]; hence, 'an ordinance' (Luke i. 6;
Rom. ii. 26 ; Heb. ix. i, lo; ; or (ii) ' a declaration that a person

is ^iKaioi,' 'a verdict of not guilty,' 'an acquittal': so esp. in

St. Paul (e.g. Rom. v. 16). But see also note on p. 31.

«in7v6vT€s : imyiviiaKovra (B) 80, WH. tnarg.

iroioocrii' . . . croi'eoSoKouo-i. There has been some disturbance of

the text here : B, and apparently Clem. Rom., have itoLovvtt^ . .

.

(Tvvev8oKovvTes ] and SO too D E Vulg. (am. fuld.) Orig.-lat. Lucif

and other Latin Fathers, but inserting, non intellexerunt {ovk

iv6r](T(tv D). WH. obelize the common text as prob. corrupt : they

think that it involves an anticlimax, because to applaud an action

in others is not so bad as to do it oneself; but from another point

of view to set up a public opinion in favour of vice is worse than

to yield for the moment to temptation (see the quotation from

ApoUinaris below). If the participles are wrong they have probably

been assimilated mechanically to iipaa-aovTts. Note that nouiv =
/acere, to produce a certain result ; npnaafiv =: agere, to act as

moral agent : there may be also some idea of repeated action.

o-ui/euSoKooo-i denotes ' hearty approval ' (Rendall on Acts xxii.

20, in Expos. 1888, ii. 209) ; cf. i Mace. i. 57 o-uffvSoKn rw rd/xo)

:

the word occurs four times besides in N. T. (Luke, Epp. Paul.).

ifKpoTfpoi 5J irovrjpoi, kcu o Karap^a^, koI 6 ffwSpapcjv. tov Si voKii

rd avvfvhoKtlv yupof TiOr/nt Kara, to \fyufifvov, fl (Ofwpfts KXivTrjw^
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ovvirptx** avT^. 6 ftiv yap troitav, /xtOvajv t^ ir&Ott, iJTTarai rijs vpa^toK'

i ti awevSoxSiy, (Kris &v tov vaOovs, novij/uq x/'"'/^*''*'** owTpkxd T9; kok^
(ApoUiQaris in Cramer's Catena).

St. Paul's Description of the Condition of the

Heathen World.

It would be wrong to expect from St. Paul an investigation of

the origin of different forms of idolatry or a comparison of the

morality of heathen religions, such as is now being instituted in the

Comparative Science of Religion. For this it was necessary to

wait for a large and comprehensive collection of data which has

only become possible within the present century and is still far from

complete. St. Paul looks at things with the insight of a religious

teacher \ he describes facts which he sees around him ; and he con-

nects these facts with permanent tendencies of human nature and

with principles which are apparent in the Providential government

of the world.

The Jew of the Dispersion, with the Law of Moses in his hand,

could not but revolt at the vices which he found prevailing among

the heathen. He turned with disgust from the circus and the

theatre (Weber, Allsyn. Theol. pp. 58, 68). He looked upon the

heathen as given over especially to sins of the flesh, such as those

which St. Paul recounts in this chapter. So far have they gone as

to lose their humanity altogether and become like brute beasts

[ibid. p. 67 f.). The Jews were like a patient who was sick but

with hope of recovery. Therefore they had a law given to them to

be a check upon their actions. The Heathen were like a patient

who was sick unto death and beyond all hope, on whom therefore

the physician put no restrictions (}bid. p. 69).

The Christian teacher brought with him no lower standard, and

his verdict was not less sweeping. 'The whole world,' said St.

John, ' lieth in wickedness,' rather perhaps, 'in [tlie power of] the

Wicked One' (i Jo. v. 19). And St. Paul on his travels must

have come across much to justify the denunciations of this chapter.

He saw that idolatry and licence went together. He knew that

the heathen myths about their gods ascribed to them all manner

of immoralities. The lax and easy-going anthropomorphism of

Hellenic religion and the still more degraded representations, with

at times still more degraded worship, of the gods of Egypt and the
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East, were thrown into dark relief by his own severe conception of

the Divine Holiness. It was natural that he should give the

account he does of this degeneracy. The lawless fancies of men
invented their own divinities. Such gods as these left them free to

follow their own unbridled passions. And the Majesty on High,

angered at their wilful disloyalty, did not interfere to check their

downward career.

It is all literally true. The human imagination, following its

own devices, projects even into the Pantheon the streak of evil by

which it is itself disfigured. And so the mischief is made worse,

because the worshipper is not likely to rise above the objects of

his worship. It was in the strict sense due to supernatural influ-

ence that the religion of the Jew and of the Christian was kept

clear of these corrupt and corrupting features. The state of the

Pagan world betokened the absence, the suspension or with-

holding, of such supernatural influence ; and there was reason

enough for the belief that it was judicially inflicted.

At the same time, though in this passage, where St. Paul is

measuring the religious forces in the world, he speaks without

limitation or qualification, it is clear from other contexts that con-

demnation of the insufficiency of Pagan creeds did not make him

shut his eyes to the good that there might be in Pagan characters.

In the next chapter he distinctly contemplates the case of Gentiles

who being without law are a law unto themselves, and who find in

their consciences a substitute for external law (ii. 14, 15). He
frankly allows that the ' uncircumcision which is by nature ' put to

shame the Jew with all his greater advantages (ii. 26-29). We
therefore cannot say that a priori reasoning or prejudice makes

him untrue to facts. The Pagan world was not wholly bad. It

had its scattered and broken lights, which the Apostle recognizes

with the warmth of genuine sympathy. But there can be equally

liule doubt that the moral condition of Pagan civilization was such

as abundantly to prove his main proposition, that Paganism was

unequal to the task of reforming and regenerating mankind.

There is a monograph on the subject, which however does not

add much beyond what lies fairly upon the surface : Rogge, 2?;>

Anschauungen d. Ap. Paulus von d. religids-sittlichen CharakUr d,

Heideniums, Leipzig, 1888.
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Ifthe statements of St. Paul cannot be taken at once as supplying the place

of scientific inquiry from the side of the Comparative History of Religion, so

neither can they be held to furnish data which can be utilized just as they

stand by the historian. The standard which St. Paul applies is not that of

the historian but of the preacher. He does not judge by the average level of

moral attainment at different epochs but by the ideal standard of that vk^hich

ought to be attained. A calm and dispassionate weighing of the facts, with

dne allowance for the nature of the authorities, will be foood ia Friedlsinder,

SitttngeuhUhte Roms, Leipzig, 1869-1 871.

Use of the Book of Wisdom in Chapter /.

I. 18-33. In two places in Epist. to Romans, ch. i and ch, ix, there are

clear indications of the use by the Apostle of the Book of Wisdom. Such
indications are not wanting elsewliere, but we have thought it best to call

attention to them especially at the points where they are most continuous and
most striking. We begin by placing side by side the language of St. Paul

and that of the earlier work by which it is illustrated.

Wisdom.

xiii. I. KoX \k rS)v opojfiivojv AyaOwv
oiiK iaxvaav flSivai rbv ovra out* rolt

(pyois TtpuaixovTii ivtyvccaay rbv

rt-)(}''tTqv.

xiii. 5. Ik fap /xcytOovs ital /toAA.oi'^s

KTiaptdrajv dvaK6yoai i ffvtaiovpfds
ovTuiv Otwpurai.

ii. 33. [6 Qibi (KTiat . . . rbv dv6pa>-

wov . . . fiKoia T^j ISiai d'iStuTTjTos *

(Cod. 248 a/., Method. Athan. Epjph.

;

ISi6t7)to9 NAB, Clem.-Alex. &c.)
iTroiTjaev,^

xviii. 9. rbv t^s OeioTTjros vdpLOv.

xiii. 8. viKiv Si ou5' avrol avvyvai-

CToi.

xiii. I. pAratoi yAp nivrts avBpojnoi

<pva(i, oU iraprjv 6(ov dyvwaia \,

Romans.

I, JO. tA yd.p dopara airrov diri ktI-

9toK it6afxov Tois voi^/wai voovp.iva

KaOopdratf

f r« dtSiot airov tSvaiut ttal Ott&rrir

*lt t6 itrat avroiit iwairoXoy^Tovf

31. IftaToxwO-qaav Iv tois Sta>^oyia-

fMoii avTwv. KoX ia/tOTladr] 1) davvtros

avrSiv Kapdia.

33. (pdaicovTU ttvat aofol ipaip&w-

Orjacw'

33. Kol ^Wa^ar ri^i' 96^av rov i^
$dpTov &eov (V ufiotujpaTi elKuyoi ijOap-

rov di'Opclinov Kal TTfTfivu/y icai TtTpa'

TOOCUV KoX ipVtTon',

xii. 24. ttal ydp rSiv ir\dvT}t bSwv
uaKpuTfpov iirXavrjOTjaav Otoiis vnoXan-
^avovTfs rd. Kal ev ^cvois twv i)(9p2v

dri/xaj VTjTTiojv StKrjv dcppuvwv \p(vaQiv-

res.

xii. I. rb d<pOopT6v aov mivpa.
xiv. 8. TO S« (pOaprbv Qeijs uvopA-

oOt).

xiii. 10. raXainojpot 5e nal iv veicpoii

al eAirtSes axnwv, otVicfS kKa\taaL¥

$eovs fpya xtipuv dvOpiu-naiv.

• The more recent editors as a rule

read idioTTjroi with the uncials and
Gen. i. 26 {. ; but it is by no means clear

that they are right : Cod. 248 em-
bodies very ancient elements and the

context generally favours dXSivTrjTot.

It still would not be certain that St

Paul had this passage in his mind.

f The parallel here is not quite

exact. St. Paul says, ' They did know
but relinquished their knowledge,'
Wisd. ' They ought to have known
but did not.'

a
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25. oiTwef /UT^K\m{av t^v iK^SdOf
Tov @€nv (V T9) ^{v5€i, Kal iaelidaOTjm

aav Koi (\aTpfvaay ry itriati vapa. riv

KTiaavra,

24. Zib irapiSoJKev k, t, K.

a6. SicL TovTO irapiSuHfy m. T. X.

29. ircirXrjpaififVovs irAffrj iStitlaf wo-

vi]piq,TT\fov(^ia, KaKiq, fifcrrovs >p9uvov,

<p6voVf tpiSos, SoAov, KaKorjOdas, \pidv-

piaras, KarahaXovi, 9(o(jTvy(is, vlipi-

crrdy, vTnpT](pdi'ovs, dAaforay, ((ptvpiTcis

KaKwv, yovfvaiv dneidfis, dawirovs,

iaw$fTovs, iaropyovSf aveKcqpiovas.

xiii. 13, 14. diTfiKacFfy aird flicovi

ivPpujnov, fi ^6jw rivl eineXii uJpoiwatv

avru.

xiii. 17 sqq. ov« alcxiiVfTCu rZ
dipvxv TTpoaXa\wv Kai irtpl pXv vyitias

TO daBevis eirii{a\(tT(Uf irfpl Si ^cu^j t6

VtKp'uV d^iOl K. T. X.

Xiv. II. bid TOVTO KM Iv «'5(l)X0tf

iQviJJv ImaKovr) effTai, oti iv Kriapuirt

Sfov (li P5(\vyfxa (yevrjOrjaav.

xiv. 21. TO aKoivcji'TjTOV ovopux Xi0oit

Kal ^vKoit iTfpiiOtaay.

xiv. 1 2. dpxT^ ydp TTopvtiat J ivtvota

fllwXojv, ivpfOfis 5( avTWV (pdopd ^aiTJS.

xiv. 16. (iTa iv XP^^'V xpo-Twdiv t3

dfffjS^s iOoi ws vufMos i(t>vKdx6r].

xiv. 22. fiT ovK fjpKiai T^ ttXava-

c6at ntpl Ti^v Tvv Qfovyvwaiv, dWd Kal

(V fi(yd\q) (aivTfs dyvoias iroXeixo) rd
roaavTa kuku elprjvrjv trpoaayoptvovaiv,

33- fl ydp TfKVO(p6vovs reAerds ^ Kpvtpia

fivarfipia fj (p/iaveti ((dWojv Ofapuiv

Kwp-ovs dyovTfs, 24. ovTf ^iovs ovTt

ydfxovs KoOapoiis in tpvXdaaovaiv, tTf-

pos 5' irepov q \oxu)v dvaipii ^ voOtvcjp

65wa.

25, vavTa Si (iripi^ Ix*' "?/*« f^*

<p6vos kKottt) Kal SoAoj, (pOopa, aTriffr/a,

Tapaxoi, firiopKia, 66pv0oi dyaOaiVy

26. xapiTos duvqaia, if/vxcbv fiiaap.6sy

yeveaews (sex) evaWayr/, ydfjuuv aTofio,

/tojx*'" «°* daiXyua.

27. ij ySip tS)v vLVOJVvitoiV dSuXojv

9pr](TKeia vavrit dpx^ kcucov koI atria

Kal vipas iariv.

It will be seen that while on the one hand there can be no question of

direct quotation, on the other hand the resemblance is so strong both as to

the main lines of the argument (i. Natural religion discarded, ii. idolatry,

iii. catalogue of immorality) and in the details of thought and to some
extent of expression as to make it clear that at some time in his life St. Paul
must have bestowed upon the Book of Wisdom a considerable amount of

study.

[Compare the note on ix. 19-29 below, also an essay by E. Grafe in

Theol. Abhayidluiigen C. von IVeizsdcker gewidmet, Freiburg i. B. 1892,

p. 251 ff. In this essay will be found a summary of previous discussions of

the question and an estimate of the extent of St. Paul's indebtedness which
agrees substantially with that expressed above. It did not extend to any of

the leading ideas of Christianity, and affected the form rather than the

matter of the arguments to which it did extend. Rom. L 18-32, ix. 19-23

are the most conspicoous examples.]

X A.V. expands this as ' [spiritual]

fornication '
; and so most moderns.

But even so the phr-^e might have

had something to do in inggesting th«

thoupht of St. Paul.
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TRANSITIOH" FBOM QEITTILE TO JEW. BOTH
ALIKE GUILTY.

H. 1-16. This state of ihiiigs puts out of court the \JewisJi\

critic who is himself no better than the Gentile. He can

claim no exemption, but only aggravates his sin by im-

penitence (vv. 1-5). Strictjustice will be meted out to all—

the yetv coming first then the Gentile (vv. 6- 11). The Jew,

will bejudged by the Law of Moses, the Gentile by the Lazv

of Conscience, at the Great Assize which Christ will hold

(w. I a- 1 6).

' The Gentile sinner is without excuse ; and his critic—who-

ever he may be—is equally without excuse, even though [like

the Jew] he imagines himself to be on a platform of lofty superiority.

No such platform really exists. In fact the critic only passes

sentence upon himself, for by the fact of his criticism he shows that

he can distinguish accurately between right and wrong, and his

own conduct is identical with that which he condemns. "^ And we

are aware that it is at his conduct that God will look. The

standard of His judgement is reality, and not a man's birth or

status as either Jew or Gentile. 'Do you suppose—you Jewish

critic, who are so ready to sit in judgement on those who copy your

own example—do you suppose that a special exemption will be

made in your favour, and that you personally (o-u emphatic) will

escape ? * Or are you presuming upon all that abundant goodness,

forbearance, and patience with which God delays His punishment

of sin? If so, you make a great mistake. The object of that long-

suffering is not that you may evade punishment but only to induce

you to repent. " While you with that callous impenitent heart of

yours are heaping up arrears of Wrath, which will burst upon you

in the Day of Wrath, when God will stand revealed in His character

as the Righteous Judge. • The principle of His judgement is clear

and simple. He will render to every man his due, by no fictitious

standard (such as birth or status) but strictly according to what

he has done. '' To those who by steady persistence in a life-work

of good strive for the deathless glories of the Messianic Kingdom,
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He will give that for which they strive, viz. eternal life. ^But

to those mutinous spirits who are disloyal to the right and loyal

only to unrighteousness, for such there is in store anger and

fury, * galling, nay crushing, pain: for every human being they

are in store, who carries out to the end his course of evil, whethei

he be Jew or whether he be Gentile—the Jew again having prece-

dence. ***0n the other hand the communicated glory of the Divine

Presence, the approval of God and the bliss of reconciliation with

Him await the man who labours on at that which is good—be he

Jew or Gentile ; here too the Jew having precedence, but only

precedence :
" for God regards no distinctions of race.

^^ Do not object that the Jew has a position of privilege which

will exempt him from this judgement, while the Gentile has no law

by which he can be judged. The Gentiles, it is true, have no law
;

but as they have sinned, so also will they be punished without one

[see vv. 14, 15]. The Jews live under a law, and by that law they

will be judged. "For it is not enough to hear it read in the

synagogues. That does not make a man righteous before God.

His verdict will pronounce righteous only those who have done

what the Law commands. "I say that Gentiles too, although

they have no written law, will be judged. For whenever any of

them instinctively put in practice the precepts of the Law, their

own moral sense supplies them with the law they need. "Be-

cause their actions give visible proof of commandments written not

on sione but on the tables of the heart. These actions themselves

bear witness to them ; and an approving conscience also bears

them witness ; while in their dealings with one another their inward

thoughts take sometimes the side of the prosecution and some-

times (but more rarely) of the defence. " These hidden workings

of the conscience God can see ; and therefore He will judge

Gentile as well as Jew, at that Great Assize which I teach that He
will hold through His Deputy, Jesus Messiah.

1. The transition from Gentile to Jew is conducted with much
rhetorical skill, somewhat after the manner of Nathan's parable

to David. Under cover of a general statement St. Paul sets be-

fore himself a typical Jew. Such akx one would assent cordially

to all that had been said hitherto (p. 49. sup.). It is now turned

against himself, though for the moment the Apostle holds ill

suspense the direct affirmation, * Thou art the man.'
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There Is evidence that Marcion keptw. a, 12-14, 16, 20 (from ?voi'Ta)-29

;

for the rest evidence fails. We might suppose that Marcion would omit w.
17-20, which record however ironically) the privileges of the Jew; but the

retention of the last clause of ver. 30 is against tly.^i.

hi6 links this section closely to the last ; it is well led up to by

i. 3a, but dvanoX. pointing back to i. 20 shows that the Apostle had

more than this in his mind.

2. otSafiev Se ABD &c., Hard., Orig.-Iat. Tert. Ambrstr. Theodrt. «/.

WH. Uxi RV. /c'.v/ : olSafiey yap S C 17 a/, pane. Latt. (exc. g) Boh. Arm.,

Chrys. , Tisch. WH. luarg. RV. inarg. An even balance of authorities,
" both sides drawing their evidence from varied quarters. A more positive

decision than that of WH. RV. would hardly be justified.

oISafieK : olha = to know for a fact, by external testimony

;

yiyvwaica) = to know by inner personal experience and appro-

priation : see Sp. Comm. iii. 299 ; Additional note on 1 Cor. viii. i.

S. a6 emphatic ; * thou, of all men.' There is abundant illus-

tration of the view current among the Jews that the Israelite was

secure simply as such by virtue of his descent from Abraham and

of his possession of the Law : cf. Matt. iii. 8, 9 ' Think not to say

within yourselves, We have Abraham to our father*; Jo. viii. 33 ;

Gal. ii. 15; the passages quoted by Gif.; Weber, Altsyn. Theol.

p. 69 f.

There may be an element of popular misunderstanding, there is

certainly an element of inconsistency, in some of these passages.

The story of Abraham sitting at the gate of Paradise and refusing

to turn away even the wicked Israelite can hardly be a fair

specimen of the teaching of the Rabbis, for we know that they in-

sisted strenuously on the performance of the precepts of the Law,
moral as well as ceremonial. But in any case there must have

been a strong tendency to rest on supposed religious privileges

apart from the attempt to make practice conform to them.

4. xpi1<^T<5'n]Tos : bonitatis Vulg., in Tit. iii. 4 benigntias'. see

Lft. on Gal. v. 22. xpi*^^^!^ =^ 'kindly disposition'; fiaKpodvula

= 'patience,' opp. to o^vdufila a 'short' or 'quick temper,' ' irasci-

bihty' (cf. fipadvs fls opyfjv Jas. i. 19); di/o;^)J = ' forbearance,'

' delay of punishment,' of. dvexonai to hold one's hand.

Comp. Philo, Le^. Allegor. i. 13 (Mang. i. 50) 'Orav yd.p iy fiiv KarcL

9a\A,TTT]s, irqyds Si iv rots (prj/xordrois eiroix^p?! . . . ri trtpov vapiarijaiv ^
rifv virfp0o\fiv tov re it\ovtov icat rr}s dyadoTrjTOi avrov ;

With pLaKpoBv/xias comp. a graphic image in A/>oc. Baruch. xii. 4 Evigi-

labit contra te furor qui nunc in longanimitate lanquam in frenis reti-

lUtur.

The following is also an impressive statement of this side of the Divine

attributes: 4 Ezr. vii. 62-68 (132-138) Scio, Domine, quoniam{=oTi. ' that ')

112U1C vocatus est Altissimus miserieors, in eo qttodmisereatitr his qui nou-

c/uin in saeeulo advenerunt ; et miserator in eo quod miseraiiir illis qui

conversionemfaciunt in lege eius ; et longanimis, quoniam longanimitatetn

praestat his qui peccaverunt quasi suis operibus j et munijicus, quoniam
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quidem donare vnlt pro exigere ; et 77itiltae niisericordiae,qtioniam mul-
tiplicat imigis misericordias his qui praesentes sunt et qui praeterierunt et

qui futiiri sunt : si enim non viultiplicavcrit, 7ion vivificabitiir saeculwr
cum his qui inhabitant in eo ; et donator, quoniam si non donavei'it de

honitate sua tit allevcntur hi qui iniquitatcm fecerunt de sjiis iniquitati-

hus, non poterit decies millesima pars vivijicari hominum.
KOTa<ppov«is : cf. Apoc. Baruch. xxi. 20 Innotescat pottntia tua illis qui

putant longanimitatem tuam esse infirmitatem.

eis (ACTaVoiai' ae ayei : its purpose or tendency is to induce you
to repent.

' The Conative Present is merely a species of the Progressive Present. A
verb which of itself suggests effort when used in a tense which implies action

in progress, and hence incomplete, naturally suggests the idea of attempt

'

(Burton, § 11).

'According to R. Levi the words [Joel ii. 13] mean: God removes to

a distance His Wrath. Like a king who had two fierce legions. If these,

thought he, encamp near me in the country they will rise against my subjects

when they provoke me to anger. Therefore I will send them far away.
Then if my subjects provoke me to anger before I send for them (the legions)

they may appease me and I shall be willing to be appeased. So also said

God : Anger and Wrath are the messengers of destruction. I will send them
far awav to a distance, so that when the Israelites provoke Me to anger, they

may come, before I send for them, and repent, and I may accept their

repentance (cf. Is. xiii. 5). And not only that, said R. Jizchak, but he
locks them up (Anger and Wrath) out of their way ; see jer. 1. 25, which
means : Until He opens His treasure-chamber and shuts it again, man
returns to God and He accepts him' {J.ract. Tnaanith ii. i ap. Winter u.

Wiinsche,y/I(i/. Litt. i. 207).

5. KaTci :
' in accordance with,' secundum duritiam tuam Vulg.

6pY'i>' : see on i. 18 above.

epyrji' Iv riii-ipa 6pyr\<i : to be taken closely together, * wrath (to

be inflicted) in a day of wrath.'

The doctrine of a ' day of the Lord ' as a day of judgement is taught by
the Prophets from Amos onwards (Amos v. 18 ; Is. ii. 12 ff.; xiii. 6 ff. ; xxiv.

31
; Jer. xlvi. 10; Joel ii. i ff. ; Zeph. i. 7 ff. ; Ezek. vii. 7 ff. ; xxx. 3 ff. ; Zech.

xiv. I ; Mai. iii. 2 ; iv. i. It also enters largely into the pseudepigraphic
literature : Enoch xlv. 3 ff. (and the passages collected in Charles' Note)

;

Ps. Sol. XV. 13 ff. ; 4 Ezr. vi. 18 ff., 77 ff. [vii. io3 ff. ed. Bensly] ; xii. 34;
Apoc. Bartuh. Ii. i ; Iv. 6, &c.

SiKaioKpiaias : not quite the same as SiKaiis Kplaeas 2 Thess. i. 5
{cl. justijudicii Vulg.), denoting not so much the character of the

judgement as the character of the Judge (StKato/cptrijs 3 Mace. xii.

41 J
cf. o dUaios KptTi'js 2 Tim. iv, 8).

The word occurs in the Quinta (the fifth version included in Origen's
Hexapla) of Hos. vi. 5 ; it is also found twice in Test. XII Patriarch. Levi 3
6 5tvT(f}f)i Ix" '"^P^ X'*^''**' KpvaraWov tToi/xa (Is -fjixipav rrpoard-yiiaTui Kvpioo
if TTj SticatoKptjii} Tov Qfov. Ibid. 15 Xrjif/ea0( vveidufxdy «al alax^yjy aliuviov

vapaL TTJi Siiccuoicptffiaf tov &(ov.

6. OS diToStijaet : Prov. xxiv. 1 2 (LXX). The principle here laid

down, though in full accord with the teaching of the N. T.
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generally (Matt. xvi. f 7 ; 2 Cor. v. 10; Gal. vi. 7; Eph. vi. 8;
Col. iii. 24, 25; Rev. ii. 23; xx. 12; xxii. 12), may seem at first

sight to conflict with St. Paul's doctrine of Jusiification by Faith.

But Justification is a past act, resulting in a present siate : it

belongs properly to the beginning, not to the end, of the Christian's

career (see on diKaicodijaovTai in ver. 13). Observe too that there is

no real antithesis between Faith and Works in themselves. Works
are the evidence of Faith, and Faith has its necessary outcome in

Works, The true antithesis is between earning salvation and
receiving it as a gift of God's bounty. St. Paul himself would
have allowed that there might have been a question of earning

salvation if the Law were really kept (Rom. x. 5; Gal. iii. 12).

But as a matter of fact the Law was not kept, the works were not

done.

7. fcaQ' itToiLov^v Ipyou dyaSoo : collective use of tpyov, as in

ver. 15, * a lifework,' the sum of a man's actions.

8. Tots 8e e§ Ipi6€ias :
' those whose motive is factiousness,' opp.

to the spirit of single-minded unquestioning obedience, those who
use all the arts of unscrupulous faction to contest or evade com-
mands which they ought to obey. From epi6os ' a hired labourer

'

we get ffjidfiico ' to act as a hireling,' tpiQivofxai a political term

for 'hiring paid canvassers and promoting party spirit:' hence
tpide'ia = the spirit of faction, the spirit which substitutes factious

opposition for the willing obedience of loyal subjects of the king-

dom of heaven. See Lft. and Ell. on Gal. v. 20, but esp. Fri.

ad loc.

The ancients were strangely at sea about this word. Hesychius (cent. 5)
derived epiOos fiom epa 'earth'; the Etymologicum Magnum (a compilation
perhaps of the eleventh century) goes a step further, and derives it from ipa

*?7S agricola mercede condiutus ; Greg. Nyssen. connects it with Ipiov ' wool

'

(jtpiOos was used specially of woolworkers) ; but most common of all is the

connexion with ipis (so Theodrt. on Phil. ii. 3 ; cf. Vulg. his qui ex con-

tentione [fer contentionem Phil. ii. 3; rixae Gal. v. 20]). There can be

little doubt that the use of epiOeia was affected by association with tpis,

though there is no real connexion between the two words (see notes on
ivojpuOrjaay xi. 7, Karavv^tus xi. 8).

6pyi) . . . 0ufi(Js : see Lft. and Ell. on Gal. v. 20 ; Trench, Syn.

p. 125: opyij is the setiled feeling, 6vfi6s the outward manifestation,
' outbursts ' or ' ebullitions of wrath.'

6py^ Se (any 6 inofievoi rots d/xapTavovffiv inl rifiajpia irSvot. Ov/xhu 5e

dpi^ovrai opy^v dvaBvfuajnivrjv leal dtotdaivovaav Orig. (in Cramer's Catena).

9. G\liJ;is Kal oTefoxtopia : iribulatio {pressura in the African form

of the Old Latin) et angusiia Vulg., whence our word ' anguish '

:

o-TeTO^wpia is the stronger word= ' torturing confinement ' (cf. 2 Cor.

iv. 8). But the etymological sense is probably lost in usage;

calamitas et angustiae h.e. summa calamitas Fri. p. 106.
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For similar combinations (' day of tribulation and pain,' ' of tribulation

and great shame,' ' of suffering and tribulation,' ' of anguish and affliction,' &c.)

see Charles' note on Enoch xlv. a.

Ka.T^f>{a\Q^ivoM = ' carry to the end
'

; Kara either strengthening

the force of the simple vb., as per in perficere, or giving 't a bad

sense, as m perpeirare Fri. p. 107.

11. irpoawTToXTjiJ/ia : peculiar to Bibh'cal and Ecclesiastical Greek
(Eph. vi. 9; Col. iii. 25; Jas. ii. i ; cf. TrpoaanoXfjnTTji Acts x. 34 ;

irpo(Tco7ToKi]T;T(l.i> JaS. ii. 9; uTrpotTcoTrvXrjTVTcos I Pet. i. 17): npoa-mnov

Xap^avfiv = (i) to give a gracious reception to a suppliant or suitor

(Lev. xix. 15) ; and hence (ii) to show partiality, give corrupt judge-

ment. In N. T. always with a bad sense.

The idea goes back to Dent. x. 17 o @ebt . , . ov dav/ii^tt irpdawitov ovV
oi jjifj Kdliy Swpov, •which is adopted in Ps. Sol. ii. 19 6 Oeos KptTrjs Sinatoi Kat

ov Oav/J-daei vpoaajirov, and explained va. Jubilees v. 15 'And He is not one
who will regard the person (of any) nor receive gifts ; when He says that He
will execute judgement on each : if one gave him everything that is on the

earth, He will not regard the gifts or the person (of any), nor accept any-

thing at his hands, for he is a Righteous Judge' ; cf. Apoc. Baruch. xiii. 7,

Pirqi Aboth iv. 31 ' He is about to judge with whom there is no iniquity,

nor forgetfulness, nor respect of persons, nor taking of a bribe.'

12, 13. votios and 6 vojjlos. The distinction between these two forms did
not escape the scholarship of Origen, whose comment on Rom. iii. ai reads

thus in Rufinus' translation (ed. Lommatzsch, vi. 201) : Aloris est apud
Craccos noviinibus ap9pa praeponi, quae apud nos possunt articuli nominari.
Si qtiamlo igitur iMosis legem nominat, solitiiin nominipraemittit articulum:
si quando vera naturaletn vult ititelligi, sine articulo ttominat legem. This
distinction however, though it holds good genernlly, does not cover all the

cases. There are really three mam uses: yi) 6 vufx-m = the Law of Moses;
the art. denotes something with which the readers are familiar, Hkeir own
law,^ which Christians in some sense inherited from the Jews through the O. T.

(2) i/o/ioy = law in general (e.g. ii. 12, 14; iii. 20 f.; iv. 15; v. 13, Slc). (3) But
there is yet a third usage where fo/ios without art. really means the Law of

Moses, but the absence of the art. calls attention to it not as proceeding from
Moses, but in its quality as law, non quia Mosis sedquia lex as Gif. expresses

it in his comment on Gal. ii. 19 (p. 46). St. Paul regards the Pre-Messianic
period as essentially a period of Law, both for Jew and for Gentile. Hence
when he wishes to bring out this he uses >'u/ioj without art. even where he is

referring to the Jews ; because his main point is that they were under
* a legal system '—who gave it and what name it bore was a secondary con-
sideration. The Law of the Jews was only a typical example of a state of

things that was universal. This will explain passages like Rom. v. 20, x. 4.

There will remain a few places, which do not come under any of these
heads, where the absence of the art. is accounted for by the influence of the
context, usually acting; through the law of grammatical sympathy by which
when one word in a phrase drops the article another also drops it ; some of

these passages involve rather nice points of scholarship (see the notes on
ii. 25; iii. 31 ; xiii. S). On the whole subject compare esp. Gif p. 47 ff.

;

also a monograph by Grafc, Die- paiiliiiisclw Lthre von Gcsetz, Freiburg i.

B. 1S84, ed. 2, 1893. Dr. Grafe goes rather too far in denying the dis-

tinction between vipo-i and 6 vofxos, but his paper contains many just re-

marks and criticisms.

12. dkdjMds. The heaiheii are represented a? deliberately reject*.
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ing not only the Law of Moses but even the Noachic ordinances.

Thus they have become enemies of God and as such are doomed
to destruction (Weber, Altsyn. Theol. p. 65).

TjnapToy. Burton (§ 54) calls this a 'collective Aorist,' represented in

English by the Perfect. ' From the point of view from which the Apostle

is speaking, the sin of each offender is simply a past fact, and the sin of

all a series or aggregate of facts together, constituting a past fact. But
inasmuch as this series is not separated from the time of speaking we must

as in iii. 23 employ an English Perfect in translation.' Prof. Burton

^ suggests an alternative possibility that the aor. may be proh-ptic, as if it

were spoken looking backwards from the Last Judgement of the sins which
will then be past ; but the parallels of iii. 23, v. 12 are against this.

13. ol aKpoaral vojiov : cf. Karrjxovfifvm (K tov vS/jlov tct. i8 ; also Pereq

R. Heir 6 {Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, ed. Taylor, p. 1
1 5)

' Thorah is

acquired ... by learning, by a listening ear,' &c. It is interesting to note

that among the sayings ascribed to Simeon, very possibly St. Paul's own
class-mate and son of Gamaliel his teacher, is this: "not learning but doing
is the groundwork ; and whoso multiplies words occasions sin' (^Pirqi Aboth.

i. 18, ed. Taylor; reff. from Delitzsch).

vojiov sine artic. bis NABDG. The absence of the art. again (as in the

last verse) generalizes the form of statement, ' the hearers and the doers of

law' (whatever that law may be) ; cf. vii. I.

SiKaiuGiio-oi'Tai. The word is used here in its universal sense of
' a judicial verdict,' but the fut. tense throws forward that verdict

to the Final Judgement. This use must be distinguished from

that which has been explained above (p. 30 f.), the special or, so to

speak, technical use of the term Justification which is characteristic

of St. Paul. It is not that the word has any different sense but

that it is referred to the past rather than to the future (S«ata)(9<VT6r

aor. cf. V. I, 9) ; the acquittal there dates from the moment at

which the man becomes a Christian ; it marks the initial step in
his career, his right to approach the presence of God as if he were
righteous. See on ver. 6 above.

14. eOfit) : TO. %6vr) would mean all or most Gentiles, i6vr] means
only some Gentiles ; the number is quite indefinite, the prominent
point being their character as Gentiles.

Cf. 4 Ezr. iii. 36 homines quidem per nomina invenies servasse mandata
tua, gentes autem non invenies.

rd (AT) vo^w exoi'Ta , the force of ftij is ' who ex hypothesi have not
a law,' v^iom we conceive of as not having a law; cf. ra /mj ovja

I Cor. i. 28 {^uae pro nihilo habentur Grimm).
eauTois €io-i KOfios : ubi legis impleiio, ibi lex P. Ewald.

The doctrine of this verse was liberal doctrine for a Jew. The Talmud
recognizes no merit in the good deeds of heathen unless they are accompanied
by a definite wish for admission to the privileges of Judaism hven if

a_ heathen were to keep the whole law it would avail him nothing without
circumcision [fitbarim Rabha i ). If he prays to Jehovah his prayer is aot
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heard {ibid.). If he commits sin and repents, that too does not help him
{Pesikta 1.^6"). Even for his alms he gets no credit {Pesikta 12''). 'In
their books ' (i. e. in those in which God sets down the actions of the

heathen) ' there is no desert' {Shir Rahba 86"=). See Weber, y4//jy«. Theol.

p. 66 f. Christian theologians have expressed themselves much to the same
effect. Their opinions are summed up concisely by Mark Pattison, Essays,

ii. 61. 'In accordance with this view they interpreted the passages in

St. Paul which speak of the religion of the heathen; e.g. Rom. ii. 14.

Since the time of Augustine De Spir. et Lit. § 27) the orthodox interpreta-

tion had applied this verse, either to the Gentile converts, or to the favoured

few among the heathen who had extraordinary divine assistance. The
Protestant expositors, to whom the words " do by nature the things contained

in the law" could never bear their literal force, sedulously prtsrved tha

Augustinian explanation. Even the Pelagian Jeremy Taylor is obliged to

gloss the phrase "by nature," thus :
" By fears and secret opinions which the

Spirit of God, who is never wanting to men in things necessary, was pleased

to put into the hearts of men " {Duct. Dubit. Book II. ch. i, § 3). The
rationalists, however, find the expression " by nature," in its literal sense,

exactly conformable to their own views (John Wilkins [1614-1673], Of Nat.
Rel. II. c. 9), and have no difficulty in supposing the acceptableness of those

works, and the salvation of those who do them. Burnet, on Art. XVIII.,
in his usual confused style of eclecticism, suggests both opinions without

seeming to see that they are incompatible relics of divergent schools of

doctrine.'

15. oiTifes: see on i. 25.

iv%ixKv\iVTa.\. : eVSet^is implies an appeal to facts ; demonstralio

rebus gestisfacta (P. Ewald, De Vocis SuvftSijo-fwr, &c., p. 16 n.).

TO cpyof TOO i/o'fAou :
' the work, course of conduct belonging to

'

(i.e. in this context 'required by' or 'in accordance with') 'the

Law ' : collective use of fpyov as in ver. 7 above.

[Probably not as Ewald op. cit. p. 1 7 after Grotius, opus legis tst id, quod
lex in Judaeis efficit, nempe cognitio liciti et illiciti.'\

<Top,)i.apTupouCTif]s ouTwi' TT]s cTUKGiSiiacws. This phrase is almost

exactly repeated in ch. ix. i avu^iapr. /xot t^s a-wfid. fxov. In both

cases the conscience is separated from the self and personified as

a further witness standing over against it. Here the quality of the

acts themselves is one witness, and the approving judgement passed

upon them by the conscience is another concurrent witness.

awtt^atut. Some such distinction as this is suggested by the original

meaning and use of the word awubijais, which -= * co-knowledge,' the know-
ledge or reflective judgement which a man has by the side of 01 in conjunction

with the original consciousness of the act. This second consciousness is easily

projected and personified as confronting the first.

The word is quoted twice from Menander (342-391 B. c), Monost. 597
(cf. 654) a-naaiv ^fiiv t) avvdhriais 9(us ^ed. Didot, pp. 101,103). I' i^ sig-

nificant that both the word and the idea are completely absent from Aristotle.

They rise into philosophical importnnce in the more introspective moral
teaching of the Stoics. The two forms, t^ awubos and fj avvfO^rjais appear
to be practically corwertible. Eiiictetus {Fragm. 97) compares the con-

science to a wai5i7a>7c/j in a passage which is closely parallel to the comment
of Origen on this verse of Ep. Rom. (ed. Lommatzsch, vi. 107) spirilus . .

.
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velutpaedagogus ei [sc animae] qtiidam seciatus et rector ut earn de metioribm

moneat vel de culpis castiget et argtiat.

In Biblical Greek the word occurs first with its full sense in Wisd. xvii. lo.

[ill a«J 5J Trpoa(i\T]<pf ral xo^^'ra [iroyTjpia'] ffwexofiivr) rrj (Tvv(i8;)aft In

Philo ri avvdSos is the form used. In N. T. the word is mainly Pauline

occurring in the speeches of Acts xxiii. i, xxiv. 16; Rom. 1 and 2 Cor,

Past. Epp., also in Heb.) ; elsewhere only in i Pet. and the pertt aduli

John viii. 9. It is one of the few technical terms in St. Paul which seem 10

have Greek rather than Jewish affinities.

The ' Conscience ' of St. Paul is a natural faculty which belongs to all

men alike (Rom. ii. 15), and pronounces upon the character of actions, both

their own (2 Cor. i. 13) and those of others (2 Cor. iv. 2, v. 1 1). It can be

over-scrupnlous (i Cor. x. 25), but is blunted or ' seared ' by neglect of its

warnings (i Tim. iv. 2).

The usage of St. Paul corresponds accurately to that of his Stoic con-

temporaries, but is somewhat more restricted than that wliich obtains in

modem times. Conscience, with the ancients, was the faculty which passed

judgment npon actions after they were done (.in technical language the con-

tcientia consequens moralis), not so much the general source of moial

obligation. In the passage before us St. Paul speaks of such a source

(kavToh etffi vofioi); but the law in question is rather generalized from the

dictates of conscience than antecedent to them. See on the whole subject

a treatise by Dr. P. Ewald, D$ Vocis 'ZwuSriaim apud script. N. T. vi eu

^testate (Lipsiae, 18S3).

fi6Ta|i^ dXXii]\o)K. This clause is taken in two ways: (i) of the

' thoughts/ as it were, personified, Conscience being in debate

with itself, and arguments arising now on the one side, and now on

the other (cf. Shakspeare's ' When to the sessions of sweet silent

thought, I summon up remembrance of things past
') ; in this case

ftera^v aWfj^iov almost = 'alternately,' 'in mutual debate'; (ii)

taking the previous part of the verse as referring to the decisions

of Conscience when in private it passes in review a man's own
acts, and this latter clause as dealing rather with its judgements on

the acts of the others; then fifra^v dXkri'Kau will = 'between one

another,' * between man and man,' ' in the intercourse of man
with man

'
; and Xoyiaficbv will be the ' arguments ' which now

take one side and now the other. The principal argument in

favour of this view (which is that of Mey. Gif. Lips.) is the em-

phatic position of fxera^v dWfj'Koiv, which suggests a contrast between

the two clauses, as if ihey described two different processes and

not merely different parts or aspects of the same process.

There is a curious parallel to this description in Assump. Moyt.^ i. 13

Creavit enim orbem terrarum propter plebem suam, et non coepit earn

inceptionem aea/urae . . . palam facere, ut in ea gtntti arguantur tt humili-

ter inter se disputationibus arguant st.

Toll' XoyiCTfiwi' : the \oyi<rfio'i are properly * thoughts * conceived in

the mind, not ' arguments ' used in external debate. This appeara

from the usage of the word, which is frequently combined with

Kap8ia (ttoXXoi Xoyiafjioi e'v ica/jS,a liiS/jos- Prov. xix. 2 I ; cf. Ps. xxxii. 1 I
;

Prov. vi 18): it ia used of secret "plots* (Jer. xviii. 18 d*vT'
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Xoyiaafitda tm 'Upfiiiav XoyicTfinv, ' devisc dcviccs '), and of the Divine
intentions (Jer. Xxix [xxxvi] II Xoymvuai ((p' vfiat Xoyiaiiov (lpTji>t)s).

In the present passage St. Paul is describing an internal process,

though one which is destined to find external expression ; it is the

process by which are formed the moral judgements of men upon
their fellows.

* The conscience * and * the thoughts ' both belong to the same persons.
This is rightly seen by Klopper, who has written at length on the passage
before us {Paulinische Studien, Kbnigsberg, 1887, p. 10) ; but it does not
follow that both the conscience and the thoughts are exercised upon the same
objects, or that ^eTafu aK\i]\o}v must be referred to the thoughts in the

sense that influences from without are excluded. The parallel quoted in

support of this (^Matt. xviii. 15 /xtra^v aov Kal avrov (xovov) derives that part

of its meaning from fiovov, not from ftera^v.

^ Kal :
' or even,* * or it may be,' implying that dTroX. is the ex-

ception, KaTTjy. the rule.

16. The best way to punctuate is probably to put (in English)

a colon after ver. 13, and a semi-colon at the end of ver. 15: ver.

16 goes back to diKaioiBrjaovrai in ver. 13, or raUier forms a conclu-

sion to the whole paragraph, taking up again the *V rjut'ija of ver. 5.

The object of vv. 13-15 is to explain how it comes about that

Gentiles who have no law may yet be judged as if they had one

:

they have a second inferior kind of law, if not anv written precepts

yet the law of conscience; by this law they will be judged when
quick and dead are put upon their trial.

Orig., with his usual acuteness, sees the difficulty of connecting ver. 16 with

er. 15, and gives an answer which is substantially right. The 'thoughts

accusing and condemning ' are not conceived as rising up at the last day but

now. They leave however marks behind, veiut in certs, ita tn corde nostra.

These marks God can see (ed. Lomm. p. 109).

tv Tinepoi oT€ {tt \VH. marg.) : tv^ Vh^Pf B, WH. fext: h fiftipa y A,
Pesh. Boh. aL, WH. marg.

8ia 'I-qffoO Xpio-Tow (et WH. marg.) : 5»ii Xpiarov 'Iijaoi! NB, Orig., Tisch.

WH. text.

Kpifei : might be Kplvu, as RV. marg., fut. regarded as certain.

KOTcL TO euayyeXioi' p,0M. The point to which St. Paul's Gospel,

or habitual teaching, bears witness is, not that God will judge the

world (which was an old doctrine), but that He will judge it through

Jesus Christ as His Deputy (which was at least new in its applica-

tion, though the Jews expected the Messiah to act as Judge, Enoch
xlv, xlvi, with Charles' notes).

The phrase majb. rh dafi. /xov occurs Ronu xvl. 2$, of the specially

Pauline doctrine of 'free grace'; a Tim. ii. 8, (i~l of the resurrection ol

Christ from the dead, (ii) of His descent from the seed of David.

We note in passing the not very intelligent tradition (introduced by (paal

Si, Eus. If. E. III. iv. 81, that wherever St. Paul spoke of 'hi* Gospel' h<

meant the Gospel of St. Luke.
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FAHiUEE OP THE JEWS.

II. 17-29. The Jew may boast ofhis possession ofa special

Revelation and a written Law, but all the time his practice

shows that he is really no better than the Gentile (vv. 17-24).

And if he takes his stand on Circnmcision, that too is of

valne only so far as it is moral and spiritual. In this moral

and spiritual circumcision the Gentile also may share (vv.

25-29).

"Do you tell me that you bear the proud name of Jew, that

you repose on a written law as the charter of your salvation ? Do
you boast that Jehovah is your God, " that you are fully ac-

quainted with His revealed Will, that you adopt for yourself a high

standard and listen to the reading of the Law every Sabbalh-day ?

" Do you give yourself out with so much assurance as a guide to

the poor blind Gentile, a luminary to enlighten his darkness ? '"Do

you call your pupils dullards and yourself their schoolmaster? Are

they mere infants and you their teacher? You, who have all

knowledge and all truth visibly embodied for you in the Law?
" Boastful Jew ! How does your practice comport with your

theory ? So ready to teach others, do you need no teaching your-

self? The eighth "and seventh commandments which you hold

up to others—do you yourself keep them ? You profess to loathe

and abhor idols ; but do you keep your hands from robbing their

temples? '^'You vaunt the possession of a law; and by the

violation of that law you affront and dishonour God Who gave it.

''^As Isaiah wrote that the Gentiles held the Name of God in

contempt because they saw His people oppressed and enslaved, so

do they now for a different reason—because of the gross incon-

sistency in practice of those who claim to be His people.

'* True it is that behind the Law you have also the privilege of

Circumcision, which marks the people of Promise. And Circum-

cision has its value if you are a law-performer. But if you are

a law-breaker you might as well be uncircumcised. '^^ Does it not

follow that if the uncircumcised Gentile keeps the weightier statutes

of ihe Moral Law, he will be treated as if he were circumcised?

'' And uncircumcised as he is, owinjr to his Gentile birth, yet if he
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fulfils the Law, his example will (by contrast) conoemn you who

with the formal advantages of a written law and circumcision, only

break the law of which you boast. ** For it is not he who has the

outward and visible marks of a Jew who is the true Jew ; neither

is an outward and bodily circumcision the true circumcision.

^* But he who is inwardly and secretly a Jew is the true Jew ; and

the moral and spiritual circumcision is that which really deserves

the name. The very w'ord ' Jew '—descendant of Judah—means

'praise' (Gen. xxix. 35). And such a Jew has his 'praise,* not

from man but from God.

17. El 81 M A B D* al, Latt. Pesh. Boh. Arm. Aeth., &c. : 'iS*

D^L al. Hard., Chrys. aL The authorities for d Se include all the

oldest MSS., all the leading versions, and the oldest Fathers : tfif is

an itacism favoured by the fact that it makes the construction

slightly easier. Reading «i 8e the apodosis of the sentence begins

at ver. 21.

'lou8aio9 : here approaches in meaning (as in the mouth of a Jew
it would have a tendency to do) to 'Io-pa»;XiVijr, a member of the

Chosen People, opposed to the heathen.

Strictly speaking, 'E/3/xiroi, opp. 'EXAjji/jar^y, calls attention to langnnge;
'lovSaroy, opp."EXA»;v, calls attention to nationality ; '\aparfXiirp -= a member
of the theocracy, in possession of full theocratic privileges (Tiench, Syn.

§ xxxix, p. 132 ff.). The word 'lov^aios does not occur in LXX (though

'lovta'Ca^i6s is found four times in 2 Mace), but at this date it is the common
word ; 'E^pafos and 'laparjKhrjs are terms reserved by the Jews themselves,

the one to distinguish between the two main divisions of their race (the

Palestinian and Greek-speaking), the other to describe their esoteric status.

For the Jew's pride in his privileges comp. 4 Ezra vi. 55 f. Aatc autem
omnia dixi coram te, Domine, quoniam dixisti eas (sc. gentes) nil esse, et

quoniam salivae assimilata* sunt, et quasi stillicidium de vase similasti

habundantiam eorum.

eiroi'Ofjial^j] :
' bearest the name ' : inovofMaCfiv^' to impose a name,'

pass. ' to have a name imposed.'

^iramTraoT] vit^^'. 'have a law to lean upon': so (without art.)

t^ABD*; but it is not surprising that the later IMSS. should

make the statement more definite, ' lean upon the Law.' For i-nav.

(requiescis Vulg.) cf. Mic. iii. 11 ; Ezek. xxix. 7 : the word implies

at once the sense of support and the saving of ill-directed labour

which resulted to the Jew from the possession of a law.

KauxSaai iv 0ew : suggested by Jer. ix. 24 ' let him that glorieth

glory in this, that he understandeth and knoweth Me, that 1 am
the Lord.'

Kavxdaai : for kuvx^, stopping at the first step in the ptoces* of con-

tiactioa {jtavx^-taai, navxaaat, Kai/x$). This is one of the forms which used
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to be called * Alexandrine,* but which simply belong to the popular Greek
current at the time (Hort, Introd. p. 304'). Kavxaaai occurs also in i Cor.

iv. 7, KaTUKavxo-oai Rom. xi. 18 ; comp. uSvvaaai Luke xvi. 25, and from un-

contracted verbs, (paytaat . . . -irUaai Luke xvii. 8, bvvaaai Matt. v. 3O (but

hxivri Mark ix. 32) ; see Win. Gr. xiii. 2 b (p. 90).

18. t6 9Ati)io. Bp. Lightfoot has shown that this phrase was

so constantly used for ' the Divine Will ' that even without the art.

it might have that signification, as in i Cor. xvi. la [On Revision,

p. 106 ed. I, p. 118 ed. 2).

, SoKifid^ets Tcl 8ia<j>e'poi'Ta : probas uiiliora Cod. Clarom. Rufin.

Vulg. ; non modo prae malis bona sed in boiiis optima Beng. on
Phil. i. 10, where the phrase recurs exactly. Both words are

ambiguous: fioKt/^ia^fti/ = (i) 'to test, assay, discern'; (ii) 'to

approve after testing' (see on i. 28); and rh. Siacpe'pnvra may be

either ' things which differ,' or ' things which stand out, or excel.'

Thus arise the two interpretations represented in RV. and RV.
marg., with a like division of commentators. The rendering of

RV. marg. ('provest the things that differ,' *hast experience of

good and bad ' Tyn.) has the support of Euthym.-Zig. (diaKplven to.

dia(pfpovTa ciXXrjXaiv' olov KaKov koI kukov^ dperriv Koi KaKiavJ, Fri. De W.
Oltr. Go. Lips. Mou. The rendering of RV. ('approvest the

things that are excellent') is adopted by Latt. Orig. (i/a ut non

solum quae sint bona scias, verum etiam quae sint meliora et uiiliora

discernas), most English Versions, Mey. Lft. Gif. Lid. (Chrys. does

not distinguish; Va is undecided). The second rendering is the

more pointed.

Karrjxoup.ei'os Ik toG cojxou : of. Acts. xv. 21.

19. irtiroiOas k.t.\. The common construction after triiroiBai is on : ace.

and infin. is very rare. It seems better, with Vaughan, to take aeavrov

closely with -niiToiBas, 'and art persuaded as to thyself that thou art,' &c.

68i)y6v . . . TV(j>\wv. It is natural to compare Matt. xv. 14 rv<p\oi elaiv

oSriyol rv(p\5)v k.t.X. ; also xxiii. 16, 24. Lips, thinks that the first saying was
present to the mind of the Apostle. It would not of course follow that it

was current in writing, though that too is possible. On the other hand the

expression may have been more or less proverbial : comp. Wiinsche, Erldut.

d. Evang. on Matt, xxiii. 16. The same epithet was given by a Galilaean

to R. Chasda, Baba Kama fol. 52a.' When the Shepherd is angry with the

sheep he blinds their leader; i.e. when God determines to punish the

Israelites, He gives them tmworthy rulers.'

20. iraiSeuTT^i' :
' a schoolmaster,' with the idea of discipline,

correction, as well as teaching; cf. Heb. xii. 9.

I'tjTrtoji' : 'infants,' opp. to rfheioi, 'adults,' as in Heb. v. 13, 14.

^.op^diaiv :
' outline,' ' delineation,' ' embodiment.' As a rule

(Txfjfia = outward form as opp. to inward substance, while p-oijipq

= outward form as determined by inward substance ; so that

<Txw^ is the variable, p-npcprj the permanent, element in things : see

Lft. P/iil. p. 125 ff. ; Sp. Comm. on i Cor. vii. 31. Nor does the

present passage conflict wiih this distinction. 1 he Law was a real
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expression of Divine truth, so far as it went. It is more diflficult to

account for 2 Tim. iii. 5 ^xovres yLOpc^iixTiv (vae^das Tr]v St dvvafiiv

avrrji rjpvqfitvoi.

See however Lft. in Joum. of Class, and Sacr. Philol. (1857") iii. 115
' They will observe that in two passaj^es where St. Paul does speak of that
which is unreal or at least external, and does not employ axniJ^<^, he still

avoids using fiopcprj as inappropriate, and adopts ^opilxaais instead (Rom. ii.

20 ; 2 Tim. iii. 5), where the termination -cuitjs denotes "the aiming after or
affecting the ixop(pT}."' Can this quite be made good?

21. oiJi': resumptive, introducing tiie apodosis to the long pro-

tasis in vv. 17-20. After the string of points, suspended as it were
in the air, by which the Apostle describes the Jew's complacency,
he now at last comes down with his emphatic accusation. Here
is the ' Thou art the man ' which we have been expecting since

ver. I.

KX^iTTtiv : infin. because Krjpiaaojv contains the idea of command.

22. pSeXuaao/xekos : used of the expression of physical disgust,

esp. of the Jew's horror at idolatry.

Note the piling up of phrases in Deut. vii. 26 Ka\ ovk tlaoifftis PSeKvyfm
^ 0^ [here of the gold and silver plates with which idols were overlaid] tU

t6v oIkuv aov, KOI ear) dvaOrjua aicrnep tovto. npoaoxO^'TfjLaTi vpoaoxOiels koX

^5e\iiyiJ.aTi P5e\v^ri, oti dvaOrj/M eartv. Comp. also Dan. xii. II ; Matt. xxiv.

15, &c. One of the ignominies of captivity was to be compelled to carry

the idols of the heathen : Assump. Mays. viii. 4 cogenturpalam baiulare idola

eorum inquinata.

lepoCTuXeis. The passage just quoted (Deut. vii. 26 with 25),

Joseph. Ant. IV. viii. 10, and Acts xix. 37 (where the town-clerk

asserts that St. Paul and his companions were ' not iep6a-v\oi) show
that the robbery of temples was a charge to which the Jews were

open in spite of their professed horror of idol-worship.

There were provisions in the Talmud which expressly guarded against

this: everything which had to do with an idol was a PdeXvyfia to him unless

it had been previously desecrated by Gentiles. But for this the Jew might
have thought that in depriving the heathen of their idol he was doing a good
work. See the passages in Delitzsch ad loc. ; also on UpoavKia, which must
not be interpreted too narrowly, Lft., £ss. on Supern. Rel. p. 299 f.

;

Ramsay, The Church in the Roman Empire, p. 144 n, where it is noted
that UpoavXla was just one of the crimes which a provincial governor could
proceed against by his own imperium.
The Kng. Versions of UpoavXeis group themselves thus :

' robbest God of

his honour' Tyn. Cran. Gcnev. ; 'doest sacrilege' (or equivalent) Wic.
Rhem. AV. RV. marg. ; 'dost rob temples' RV.

23. It is probably best not to treat this verse as a question.

The questions which go before are collected by a summary accu-

sation. Gif, with a delicate sense of Greek compo.sition, sees

a hint of this in the change from participles to the relative and
indie. (6 SiddcTKcov ... 6c Kav^^avai).
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24. A free adaptation of Is. lii, 5 (LXX). Heb. ' And con-

tinually all the day long My Name is blasphemed '
: LXX adds to

this St' vnas and <V toIs edveaiv. St. Paul omits ^lanavTos and changes

fxov to Tov Qeov.

The original meant that the Name of God was reviled by the

tyrants and oppressors of Israel : St. Paul, following up a suggestion

in the LXX {81 v^as), traces this reviling to the scandal caused

by Israel's inconsistency. The fact that the formula of quotation

is thrown to the end shows that he is conscious of applying the

passage freely : it is almost as if it were an after-thought that the

language he has just used is a quotation at all. See the longer

note on ch. x, below.

25. vofiov 'n-pa.(TOT[)s. On the absence of the art. see especially the scholarly

note in Va. :
' It is almost as if vufxov vpaaativ and v6/j.ov vapaParTjs were

severally like voixoOeruv, voixo<J>v\aKHv, &c., vofioOtrrjs, voiio^i^aoKakos, &c.,

one compound word: if thou be a law-doer . . . if thou be a law-transgressor,

&c., indicating the character of the person, rather than calling attention to

the particular_/i7;-»j or designation of the law, which claims obedience.'

Yt'yovtv : ' is by that very fact become.' Del. quotes the realistic ex-

pression given to this idea in the Jewish fancy that God would send his

angel to remove the marks of circumcision on the wicked.

26. €is ircpiTOfj.T);' XoYiaSi^aeTai : \oy'i^i(j6ai el's rt= Xoyiffff^ai €tr rh

(tvai Ti, els denoting result, ' so as to be in place of,' ' reckoned as

a substitute or equivalent for ' (Fri., Grm.-Thay. s. v. Xoyi^onai i a).

Of the synonyms rrjpeTv, (pvXaaaeiv, TtXtTv ; rripuv = ' to keep an eye upon,*

'to observe carefully' (and then do); (pvXaaaeiv = 'to guard as a deposit,'

'to preserve intact' against violence from without or within; reXuv = 'to

bring (a law) to its proper fulfilment ' in action ; rrjpuv and (pvkaaativ are

both from the point of view of the agent, reXeiv from that of the law which
is obeyed. See Westcott on Jo. xvii. 1 2 ; 1 Jo. ii. 3.

27. Kpivei: most probably categorical and not a question as

AV. and RV. ; = ' condemn ' by comparison and contrast, as in

Matt. xii. 41, 42 'the men of Nineveh shall stand up in the judge-
ment with this generation and shall condemn it,' &c. Again we
are pointed back to vv. 1-3 ; the judge of others shall be himself

judged.

•q Ik <j>uaea)s cLKpoPuaTia : unclrcumcision which physically re-

mains as it was born. The order of the words seems opposed to

Prof. Burton's rendering, ' the unclrcumcision which by nature

fulfils the law* (« (f)va.= (jivaei V. 14).

8id of 'attendant circumstances' as in iv. ii, viiL 25, xiv. 20;
Anglic^ ' with,' with all your advantages of circumcision and the

possession of a written law.

The distinction between the literal Israel which is after the flesh

and the true spiritual Israel is a leading idea with St. Paul and
is worked out at length in ix. 6 fF. ; see also pp. 2, 14 sup. We may

t 3
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compare Pliil. iii. 3, where St. Paul claims that Christians represent

the t;ue circumcision.

28. 6 <v T(^ 4)av€p5. The Greek of this and the next verse is elliptical,

and there is some ambiguity as to how much belongs to the subject and how
much to the predicate. Even accomplished scholars like Dr. Gifford and
Dr. Vaughan differ. The latter has some advantage in symmetry, making
the missing words in both clauses belong to the subject ('Not he who is

[a Jew] outwardly is a Jew . . . but he who is [a Jew] in secret is a Jew') ;

but it is a drawback to this view of the construction that it separates Trepiro/xiJ

and Kaphias : Gif , as it seems to us rightly, combines these (' he which is

inwardly a Jew [is truly a Jew], and circumcision of heart ... [is true

circumcision 'J). Similarly Lips. Weiss (but not Mey.).

29. irepiTo/x^ KapSi'as. The idea of a spiritual (heart-) circum-
cision goes back to the age of Deuteronomy ; DeuL x. 16 nfpnt-

fielade ttjv (TKKrjpoKapSiav vp.mu : Jer. iv. 4 nfpiTfirjOrjTe ra Geo) vpavj Kai

ntpiTtpeaOt rrjv aKXrjpn<ap8tav vpmV. cf. Jer. ix. 26; Ezek. xliv. 7;
Acts vii. 51. Justin works out elaborately the idea of the Christian

circumcision, Dial. c. Tryph 114.

6 eiran'os. We believe that Dr. Gifford was the first to point

out that there is here an evident play on the name * Jew ' : Judah
s=' Praise ' (cf. Gen. xxix. 35 ; xlix. 8).

CASUISTICAIi OBJECTIOITS ATTSWERED.

III. 1-8. This argument may suggest three objections:

\) If the moral Gentile is better off than the immoral Jew^

what becomes of the Jew's advantages ?—ANSWER. He still

lias majiy. His [e.g^ are the promises (w. 1-2). (ii) But

has not the Jews unbelief cancelled those promises?—
Answer. No uttbelief on the part of man can affect the

pledged word of God: it only serves to enhance His faithful-

ness (vv. 3, 4). (iii) If that is the result of his action, why
should man be judged?—Answer. He certainly will be

judged: we may not say [as I am falsely accused of saying)^

Do evil thatgood may come (vv. 5-8).

' If the qualifications which God requires are thus inward and

spiritual, an objector may urge, What becomes of the privileged

position of the Jew, his descent from Abraham, and the Uke ?

Wliat does he gain by his circumcision? * He does gain much

on all sides. The first gain is that to the Jews were committed
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the prophecies of the Messiah. [Here the subject breaks off;

a fuller enumeration is given in ch. ix. 4, 5.]

'You say, But the Jews by their unbelief have forfeited their

share in those prophecies. And I admit that some Jews have

rejected Christianity, in which they are fulfilled. What then?

The promises of God do not depend on man. He will keep His

word, whatever man may do. * To suggest otherwise were

bksphemy. Nay, God must be seen to be true, though all man-

kind are convicted of falsehood. Just as in Ps. li the Psalmist

confesses that the only effect of his own sin will be that (in

forensic metaphor) God will be ' declared righteous ' in His sayings

[the promises just mentioned], and gain His case when it is brought

to trial,

"A new objection arises. If our unrighteousness is only

a foil to set off the righteousness of God would not God be unjust

who punishes men for sin ? (Speaking of God as if He were man
can hardly be avoided.) • That too were blasphemy to think I If

any such objection were sound, God could not judge the world.

But we know that He will judge it. Therefore the reasoning must

be fallacious.

'If, you say, as in the case before us, the truthfulness of

God' in performing His promises is only thrown into relief by my
infidelity, which thus redounds to His glory, why am I still like

other offenders (koi) brought up for judgement as a sinner?

* So the objector. And I know that this charge of saying

* Let us do evil that good may come ' is brought with slanderous

exaggeration against me—as if the stress which I lay on faith

compared with works meant. Never mind what your actions are,

provided only that the end you have in view is right.

All I will say is that the judgement which these sophistical

reasoners will receive is richly deserved.

Iff. It is characteristic of this Epistle that St. Paul seems
to imagine himself face to face with an opponent, and that he

discusses and answers arguments which an opponent might bring

against him (so iii. iff., iv. iff., vi. iff., 15 ff., vii. 7 ff.). No
doubt this is a way of presenting the dialectical process in his own
mind. But at the same lime it is a way which would seem to

have been suggested by actual experience of controversy with

Jews and the narrower Jewish Christians. We are told expressly
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that the charge of saying ' Let us do evil that good may come

'

was brought as a matter of fact against the Apostle (ver. 8). And
vi. 1, 15 restate this charge in Pauline language. The Apostle

as it were takes it up and gives it out again as if it came in the

logic of his own thought. And the other charge of levelling down
all the Jew's privileges, of ignoring the Old Testament and dis-

paraging its saints, was one which must as inevitably have been

brought against St. Paul as the like charges were brought against

St. Stephen (Acts vi, 13 f.). It is probable however that St. Paul

had himself wrestled with this question long before it was pointed

against him as a weapon in controversy ; and he propounds it in

the order in which it would naturally arise in that stress of reason-

ing, pro and con., which went to the shaping of his own system.

The modified form in which the question comes up the second

time (ver. 9) shows—if our interpretation is correct—that St. Paul is

there rather following out his own thought than contending with

an adversary.

1. TO irepiCTaoi'. That which encircles a thing necessarily

lies outside it. Hence ntpi would seem to have a latent meaning
' beyond,' which is appropriated rather by ntpa, nepav, but comes out

in Trepiaaoi, ' that which is in excess,' ' over and above.'

2. irpwToi' ji^i' : intended to be followed by eneiru 8e, but the line

of argument is broken off and not resumed. A list of privileges

such as might have followed here is given in ch. ix. 4.

vpwTov filv yap : om. yap B D* E G minusc. pauc., verss. plur., Chrys.

Orig.-lat. al., lyap^ WH.
€iTiaTeu9i]o-av. Tuanvo}, in the sense of 'entrust,' 'confide,' takes ace. of

the thing entrusted, dat. of the person ; e. g. Jo. ii. 24 6 51 'lr)(jovi ovk (iti-

OTtviv kavTiiv [rather alrbv or avxov'] avTois. In the passive the dat.

becomes nom., and the ace. remains unchanged i^Buttmann, pp. 175, 189, 190;
Winer, xxxii. 5 [p. 387] ; cf. i Cor. ix. 17 ; Gal. ii. 7).

Td Xoyia. St. Paul might mean by this the whole of the O. T.

regarded as the Word of God, but he seems to have in view rather

those utterances in it which stand out as most unmistakably Divine

;

the Law as given from Sinai and the promises relating to the

Messiah.

The old account of \6ytov as a dimin. of A.0701 is probably correct, though

Mey.-W. make it neut. of A0710S on the ground that \oyiSiov is the proper

dimin. The form Koyi^^iov is rather a strengthened dimin., which by a process

common in language took the place of \6yiov when it acquired the special

sense of 'oracle.' from Herod, downwards X<57«oi' = 'oracle' as a brief

condensed saying; and so it came to = any 'inspired, divine utterance':

e. g. in Philo of the 'prophecies' and of the ' ten commandments' {rrepl rwv

SfKa Xoyiav is the title of Philo's treatise). So in LXX the expression is

used of the ' word of the I ord ' five times in Isaiah and frequently in the

Psalms (no less than seventeen times in Ps. cxix [cxviii]). From this usage

it was natural that it should be transferred to the 'sayings' of the Lord

Jesus (Polyc. ad Phil. vii. 1 t>s hv /it6o5«i5p rd Kiyia rod Kvpiov : cf. Iren.
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Adv. Haer. i praef. ; also Weiss, Einl. § 5.4). But from the time of Philo
onwards the word was used of any sacred writing, whether discourse or

narrative; so that it is a disputed point whether the Xo'jia toxi Kvpiov which
Papias ascribes to St. Matthew, as well as his own Xoy'tojv KvptaKMv (^Tjyrjads

(Eus. I/. E. III. xxxix. 16 and i) were or were not limited to discourse (see

especially Lightfoot, Ess. on Sttpem. Kel. p. 172 ff.).

3. TJTriffTTjo-ai' . . . dTrio-Tia. Do these words refer to 'unbelief
(Mey. Gif. Lid. Oltr. Go.) or to ' unfaitlifulness ' (De W. Weiss
Lips. Va.) ? Probably, on the whole, the former : because (i) the

main point in the context is the disbelief in the promises of the

O. T. and the refusal to accept them as fulfilled in Christ
;

(ii)

chaps, ix-xi show that the problem of Israel's unbelief weighed
heavily on the Apostle's mind

;
(iii) 'unbelief is the constant sense

of the word (dTruTTe'o) occurs seven limes, in which the only apparent

exception to this sense is 2 Tim. ii. 13, and a-nunla eleven timts,

with no clear exception); (iv) there is a direct parallel in ch. xi. 20

TJi aniaria e^eKXaa-drjaai', <tv Se Ttj TTiaTfi fcrrnKag. At the Same time

the one sense rather suggests than excludes the other ; so that the

aiTKTTia of man is naturally contrasted with the Tj-iorts of God
(cf. Va.).

iriaTii' :
' faithfulness ' to His promises ; cf. Lam. iii. 23 TioWh 17

iriOTtr (Tov : Ps. Sol. viii. 35 17 nia-Tis aov iitff fjfjicbv.

KarapyilO'ei. Karapyeiv (from koto, causative and apyos = depyos)

= ' to render inert or inactive ' : a characteristic word with St. Paul,

occurring twenty-five times in his writings (including 2 Thess.

Eph. 2 Tim.), and only twice elsewhere (Lk. Heb.) ; = (i) in

a rnaterial sense, ' to make sterile or barren,' of soil Lk. xiii. 7,

cf. Rom. vi. 6 tva Karapyi^drj to ircopa r^y apaprias, ' that the body as

an instrument of sin may be paralysed, rendered powerless

'

;

(ii) in a figurative sense, ' to render invalid,' ' abrogate,' ' abolish
'

{ttjv iivayyekiav Gal. iii. 1 7 J
vopov Rom. iii. 31).

4. (AT) Y^i'oiTo : a formula of negation, repelling with horror

something previously suggested. * Fourteen of the fifteen N. T.
instances are in Paul's writings, and in twelve of them it expresses

the Apostle's abhorrence of an inference which he fears may be

falsely drawn from his argument' (Burton, M. and I. § 177 ; cf

also Lft. on Gal. ii. 17).

It is characteristic of the vehement impulsive style of this group of Epp.
that the phrase is confined to them (ten times in Rom., once in i Cor., twice
in Gal.). It occurs live times in I.XX, not however standing alone as here,

but woiked into the body of the sentence (cf Gen. xliv. 7, 17 ; Josh. xxii. 29,
xxiv. 16 ; I Kings xx [xxi]. 3).

yivioQta : see on i. 3 above ; the transition which the vero

denotes is often from a latent condition to an apparent condition,

and so here, ' prove to be,' ' be seen to be.'

oLXtjOi^s : as keeping His plighted word.
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<|»eJaTT]s : in asserting that God's promises have not been fulfilled.

KaOus yiypa-nrai. :
' £ven as it stands written.' The quotation is

exact from LXX of Ps. li [1]. 6. Note the mistranslations in LXX
(which St. Paul adopts), viKi^ajjs (or viKrja-en) for insons sis, tv ra

xpivea-Gai (pass.) for m iudicando or dum iudicas. The sense of the

original is that the Psalmist acknowledges the justice of God's

judgement upon him. The result of his sin is that God is pro-

nounced righteous in His sentence, free from blame in His judging.

St. Paul applies it as if the Most High Himself were put upon trial

and declared guiltless in respect to the promises which He has

fulfilled, though man will not believe in their fulfilment.

Sttcos av : of points to an onexpressed condition, ' in case a decision ii

given.*

SiKaia)0t]s :
' that thou mightest be pronounced righteous ' by

the judgement of mankind ; see p. 30 f. above, and compare Matt. xi.

19 KCLi. e8iKaia}ffr] f) ao(f)ia an6 rtov epycov (v. 1. rsKvcop : cf. Lk. vii. 35)
avT^S. Test, X.II Pair. Sym. 6 o.TWf biKaiutdSi dn6 t?]S a/xapTias Twv

^vx^S}V viia>v, Ps. Sol. ii. 16 iyu) hiKaiaxrai at 6 Qeos. The USage

occurs repeatedly in this book ; see Ryle and James ad loc.

iv ToTs Xoyois o-ou: not ' pleadings' (Va.) but ' sayings,' i.e. the

Xj'yta just mentioned. Heb. probably = 'judicial sentence.'

nKiiaT]s : like viiicere, of ' gaining a suit,' opp. to iyrTaaBM : the

full phrase is viKav ttjv diKrjv (Eur. £/. 955, &c.).

wKTio-][ls, B GKL &c. ; viierjaeis N A D E, mtnusc aliq. Probably viteffafit

is right, because of the agreement of N A with the older types of Western

Text, thus representing two great families. The reading vifcqar/i in B appa-

rently belongs to the small Western element in that MS., which would seem
to be allied to that in G rather than to that in D. There is a similar

''uctuation in MSS. of the LXX: Vllii^ar]s is the reading of N B (de/. A),

^iKTjatts of some fourteen cursives. The text of LXX used by St Paul differs

not seldom from that of the great uncials.

itpii'ea0ai : probably not mid. (' to enter upon trial,' ' go to law,'

lit. 'get judgment for oneself) as Mey. Go. Va. Lid., but pass,

as in ver. 7 (so Vulg. Weiss Kautzsch, &c. ; see the arguments

from the usage of LXX and Heb. in Kautzsch, De Vei. Test. Locis

a Paulo allegaiis, p. 24 n.).

5. ^ dSiKta i^fAwi' : a general statement, including Smimia. In

like manner Geoi} hiKMoa\)vr]v is general, though the particular

instance which St. Paul has in his mind is the faithfulness of God
to His promises.

Q»v'\.(jir\(s\.'. <Tvi'laTr]fjii (avvia-Tava) has in N. T. two conspicuous

meanings: (i) ' to bring together* as two persons, 'to introduce'

or ' commend' to one another (e.g. Rom. xvi. i; 2 Cor. iii. i; iv. 2;

V. 12, &C. ; cf. avaraTiKai fniaToXai 2 Cor. iii. l); (ii) ' tO put

together' or 'make good' by argument, 'to prove,' 'establish'
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{compostiis colleciisque quae rem contineant argumenh's ah'quid doceo

Fritzsche), as in Rom. v. 8; a Cor. vii. 11 ; Gal. ii. 18 (where sec

Lft. and Ell.).

Botli meanings are recognized by Hesych. {avvKnav^iv ^iraiveiv, <t)avepovi>,

fiefiaiovu, Traparidevai) ; but it is strange that neither comes out clearly in the

uses of the word in LXX ; the second is found in Susann. 61 avfo-TTjuav

eirt Tovs Svo irpecrfivras, art arvv4aTT\aeu avrovs Aaw^A ^eo^Ofna.pTop'iiaavTas

(Theod.).

Ti Ipoujxej' : another phrase, like (ir] ytvoiro, which is charac-

teristic of this Epistle, where it occurs seven times ; not elsewhere

in N. T.
p,T) aSiKos : the form of question shows that a negative answer is

expected {n^ originally meant ' Don't say that,' &c.).

6 eiri<f>Ep(i>i' Trji' 6pyr]v : most exactly, ' the inflicter of the anger
'

(Va.). The reference is to the Last Judi^ement: see on i. 18,

xii. 19.

Burton however makes 6 lirnpipcuv strictly equivalent to a relative clause,

and like a relative clause suggest a reason ('Who visitelh * = ' because He
visiteth ') M. and T. § 438.

kotA ai'OpcuiTov \£Y<i> : a form of phrase which is also charac-

teristic of this group of Epistles, where the eager argumentation of

the Apostle leads him to press the analogy between human and
divine things in a way that he feels calls for apology. The exact

phrase recurs only in Gal. iii. 15 ; t)ut comp. also i Cor. ix. 8

/U.17 Kara avOpioTiov raiiTa XaXu ; 2 Cor. xi. 17° XaXd), ou koto. Kvptov

AaXw.

6. eirel iruis Kpivel : St. Paul and his readers alike held as axio-

matic the belief that God would judge the world. But the objection

just urged was inconsistent with that belief, and therefore must

fall to the ground.

itrii: 'since, if that were so, if the inflicting of punishment necessarily

implied injustice.' 'Ettu gets the meaning 'if so,' 'if not' ('or else'), from
the context, the clause to which it po'nts being supposed to be repeated:

here tTrei sc. ei dSmos earai 6 tiii^ipuv rr^v opyrjy (of. Buttmann, Gr. of I\l. T.

Gk. p. 359).

thv Koafiof: all mankind.

61 S« N A minusc. pauc, Vulg. cod. Boh., Jo.-Damasc, Tisch. WH. text.

RV. text. ; «J 70^ B D E G I<v L P &c., Vulg. S)Tr., Orig.-lat. Chrys. al., V\ H.
marg. RV. marg. The second reading may be in its origin Western.

7. The position laid down in ver. 5 is now discussed from the side

of man, as it had just been di.-cussed from the side of God.
dXi]0€ia: the truthfulness of God in keeping His promises;

^eiafxa, the falsehood of man in denying their fulfilment (as

in ver. 4).

Koyw : ' 1 too/ as well as others, though my falsehood thus
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redounds to God's glory. St. Paul uses the first person from
motives of delicacy, just as in i Cor. iv. 6 he ' transfers by a fiction

'

(Dr. Field's elegant rendering of fieTicrxwo^Tia-a) to himself and his

friend Apollos what really applied to his opponents.

8. There are two trains of thought in the Apostle's mind : (i)

ihe excuse which he supposes to be put forward by the unbeliever

that evil may be done for the sake of good
;

(ii) the accusation

brought as a matter of fact against himself of saying that evil

might be done for the sake of good. The single clause jroujo-w/xei/

TO KUKCL Xva e/\% TO. uyadd is made to do duty for both these trains of

thought, in the one case connected in idea and construction with

Ti . . . fir], in the other with Xeyovaiv on. This could be brought

out more clearly by modern devices of punctuation : W en Kay^ ws

dfiapToiXos, Kpivufiai ; Koi frt
J fifi
—KuBuis {i\acr(Prjixovp.e6a, Koi Kaduis <paai

Tives fjfiai Tie'yfiv on—noirjawfitv k.t.X. There is a very similar con-

struction in vv. 25, 26, where the argument works up twice over to

the same words, els [77/36?] rrjv ei/Set|ij' T^r diKoioa-vvrji avrov, and the

words which follow the second time are meant to complete both

clauses, the first as well as the second. It is somewhat similar

when in ch. ii. ver. 16 at once carries on and completes vv. 15
and 13.

St. Paul was accused (no doubt by actual opponents) of Anti-

nomianism. What he said was, ' The state of righteousness is not

to be attained through legal works ; it is the gift of God.' He
was represented as saying ' therefore it does not matter what a man
does '—an inference which he repudiates indignantly, not only

here but in vi. i ff., 15 ff.

(Si/ TO Kpijjia K.T.X. This points back to tI tn Kayu> Kpivofxat ; the

plea which such persons put in will avail them nothing ; the judge-

ment (of God) which will fall upon them is just. St. Paul does

not argue the point, or say an)thing further about the calumny
directed against himself; he contents himself with brushing away
an excuse which is obviously unreaL

UNIVERSAIi PAIIiURB TO ATTAIN" TO
RIGHTEOUSnSTESS.

III. 9-20. If the case of us Jews is so bad^ are the

Gentiles any better ? No. The same accusation covers both.

The Scriptiii es speak of the universality of human guilt,

wJiich is laid down in Ps. xiv and grapJiically described hi

Pss. V, cxl, X, in Is. lix, and again in Ps. xxxvi. And if
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the Jezv is equally guilty with the Gentile, still less can he

escape punishment ; for the Law wJiich threatens him with

punishment is his own. So then the zvhole system of Lazv

aftd works done in ftdfilment of La%v, has proved a failure.

Law can reveal sin, but not remove it.

•To return from this digression. What inference are we to

draw ? Are the tables completely turned ? Are we Jews not only

equalled but surpassed (Trpoe^o/if (9a passive) by the Gentiles ? Not at

all. There is really nothing to choose between Jews and Gentiles.

The indictment which we have just brought against both (in i. i8-

32, ii. 17-29) proves that they are equally under the dominion

of sin. "The testimony of Scripture is to the same effect. Thus

in Ps. xiv [here with some abridgment and variation], the Psalmist

complains that he cannot find a single righteous man, " that there is

none to show any intelligence of moral and religious truth, none to

show any desire for the knowledge of God. '^They have all (he

says) turned aside from the straight path. They are like milk

that has turned sour and bad. There is not so much as a single

right-doer among them. ^^This picture of universal wickedness

may be completed from such details as those which are applied

to the wicked in Ps. v. 9 [exactly quoted]. Just as a grave stands

yawning to receive the corpse that will soon fill it with corruption,

so the throat of the wicked is only opened to vent forth depraved

and lying speech. Their tongue is practised in fraud. Or in

Ps. cxl. 3 [also exactly quoted] : the poison-bag of the asp lies

under their smooth and flattering lips. " So, as it is described in

Ps. X. 7, throat, tongue, and lips are full of nothing but cursing

and venom. " Then of Israel it is said [with abridgment from LXX
of Is. lix. 7, 8] : They run with eager speed to commit murder.

" Their course is marked by ruin and misery. " With smiling

paths of peace they have made no acquaintance. '* To sum up the

character of the ungodly in a word [from Ps. xxxvi (xxxv). i LXX]

:

The fear of God supplies no standard for their actions.

"Thus all the world has sinned. And not even the Jew can

claim exemption from tne consequences of his sin. For when the

Law of Moses denounces those consequences it speaks esptcially

to the people to whom it was given. By which it was designed
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that the Jew too might have his mouth stopped from all excuse,

and that all mankind might be held accountable to God.
^" This is the conclusion of the whole argument. By works of

Law (i. e. by an attempted fulfilment of Law) no mortal may hope

to be declared righteous in God's sight. For the only effect of

Law is to open men's eyes to their own sinfulness, not to enable

them to do better. That method, the method of works, has

failed. A new method must be found.

9. Ti ovv ;
' What then [follows] ?

' Not with npotxafieda, because

that would require in reply oidev rravrus, not ov navras.

irpoexop.e0a is explained in three ways : as intrans. in the same

sense as the active wpoexa, as trans, with its proper middle force,

and as passive, (i) irpoexop-fQa mid. = irpoexopev {^praecellimus eos

Vulg. ; and so the majority of commentators, ancient and modern,

hpa iTfpi(T(Jov f'xopfVTrapa roiis "EWrjvas
',
Euthym.-Zig. exopev ti nXtov

Kai evSoKifjovpev ol 'lov8aloi ; Theoph, ' Do we think ourselves better ?'

Gif.). But no examples of this use are to be found, and there

seems to be no reason why St. Paul should not have written

npoexoptv, the common form in such contexts, (ii) npoexop-tOa trans.

in its more ordinary middle sense, * put forward as an excuse or

pretext ' (' Do we excuse ourselves ?
' RV. marg., ' Have we any

defence ?
' Mey. Go.). But then the object must be expressed,

and as we have just seen ri ovv cannot be combined with 7Tpoex6p.(6a

because of ov navTas. (iii) npoexdpfdu passive, ' Are we excelled ?

'

' Are we Jews worse off (than the Gentiles) ?
' a rare use, but still

one which is sufficiently substantiated (of. Field, 0/. Norv. Ill ad
loc). Some of the best scholars (e. g. Lightfoot, Field) incline to

this view, which has been adopted in the text of RV. The prin-

cipal objection to it is from the context. St. Paul has just asserted

(ver. 2) that the Jew has an advantage over the Gentile : how then

does he come to ask if the Gentile has an advantage over the Jew ?

The answer would seem to be that a different kind of ' advantage

'

is meant. The superiority of the Jew to the Gentile is historic, it

lies in the possession of superior privileges ; the practical equality

of Jew and Gentile is in regard to their present moral condition

(ch. ii. 17-29 balanced against ch. i. 18-32). In this latter respect

St. Paul implies that Gentile and Jew might really change places

(ii. 25-29). A few scholars (Olsh. Va.Lid.) take i:po(x6pi6a as pass.,

but give it the same sense as TTpoe'xopev, • Are we (Jews) preferred

(to the Gentiles) in the sight of God?'

npoex'l'piSo- ' v. 1. irpoKarixoptv mpiaaSv D* G, 31 ; Antiochene Fathert

(Chrys. [ed. Field] Theodt. Severianus , also Grig. -lat. Ambrstr. (some MSS.
but not the best, tenemus atuflius] : a gloss explaining vpoex- in the sama
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way as Vulg. aod the later Greek commentators quoted above. A L read

00 irdvTws. Strictly speaking ov should qualify Trai/rtor, ' not

altogether/ ' not entirely/ as in i Cor. v. lo ov navTois rois nopvois

Tov KocryLov tovtuv : but in some cases, as here, wavrwi qualifies ov,

' altogether not/ * entirely not,' i. e. ' not at all ' {nequaquam Vulg.,

nv8iifj.cos Theoph.). Compare the similar idiom in oi nduv ; and see

Win. Gr. Ixi. 5.

iTpoT)TiaCT<£fie0o : in the section i. i8-ii. 29.

v4)* ajjiopTfav. In Biblical Greek inro with dat. has given place entirely to ^ t

vttS with ace. Matt. viii. 9 avOpwirSs e'l^t inrb i^ovaiav is a strong case. The
change has already taken place in LXX ; e. g Deut. xxxiii. 3 iravris ol

^ytaa/ievot vn6 rdj x^^po-s aov, Kal ovrot imd ai (ifft,

10. The long quotation which follows, made up of a number of

passages taken from different parts of the O. T., and with no
apparent break between them, is strictly in accordance with the

Rabbinical practice. * A favourite method was that which derived

its name from the stringing together of beads iChardz), when a ^
preacher having quoted a passage or section from the Pentateuch,

strung on to it another and like-sounding, or really similp.r,

from the Prophets and the Hagiographa ' (Edersheim, Life arid

Times, &c. i. 449). We may judge from this instance that the

first quotation did not always necessarily come from the Pentateuch

—thoagh no doubt there is a marked tendency in Christian as

compared with Jewish writers to equalize the three divisions of the

O. T, Other examples of such compounded quotations are Rom.
ix. 25 f. ; 27 f. ; xi. 26 f.

; 34 f. ; xii. 19 f. ; 2 Cor. vi. 16. Here the

passages are from Pss. xiv [xiiij. 1-3 (=Ps. liii. 1-3 [lii. 2-4]),

ver. I free, ver. 2 abridged, ver. 3 exact; v. 9 [10] exact; cxl. 3

[cxxxix. 4] exact : x. 7 [ix. 28] free ; Is. lix. 7, 8 abridged ; Ps.

xxxvi [xxxv]. I. The degree of relevance of each of these

passages to the argument is indicated by the paraphrase : see also

the additional note at the end of ch. x.

As a whole this conglomerate of quotations has had a cnrious history.

The quotations in N.T. frequently react upon the text of O.T., and tliey have

done so here: vv. 13-18 got imported bodily into Ps. xiv [xiii LXXj as an

appendage to ver. 4 in tlie 'common' text of the LXX n; KOivri, i.e. the

unrevised text current in the time of Oricen). They are still found in Codd.

N* B R U and many cursive MSS. of LXX (om. N<='A), though the Greek

commentators on the Psalms do not recognize them. From interpolated

MSS. such as these they found their way into Lat.-Vet., and so into

Jerome's first edition of the Psalter (the 'Roman'), also into his second

edition (the 'Galilean,' based upon Origen's Hexapla), though marked with

an obelus after the example of Origen. The obelus dropped out, and they

are commonly prhited in the Vulgate text of the Psalms, which is practically

ihe Galilean. From the Vulgate they travelled into Coverdale's liible

{h.Vt. 1535); from thence into Matthew's (Rogers') Bible, which in the
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Psalter reproduces Coverdale (A. D. 1537), and also into the 'Great Bible'
(first issued by Cromwell in 1539, and afterwards with a preface by Cranmer,
whence it also bears the name of Cranmer's Bible, in 1540"!. The Psalter of

the Great Bible was incorporated in the liook of Common Prayer, in which
it was retained as being familiar ai d smoother to sing, even in the later

revision which substituted elsewhere the Authorized Version of 1611. The
editing of the Great Bible was due to Coverdale, who put an • to the

passages found in the Vulgate but wanting in the Hebrew. These marks
however had the same fate which befell the obeli of Jerome. They were
not repeated in the Prayer-Book ; so that English Churchmen still read the

interpolated verses in Ps. xiv with nothing to distinguish them from the rest

of the text. Jerome himself was well aware that these verses were no part

of the Psalm. In his commentary on Isaiah, lib. xvi, he notes that St. Paul
quoted Is. lix. 7, 8 in Ep. to Rom., and he adds, quod tnulti ignorantes. de

tertio decimo psalmo sumptum putant, qui versus {orLxoC. in edittone Vulgata
[i. e. the Koivi] of the LXX] additi sunt et in Hebraico non habentur (Hieron.

0pp. ed. Migne, iv. 601 ; comp. the preface to the same boojc, ibid. col. 568 f.

;

also the newly discovered Commentarioli in Psalmos, ed. Morin, 1895, p. 34 f.).

10. Some have thought that this verse was not part of the

quotation, but a summary by St. Paul of what follows. It does

indeed present some variants from the original, SiVatos for -koiwv

XprjcTTOTrjTa and ov8f els for ovk tcrnv tas evos. In the LXX this clause

is a kind of refrain which is repeated exactly in ver. 3. St. Paul

there keeps to his text ; but we cannot be surprised that in the

opening words he should choose a simpler form of phrase which

more directly suggests the connexion with his main argument.

The dUaioi ' shall live by faith
'

; but till the coming of Christianity

there was no true BiKams and no true faith. The verse runs too

much upon the same lines as the Psalm to be other than a

quotation, though it is handled in the free and bold manner which

is characteristic of St. Paul.

11. ouK eo-TiK 6 (Tuvidv : non est qui intelligat (rather than qui

inlelligil) ; Anglicb, ' there is none to understand.' [But A B G,

and perhaps Latt. Orig.-lat. Ambrstr., WH. text read crwiav, as also

(B)C WH. tex! (KCnrav, without the art. after LXX. This would =
non est intelligens, non est requirens Deum (Vulg.) ' There is

no one of understanding, there is no inquirer after God.*J

6 o-wiiv : on the form see Win. Gr. § xiv, 16 (ed. 8 ; xiv, 3 E. T.) ; Hort,

Intr. Notes on Orthog. p. 1 67 ; also for the accentuation, Fri. p. 1 74 f.

Both forms, avi Uoj and awicu, are found, and either accentuation, avviwv or
owiojv, may be adopted : probably the latter is tr be preferred ; cf. i]<pi* from
d<ploj Mk. i. 34, xi. 16.

12. oLfia :
' one and all.'

TjxpeiciOTjCTai' : Heb. = ' to go bad,' * become sour,' like milk

;

comp. the dxpe'tos 8ov'\os of Malt. xxv. 30.

TTOiJiv {sine artic.) A B G &c. WH. text.

XpTjaTOTTjTa = ' goodness ' in the widest sense, with the idea ol

' utility ' rather than specially of ' kindness,' as in ii. 4.
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<E(i)S tvos : cp. the Latin idiom ad unum omnes (Vulg. literally usque ad
ununi). B 67**, WH. marg. omit the second ovk ia-rw \ovk ioTiv ttoiZv

XprjOTOTriTa iws fvos^. The readings of B and its allies in these verses are

open to some suspicion of assimilating to a text of LXX. In ver. 14 B 17
add aiiTuv {Siv rb arojjia avTwv) corresponding to axnov in B's text of Ps. x. 7
[ix. 28].

13. T<£<j)os . . . eSoXioCaai'. The LXX of Ps. v. 9 [10] corre-

sponds pretty nearly to Heb. The last clause = rather linguam

iuam blanda77i reddunt (^poh'unt), or perhaps lingua sua blandiuntur

(Kautzsch, p. 34): 'their tongue do they make smooth' Cheyne

;

' smooth speech glideth from their tongue ' De Witt.

cSoXiotJcrav : Win. Gr. § xiii, 14 (ed. 8 ; xiii, if. E. T.). The termina-

tion -nav, extended from imperf. and 2nd aor. of verbs in -pa. to verbs in -co, is

widely found ; it is common in LXX and in Alexandrian Greek, but by no
means confined to it ; it is frequent in Boeotian inscriptions, and is called by
one grammarian a ' Boeotian ' form, as by others * Alexandrian.'

16s do-mSui': Ps. cxl. 3 [cxxxix. 4]. The position of the poison-

bag of the serpent is rightly described. The venom is more
correctly referred to the bite (as in Num. xxi. 9; Prov. xxiii. 32),

than to the forked tongue (Job xx. 16): see art. 'Serpent' in

D.B.
14. Ps. X. 7 somewhat freely from LXX [ix. 28] : nv o/jS? to

arofxa avTov ytfiei Kai iriKpim Koi 86\qv. St. Paul retains the rel. but

changes it into the plural : (rrofia avrav B 17, Cypr., WH. marg.

mKpia : Heb. more lit. =/raudes.
15-17. This quotation of Is. lix. 7, 8 is freely abridged from the

LXX ; and as it is also of some interest from its bearing upon
the text of the LXX used by St. Paul, it may be well to give the

original and the quotation side by side.

Rom. iii. 15-17. Is. lix. 7, 8.

o^tis 01 TToSer avrtou eK^^eat alfia' ol ii TrdSer aitrcov yeni novrjpiav

avvrpi/Mfta icai ToKaiTrcopia iv rais rpexovai^ raxivoi eKx^ai alfta [^Koi oi

68ois avTcoVf Koi 686v tlprjvrji ovK !tia\oyi(r[Jiol nurwi/ BiaXoyiaiicn diro

ryvcMToy. <j)6va>v\. avvrpipfia koi ToKainapia

iv Tois oSots avTO)v koi. 686v elprjvrji

OVK oiSacrt [koi ovk fori Kpiais iv

TaTs oSoIf auTwi/J.

aJpM ivalrtof Theodotion, and probably also Aqtiila and Symmachos.
[From the Hexapla this reading has got into several MSS. of LXX.]

iippovojv (for diTo <p6vwv) A N : o'tlam N^ B Q*, &c. : eyvuaav A Q^ marg.

(Q = Cod. Marchalianus, XII Holmes) minusc. aliq.

19. What is the meaning of this verse ? Does it mean that the

passages just quoted are addressed to Jews (6 vopos =0. T.

:
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vofxov TT]V iroKaiav ypa(f)fiv ovofia^fi, ^s fitpos rh npo^r^riKa Euthym.-
Z g.), and therefore they are as much guilty before God as the

Gentiles ? So most commentators. Or does it mean that the

guilt of the Jews being now proved, as they sinned they must also

expect punishment, the Law (6 voixoi = the Pentateuch) affirming

the connexion between sin and punishment. So Gif, Both interpre-

tations give a good sense. [For though (i) does not strictly prove

that all men are guilty but only that the Jews are guilty, this was
really the main point which needed proving, because the Jews were
apt to explain away the passages which condemned them, and held

that—whatever happened to the Gentiles—they would escape.]

The question really turns upon the meaning of 6 vo^ios. It is

urged, (i) that there is only a single passage in St. Paul where
6 i/d/xoj clearly=0. T. (i Cor. xiv. 21, a quotation of Is. xxviii. 11) :

compare however Jo. x. 34 (= Ps. Ixxxii. 6), xv. 25 (= Ps.

XXXV. 19); (ii) that in the corresponding clause, toTs iv tw vofia

must = the Law, in the narrower sense; (iii) that in ver. 21 the

Law is expressly distinguished from the Prophets.

Yet these arguments are hardly decisive : for (i) the evidence is

sufficient to show that St. Paul might have used 6 vojios in the wider

sense ; for this one instance is as good as many ; and (ii) we must
not suppose that St. Paul always rigidly distinguished which sense

he was using ; the use of the word in one sense would call up the

other (cf. Note on o Qavaros in ch. v. 12).

Oltr. also goes a way of his own. bnt makes i v6noi = Law in the

abstract (covering at once for the Gentile the law of conscience, and for the

Jew the law of Moses), which is contrary to the use of o v6nos.

\iyei , . . XaXei ; Xe-yeii/ calls attention to the substance of what
is spoken, XaXelv to the outward utterance ; cf. esp. McClellan,

Gospeis, p. 383 flf.

<|)paYY] : cf. avaTrok6yi]Tos i. 20, ii. I ; the idea comes up at each
step in the argument.

uTToSiKos: not exactly 'guilty before God,' but 'answerable to

God.' {iTToSiKos takes gen. of the penalty; dat. of the person

injured to whom satisfaction is due (twv St-n-Xacrtojv {ittoSikos eo-roj

tS f3\a(f)0ivTL Plato, Lcgx- S46 B). So here: all mankind has

offended against God, and owes Him satisfaction. Note the use

of a forensic term.

20. 810T1 :
' because,' not ' therefore,' as AV. (see on i. 19).

Mankind is liable for penalties as against God, because there is

nothing else to afford them proteciion. Law can open men's
eyes to sin, but cannot remove it. Why this is so is shown in

vii. 7 ff.

SiKaiojOi^aerai :
' shall be pronounced righteous,' certainly not

' shall be made righteous ' (Lid.) ; the whole context {tva nav arono
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(pfiayfj, viToSiKos, ivantop airov) has reference to a judicial trial and
verdict.

irdcra cr&p^ : man in his weakness and frailty (i Cor. i. 29 ; i Pet
L 24).

imyvumi : 'dear knowledge'; see on L a 8, 3a.

THE NEW SYSTEM.

JII. 21-28. Iferg then the new order of things comes in.

hi it is offered a Righteousness which comes from God but

embraces man^ by no deserts of his but as a free gift on the

part of God. This righteousness^ (i) though attested by the

Sacred Books, is independent of any legal system (ver. 21)

;

(ii) it is apprehended by faith in Christ, and is as wide as

mans need (vv. 22, 23) ; (iii) // is made possible by the

propitiatory Sacrifice of Christ (vv. 24, 25) ; which Sacrifice

at once explains the lenient treatmefit by God of past sin

and gives the most decisive expression to His righteousness

(vv. 25, z6).

^^ It is precisely such a method which is offered in Christianity.

We have seen what is the state of the world without it. But now,

since the coming of Christ, the righteousness of God has asserted

itself in visible concrete form, but so as to furnish at the same

time a means of acquiring righteousness to man — and that in

complete independence of law, though the Sacred Books which

contain the Law and the writings of the Prophets bear witness to

it. ^'^This new method of acquiring righteousness does not turn

upon works but on faith, i.e. on ardent attachment and devotion to

Jesus Messiah. And it is therefore no longer confined to any

particular people hke the Jews, but is thrown open without distinc-

tion to all, on the sole condition of believing, whether they be Jews

or Gentiles. "The universal gift corresponds to the universal need.

All men alike have sinned ; and all alike feel themselves far from

the bright effulgence of God's presence. "Yet estranged as they

are God accepts them as righteous for no merit or service of theirs,

by an act of His own free favour, the change in their relation to

Him being due to the Great Deliverance wrought at the price of the

Death of Christ Jesus. '^'^When the Messiah suffered upon the

6
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Cross it was God Who set Him there as a public spectacle, to

be viewed as a Mosaic sacrifice might be viewed by the crowds as-

sembled in the courts of the Temple. The shedding of His Blood

was in fact a sacrifice which had the effect of making propitiation

or atonement for sin, an effect which man must appropriate through

faith. The object of the whole being by this public and decisive

act to vindicate the righteousness of God. In previous ages the

sins of mankind had been passed over without adequate punishment

or atonement :
^ but this long forbearance on the part of God had in

view throughout that signal exhibition of His Righteousness which

He purposed to enact when the hour should come as now it has

come, so as to reveal Himself in His double character as at once

righteous Himself and pronouncing righteous, or accepting as

righteous, the loyal follower of Jesus.

21. vvvi %i :
' now,' under the Christian dispensation. Mey. De

W. Oltr. Go. and others contend for the rendering ' as it is,' on the

ground that the opposition is between two s/a/es, the state under
Law and the state without Law. But here the two states or

relations correspond to two periods succeeding each other in order

of time ; so that vvvi may well have its first and most obvious

meaning, which is confirmed by the parallel passages, Rom. xvi.

25, 26 fiv(TTT]p'iOv . . . (j)avfpcx)devTOS . . . vvv, Eph. ii. 12, 1 3 vvvt

§6 , . , (y(vf)6r]T€ (yyvs, Col. i. 26, 27 fiV(TTTjpwv to dTTOKtKpvfifievov , . .

vvv Sf €(f)avepQ}6r}, 2 Tim. 1. 9, lO X"/'"' ''"')'' ^odelcrav . . , irpo xpovav

ataivicov (pavfpMBelcrav 8e vvv, Heb. ix. 26 vvvi 8e ana^ eVi (TVVTt\ela

T(ov nlavav . . . TTfcfiavepooTat. It may be observed (i) that the N. T.
writers constantly oppose the pre-Christian and the Christian

dispensations to each other as periods (comp. in addition to the

passages already enumerated Acts xvii. 30 ; Gal. iii. 23, 25,
iv. 3, 4; Heb. i. i) ; and (ii) that 4>av(pova6iu is constantly used
with expressions denoting time (add to passages above Tit. i. 3
Kaipols Idiois, I Pet. i. 20 eV iaxaTov twv xpovav). The leading

English commentators take this view.

An allusion of Tertullian's makes it probable that TVTarcion retained this

verse ; evidence fails as to the rest of the chapter, and it is probable that he
cut out the whole of ch. iv, along with most other references to the history

of Abraham (Tert. on Gal. iv. 21-26, At^v. Marc. v. 4).

Xwpis I'Ofiow: 'apart from law,' ' independently of it,' not as

a subordinate system growing out of Law, but as an alternative

for Law and destined ultimately to supersede it (Rom. x. 4).

StKaioaunj 06ou : see on ch. i. 17. St. Paul goes on to define

his meaning. The righteousness which he has in view is essen-
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tially the righteousness of God ; though the aspect in which it is

regarded is as a condition bestowed upon man, that condition is

the direct outcome of the Divine attribute of righteousness, work-

ing its way to larger reahzation amongst men. One step in this

realization, the first great objective step, is the Sacrificial Death of

Christ for sin (ver. 25) ; the next step is the subjective appre-

hension of what is thus done for him by faith on the part of the

believer (ver. 22). Under the old system the only way laid down
for man to attain to righteousness was by the strict performance

of the Mosaic Law ; now that heavy obligation is removed and a

shorter but at the same time more effective method is substituted,

the method of attachment to a Divine Person.

'ire<|>ai'e'pa)Tai. Contrast the completed (fxivepaais in Christ and
the continued dnoKaXvyj/n in the Gospel (ch. i. 16) : the verb

(pavfpovaOai is regularly used for the Incarnation with its accompani-
ments and sequents as outstanding facts of history prepared in the

secret counsels of God and at the fitting moment ' manifested ' to

the sight of men; so, of the whole process of the Incarnation,

I Tim. iii. 16; 2 Tim. i. 10; I Pet. i. 20; i Jo. iii. 5, 8: of the

Atonement; Heb. ix. 26 : of the risen Christ, Mark xvi. 12, 14 ;

John xxi. 14: of the future coming to Judgement, i Pet. v. 4 ;

I Jo. ii. 28. The nearest parallels to this verse which speaks of

the manifestation of Divine ' righteousness' are 2 Tim. i. 10, which

speaks of a like manifestation of Divine 'grace,' and i Jo. i. 2,

which describes the Incarnation as the appearing on earth of the

principle of ' life.'

(lapTupoo/i^nfj K. T. K. : another instance of the care with which

St. Paul insists that the new order of things is in no way contrary

to the old, but rather a development which was duly foreseen and
provided for : cf. Rom. i. a, iii. 31, the whole of ch. iv, ix. 25-33 >

X. 16-21; xi. i-io, 26-29; XV. 8-12; xvi. 26 &c.

22. 8^ turns to the particular aspect of the Divine righteousness

which the Aposde here wishes to bring out ; it is righteousness

apprehended by faith in Christ and embracing the body of believers.

The particle thus introduces a nearer definition, but in itself only

marks the transition in thought which here (as in ch. ix. 30; i Cor.

ii. 6 ; Gal. ii. 2 ; Phil. ii. 8) happens to be from the general to the

particular.

iriaTcus MtjaoO Xpio-rou : gen. of object, ' faith in Jesus Christ.'

This is the hitherto almost universally accepted view, which has

however been recently challenged in a very carefully worked out

argument by Prof. Haussleiter of Greifswald {Der Glaube Jesu

Christi u. der chrisiUche Glaube, Leipzig, 1891).

Dr. Haussleiter contends that the gen. is subjective not objective, that like

the 'faith of Abraham' in ch. iv. 16, it denotes the faith (in God) which
Christ Himself maintained even through the ordeal of the Crncifixion, that
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this faith is here put forward as the central feature of the Atonement, and
that it is to be grasped or appropriated by the Christian in a similar manner
to that in which he reproduces the faith of Abraham. If this view held
good, a number of other passages (notably i. 17) would be affected by it.

But, although ably carried out, the interpretation of some of these passages

seems to us forced ; the theory brings together things, like the iriffTis 'Ir]<Tov

XpiGTov here with the marts Qeov in iii. 3, which are really disparate; and
it has so far, we believe, met with no acceptance.

Ttjo-ov Xpi(TToO. B, and apparently Marcion as quoted by Tertullian,

drop 'IrjfTov (so too \VH. marg. 1 ; A reads tv Xpiarw 'Itjaov.

KQi tiTi irdvTas om. N* A B C, 47. 67**, Boh. Aeth. Arm., Clem.-Alex.
0:ig. Did. Cyr.-Alex. Aug.: ins. DEFGKL &c. em Travras alone is

found in Jo. Damasc. Vulg. codd., so that ety itavTai ical (nl Trai'ray would
seem to be a conflation, or combination of two readings originally alterna-

tives. If it were the true reading €ts would express 'destination for' all

believers, iiri 'extension to' them.

23. ou ydp ecTTi SiaaToX^. The Apostle is reminded of one of

his main positions. The Jew has (in this respect) no real advantage

over the Gentile ; both alike need a righteousness which is not their

own ; and to both it is offered on the same terms.

^fiapTOK, In English we may translate this 'have sinned' in

accordance with the idiom of the language, which prefers to use

the perfect where a past fact or series of facts is not separated by

a clear interval from the present : see note on ii. 12.

ucTTepoCi'Tai : see Moitro, Homeric Grammar, § 8 (3); mid. voice =
^feel want.' Gif. well compares Matt. xix. 20 tI tn larTepa

;

(objective, 'What, as a matter of fact, is wanting to me?') with

Luice XV. 14 Koi avTos TJp^uTo vaTfpe'iadat (subjective, the Prodigal

begins Xofeel his destitution).

TTjs 8o?T)s. There are two wholly distinct uses of this word

:

(i) = 'opinion' (a use not found in N. T.) and thence in

particular 'favourable opinion,' 'reputation' (Rom. ii. 7, 10;

John xii. 43 &c.); (2) by a use which came in with the

LXX as translation of Heb. *li23 = (i) * visible brightness or

splendour' (Acts xxii. 11 ; i Cor. xv. 40 ff.); and hence

(ii) the brightness which radiates from the presence of God,

the visible glory conceived as resting on Mount Sinai (Ex.

xxiv. 16), in the pillar of cloud (Ex. xvi. 10), in the tabernacle

(Ex. xl. 34) or temple (i Kings viii. 11; 2 Chron. v. 14), and

specially between the cherubim on the lid of the ark (Ps. Ixxx. i

;

Ex. XXV. 22; Rom. ix. 4 &c.); (iii) this visible splendour

symbolized the Divine perfections, 'the majesty or goodness of

God as manifested to men' (Lightfoot on Col. i. 11 ; comp. Eph.

i. 6. 12, 17; iii. 16); (iv) these perfections are in a measure

communicated to man through Christ (esp. 3 Cor. iv. 6,

iii. 18). Both morally and physically a certain transfiguration

takes place in the Christian, partially here, completely hereafter

(( omp. e.g. Rom. viii. 30 €'3d|ujei/ with Rom. v. 3 tV ATrtfit rra
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So^rjs Tov Q(ov, Vlii. 18 Tijv tJ.eWovaav 86^av aTroKaXvcpdijiai, 2 TilTl,

li. 10 So^rjs ataviov). The Rabbis held that Adam by the Fall lost

six things, 'the glory, life (immortality), his stature (which was
above that of his descendants), the fruit of the field, the fruits of

trees, and the light (by which the world was created, and which

was withdrawn from it and reserved for the righteous in the world

to come)/ It is explained that ' the glory ' was a reflection from

the Divine glory which before the Fall brightened Adam's face

(Weber, Allsyn. Theol. p. 214). Clearly St. Paul conceives of this

gk»ry as in process of being recovered: the physical sense is also

enriched by its extension to attributes that are moral aud

spiritual.

The meaning of 5<5£a in this connexion is well illustrated by 4 Ezr. vii. 43
[ed. Bensly = vL 14 O. F. Fritzsche, p. 607], where the state of the blessed

is described as neque meridiem, neque noctem, neque ante lucem [perh. lor

anielucium ; vid. Bensly ad loc.\ neque nitoretn, neque claritatem, neque
lucem, nisi sohimmodo splcndorcm claritatis Allissitni [perh. = aitav^an 'n.

SS^rjs 'TipiaTov]. In quoting this passage Ambrose has soia Dei fulgehit

claritas ; Dominus enim erit hix omnium [jci. Rev. xxi. 24). The blesstd

themselves ^hine with a brightness which is reflected from the face of God
ibid. w. 97, 98 [Bensly = 71, 72 O. F. P^itziche^ quomodo incipiet (fiikfi)

viiltus eorum fulgere sicut sol, et qitomodo incipient stcllaium adsimilaii

lumini . . ./esiinanf enim videre vultum \eius\ cui serviunt viventes et

a quo incipient gloriosi mocedem recipere (cf. Matt. xiii. 43).

24. SiKaioufjiei'oi. The construction and connexion of this word
are difficult, and perhaps not to be determined with certainly,

(i) Many leading scholars (De W. Mey. Lips. Lid. Win. Gr. § xlv.

6 b) make btKaiovfifvoi mark a detail in, or assign a proof of, the

condition described by varfpovvrcu. In this case there would be

a slight stress on 8u>pedv: men are far from God's glory, because the

state of righteousness has to be given them ; they do nothing for

it. But this is rather far-fetched. No such proof or further

description of varfpoivrai is needed. It had already been proved

by the actual condition of Jews as well as Gentiles ; and to prove

it by the gratuitousness of the justification would be an inversion

of the logical order, (ii) va-Ttpovvrai 8iKaiovp.evoL is taken as = varc
poiivTai Koi SiKniovvrai (Fri.) Or = vaTepovpevot SiKaiovvrai (Thoh.ck).

But this is dubious Greek, (iii) 8iKaiovpfvot is not taken with what
precedes, but is made to begin a new clause. In that case there is

an anacoluthon, and we must supply some such phrase as nws

Kavx^peda; (Oltr.). But that would be harsh, and a connecting

particle seems wanted, (iv) Easier and more natural than any of

these expedients seems to be, with Va. and Ewald, to make ov yap

. . . vartpoipTai practically a parenthesis, and to take the nom.
?>iKai(jvpfvot ' as suggested by Troires in ver. 23, but in sense referring

rather to rovs Ttia-Tevovrai in ver. 22.' No doubt such a construction

would be irregular, but it may be questioned whether it is too
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irregular for St. Paul. The Apostle frequently gives a new turn to

a sentence under the influence of some expression which is really

subordinate to the main idea. Perhaps as near a parallel as any

"'Ould be 2 Cor. viii. l8, 19 a-vvtTrfjJi'^afifv 8e TOP abf\(f>ov . . ov

6 enaivoi fv tw evayyeXi'w . . . ov /jlovov 8e, dWa Kui x(ip0T0VTj6fts (aS if

05 enaivHTni had preceded).

Swpeai' TT] auTou x^P'-f'- Each of these phrases strength^^ns the

other in a very emphatic way, the position of aiirov further laying

stress on the fact that this manifestation of free favour on the part

of God is unprompted by any other external cause than the one

which is mentioned (Sm ttjs dnoKvTpaaeoos),

diroXuTpwaews. It is contended, esp. by Oltramare, (i) that

"Kyrpoco and dnoKvTpoco in classical Greek = not * to pay a ransom,'

but ' to take a ransom,' * to put to ransom,* or * release on ransom,'

as a conqueror releases his prisoners (the only example given of

diToXvTpwais is Plut. Pomp. 24 no\(<ov alxpa\coTa)v dnoXvrpccKTm, where

the w^ord has this sense of ' putting to ransom ') ;
(ii) that in LXX

Xvrpovadai is frequently used of the Deliverance from Egypt, the

Exodus, in which there is no question of ransom (so Ex. vi. 6,

XV. 13; Deut. vii. 8; ix. 26; xiii. 5, &c. : cf also oVoAurpwo-fi

Ex. xxi. 8, of the 'release' of a slave by her master). The subst.

dnoXvTpaais occurs Only in one place, Dan. iv. 30 [29 or 32], LXX
6 xp°"°^ MOV rris dnoXvTpu>(rt(oi rjXde of Nebuchadnezzar's recovery

from his madness. Hence it is inferred (cf. also Westcott, I/e5.

p. 296, and Ritschl, Rechifert. u. Versohn. ii. 220 ff.) that here and

in similar passages dTruXvTpcaais denotes 'deliverance ' simply without

any idea of 'ransom.' There is no doubt that this part of the

metaphor might be dropped. But in view of the clear resolution of

the expression in Mark x. 45 (Matt. xx. 28) Sovvat ti)v ^v^f]" avroi

\vTpov dvTi noWuiv, and in I Tim. ii. 6 6 8ovs invruv dvriXvTpov VTTfp

navTcov, and in view also of the many passages in which Christians

are said to be 'bought,' or 'bought with a price' (i Cor. vi. 20,

vii. 23; Gal. iii. 13; 2 Pet. ii. i; Rev. v. 9: cf. Acts xx. 28:

I Pet. i. 18, 19), we can hardly resist the conclusion that the idea

of the \vTpov retains its full force, that it is identical with the Tip.r],

and that both are ways of describing the Death of Christ. The
emphasis is on the cost of man's redemption. We need not press

the metaphor yet a step further by asking (as the ancients did) to

whom the ransom or price was paid. It was required by that

ultimate necessity which has made the whole course of things what

it has been ; but this necessity is far beyond our powers to grasp

or gauge.

Tfls €V Xpwrr^ "Itjo-oO. We owe to Hanssleiter {Der Glauhe Jesu Chrisii,

p. 116) the interesting observation that wherever the plirase kv Xptarw 01 iv

XpKTT^ 'Irjaov occurs there is no single instance of the variants ev 'lijaov or

ir 'Irjaov Xpiffry. This is significant, because in other combinations the
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variants are frequent. It is also what v/e should expect, btcause tv Xpiffr^

and iv Xpiar^ 'Irja. always relate to the glorified Christ, rot to the historic

Jesns.

25. irpoeOcTo may = either (i) 'whom God proposed to Himself,'

'purposed,' 'designed' (Orig. Pesh.) ; or (ii) 'whom God sel forth

publicly ' {proposm/ Vulg.). Both meanings would be in full ac-

cordance with the teaching of St. Paul both elsewhere and in this

Epistle. For (i) we may compare the idea of the Divine irpodeais

in ch. ix. 11 (viii. 28); Eph. iii. n (i. 11); 2 Tim. i. 9; also

I Pet. i. 20. For (ii) compare esp. Gal. iii. i ols kqt o^idaX^ovs

'irjanvs XpiuTos TTpiieypd<pr) ((TTavpofjievos. But when we turn to the

immetliate context we find it so full of terms denoting publicity

{ii((pavtpu>Tai, (Is ev8(i^iv, npos rfju evdei^Lv) that the latter sense seems

preferable. The Death of Christ is not only a manifestation of the

righteousness of God, but a visible manifestation and one to which

appeal can be made.

iXacrnipioi' : usually subst. meaning strictly 'place or vehicle of

propitiation,' but originally neut. of adj. iXdorij/jtoy (iXaa-Trjpiov

(triOfpa Ex. XXV. 16 [17], where however Gif. takes the two words

as substantives in apposition). In LXX of the Pentateuch, as in

Heb. ix. 5, the word constantly stands for the ' lid of the ark,' or

'mercy-seat,' so called from the fact of its being sprinkled with the

blood of the sacrifices on the Day of Atonement. A number of

the best authorities (esp. Gif. Va. Lid. Rilschl, Rechifert. u. Versohn.

ii. 169 ff. ed. 2) take the word here in this l use, arguing (i) that

it suits the emphatic avTov in eV tm oItov al^nni
;

(ii) that through

LXX it would be by far the most familiar usage
;

(iii) that the

Greek commentators (as Gif. has shown in detail) unanimously give

it this sense; (iv) that the idea is specially appropriate inasmuch as

on Christ rests the fulness of the Divine glory, 'the true Shekinah,'

and it is natural to connect with His Death the culminating rite in

the culminating service of Atonement. But, on the other hand,

there is great harshness, not to say confusion, in making Christ at

once priest and victim and place of sprinkling. Origen it is true

does not shrink from this ; he says expressly invenies igiiur . . . esse

ipsum et propitiatorium ei pofilificem et hosiiam quae offertur pro

populo {in Rom. iii. 8, p. 213 Lomm.). But although there is

a partial analogy for this in Heb. ix. 11-14, 23-x. 22, where

Christ is both priest and victim, it is straining the image yet further

to identify Him with the IXaarrjpiov. The Christian IXuaTt'jpiov, or

'place of sprinkling,' in the literal sense, is rather the Cross. It is

also something of a point (if we are right in giving the sense of

publicity to npoedfro) that the sprinkling of the mercy-seat was just

the one rite which was withdrawn from the sight of the people.

Another way of taking 'ikaa-Tqpiov is to supply wah it dvpa on the

analogy of aoiTrjpLoy, TfXeaTi'jpiov, xnpioTi'jpiov. This too is strongly
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supported (esp. by the leading German commentators, De W. Fri.

Mey. Lips.). But there seems to be no clear instance of l\a<TTi]piov

used in this sense. Neither is there satisfactory proof that tXaor.

(subst.) = in a general sense 'instrument or means of propitiation.*

it appears therefore simplest to take it as adj. accus. masc. added

as predicate to ov. There is evidence that the word was current as

an adj. at this date {iXaarfjpiov livijua Joseph. An//. XVL vii. i
•

'ChacrTrjpiov Bavdrov 4 Macc. xvii. 2 2*, and Other exx.). The
objection that the adj. is not applied properly to persons counts

for very little, because of the extreme rarity of the sacrifice of

a person. Here however it is just this personal element which is

most important. It agrees with the context that the term chosen

should be rather one which generalizes the character of propitiatory

sacrifice than one which exactly reproduces a particular feature cf

such sacrifice.

The Latin versions do not help ns : they give all three renderings, pro-

pitiatoriitm, propitiatorem, and propitiationem. Syr. is also ambiguous.
The Coptic clearly favours the masc. rendering adopted above.

It may be of some interest to compare the Jewish teaching on the subject

of Atonement. 'When a man thinks, I will just go on sinning and repent

later, no help is given him from above to make him repent. He who
thinks, I will but just sin and the Day of Atonement will bring me forgive-

ness, such an one gets no forgiveness through the Day of Atonement.
Offc-nces of man against God the Day of Atonement can atone ; offences of

man against his fellow-man the Day of Atonement cannot atone until he has
given satisfaction to his fellow-man ' ; and more to the same effect (Mishnah,
Tract. Jo7na, viii. 9, ap. Winter u. Wiinsche, Jiid. Lit. p. 98). We get

a more advanced system of casuistry in Tosephta, Tract. Jotna, v : ' R. Ismael
said, Atonement is of four kinds. He who transgresses a positive command
and repents is at once forgiven according to the Scripture, " Return, ye back-
sliding children, I will heal your backslidings" (Jer. iii. 23 [22]). He who
transgresses a negative command or prohibition and repents has the atone-

ment held in suspense by his repentance, and the Day of Atonement makes
it effectual, according to the Scripture, '" For on this day shall atonement be
made for you " (Lev. xvi. 30). If a man commits a sin for which is decreed
extermination or capital punishment and repents, his repentance and the

Day of Atonement together keep the atonement in suspense, and suffering

brings it home, according to the Scripture, " I will visit their transgression

with the rod and their iniquity with stripes" (Ps. Ixxxix. 33 [32J). But
when a man profanes the Name of God and repents, his repentance has not

the power to keep atonement in suspense, and the Day of Atonement has
not the power to atone, but repentance and the Day of Atonement atone
one third, sufferings on the remaining dnys of the year atone one third, and
the day of death completes the atonement according to the Scripture,
" Surely thi-i iniquity shall not be expiated by you till you die " (Is. xxii. 1 4).

This teaclies that the day of death completes the atonement. Sin-offering

and trespass-offering and death and the Day of Atonement all being no
atonement without repentance, because it is written in Lev. xxiii. 21 (?)

'Only," i.e. when he turns from his evil way does he obtain atonement,
otherwise he obtains no atonement' {pp. cit. p. 154).

* Some MSS. re«d here lik . . . rov I? zarijpiov rov ^avirov avruv (O. F.
Fritzsche md loc.').
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8id Tfjs irCcrreus: Si3t mffreais NC*D*FG 67** a/., Tisch, WH text.

The art. seems here rather more correct, pointing back as it would do to SkJ

mareoos 'I. X. in ver. 23 ; it is found in B and the mass of later authorities,

bnt there is a strong phalanx on the other side ; B is not infallible in su>.h

company (cf. xi. 6),

iv Tw auToo oTfjiaTi : not with nia-Ttai (though this would be

a quite legitimate combination ; see Gif. ad loc), but with irpoeBeTo

tKoKrTTjpiov: the shedding and sprinkling of the blood is a principal

idea, not secondary.

The significance of the Sacrificial Bloodshedding was twofold.

The blood was regarded by the Hebrew as essentially the seat of

life (Gen. ix. 4; Lev. xvii. 11 ; Deut. xii. 23). Hence the death

of the victim was not only a death but a setting free of life ; the

application of the blood was an application of life ; and the

offering of the blood to God was an offering of life. In this lay

more especially the virtue of the sacrifice (Westcott, Ep.Jo. p. 34 ff.

;

Heb. p. 293 f.).

For the prominence which is given to the Bloodshedding in

connexion with *^the Death of Christ see the passages collected

below.

€is ct'Setfii': tiV denotes the final and remote object, Trpo'j the

nearer object. The whole plan of redemption from its first

conception in the Divine Mind aimed at the exhibition of God's

Righteousness. And the same exhibition of righteousness was
kept in view in a subordinate part of that plan, viz. the forbearance

which God displayed through long ages towards sinners. For the

punctuation and structure of the sentence see below. For i'vSn^iu

see on ch. ii. 1 5 : here too the sense is that of ' proof by an appeal

to fact.*

els eVSei^ii' Tris SiKaioCTui/Tjs aurcO. In what sense can the Death
of Christ be said to demonstrate the righteousness of God? It

demonstrates it by showing the impossibility of simply passing over

sin. It does so by a great and we may say cosmical act, the

nature of which we are not able wholly to understand, but which
at least presents analogies to the rite of sacrifice, and to that

particular form of the rite which had for its object propitiation.

The whole Sacrificial system was symbolical ; and its wide diffusion

showed that it was a mode of religious expression specially

appropriate to that particular stage in the world's development.

VVas it to lapse entirely with Christianity? The writers of the

New Testament practically answer, No. The necessity for it still

existed; the great fact of sin and guilt remained ; there was still the

same bar to the offering of acceptable worship. To meet this fact

and to remove this bar, there had been enacted an Event which

possessed the significance of sacrifice. And to that event the N. T.

writers appealed as satisfying the conditions which the righteousness
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of God required. See the longer Note on ' The Death of Christ

considered as a Sacrifice ' below.

Slot TTif irdpcair : not * for the remission/ as AV., which gives

a somewhat unusual (though, as we shall see on iv. 25, not

impossible) sense to fitd, and also a wrong sense to napea-iv, but

'because of the pretermission, or passing over, of foregone sins.'

For the difference between ndpfaii and acpean see Trench, Sjn.

p. no flf. : 7rdpfo-(r = * putting ast'de,' temporary suspension of

punishment which may at some later date be inflicted ; a^tais =s

' putting away,' complete and unreserved forgiveness.

It is possible that the thouj^ht of this passage may have been suggested by
Wijd. xi. 23 [24] Kol impopqs apaprfifxara dfOpujnoji' fls p.n6.voiav. There
will be found in Trench, op. cit. p. iii, an account of a controversy which
arose out of this yerse in Holland at the end of the sixteenth and beginning

of the seventeenth centuries.

&}iapTT)/ji(iTa)K : as contrasted with ifiaprta, apLaprripui = the single

act of sin, ipLaprla = the permanent principle of which such an act

is the expression*

61' Tjj &vox^ : (V either (i) denotes motive, as Mey., &c. (Grimm,
Lex. s. V. iv, 5 «) ; or (ii) it is temporal, ' during the forbearance of

God.* Of these (i) is preferable, because the whole context deals

with the scheme as it lay in the Divine Mind, and the relation of

its several parts to each other.

dvoxfj : see on ii. 4, and note that avoxq is related to iraptvit as

xapi% is related to a4)fais.

26. TTpos Tqv Ij'Sei^ti': to be connected clo-sely with the preceding

clause : the stop which separates this verse from the last should be

wholly removed, and the pause before 8ia ti)v ndptfriv somewhat
lengthened ; we should represent it in En;;lish by a dash or semi-

colon. We may represent the various pauses in the passage in some
such way as this :

' Whom God set forth as propitiaiory—through

faith—in His own blood—for a display of His righteousness

;

because of the passing-over of foregone sins in the forbearance of

God with a view to the display of His righteousness at the present

moment, so that He might be at once righteous (Himself) and
declaring righteous him who has for his motive faith in Jesus.' Gif.

seems to be successful in proving that this is tlie true construction :

(i) otherwise it is difficult to account for the change of the preposi-

tion from tls to np6t
;

(ii) the art. is on this view perfectly accounted

for, ' the same display ' as that just mentioned
;

(iii) rcbu npoyfyo-

voraiv ipapTtjpaTcov seems to be contrasted with eV tw pvv Kaipa
;
(iv) the

construction thus most thoroughly agrees wiih St. Paul's style

elsewhere : see Gifford's note and compare the passage quoted

Eph. iii. 3-5, also Rom. iii. 7, 8, ii. 14-16.

SiKaioi' Kal SiKaiou^/Ta. This is the key-phrase which establishes

the connexion between the biKtuoavvrf Qtov, and the SiKaioavptj im
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irlarecas. It is not that ' God is righteous andyet declares righteous

the believer in Jesus,' but that ' He is righteous and also, we might

almost say and therefore, declares righteous the believer.' The
words indicate no opposition between justice and mercy. Rather

that which seems to us and which really is an act of mercy is the

direct outcome of the ' righteousness' which is a wider and more
adequate name than justice. It is the essential righteousness of

God which impels Him to set in motion that sequence of events in

the sphere above and in the sphere below which leads to the free

forgiveness of the believer and starts him on his way with a clean

page to his record.

TOK cK TTio-Teus: 'him whose ruling motive is faith'; contrast

o« e'l tpiddas ch. ii. 8 ; offot e^ ifjyav v6fj.ov (' as many as depend on
works of law') Gal. iii. 10.

T/tg Death of Christ considered as a Sacrifice.

It is impossible to get rid from this passage of the double idea

(i) of a sacrifice
; (2) of a sacrifice which is propitiatory. In any

case the phrase «V tw amov alfian carries with it the idea of sacrificial

bloodsiiedding. And whatever sense we assign to IXaa-Tripiov—
whether we directly supply 6vfia, or whether we supply enidena and
regard it as equivalent to the mercy-seat, or whether we take it as

an adj. in agreement with ov—the fundamental idea which underlies

the word must be that of propitiation. And further, when we ask,

Who is propidated ? the answer can only be ' God.' Nor is it

possible to separate this propitiation from the Death of the Son.

Quite apart from this passage it is not difficult to prove that these

two ideas of sacrifice and propitiation lie at the root of the teaching

not only of St. Paul but of the New Testament generally. Before

considering their significance it may be well first to summarize this

evidence briefly.

(i) As in the passage before us, so elsewhere, the stress which is

laid on al^a is directly connected with the idea of sacrifice. We
have it in St. Paul, in Rom. v. 9 ; Eph. i. 7, ii. 13 ; Col. i. 20 (Sia tov

aliiOTos Tov aravpnv). We have it for St. Peter in i Pet. i. 2 {pavrin^',v

aifiaroi) and 1 9 (Tifiim at/ifirt wj dfivov afxaixov K(ii ilanihou). For
St. John we have it in i Jo. i. 7, and in v. 6, 8. It also comes
out distinctly in several places in the Apocalypse (i. 5, v. 9, vii. 14,

xii. II, xiii. 8). It is a leading idea very strongly represented in

Ep. to Hebrews (especially in capp. ix, x, xiii). There is also the

strongest reason to think that this Apostolic teaching was suggested

by words of our Lord Himself, who spoke of His approaching
death in terms proper to a sacrifice such as that by which the First

Covenant had been inaugurated (comp. i Cor. xi. 25 with Matt
xxvi 28; Mark xiv. 24 [perhaps noi Luke xxii. 20]).
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Many of these passages besides the mention of bloodshedding

and the death of the victim (Apoc. v. 6, I2,xiii. S dpviov ea(f)ayiJLevov:

cf. V. 9) call attention to other details in the act of sacrifice (e. g.

the sprinkling of the blood, pavnanos i Pet. i. 2 ; Heb. xii. 24

:

cf. Heb. ix. 13, 19, 21).

We observe also that the Death of Christ is compared not only

to one but to several of the leading forms of Levitical sacrifice : to

the Passover (John i. 29, xix. 36 ; i Cor. v. 8, and the passages

which speak of the ' lamb ' in i Pet. and Apoc.) ; to the sacrifices

of the Day of Atonement (so apparently in the passage from which

we start, Rom. iii. 25, also in Heb. li. 17; ix. 12, 14, 15, and

perhaps i Jo. ii. 2, iv. lo; i Pet. ii. 24); to the ratification of the

Covenant (Matt. xxvi. 28, &c.; Heb. ix. 15-22); to the sin-oflfering

(Rom. viii. 3; Heb. xiii. 11; i Pet. iii. 18, and possibly if not

under the earlier head, i Jo. ii. 2, iv. lo).

(2) In a number of these passages as well as in others, both

from the Epistles of St. Paul and from other Apostolic writings,

the Death of Christ is directly connected with the forgiveness of

sins (e.g. Matt. xxvi. 28; Acts v. 30 f., apparently; i Cor. xv. 3;
2 Cor. V. 21 ; Eph. i. 7 ; Col. i. 14 and 20 ; Tit. ii. 14 ; Heb. i. 3,

ix. 28, X. 12 al. ; i Pet. ii. 24, iii. 18 ; i Jo. ii. 2, iv. 10 ; Apoc. i. 5).

The author of Ep. to Hebrews generalizes from the ritual system

of the Old Covenant that sacrificial bloodshedding is necessary in

every case, or nearly in every case, to place the worshipper in a

condition of fitness to approach the Divine Presence (Heb. ix. 22

Acal ax(86i> (V uifxari Travra Kadapl^erai Kara tov vopov, Koi xa>p\s

aiixaTeKxva-las ov ylveTai affxcrii). The use of the different words
denoting * propitiation ' is all to the same effect (IXaarTrjpujv Rom.
iii. 25 ; IXaafios I Jo. ii. 2, iv. 10 ; l\a(TK€a6ai Heb. ii. 17).

This strong convergence of Apostolic writings of different and
varied character seems to show that the idea of Sacrifice as applied

to the Death of Christ cannot be put aside as a merely passing

metaphor, but is interwoven with the very weft and warp of

primitive Christian thinking, taking its start (if we may trust our

traditions) from words of Christ Himself. What it all amounts to

is that the religion of the New Testament, like the religion of the

Old, has the idea of sacrifice as one of its central conceptions, not

however scattered over an elaborate ceremonial system but concen-

trated in a single many-sided and far-reaching- act.

It will be seen that this throws back a light over the Old
Testament sacrifices—and indeed not only over them but over the

sacrifices of ethnic religion—and shows that they were something
more than a system of meaningless butchery, that they had a real

spiritual significance, and that they embodied deep principles of

rel.gion in forms <uilcd to the apprehension of the age to which they

were given and capable of gradual refinement and purification.
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In this connexion it may be worth while to quote a striking

passage from a writer of great, if intermittent, insight, who approaches

the subject from a thoroughly detached and independent stand-

point. In his last series of Slade lectures delivered in Oxford {^The

Art of England, 1884, p. 14 f.), Mr. Ruskin wrote as follows:

' None of you, who have the least acquaintance with the general

tenor of my own teaching, will suspect me of any bias towards the

doctrine of vicarious Sacrifice, as it is taught by the modern
Evangelical Preacher. But the great mystery of the idea of

Sacrifice itself, which has been manifested as one united and
solemn insdnct by all thoughtful and affectionate races, since the

world became peopled, is founded on the secret truth of benevolent

energy which all men who have tried to gain it have learned—that

you cannot save men from death but by facing it for them, nor

from sin but by resisting it for them . . . Some day or other

—probably now very soon—^too probably by heavy afflictions of

the State, we shall be taught . . . that all the true good and
glory even of this world—not to speak of any that is to come, must
be bought still, as it always has been, with our toil, and with our

tears.'

After all the writer of this and the Evangelical Preacher whom
he repudiates are not so very far apart. It may be hoped that the

Preacher too may be willing to purify his own conception and to

strip it of some quite unbiblical accretions, and he will then find

that the central verity for which he contends is not inadequately

stated in the impressive words just quoted.

The idea of Vicarious Suffering is not the whole and not

perhaps the culminating point in the conception of Sacrifice, for

Dr. Westcott seems to h:^ve sufficiently shown that the centre of

the symbolism of Sacrifice lies not in the death of the victim but

in the offering of its life. This idea of Vicarious Suffering, which is

nevertheless in all probability the great difficulty and stumbling-

block in the way of the acceptance of Bible teaching on this head,

was revealed once and for all time in Isaiah liii. No one who
reads that chapter with attention can fail to see the profound truth

which lies behind it—a truth which seems to gather up in one all

that is most pathetic in the world's history, but which when it has

done so turns upon it the light of truly prophetic and divine inspira-

tion, gently lifts the veil from the accumulated mass of pain and
sorrow, and shows beneath its unspeakable value in the working out

of human redemption and regeneration and the sublime consolations

by which for those who can enter into them it is accompanied.

I said that this chapter gathers up in one all that is most pathetic

in the world's history. It gathers it up as it were in a single

typical Figure. We look at the lineaments of that Figure, and
then we transfer our gaze and we recognize them all translated
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from idea into reality, and embodied in marvellous perfection upon
Calvary.

Following the example of St. Paul and St. John and the Epistle

to the Hebrews we speak of something in this great Sacrifice, which
we call ' Propitiation.' We believe that the Holy Spirit spoke
through these writers, and that it was His Will that we should use

this word. But it is a word which we must leave it to Him to

interpret. We drop our plummet into the depth, but the line

attached to it is too short, and it does not touch the bottom. The
awful processes of the Divine Mind we cannot fathom. Sufficient

for us to know that through the virtue of the One Sacrifice our

sacrifices are accepted, that the barrier which Sin places between us

and God is removed, and that there is a ' sprinkling ' which makes
us free to approach the throne of grace.

This, it may still be objected, is but a ' fiction of mercy.' All

mercy, all forgiveness, is of the nature of fiction. It consists in

treating men better than they deserve. And if we 'being evil'

exercise the property of mercy towards each other, and exercise it

not rarely out of consideration for the merit of someone else than

the offender, shall not our Heavenly Father do the same ?

CONSEQUENCES OP THE NEW SYSTEM.

III. 27-31. Hence it follows (i) that no claim can be

made on the ground of human merit, for there is no merit

in Faith (vv. 37, 28) ;
(a) that Jew and Gentile are on the

same footing, for there is but one God, and Faith is the only

means of acceptance tvith Hitn (vv. 29, 30).

An objector may say that Law is thus abrogated. On the

contrary its deeper principles are fulfilled, as the history of

Abraham will show (ver. 3*1).

^ There are two consequences which I draw, and one that an

objector may draw, from this. The first is that such a method of

obtaining righteousness leaves no room for human claims or merit.

Any such thing is once for all shut out. For the Christian system

is not one of works—in which there might have been room for

merit—but one of Faith. ** Thus [ovv, but see Crit. Note) we believe

that Faith is the condition on which a man is pronounced righteous,

and not a round of acts done in obedience to law.

**The second consequence [already hinted at in ver. a 2] is that
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Jew and Gentile are on the same footing. If they are not, then

God must be God of the Jews in some exclusive sense in which

He is not God of the Gentiles. ^" Is that so ? Not if I am right

in affirming that there is but one God, Who requires but one

condition—Faith, on which He is ready to treat as ' righteous
*

alike the circumcised and the uncircumcised—the circumcised with

whom Faith is the moving cause, and the uncircumcised with whom
the same Faith is both moving cause and sole condition of their

acceptance.

" The objector asks : Does not such a system throw over Law
altogether ? Far from it. Law itself (speaking through the Penta-

teuch) lays down principles (Faith and Promise) which find their

true fulfilment in Christianity.

27. e|€KX€ia0T) : an instance of the * summarizing * force of the

aorist ;
' it is shut out once for all,' ' by one decisive act.'

St. Paul has his eye rather upon the decisiveness of the act than upon its

continued result. In English it is more natural to ns to express decisiveness

by laying stress open the result
—

' is shut out.'

8ia TToiou fofiou : vofiov here may be paraphrased * system,' * Law

'

being the typical expression to the ancient mind of a ' constituted

order of things.'—Under what kind of system is this result obtained ?

Under a system the essence of which is Faith.

Similar metaphorical uses of v6f^os would be ch. viL ai, 33 ; viiL a ; z. 31,
on which see the Notes.

28. oZv recapitulates and summarizes what has gone before.

The result of the whole matter stated briefly is that God declares

rigliteous, Sec. But it must be confessed that yap gives the better

sense. We do not want a summary statement in the middle of an

argument which is otherwise coherent. The alternative reading,

'KoyiC^ofKBa yap, helps that coherence. [The Jew's] boasting is

excluded, 3^fa«j^ justification turns on nothing which is the peculiar

possession of the Jew but on Faith. And so Gentile and Jew are

on the same footing, as we might expect they would be, seeing

that they have the same God.

ovv BCEKKLP &c; Syrr. (Pesh.-Harcl.) ; Chrys. Theodrt. al.; Weiss
RV. WH. marg.: yap N A D* E F G al. plur.\ Latt. (V^et.-Vulg) Boh.

Arm. ; Orig.-lat. Ambrst Aug. ; Tisch. WH. text RV. marg. The evidence

for 7ap is largely Western, but it is combined with an element v^^ A, Boh.)

which in this instance is probably not Western ; so that the reading would
be carried back beyond the point of divergence of two most ancient lines of

text. On the other hand B admits in this Epistle some comparatively late

reatlings (of. xi. 6) and the authorities associated with it are inferior (B C in

Epp. is not so strong a combination as B C in Gospp.). We prefer the

reading fap.
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8iKoioCo-0ai : we must hold fast to the rendering 'is declared

righteous,' not ' is made righteous
'

; cf. on i. 1 7.

acOpuTcpi' : any human being.

29. y\ presents, but only to dismiss, an alternative hypothesis on
the assumption of which the Jew might still have had something to

boast of. In rejecting this, St. Paul once more emphatically

asserts his main position. There is but one law (Faith), and there

is but one Judge to administer it. Though faith is spoken of in

this abstract way it is of course Christian faith, faith in Christ.

|a6vov : i).ovo)v B al. flur., WH. marg.
;
perhaps assimilated to 'louScu'air

... KoX iOvWV.

30. €i-n-€p : decisively attested in place of iTie'nrep. Tiie old distinction

drawn between et rrep and tl ye was that ti -ntp is used of a condition which
is assumed without implying whether it is rightly or wrongly assumed, it ft
of a condition which carries with it the assertion of its own reality (Hermann
on Viger, p. 831 ; Baumlein, Griech. Partikeln, p. 64). It is doubtful

whether this distinction holds in Classical Greek ; it can hardly hold foi

N.T. But in any case both «i irtp and et 7* lay some stress on the condition,

as a condition: cf Monro, Homeric Grammar, §§ 353, 354 * The Particle

itip is evidently a shorter form of the Preposition nipi, which in its adverbial

use has the meaning beyond, exceedingly. Accordingly -nip is intensive,

denoting that the word to which it is subjoined is true in a high degree, in

its fullest sense, &c. ... 76 is used like irep to em])hasize a particular word
or phrase. It does not however intensify the meaning, or insist on the fact

as true, but only calls attention to the word or fact. ... In a Conditional
Protasis (with oj, ore, el, &c.), 7* emphasizes the condition as such : hence
«? 7? if only, always supposittg that. On the other hand it irep means
supposing ever so muck, hence if really (Lat. si quidem)^

cK irio-T€(os . . . 8id TT)s TTicTTews '. fK denotcs ' sourcc,' Sid * attend-

ant circumstances.' The Jew is justified (k. nia-Teos 8ia ntpiTo^irjs :

the force at work is faith, the channel through which it works is

circumcision. The Gentile is justified ex TrtWcco? Km ?)ia r^j nicrTftos

:

no special channel, no special conditions are marked out; faith is

the one thing needful, it is itself ' both law and impulse.'

Bid TTjs iriCTTews = ' the same faiih,' * the faith just men-
tioned.'

31. KarapYoufiei' : see on ver. 3 above.

vofiov laToi/xec. If, as we must needs think, ch. iv contains the

proof of the proposition laid down in this verse, vopov must = ulti-

mately and virtually the Pentateuch. But it = the Pentateuch not

as an isolated Book but as the most conspicuous and representative

expression of that great system of Law which prevailed everywhere
until the coming of Christ.

The Jew looked at the O. T., and he saw there Law, Obedience
to Law or Woi ks. Circumcision, Descent from Abraham. St. Paul

said. Look again and look deeper, and you will see—not Law but

Promise, not works but Faith— of which Circumcision is only the

seal, not literal descent from Abraham but spiritual descent. All

these things are realized in Christianity.
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And then further, whereas Law (all Law and any kind of

Law) was only an elaborate machinery for producing light action,

there too Christianity stepped in and accomplished, as if with the

stroke of a wand, all that the Law strove to do without success

(Rom. xiii. lo TrXrjpana oiiv vufxov 17 dydjrij Compared with Gal. v. 6

wUrrn dt* dydrr^s ivfpyovfiepT]^,

THE PAITH OP ABRAHAM.

IT. 1-8. Take the crucial case of Abraham. He, like

the Christian, was declared righteous, not on account of his

works—as something earned, but by the free gift of God in

response to his faith. And David describes a similar state

of things. The happiness of which he speaks is due, not to

sinlessness but to God'sfree forgiveness of sins.

' Objector. You speak of the history of Abraham. Surely

he, the ancestor by natural descent of our Jewish race, might plead

privilege and merit. ^ If we Jews are right in supposing that God

accepted him as righteous for his works—those illustrious acts of

his—he has something to boast of.

St. Paul. Perhaps he has before men, but not before God.

• For look at the Word of God, that well-known passage of Scrip-

ture, Gen. XV. 6. What do we find there ? Nothing about works,

but ' Abraham put faith in God,' and it (i. e. his faith) was credited

to him as if it were righteousness.

* This proves that there was no question of works. For a work-

man claims his pay as a debt due to him; it is not an act of

favour. 'But to one who is not concerned with works but puts

faith in God Who pronounces righteous not the actually righteous

(in which there w^ould be nothing wonderful) but the ungodly—to

such an one his faith is credited for righteousness.

*Just as again David in Ps. xxxii describes how God 'pro-

nounces happy ' (in the highest sense) those to whom he attributes

righteousness without any reference to works :
'

' Happy they,' he

says,—not 'who have been guilty of no breaches of law,' but

* whose breaches of law have been forgiven and whose sins are

veiled from sight. 'A happy man is he whose sin Jehovah will

not enter in His book.'
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IfiF. The main argument of this chapter is quite clear but

the opening clauses are slightly embarrassed and obscure, due

as it would seem to the crossing of other lines of thought with

the main lines. The proposition which the Apostle sets him-
self to prove is that Law, and more particularly the Pentateuch,

is not destroyed but fulfilled by the doctrine which he preaches.

But the way of putting this is affected by two thoughts, which still

exert some influence from the last chapter, (i) the question as to

the advantage of the Jew, (ii) the pride or boasting which was
a characteristic feature in the character of the Jew but which
St. Paul held to be ' excluded,' Hitherto these two points have

been considered in the broadest and most general manner, but

St. Paul now narrows them down to the particular and crucial case

of Abraham. The case of Abraham was the centre and strong-

hold of the whole Jewish position. If therefore it could be shown
that this case made for the Christian conclusion and not for the

Jewish, the latter broke down altogether. This is what St. Paul

now undertakes to prove ; but at the outset he glances at the two
side issues—main issues in ch. iii which become side issues in

ch. iv—the claim of ' advantage,' or special privilege, and the pride

which the Jewish system generated. For the sake of clearness we
put these thoughts into the mouth of the objector. He is of course

still a supposed objector; St. Paul is really arguing with himself;

but the arguments are such as he might very possibly have met
with in actual controversy (see on iii. i ff.).

1. The first question is one of reading. There is an important

variant turning upon the position or presence of eopTiKemi. (i)

K L P, &c., Theodrt. and later Fathers (the Syriac Versions which
are quoted by Tischendorf supply no evidence) place it after tov

npoTTaTopa t'jfxcov. It is then taken with Kara aapKa :
' What shall we

say that A. has gained by his natural powers unaided by the grace

of God ?
' So Bp. Bull after Theodoret. [Euthym.-Zig. however,

even with this reading, takes Kara adpKa with nartpa : vnfprJaTW yap

TO Kara crdpKo]. But this is inconsistent with the context. The
question is not, what Abraham had gained by the grace of God or

without it, but whether the new system professed by St. Paul left

him any gain or advantage at all. (2) N A C D E FG, some cur-

sives, Vulg. Boh. Arm. Aeth., Orig.-lat. Ambrstr. and others, place

after fpovpev. In that case Kara a-dpKa goes not with (vprjKtvai but

with Tov Ttpondropa r]p.wv which it simply defines, 'our natural pro-

genitor.' (3) But a small group, B, 47*, and apparently Chrysostom
from the tenor of his comment, though the printed editions give it

in his text, omit tvprjKfvai altogether. Then the idea of 'gain'

drops out and we translate simply ' What shall we say as to

Abraham our forefather?' &c. The opponents of B will say that

the sense thus given is suspiciously easy : it is certainly more
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satisfactory than that of either of the other readings. The point is

not what Abraham got by his righteousness, but how he got his

righteousness—by the method of works or by that of faith. Does
the nature of A.'s righteousness agree better with the Jewish
system, or with St. Paul's? The idea of 'gain' was naturally

imported from ch. iii. i, 9. There is no reason why a right reading

should not be preserved in a small group, and the fluctuating

position of a word often points to doubtful genuineness. We
therefore regard the omission of fvptj/ceVat as probable with WH.
text Tr. RV. marg. For the construction comp. John i. 15 oStos

T^v ov fmov.

1-5. One or two small qnestions of form may be noticed. In ver. i

npo-n&ropa (N* **" A B C* fl/.) is decisively attested for irarepa, which is

found in the later MSS, and commentators. In ver. .s the acute and sleepless

critic Origen thinks that St. Paul wrote 'A^pa^ (with Heb. of Gen. xv ; cf.

Gen. xvii. 5), but that Gentile scribes who were less scrupulous as to the

text of Scripture substituted 'A/Spaa/x. It is more probable that St. Paul had
before his mind the established and significant name throughout : he quotes

Gen. xvii. 5 in ver. 1 7. In ver. 5 a small group (N D* F G) have aae^rjv, on
which form see VVH. Introd. App. p. 157 f. ; Win Gr. ed. 8, § ix. 8 ; Tisch.

on Heb. vi. 19. In this instance the attestation may be wholly Western, but

not in others.

TOK irpoirdTopa t]|xcji'. This description ofAbraham as 'our fore-

father ' is one of the arguments used by those who would make the

majority of the Roman Church consist of Jews. St. Paul is not

very careful to distinguish between himself and his readers in such

a matter. For instance in writing to the Corinthians, who were

undoubtedly for the most part Gentiles, he speaks of ' our fathers'

as being under the cloud and passing through the sea (i Cor. x. i).

There is the less reason why he should discriminate here as he is

just about to maintain that Abraham is the father of all believers,

Jew and Gentile alike,—though it is true that he would have added
' not after the flesh but after the spirit.' Gif. notes the further point,

that the question is put as proceeding from a Jew : along with

Orig. Chrys. Pliot. Euthym.-Zig. Lips, he connects r6v Trpondr. t)h.

with Kara aapKa. It should be mentioned, however, that Dr. Hort

(Rom. and Eph. p. 23 f.) though relegating evprjKevui to the margin,

still does not take Kara adpKa with Tov npoTTuTopa fjpoyu.

2. Kauxii/io :
* Not materies gloriandi as Meyer, but rather

gloriatio, as Bengel, who however might have addedyizf/a' (T. S.

Evans in Sp. Comm. on i Cor. v. 6). The termination -pa denotes

not so much the thing done as the completed, determinate, act

;

for other examples see esp. Evans ut sup. It would not be wrong
to translate here ' has a ground of boasting,' but the idea of
' ground ' is contained in e^**. or rather in the context.

dXX' ou irpos tov ©eoK. It seems best to explain the introduction

of this clause by some such ellipse as that which is supplied in the

H a
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paraphrase. There should be a colon after Kavxrifia. St. Paul

does not question the supposed claim that Abraham has a Kav^nfia

absolutely—before man he might have it and the Jews were not

wrong in the veneration with which they regarded his memory,

—

but it was another thing to have a Kavxrifia before God. There is

a stress upon tw Oedv which is taken up by rm Oea in the quota-

tion. 'A. could not boast before God. He might have done so

if he could nave taken his stand on works ; but works did not

enter into the question at all. In God he put faith.' On the

history and application of the text Gen. xv. 6, see below.

3. eXoyiaSt] : metaphor from accounts, ' was set down,' here * on
the credit side.* Frequently in LXX with legal sense of imputation

or non-imputation of guilt, e.g. Lev. vii. 8 tav 8e (f)aya)v (f>ayT} . . . ol

\oyia6i](TiTat avTco, xvii. 4 'Koyi<T6r](TeTai. tm avOpaitra eKfivco ai/ia, &C.

The notion arises from that of the ' book of remembrance ' (Mai.

iii. 16) in which men's good or evil deeds, the wrongs and
sufferings of the saints, are entered (Ps. Ivi. 8 ; Is. Ixv. 6). Oriental

monarchs had such a record by which they were reminded of the

merit or demerit of their subjects (Esth. vi. i if.), and in like

manner on the judgement day Jehovah would have the ' books

'

brought out before Him (Dan. vii. 10; Rev. xx. 12; comp. also

' the books of the living,' ' the heavenly tablets,' a common expres-

sion in the Books o{ Enoch, Jubilees, and Test. XII Pair. ^ on which

see Charles on Enoch xlvii. 3 ; and in more modern times,

Cowper's sonnet ' There is a book . . . wherein the eyes of God
not rarely look').

The idea of imputation in this sense was familiar to the Jews
(Weber, Allsyn. Theol. p. 233). They had also the idea of the

transference of merit and demerit from one person to another

{ibid. p. 280 ff. ; Ezek. xviii. 2 ; John ix. 2). That however is not

in question here ; the point is that one quality faith is set down, or

credited, to the individual (here to Abraham) in place of another

quality—righteousness.

eXoyicrGif) auxw e'ls SiKaiocrui'Tii' : was reckoned as equivalent to, as

standing in the place of, ' righteousness.' The construction is

common in LXX: cf. i Reg. (Sam.) i. 13; Job xli. 23 (24); Is.

xxix. 17 (=xxxii. 15); Lam. iv. 2; Hos. viii. 12. The exact

phrase (\nyuj6rj airu) (Is StKotoo-. recurs in Ps. cv [cvi]. 31 of the

zeal of Phinehas. On the grammar cf. Win. § xxix. 3 a. (p. 229,

ed. Moullon).

On the righteousness of Abraham see esp. Weber, Allsyn. Palast.

Theologie, p. 255 ff. Abraham was the only rightecjus man of his

generation ; therefore he was chosen to be ancestor of the holy

People. He kept all the precepts of the Law which he knew
beforehand by a kind of intuition. He was the first of seven

righteous men whose merit brought back the Shekinah which had
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retired into the seventh heaven, so that in the days of Moses it

could take up its abode in the Tabernacle {ibid. p. 183). According

to the Jews the original righteousness of Abraham, who began to

serve God at the age of three {ibid. p. 118) was perfected (i) by his

circumcision, (2) by his anticipatory fulfilment of the Law. But

the Jews also (on the strength of Gen. xv. 6) attached a special

importance to Abraham's yiz/M, as constituting merit (see Mechilta

on Ex. xiv. 31, quoted by Delitzsch ad loc. and by Lightfoot in the

extract given below).

^4, 5. An illustration from common life. The workman earns

his pay, and can claim it as a right. Therefore when God bestows

the gift of righteousness, of His own bounty and not as a right, that

is proof that the gift must be called forth by something other than

works, viz. by faith.

5. eirl t6»' SiKaioCWa: 'on Him who pronounces righteous' or
* acquits,' i. e. God. It is rather a departure from St. Paul's more
usual practice to make the object of faith God the Father rather

than God the Son. But even here the Christian scheme is in view,

and faith in God is faith in Him as the alternative Author of that

scheme. See on i. 8, 17, above.

We must not be misled by the comment of Euthym.-Zig. rovrkari manvovn
OTi Zvvarai 6 0eos tuv kv dcflieia (HePiajKuTa, tovtov f^aicpiTjf ov [jlovov eKev'

Otpwaat KoXdaea-s, dWd, Kal BiKaiov TroLjjijai (comp. the same writer on ver. 25
ifa StKaiovs ijfias Troi-qtrT/). The evidence is too decisive (p. 30 f. sup.) that

SiKaioiJv ~ not ' to make righteous ' but ' to declare righteous as a judge.'

It might howfever be inferred from i^ai<pvr)s that ZUaiov rtoi^aat was to be
taken somewhat loosely in the sense of * treat as righteous.' The Greek
theologians had not a clear conception of the doctrine of Justification.

TOf do-ePr] : not meant as a description of Abraham, from whose
case St. Paul is now generalizing and applying the conclusion to

his own time. The strong word ao-f/3^ is probably suggested by
the quotation which is just coming from Ps. xxxii. i.

6. AaPtS (AaueiS). Both Heb. and LXX ascribe Ps. xxxii to

David. In two places in the N. T., Acts iv. 25, 26 (= Ps. ii. i, 2),

Heb. iv. 7 (= Ps. xcv. 7) Psalms are quoted as David's which have
no title in the Hebrew (though Ps. xcv [xciv] bears the name ot

David in the LXX), showing that by this date the whole Psalter

was known by his name. Ps. xxxii was one of those which Ewald
thought might really be David's : see Driver, Introductioji, p. 357.

ihv fiaKapiafAoc : not ' blessedness,' which would be nciKapiorrji

but a 'pronouncing blessed'; fiaKaplCfiv Tim = 'to call a person
blessed or happy ' (roiis re yap 6envi paKaj)i^i)p.ev , . . Kin toov dvdpS)v

Tovs deioTarovs ixaKapl^optv Arist. Eih. Nic. I. xii. 4 ; comp. Euihym.-
Zlg. eTriraais Se koi Knpv(f)T] TiprjS Koi 86^r]s 6 fitiKapicrpoi, ' Felicitation is

the strongest and highest form of honour and praise '). St. Paul
uses the word again Gal. iv. 15. Who is it who thus prorwunces^
man blessed ? God. The Psalm describes how He does so.
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7, 8. MaKdpioi, K.T.X. This quotation of Ps. xxxii. i, 2 is the same
in Heb. and LXX. It is introduced by St. Paul as confirming his

interpretation of Gen. xv. 6.

(laKctpioi is, as we have seen, the highest term which a Greek
could use to describe a state of felicity. In the quotation just given

from Aristode it is applied to the state of the gods and those nearest

to the gods among men.

<Joi}i'f|. So K'ACD'FKL&c: o8o5/tiJ NBDE(T)G, 67**. o5 is

also the reading of LXX (y N*» R"). The authorities for ov are superior as

they combine the oldest evidence on the two main lines of transmission

I N B + D) and it is on the whole more probable that w has been assimilated

to the construction of Koyi^taOai in w. 3, 4, 5, 6 than that ov has been

assimilated to the preceding Zv or to the O.T. or that it has been affected

by the following ov : 9; naturally established itself as the more euphonious
reading.

ofi fi^ XoyicnrjToi. There is a natural tendency in a declining

language to the use of more emphatic forms ; but here a real

emphasis appears to be intended, ' Whose sin the Lord will in no
wise reckon': see Ell. on i Thess. iv. 15 [p. 154], and Win. § Ivu

3. P- 634 ('

The History of Abraham as treated by St. Paul

and by St. James.

It is at first sight a remarkable thing that two New Testament
writers should use the same leading example and should quote the

same leading text as it would seem to directly opposite effect.

Both St. Paul and St. James treat at some length of the history of

Abraham ; they both quote the same verse, Gen. xv. 6, as the

salient characterizaUon of that history ; and they draw from it the

conclusion—St. Paul that a man is accounted righteous TriVrft x<>>p«s

epywi/ (Rom. iii. 28 ; cf. iv. 1-8), St. James as expressly, that he is

accounted righteous e'^ e^-ywi/ Kai ovk «'< iTi(TTtu)s fi6voi> (Jas. ii. 24).

We notice at once that St. Paul keeps more strictly to his text.

Gen. XV. 6 speaks only of faith. St. James supports his contention

of the neces.sity of works by appeal to a later incident in Abraliam's

life, the offering of Isaac (Jas. ii. 21). St. Paul also appeals to

particular incidents, Abraham's belief in the promise that he should

have a numerous progeny (Rom. iv. 18), and in the more express

prediction of the birth of Isaac (Rom. iv. 19-21). The difference

is that St. Paul makes use of a more searching exegesis. His own
spiritual experience confirms the unqualified affirmation of the

Book of Genesis ; and he is therefore able to take it as one of the

foundations of his system. St. James, occupying a less exceptional
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Standpoint, and taking words in the average sense put upon them,

has recourse to the context of Abraham's life, and so harmonizes

the text with the requirements of his own moral sense.

The fact is that St. James and St. Paul mean diflferent things by
' faith,' and as was natural they impos*" these different meanings on
the Book of Genesis, and adapt the .?st of their conclusions to

them. When St. James heard speak of * faith,' he undersiood by
it what the letter of the Book of Genesis allowed him to understand

by it, a certain belief. It is what a Jew would consider the funda-

mental belief, belief in God, belief that God was One (Jas. ii. 19).

Christianity is with him so much a supplement to the Jews' ordinary

creed that it does not seem to be specially present to his mind
when he is speaking of Abraham, Of course he too believes in the

'Lord Jesus Christ, ^he Lord of Glory' (Jas. ii. 1). He takes that

belief for granted ; it is the substratum or basement of life on which

are not to be built such things as a wrong or corrupt partiality

{TrpocTa>Tro\r]y}fia). Ifhe were questioned about it, he would put it on
the same footing as his behef in God. But St. James was a

thoroughly honest, and, as we should say, a ' good ' man ; and this

did not satisfy his moral sense. What is belief unless proof is given

of its sincerity ? Behef must be followed up by action, by a line

of conduct conformable to it. St. James would have echoed
Matthew Arnold's proposition that ' Conduct is three-fourths of

life.' He therefore demands—and from his point of view rightly

demands—that his readers shall authenticate their beliefs by putting

them in practice.

St. Paul's is a very different temperament, and he speaks from a

very different experience. With him too Christianity is something

added to an earlier belief in God ; but the process by which it was
added was nothing less than a convulsion of his whole nature. It

is like the stream of molten lava pouring down the volcano's side.

Christianity is with him a tremendous over-mastering force. The
crisis came at the moment when he confessed his faith in Christ

;

there was no other crisis worth the name after that. Ask such

an one whether his faith is not to be proved by action, and the

question will seem to him trivial and superfluous. He will almost

suspect the questioner of attempting to bring back under a new
name the old Jewish notion of religion as a round of legal

observance. Of course action will correspond with faith. The
believer in Christ, who has put on Christ, who has died with Christ

and risen again with him, must needs to the very utmost of his

power endeavour to live as Christ would have him live. St. Paul

is going on presently to say this (Rom. vi. i, 12, 15), as his

opponents compel him to say it. But to himself it appears a

truism, which is hardly worth definitely enunciating. To say that

a man js a Christian should be enough.
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Ifwe thus understand the real relation of the two Apostles, it will

be easier to discuss their literary relation. Are we to suppose that

either was writing with direct reference to the oiher ? Did St. Paul

mean to controvert St. James, or did St. James mean to controvert

St. Paul? Neither hypothesis seems probable. If St. Paul had
had before him the Epistle of St. James, when once he looked

beneath the language to the ideas signified by the language, he
would have found nothing to which he could seriously object. He
would have been aware that it was not his own way of putting

things ; and he might have thought that such teaching was not

intended for men at the highest level of spiritual attainment ; but

that would have been all. On the other hand, if St. James had
seen the Epistle to the Romans and wished to answer it, what he

has written would have been totally inadequate. Whatever value

his criticism might have had for those who spoke of ' faith ' as

a mere matter of formal assent, it had no relevance to a faith such

as that conceived by St. Paul. Besides, St. Paul had too effectually

guarded himself against the moral hypocrisy which he was con-

demning.

It would thus appear that when it is examined the real meeting-

ground between the two Apostles shrinks into a comparatively

narrow compass. It does not amount to more than the fact that

both quote the same verse, Gen. xv. 6, and both treat it with

reference to the antithesis of Works and Faith.

Now Bp. Lightfoot has shown {Galatians, p. 157 ff., ed. 2) that

Gen. XV. 6 was a standing thesis for discussions in the Jewish schools.

It is referred to in the First Book of Maccabees :
' Was not

Abraham found faithful in temptation, and it was imputed unto him
for righteousness' (i Mace. ii. 52)? It is repeatedly quoted and
commented upon by Philo (no less than ten times, Lft.). The
whole history of Abraham is made the subject of an elaborate

allegory. The Talmudic treatise Mechilta expounds the verse at

length :
' Great is faith, whereby Israel believed on Him that spake

and the world was. For as a reward for Israel's having believed in

the Lord, the Holy Spirit dwelt in them ... In like manner thou

findest tl)at Abraham our father inherited this world and the world

to come solely by the merit of faith, whereby he believed in the

Lord ; for it is said, " and he believed in the Lord, and He counted

it to him for righteousness
"

' (quoted by Lft. ut sup. p. 1 60). Taking
these examples with the lengthened discussions in St. Paul and
St. James, it is clear that attention was being very widely drawn to

this particular text : and it was indeed inevitable that it should be

so when we consider the place which Abraham held in the Jewish

system and the minute study which was being given to every part of

the Pentateuch.

It might therefore be contended with considerable show of reason
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that the two New Testament writers are discussing independently

of each other a current problem, and that there is no ground for

supposing a controversial relation between them. We are not sure

that we are prepared to go quite so far as this. It is true that the

bearing of Gen. xv. 6 was a subject of standing debate among the

Jews ; but the same thing cannot be said of the antithesis of

Faith and Works. The controversy connected with this was
essentially a Christian controversy ; it had its origin in the special

and characteristic teaching of St. Paul. It seems to us therefore

that the passages in the two Epistles have a real relation to that

controversy, and so at least indirectly to each other.

It does not follow that the relation was a literary relation. We
have seen that there are strong reasons against this *. We do not

think that either St. Paul had seen the Epistle of St. James, or

St. James the Epistle of St. Paul. The view which appears to us

the most probable is that the argument of St. James is directed not

against the wridngs of St. Paul, or against him in person, but

against hearsay reports of his teaching, and against the perverted

construction which might be (and perhaps to some slight extent

actually was) put upon it. As St. James sate in his place in the

Church at Jerusalem, as yet the true centre and metropolis of

the Christian world; as Christian pilgrims of Jewish birth were
constantly coming and going to attend the great yearly feasts,

especially from the flourishing Jewish colonies in Asia Minor and
Greece, the scene of St. Paul's labours ; and as there was always

at his elbow the little coterie of St. Paul's fanatical enemies, it would
be impossible but that versions, scarcely ever adequate (for how
few of St. Paul's hearers had really understood him I) and often more
or less seriously distorted, of his brother Apostle's teaching, should

reach him. He did what a wise and considerate leader would
do. He names no names, and attacks no man's person. He does

not assume that the reports which he has heard are full and true

reports. At the same time he states in plain terms his own view

of the matter. He sounds a note of warning which seems to him
to be needed, and which the very language of St. Paul, in places

like Rom. vi. i ff., 15 ff., shows to have been really needed. And
thus, as so often in Scripture, two complementary sets of truths,

suited to different types of mind and different circumstances, are

stated side by s;de. We have at once the deeper principle of

action, which is also more powerful in proportion as it is deeper,

though not such as all can grasp and appropriate, and the plainer

Besides what is said above, see Introduction § 8. It is a satisfaction to

find that the view here taken is substantially that of Dr. Hort, Judaistic
Christianity, p. 148, 'it seems more natural to suppose that a misuse or
misunderstanding of St. Paul's teaching 011 the part of otheri gave rise to

St. James's carefully guarded language.'
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practical teaching pitched on a more every-day level and appealing

to larger numbers, which is the check and safeguard against possible

misconstruction.

FAITH AITD CmCUMCISIOW.

IV. 0-12. TAe declaration made to Abraham did not

depend upon Circumcision. For it was made before he was
circumcised ; aftd Circumcision only came in after the fact,

to ratify a verdict already given. The reason being that

Abraham might have for his spiritual descendants the un-

circumcised as well as the circumcised,

• Here we have certain persons pronounced ' happy.' Is

this then to be confined to the circumcised Jew, or may it also

apply to the uncircumcised Gentile ? Certainly it may. For there

is no mention of circumcision. It is his faith that we say was

credited to Abraham as righteousness. ^*And the historical

circumstances of the case prove that Circumcision had nothing

to do with it. Was Abraham circumcised when the declaration

was made to him? No: he was at the time uncircumcised.

" And circumcision was given to him afterwards, like a seal

affixed to a document, to authenticate a state of things already

existing, viz. the righteousness based on faith which was his before

he was circumcised. The reason being that he might be the

spiritual father alike" of two divergent classes : at once of believing

Gentiles, who though uncircumcised have a faiih like his, that they

too might be credited with righteousness ;
^^ and at the same time

of believing Jews who do not depend on their circumcision only,

but whose files march duly in the steps of Abraham's faith—that

faith which was his before his circumcision.

10. St. Paul appeals to the historic fact that the Divine

recognition of Abraham's faith came in order of time before his

circumcision : the one recorded in Gen. xv. 6, the other in

Gen. xvii. lo ff. Therefore allhough it might be (and was)

confirmed by circumcision, it could not be due to it or conditioned

by it

11. aTjjieio»» irepiTOfiT]s. Circumcision at its institution is said to

be iv mjfttif 8ia6tiKr)s (Gen. zvii. ii), between God and the
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circumcised. The gen. irepiTon^s is a genitive of apposition or identity,

a sign ' consisting in circumcision/ 'which was circumcision.' Some
authorities (A C* a/.) read nepiToiJLijv,

(T^paylZa. The prayer pronounced at the circumcising of

a child runs thus :
* Blessed be He who sanctified His beloved

from the womb, and put His ordinance upon His flesh, and sealed

His offspring with the sign of a holy covenant.' Comp. Targum
Canf. iii. 8 ' The seal of circumcision is in your flesh as it was

sealed in the flesh of Abraham'; Shemoth R. 19 'Ye shall not eat

of , the passover unless the seal of Abraham be in your flesh.'

Many other parallels will be found in Wetstein ad loc. (cf. also

Delitzsch).

At a very early da*e the same term a-^payi'y was transferred from

the rite of circumcision to Christian baptism. See the passages

collected by Lightfoot on 2 Clem. vii. 6 {Clem. Rom. ii. 226), also

Gebhardt and Harnack ad loc, and Hatch, Hibbert Lectures,

p. 295. Dr. Hatch connects the use of the term with ' the

mysteries and some forms of foreign cult
'

; and it may have

coalesced with language borrowed from these ; but in its origin it

appears to be Jewish. A similar view is taken by Aniich, Das
antike Mysterieiiivesen in seinem Einfluss auf das Christentum

(Gottingen, 1894), p. 120 ff., where the Christian use of the word
<r(j)payis is fuUy discussed.

Barnabas (ix. 6) seems to refer to, and refute, the Jewish doctrine which
he puts in the mouth of an objector : uAA.' ipar Kal /i7)i' irepiTeTfiTjTai 6

Xaos (Is dippa-^ida. dkXoi nds 'S.vpos Kal 'hpaxp Kal nai'Tfs ot lepus tuv fiduiXcov.

3.pa ovv KaKihoi tK rrjs SiaOriKrji avrwv daiv ; d\Ad Kal ol AlyviTTioi kv rtepi-

Topfi (laiv. The fact that so many heathen nations were circumcised proved
that circumcision could not be the seal of a special covenant.

€ts TO eifai, K.T.X. Even circumcision, the strongest mark of

Jewish separation, in St. Paul's view looked beyond its immediate

exclusiveness to an ultimate inclusion of Gentiles as well as Jews.

It was nothing more than a ratification of Abraham's faith. Faith

was the real motive power ; and as applied to the present condition

of things, Abraham's faith in the promise had its counterpart in the

Christian's faith in the fulfilment of the promise (i. e. in Christ).

Thus a new division was made. The true descendants of Abra-
ham were not so much those who imitated his circumcision (i.e.

all Jews whether believing or not), but those who imitated his

I'aith (i.e. believing Jews and believing Gentiles), ds to denotes

that all this was contemplated in the Divine purpose.

irarepa -n&vTUiv twi' iriaTeootTwi'. Delitzsch {ad loc.) quotes one
of the prayers for the Day of Atonement in which Abraham is

called ' the first of my faithful ones.' He also adduces a passage,

Jerus. Gemara on Btccuriin, i. 1, in which it is proved that even

the proselyte may claim the patriarchs as his ^'O''^?^ l^^cause
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Abram became Abraham, ' father of many nations,' lit. * a great

multitude'; *he was so,' the Glossator adds, 'because he taught

them to believe.'

8i' dKpoPuarias: 'though in a state of uncircumcision.' dtd of

attendant circumstances as in 8ia ypafxixaros koL irtiHTOfxijs ii. 27, tw

8ia npouKOfjifxaTOS iisBiovTi XIV. 20.

12. Tols o-Toixouo-i. As it stands the art. is a solecism : it would
make those who are circumcised one set of persons, and those who
follow the example of Abraham's faith another distinct set, which

is certainly not St. Paul's meaning. He is speaking of Jews who
are both circumcised and believe. This requires in Greek the

omission of the art. before <TToi\ov(nv. But tuIs ar. is found in all

existing MSS. We must suppose therefore either (i) that there

has been some corruption. WH. think that rolf may be the

remains of an original uvTois : but that would not seem to be a very

natural form of sentence. Or (2) we may think that Tertius made
a slip of the pen in following St. Paul's dictation, and that this

remained uncorrected. If the slip was not made by Tertius

himself, it must have been made in some very early copy, the

parent of all our present copies.

o-ToixoCo-i. aroixftv is a well-known military term, meaning
strictly to 'march in file': Pollux viii. 9 t6 Se ^d6os crrolxos KoXe'irai,

Koi TO /ueV ((pe^rjs (ivai koto. fi^Kos (vyfiv' to Se ((pe^qs Kara /Sd^oj cTToi^^tiv,

' the technical term for marching abreast is Cvyelv, for marching in

depth or in file, (ttoix^'iv ' (Wets.).

On ou ixovov rather than /x^ n6vov in this verse and in ver. 16 see Burton,

M. and T. § 481.

Jeivisk Teaching on Circumcision.

The fierce fanaticism with which the Jews insisted upon the rite

of Circumcision is vividly brought out in the Book of Jubilees

(xv. 25 ff.) :
' This law is for all generations for ever, and there is

no circumcision of the time, and no passing over one day out of

the eight days ; for it is an eternal ordinance, ordained and written

on the heavenly tables. And every one that is born, the flesh of

whose foreskin is not circumcised on the eighth day, belongs not to

the children of the covenant which the Lord made with Abraham,
for he belongs to the children of destruction ; nor is there moreover
any sign on him that he is the Lord's, but (he is destined) to be

destroyed and slain from the earth, and to be rooted out of the

earth, for he has broken the covenant of the Lord our God. . .

And now I will announce unto thee that the chMdren of Israel will

not keep true to this ordinance, and they will not circumcise their

sons accordi^ig to all this law ; for in the flesh of their circumcision
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they will omit this circumcision of their sons, and all of them, sons

of Belial, will have their sons uncircumcised as they were born.

And there shall be great wrath from the Lord against the children

of Israel, because they have forsaken His covenant and turned away
from His word, and provoked and blasphemed, according as they

have not ooservcd the ordinance of this law; for they treat their

members like the Gentiles, so that they may be removed and rooted

out of the land. And there will be no pardon or forgiveness for

them, so that there should be pardon and release from all the sin

of ttiis error for ever.'

So absolute is Circumcision as a mark of God's favour that if an

Israelite has practised idolatry his circumcision must first be

removed before he can go down to Gehenna (Weber, Altsyn. Theol.

p. 51 f.). When Abraham was circumcised God Himself took

a part in the act {ibid. p. 253). It was his circumcision and antici-

patory fulfilment of the Law which qualified Abraham to be the

' father of many nations * {ibid. p. 256). Indeed it was just through

his circumcision that Isaac was born of a ' holy seed.' This was
the current doctrine. And it was at the root of it that St. Paul

strikes by showing that Faith was prior to Circumcision, that the

latter was wholly subordinate to the former, and that just those

privileges and promises which the Jew connected with Circumcision

were really due to Faith.

PROMISE AND LAW.

IV. 13-17. Again the declaration that was made to

AbraJiam had nothing to do with Law. For it turned on

Faith and Promise which are the very an titJlesis of Laiu.

The reason being that Abraham might be the spiritual

father of all believers, Gentiles as well as jfeivs, and that

Gentiles might have an equal claim to the Promise.

^'Another proof that Gentiles were contemplated as well as Jews.

The promise made to Abraham and his descendants of world-wide

Messianic rule, as it was not dependent upon Circumcision, so also

was not dependent upon Law, but on a righteousness which was

the product of Faith. ** If this world-wide inheritance really

depended upon any legal system, and if it was limited to those who

were under such a system, there would be no place left for Faith

or Promise : Faith were an empty name and Promise a dead letter.

'*For Law is in its effect^ the very opposite of Promi.se. It only
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serves to bring down God's wrath by enhancing the guilt of sin.

Where there is no law, there is no transgression, which implies

a law to be transgressed. Law and Promise therefore are mutually

exclusive; the one brings death, the other life. ^'Hence it is that

the Divine plan was made to turn, not on Law and obedience to

Law, but on Faith. For faith on man's side implies Grace, or free

favour, on the side of God. So that the Promise depending as it

did not on Law but on these broad conditions, Faith and Grace,

might hold good equally for all Abraham's descendants—not only

for those who came under the Mosaic Law, but for all who could

lay claim to a faith like his. '''Thus Abraham is the true ancestor

of all Christians {w^"), as it is expressly stated in Gen. xvii, 5

'A father' (i.e. in spiritual fatherhood) 'of many nations have

I made thee *.'

13-17. In this section St. Paul brings up the l<ey-words of his

own system Faith, Promise, Grace, and marshals them in array

over against the leading points in the current theology of the

Jews—Law, Works or performance of Law, Merit. Because the

working of this latter system had been so disastrous, ending only

in condemnation, it was a relief to find that it was not what God
had really intended, but that the true principles of things held out

a prospect so much brighter and more hopeful, and one which

furnished such abundant justification for all that seemed new in

Christianity.

13. ou ydp, K.T.X. The immediate point which this paragraph

is introduced to prove is that Abraham might be, in a true though

spiritual sense, the father of Gentiles as well as Jews. The ulterior

object of the whole argument is to show that Abraham himself

is rightly claimed not as the Jews contended by themselves but

by Christians.

Std j'dfjiou: without art., any system of law.

1^ eiraYyeXia : see on ch. i. 2 {npofnrjyyeiXaTo), where the uses of

the vvord and its place in Christian teaching are discussed. At the

lime of the Coming of Christ the attention of the whole Jewish race

was turned to the promises contained in the O. T. ; and in

Christianity these j)romises were (so to speak) brought to a head

and definitely identified with their fulfilment.

The following examples may be added to those quoted on ch. i. a to

illustrate the dilTusion of this idea of 'Promise' among the Jews in the first

century A.D. : 4 Ezra iv. 27 non capiet portare quae in temporibus iustis

* There is a slight awkwardness in making our break in the middle of

I verse and of a sentence. St Paul glides after his manner into a new subject,

suggested to him by the verse which be uuntes in proof of what has gone before
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repromissa stmt ; vii. 14 si ergo non ingredientes htgressiftierUit qui vivtmt
angusta et vana haec, non poteru7tt recipere quae stmt rcposita ( = to otto-

Kiifiiva. G.^n. xlix. 10); ibid. 49 (119) ff. qtiid enitn nobis prodest si pro-
7insstini est nobis immoriale tempits, nos vera mortalia opera egimus? &c.
Apoc. Baruch. xiv. \'i propter hoc etiam ipsi sine timore relinquunt imm-
dum istum, et fidentes in laetitia sperant se recepturos mundum que7?t pro-
misisti cis. It will be observed that all these passages are apocalyptic and
eschatological. The Jewish idea of Promise is vague and future; the Chris-
tian idea is definite and associated with a state of things already inaugurated.

TO KXTjpovop.oi' auTo;/ etrai Kocrfiou. What Promise is this? There
is "none in these words. Hence (i) some think that it means the

possession of the La^id of Canaan (Gen. xii. 7 ; xiii. 14 f. ; xv. 18
;

xvii. 8 ; cf. xxvi, 3 ; Ex. vi. 4) taken as a type of the world-wide

Messianic reign; (2) others think that it must refer to the particular

promise faiih in which called down the Divine blessing—that

A. should have a son and descendants like the stars of heaven.

Probably this is meant in the first instance, but the whole series

of promises goes together and it is implied (i) that A. should have

a son
;

(ii) ihat this son should have numerous descendants

;

(iii) that in One of those descendants the whole world should be

blessed
;

(iv) that through Him A.'s seed should enjoy world-wide

dominion.

Sid SiKatoo-uVirjs TTiorTcois : this ' faith-righteousness ' which St.

Paul has been describing as characteristic of the Christian, and
before him of Abraham.

14. 01 €K coixou: 'the dependants oflaw/ 'vassals ofa legal system,'

such as were the Jews.

KXTjpofOfioi. If the right to that universal dominion which will

belong 10 the Messiah and His people is confined to those who are

subject to a law, like that of Moses, what can it have to do either

with the Promise oiiginally given to Abraham, or with Faith to

which that Promise was annexed ? In that case Faith and Promise

would be pushed aside and cancelled altogetlier. But they cannot

be cancelled ; and therefore the inheritance must depend upon them
and not upon Law.

15. This verse is parenthetic, proving that Law and Promise
cannot exist and be in force side by side. They are too much
opposed in their effects and operation. Law presents itself to

St. Paul chiefly in this light as entailing punishment. It increases

the guilt of sin. So long as there is no commandment, the wrong
act is done as it were accidentally and unconsciously ; it cannot be

called by the name of transgression. The direct breach of a known
law is a far more heinous matter. On this disastrous effect of Law
see iii. 20, v. 13, 20, vii. 7 ff.

15. oh Se for ov yap is decisively attested (J{ A B C &c.).

Trapd^aais is the appropriate word for the direct violation of
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a code. It means to overstep a line clearly defined : peccare est

transilire lincas Cicero, Farad. 3 (ap. Trench, Syn. p. 236).

16. Ik TTio-Tccos. In his rapid and vigorous reasoning St. Paul
contents himself with a few bold strokes, which he leaves it to the

reader to fill in. It is usual to supply wiih eV nlaTtcos either

f] KXrjpovofiia ecTTiv fiom V. 1 4 (Lips. Mey.) or t) (n-nyyf'Kia (ariv from
V, 13 (Fri.), but as rrjv iirayyiXiav is defined just below it seems
belter to have recourse to some wider thought which shall include

both these. 'It was'='The Divine plan was, took its start, from
faith.' The bold lines of God's plan, the Providential ordering

of things, form the background, understood if not directly expressed,

to the whole chapter.

els TO eXvai. Working round again to the same conclusion as

before ; the object of all these pre-arranged conditions was to do
away with old restrictions, and to throw open the Messianic

blessings to all who in any true sense could call Abraham 'father,

i.e. to believing Gentile as well as to believing Jew,

ABRAHAM'S FAITH A TYPE OF THE CHRISTIAN'S.

IV". 17-22. Abraham s Faith was remarkable boik for its

strength and for its object : the birth of Isaac in which

Abraham believed might be described as a 'birth from the

dead!

23 25. In this it is a type of the Christian s Faith., to

which is annexed a like acceptance and which also has for

its object a ' birth from the dead '

—

the Death and Resur-

rection of Christ.

"In this light Abraham is regarded by God before whom he is

icpresented as standing—that God who infuses life into the dead

(as He was about to infuse it into Abraham's dead body), and

who issues His summons (as He issued it then) to generations

yet unborn.

" In such a God Abraham believed. Against all ordinary hope

of becoming a father he yet had faith, grounded in hope, and

enabling him to become the father not of Jews only but of wide-

spread nations, to whom the Promise alluded when it said (Gen.

XV. 5) ' Like the stars of the heaven shall thy descendants be.'

'•Without showing weakness in his faith, he took full note

of the fact that at his advanced years (for he was now about

a hundred years old) his own vital powers were decayed ; he took
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full note of the barrenness of Sarah his wife ;
** and yet with the

promise in view no impulse of unbelief made him hesitate ; his

faith endowed him with the power which he seemed to lack; he

gave praise to God for the miracle that was to be wrought in him,

^^ having a firm conviction that what God had promised He was

able also to perform. *'And for this reason that faith of his was

credited to him as righteousness.

•'Now when all this was recorded in Scripture, it was not

Abraham alone who was in view '*but we too—the future

generations of Christians, who will find a like acceptance, as we

have a like faith. Abraham believed on Him who caused the birth

of Isaac from elements that seemed as good as dead : and we too

believe on the same God who raised up from the dead Jesus our

Lord, " who was delivered into the hands of His murderers to atone

for our sins, and rose again to effect our justification (i.e. to put

the crown and seal to the Atonement wrought by His Death, and

at the same time to evoke the faith which makes the Atonement

effectual).

17. iraTcpo, k.t.X. Exactly from LXX of Gen. xvii. 5. The LXX
tones down somewhat the strongly fi^^urative expression of the

Heb., patrem fremenhs turbae, i. e. ingeniis muUitudinis populorum

(Kautzsch, p. 25).

itareVaiTi ou eiriCTTeuac 06oo : attraction for Karevavn Q(ov «p eVi-

a-Tevae : KarivavTi describing the posture in which Abraham is

represented as holding colloquy with God (Gen. xvii. i ff.).

Juoiroiouk'Tos :
' maketh alive.' St. Paul has in his mind the two

acts which he compares and which are both embraced under this

word, (i) the Birth of Isaac, (2) the Resurrection of Christ. On
the Hellenistic use of the word see Hatch, Ess. in Bibl. Greek, p. 5.

KaXoucTos \ra \ir\ wra it oi'ra]. There are four views : (i) KaX.=

*to name, speak of, or describe, things non-existent as if they

existed' (Va.); (ii) = 'to call into being, issue His creative fiat' (most

commentators); (iii) = *to call, or summon,' * issue His commands
to' (Mey. Gif.); (iv) in the dogmatic sense = *to call, or invite to

life and salvation ' (Fri.). Of these (iv) may be put on one side as

too remote from the context; and (ii) as Mey, rightly points out,

seems to be neguived by ws ovra. The choice remains between

(i) and (iii). If the former seems the simplest, the latter is the

more forcible rendering, and as such more in keeping with the

imaginative grasp of the situation displayed by St. Paul. In favour

of this view may also be quoted Apoc. Bar. xxi. 4 qui fecisti

terram audi me , » . qui vocasti ab initio mundi quod nondum erai, el
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obediunt tihi. For the use of «caXeIi/ see also tlie note on ix. 7
below.

18. eis rft Y€K^CT0oi = Sxm yeviaOai :
' his faith enabled him to

become the father/ but with the underlying idea that his faith in

this was but carrying out the great Divine purpose which ordered

all these events.

ouTws ItTToi : = Gen. xv. 5 (LXX).

19. jiT| ac79evTi<Tas. Comp. Lft. in Journ. of Class, and Sac. Philol.

iii. 106 n. : 'The New Testament use of nr\ with a participle . . . has a much
wider range than in the earlier language. Yet this is no violation of

principle, but rather an extension of a particular mode of looking at the

suborilinate event contained in the participial clause. It is viewed as an
accident or condition of the principal event described by the finite verb, and
is therefore negatived by the dependent negative /xij and not by the absolute oh.

Rom. iv. 19 ... is a case in point whether we retain oh or omit it with

Lachm. In the latter case the sense will be, '* he so considered his own
body now dead, as not to be weak in the (?) faith." ' This is well expressed

in RV. 'without being weakened,' except that ' being weakened ' should be
rather ' showing weakness ' or ' becoming weak.' See also Burton, M. and T.

% 145-

Karei'oiqo-e t^ A B C some good cursives, some MSS. of Vulg.

(includinp:^^.), Pesh. Boh., Orig.-lat. (which probably here preserves

Origen's Greek), Chrys. and others; oi- Kareporjaf D E F G K L P
&c., some MSS. of Vulg. (including /«/</, though it is more pro-

bable that the negative has come in from the Old Latin and that

it was not recognized by Jerome), Syr.-Harcl., Orig.-lat. it's, Epiph.

Ambrstr. al.

Both readings give a good sense : KarevoTjae, ' he ^//i/ consider, and
ye/ did not doubt'; ou Karfporjat, ' he did no/ consider, and /herefore

did not doubt.' Both readings are also early: but the negative

ov KUT(v6r]a( is clcarly of Western origin, and must probably be set

down to Western laxity : the authorities which omit the negative

are as a rule the most trustworthy.

virApxcov : 'being already about a hundred years old.' May we not say
that «'i ai denotes a present state simply as present, but that vnapxnv denotes

a present state as a product of past states, or at least a state in present time

as related to past time {' vorliandensein, dasein, Lat. existere, adesse, praesto

esse^ Schmidt^ ! See esp. T. S. Evans in Sp. Cotnm. on i Cor. vii. 26 : 'the

last word (vnapxfiv) is difficult; it seems to mean sometimes "to be origin-

ally," "to be substantially or fundamentally," or, as in Demosthenes, "to be

stored in readiness." An idea o( propriety sometimes attaches to it: comp.
-

^ vnap^ts, "property" or "substance." The word however asks for further

S investigation.' Comp. Schmidt, /.at. u. gr. Synonymik, § 74. 4.

"yJif 20. ovi 5icKpi6T] : 'did not hesitate' {Tovrtariv oi5i fffSoiaaev ohSt dfupi-

.{ yy^.if^ <3aA« Chryg.). dtaKplvfiv act.. =diiut/icare, (i) to ' discriminate,' or ' distinguish

'

between two tilings ; Matt. xvi. 3 ; cf. 1 Cor. xi. 29, 3 1 ) or persons (Acts xv. 9

;

I Cor. iv. 7); ii) to 'arbitrate' between two parties (i Cor. vi. 51. Sia-

KptPtaOat mid. (and pass.) — (i) 'to get a decision,' 'litigate,' 'dispute,' or

'contend' (Acts xi. 3; Jas. ii. 4; Jude 9"! ; (ii to 'be divided against one-

•elf,' 'waver,' ' doubt.' The other senses are all found in LXX (where the

word occurs some thirty times), but this is wanting. It is however well
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established for N.T., where it appear* as the proper opposite of n'taTu

wiaTfuai. So Matt. xxi. 21 ecLv i\riT( mariv, koX fifj SiaKpiOrjTt ; Mark xi. 33 8$

Ar (iTTTi .

.

. Kal ;i^ SiaitpLO^ (V TJj Hapoiq avrov dwd marevji : Rom. xiv. 23 6 bi

SiaicpivSfxevos, eaf <pafy, KaTaK(KpiTat, on oxiK l« niarfui : Jas. i. 6 airtiros hi

(V vioTd nrjdiv BiaKptvopifvoi : also probably Jude 22. A like nse is found in

Christian writings of the second century and later: e.g. Protev. Jac. 11

aKovaaca h\ Mapia^i SteKpiOy] iv iavr^ Xiyauaa, K.r.K (quoted by Mayor on

Jas. i. 6) : Clem. Homil. i. 20 -mpl r^y TrapaSoOtiffrjs aoi dXrjOdai SiaKpiOrjar)

:

ii. 40 vepl Tov ixovov Hal dyaOuv &eov 5iaKpi6rjvat. It is remarkable that a use

which (except as an antithesis to inaTivuv) there is no reason to connect

specially with Christianity should thus seem to be traceable to Christian

circles and the Christiaii line of tradition. It is not likely to be in the strict

sense a Christiaii coinage, but appears to have had its bi ginning in near

proximity to Christianity. A parallel case is that of the word diif/vxoi (St.

James, Clem. Rom., Herm., Didachif &c). The two words seem to belong

to the same cycle of ideas.

^i'e8o»'a|xweT) TT) maT€i. r% nlarti is here Usually taken as dat. of

respect, ' he was strengthened in his faith,' i. e. ' his faith was

strengthened, or confirmed.' In favour of this would be fifj aaBevrjo-as

Tji nlcTTei above ; and the surrounding terms (difKpldn, •nktipoK^opriBeii)

might seem to point to a mental process. But it is tempting to

make t^ TrtWe* instrumental or causal, like ttj dm<rna to which it

stands in immediate antithesis: eVeS. t^ mar, would then = *he was
endowed with power by means of his faith ' (sc. r6 vfiexpafiivov

avTov a-Sifia ev(8uvafj.w6>]). According to the Talmud, Abraham wurde
in seiner Natur erneiier/, eine neue Creatur {Bammidbar Rabba xi),

um die Zeugung zu vollbritigen (Weber, p. 256). And we can

hardly doubt that the passage was taken in this way by the author

of Heb., who appears to have had it directly in mind : comp. Heb.
xi. H, 12 TviaTfi Koi avrrj 2dppa Svvapw (Is Kara^oXrjv (TTrtpparos tXa^e

Kal napa Kaipbv rjXiKias . , , 816 Kal dcp' ivos fyfVvrjSrjcrav, Kal Taiira

VfVfKpapevov, Ka6a>s ra aarpa row ovpavov tco irXrjdfi (observe esp. dvvafxiv

(ka^e, viv(Kp(jop4vov). This sense is also distinctly recognized by

Euthym.-Zig. (tve^wafiadr) (Is naiBoyoviav rfj niaTd' ^ ivibvvayiU)6r}

npos TTjv TTiartv). The Other (common) interpretation is preferred by

Chrys., from whom Euthym.-Zig. seems to get his 6 nianv

€in8€i.Kwpei'0i 8vvdp,(0ii Selrat nXdovov,

The Talmud lays great stress on the Birth of Isaac. In the

name of Isaac was found an indication that with him the history

of Revelation began. With him the people of revealed Religion

came into existence : with him ' the Holy One began to work
wonders' {Beresh. Rahba liii, ap. Weber, Allsyn. Theol. p. 256).

But it is of course a wholly new point when St. Paul compares the

miraculous birth of Isaac with the raising of Christ frorn the dead.

The parallel consists not only in the nature of the two events

—

both a bringing to life from conditions which betokened only

death—but also in the faith of which they were the object.

80U9 8o|af: a Hebraism: cf. Josh. vii. 19; i Sam. vi. 5; I

Chron. xvi 28, &c
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21. n-XT]po(|>opr]0€is: 7rX»7/3o^o/)ia= 'full assurance," firm conviction,'

1 Thess. i. 5 ; Col. ii. 2 ; a word especially common amongst the

Stoics. Hence ir'Kijfiofpopeladai, as used of persons, = ' to be fully

assured or convinced,' as here, ch. xiv. 5 ; Col. iv. 12. As used of

things the meaning is more doubtful: cf. 2 Tim. iv. 5, 17 and
Luke i. I, where some take it as = 'fully or satisfactorily proved,'

others as = ' accomplished ' (so Lat.-Vet. Vulg. RV. /ex/ Lft. On
Revision, p. 142): see note ad loc.

23. 81' aoToi' fAocoK. Beresh. R. xl. 8 'Thou findest that all

that is recorded of Abraham is repeated in the history of his

children' (Wetslein, who is followed by Meyer, ami Dclitzsch ad loc).

Wetstein also quotes Taani/h ii. i Fra/res nos/ri, de Ninevitis

non diciiim es/: et respexit Deus sacciim eorum.

24. Tois iriaTeuouo-ii' :
' to us who believe.' St. Paul asserts that

his readers are among the class of believers. Not ' if we believe,'

which would be iriaTiiovniv {sine ar/tc).

25. 810 with ace. is primarily retrospective,=' because of: but

inasmuch as the idea or motive precedes the execution, 5ta may be

retrospective with reference to the idea, but prospective with

reference to the execution. Which it is in any particular case must

be determined by the context.

Here hia to irapanT. may be retrospective, = ' because of our

trespasses' (which made the death of Christ necessary); or it may
be prospective, as Gif. 'because of our trespasses,' i.e. 'in order to

atone for them.'

In any case ^la rijv biKaiaxriv is prospective, * with a view to our

justification,' 'because of our justification' conceived as a motive,

i.e. to bring it about. See Dr. GifTord's two excellent notes

pp. 108, 109.

The manifold ways in which the Resurrection of Christ is

connected with justification will appear from the exposition below.

It is at once the great source of the Christian's faith, the assurance

of the special character of the object of that faith, the proof that the

Sacrifice which is the ground of justification is an accepted sacrifice,

and the stimulus to that moral relation of the Christian to Christ in

which the victory which Christ has won becomes his own victory.

See also the notes on ch. vi. 5-8.

The Place of the Resurrection of Christ in the

teaching of St. Paul.

The Resurrection of Christ fills an immense place in the teaching

of St. Paul, and the fact that it does so accounts for the emphasis
and care with which he stales the evitlence for it (i Cor. xv. i-ii)i
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(i) The Resurrection is the most conclusive proof of the Divinity

of Christ (Acts xvii. 31 ; Rom. i. 4 ; i Cor. xv. 14, 15).

(ii) As proving the Divinity of Clirist the Resurrection is also

the most decisive proof of the atoning value of His Death. But
for the Resurrection, there would have been nothing to show—at

least no clear and convincing sign to show— that He who died upon
the Cross was more than man. But if the Victim of the Cross had

been man and nothing more, there would have been no sufficient

reason for attaching to His Death any peculiar efficacy ; the faith

ofXlhristians would be^'vain,' they would be 'yet in their sins'

(1 Cor. XV. 17).

(iii) In yet another way the Resurrection proved the efficacy of

the Death of Christ. Without the Resurrection the Sacrifice of

Calvary would have been incomplete. The Resurrection placed

upon that Sacrifice the stamp of God's approval ; it showed that

the Sacrifice was accepted, and that the cloud of Divine Wrath—
the opyf) so long suspended and threatening to break (Rom, iii. 25,

26)—had passed away. This is the thought which lies at the bottom

of Rom. vi. 7-10.

(iv) The Resurrection of Christ is the strongest guarantee for

the resurrection of the Christian (i Cor. xv. 20-23; 2 Cor. iv. 14;

Rom. viii. 11 ; Col. i. 18).

(v) But that resurrection has two sides or aspects : it is not only

physical, a future rising again to physical life, but it is also moral

and spiritual, a present rising from the death of sin to the life of

righteousness. In virtue of his union with Christ, the close and
intimate relation of his spirit with Christ's, the Christian is called

upon to repeat in himself the redeeming acts of Christ. And this

moral and spiritual sense is the only sense in which he can repeat

them. We shall have this doctrine fully expounded in eh. vi. i-ii.

A recent monograph on the subject of this note (E. Schader, Die Bedeutung
des lebendigen Christusfur die Rechtfertigung nach Paulus, Giitersloh, 1893)
has worked out in much careiul detail the third of the above heads. Herr
Schader (who since writing his treatise has become Professor at Konigsberg)
insists strongly on the personal character of the redemption wrouj_'ht by
Christ; that which redeems is not merely the act of Christ's Death but His
Person {\v o5 (xofJ^fv rfjv a-noXirpwaiv Eph. i. 7 ; Col. i. 14). It is as a Person

that He takes the place of the sinner and endures the Wrath of God in his

stead (Gal. iii. 13; 2 Cor. v. 21). The Resurrection is proof that this
'' Wrath ' is at an end. And therefore in certain salient passages (Rom. iv. 25 ;

vi. 9, ic ; viii. 34) the Resurrection is even put before the Death of Christ as

the cause of justification. Tlie treatise is well deserving of study.

It may be right also to mention, without wholly endorsing, Dr. Hort's

significant aphorism :
' Reconciliation or Atonement is one aspect of redemp-

tion, and redemption one aspect of resurrection, and resurrection one aspect

of life' [Httlsean Lectures, p. 210). This can more readily be accepted if

'one aspect' in each case is not taken to exchide the validity of other aspects.

At the same time such a saying is useful as a warning, which is especially

needed where the attempt is being made towards more exact definitions, that
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all definitions of great doctrines have a relative rather than an absolute value

They are partial symbols of ideas which the human mind cannot grasp in

their entirety. If we could see as God sees we should doubtless find them
running up into large and broad laws of His working. We desire to make
this reserve in regard to our own attempts to define. Without it exact

exegesis may well aeem to lead to a revived Scholasticism.

bijISsfuii conseqtje'N'ces op justificatioit.

V. 1-11. 77/1? state which thus lies before the Christian

should have consequences both near and remote. The nearer

consequences, peace with God and hope which gives courage

under persecution (vv. 1-4) : the remoter cottsequence, an

assurance, derivedfrom the proof of God's love, of our final

salvation and glory. The first step [our present acceptance

with God) is difficult ; the second step {pur ultimate salva-

tion) follows naturallyfrom the first (w. 5-11).

^ We Christians then ought to enter upon our privileges. By

that strong and eager impulse with which we enroll ourselves as

Christ's we may be accepted as righteous in the sight of God, and

it becomes our duty to enjoy to the full the new state of peace

with Him which we owe to our Lord Jesus Messiah. 'He it is

whose Death and Resurrection, the object of our faith (iv. 25),

have brought us within the range of the Divine favour. Within

the sheltered circle of that favour we stand as Christians, in no

merely passive attitude, but we exult in the hope of one day

participating as in the favour of God so also in His glory. ' Yes,

and this exultation of ours, so far from being shaken by per-

secutions is actually founded upon them. For persecution only

generates fortitude, or resolute endurance under trials :
* and

then fortitude leads on to the approved courage of the veteran;

and that in turn strengthens the hope out of which it originally

sprang.

* More : our hope is one that cannot prove illusory ; because

(and here a new factor is introduced, for the first time in this

connexion) the Holy Spirit, through whom God is brought into

personal contact w'ith man— that Holy Spirit which we received

when we became Christians, floods our hearts with the conscious-
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ness of the Love of God for us. • Think what are the facts to

which we can appeal. When we were utterly weak and prostrate,

at the moment of our deepest despair, Christ died for us—not as

righteous men, but as godless sinners I
^ What a proof of love was

there I For an upright or righteous man it would be hard to find

one willing to die; though perhaps for a good man (with the loveable

qualities of goodness) one here and there may be brave enough to

face death. • But God presses home the proof of His unmerited

Love towards us, in that, ^sinners as we still were, Christ died for us.

"Here then is an a fortiori argument. The fact that we have

been actually declared ' righteous ' by coming within the influence

of Christ's sacrificial Blood—this fact which implies a stupendous

change in the whole of our relations to God is a sure pledge of

what is far easier—our escape from His final judgement. '* For

there is a double contrast. If God intervened for us while we were

His enemies, much more now that we are reconciled to Him. If

the first intervention cost the Death of His Son, the second costs

nothing, but follows naturally from the share which we have in

His Life. " And not only do we look for this final salvation, but

we are buoyed up by an exultant sense of that nearness to God
into which we have been brought by Christ to whom we owe that

one great step of our reconciliation.

1-11. Every line of this passage breathes St. Paul's personal

experience, and his intense hold upon the objective facts which are

the grounds of a Christian's confidence. He believes that the

ardour with which he himself sought Christian baptism was met by
an answering change in the \vhole relation in which he stood to

God. That change he attributes ultimately, it is clear throughout
this context, not merely in general terms to Christ (Sia v. i, 2, 11

bis) but more particularly to the Death of Christ {napedodr] iv. 25 ;

dnedave V. 6, 8 ; fv tw aifiari V. 9 ; Sta rov davdrov V. lo). He con-
ceives of that Death as operating by a sacrificial blood-shedding

(Jv Tw at/xari: cf. iii. 25 and the passages referred to in the Note on
the Death of Christ considered as a Sacrifice). The Blood of that

Sacrifice is as it were sprinkled round the Christian, and forms
a sort of hallowed enclosure, a place of sanctuary, into which he
enters. Within this he is safe, and from its shelter he looks out
exultingly over the physical dangers which threaten him ; they may
strengthen his firmness of purpose, but cannot shake it.

1. The word diKaiaxriv at the end of the last chapter recalls St.

Paul to his main topic. After expounding the nature of his ne^
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method of obtaining righteousness in iii. 21—26, he had begun to

draw some of the consequences from this (the deathblow to Jewish

piide, and the equahty of Jew and Gentile) in iii. 27-31. This

suggested the digression in ch. iv, to prove that notwithstanding

there was no breach of God's purposes as declared in the O. T.

(sirictl) the Legal System which had its charier in the O. T.), but

rather the contrary. Now he goes back to 'consequences' and

traces them out for the individual Christian. He explains why it

is that the Christian faces persecution and death so joyfully : he

has a deep spring of tranquillity at his heart, and a confident hope

of future glory.

IxwfAei'. The evidence for this reading stands thus : (x^fj^fv n *

A B* C D E K L, cursives, Vulg. Syrr. Boh. Arm. Aeth., Orig.-lat.

repeatedly Chrys. Ambrstr. and others : €;^o/iej» correctors of N B,

F G (duplicate MSS. it will be remembered) in the Greek though

not in the Latin, P and many cursives, Did. Epiph. Cyr.-Alex. in

three places out of four. Clearly overwhelming authority for

e;^wjti€j'. It is argued however (i) that exhortation is here out of

place: 'inference not exhortation is the Apostle's purpose'

(Scrivener, Introd. ii. 380 ed. 4) ;
(ii) that and to are frequently

interchanged in the MSS., as in this very word Gal. vi. 10 (cf.

I Cor. XV. 49; ;
(iii) it is possible that a mistake might have been

made by Tertius in copying or in some very early MS. from which

the mass of the uncials and versions now extant may have de-

scended. But these reasons seem insufficient to overthrow the

weight of direct testimony, (i) St. Paul is apt to pass from argu-

ment to exhortation; so in the near context vi. (i), 12, (15);
viii. 12

;
(ii) in i'xcofifv inference and exhortation are really com-

bined : it is a sort of light exhortatioji, ' we should have ' (T. S.

Evans).

As to the meaning of e^'^Mf*' *t should be observed that it does

not = ' maAg peace,' * get ' or * obtain peace ' (which would be

ffX'^M*")) but rather ' keep ' or ' enjoy peace ' {ov yap eanv laov fxi) ovaav

tlpTjvrjv Xa/3fif Kai hoQeiaav Karaaxfiv ChryS. ', cf. ActS ix. 3I fj nfv

ovv fKKXrjaia . . . dxf fip^^i^t ' Continued in a state of peace '). The
aor. part. diKatadivres marks the iniual moment of the state tipf)vr]v

fxcp-f- The declaration of ' not guilty,' which the sinner comes
under by a heartfelt embracing of Christianity, at once does away
with the state of hostility in which he had stood to God, and
substitutes for it a stale of peace which he has only to realize.

Tins declaration of ' not guilty ' and die peace which follows upon
it are not due 10 himself, but are Slo. tov Kvplov r]pLUiv 'irjaov "Kpia-rov:

how is explained more fully in iii. 25 ; also in vv. 9, 10 below.

Dr. J Agar Beet (Comm. aJ /o€.) discusses the exact shade of meaning
conveyed by the aor. part. 5iicaiw9(iTes in relation to dprjvrjv ixwixtv. He
contends that it denotes not go much the reason for entering upon the state
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in question as the means of entering upon it. No doubt this is perfectly

tenable on the score of grammar ; and it is also true that 'justification

necessarily involves peace with God.' But the argument goes too much
upon the assumption that ilp. ex. = ' obtain peace,' which we have seen to

be erroneous. The sense is exactly that of ilx^'" (''p^''i]f in the passage
quoted from the Acts, and diKaLwS., as we have said, marks the initial

moment in the state.

2. TTjK irpocaywyi^i'. Two Stages only are described in w. i, a

though different language is used about them : Si/catoo^tVrey = fj

7Jpoa-ayayTj, dp^pr) =. x"P^^ > the Kavxrjins is a characteristic of the

state of x^P'^'f St the sam^ time that it points forward to a future

state of du^a. The phrase f} npoa-ay., ' our introduction,' is a con-
necting link between this Epistle and Ephesians (cp. Eph. ii. i8;
iii. 12) : the idea is that of introduction to the presence-chamber of

a monarch. The rendering ' access ' is inadequate, as it leaves

out of sight the fact that we do not come in our own strength but

need an ' introducer '—Christ.

c(Txi]Ka(jiei' : not ' we have had ' (Va.), but * we have got or

obtamed,' aor. and perf. in one.

•Both grammar and logic will nm in perfect harmony together if we
render, " through whom we have by faith got or obtained our access into

this grace wherein we stand." This rendering will bring to view two causes
of getting the access or obtaining the introduction into the state of grace

;

one cause objective, Christ: the other subjective, faith; Christ the door,
faith the hand which moves the door to open and to admit ' (T. S. Evans in

£xp. 1S82, i. 169).

Tfi irfcTTei om. B D E F G, Lat. Vet., Orig.-lat. l>is. The weight of this

evidence depends on the value which we assign to B. All the other evidence
is Western; and B also (as we have seen) has a Western element; so that

the question is whether the omission here in B is an independent corrobora-
tion of the Western group or whether it simply belongs to it (does the

evidence = P + 8, or 8 only?). There is the further point that omissions in

the Western text deserve more attention than additions. Either reading can
be easily enough accounted for, as an obvious gloss on the one hand or the

omission of a superfluous phrase on the other. The balance is sufficiently

represented by placing rp viarn in brackets as Treg. WH. RV. marg. (Weiss
omits).

CIS T^v X^P'-^ TaoTTji': the * state of grace' or condition of those

who are objects of the Divine favour, conceived of as a space
fenced in (Mey. Va. &c.) into which the Christian enters : cf. Gal.

V. 4 ; 1 Pet. V. 12 (Va. and Grm.-Thay. s. v. x^pis 3. a).

eo-TTJKap.ei': 'stand fast or firm' (see Va. and Grm.-Thay. s. v.

'aTr]pi ii. 2. d).

ctt' eX-TTiSi : as in iv. 18.

TTJs 8o'|t)s. See on iii. 23. It is the Glory of the Divine

Presence (Shekinah) communicated to man (partially here, but) in

full measure when he enters into tliat Piescuce ; man's whole being

will be uansfigured by it.
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Is tJte Society or the Individual the proper object of
Justijication ?

It is well known to be a characteristic feature of the theology

of Ritschl that he regards the proper object of Justification as the

Christian Society as a collective whole, and not the individual as

such. This view is based upon two main groups of arguments.

(i) The first is derived from the analogy of the O. T. The great

sacrifices of the O. T. were undoubtedly meant in the first instance

for ' the congregation.' So in regard to the Passover it is laid

down expressly that no alien is to eat of it, but all the congregation

of Israel are to keep it (Ex. xii. 43 fi"., 47). And still more
distinctly as to the ritual of the Day of Atonement : the high priest

is to 'make atonement for the holy place, because of the un-
cleannesses of the children of Israel, and because of their trans-

gressions, even all their sins
'

; he is to lay both his hands on the

head of the goat, and ' confess over him all the iniquities of the

children of Israel, and all their transgressions, even all their sins'

(Lev. xvi. 16, 21, also 33 f). This argument gains in force from
the concentration of the Christian Sacrifice upon a single event,

accomplished once for all. It is natural to think of it as having

also a single and permanent object. (2) The second argument is

derived from the exegesis of the N. T. generally (most clearly

perhaps in Acts XX. 28 t^w eKKXrja-iav tov Qeov [v. 1. Kvpiov], ^v

7Ttpi(noif](TaT0 8ia tov atjuaro? tov ISiov : but alsO in I Jo. ii. 2
J

iv. lOJ
I Pet. iii. 1 8 ; Apoc. i. 5 f. ; v. 9 f.), and more particularly in the

Epistles of St. Paul. The society is, it is true, most clearly

indicated in the later Epp. ; e. g. Tit. ii. 14 a-arripos fjiiau 'i. x., 6r

(8ci>Kfi> iavTov vnep fipau, Iva \vTpio(jr]Tai fjnas . . . Koi Kadapiaj) iavTu> \ai>v

nfpiovaiov I Eph. V. 25 f. o Xpiarros T]ydnr](rt ttjv tKKXrjaiav, leai iavTov

Trapf8a)K€v vnep avTrjs' tua airrju iyidcrr) Ka6(ipi(Tas k,t,\. (cf. also Eph. ii.

18; iii. 12; Col. i. 14). But Ritschl also claims the support of

the earlier Epp. : e. g. Rom. viii. 32 vnep r]p.(av navTcov napeScoKtv

avTOv '. Ul. 2 2 8iKain(rvi/r) 8e Qfov . . . (Is ni'ivras tovs nicrTevovTas z and
the repeated j'jpfls in the contexts of three passages (Comp. Recht-

fert. u. Versohn. ii. 216 f., 160).

In reply the critics of Ritschl appeal to the dist nctly in-

dividualistic cast of such expressions as Rom. iii. 26 biKaiovvra tov

(K TTicrrfwr 'It^troO : iv. 5 ^^* ''o*' BiKaiOvvra tov daf^rj, with the COUtCXt :

X. 4 ety 8iKaio(TVvr]v TravTi t« TTKTTfvovTi (Schadcr, Op. cit. p. 29 n. ; cf.

also Gloel, Der Heilige Geist, p. 102 n.; Weiss, Bibl. Theol. § 82 b,

referred to by Schader).

It is undoubtedly true that St. Paul does use language which
points to the direct justification of the individual believer. This
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perhaps comes out most clearly in Rom. iv, where the personal

faith and personal justification of Abraham are taken as typical of

the Christian's. But need we on that account throw over the other

passages above quoted, which seem to be quite as unambiguous ?

That which brings benefit to the Church collectively of necessity

brings benefit to the individuals of which it is composed. We
may if we like, as St. Paul very often does, leave out of sight the

intervening steps; and it is perhaps the more natural that he

should do so, as the Church is in this connexion an ideal entity.

But this entity is prior in' thought to the members who compose
it ; and when we think of the Great Sacrifice as consummated
once for all and in its effects reaching down through the ages, it is

no less natural to let the mind dwell on the conception which

alone embraces past, present, and future, and alone binds all the

scattered particulars into unity.

We must remember also that in the age and to the thought of

St. Paul the act of faith in the individual which brings him within

the range of justification is inseparably connected with its ratifica-

tion in baptism. But the significance of baptism lies in the fact

that whoever undergoes it is made thereby member of a society,

and becomes at once a recipient of the privileges and immunities

of that society. St. Paul is about (in the next chapter) to lay

stress on this point. He there, as well as elsewhere, describes the

relation of spiritual union into which the Christian enters with

Christ as established by the same act which makes him also

member of the society. And therefore when at the beginning of

the present chapter he speaks of the entrance of the Christian into

the state of grace in metaphors which present that state under the

figure of a fenced-ofF enclosure, it is natural to identify the area

within which grace and justification operate with the area of the

society, in other words with the Church. The Church however in

this connexion can have no narrower definition than * all baptized

persons.' And even the condition of baptism is introduced as an
inseparable adjunct to faith; so that if through any exceptional

circumstances the two were separated, the greater might be taken

to include the less. The Christian theologian has to do with what
is normal ; the abnormal he leaves to the Searcher of hearts.

It is thus neither in a spirit of exclusiveness nor yet in that of

any hard and fast Scholasticism, but only in accordance with the

free and natural tendencies of the Apostle's thought, that we speak

of Justification as normally mediated through the Church. St.

Paul himself, as we have seen, often drops the intervening link

especially in the earlier Epistles. But in proportion as his maiurer

insight dwells more and more upon the Church as an organic

whole he also conceives of it as doing for the individual believer

what the ' congregation ' did for the individual Israelites under the
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older dispensation. The Christian Sacrifice with its effects, like

the sacrifices of the Day of Atonement by which it is typified,

reach the individual through the community.

S-5. The two leading types of the Old-Latin Version of the Epistle stand

out distinctly in these verses. We are fortunately able to compare the

Cyprianic text with that of TertuUian (^non solum . . . confundit) and the

European text of Cod Clarom. with that of Hilary {tribulatio . . . confundi().

The passaj^e is also quoted in the so-called Speculum (m), which represents

the Bible of the Spaniard Priscillian {Classical Review, iv. 416 f.),

Cyprian. Cod. Clarom.
Non solum autem, std et gloriamur Non solum autem, sed et gloriamur

in pressuris, scicntes quoniam pres- in tribulationibus, scientes quod tribu-

sura tolerantiam operatiir, tolerantia latio patietitiam operatur, patientia

autem probationem, probatio autem autem probationem, probatio autem
spem ; spes autem non confundit, quia spem ; spes autem non confundit, quia
dilectio Dei infusa est cordibus nostris caritas Dei diffusa est in coruibus

per Spiritum Sanctum qui datiis est nostris per Spiritum Sanctum qui
nobis. dolus est nobis.

verum etiam exultantes Ttxt. \ certi perficit Hil.
;

prob. vero nillil.;

quod Tert.
; perficiat Tert. (ed. Vin- spes vero Hil. (Cod. Clarom. = m).

dob.) ; tol. vero Tert. ; spes vero Tert.

Here, as elsewhere in Epp. Paul., there is a considerable amount of matter

common to all forms of the Version, enough to give colour to the supposition

that a single translation lies at their root. But the salient expressions are

changed ; and in this instance TertuUian goes with Cypiian, as Hilary with

the European texts. The renderings tolerantia and pressura are verified for

TertuUian elsewhere {tolerantia Luke xxi. 19; 1 Thess. i. 4: pressura
Rom. viii. 35; xii. la; i Cor. vii. 38; 3 Cor. i. 8; iv. 17; vi. 4; vii. 4;
Col. i. 24; 2 Thess. i. 4; Apoc. ii. 22; vii. 14), as also dilectio (to which
the quotation does not extend in this passage, but which is found in

Luke xi. 42 ; John xiii. 35 ; Rom. viii. 35, 39 ; i Cor. xiii. 1 ff., &c.). We
note however that Hilary and TertuUian agree in perficit {perficiat), though
in another place Hilary has allusively tribulatio patientiam operatur.

Perhaps this coincidence may point to an older rendering.

8. ofi y.(iVQv %i {k(Trr]Ka\ifv dXAa Kai Kavxoi>fJ-(6», Or (OTTjKorts ak\a Ka\

»cau;(co;i€i/ot) : in this elliptical form characteristic of St. Paul and
esp. of this group of Epistles (cf. v. 11 ; viii. 23 ; ix. 10; a Cor.

viii. 19).

Kavx(o|xcvoi B C, Orig. iis and others : a good group, but open to suspicion

of conforming to ver. 1 1 (q. v.) ; we have also found a similar group, on the

whole inferior, in iii. 38. If itavx<^f^(voi were right it would be another

example of that broken and somewhat inconsecutive structure which is

doubtless due, as Va. suggests, to the habit of dictating to an amauuensis.

Note the contrast between the Jewish Kavxrjais which ' is excluded

'

(iii. 27) and this Christian Kavxn'^i^' The one rests on supposed

human privileges and merit ; the other draws all its force from the

assurance of Divine love.

The Jewish writers know of another «av'xT;<r«y (besides the empty boasting

which St. Paul reprehends^ but it is reserved for the blest in Paradise: 4 Ezr.

vii. 98 [Beiisly = vi. 72 C). 1*. FriizschcJ exultabunt (umfidtuia et . . . cam-

fldebunt non c^n/usi, et gaudeburU non reverent**.
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^i* Tats 0Xr«|;£o-i. The ffXlyj/fis are the physical hardships and

sufferings that St. Paul regards as the inevitable portion of the

Christian; cf. Rom. viii. 35 ff.; i Cor. iv. n-13; vii. 26-32 ; xv.

30-32; 2 Cor. i. 3-10; xi. 23-27. Such passages give us

glimpses of the stormy background which lies behind St. Paul's

E|)istles. He is so absorbed in his ' Gospel' that this makes very

little impression upon him. Indeed, as this chapter shows, the

overwhelming sense of God's mercy and love fills him with such

exultation of spirit that bodily suffering not only weighs like dust in

the balance but positively serves to strengthen his constancy. The
same feeling comes out in the imtpviKiofifv of viii. 37 : the whole

passage is parallel.

(iTtoii.ovr\v : not merely a passive quality but a 'masculine con-

stancy in holding out under trials ' (Waite on 2 Cor. vi. 4),
' forti-

tude.* See on ii. 7 above.

4. SoKifAii : the character which results from the process of trial,

the temper of the veteran as opposed to that of the raw recruit ; cf

James i. 12, &c. The exact order of inofiovr] and BoKifirj must not

be pressed too far : in St. James i. 3 t6 SokI^iov ttjs nla-Tfcos produces

vnoixovTj. If St. James had seen this Epistle (which is doubtful) we
might suppose that he had this passage in his mind. The con-

ception is that of 2 Tim. ii. 3 (in the revised as well as the received

text).

-q %k SoKifif] eXuiSa. It is quite Intelligible as a fact of experience

that the hope which is in its origin doctrinal should be strengthened

by the hardening and bracing of character which come from

actual conflict. Still the ultimate basis of it is the overwhelming

sense of God's love, brought home through the Death of Christ

;

and to this the Apostle returns.

5. oo Karaiaxui'ei :
' does not disappoint,' ' does not prove illusory.'

The text Is. xxviii. 16 (LXX) caught the attention of the early

Christians from the iMessianic reference contained in it (' Behold,

I lay in Zion,' &c.), and the assurance by which this was followed

('he that believeth shall not be put to shame') was confirmed to

them by their own experience: the verse is directly quoted Rom.
ix. 33 q. V. ; i Pet. ii. 6.

ri &ydTvr] tou QeoO : certainly ' the love of God for us,' not ' our

love for God ' (Theodrt. Aug. and some moderns) : dydnri thus

comes to mean, ' our sense of God's love,' just as tlp^vrj = ' our

sense of peace with God.'

cKKc'xuTai. The idea of spiritual refreshment and encourage-

ment is usually conveyed in the East through the metaphor of

watering. St. Paul seems to have had in his mind Is. xliv. 3
' I will pour water upon him that is thirsty, and streams upon the

dry ground : I will pour My Spirit upon thy seed,' &c.

8to rii'cufiaTos 'Ayiou : witiout the art., for the Spi'it as imparted
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St. Paul refers all his conscious experience of the privileges of

Christianity to the operation of the Holy Spirit, dating from the

time when he definitively enrolled himself as a Christian, i. e. from
his baptism.

6. en ydp. There is here a diiTicull, but not really very im-

portant, variety of reading, the evidence for which may be thus

summarized :

—

«ri yap at the beginning of the verse with tn also after aaCfvdy,

the mass of MSS.
•Tt at the beginning of the verse only, some inferior MSS.

(later stage of the Ecclesiastical text).

«ls ri yap (possibly representing Iva H ydp, ut quid enim), the

Western text (Latin authorities).

*l y<'tp few authorities, partly Latin.

ti ye B.

It is not easy to select from these a reading which shall account
for all the variants. That indeed which has the best authority, the

double STL, does not seem to be tenable, unless we suppose an
accidental re(ie;ition of the word either by St. Paul or his amanuensis.
It would not be difficult to get en ynp from Iva ri yap, or vice versa,

through the doubling or dropping of in from the preceding word
HMiN ; nor would it be difficult to explain In yap from ft yap, or

vice versa. \\'e might then work our way back to an alternative d
yap or fi ye, which might be confused with each other through the

use of an abbreviation. Fuller details are given below. We think

on the whole thnt it is not improbable that here, as in iv. i, B has

preserved the original reading « ye. For the meaning of «i ye (' so

surely as ' Va.) see T. S. Evans in £xp. 1882, i. 176 f.; and the note

on iii. 30 above.

In move detail the evidence stands thus: en yap here with ?t« also after

idOevwi' NACD* a/.: en liere only D'EKLP &c. : «is ri yip D'' F G :

ut quid enim Lat.-Vet. Vulg., Iren.-lat. Fanstin: el yap 104 Greg. (= h
Sciiv. \ fuld , Isid.-Pelus. Aug. bis : ti yaip . . .en Boh. (* For if, we being still

weak,' &:c.^ : el 5e Pesh. : ei ye B. [The readings are wrongly given by Lips.,

and not quite correctly even by Gif., through overlooking the commas in Tisch.

Thr statement which is at once fullest and most exact will be found in WH.]
It thus appears: (i) that the reading most strongly supported is en ynp,

with double ert, which is impossible unless we suppose a lapsus calami

between St. I'aul and his amanuensis. (2) The Western reading is «('s n
fan, wliich may conceivably be a paraphrastic equivalent for an original tva

n yap (Gif., from ut quid enim of Iren.-lat. &c.): this is no doubt a very

early reading. (3) Another sporadic reading is el ynp. (4) B alone gives

«« 7*. So far as Fcnse goes this is the best, and there are not a few cases in

Ti T. where the reading of B alone strongly commends itself (cf. iv. I above)

8ul \^^r• prolntin is, how to account for the other readings? It would not be

difficult palaeographically from el yap to get «t» yap by dittography of

I IPifAp, G'TAp, €TirAp), or from this again to get eh ti y&p through ditto-

gr:i;,h\oi f and confusifjn w itii C (tCTir^p) ; or we miglit take the ali-uialive

iQ^eniously suggested h^ Gif., of supposing that the original reading was ifi'*
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W 7<£/>, of which the first two letters had been absorbed by the previous ly/jfi'

(hminlInJatitap). There would thus be no great difficulty in accountins^ for

the origin either of m 7a/) or of the group of Western readings ; and the

primitive variants would be reduced to the two, ei r^P ^nd ei re. Dr. Hort
proposed to account for these by a conjectural €i nep, which would be a con-

ceivable root for all the variations—partly through paraphrase and partly

through errors of transcription. We might however escape the necessity of

resorting to conjecture by supposing confusion between pe and the abbrevia-

tion ft). [For this form see T. W. Allen, NoUs on Abbreviations in Greek

MSS. (Oxford, 1889), p. 9 and pi. iii ; Lehmann, Die tachygrapliischen Ab-
kicrzungen d. griech. Handsahrifttn (Leipzig, 18S0), p. 91 f. taf. 9. We
believe that the oldest extant example is in the Fragmenittm Mathematicum
Bobiense of the seventh century (Wattenbach, Script. Grace. Specitn. tab. S),

where the abbreviation appears in a corrupt form. But we know that short-

hand was very largely practised in the early centuries (cf. Eus. H. E.
VI. xxiii. 2), and it may have been used by Tertius himself.] Where we
have such a tangled skein to unravel as this it is impossible to speak very

confidently ; but we suspect that «? 7f, as it makes the best sense, may also

be the original reading.

€*
r€ (el fb)

«i r* *• r^p

r. .1.
Iti r^p «• TAP

en r*p
I I

['nJa ti r^p «'c Ti r*p

ut quid enim

AffOei'oji' : ' incapable ' of working out any righteousness for our-

selves.

itaT& Kaipoc. St. Paul is strongly impressed with the fitness of

the moment in the world's history which Christ chose for His

intervention in it. This idea is a striking link of connexion between

the (practically) acknowledged and the disputed Epistles ; compare

on the one hand Gal. iv. 4 ; 2 Cor. vi. 2 ; Rom. iii. 26; and on

the other hand Eph. i. 10 ; i Tim. ii. 6 ; vi. 15 ; Tit. i. 3.

7. fioTvis Y«^P- The yap explains how this dying for sinners is

Si conspicuous proof of love. A few may face death for a good
man, still fewer for a righteous man, but in the case of Christ

there is more even than this ; He died for declared enemies of God.

For ii6\i$ the first hand of N and Orig. read fji-oyi^, which has more
attesiation in Luke ix. 39. The two words were easily confused both in

lense and in writing.

uirep SiKaioo. There is clearly in this passage a contrast between

vTTfp 8tKaiov and vTTfp Tov dyudov. They are not expressions which

may be taken as roughly synonymous (Mey.-W. Lips. &c.), but it
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is implied that it is an easier thing to die for the dyadik than for the

fliWof. Similarly the Gnostics drew a distinction between the

God of the O. T. and the God of the N. T., calling the one SUaios

and the other uyu66s (Iren. Adv. Haer. L xxvii. i ; comp. other

passages and authorities quoted by Gif p. 123), The dlKaios keeps

to the ' letter of his bond
'

; about the dya66s there is something

warmer and more genial such as may well move to self-sacrifice

and devotion.

In face of the clear and obvious parallel supplied by Irenaeus,

not to speak of others, it should not be argued as it is by Weiss
and Lips, (who make tuv dyadov neut.) and even by Mey. and Dr.

T. K. Abbott {JEssaj's, p. 75) that there is no substantial difference

between SiKaios and dyados. We ourselves often use 'righteous'

and 'good' as equivalent without effacing the distinction between
them when there is any reason to emphasize it. The stumbling-

block of the art. before dyadov and not before SiKaiov need not stand

in the way. This is sufficiently explained by Gif, who points out

that the clause beginning with /xoXis is virtually negative, so that

SiKaiov is indefinite and does not need the art., while the afi5rmative

clause implies a definite instance which the art. indicates.

We go therefore with most English and American scholars

(Stuart, Hodge, Gif. Va. Lid.) against some leading Continental

names in maintaining what appears to be the simple and natural

sense of the passage.

8. oroKia-nrjCTi : see on iii. 5.

rrfy eaoroo a.y(iTTr]v :
' His own love,' emphatic, prompted from

within not from without. Observe that the death of Christ is here

referred to the will of the Father, which hes behind the whole of

what is commonly (and not wrongly) called the ' scheme of re-

demption.' Gif. excellently remarks that the ' proof of God's love

towards us drawn from the death of Christ is strong in proportion

to the closeness of the union between God and Christ.* It is the

death of One who is nothing less than ' the Son.'

TTJv lavToO AYA-mriv els fi^as h 0€6s NACKP &c. : S ©<ir tit ^fiSs

D E F G L : om. <J 0€oy B. There is no substantial difference of meaning,
as fis fifiSis in any case goes with awiarrjcri, not with iyimjr.

uirep -fiiiav iiriQave. St. Paul uses emphatic language, i Cor.

XV. 1-3, to show that this doctrine was not confined to himself but

was a common property of Christians.

0. St. Paul here separates between ' justification,* the pronouncing
* not guilty' of sinners in the past and their final salvation from the

wraih to come. He also clearly connects the act of jusdfication

with the bloodsliedding of Christ: he would have said with the

author of Heb. ix. 22 x^P^^ alfiuTtKxyvuis ov yiixTcu acptais, see p. 92,
above.
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No clearer passage can be quoted for distinguishing the spheres

of justification and sanctification than this verse and the next—the

one an objective fact accomplished without us, the other a change
operated within us. Both, though in different ways, proceed from
Christ.

81* auToG : explained by the next verse tV rfj fw7 avrov. That
which saves the Christian from final judgement is his union with

the living Christ.

10. KarrjXXciYTjiJi.ei'. The natural prima facie view is that the

reconciliation is mutual ; and this view appears to verify itself on
exammaiion : see below.

kv TT) ^WT] auTou. For the full meaning of this see the notes on
ch. vi. 8-1 1 ; viii. 10, 11.

11. Kouxwfiei'ot ({"5 B C D, &c.) is decisively attested for Kau;^a)jue^a,

which was doubtless due to an attempt to improve the construction.

The part, is loosely attached to what precedes, and must be taken

as in sense equivalent to Acau;^a)/i€^a. In any case it is present and
not future (as if constructed with o-co^r^o-oVf^a). We may compare
a similar loose attachment of 8iKaiovixfvoi in ch. iii. 24.

TAg Idea of Reconciliation or Atonement

The KaraKKayi] described in these verses is the same as the dp{]vr\

ofver. i; and the question necessarily meets us, What does this

t\pi]vi\ or KaraWayx] mean ? Is it a change in the attitude of man to

God or in that of God to man ? Many high authorities contend

that it is only a change in the attitude of man to God.

Thus Lightfoot on Col. i. 21 :
' fx6povs, " hostile to God," as the

opposite of dnr]XXoTpicop.fvovi, not " hateful to God," as it is taken

by some. The active rather than the passive sense of ix^pow is

required by the context, which (as commonly in the N. T.) speaks

of the sinner as reconciled to God, not of God as reconciled to the

sinner ... It is the mind of man, not the mind of God, which must
undergo a change, that a reunion may be effected.'

Similarly Westcott on i Jo. ii. 2 (p. 85) :
' Such phrases as " pro-

pitiating God" and "God being reconciled" are foreign to the

language of the N, T. Man is reconciled (2 Cor. v. 18 ff.; Rom.
v. 10 f.). There is "propitiation" in the matter of sin or of the

sinner. The love of God is the same throughout ; but He
"cannot" in virtue of His very nature welcome the impenitent

and sinful: and more than this, He "cannot" treat sin as if it

were not sin. This being so, the iKaafios, when it is applied to the

sinner, so to speak, neutralizes the sin.' [A ditlicult and it may be

thought hardly tenable distinction. The relation of God to sin is

not merely passive but active ; and the term tXaa^ds is properly
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used in reference to a personal agent. Some one is * propitiated '

:

and who can this be, but God?]
The same idea is a characteristic feature in the theology of

Ritpchl {Recht. u. Vers. ii. 230 ff.).

No doubt there are passages where ex^/^"'* denotes the hostility

and KaTa\\c.yr\ the reconcihation of man to God ; but taking the

language of Scripture as a whole, it does not seem that it can be

explained in this way.

(i) In the immediate context we have t^v KaTaK\ayr)v iXddofiev,

implying that the reconciliation comes to man from the side of

God, and is not directly due to any act of his own. We may
compare the familiar x^P'^ '<^"' f'P'?^'^. to which is usually added dno

Ofou in the greetings of the Epistles.

(2) In Rom. xi. 28 e'xdpoi is opposed to ayanijroi, where ayairryroi

must be passive ('beloved by God'), so that it is hardly possible

that ex^P"' can be entirely active, though it may be partly so : it

seems to correspond to our word * hostile.'

(3) It is difficult to dissociate such words as JXao-r^ptoi/ (Rom. iii.

25), IXao-MOf (i Jo, ii. 2) from the idea of propitiating a person.

(4) There is frequent mention of the Anger of God as directed

against sinners, not merely at the end of all things, but also at this

present time (Rom. i. 18, &c.). When that Anger ceases to be

so directed there is surely a change (or what we should be com-
pelled to call a change) on the part of God as well as of man.
We infer that the natural explanation of the passages which

speak of enmity and reconciliation between God and man is that

they are not on one side only, but are mutual.

At the same time we must be well aware that this is only our

impei feet way of speaking : KaTo. avdpajnov \tya> must be written

large over all such language. We are obliged to use anthropo-

morphic expressions which imply a change of attitude or relation

on the part of God as well as of man ; and yet in some way which

we cannot wholly fathom we may believe that with Him there is

' no variableness, neither shadow of turning.'

THE PAIili OP ADAM AND THE WOHK OP CHRIST.

V. 12-14. What a contrast does this last description

suggest between the Fall of Adam and the justifying Work

of Christ ! There is indeed parallelism as well as contrast.

For it is true that as Christ brought righteousness and life^

so Adam s Fall brought sin atid death. If death prevailed

throughout the i>re-Mosaic period, that could not be due solely
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to the act of i \ose who died. Death is the punishment of

sin; but they hud not sinned against law as Adam had.

The true causs thsn was not their own sin, but Adam's

;

whose fall thus had consequences extending beyond itself like

the redeeming act of Christ.

"The description just j'^^en of the Work of Christ, first justifying

and reconciling the sinner, a."id then holding out to him the hope

of final salvation, brings ouv' forcibly the contrast between the

two great Representatives of ITumanity—Adam and Christ. The

act by which Adam fell, like thi act of Christ, had a far-reaching

effect upon mankind. Through his Fall, Sin, as an active principle,

first gained an entrance among tLo human race ; and Sin brought

with it the doom of (physical) Death. So that, through Adam's

Fall, death pervaded the whole body of his descendants, because

they one and all fell into sin, and died as he had died. " When
I say ' they sinned ' I must insert a word of qualificadon. In the

strict sense of full responsibility, they could not sin: for that

attaches only to sin against law, and they had as yet no law to

sin against. "Yet they suffered the full penalty of sin. All

through the long period which intervened between Adam and the

Mosaic legislation, the tyjant Death held sway; even though

those who died had not sinned, as Adam had, in violation of

an express command. This proved that something deeper was

at work : and that could only be the transmitted effect of Adam's

sin. It is this transmitted effect of a single act which made Adam
a type of the coming Messiah.

12. Sicl TouTo : points to the logical connexion with what pre-

cedes. It has been argued, at somewhat disproportionate length,

whether this refers to ver. 1 1 only (Fricke, De Mente dogmatica loci

Paulini a^ Rom. v. 12 sq., Lipsiae, 1880, Mey., Philippi, Beet), or

to vv. 9-1 1 (Fri.), or to vv. i-ii (Rothe, Hofmann), or to the

whole discussion from i. 17 onwards (Beng., Schott, Reiche,

Riickert). We cannot lay down so precisely how much was

consciously present to the mind of the Apostle. But as the lead-

ing idea of the whole section is the comparison of the train of

consequences flowing from the Fall of Adam with the train of

consequences flowing from the Justifying Act of Christ, it seems

natural to include at least as much as contains a brief outline of

that work, i. e. as far as w. i-i i.

E %
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That being so, we cannot with Fricke infer from ver. ii that

St. Paul only wishes to compare the result of death in the one
case with that of life in the other. Fricke, however, is right in

saying that his object is not to inquire into the origin of death

or sin. The origin of both is assumed, not propounded as

anything new. This is important for the understanding of the

bearings of the passage. AH turns on this, that the effects of

Adam's Fall were transmitted to his descendants; but St. Paul

nowhere says how they were transmitted ; nor does he even define

in precise terms what is transmitted. He seems, however, to mean
(i) the liability to sin, (2) the liability to die as the punishment
of sin.

wairep. The Structure of the paragraph introduced by this

word (to the end of ver. 14) is broken in a manner very character-

istic of St. Paul. He begins the sentence as if he intended it to

run: wo-Trfp Si' kvo^ dvdpanov t] afxapTia (is rbv Kocrfiov flarjX6e, Koi 8ia

Trjs afiapTias 6 6a.vaT0S • • • ovto) koi Bi fPus dvdpanrov fj BiKaioirwr)

flcrri\6f, Kol Sta Trjs BiKaioavvtji r) (corj. But the WOrds Bia riyr afiap-

Tias 6 ffdvaros bring up the subject which St. Paul is intending to

raise, viz. the connexion of sin and death with the Fall of Adam

:

he goes off upon this, and when he has discussed it sufficiently

for his purpose, he does not return to the form of sentence

which he had originally planned, but he attaches the clause

comparing Christ to Adam by a relative {os fan tvttos rov nfXXovTos)

to the end of his digression: and so what should have been the

main apodosis of the whole paragraph becomes merely sub-

ordinate. It is a want of finish in style due to eagerness and

intensity of thought ; but the meaning is quite clear. Compare
the construction of ii. 16; iii. 8, 26.

1^ djiapTio: Sin, as so often, is personified: it is a malignant

force let loose among mankind : see the fuller note at the end of

the chapter.

els Toc KcSo-fjLov eiarjXOe : a phrase which, though it reminds us

specially of St. John (John i. 9, 10; iii. 17, 19; vi. 14; ix. 5,

39; X. 36, &c.), is not peculiar to him (cf. i Tim. i. 15; Heb.
X. 5). St. John and the author of Heb. apply it to the personal

incarnation of the Logos; here it is applied to the impersonal

self-d illusion of evil.

6 6amTos. Some have taken this to mean ' eternal death,'

chiefly on the ground of vv. 17, 21, where it seems to be opposed

to 'eternal life.' Oltr. is the most strenuous supporter of this

view. But it is far simi)ler and better to take it of 'physical

death' : because (i) this is clearly the sense of ver. 14; (2) it is

the sense of Gen. ii, 17; iii. 19; to which St. Paul is evidently

alluding. It seems probable that even in vv. 17, 21, the idea

is in the first instance physical. But St. Paul does not draw the
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marked distinction that we do between this life and the life to

come. The mention of death in any sense is enough to suggest

the contrast of life in all its senses. The Apostle's argument
is that the gift of life and the benefits wrought by Christ are

altogether wider in their range than the penalty of Adam's sin

;

imepfTTepiaa-evatv ^ X''ptf is the keynote of the passage. It is not

necessary that the two sides of the antiih sis should exactly cor-

respond. In each particular the scale weighs heavily in favour

of the Christian.

The Western text (D E F G, &c.) omits this word altogether. Aug.
makes the subject of the vb. not death but sin ; he accuses the Pelagians
of inserting (the second) o divaros.

SifjXSei': contains the force of distribution; 'made its way to

each individual member of the race ' : KaOdntp ns KXi'ipos Trarpos

8inj3as fTTt Tovs eyy6vovs ('like a father's inheritance divided among
his children'), Euthym.-Zig.

e<|>' w. Though this expression has been much fought over,

there can now be little doubt that the true rendering is ' because.'

(i) Orig. followed by the Latin commentators Aug. and Ambrstr.

took the rel. as masc. with antecedent 'Addp. :
' in whom,' i. e. ' in

Adam.' But in that case (i) eVt would not be the right preposi-

tion
;

(ii) m would be too far removed from its antecedent.

(2) Some Greeks quoted by Photius also took the rel. as masc.

with antecedent Odvaros :
' in which,' i. e. ' in death,' which is

even more impossible. (3) Some moderns, taking w as neut. and
the whole phrase as equivalent to a conjunction, have tried to

get out of it other meanings than 'because.' So (i) 'in like

manner as' ('all died, j'us^ as all sinned'), Rothe, De Wette;

(ii) (= f(f)' ocrov) ' in proportion as,' ' in so far as ' (' all died, m so

far as all sinned'), Ewald, Tholuck (ed. 1856) and others. But
the Greek will not bear either of these senses. (4) w is riglitly

taken as neut., and the phrase «'0' a as conj.= ' because' ('for

that' AV. and RV.) by Theodrt. Phot. Euthym.-Zig. and the mass
of modern commentators. This is in agreement with Greek
usage and is alone satisfactory.

((p' <p ill cl.issical writers more often means 'on condition that': cf.

Thuc. i. 113 (nrovdas voirjadpevoi (^' a> roiis avSpas Kop-iovvTai, 'on con-
dition of getting back their prisoners,' &c. The plural ei^' oh is more
common, as in dv6' S)v, i^ uiu, dt' wv. In N. T. the phrase occurs three
times, always as it would seem ^frofteiea qtwd, 'because' : cf. 2 Cor. v. 4
OTivdCpixiv ^apovixfvoi' €(p' w ov 6i\oniv tuSvaaaQai k.t.K.; Phil. iii. 13

f(t>' V '^"^ KarfArjipOiv vrro X. 'I. (where 'seeing that' or 'because' appears
to be the more pro'jable rendering). So Phavorinus (d. 1537; a lexico-

grapher of the Renaissance period, who incorporated the contents of older
works, but here seems to be inventing his examples) «(// a/ uyji tov 5«6ti

ktfovciv 'AttikoI, oTov i<p' ^ tI^v K\oir7jy »lpfdav (' because you com-
mitted the theft ') k.t.K.
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c4>' w Trdires T^fAapror. Here lies the crux of thi« d'fficult pas-

sage. In what sense did 'all sin'? (i) Man/, including even

Meyer, though explaining e0* w as neut. rather than masc, yet

give to the sentence as a whole a meaning practically equivalent

to that which it has if the antecedent of w is *ASa/i. Benoel has

given this classical expression: omties peccarunt, Adamo pfccante,

' all sinned implicitly in the sin of Adam,' his sin involved theirs.

The objection is that the words supplied are far too important

to be left to be understood. If St. Paul had meant this, v;hy did

he not say so? The insertion of eV 'ASa/:* would have removed
all ambiguity. (2) The Greek commentators for the most part

supply nothing, but take fjnaprov in its usual sense :
' all sinned

in their own persons, and on their own initiative.' So Euthym.-

Zig. : dtort nduTfs rjfiaprop dKoXovdrjcravTfs tw npontiTopi Kara ye to

dpaprrja-ai. The objection to this is that it destroys the parallelism

between Adam and Christ : besides, St. Paul goes on to show
in the same breath that they could not sin in the same way that

Adam did. Sin implies law; but Adam's descendants had no law

(3) It is possible however to take Tjpaprov in its ordinary sens!

without severing the connexion between Adam and his posterity.

If they sinned, their sin was due in part to tendencies inherited

from Adam. So pracdcally Stuart, Fricke, Weiss, &c. There
still remains the difficulty as to the connexion of this clause with

what follows : see the next note.

It is a further argument in favour of the view taken above that a very

similar sequence of thought is found in 4 Ezra, Immediately after laying

down that the sin of Adam's descendants is due to that malignitas radicis

wliich they inherit from their forefather (see the passage quoted in full

below), the writer goes on to describe this ?in as a repetition of Adam's due
to the fact that ihey too had within them the cor malignum as he had : Et
deliquerunt qui habitabant a'vitatem, in omnibus facientes sicut fecit Adam
et omnes generationes eius, utcbantur enini et ipsi corde maligno (4 Ezra iii.

25 f 1. Other passages may be quoted both from 4 Ezra and from Apoc.

Bartich. which lay stress at once on the inherited tendency to sin and on the

freedom of choice in those who give way to it : see the fuller note below.

13. axpi Y^P 'OP'OW K.T.X. At first sight this seems to give a

reason for just the opposite of what is wanted : it seems to prove

not that TraiTff i"paprov, but that however much men might sin

they had not at least the full guilt of sin. This is really what

St. Paul aims at proving. There is an un^ler-current all through

the passage, showing how there was something else at work
besides the guilt of individuals. That 'something' is the effect

of Adam's P'all. The Fall gave the predisposition to sin; and
the Fall linked together sin and death.

St. Paul would not say that the absence of written law did

away with all responsibility. He has already laid down most

distinctly that Gentiles, though without such written law, hav*
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law enough to be judged by (ii. 12-16); and Jews before the

time of Moses were only in the position of Gentiles. But the

degree of their guilt could not be the same either as that of

Adam, or as that of the Jews after the Mosaic legislation.

Perhaps it might be regarded as an open question whether, apart

from Adam, pre-Mosaic sins would have been punishable with

death. What St. Paul wishes to bring out is that prior to the

giving of the Law, the fate? of mankind, to an extent and in a way
which he does not define, was directly traceable to Adam's Fall.

^jiaprio 8e ouk eWoyeirai k.t.X. The thought is one which

had evidently taken strong hold on St. Paul: see on iv. 15, and
the parallels there quoted.

eXXoyeiTai: 'brought into account' (Gif.), as of an entry made
in a ledger. The word also occurs in Philem. 18, where see

Lightfoot's note.

(?<\oyfiTai (or (v\oy(iTat) N«BCDEFGKLP, &c., iWoyarai N<*

:

iveKoyeiTO ti*, kWoyaro A 52 108; tmj>utal/aiur Vnlg. codd. Amhistr. al.

The imperf. appears to be a (mistaken) correction due to the context.

As to the form of the verb: eXXoya is decisively attested in Philem. 18 ;

but it would not follow that the same form was used here where St. Paul

is employing a different amanuensis : however, as the tendency of the MSS.
it rather to obliterate vernacular forms than to introduce them, there is

perhaps a slight balance of probability in favour oi (Woyarai : see Westcott

and Hort, Notes on Orthography in Appendix to Introd. p. 166 ff.

14. e|3a(riXcoo-€i' 6 Gcii'aTos. St. Paul appeals to the universal

prevalence of death, which is personified, as sin had been just

before, under the figure of a grim tyrant, in proof of the mis-

chief wrought by Adam's Fall. Nothing but the Fall could

account for that universal prevalence. Sin and death had their

beginnings together, and they were propagated side by side.

On the certainty and universality of Death, regarded as a penalty, comp.
Seneca, Nat. Quaest. ii. 59 Eodem citius tardiusve veniendum est . . . In
omnes constitittutn est capitale supplicium et quidein constitutione iustissinia.

nam quod magnum solet esse solatium extrema passuris, quorum eadem
causa et sors eadem est. Similarly Philo speaks of tov ffvj.i<pva viKpuv rji^wv,

TO awfm {De Gigant. 3 ; ed. Mang. i. 264). Elsewhere he goes a step further

and asserts oti -navTi yiwi-jTy . . . avix<pvh to anapravuv. For parallels in

4 Ezra and Apoc. Baruch. see below.

€Til Tovis (ATI ajAapTTio-avTas. A number of authorities, mostly Lat n Fathers,

but including also the important margin of Cod. 67 with three other cursives,

the first hand of d, and the Greek of Orig. at least once, omit the negative,

making the reign of death extend only over those who had sinned after the

likeness of Adam. So Orig.-laU (Rufinus) repeatedly and expressly, Latin

MSS. known to Aug., the 'older Latin MSS.' according to Ambrstr. and
Sedulius. The comment of Ambrstr. is interesting as showing a certain grasp

of critical principles, though it was difficult for any one in those days to have
sufficient command of MSS. to know the real state of the evidence. Ambrstr.
prefers in this case the evidence of the Latin MSS., because those with which
he is acquainted are older than the Greek, and represent, as he thinks, an
older form of text. He claims that this form has the support of TertuUian,
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Cyprian and Victorinus—a statement which we are not at present able to

verify. He accounts for the Greek reading by the usual theory of heretical

corruption. There is a similar question of the insertion or omission of a

negative in Rom. iv. T9 (q.v. \ Gal. ii. 5. In two out of the three cases the

Western text omits the negative, but in ch. iv. 19 it inserts it.

xuTros (jviTToj) : (i) the 'impression' left by a sharp blow {rdv Tvrroy

rujv ri\ocv John xx. 25"). in particular the 'stamp' struck by a die; (a)

inasmuch as such a stamp bears the figure on the face of the die, ' copy,'
' figure,' or ' representation '; (3) by a common transition from effect to cause,

'mould,' 'pattern,' 'exemplar'; (4) hence in the special sense of the word
type, which we have adopted from the Greek of the N. T., ' an event or

person in history corresponding in certain characteristic features to another

event or person.' That which comes first in order of time is properly the

type, that which comes afterwards the antitype {avTiTviros i Pet. iii. ai).

These correspondences form a part of the Divine economy of revelation : see

esp. Cheyne, Isaiah, ii. 170 ff. ^Essay III, ' On the Christian Element in the

Book of Isaiah ').

ToG fAeXXokTos. (i) The entirely personal nature of the whole

comparison prevents us from taking roO /i«AX. as neut. = ' that

which was to come ' (Beng., Oltramare). If St. Paul had
mtended this, he would have written tov fieWovros atS)vos. (2)

Neither is it probable that we have here a direct allusion to the

Rabbinical designation of the Messiah as 6 ddrfpos or 6 ecrxaTos

'Addfi (i Cor. XV. 45, 47). If St. Paul had intended this, he

would have written rov fxeWovroi 'aSo'/i. (3) The context makes
it clear enough who is intended Tiie first representative of

the human race as such prefigured its second Great Repre-

sentative, whose coming lay in the future : this is sufficiently

brought out by the expression ' of Him who was to be.' i

fitXkcov thus appro.ximates in meaning to 6 tpxofifvos (Matt. xi.

3; Luke vii. 19; Heb. x. 37), which however appears not to

have been, as it is sometimes regarded, a standing designation

for the Messiah *. In any case tov fxeXXomos = ' Hun who zvas to

come' when Adam fell, not 'who u (still) to come' (Fru De W.).

TAe Effects of AdanCs Fall in Jewish Theology,

Three points come out clearly in these verses: (i) the Fall of

Adam brought death not only to Adam himself but to his

descendants
; (2) the F"all of Adam also brought sin and the

tendency to sin
; (3) and yet in spite of this the individual does

not lose his responsibility. All three propositions receive some
partial illustration from Jewish sources, though the Talmud does

* * The designation " The Coming One " {Habbd), though a most truthful

expression of Jewish exijcctaiicy, was not one ordinarily used of the Mcssiak.'

tdersheim, Z. (Sr* Z'. L p. 068
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not seem to have had any consistent doctrine on the subject

Dr. Edersheim says expressly: * So far as their opinions can l>e

gathered from their writings the great doctrines of Original Sin and

of the sinfulness of our whole nature, were not held by ihe ancieni

Rabbis' {Life and Times, &c. i. 165). Siill there are approxima-

tions, especially in the wrilin^s on which we have dniwn so treelv

already, the Fourth Book of Ezra and the Apocalypse of Baruch.

(i) The evidence is itrongeA as to the connexion between Adam's sin and
the introduction of death. ' 'Ihere were,' says Dr. Edersheim, ' two divergent

opinions—tlie one ascribing death to personal, the other to Adam's guilt

'

(b/. cit. i. 166). It is however allowed that the latter view greatly pre-

ponderated. Traces of it are found as far back as the Sapiential Books:
e.g. Wisd. ii. 33 f o 0fos fieTtaef tov dv6pw-nov kit' aipOapaia . . . <p66iw hi

Sia^uKov Oavaros doTjkOfv fh rbv /f<5(T/^oi/, where we note the occurrence ol

St. Paul's phrase; Ecclus. xxv. 24 [33] 6«' uOt^j' (sc. ttiv yvuatica) dnuOvrj-

9K0fjLtv iravres. The doctrine is also abundantly recognized in 4 Ezra and
j4poc. Baruch. : 4 Ezr. iii. 7 ei huic (sc. Adamo) tnandasti diligere viam
tuam, et praeterivit earn ; et statim instituisti in eum mortem et in

nationibus { = generationibus) eius: Apoc. Baruch. yiv'n.
},

{Ada»i) mortem
attulit et abscidit annos eorum qui ab eo geniti fuerunt : ibid. xxui. 4
Quando peccavit Adam et decreta Juit mors contra eos qui gigtiereniur.

(2) We are warned (by Dr. Edersheim in Sp. Comm. Apocr. ad loc.) not

to identify the statement of Ecclus. xxv. 24 [33] drro -^waiKos '''p\r] dixaprias

with the N. T. doctrine of Original ^in : still it points in that direction ; we
have just seen that the writer deduces from Eve the death of all mankind,
and in like manner he also seems to deduce from her {ad -yvu.) the initium

peccondi. More explicit are 4 I'^zra iii. 21 f. Cor eiiim malignum baiulans

primus Adam trattsgressus et victus est, sed et ovines qui de eo nati stmt :

et facta est peimanens infirmitas, et lex cum corde popnli, cum maligiiitate

radicis ; et disccssit qitod bonum est, et tnansit malignum : ibid. iv. 30
Quoniam granum seminis malt seminatum est in corde Adam ab initio, et

quantum itnpietatis generavit usque nunc, et general usque dum veniat area :

ibid. vii. 48 (iiS) 0' tti quid fecisti Adam ? Si eniin fit pcccasti,uo)i est

facttis solius inns casus, sed et nostrtim qui ex te adveniinus.

{2,) And yet alony; with all this we have the explicit assertion of responsi-

bility on the part of all who sin. l^his appears in the pa-sage quoted above
on ver. 12 {ad Jin^. To the same effect are 4 Y^zx. viii. 5<) f. Kon enim
Altissimus voluit hotninem disperdi, sed ipsi qui creati sunt coinquinaverunt

nomen eius quifdit eos: ibid. ix. Ii quifastidierunt legem meant cum adhiic

erant habentes libertatem. iJut the classical passage is Apoc. Baruch.
liv. 15, 19 Si enim Adatn prior peccavit, et attulit mortem super omnes
immaturam ; sed etiam illi qui ex eo nati sunt, unusquisque ex eis praepa-

ravit animae suae tormejtium fiiturum : et iterum unusquisque ex eis

elegit sibi gioriam futuram. . . . Aon est ergo Adam causa, nisi animae suae

tantum ; nos vero unusquisque fuit animae suae Adam.
The teaching of these passages does not really conflict with that of the

Talmud. The latter is thus summarized by Weber {Allsyn. Theol. p. 216) :

' By the Fall man came under a curse, is guilty of death, and his right

relation to God is rendered difficult. More than this cannot be said. Sin,

to which the bent and leaning had already been planted in man by creation,

had become a fact ; the " evil impulse "
(,
— cor malignum) gained the mastery

over mankind, who can only resist it by the greatest efforts ; before the Fall "^1

it had had power over him, but no such ascendancy {Uebermacht ,.' Henct
when the same writer says a little further on that according to the Rabbis
'• there it such a thing as transmission of guilt, but not such a thing as tran»
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mission of sin {Et gibt eine ErbschulJ, aber keine Erbsunde)^ the negative

proposition is due chiefly to the clearness with which the Rabbis (like Apoc,

Bartich,) insist upon free-will and direct individual responsibility.

It seems to us a mistake to place the teaching of St. Paul in too

marked opposition to this. There is no fundamental inconsistencv

between his views and those of his contemporaries. He does no'

indeed either affirm or deny the existence of the cor maltgnum

before the Fall, nor does he use such explicit language as noi

vero unusquisque fuit animae suae Adam', on the other hand he

does define more exactly than the Rabbis the nature of human
responsibility both under the Law (ch. vii. 7 ff.) and without it

(ii. 12-15). But here, as elsewhere in dealing with this mysterious

subject (see p. 267 below), he practically contents himself with

leaving the two complementary truths side by side. Man inherits

his nature; and yet he must not be allowed to shift responsibility

from himself: there is that within him by virtue of which he is free

to choose ; and on that freedom of choice he must stand or fall.

ADAM AND CHRIST.

( V. 15-21. So far the parallelism: but note also the

contrast. How superior the Work of Christ! (1) How
different in quality: the one act all si?t, the other act all

bounty or grace ! (ver. 15). (2) How different in quantity^

or mode of workhig : one act tainting the whole race with

sin, and a midtitude of sins collected together in one only to

beforgiven ! (ver. 16). (3) How different and surpassijig in

its whole character and consequences : a reign of Death and

a reign of Life ! (ver. 17). Summarizing: Adams Fall

brought sin : Law increased it: but the Work of Grace has

cancelledy and more than cancelled^ the effect of Law (vv.

18-ai).

^'In both cases there is a transmission of effects: but there

the resemblance ends. In all else the false step (or Fall, as we

call it) of Adam and the free gift of God's bounty are most unlike.

The fall of that one representative man entailed death upon the

many members of the race to which he belonged. Can we then

be surprised if an act of such different quality—the free unearned

favour of God, and the gift of lighteousness bestowed through
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the kindness of that other Representative Man, Jesus Messiah

—should have not only cancelled the effect of the Fall, but

also brought further blessings to the whole race ? "There is

a second difference between this boon bestowed through Christ

and the ill effects of one man's sinning. The sentence pio-

nounced upon Adam took its rise in the act of a single man, and

had for its result a sweeping verdict of condemnation. But the

gift bestowed by God inverts this procedure. It took its rise in

many faults, and it had for its result a verdict declaring sinners

righteous. "Yet once more. Through the single fault of the one

man Adam the tyrant Death began its reign through that one

sole agency. Much more then shall the Christian recipients of

that overflowing kindness and of the inestimable gift of righteous-

ness—much more shall they also reign, not in death but in life,

through the sole agency of Jesus Messiah.

" To sum up. On one side we have the cause, a single Fall

;

and the effect, extending to all men, condemnation. On the other

side we have as cause, a single absolving act ; and as effect, also

extending to all, a like process of absolution, carrying with it life.

*'For as through the disobedience of the one man Adam all

mankind were placed in the class and condition of ' sinners,' so

through the obedience (shown in His Death upon the Cross) of the

one man, Christ, the whole multitude of believers shall be placed

in the class and condition of ' righteous.' *^ Then Law came in,

as a sort of ' afterthought,' a secondary and subordinate stage,

in the Divine plan, causing the indefinite multiplication of sins

which, like the lapse or fall of Adam, were breaches of express

command. Multiplied indeed they were, but only with the result

of calling forth a still more abundant stream of pardoning grace.

*^ Hitherto Sin has sat enthroned in a kingdom of the dead

;

its subjects have been sunk in moral and spiritual death. But this

has been permitted only in order that the Grace or Goodwill of

God might also set up its throne over a people fitted for its sway

by the gift of righteousness, and therefore destined not for death

but for eternal life—through the mediation of Jesus Messiah, our

Lord.

15. napdTnb)]ia : lit. *a slip or fall gideways,' 'a false step,'

' a lapse '
: hence metaph. in a sense not very dissimilar to a^dprij/ia
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(which is prop. ' missing a mark '). It is however appropriate

that TrapanT. should be used for a ' fall ' or first deflection from
uprightness, just as undpr. is used of the failure of efforts towards

recovery. On the word see Trench, Syn. p. 237 f.

Tou Icos :
* //ie one man,' i. e. Adam.

01 TToXXoi: ' the many,* practically = Trarras ver. 12 ; irAvrai avBpit-

novs in ver. 18, 'all mankind.' It is very misleading to translate

as AV,, ignoring the article, if ' through the offence of one, many
be dead, by the obedience of one shall, many be made righteous.'

Redemption like the Fall proceeds not from any chance member of

the human race, and its effects extend not only to ' many ' but to

'air— to 'all,' that is potentially, if they embrace the redemption
which is offered them.

See Bentley, quoted by Lft. On /Revision, p. 97, ' By this accurate rersion

some hurtful mistakes about partial redemption and absolute reprobation
had been happily prevented. Our English readers had then seen, what
several of the Fathers sa.v and testified, that ol nnWoi, the many, in an anti-

thesis to the one, are equivalent to Trdi'Tfs, all, in ver. 12, and comprehend the
whole multitude, the entire species of mankind, exclusive only of the oru*

iroXXw fAdXXoi'. What we know of the character of God as dis-

played in Christ makes us more certain of the good result than of

the evil.

1^ 8ojpe<£ is more fully defined below (ver. 17) as ^ Scopfo t^s

8iKaiuavvr]<; : the gift is the condition of righteousness into which
the sinner enters, boped, ' boon,' like Supou contrasted with dofxa,

is reserved for the highest and best gifts; so Philo, Leg. A/kg. iii.

70 ep.(Pa<riv fXfye'dovs TfXfiuiv ayaOSiv brfkovuiv (Lft. HeV. p. 77); COmp.
also the ascending scale of expression in Jas. i. 17.

iv yjipni goes closely with ^ boiped. In classical Greek we should

have had the art. v «'" ;^«P't"', but in Hellenistic Greek a qualifying

phrase is attached to a subst. without repetition of the art. Mey.
however and some others (including Lid.) separate iv ^a/J'Tt from ij

bu)p(d and connect it with iiKpiaaevcre.

X<ip«» i« more often applied to God the Father, and is exhibited in the

whole scheme of salvation As a]iplied to Christ it is (i^ that active favour

towards mankind which moved Him to intervene for their salvation (cf. esp.

3 Cor. viii. 9) ; (3) the same active favour shown to the individual by the

Father and the Son conjointly (Rom. i. 7 q. v.).

16 The absence of verbs is another mark of compressed anti-

thetic style. With the first clause we may supply iari, with the

second eyivero ;
' And not as through one man's sinning, so is the

boon. For the judgement sprang from one to condemnation, but

the free gift sprang from many trespasses (and ended in) a declara-

tion of righteousness.' In tiie one case there is expansion out-

wards, from one to many : in the other case there is contraction
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inwards; the movement originates with many sins which are all

embraced in a single sentence of absolution.

StKaiwfio : usually the decision, decree, or ordinance by which

a thing is declared Simtov (that which gives a thing the force of

* right ') ; here the decision or sentence by which persons are

declared SiKaioi. The sense is determined by the antithesis 10 <a-a-

Kpifia. SiKoloyfia bears to diKaiwais the relation of an act completed

to an act in process (see p. 3 1 sup.).

17. TToXXw fidXXoi'. Here the a fortiori argument lies in the

nature of the two contrasted forces : God's grace must be more

powerful in its working than man's sin.

TTjj' Trepio-o-eiac . . . ttjs Swpcas Tr]s SiKaiOCTucTjs Xap.pdfOKreg. Every

term here points to that gift of righteousness here described as

something objective and external to the man himself, not wrought

within him but coming to him, imputed not infused. It has its

source in the overflow of God's free favour ; it is a gift which man
receives : see pp. 25, 30 f., 36 above.

Pao-iXeuCTouai. The metaphor is present to St. Paul's mind

;

and having used it just before of the prevalence of Death, he

naturally recurs to it in the sense more familiar to a Christian of

his share in the Messianic blessings, of which the foremost was

a heightened and glorified vitality, that ' eternal life ' which is his

already in germ.

8ia Tou evos 'It)o-ou XptffTou. The ^ta here covers the whole media-

tion of the Son in reference to man : it is through His Death that the

sinner on embracing Christianity enters upon the state of righteous-

ness, and through the union with Him which follows that his whole

being is vitalized and transfigured through time into eternity.

18. This and the three following verses, introduced by the

strongly illative particles apa otiv, sum up the results of the whole

comparison between Adam and Christ : the resemblance is set

forth in vv. 18, 19; the difference and vast preponderance of the

scale of blessing in vv. 20, 21.

Again we have a condensed antithesis—the great salient strokes

confronting each other without formal construction : origin, extent,

issue, alike parallel and alike opposed. * As then, through one lapse,

to all men, unto condemnation—so also, through one justifying act,

to all men, unto justification of life.' There are two difficulties,

the interpretation of St' ivo<: SiKaiufiaroi and of ^iKaicoa-iv C^rjs.

81' ci'os StKaicjfjiaTos. Does 8iKai<o^a here mean the same thing

as in ver. 16? If so, it is the sentence by which God declares

men righteous on account of Christ's Death. Or is it the merit

of that Death itself, the 'righteous act,' or vnaKorj, of Christ? A
number of scholars (Holsien, Va. Lips. Lid.) argue that it must

be the latter in order to correspond wiih 81' fu6s TrapaTrTtu/^aros. So

loo Euthym.-Ziig. 3«* (v6s fit/cacwMuros tov X. TTjv "iKpav diKai()<rvi>fif
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7re7T\T]pa>K<>TOi. But it secms better, with Mey. Gif. and others, to

give the same sense to biKaioofin as in ver. i6. We saw that there

the sense was fixed by KaraKpina, which is repeated in the present

verse. On the other hand it is doubtful whether 8iKalo}fia can quite

= ' a righteous act.' God's sentence and the act of Christ are so

inseparable that the one may be used in the antithesis as naturally

as the other.

It is best also to follow the natural construction of the Greek
and make eVo's neut, in agreement with 8t/<au.')/x. (Mey.-W. Va.
Gif) rather than masc. (Lips.).

SiKaiuCTiK twTJs. ' Life ' is both the immediate and ultimate result

of that state of things into which the Christian enters when he is

declared ' righteous ' or receives his sentence of absolution.

19. 8iol TTis iTapaKOT]s . . . Sid ttjs iiraKO'^s. It is natural that

this aspect of the Fall as irapaKofi should be made prominent in

a context which lays stress on the effect of law or express command
in enhancing the heinousness of sin. It is natural also that in

antithesis to this there should be singled out in the Death of

Christ its special aspect as vTrannr) : cf. Heb. v. 8, 9 ; Matt. xxvi.

39 ; Phil. ii. 8. On the word napaKor) (' a failing to hear,' incuria.

and thence tnobedtenlia) see Trench, Syn. p. 234.
KaT€CTTd0if)craf . . . KaraaTaGi^aoi'Tai: ' were constituted '

. . .
' shall

be constituted.* But in what sense ' constituted ' ? The Greek
word has the same ambiguity as the English. If we define further,

the definition must come from the context. Here the context is

sufficiently clear : it covers on the one hand the whole result of

Adam's Fall for his descendants prior to and independently of their

own deliberate act of sin; and it covers on the other hand the

whole result of the redeeming act of Christ so far as that too is

accomplished objectively and apart from active concurrence on the

part of the Christian. The fut. KaTaaTaOrjnovTM has reference not to

the Last Judgement but to future generations of Christians ; to all

in fact who reap the benefit of the Cross.

When St. Paul wrote in Gal. ii. 15 fif.fU tpiaei lovSaTot, koI ovk t( lOvwv
afiapTOj^oi, he implied (speaking for the moment from the stand-point of his

countrymen) that Gentiles would be regarded as <pvaft dfj,apToj\oi : they
belonged 'to the class' of sinners; just as we might speak of a child as

belonging to the 'criminal class' before it had done anything by its own act

to justify its place in that class. The meaning of the text is very similar:

so far as it relates to the effects of the Fall of Adam it must be interpreted

by vv. 12 14; and so lar as it relates to the effects of the Death of Christ

it is parallel tow. i, 2 ZiKaicuOivra uvv \iK moTewi] tlp-qvrjv exo/^ev ('con-

tained in (xa/fifv) vpos rbv Qidv SiA toC Kvp'iov iip.ujv 'I. X., Si' ov xal rifv

TrpijaayBj-yfjV (ax'^ian^v (h tt}v X'^P"' *'' V i'f'TjKap.ei'. For the use of naOi-

araa9ou there is a good parallel in Xen. Mem ii. 1. 9 'E7ai oSi' tuus p.\v

fiovKofiti'ovs noWa irpaypara t^*"' • • - *''^ ''" is up\ticovs KaTaoTTjaacpi, where
Karaar. — tU tov% apxixovs ri/TTOfiiv (..*«/•) and ifiavTuv Tdrra* dt roin

fiov> tfiivovs {in/.).
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20. TTapet(Tr]\0ei' :
* come in to the side of a state of things already

existing.' St. Paul regarded Law as a 'parenthesis' in the Divine

plan : it did not begin until Moses, and it ended with Christ

(op. iv. 13-16; X. 4). Here however he has in view only its late

beginning : it is a sort of * after-thought ' (see the Paraphrase).

* Why did he not say the Law was given, but the Law entered by the way ?

It was to show that the neeA of it was temporary and not alisolute or

claiming precedence ' {vpoaitaipov avrov deiieviis rijy \ptiav eivaai', icaX ov

Kvpiav ovSl irpoi]yovfi(V7]v) Chrys.

Iva irXeociJaT). For the force of tea COmp. «ls to ttvai airoiis dvaiTo-

>.oyfjTovs i. 20: the multiplicalion of transgression is not the first

and direct object of law, but its second and contingent object : law

only multiplies trangression because it is broken and so converts

into deliberate sin acts which would not have had that character if

they had not been so expressly forbidden.

16 Si tva (vravOa ovk alTio^oyiai niKcv aW' iKPaatiis Iffrtv, Oi yap 5ia

Tovro e566T] fva nKeofaari, uAA.* iSoOi] /.liv ware fiuaioai koi aveXeiv rd -napa-

vroifxa' (^ijir) d\ Tovvavrlov, oh irapa r^v rov vvjxov (pvaiv, dWoi irapa rfjv twv

Se^afxtvaiv padvp.iav (Chrys.) : a note which shows that the ancients were quite

aware of the ecbatic sense of ti'a (see on xi. Ii).

•BXeofdaTi, as Va. remarks, might be transitive, but is more
probably intransitive, because of enXeomatv fj afxapr. which follows.

TO irapdirrw|jio : seems expressly chosen in order to remind us

that all sins done in defiance of a definite command are as such

repetitions of the sin of Adam.
21. iv Tw Oavdrw. Sin reigns, as it were, over a charnel-house

;

the subjects of its empire are men as good as dead, dead in every

sense of the word, dead morally and spiritually, and therefore

doomed to die physically (see on vi. 8 below).

8ia SiKttiOCTUk'rjs. The reign of grace or Divine favour is made
possible by the gift of righteousness which the Christian owes to

the mediation of Christ, and which opens up for him the prospect

of eternal life.

St. Paulas Conception of Sin and of the Fall.

St. Paul uses Greek words, and some of those which he uses

cannot be said to have essentially a different meaning from that

which attached to them on their native soil ; and yet the different

relations in which they are placed and the different associations

which gather round them, convey what is substantially a different

idea to the mind.

The word duapria with its cognates is a case in point. The
corresponding term ii Hebrew has much the same original sense
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of * missing a mark/ Both words are used with a higher and a
lower meaning; and in both the higher meaning belongs to the
sphere of religion. So that the difference between them is not in

the words themselves but in the spirit of the religions with which
they are connected.

This appears upon the face of it from the mere bulk of literary

usage. In classical Greek ifxaprla, djiapTavdv are common enough
in the lighter senses of ' missing an aim,' of 'error in judgement or
opinion'; in the graver sense of serious wrong-doing they are
rare. When we turn to the Bible, the LXX and the N.T.
alike, this proportion is utterly reversed. The words denote nearly

always religious wrong-doing, and from being in the background
they come strongly to the front ; so much so that in the Concord
ance to the LXX this group of words fills some thirteen columns,
averaging not much less than eighty instances to the column.

This fact alone tells its own story. And along with it we must
take the deepening of meaning which the words have undergone
through the theological context in which they are placed. ' How can
I do this great wickedness, and sin against God ?

' (Gen. xxxix. 9).

Against Thee, Thee only, have I sinned, and done that which is

evil in Thy sight' (Ps. h. 4). 'Behold, all souls are Mine; as the

soul of the father, so also the soul of the son is Mine : the soul

that sinnelh, it shall die' (Ezek. xviii. 4). We have travelled a long
way from Hellenic religion in such utterances as these.

It is impossible to have an adequate conce!)tion of sin without

an adequate conception of God. The Hebrew in general, and
St. Paul in particular, had this ; and that is why Sin is such an
intense reality to them. It is not a mere defect, the coming short

of an ideal, the mark of an imperfect development. It is some-
thing more than a negation ; it is a positive quality, calling forth

a positive reaction. It is a personal offence aeainst a personal

God. It is an injury or wound—if the reaction which it involves

may be described in such human terms as 'injury' or 'wound'

—

directed against the Holy One whose love is incessantly going forth

towards man. It causes an estrangement, a deep gulf of separation,

between God and man.
The guilt of sin is proportioned to the extent to which it is

conscious and deliberate. Wrong actions done without the know-
ledge that they are wrong are not imputed to the doer {a^iaprla 8e om
tXXoyf'mu nf] ovTos vofMov Rom. V. 1 3 : cf. iv. 15). Bui as a matter

of I act few or none can take advantage of this because everywhere

—

even among the heathen—there is some knowledge of God and of

right and wrong (Rom. i. 19 f.; ii. 12, 14 f), and the extent of that

knowledge determines the degree of guilt. Where there is a written

law like that of the Jews stamped with Divine authority, the guilt is

at its height. But this is but the climax of an ascending scale io
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which the heinousness of the offence is proportioned to a.dvnntage.8

and opportunities.

Why did men break the Law ? In other words, Why did they

sin? When the act of sin came to be analyzed it was found to

contain three elements. Proximately it was due to the wicked

impulses of human nature. The Law condemned illicit desires, but

men had such desires aiyl they succumbed to them (Rom. vii.

7 if.). The reason of this was partly a certain corruption of

human nature inherited from Adam. The corruption alone would
not have been enough apart from the consentient will ; neither

would the will have been so acted upon if it had not been for

the inherited corruption (Rom. v. 12-14). ^^^ there was yet a third

element, independent of both these. They operated through the

man himself; but there was another influence which operated with-

out him. It is remarkable how St. Paul throughout these chapters,

Rom. V, vi, vii, constantly personifies Sin as a pernicious and deadly

force at work in the world, not dissimilar in kind to the other great

counteracting forces, the Incarnation of Christ and the Gospel.

Now personifications are not like dogmatic definitions, and the

personification in this instance does not always bear exactly the

same meaning. In ch. v, when it is said that ' Sin entered into the

world,' the general term ' Sin' includes, and is made up of, the sins

of individuals. But in chaps, vi and vii the personified Sin is set

over against the individual, and expressly distinguished from him.

Sin is not to be permitted to reign within the body (vi. 12); the

members are not to be placed at the disposal of Sin (vi. 13); to

Sin the man is enslaved (vi. 6, 17, 20; vii. 14), and from Sin he is

emancipated (vi. 18, 22), or in other words, it is to Sin that he dies

(vi. 9, 11); Sin takes up its abode within his heart (vii. 17, 20):
it works upon him, using the commandment as its instrument, and
so is fatal to him (vii. 8, 11).

In all this the usage is consistent : a clear distinction is drawn
at once between the will and the bodily impulses which act upon
the will and a sort of external Pov/er which makes both the will and
the impulses subservient to it. What is the nature of this Power ?

Is it personal or impersonal ? We could not tell from this particular

context. No doubt personal attributes and functions are assigned

to it, but perhaps only figuratively as part of the personification.

To answer our questions we shall have to consider the teaching of

the Apostle elsewhere. It is clear enough that, like the rest of his

countrymen (see Charles, Book of Enoch, p. 52 f.), St. Paul did

believe in a personal agency of Evil. He repeatedly uses the per-

sonal name Satan ; he ascribes to him not only mischief-making in

the Church (i Thess. ii. 18; 2 Cor, ii. 11), but the direct tempta-

tion of individual Christians (i Cor. vii. 5); he has his followers on
whom he is sometimes invited to wreak his will (i Cor. v. 5;
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I Tim„ i. 20); supernatural powers of deceiving or perverting men
are attributed to him (2 Thess. ii. 9 kot ivepynav rod Sami'S eV naaji

^vfafxei Koi arjfielois Kai rtpnai i^fv^ovs '. cf. 2 Cor. xi. 1 4). The
Power of Evil does not stand alone but has at its disposal a whole
army of subordinate agents [apxn'i, f^ovaiai, KoafjoKparopfi tov o-kotois

rovTov Eph. vi. 12; cf Col. ii. 15). There is indeed a whole
hierarchy of evil spirits as there is a hierarchy of good (Eph. i. 21),

and Satan has a court and a kingdom just as God has. He is * the

god of the existing age' (6 ^tos tov aliiovos tovtov 2 Cor. iv. 4), and
exercises his rule till the final triumph of the Messiah (2 Thess. ii.

8 f
.

; I Cor. xv. 24 f.).

We see therefore that just as in the other books of the N.T.
the Gospels, the Apocalypse, and the other Apostolic Epistles, evil

is referred to a personal cause. And although it is doubtless true

that in chaps, vi, vii, where St. Paul speaks most directly of the

baleful activity of Sin, he does not intend to lay special stress on
this ; his language is of the nature of personification and does not

necessarily imply a person
;

yet, when we take it in connexion with

otliei language elsewhere, we see that in the last resort he would
have said that there was a personal agency at work. It is at least

clear that he is speaking of an influence external to man, and
acting upon him in the way in which spiritual forces act.

St. Paul regards the beginnings of sin as traceable to the Fall of Adam.
In this he is simply following the account in Gen. iii ; and the question

naturally arises, What becomes of that account and of the inferences which
St Paul draws from it, if we accept the view which is pressed upon us by
the comparative study of religions and largely adopted by modern criticism,

that it IS not to be taken as a literal record of historical fact, but as the

Hebrew form of a story common to a number of Oriental peoples and going
back to a common root ? When we speak of a * Hebrew form ' of this story

we mean a form shaped and moulded by those principles of revelation of

which the Hebrew race was chosen to be the special recipient. From this

point of view it becomes the typical and summary representation of a series

of facts which no discovery of flint implements and half-calcined bones can
ever reproduce for us. In some way or other as far back as history goes,

and we may believe much further, there has been implanted in the human
race this mysterious seed of sin, which like other characteristics of the race

is capable of transmission. The tendency to sin is present in every man who
is born into the world. But the tendency does not become actual sin until

it takes effect in defiance of an express command, in deliberate disregard of

a known distinction between right and wrong. How men came to be
possessed of such a command, by what process they arrived at the conscious

distinction of right and wrong, we can but vaguely speculate. Whatever it

was we may be sure that it could not have been presented to the imagination

of primitive peoples otherwise than in such simple forms as the narrative

assumes in the Book of Genesis. The really essential truths all come out in

that narrative—the recognition of the Divine W'ill, the act of disobedience

to the Will so recognized, the perpetuation of the tendency to such dis-

obedience ; and we may add perhaps, though here we get into a region of

Bormises, the connexion between moral evil and physical decay, for the surest

pledge of immortality is the relation of tlie highest part of ns, the soul,
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through right Eonsness to God. These salient principles, which may have
been due in fact to a process of gradual accretion through long periods, are

naturally and inevitably summed up as a group of single incidents. Their
essential character is not altered, and in the interpretation of primitive

beliefs we may safely remember that ' a thousand years in the sight of God
are but as one day.' We who believe in Providence and who believe in the
active influence of the Spirit of God upon man, may well also believe that

the tentative gropings of the primaeval savage were assisted and guided and
so led up to definite issues, to wlych he himself perhaps at the time could

hardly give a name but which he learnt to call ' sin ' and ' disobedience,' and
the tendency to which later ages also saw to have been handed on from
generation to generation in a way which we now describe as ' heredity,' It

woilld be absurd to expect the language of modem science in the prophet
who first incorporated the traditions of his race in the Sacred Books of the

Hebrews. He uses the only kind of language available to his own intelli-

gence and that of his contemporaries. But if the language which he does

use is from that point ofview abundantly justified, then the application which
St. Paul makes of it is equally justified. He too expresses truth through

symbols, and in the days when men can dispense with symbols his teaching

may be obsolete, but not before.

The need for an Incarnation and the need for an Atonement are not

dependent upon any particular presentation, which may be liable to cor-

rection with increasing knowledge, of the origin of sin. They reit, not on
theory or on anything which can be clothed in the forms of theory, but on
the great outstanding facts of the actual sin of mankind and its ravages.

We take these facts as we see them, and to us they furnish an abundant

explanation of all that God has done to counteract them. How they are in

their turn to be explained may well form a legitimate subject for curiosity,

but the historical side of it at least has but a very slight bearing on tht

interpretation of the N. T.

History of the Interpretation of the Paulitie doctriiii

of SiKatwcrt?.

In order to complete our commentary on the earlier portion of the Epistle,

it will be convenient to sum up, as shortly as is possible, the history of the

doctrine of Justification, so far as it is definitely connected with exegesis.

To pursue the subject further than that would be beside our purpose; but so

much is necessary since the exposition of the preceding chapters has been

almost entirely from one point of view. We shall of course be obliged to

confine ourselves to certain typical names.
,

Just at the close of the Apostolic period the earliest speculation on the Clemens
subject of Justification meets us. Clement of Rome, in his Epistle to the Romauut
Corinthians, writes clearly guarding against any practical abuses which may
arise flora St. Paul's teaching. He has before him the three writers of the

N. T. who deal most definitely with ' faith ' and ' righteousness,' and from
them constructs a system of life and action. He takes the typical example,
that of Abraham, and asks, 'Wherefore was our father Abraham blessed?*

The answ cr combines that of St. Paul and St. James. ' Was it not because

he wrought righteousness and truth through faith ?
' (§ :;i ovy). SiKatoawrjv Kai

d\-f]9(iav bid. Triartcos Trotrjaas ;). And throughout there is the same co-

ordiaation of different types of doctrine. ' We are justified by works and not

by words' (§ 30 epyois diKatovfievoi Kni fifj Xo-yois). But again (§ 321 : 'And
so we, having been called through His will in Christ Jesus, are not justified

through ourselves or through our own wisdom or understanding or piety or

works which we wrought in holiness of heart, but through faith whereby the

Almighty God justified all men that have been from the beginning.' Bat

h 2
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dangeroTi?; theories as to conduct, which arise from boldinc; snch beliefs in

too iru''e a manner, are at once guarded against t§ 33) :
' What then mnst

we do, breihren? Must we idly abstain from doing good, and forsake love?
May the Master never allow this to befall us at least . . . We have seen that
all the righteous weie adorned in good works . . . Seeing then that we have
this pattern, let us conform ourselves with all diligence to His will ; let as
wiih all our strength work the work of righteousness.' Clement writes as
a Christian of the second generation who iiherits the teaching and phraseo-
logy of the Apostolic period. * Faith,' ' Works,' ' Righteousness,' are ideas
which have become part of the Christian life: the need of deHnitioii has not
arisen. The system of coiiduct which should be exhibited as the result of
the different elements of this life is clearly realized. What St. Paul and
St. James each in his different way arrived at is accomplished. For the
exact meaning of St. Paul, however, and the understanding of his teaching,

we get no aid. Bishop Lightfoot, while showing how Clement ' has caught
the spirit of the Pauline teaching,' yet dwells, and dwells rightly, on 'the
defect in the dogmatic statement.' (See Lightfoot, Clement, i. 96, 397.)
The question of Justification never became a subject of controversy '£ th«

early church, and consequently the P'athers contented themselves as Clement
had done with a clear practical solution. We cannot find in them either an
answer to the more subtle questions which later theologians have asked or

.
much assistance as to the exact exegesis of St. Paul's language.
How little Origen had grasped some points in St. Paul's thought may b<

seen by his comment on Rom. iii. 20 Ex operibiis igitur legis quod non iusti-

ficabihir oninis caro in conspeciu eitis, hoc modo intelligendum puio : quia
omnis qui caro e:t et secundian car^iem vivit, non potest iustificari ex
lege Dei, sicut et alibi dicit idem Apostolus, quia qui in carne sunt Deo
placere non possunt {in Rom. iii. 6; 0pp. torn. vi. 194, ed. Lommatzsch).
But in many points his teaching is clear and strong. All Justification is by
faith alone viii. 9, p. 217 et dicit sufficere solius Jidei iustificationtm, ita ut
eredens qiiis tantiimmodo iustificetur, etiamsi nihil ab eo operis fuerit
4xpletum). It is the beginning of the Christian life, and is represented as

the bringing to an end of a state of enmity. We who were followers of the

devil, our tyrant and enemy, can if we will by laying down his ai ms and
taking up the banner of Christ have peace with God, a peace which has
been purchased for us by the blood of Christ (iv. 8, p. 2S3, on Rom. v. i).

The process of justification is clearly one of ' imputation ' {Jides ad iustitiam

reputetur iv. i, p. 240, on Rom. iv. 1-8), and is identified with the Gospel
teaching of the forgiveness of sins ; the two instances of it which are quoted
being the penitent thief and the woman with the alabaster box of ointment
(Luke vii. 37-42). But the need for good works is not excluded: sed

fortassis haec aliquis audieiis resolvatur et bene agendi negligentiam capiat,

ti qtiidem ad itistijicafidum fides sola suffciat. ad quem dicemus, quia post
iuslificationem si iniuste quis asiat, sine dubio iustificationis graliam sprevit

. . . indulgentia namque non fulujorum sed praeleritorum c7-intinutn datur
(iii. 9, p. 319, on Rom. iii. 27, 28). Faith without works is impossible

(iv. I, p. 234): rather faith is the root from which they spring : non erga

ex operibus radix iustitiae, sed ex radice iustitiae fructus operum crescit,

ilia scilicet radice iustitiae, qua Deus accepio fert iustitiam sifie operibus

(iv. 1, p. 241 ; see also the comment on Rom. ii. 5, 6 in ii. 4, p. 81). We
may further note that in the comment on Rom. i. 17 and iii. 24 the iustitia

Dei is clearly interpreted as the Divine attribute.

The same criticism which was passed 011 Origen applies in an equal
or even greater degree to Chrysostoin. Theologically and practically the

teaching is vigorous and well balanced, but so far as exegesis is con-

cerned St. Paul's conception and point of view are not understood. The
circumstances which had created these conceptions no longer existed
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For example, commenting on Rom. li. to he writes: 'it is npon work*
that punishment and reward depend, not upon circumcision or unciicum-

cision
'

; making a distinction which the Apostle does not between the
moral and ceremonial law. The historical situation is clearly grasped and
is brought out very well at the beginning of Horn, vii :

' He has accused

the Gentiles, he has accused the Jews; what follows to mention next is the

righteousness which is by faith. For if the law of nature availed not, and
the written Law was of no advantage, but both weiijhed down those that

used them not aright, and made it plain that they were worthy of greater

punishment, then the salvation which is by grace was hencefoith necessary.*

The meaning of SiKaioavvr) &(ov is well brought out. ' The declaring of

His righteousness is not only that He is Himself righteous, but that He
doth also make them that are filled with the putrefying scars of sin suddenly
righteous' i^Hom. vii. on iii. 24, 25). It may be interesting to quote the

exposition of the passage which follows. He explains hio. Tf^v irdpeaiv raiy

vpoyf-^ovuTojv anapTrjjj.dTa>v thus : 5i(i t^j' ndpeffiv, Tovriari rrjv vinpojaiv,

ovKfTi jdp vyeias (\ms ^v, dX\' Sjanep awfia vapa\vOiv rrjs ai'wOfv eSeiro

Xeipos, ovTOj Kat f) ipvx^ viKpudiiaa, giving irapean the meaning of * para-

lysis,' the paralysis of spiritual life which has resulted from sin. Generally
SiKa«(5cy seems clearly to be taken as ' make righteous,' even in passages
where it will least bear such an interpretation ; for instance on iv. 5 {Horn.

viii.) ^ui^aTai 6 6(ds rov Iv dae^eia l3e(itufc6Ta tovtov i^ai<pvrji ovxi KoXaatojs

i\fv6fpu)<Tai p.6vov, dWd Kal Siicatov Trotrjaai, . . . ft 'yap fiaKuptos ovrais

6 \aPwv d<peaiv dwo xflp'Tos ttoWo) ftdWov 6 8iicatoj9eis, and on iv. 25 ( Horn.
ix) tv\ T0VT9; "ydp KoX dniOavf Kal dviart] Xva SiKaiovs epf&arjTai. Yet his

usage is not consistent, for on Rom. viii. 33 he writes : ' He does not say,

it is God that forgave our sins, but what is much greater :
—" It is God that

justifieth." For when the Judge's sentence declares us just {SiKaiovs dno-

ipaivfi), and such a judge too, what significth the accuser?'

No purpose would be served by entering further into the views of the Theodoret
Greek commentators; but one passage of Theodoret may be quoted as

an instance of the way in which all the fathers connect Justification and
Baptism. On Rom. v. i, 2 (vid. p. 53) he writes : 1) tt/cttis i^iv vfuv iSwff)-

aaro ruv dfxapTTj/^drcev Tfjv d<pe<nv nai dj-Mixovs Kal SiKaiovs 5td ttjs toC Xovrpod
TraWtyytvtatas dn(<pr]ve' vpoarjKU di v/Jids ttjv iipus riv 6edy ycyevrjfxivTjv

(pvkaTTdV flprjVTjv.

To sum up the teaching of the Greek Fathers. They put in the very
front of everything, the Atonement through the death of Christ, without as

a rule elaborating any theory concerning it : this characteristic we find from
the very beginning : it is as strong in Ignatius as in any later Father

:

they all think that it is by faith we are justified, and at the same time lay

immense stress on the value, but not the merits, of good works : they seem
all very definitely to connect Justification with Baptism and the beginning
of the Christian life, so much so indeed that as is well known even the

possibility of pardon for post-baptismal sin was doubted by some : but they

have no theory of Justification as later times demand it ; they are never close

and exact in the exegesis of St. Paul ; and they are without the historical

conditions which would enable them to understand his great antithesis of
'Law' and * Gospel,' * Faith ' and * Works,' ' Merit ' and ' Grace.'

The opinions of St. Augustine are of much greater importan e. Although St. Augus
he does not approach the question from the same point of view as the tine.

Reformation theologians, he represents the source from which came the
mediaeval tendency which created that theology. His most important
expositions are those contained in £>e Spiritu et Litera and In Psalnnim
XXXI Eiian-atio II: this Psalm he describes as Psahntis gratiae Dei
et iustijicationis nosirac nuUis piaecedentibus tneritis nostris, sed praC'
veniente nos misericordia Domini Dei nostri . . . His purpose is to prove
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as against any form of Pelagianism that our salvation comes from no
merits of our own but only from the Divine grace which is given us.

This leads to three main characteristics in his exposition of the Romans,
(i) For, first, good works done by those who are not in a state of grace are

valueless : nemo computet bona opera sua ante JicUm : ubi fides non erat

ionum opus non erat {Enarratio § 4) Hence he explains Rom. ii. 5,
13 ff. of works done not in a state of nature but of grace. In ii. 13 the

Apostle is referring to the Gentiles who have accepted the Gospel; and the

'Law written in their hearts' is the law not of the O.T. but of the N.T.

:

he naturally compares 2 Cor. iii. 3 and Rom. ii. 26 {De Sp. et Lit. §§ 44-
49). (2) Then, secondly, St. Augustine's exposition goes on somewhat
different lines from those of the Apostle's argument. He makes the whole
aim of the early portion of the Romans to be the proof of the necessity of

grace. Men have failed without grace, and it is only by means of it that

th«y can do any works which are acceptable to God. This from one point
of view really represents St. Paul's argument, from another it is veiy much
removed from it. It had the tendency indeed to transfer the central point

io connexion with human salvation from the atoning death of Christ accepted
by Faith to the gift of the Divine Grace received from God. Although in

this relation, as often, St. Augustine's exposition is tleeper than that of the
Greek fathers, it leads to a much less conect interpretation. (3) For thirdly,

there can be no doubt that it leads directly to the doctrine of ' infused ' grace.

It is quite true that Chrysostom has perhaps even moie definitely interpreted

SiKaiovaOai of ' making just,' and that Augustine in one place admits the
possibility of interpreting it either as 'making just' or 'reckoning just'

{De Sp. et Lit. § 45). But although he admits the (wo interpietations so

far as concerns the words, practically his whole theory is that of an infusion

of the grace of faith by which men are made just. Sc in his comment on
i. 1 7 he writes : haec est iustitia Dei, quae in Testanumto Veteri velata, in
Novo revelatur: quae iJeo iustitia Dei dicitur, y«o^ impertiendo eam iustos

facit <^De Sp. et Lit. « i8) : and again : credenti inquit in eum qui iustificat

impium deputatur fides eius ad iustitiam. si iustificatuf impius ex impio
fit iustus {Enar7atio § 6) : so non tibi Detis reddit debitam poenam, sed

donat indebitam gratiam : so De Sp. et Lit. § 56 : hctec est iustitia Dei,
quam non solum docet per legis praeceptum, verum etiatn dot per Spiritus
donum.

St. Augustine's theory is in fact this ; faith is a gift of grace wnich in-

fiised into men, enables them to produce works good and acceptable to

God. The point of view it clearly not that of St. Paul, and it is the source <rf

the mediaeval theory of grace with all its developments.
Aquinas This theory as we find it elaborated in the Summa Theologiae, has so far

as it concerns us three main characteristics, (i) In the first place it elaborates

the Augustinian theory of Grace instead of the Pauline theory of Justification.

It is quite clear that in St. Paul x^P'-'^ 's the favour of God to man, and not
a gift given by God to man ; but gratia in St. Thomas has evidently this

latter signification : cum gratia omnem naturae creatcufacultatem excedat, eo

quod nihil aliud sit quam participano quaedam divinae naturae quae omnem
aliam naturam excedit {Siimjna Theologiae, Prima Secundae Qu. cxii. i ). So
also : donum gratiae . . . gratiae infusio . . . infundit donum gratiae iustifi-

eantis (cxiii. 3). (2) Secondly, it interprets iustificare to 'make just,' and in

consequence looks upon ']w%\\'nc^\.\o\y z.% no\. orXy remissio peccatorum, but also

an infusion of grace. This question is discussed fully in Qu. cxiii. Art. 2.

The conclusion arrived at is: quum iustitiae Dei repugnet poenam dimittert

vigente culpa, nullius autem hominis qualis modo nascitur, reatus poenae
absque gratia tolli queat ; ad culfae quoque hominis qualis modo nascitur,

rtmissionem, gratiae infusionem requiri manifestum est. The primary text

an which this conclusion is based is Rom. iii. 24 iustificati gratis pet gratiam
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ipsius, which is therefore clearly interpreted to mean * made jnst by an infnsion

of grace ' ; and it is argued that the effect of the Divine love on us is grace by
which a man is made wo 'thy of eternal life, and that therefore remission of

guilt cannot be understood unless it be accompanied by the infusion of grace.

(3) The words quoted abov;, 'by which a man is made worthy of eternal

life ' {digitus vita aetenia) int oduce us to a third point in the mediaeval tlieory

of justification : indirectly by its theory of merit di co,^^. and de condip-ii0 f^m^'Z
it introduced just that doctrine of merit against which St. Paul had directed

his whole system. This subject is worked out in Qu. cxiv, where it is argued

(Art. I) that in a sense we can deserve something from God. Althougli

(Art s) a man cannot deserve life eternal in a state of nature, yet (Art. 3)
after justification he can : Homo meretur uitam aeternam ex condigno. This
fs supported by Rom. viii. 1 7 sifilii et Jiaeredes, it being argued that we are

sons to whom is owed the inheritance ex ipso tare adoptionis.

However defensible as a complete whole the system of the Summa maybe,
there is no doubt that nothing so complicated can be grasped by the popular
mind, and that the teaching it represents led to a wide system of religious

corruption which presented a very definite analogy with the errors which
St. Paul combated ; it is equally clear that it is not the system of Justifica-

tion put forward by St. Paul. It will be convenient to pass on directly to

the teaching of Luther, and to put it in direct contrast with the teaching of

Aquinas. Although it arose primarily against the teaching of the later

Schoolmen, whose teaching, especially on the subject of merit de congruo and
de condigno, was very much developed, substantially it represents a revolt

against the whole mediaeval theory.

Luther's main doctrines were the following. Through the law man learns LnthfT
his sinfulness : he learns to say with the prophet, * there is none that doeth
good, no not one.' He learns his own weakness. And then arises the cry

:

'Who can give me any help?* Then in its due season comes the saving
word of the Gospel, *Be of good cheer, my son, thy sins are forgiven.

Believe in Jesus Christ who was crucified for thy sins.' This is the beginning
of salvation ; in this way we are freed from sin, we are justified and there is

given unto us life eternal, not on account of our own merits and works, but

on account of faith by which we approached Christ. (Luther on Galatians
ii. 16 ; Opp. ed. 1554, p. 308.)

As against the mediaeval teaching the following points are noticeable,

(1) In the first place Justification is quite clearly a doctrine of 'iustitia

impntata ': Deus acceptat seu reputat nos iustos solum propter fidem in
Christum. It is especially stated that we are not free from sin. As long as
we live we are subject to the stain of sin : only our sins are not imputed to

us. (2) Secondly, Luther inherits from the Schoolmen the diftlaction of

fides iiiforniis and fidesformata cum chariiate ; but whereas thej had con-
sidered that \t^2L%fidesforinata which justifies, with him it \%fidti informit.

He argued that if it were necessary that faith should be united with charity

to enable it to justify, then it is no longer faith alone that justifies, but
charity : faith becomes useless and good works are brought in. (3) Thirdly,
it is needless to point out that he attacks, and that with great vigour, all

theories of merit de congruo and de condigno. He describes them thus : talia

monstra portenta et horribiles blasphemiae debebantproponi Turcis et ludaeis,

non ecclesiae Christi.

The teaching of the Reformation worked a complete change in the exegesis Calvilk

of St. Paul. A condition of practical error had arisen, clearly in many
ways resembling that which St. Paul combated, and hence St. Paul's con-

ceptions are understood better. The ablest of the Reformation commentaries
is certainly that of Calvin ; and the change produced may be seen most
clearly in one point. The attempt that had been made to evade the meaning
of St. Paul's words as to Law, by applying them only to the ceremonial
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Law, he entirely brushes away (on iii. 20) ; again, he interprets iustificart at

*to reckon just,' in accordance with the meaning of the Greek word and the

context of iv. 5. The scheme of Justification as laid down by Luther is

applied to the interpretation of the Epistle, but his extravagant language is

avoided. The distinction oi fides in/ormis and foimata is condemned as

unreal ; and it is seen that what St. Paul means by works being unable to

justify is not that they cannot do so in themselves, but that no one can fulfil

them so completely as to be 'just.' We may notice that on ii. 6 he points

out that the words can be taken in quite a natural sense, for reward does not

imply merit, and on ii. 13 that he applies the passage to Gentiles not in

a state of grace, but says that the words mean that although Gentiles had
kno\\ ledge and opportunity they had sinned, and therefore would be neces-

•arily condemned.
The Reformation theology made St. Paul's point of view comprehensible,

but introduced errors of exes^'esis of its own. It added to St. Paul's teaching

of imputation' a theory of the imputation of Christ's merits, which became
the basis of much unreal systemaiization, and was an incorrect interpreta-

tion of St. Paul's meaning. The unreal distinction oi fides i/iformis and
formata, added to Luther's own extravagant language, produced a strong

antinomian temlency. ' Faith' almost comes to be looked upon as a meritorious

cause of justification; an unreal faith is substituted for dead works; and
faith becomes identified with ' personal assurance ' or ' self-assurance.' More-
over, for the ordinary expression of St. Paul, 'we are justified by faith,'

was substituted ' we are saved by faith,' a phrase which, although once
used by St. Paul, was only so usetl in the somewhat vague sense of ffu^av,

that at one time applies to our final salvation, at another to our present

life within the fold of the Church ; and the whole Christian scheme of

sanctification, rightly sepnrated in idea from justification, became divorced

in fact from the Christian life.

The Reformation teaching created definitely the distinction between iustitia

inipulata and iustitia infusa, and the Council of Trent defined Justification

thus : iustificatio non est sola pcccatorum remissio, sed etiam sanctificatio

et renovatio interioris hominis per voluntariam susceptionem gratiae et

donorum (Sess. VI. cap. vii).

'oinelius A typical commentary on the Romans from this point of view is that of

I.apide. Cornelius a Lapide. On i. 17 he makes a very just distinction between our

justification which comes by faith and our salvation which comes through

the Gospel, namely, all that is preached in the Gospel, the death and merits

of Christ, the sacraments, the precepts, the promises. He argues from ii. 13

that works have a place in justification ; and that our justification consists in

the gift to us of the Divine justice, that is, of grace and charity and other

virtues.

This summary has been made sufficiently comprehensive to bring out the

main points on which interpretation has varied. It is clear from St. Paul's

langu.nge that he makes a definite distinction in thought between three

several stages which may be named Justification, Sanctincation, Salvation.

Our Christian life begins with the act of faith by which we turn to Christ

;

that is sealed in baptism ihrougli which we receive remission of sins and

are incorporated into the Christ lan community, being made partakers of

all the spiritual blessings which that implies : then if our life is consistent

with tiiese conditions we may hope fur life eternal not for our own merits

but for Christ's sake. The first step, that of Remission of sins, is Justi-

fication : the life that follows in the Christian community is the life of

Sanctification. These two ideas are connected in time in so far as the

moment in which our sins are forgiven begins the new life ; but they are

separated in thought, and it is r.eccssary for us that this should be so, in

order that we may realize that unless we come to Christ in the self-surrender
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of faith nothing can profit ns. There is a close connexion again between
Justification and Salvation ; the one represents the beginning of the process

of which the other is the conclusion, and in so far as the first step is the

essential one the life of the justilied on earth can be and is spoken of as

the life of the saved ; but the two »re separated both in thought and in

time, and this is so that we may realize that onr life, as we are accepted by
faith, endowed with the gift of God's Holy Spirit, and incorporated into the

Christian community, must be holy. By our life we shall be judged (see the

notes on ii. 6, 13) : we must stride to make our character such as befits us

for the life in which we ho|je to share : but we are saved by Christ's death;
and the initial act of faith has been the hand which we stretched out to

receive the divine mercy.

Our historical review has largely been a history of the confusion of these

three separate aspects of the Gospel scheme.

THTJ MYSTICAI. TTNTIOW OP THE CHKISTIAIT

WITH CHRIST.

VI. 1-14. If more sin only means more grace, shall we

go on sinning f Impossible. The baptized Christian cminoi

sin. Sin is a direct contradiction of the state of things

which baptism assumes. Baptism has a double function.

(i) It brings the Christian into personal contact with Christ,

so close that it may be fitly described as union with Him.

(2) // expresses symbolically a series of acts corresponding te

the redeeming acts of Christ.

Immersion = Death.

Submersion = Burial {the ratification of Death).

Emergence = Resurrection

All these the Christia?i has to undergo in a moral and

spiritual sense, and by means of his union with Christ. As
Christ by His death on the Cross ceasedfrom all contact zvith

sin, so the Christian, united with Christ in his baptism, has

done once for all with sin, and lives henceforth a reformed

life dedicated to God. [ This at least is the ideal, zvhaiever

may be the reality?^ (vv. i-ii.) Act then as vien who have

thrown off the dominion of Sin. Dedicate all your powers

to God. Be not afraid ; Law., Shts ally, is superseded in

its hold over you by Grace (vv. 12-14).

* Objector. Is not this dangerous doctrine ? If more sin

means more grace, are we not encouraged to go on sinning ?
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•St. Paul. A horrible thought ! When we took the decisive

step and became Christians we may be said to have died to sin, in

such a way as would make it flat contradiction to Uve any longer

in it -^^

•Surely you do not need reminding that all of us who were

immersed or baptized, as our Christian phrase runs, ' into Christ,'

i. e. into the closest allegiance and adhesion to Him, were so

immersed or baptized into a special relation to His Death. I mean

that the Ciiristian, at his baptism, not only professes obedience

to Christ but enters into a relation to Him so intimate that it may
be described as actual union. Now this union, taken in connexion

with the peculiar symbolism of Baptism, implies a great deal more.

That symbolism recalls to us with great vividness the redeeming

acts of Christ—His Death, Burial, and Resurrection. And our

union with Christ involves that we shall repeat those acts, in

such sense as we may, i. e. in a moral and spiritual sense, in our

own persons.

* When we descended into the baptismal water, that meant that

we died with Christ—to sin. When the water closed over our

heads, that meant that we lay buried with Him, in proof that our

death to sin, like His death, was real. But this carries with it the

third step in the process. As Christ was raised from among the

dead by a majestic exercise of Divine power, so we also must from

henceforth conduct ourselves as men in whom has been implanted

a new principle of life.

" For it is not to be supposed that we can join with Christ in

one thing and not join with Him in another. If, in undergoing

a death like His, we are become one with Christ as the graft

becomes one with the tree into which it grows, we must also be

one with Him by undergoing a resurrection like His, i. e. at once

a moral, spiritual, and physical resurrection. • For it is matter of

experience that our Old Self—what we were before we became

Christians—was nailed to the Cross with Christ in our baptism

:

it was killed by a process so like the Death of Christ and so

wrought in conjunction with Him that it too may share in the

name and associations of His Crucifixion. And the object of

this crucifixion of our Old Self was that the bodily sensual part of

us, prolific home and haunt of sin, might be so paralyzed and
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disabled as henceforth to set us free from the service of Sin. ' For

just as no legal claim can be made upon the dead, so one who is

(ethically) dead is certified ' Not Guilty ' and exempt from all the

claims that Sin could make upon him.

*But is this all? Are we to stop at the death to sin? No;
there is another side to the process. If, when we became Chris-

tians, we died with Christ (morally and spiritually), we believe that

we shall also live with Him (physically, as well as ethically and

spiritually) :
* because we know for a fact that Christ Himself, now

that He has been once raised from the dead, will not have the

process of death to undergo again. Death has lost its hold over

Him for ever. ^"For He has done with Death, now that He has

done once for all with Sin, by bringing to an end that earthly

state which alone brought Him in contact with it. Henceforth

He lives in uninterrupted communion with God.
" In like manner do you Christians regard yourselves as dead,

inert and motionless as a corpse, in all that relates to sin, but

instinct with life and responding in every nerve to those Divine

claims and Divine influences under which you have been brought

by your union with Jesus Messiah.

" I exhort you therefore not to let Sin exercise its tyranny over

this frail body of yours by giving way to its evil passions. " Do
not, as you are wont, place hand, eye, and tongue, as weapons

stained with unrighteousness, at the service of Sin ; but dedicate

yourselves once for all, like men who have left the ranks of the

dead and breathe a new spiritual life, to God ; let hand, eye, and

tongue be weapons of righteous temper for Him to wield. " You
may rest assured that in so doing Sin will have no claims or

power over you, for you have left the regime of Law (which, as we

shall shortly see, is a stronghold of Sin) for that of Grace.

1. The fact that he has just been insisting on the function of sin

to act as a provocative of Divine grace recalls to the mind of the

Aposde the accusation brought against himself of saying ' Let us

do evil, that good may come ' (iii. 8). He is conscious that his

own teaching, if pressed to its logical conclusion, is open to this

charge ; and he states it in terms which are not exactly those which

would be used by his adversaries but such as might seem to

express the one-sided development of his own thought. Of course

he does not allow the consequence for a moment ; he repudiate*
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it however not by proving a non sequitur, but by showing how this

train of thought is crossed by another, even more fundamental.

He is thus led to bring up the second of his great pivot-doctrines,

the Mystical Union of the Christian with Christ dating from his

Baptism. Here we have another of those great elemental forces in

the Christian Life which effectually prevents any antinomian con-

clusion such as might seem to be drawn from different premises.

St. Paul now proceeds to explain the nature of this force and the

way in which the Christian is related to it.

The various readings in this chapter are unimportant. There can be no
question that we should read ivifiivtufxiv for enifj.fvovfxfi' in ver. i ; C-qcTo/iev

and not (r)awfxiv in ver. 2 ; and that to) Kvpio) -^fxaiv should be omitted at the

end of ver. ii. In that verse the true position of ehai is after tavrovs

(N*BC, Cyr.-Alex. Jo.-Damasc.) : some inferior authorities place it after

vfKpovs ftev : the Western text (A D E F G, Tert. ; cf^ also fesh. Boh. Arm.
Aeth.) omits it altogether.

2. oiTices dire0di'Ofji6i'. Naturally the relative of quality :
' we,

being what we are, men who died (in our baptism) to sin,' &c.

3. ?i
dyp'oelTe :

' Can you deny this, or is it possible that you are

not aware of all that your baptism involves ?
' St. Paul does not

like to assume that his readers are ignorant of that which is to him

so fundamental. The deep significance of Baptism was universally

recognized ; though it is hardly likely that any other teacher would

have expressed that significance in the profound and original

argument which follows.

ePaTTTiadTjfAev cis XpiCTToi' 'iTjaouK :
' were baptized unto union

with' (not merely 'obedience to') 'Christ.' The act of baptism

was an act of incorporation into Christ. Comp. esp. Gal. iii. 27
OQoi yap (Is \pi(TTuv f;:iaTTTLcrdi]T€, Xpicrrov eve^ucraade.

This conception lies at the root of the whole passage. All the

consequences which St. Paul draws follow from this union, incor-

poration, identification of the Christian with Christ. On the origin

of the conception, see below.

CIS Tov QdvaTOV auTOu i^a-mi(T6y]\i€V. This points back to dntSdvofifv

above. The central point in the passage is dea/A. The Christian

dies because Christ died, and he is enabled to realize His death

through his union with Christ.

But why is baptism said to be specially ' into Christ's deafh ' ?

The reason is because it is owing primarily to the Death of Christ

that the condition into which the Christian enters at his baptism

is such a changed condition. We have seen that St. Paul does

ascribe to that Death a true objective efficacy in removing the

barrier which sin has placed between God and man. Hence, as

it is Baptism which makes a man a Christian, so is it the Death

of Christ which wins for the Christian his special immunities

and privileges. The sprinkling of the Blood of Christ seals that
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covenant with His People to which Baptism admits them. But this

is only the first step : the Apostle goes on to show how the Death
of Christ has a subjective as well as an objective side for the

believer.

4. <Tuv€rd^r]iJ.€v . . . Odvarov. A Strong majority of the best

scholars (Mey.-W. Gif. Lips. Oltr. Go.) would connect (h Wi

ddvarov with bia rov ^anriaixaTos 'and not with avviTaCJnjfj.ev, because ol

(i) e^aiTT. tls T. 6av. avT. just before
;

(ii) a certain incongruity in

the connexion of awfrdcp. with (U tov ddvarov : death precedes burial

and is not a result or object of it. We are not sure that this

reasoning is decisive, (i) St, Paul does not avoid these ambiguous
constructions, as may be seen by iii. 25 ok irpotdeTo . . . Sia Ttjs niurfcos

(V Tw avTov olfiaTi, where iv roj avrov aifiari goes with np' fdero and
not with did Ttjs iTuTTfas. (ii) The ideas of * burial ' and ' death ' are

so closely associated that they may be treated as correlative to each

other—burial is only death sealed and made certain, ' Our baptism

was a sort of funeral ; a solemn act of consigning us to that death

of Christ in which we are made one with Him,' Va. (iii) There is

a special reason for saying here not ' we were buried into burial,'

but * we were buried into death,' because ' death ' is the keynote of

the whole passage, and the word would come in appropriately to

mark the transition from Christ to the Christian. Still these argu-

ments do not amount to proof that the second connexion is right,

and it is perhaps best to yield to the weight of authority. For the

idea compare esp. Col. ii. 12 avira^eVres aira iv Tw ^airTicTfiaTi iv (a

Koi <rvvr)yfpdr]Tt.

CIS TOf Qdvajov is best taken as = ' into that death (of His),' the

death just mentioned : so Oltr. Gif. Va. Mou., but not Mey.-W.
Go., who prefer the sense * into death ' (in the abstract). In any
case there is a stress on the idea of death ; but the clause and the

verse which follow will show that St. Paul does not yet detach the

death of the Christian from the death of Christ.

81A TTis 86|t)s toO irarpos : do^r^s here practically = ' power
'

; but

it is power viewed externally rather than internally ; the stress is

laid not so much on the inward energy as on the signal and
glorious manifestation. Va. compares Jo. xi. 40, 23, where 'thou

shalt see the glory of God ' = ' thy brother shall rise again.' See

note on iii. 23.

5. ffo'fji4>oToi :
' united by growth

'
; the word exactly expresses

the process by which a graft becomes united with the life of a tree.

So the Christian becomes ' grafted into ' Christ. For the metaphor
we may compare xi. 17 ffi* Sf dypicXaios u)V fitKtvrpiadrjs fV avrols, Koi

(TvyKoivuvbs TTJs piC']^ "f" T^f nioTTjTos Tt]s <Xaias eyivov, and Tenn} Son's

'grow incorporate into thee.'

It is a question whether we are to take o-i^/i^. y^yov. di'cctly with

Tw onoiwu. tc.T.\. or whether we are to supply tw Xpioroj and make
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TO Snoiwii. dat. of respect. Probably the former, as being simplel

and more nalural, so far at least as construction is concerned,
though no doubt there is an ellipse in meaning which would be
more exactly represented by the fuller phrase. Such condensed
and strictly speaking inaccurate expressions are common in

language of a quasi-colloquial kind. St, Paul uses these freer

modes of speech and is not tied down by the rules of formal
literary composition.

6. Y''^'wcTKoi'T€s : see Sp. Comm. on i Cor. viii. i (p. 299), where
yii'd)crK&) as contrasted with oi8a is explained as signifying ' apprecia-

tive or experimental acquaintance.' A slightly different explanation

is given by Gif. ad loc, ' noting this,' as of the idea involved in the

fact, a knowledge which results from the exercise of understanding

h TraXaios tJfiSi' ar^Opuiros : *our old self; cp. esp. Suicer, Thes.

i. 352, where the patristic interpretations are collected (^ nportpa

noKiTfla Theodrt. ; 6 Kartyvmafxevos ^los Euthym.-Zig., &c.).

This phrase, with its correlative 6 Kaivos avOpcunos, is a marked link of

connexion between the acknowledged and disputed Kpp. (of. Eph. ii. 15;
iv. 22, 24; Col. iii. 9). The coincidence is the more remarkable as the
phrase would hardly come into use until great stress began to be laid upon
the necessity for a change of life, and may be a coinnge of St. Paul's. It

should be noted however that 6 ivrds dv6pojiros goes back to Plato (Grm.
Thay. s. v. avOpcuiroi, I.e.).

<ruv€crTavpco0T) : of. Gal. ii. 20 XpiarZ ffweffravpcufiat. There is a differ-

ence between the thought here and in /;////. Xii. II. xii. 3 ' Behold 1 in the

cross all doth consist, and all lieth in our dying thereon ; for there is no
other way unto life, and unto true inward peace, but the way of the holy
cross, and of daily mortification.' This is rather the 'taking up the cross'

of the Gospels, which is a daily process. St. Paul no doubt leaves room for

such a process (Col. iii. 5, &c.) ; but here he is going back to that which is

its root, the one decisive ideal act which he regards as taking place in

baptism : in this the more gradual lifelong process is anticipated.

KarapYTjOr. For Karapyuv see on iii. 3. The word is appro-

priately used in this connexion :
' that the body of sin may be

paralyzed,' reduced to a condition of absolute impotence and
inaction, as if it were dead.

TO adjfjia TTis dfjiapTias : the body of which sin has taken posses-

sion. Parallel phrases are vii. 24 tov a-aipiaTos tov SapiWov tovtov :

Phil. iii. 21 TO (Tw/xa rrjs TaneiviiXTaos fjfjioiv ', Col, ii. II [fV rfj avfK-

fiOo-fi] TOV arufiiiTos T^r aapK6s. The gen. has the general sense of
' belonging to,' but acquires a special shade of meaning in each

case from the context ;
' the body which is given over to death,'

* the body in its present state of degradation,' ' the body which is

so apt to be the instrument of its own carnal imjmlses.'

Here t6 awpa TJjr afiapTuis must be taken closely together, because

it is not the body, simply as such, which is to be killed, but the
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body as the seat of sin. This is to be killed, so that Sin may lose

its slave.

Tou fXTjKcTi SouXeueif. On ToC with inf. as expressing purpose see

esp. Westcott, Hebrews^ p. 342.
Tj] ajjiapTia : a/xaprta, as throughout this passage, is personified as

a hard taskmaster: see the longer note at the end of the last chapter.

7. 6 yap diTo6a>/a)i' . . . djiaprias. The argument is thrown into

the form of a general proposition, so that o dnoduvoji' must be taken

in the widest sense, ' he who has undergone death in any sense of

the- term '—physical or ethical. The primary sense is however

clearly physical :
' a dead man has his quittance from any claim

that Sin can make against him': what is obviously true of the

physically dead is inferentially true of the ethically dead. Comp.
I Pet. iv. I ort 6 nadav acipKi Trenavrai d/xapTias '. also the Rabbinical

parallel quoted by Delitzsch ad he. ' when a man is dead he is free

from the law and the commandments.'

Delitzsch goes so far as to describe the idea as an ' acknowledged /ocus

cotnmunis^ which would considerably weaken the force of the literary

coincidence between the two Apostles.

SeSiKaicdrai diro Tr]9 dfJiapTias. The sense cf ^i^iKalcorai is Still

forensic :
' is declared righteous, acquitted from guilt.' The idea is

that of a master claiming legal possession of a slave : proof being

put in that the slave is dead, the verdict must needs be that the

claims of law are satisfied and that he is no longer answerable

;

Sin loses its suit.

8. CTu^Tjaoiiei'. The different senses of ' life ' and ' death ' always

lie near together with St. Paul, and his thought glides backwards
and forwards from one to another almost imperceptibly ; now he

lays a little more stress on the physical sense, now on the ethical

;

at one moment on the present state and at another on the future.

Here and in ver. 9 the future eternal life is most prominent ; but

ver. 10 is transitional, and in ver. u we are back again at the

stand-point of the present.

9. If the Resurrection opened up eternity to Christ it will do
so also to the Christian.

Kupieu'ei. Still the idea of master and slave or vassal. Death
loses its dominium over Christ altogether. That which gave Death
its hold upon Him was sin, the human sin with which He was
brought in contact by His Incarnation. The connexion was
severed once for all by Death, which set Him free for ever.

10. o yo^p direOake. The whole clause forms a kind of cognate

accus. after the second imkQaviv (Win. § xxiv. 4, p. 209 E. T.);

Euthym.-Zig. paraphrases ^ov Bavarov ov aneOave 8ia Ttjv afxapTla*

airiOnvt tIjv r/fieTepw, where however rfj afiaprl^ is not rightly repre*

sented by dia tjjv ifioftriai^.
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TT] dfiapTia &TTe6av€¥. In what sense did Christ die to sin ?

The phrase seems to point back to ver, 7 above : Sin ceased to

have any claim upon Him. But how could Sin have a claim upon
Him 'who had no acquaintance with sin' (2 Cor. v. 21)? The
same verse which tells us this supplies the answer : toj/ nfj yvovra

afiapriav virep tjfxwv afiapriav (Troirjcnp, ' the Sinless One for OUr sake

was treated as if He were sinful.' The sin which hung about Him
and wreaked its effects upon Him was not His but ours (cp. i Pet.

ii. 22, 24). It was in His Death that this pressure of human sin

culminated ; but it was also in His Death that it came to an end,

decisively and for ever.

e<j)(iTra^. The decisiveness of the Death of Christ is specially

insisted upon in Ep. to Hebrews. This is the great point of con-

trast with the Levitical sacrifices : they did and it did not need to

be repeated (cf. Heb. vii. 27; ix. 12, 26, 28; x. 10; also i Pet.

iii. 18).

t,^ Tu 0eG, Christ died for (in relation to) Sin, and lives hence-

forth for God. The old chain which by binding Him to sin made
Him also liable to death, is broken. No other power Kvpuiei avrov

but God.
This phrase Cu ^^ ©f? naturally suggests 'the moral ' application

to the believer.

11. \oyit,eaQe laurou's. The man and his 'self are distinguished.

The 'self is not the 'whole self,' but only that part of the man
which lay under the dominion of sin. [It will help us to bear this

in mind in the interpretation of the next chapter.] This part of

the man is dead, so that sin has lost its slave and is balked of its

prey ; but his true self is alive, and a.\ive/or God, through its

union with the risen Christ, who also lives only for God.
XoyiteCTQe : not indie, (as Beng. Lips.) but imper., preparing the

way, after St. Paul's manner, for the direct exhortation of the next

paragraph.

cc XpiCTTw 'lT]ao3. This phrase is the summary expression of

the doctrine wliich underlies the whole of this section and forms, as

we have seen, one of the main pillars of St. Paul's theology. The
chief points seem to be these, (i) The relation is conceived as

a local relation. The Christian has his being ' in ' Christ, as

living creatures ' in ' the air, as fish * in ' the water, as plants 'in'

the earth (Deissmann, p. 84 ; see below). (2) The order of the

words is invariably eV Xpiar^ 'irja-ov, not iv'lr^uov Xpiara (Deissmann,

p. 88 ; cp. also Haussleiter. as referred to on p. 86 sup.). We find

hnwever tv tm 'ir/o-oii in Eph. iv. 21, but not in the same strict

application. (3) In agreement with the regular usage of the words

in this order iu Xp. *I. always relates to the glorified Christ regarded

as trvfipa, not to the historical Christ. (4) The corresponding

expiession Xokttos tv nvi is best explained by the same analogy of
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* the air.* ]\Tan lives and breathes ' in the air/ and the air is also

•in the man ' (Deissmann, p. 92).

Deissmann's monograph is entitled Bit meutestamentliche Formtl in

Christojesu, Marburg, 1892. It is a careful and methodical investigation of

the subject, somewhat too rigorous in pressing all examples of the use into

the same mould, and rather inclined to realistic modes of conception. A very

interesting question arises as td the origin of the phrase. Herr Deissmann

regards it as a creation— and naturally as one of the most original creations

—

of St. Paul. And it is true that it is not found in the Synoptic Gospels.

Approximations however are found more or less sporadically, in 1 St. Peter

(iii. 16; V. ID, 14; always in the correct text kv Xptar^), in the Acts (iv._3

«i» T^ 'Irjaov: 9, 10 ev TO) hvofiaTi '\t](to\) "K-piffrov: 12 ; xiii. 39 ev tovtw waj

i maTfvojv SiKuiovrai), and in full volume in the Fourth Gospel {iv i^oi,

fiivfiv fv (/xoi Jo. vi. 56; xiv. 20, 30; XV. 2-7; xvi. 33; xvii, 21), in the

First Epistle of St John {iy avrw, iv rZ vl^ uvai, /xtveiv ii. 5, 6, 8, 24, 27,

28; iii. 6, 24; V. II, 20; «x*'*' Toi' viov v, 12), and also in the Apocalypse

{(V 'Iijrrov i. 9 ; iv Kvplai xiv. 1 3). Besides tha N. T. there are the Apostolic

Fathers, whose usage should be investigated with reference to the extent to

which it is directly traceable to St. Paul*. The phrase fv Xpiara) 'Itjuov

occurs in 1 Clem, xxxii. 4 ; xxxviii. i ; Ign. EpA. i. i ; Tral/. ix. 2 ; /\om.

L I ; ii. 2. The commoner phrases are iv Xpio-rS in Clem. Rom. and (v

'Irjaov XpiffTw which is frequent in Ignat. The distinction between iv 'Irjaov

XpiaTw and iv Xpiarw 'l-qaov is by this time obliterated. In view of these

phenomena and the usage of N. T. it is natural to ask whether all can be

accounted for on the assumption that the phrase originates entirely with

St. Paul. In spite of the silence of Evv. Synopt. it seems more probable

that the suggestion came in some way ultimately from our Lord Himself.

This would not be the only instance of an idea which caught the attention of

but few of the first disciples but was destined afterwards to wider acceptance

and expansion.

12. PaaiXeoeTw: cf. V. 21 of Sin ; v. 14, 17 of Death.

With this verse comp. Philo, £>e Gigant. 7 (Mang. i. 266) Alriov i\ rqy

avtmarripioavvqi fxiftarov 17 i^oLp^ ical f) tipbi aapKa oinfiioffis.

13. Observe the change of tense : irapiCTTdi'eTe, * go on yielding,*

by the weakness which succumbs to temptation whenever it presses;

iropao-TiiaoTe, ' dedicate by one decisive act, one resolute effort.'

oirXa :
' weapons ' (cf. esp. Rom. xiii. 1 2 ; 2 Cor. vi. 7 ; x. 4).

aSjKi'as and 8iKaio<rvvTis are gen. qualitatis. For a like military

metaphor more fully worked out comp. Eph. vi. 11-17.

14. djiapTio yap- You are not, as you used to be, constantly

harassed by the assaults of sin, aggravated to your consciences by

the prohibitions of Law. The fuller explanation of this aggravating

effect of Law is coming in what follows, esp. in ch. vii ; and it is

just like St. Paul to ' set up a finger-post,' pointing to the course his

argument is to take, in the last clause of a paragraph. It is like

* It is rather strange that this question does not appear to be touched eithei

by Bp. Lightfoot or by Gebhardt and Harnack. There is more to the point m
the excellent monograph on Ignatius by Von der Goltz in Texte U Unters.

xii. 3, but the particular group of phrases is not directly tr';ated.
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him loo to go off at the word vofiov into a digression, returning to

the subject with which the chapter opened, and looking at it from

another side.

TAe Doctrine of Mystical Union with Christ.

How did St. Paul arrive at this doctrine of the Mystical Union ?

Doubtless by the guiding of the Holy Spirit. But that guiding, as

it usually does, operated through natural and human channels.

The channel in this instance would seem to be psychological. The
basis of the doctrine is the Apostle's own experience. His conver-

sion was an intellectual change, but it was also something much
more. It was an intense personal apprehension of Christ, as

Master, Redeemer and Lord. But that apprehension was so

persistent and so absorbing; it was such a dominant element in

the life of the Apostle that by degrees it came to mean little less

than an actual identification of will. In the case of ordinary friend-

ship and affection it is no very exceptional thing for unity of purpose

and aim so to spread itself over the character, and so to permeate

thought and feeling, that those who are joined together by this

invisible and spiritual bond seem to act and think almost as if they

were a single person and not two. But we can understand that in

St. Paul's case with an object for his affections so exalted as Christ,

and with influences from above meeting so powerfully the upward

motions of his own spirit, the process of identification had a more

than common strength and completeness. It was accomplished in

that sphere of spiritual emotion for which the Apostle possessed

such remarkable gifts—gifts which caused him to be singled out as

the recipient of special l3ivine communications. Hence it was that

there grew up within him a state of feeling which he struggles to

express and succeeds in expressing through language which is

practically the language of union. Nothing short of this seemed to

do justice to the degree of that identification of will which the

Apostle attained to. He spoke of himself as one with Christ. And
then his thoughts were so concentrated upon the culminating acts

in the Life of Christ—the acts which were in a special sense asso-

ciated with man's redemption—His Death, Burial and Resurrection

—that when he came to analyze his own feelings, and to dissect

this idea of oneness, it was natural to him to see in it certain stages,

corresponding to those great acts of Christ, to see in it something

corresponding to death, something corresponding to burial (which

was only the emphasizing of death), and something corresponding

to resurrection.

Here there came in to help the peculiar symbolism of Baptism. An
imagination as lively as St. Paul's soon found in it analogies to the

lame process. That plunge beneath the running waters was likt
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a death ; the moment's pause while they swept on overhead was
like a burial ; the standing erect once more in air and sunlight

was a species of resurrection. Nor did the likeness reside only in

the outward rite, it extended to its inner significance. To what was
it that the Christian died ? He died to his old self, to all that he

had been, whether as Jew or Gentile, before he became a Christian.

To what did he rise again ? Clearly to that new life to which the

Christian was bound over. And in this spiritual death and resurrec-

tion the great moving factor was that one fundamental principle of

ttnion with Christ, identification of will with His. It was this which

enabled the Christian to make his parting with the past and embracing
of new obligations real.

There is then, it will be seen, a meeting and coalescence of

a number of diverse trains of thought in this most pregnant

doctrine. On the side of Christ there is first the loyal acceptance

of Him as Messiah and Lord, that acceptance giving rise to an
impulse of strong adhesion, and the adhesion growing into an
identification of will and purpose which is not wrongly described

as union. P'urther, there is the distributing of this sense of union

over the cardinal acts of Christ's Death, Burial and Resurrection.

Then on the side of the man there is his formal ratification of the

process by the undergoing of Baptism, the symbolism of which all

converges to the same end ; and there is his practical assumption

of the duties and obligations to which baptism and the embracing

of Christianity commit him—the breaking with his tainted past, the

entering upon a new and regenerate career for the future.

The vocabulary and working out of the thought in St. Paul are

his own, but the fundamental conception has close parallels in the

writings of St. John and St. Peter, the New Birth through water

and Spirit (John iii. 5), the being begotten again of incorruptible

seed (i Pet. i. 23), the comparison of baptism to the ark of Noah
(i Pet. iii. 20, 21) in St. Peter; and there is a certain partial

coincidence even in the dneKvrjaev of St. James (Jas. i. 18).

It is the great merit of Matthew Arnold's Sf. Paul and Protestantism,

whatever its defects and whatever its one-sidedness, that it did seize with

remarkable force and freshness on this part of St. Paul's teaching. And the

merit is all the greater when we consider how really high and difficult that

teaching is, and how apt it is to shoot over the head of reader or hearer.

Matthew Arnold saw, and expressed with all Lis own lucidity, the foundation

of simple psychological fact on which the Apostle's mystical language is

based. He gives to it the name of ' faith,' and it is indeed the only kind of

faith which he recognizes. Nor is he wrong in giving the process this name,
though, as it happens, St. Paul has not as yet spoken of ' faith ' in this con-

nexion, and does not so speak of it until he comes to Eph. iii. 17. It was
really faith, the living apprehension of Christ, which lies at the bottom of all

the language of identification and union.

'If ever there was a case in which the wonder-working power of attach-

ment, in a man for whom th* moral sympathies and the desire for righteoii»

M a
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ness were all-powerfnT, might employ itself and work its wonders, it wai
heie. Paul felt this ]K]Wer prnetrate him; and he felt, also, how by
peiiectly ulentilyiiig himself through it with Christ, and in no other way,
could he ever get ihe confidence and force to do as Christ did. He thus

found a point in which the mighty world outside man, and the weak world
inside him, see ned to combine for his salvation. The struggling stream of

duty, which hnd not volume enough to bear him to his goal, was suddenly
reinforced by the immense tidal wave of sympathy and emotion. To this

new and potent influence Paul gave the name of faith ' {St. Paul and
Protestantism, p. 60 f).

' It is impossible to be in presence of this Pauline conception of faith

without remarking on the incomparable power of edification which it con-

tains. It is indeed a crowning evidence of that piercing practical religious

sense which we have attributed to Paul. . , . The elemei:tal power of sym-
pathy and emotion in us, a power which extends beyond the limits of our
own will and conjcious activity, which we cannot measure and control, and
which in each of us diflers immensely in force, volume, and mode of mani-
festation, he calls into full play, and sets it to work with all its strength and
in all its variety. But one unalterable object is assigned by him to this

power : to die with Christ to the law of theflesh, to live with Christ to the

law of the mind. This is the doctrine of the necrosis (2 Cor. iv. 10), Paul's

central doctrine, and the doctrine which makes his profoundness and origin-

ality. . . . Those multitudinous motions of appetite and self-will which
reason and conscience disapproved, reason and conscience could yet not

govern, and had to yield to them. This, as we have seen, is what drove
Paul almost to despair. Well, then, how did Paul's faith, working through
love, help him here? It enabled him to reinforce duty by affection. In the

central need of his nature, the desire to govern these motions of unrighteous-

ness, it enabled him to say : Die to them I Christ did. If any man be in

Christ, said Paul,—that is, if any man identifies himself with Christ by
attachment so that he enters into his feelings and lives with his life, -he is

a new creature ; he can do, and does, what Christ did. First, he suffers

with him. Christ, throughout His life and in His death, presented His body
a living sacrifice to God ; every self-willed impulse, blindly trying to assert

itself without respect of the universal order, he died to. You, says Paul to

his disciple, are to do the same. ... If you cannot, your attachment, your
faith, must be one that goes but a very little way. In an ordinary human
attachment, out of love to a woman, out of love to a friend, out of love to

a child, you can suppress quite easily, because by sympathy you become one
with them and their feelings, this or that impulse of selfishness which

happens to conflict with them, and which hitherto you have obeyed. All

impulses of selfishness conflict with Christ's feelings, He showed it by dying

to them all; if you are one with Him by faith and sympathy, you can die to

them also. Then, secondly, if you thus die with Him, you become trans-

formed by the renewing of your mind, and rise with Him. . . . Yon rise with

Him to that harmonious conformity with the real and eternal order, that

sense of pleasing God who trieth the hearts, which is life and peace, and
which grows more and more till it becomes glory' {ibid. pp. 75-78).

Another sinking presentation of the thought of this passage will be found

in a lay sermon, The Witness of God, by the philosopher, T. H. Green
(London, 18S3; also in Works . Mr. Green was as far removed as Matthew
Arnold from conventional theology, and there are traces of Hegclianism in

what follows for which allowance should be made, hut his mind had a natural

affinity for this side of St. Paul's teaching, and he has expressed it with great

force and moral intensity. To this the brief extracts given will do but

imperfect justice, and the sermon is well worth rea<Ung in its entirety.

' The death and rising again of the Christ, as [St. Paul] conceived them.
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were not separate and independent events. They were two sides of the same
act—an act which relatively to sin, to the flesh, to the old man, to all which
separates from God, is death ; but which, just for that reason, is the birth of

a new life relatively to God, . . . God was in [Christ], so that what He did,

God did. A death unto life, a life out of death, must then be in some way
the essence of the divine nature—must be an act which, thuugh exhibited

once for all in the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ, was yet eternal

—

the act of God Himself. For l±at very reason, however, it was one perpetu-

ally re-enacted, and to be re-enacted, by man. If Christ died for all, all died

in Him: all were buried in His grave to hz all made alive in His resur-

rection ... In other words, He constitutes in us a new intellectual conscious-

ness, which transforms the will and is the source of a new moral life.'

There is special value in the way in which the difierence is brought out

between the state of things to which the individual can attain by his owa
effort and one in which the change is wrought from without. The first

' would be a self-renunciation which would be really the acme of self-seeking.

On the other hand, presented as the continuous act of God Himself, as the

eternal self-surrender of the Divine Son to the Father, it is for us and may
be in us, but is not of us. Nay, it is just because not of us, that it may be
in us. Because it is the mind of Christ, and Christ is God's, in the contem-
plation of it we are taken out of ourselves, we slip the natural man and
appropriate that mind which we behold. Constrained by God's manifested

love, we cease to be our own that Christ may become ours' {TAe IVitness of
God, pp. 7-10).

We may quote lastly an estimate of the Pauline conception in the history

of Religion. ' It is in Christendom that, according to the providence of God,
this power has been exhibited ; not indeed either adequately or exclusively,

but most fully. In the religions of the East, the idea of a death to the

fleshly self as the end of the merely human, and the beginning of a divine

life, has not been wanting ; nor, as a mere idea, has it been very different from
that which is the ground of Christianity. But there it has never been
realized in action, either intellectually or morally. The idea of the with-

drawal from sense has remained abstract. It has not issued in such a struggle

with the superficial view of things, as has gradually constituted the science

of Christendom. In like manner that of self-renunciation has never emerged
from the esoteric state. It has had no outlet into the life of charity, but

a back-way always open into the life of sensual licence, and has been finally

mechanized in the artificial vacancy of the dervish or fakir' {ibid. p. 21).

One of the services which Mr. Green's lay sermon may do us is in helping
ns to understand—not the whole but part of the remarkable conception of

'The Way' in Dr. Hort's posthumous The Way, the Truth, a?id the Life
(Cambridge and Lonron, 1893). When it is contended, 'first that the whole
seeming maze of history in nature and man, the tumultuous movement of the

world in progress, has running through it one supreme dominating Way;
and second, that He who on earth was called Jesus the Nazarene is that

Way' {^The M'ay, &c. p. 20 f.), we can hardly be wrong, though the point
might have been brought out more clearly, in seeking a scriptural illustration

in St. Paul's teaching as to the Death, Burial, and Resurrection of Christ.

These to him are not merely isolated historical events which took place once
for all in the past. They did so take place, and their historical reality, as
well as their direct significance in the Redemption wrought out by Christ,

must be insisted upon. But they are more than this : they constitute a law,

a predisposed pattern or plan, which other human lives have to follow.
' Death unto life,' ' life growing out of death,' is the inner principle or secret,

applied in an indefinite variety of ways, but running through the history of

most, perhaps all, religious aspiration and attainment. Everywhere there

must be the death of an old -/clf and the birth of a new. It must be
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admitted that the group of conceptions united by St. Paul, and, as it would
seem, yet more widely extended by St. John, is difficult to grasp intellectually,

and has doubtless been acted upon in many a simple unspeculative life in

which there was never any attempt to formulate it exactly in words. But the

conception belongs to the length and depth and height of the Gospel : here,

as we see it in St. Paul, it bears all the impress of his intense and prophet-

like penetration : and there can be little doubt that it is capable of exercising

a stronger and more dominating influence on the Christian consciousness

than it has done. This must be our excuse for expanding the doctrine at

rather considerable length, and for invoking the assistance of those who, just

by their detachment from ordinary and traditional Chiistianity, have brought

to bear a freshness of insight in certain directions which has led them, if not

exactly to discoveries, yet to new and vivid realization of truths wbrich to

indolent minds are obscured by their very familiarity.

THE TEANSITIOW mOM LAW TO GKACB,
ANALOGY OP SLAVERY.

VI. 15-23. Take an illustration from common life—the

condition of slavery. The Christian was a slave of sin

;

his business was uncleanness ; his wages, death. But he

has been emancipated from this service^ only to enter upon

attother—that of Righteousness.

"Am I told that we should take advantage of our liberty as

subjects of Grace and not of Law, to sin ? Impossible I " Are

you not aware that to render service and obedience to any one is

to be the slave of that person or power to which obedience is

rendered? And so it is here. You are either slaves of Sin, and

the end before you death ; or you are true to your rightful Master,

and the end before you righteousness. "But, thank God, the

time is past when you were slaves of Sin ; and at your baptism you

gave cordial assent to that standard of life and conduct in which

you were first instructed and to the guidance of which you were

then handed over by your teachers. "Thus you were emancipated

from the service of Sin, and were transferred to the service of

Righteousness.

" I am using a figure of speech taken from every-day human

relations. If ' servitude ' seems a poor and harsh metaphor, it is

one which the remains of the natural man that still cling about you

will at least permit you to understand. Yours must be an un-

divided service. Devote the members of your body as unreservedly
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to the service of righteousness for progressive consecration to God,

as you once devoted them to Pagan uncleanness and daily increas-

ing hcence. *° I exhort you to this. Why ? Because while you

were slaves to Sin, you were freemen in regard to Righteousness.

" What good then did you get from conduct which you now blush

to think of? Much indeeol I For the goal to which it leads is

death. ^'^ But now that, as Christians, you are emancipated from

Sin and enslaved to God, you have something to show for your

service—closer and fuller consecration, and your goal, eternal Life I

" For the wages which Sin pays its votaries is Death ; while you

receive—no wages, but the bountiful gift of God, the eternal Life,

which is ours through our union with Jesus INIessiah, our Lord.

15-23. The next two sections (vi. 15-23 ; vii. 1-6) might be
described summarily as a description of the Christian's release, what
it is and what it ;s not. The receiving of Christian Baptism was
a great dividing-line across a man's career. In it he entered into

a wholly new relation of self-identification with Christ which was
fraught with momentous consequences looking both backwards and
forwards. From his sin-stained past he was cut off as it were by
death : towards the future he turned radiant with the quickening

influence of a new life. St. Paul now more fully expounds the

nature of the change. He does so by the help of two illustrations,

one from the state of slavery, the other from the state of wedlock.

Each state implied certain ties, like those by which the convert to

Christianity was bound before his conversion. But the cessation of

these ties does not carry with it the cessation of all ties ; it only

means the substitution of new ties for the old. So is it with the

slave, who is emancipated from one service only to enter upon
another. So is it with the wife who, when released by the death of

one husband, is free to marry again. In the remaining verses of

this chapter St. Paul deals with the case of Slavery. Emancipation
from Sin is but the prelude to a new service of Righteousness.

15. The Apostle once more reverts to the point raised at the

beginning of the chapter, but with the variation that the incentive

to sin is no longer the seeming good which Sin works by calling

down grace, but the freedom of the state of grace as opposed to the

strictness of the Law. St. Paul's reply in effect is that Christian

freedom consists not in freedom to sin but in freedom from sin.

afiapTfi<7co(i€v : from a late aor. ^^fxaprrjaa, found in LXX (Veitch, /rre^.

Verbs, p. 49). Chrys. codd. Theodrt. and others, with minuscules, read
d/ia/jTij cro/xev.

16. A general proposition to which our Lord Himself had
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appealed in 'No man can serve two masters' (Matt. vi. 24). There
are still nearer parallels in John viii. 34 ; 2 Pet. ii. 19 : passages

however which do not so much prove direct dependence on St. Paul

as that the thought was 'in the air' and might occur to more
writers than one.

ijTOi . . . f\: these (disjunctive* state a dilemma in a lively and emphatic
way, implying that one limb or the other must be clicsen (Baumlein, Par-
tikellehre, p. 344 ; Kiihner, Gram. § 540. 5).

17. €is or . . . 8i8a)(T]S : stands for [uTri^KoiVaTf
J
nVw St^o;^^? (\i

hv nape^odrjTt. We expect rather 05 in'iv napeSuOr} : it seems more
natural to say that the teaching is handed over to the persons

taught than that the persons taught are handed over to the teach-

ing. The form of phrase which St. Paul uses however expresses

well the experience of Christian converts. Before baptism they

underwent a course of simple instruction, like that in the ' Two
Ways' or first part of the Di'dack/ (see the reff. in Hatch, Hibbert

Lectures, p. 314). With baptism this course of instruction ceased,

and they were left with its results impressed upon their minds.

This was to be henceforth their standard of living.

Tu'iroi' SiSaxTis. For rvn-oy see the note on ch. v. 14. The third

of the senses there given ('pattern,' 'exemplar/ 'standard') is by
far the most usual with St. Paul, and there can be little doubt that

that is the meaning here. So among the ancients Chrys. (Wj 5e i

Tvnoi T^f biba^rjsl 6p6a>s C']" *«* fxtra iioXiTfLas opicrTjjs) Euthym.-Zig.

(els TVTTOV, fj'yovv Toi' Kai'oi'a Koi opov ttJs evcrf/Sovy TT'iXirft'ay), and
among moderns all the English commentators with Oltr. and Lips.

To suppose, as some leading Continental scholars (De W. Mey.-W.
Go.) have done, that some special ' type of doctrine/ whether

Jewish-Christian or Pauline, is meant, is to look with the eyes of

the nineteenth century and not with those of the first (cf. Hort,

J^om. and Eph. p. 32 'Nothing like this notion of a plurality of

Christian tvttoi SiSn^^y occurs anywhere else in the N. T., and it is

quite out of harmony with the context').

19. dv'GpoSmi'ov Xe'yci). St. Paul uses this form of phrase (cf.

Gal. iii. 15 Kara avdpunov Xeyo)) where he wishes to apologize for

having recourse to some common (or as he would have called it

' carnal ') illustration to express spiritual truths. So Chrys. (first

explanation) u>aavfi fXeytv, dno av6pQi)-nivu)V \oyiapo)v, dno roop ip

<rvvr)6e'ia yiv(ip.tvu)v.

Sid Tr]v daOeVciar ttjs o-apKog. Two explanations are possible •

(i) * because of the moral hindrances which prevent the practice of

Christianity' (Chrys. Theodrt. Weiss and others); (2) 'because

of the difficulties of apprehension, from defective spiritual experi-

ence, which prevent the understanding of its deeper truths' (most

moderns). Clearly this is more in keeping with the context In
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any case the clause refers to what has gone before, not (as Orig.

Chrys., &c.) to what follows.

ffdpf human nature in its weakness, primarily physical and moral, but

secondarily intillectual. It is intellectual weakness in so far as this is deter-

mined by moral, by the limitations of character : cf. (ppoveTv ri rrji aap/coi,

4>p6vr]fia rfJT aapKui Rom. viii. 5 f. ; ao(pul Kara aapfca I Cor. i. 26. The
idea of this passage is similar to that of i Cor. iii. a 7<iA.a vfids iwoTiaa, ov

Ppuj^a' ovnoD -yap TjSvvaaOe.

Tjj dxaOapo-ia. aKadapcria znd ai/o/xt'a fitly describe the characteristic

features of Pagan life (cf. i. 24 ff.). As throughout the context these

forms of sin are personified; they obtain a mastery over the man;
and tit TTjv avojxiav describes the effect of that mastery—'to the

practice of iniquity.* With these verses (19-21) compare especially

I Pet, iv. 1-5.

ets dyiaafjLOK. Mey. (but not Weiss) Lips. Oltr. Go. would make
&yia(Tp.6i here practically = ayicoavvrj, i. e. not so much the process of

consecration as the result of the process. There is certainly this

tendency in language; and in some of the places in which the word
is used it seems to have the sense of the resulting state (e. g. i Thess.

iv. 4, where it is joined with rifirj ; i Tim. ii. 15, where it is joined

with iriaris and dydnrj). But in the present passage the word may
well retain its proper meaning : the members are to be handed over

to Righteousness to be (gradually) made fit for God's service, not

to become fit all at once. So Weiss Gif. Va. Mou. (' course of

purification'). For the radical meaning see the note on ayios

ch. i. 7, and Dr. A. B. Davidson, Hebrews, p. 206 : dyiacr/ids = ' the

process of fitting for acceptable worship,' a sense which comes
out clearly in Heb. xli. 14 StwACfT* . . . rov dyiaaixov oS x^P'-^ ov8us

oy}ffTai TOP Kvpiov. The word occurs some ten times (two w. II.)

in LXX and in Ps. Sol. xvii. 33, but is not classical.

21. riva oSi' . . . eiraio-xuVeoGe ; Where does the question end and
the answer begin? (i) Most English commentators and critics

(Treg. WH. RV. as well as Gif. Va.) carry on the question to

tnata-xiveadc. In that case fKiiueov must be supplied before €(}>' oU,

and its omission might be due to the reflex effect of iKeivav in the

sentence following (comp. invo6av6vT(s (v w KarfixopeGa vii. 6 below).

There would then be a common enough ellipse before to yap reXoj,

'What fruit had ye . . .? [None:] for the end,' &c. (2) On the

other hand several leading Germans (Tisch. Weiss Lips., though
not Mey.) put the question at t6t(, and make €(^' o*s fnai(Txvi'f<rd«

part of the answer. ' What fruit had ye then ? Things [pleasures,

gratifications of sense] of which you are now ashamed : for their

end is death.' So, too, Theod.-Mops. (in Cramer) expressly : tear

fpu>Tr](Tiv avayvuiariov to riva ovv Kapirov <i;^6T6 TOTf, ftra Kara

anoKpKTw f(p' ois vvp tnaicrxivea-^e. Both interpretations are

possible, but the former, as it would seem, is more simple and natural
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(Gif.). When two phrases link together so easily as e^' oh fVaio-x.

with what precedes, it is a mistake to separate them except for

strong reasons ; nor does there appear to be sufficient ground for

distinguishing between near consequences and remote.

rd Ydp : ri fxiv y&p N" B D* E F G. There is the usual ambiguity of

readings in which B alone joins the Western authorities. The probability is

that the reading belongs to the Western element in B, and that fiiy was
introduced through erroneous antithesis to vvvl 5e.

23. oiliwvia. From a root irftr- we get itpcu, oipov, 'cooked' meat, fish, &c.
as contrasted with bread. Hence the compound d^wvioi' (ujv^ofiai, ' to buy ') =
(ij provision-money, ration-money, or the rations in kind given to troops;

(2) in a more general sense, ' wages.' The word is said to have come in

with Menander : it is proscribed by the Atticists, but found freely in Polybius,

I Mace. &c. (Sturz, Dial. Maced. p. 187).

Xapio-fia. Teitullian, with his usual picturesque boldness, translates this by
donativum (Z?« Res. Carn.c. 47 Stiptndia enim delinquentiae mors, donativum
autem del vita aeterna). It is not probable that St. Paul bad this particular

antithesis in bis mind, though no doubt he intends to contrast 6\puvta and
X&piafta,

THE THATTSITION PROM IiAW TO GRACB.
ANALOGY OF MARRIAGE.

VII. 1-6. Take another illustration from the Law of

Marriage. The Marriage Lazv only binds a woman while

her husband lives. So with the Christian. He was wedded,

as it were^ to his old sinful state ; and all that time he was
subject to the law applicable to that state. But this old life

of his was killed through his identification with the death of

Christ; so as to set him free to contract a new marriage—
ivith Christ, no longer dead but risen: and the fruit of that

marriage should be a new life quickened by the Spirit.

* I say that you are free from the Law of Moses and from Sin.

You will see how : unless you need to be reminded of a fact which

your acquaintance with the nature of Law will readily suggest to

you, that Law, for the man who comes under it, is only in force

during his lifetime. 'Thus for instance a woman in wedlock is

forbidden by law to desert her living husband. But if her husband

should die, she is absolved from the provisions of the statute ' Of

the Husband.' * Hence while her husband is alive, she will be

styled ' an adulteress ' if she marry another man : but if her
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husband die, she is free from that statute, so that no one can call

her an adulteress, though she be married to another man.

*We may apply this in an allegory, in which the wife is the

Christian's 'self or 'ego'; the first husband, his old unregenerate

state, burdened with all the penalties attaching to it.

You then, my brethren in Ch'rist, had this old state killed in you

—brought to an abrupt and violent end—by your identification

with the crucified Christ, whose death you reproduce spiritually.

And this death of your old self left you free to enter upon a new

marriage with the same Christ, who triumphed over death

—

a triumph in which you too share—that in union with Him you,

and indeed all of us Christians, may be fruitful in good works, to

the glory and praise of God. ' Our new marriage must be fruitful,

as our old marriage was. When we had nothing better to guide

us than this frail humanity of ours, so liable to temptation, at that

time too a process of generation was going on. The impressions

of sense, suggestive of sin, stimulated into perverse activity by their

legal prohibition, kept plying this bodily organism of ours in such

a way as to engender acts that only went to swell the garners of

Death. • But now all that has been brought to an end. Law and

the state of sin are so inextricably linked together, that in dying, at

our baptism, a moral death, to that old state of sin we were absolved

or discharged from the Law, which used to hold us prisoners under

the penalties to which sin laid us open. And through this discharge

we are enabled to serve God in a new state, the ruling principle of

which is Spirit, in place of that old state, presided over by Written

Law.

1-6. The text of this section—and indeed of the whole chapter

—is still, ' Ye are not under Law, but under Grace
'

; and the

Apostle brings forward another illustration to show how the transi-

tion from Law to Grace has been effected, and what should be its

consequences.

In the working out of this illustration there is a certain amount
of intricacy, due to an apparent shifting of the stand-point in the

middle of the paragraph. The Apostle begins by showing how
with the death of her husband the law which binds a married

woman becomes a dead letter. He goes on to say in the

application, not ' The Law is dead to you,' but ' You are dead to

the Law'—which looks like a change of position, though a

legitimate one.
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Gif. however may be rip:ht in explaining the transit ion rather

differently, viz. by means of the n-aXatoj audp^nos of ch. vi. 6, The
' self of the man is double ; there is an ' old self and a ' new self;

or rather the 'self remains the same throughout, but it passes

through different states, or phases. Bearing this in mind we shall

find the metaphor work out consistently.

The Wife = the true self, or ego, which is permanent through

all change.

The (first) Husband = tlie old state before conversion to

Christianity.

The 'law of the husband' = the law which condemned that old

state.

The new Marriage =s the union upon which the convert enters

with Christ,

The crucial phrase is Ifittg (QavaraOryrt in ver. 4. According to

the way in which we explain this will be our explanation of the

whole passage. See the note ad loc.

There is yet another train of thought which comes in with

vv. 4-6. The idea of marriage naturally suggests the offspring of

marriage. In the case of the Christian the fruit of his union with

Christ is a holy life.

1. "H dyi-oeiTe: ['surely you know this—that the regime of Law
has come to an ena, and that Grace has superseded it,] Or do you
require to be told that death closes all accounts, and therefore that

the state of things to which Law belongs ceased through the death

of the Christian with Christ— that mystical death spoken of in the

last chapter?'

yii'cjo-KoocTi yAp vh^w XoXS: ' I speak ' (lit. ' am talking ')
' to men

acquainted with Law.' At once the absence of the article and the

nature of the case go to show that what is meant here is not

Roman Law (Weiss), of which there is no reason to suppose that

S'.. Paul would possess any detailed knowledge, nor yet the Law of

Moses more particularly considered (Lips.), but a general principle

of all Law ; an obvious axiom of political justice—that death clears

all scores, and that a dead man can no longer be prosecuted or

punished (cf. Hort, Rom. and Eph. p. 24).

2. tj Y^P <J^ci>'8pos Y"*^ • [* the truth of this may be proved by

a case in point.] For a woman in the state of wedlock is bound
by law to her living husband.' Ivav'ipoi : a classical word, found

in LXX.
KaTTJpyTjTai : 'is compiletely (perf.) absolved or discharged' (lit

'nullified' or 'annulled,' her status as a wife is abolished). The
two correlative phrases are treated by St. Paul as practically

convertible ;
' the woman is annulled from the law,' and * the lav*

t§ annulled to the woman.' For Karapytlv see on iii. 3.
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dirJ ToO viJfiou TOO dfSpos : from that section of the statute-book

which is headed ' The Husband,' the section which lays down his

rights and duties. Gif. compares ' the law of the leper ' Lev. xiv. 2

;

'the law of the Nazirite' Num. vi. 13.

S. xp'Hf^'*''"^*''*'" The meanings of xp?7/iaTiffiv ramify in two directions.

The fnndaniLntal idea is that of ' transacting business' or 'managing affairs.'

Hence we get on the one hand, f?om the notion of doing business under

a certain name, from Polyblus onwards (i) ' to bear a name or title* (xpvf^°--

ri^ei BaaiKevt Polyb. V. IviL a); and so simply, as here, *to be called or

styled ' (Acts xi. 26 i-^tvero . . . xP^MCTtcrat irpuTov iv 'Avrioxfio. toiis fiaOrjras

Xptariavovi) ; and on the other hand (2) from the notion of 'having dealings

with,' 'giving audience to' a person, in a special sense, of the 'answers,

communications, revelations,' given by an oracle or by God. So six times

in LXX of Jerem., Joseph. Antiq., Plutarch, &c. From this sense we get

pass, 'to be warned or admonished' by God (Matt. ii. 12, 22 ; Acts x. 22 ;

Heb. viii. 5 ; xi. 7). Hence also subst, x/"7A'a'''ior;idy, ' a Divine or oracular

response,' a Mace. ii. 4 ; Rom. xi. 4. Burton {M. and T. § 69) calls the

fut. here a ' gnomic future ' as stating ' what will customarily happen when
occasion offers.'

ToO (JLTJ etvai — wart ^va\\ the stress is thrown back upon l\(v9(pa, 'so

as not to be,' ' causing her not to be,'—not ' so that she is.' According to

Burton rov ^17 here denotes ' conceived result ' ; but see the note on war*
dovXevfiv in ver. 6 below.

4. too-TC with indie, introduces a consequence which follows as a matter

of fact.

Kol fi|ieis iBavardi6i\Te. We have said that the exact interpreta-

tion of the whole passage turns upon this phrase. It is commonly
explained as another way of saying ' You had the Law killed to

you.' So ChryS. dK6\ov6ov rjv elnelv, Tov vnfiov Tf\fVTT]cravTOi ov Kpivfade

lxoL)(fias, dv8p\ ytvofievoi eTepay, 'AXX' ovk fiirfv ovras, dWa Treof
J
E6ava-

To)6r]Tt Tw vofia (cf. Euthym.-Zig.). In favour of this is the parallel

KaTrjpyr]Tai dno TOv vopov rov dvhpns in Ver. 2, and KaTtjpytjdijfjiev dno tov

vopov in ver. 6. But on the other hand it is strange to speak of the

same persons at one moment as 'killed' and the next as 'married

again.' There is therefore a strong attraction in the explanation of

Gif., who makes vftds = not the whole self but the old self, i.e. the

old state of the self which was really 'crucified with Christ'

(ch. vi. 6), and the death of which really leaves the man (= the wife

in the allegory) free to contract a new union. This moral death

of the Christian to his past also does away with the Law. The
Law had its hold upon him only through sin; but in discarding

his sins he discards also the pains and penalties which attached to

them. Nothing can touch him further. His old heathen or Jewish

antecedents have passed away ; he is under obligation only to Christ.

Kal {i(t€ts. The force of ical here is, ' Yon, my readers, as well as the wife

in the allegory.'

Si& Tou CTcjjiaTos Tou XpiCTTou. The Way in which the death of

the ' old man' is brought about is through the identification of the
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Christian with the Death of Christ. The Christian takes his place,

as it were, with Christ upon the Cross, and there has his old self

crucified. The ' body ' of Christ here meant is the ' crucified

body': the Christian shares in that crucifixion, and so gets rid

of his sinful past. We are thus taken back to the symbolism of the

last chapter (vi. 6), to which St. Paul also throws in an allusion

in Tw fK vfKpcbr ('yepdevn. The two lines of symbolism really run

parallel to each other and it is easy to connect them.

6 iraXmos av6p(onoi = The Husband

:

Crucifixion of the naX. tivd. = Death of the Husband:
Resurrection = Re-Marriage:

f/;i', bovKtvdv rw ©eto ^ Kaprro^opfli' tc5 0fc3.

€is ri ytvio-Qai. vjiSs Irtpw. Lips, takes this not of ' being married to

another husband,' but of 'joining another master,'' on the ground that there

is no marriage to the Law. This however (i) is unnecessary, because

marriage to the 'old man ' carries with it subjection to the Law, so that the

dissolution of the marriage involves release from the Law by a step which is

close and inevitable; (2) it is wrong, because of kopnocpopfjaai, y/hich it is

clearly forced and against the context to refer, as Lips, does, to anything but

the offspring of marriage.

KapTro(j)op^o-cjfAci' tu 0eu. The natural sequel to the metaphor of

'Marriage.' The 'fruit' which the Christian, wedded to Christ, is

to bear is of course that of a reformed life.

5. ore Y^P V^** ^•' Tfj crapKi. This verse develops the idea con-

tained in Kapno({>npfi(TcoiJ.ev : the new marriage ought to be fruitful,

because the old one was. tTvm tv rfj a-apKi is the opposite of umi
iv Tw TtvfvuaTi : the one is a life which has no higher object than

the gratification of the senses, the other is a life permeated by the

Spirit. Although aap^ is human nature especially on the side of

its frailty, it does not follow that there is any dualism in St. Paul's

conception or that he regards the body as inherently sinful.

Indeed this very passage proves the contrary. It implies that it

is possible to be 'in the body' without being 'in the flesh.' The
body, as such, is plastic to influences of either kind : it may be

worked upon by Sin through the senses, or it may be worked upon

by the Spirit. In either case the motive-force comes from without.

The body itself is neutral. See esp. the excellent discussion in

Gifford, pp. 48-52.
Toi ira0T)|xaTa twi' dfiapriwi': itd0r]fia has the same sort of ambiguity

as our word * passion.' It means (i) an ' impression,' esp. a ' pain-

ful impression' or suffering; (2) the reaction vvhich follows upon

some strong impression of sense (cf. Gal. v. 24). The gen. TS>t

afiapTiwv = ' connected with sins,' ' leading to sins.'

Ti Slot Tou I'o'fjiou. Here St. Paul, as his manner is, ' throws

up a finger-post ' which points to the coming section of his argu-

ment. The phrase Bia rov p6hov is explained at length in the nexr
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paragraph : it refers to the effect of Law in calling forth and
aggravating sin.

ckTipYeiTo. The pricks and stings of passion were active in our

members (of. i Thess. ii. 13; a Thess. ii. 7; a Cor. i. 6, iv, 12

;

Gal. V. 6, &c.).

Tu Bavaria : da/, commodi, contrasted with Kapixo^. tw Gfw above.

6. vwX %\ KaTT]pYTJ6T]|i€i' diTo ToO t'o'jioo. ' But as it is we ' (in our

peccant part, the old man) ' were discharged or annulled from the

Law' {i.e. we had an end put to our relations with the Law; by

the death of our old man there was nothing left on which the Law
could wreak its vengeance ; we were * struck with atrophy ' in

respect to it: see on ver. 2). ircos r]yitii KOXJipyriQmitv \ tov Korexof^^fo^

Ttapa Trjs dfiaprlas dvdpumov TtdXaiov dnodavovTos Koi Ta(pfPTos Chrys.

We observe how Chrys. here practically comes round to the same
Bide as Gif.

The renderings of KaTrjpyrjOrjiuev are rather interesting, and show the diffi-

culty of finding an exact equivalent in other languages: evacuati sumus
Tert. ; soliiti sumus Codd. Clarom. Sangerm. Vulg. (='we were un-

bounden' Wic. ; *we are loosed' Rhem.) ; 'we are delivered' Tyn. Cran.

Genev. AV. ; 'we are discharged' RV. ; tious avons iti degagis Oltr. {I.e

Nouveazi Test., Geneva, 1S74); nun aber sind wir fur das Gesetz nicht

mehr da Weizsacker {Das Neue Test., Freiburg i. B. 1883, ed. 2).

ttTro9av6vT€s. AV. apparently read Q.T!o6avl,vjos, for which there is no
MS. authority, but which seems to be derived by a mistake of Eeza following

Erasmus from a comment of Chrysostom's (see Tisch. ad loc). The
Western text (D E F G, codd. ap. Orig.-lat. and most Latins) boldly corrects

to 1 oC Qa\ arox), which would go with tov vojjlov, and which gives an easier

construction, though not a better sense. After dnodavovTis we must supply

iKeiv<f), just as in vi. ai we had to supply (Keivur,

iv (S KareixofieSa. The antecedent of «V w is taken by nearly all

commentators as equivalent to tw v6pa (whether €K(lvm or tovtw is

regarded as masc. or better neutr.). Gif. argues against referring

it to the 'old state,' 'the old man,' that this is not sufficiently

suggested by the context. But wherever ' death ' is spoken of it is

primarily this ' old state,' or ' old man ' which dies, so that the use

of the term uTrodavSvTfs aloae seems enough to suggest it. It was
this old sinful state which brought man under the grip of the Law

;

when the sinful life ceased the Law lost its hold.

waxe SouXeuetv: not 'so that we serve' (RV. and most com-
mentators), but * so as to serve,' i. e. ' enabling us to serve.' The
stress is thrown back upon KOTTjpyrjdquey,—we were so completely

discharged as to set us free to serve.

The true distinction between fiffre with infin. and &art with indie, which is

not always observed in RV., is well stated by Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, ed.

1889. § 584 (with the quotation from Shilleto, De Fals. Leg. App. in the note),

and for N. T. by the late Canon T. S. Evans in the Expos, for 1882, i. 3 ff.

:

moTi with indie, states the definite result which as a matter of fact does

follow ; SiOTi with infin. states the contemplated result which in the natiual
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course ought to follow, loart with indie, lays stress on the effect; &ort with
infin. on the cause. Thus in i Cor. i. 7 HiaTt vffTtptiadai = 'causing or
inspiring you to feel behindhand ' (see S/>. Comm. ad loc.) ; in Matt. xiii. 3a
fivirm Sivdpov, wart ikOuv rd. neTtivd koI Karaatcrivovv = ' becomes a tree

big enough for the birds to come,' &c. It will be seen that the distinction

corresponds to the difference in the general character of the two moods.

iv KaifOTTjTi irk€u)xaTos . . . TraXaioTTjTi YPcip.|xaT0S. In each case

the gen. is what is called of ' apposition' : it denotes that in which
the newness, or oldness, consists. The essential feature of the new
state is that it is one of ' Spiiit'; of the old state, that it is regulated

by ' written Law.' The period of the Paraclete has succeeded to

the period which took its character from the Sinaitic legislation.

The Christian life turns on an inspiration from above, not on an
elaborate code of commands and prohibitions. A fuller explanation

of the KaivoTrjs nvevfiaros is given in ch. viii.

It is perhaps well to remind the reader who is not careftil to check th*
ftndy of the English versions by the Greek that the opposition between
ypnfjifxa and nvevfia is not exactly identical with that which we are in the

habit of drawing between 'the letter' and 'the spirit' as the ' literal ' and
' spiritual sense ' of a wi iting. In this antithesis ypd/ifia is with St Paul
always the Law of Moses, as a written code, while TrvtOfia is the operation

of the Holy Spirit characteristic of Christianity (cf. Rom. iL 39 ; a Cor. iii 6).

iiAw AND sm.

VII. 7-25. If releasefrom Sin means releasefrom Law,
must we then ideiitify Law with Sin ? No. Law reveals

the sinfulness of Sin, and by this very revelation stirs up the

dormant Sin to action. But this is not because the Law
itself is evil—on the contrary it is good—but that Sin may
be exposed and its guilt aggravated (vv. 7-13).

This is what takes place. I have a double self. But my
better self is impotent to prevent me from doing wrong
(vv. 14-17). // is equally impotent to make me do right

(vv. 18-21). There is thus a constant coJiflict going on,

from which, unaided, I can hope for no deliveraJice. But,

God be thajiked, through Christ deliverance comes I (w.

21-25).

''
I spoke a moment ago of sinful passions working through Law,

and of the death to Sin as carrying with it a release from the Law.

Does it follow that the Law itself is actually a form of Sin ? An
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intolerable thought 1 On the contrary it was the Law and nothing

else through which I learnt the true nature of Sin. For instance,

I knew the sinfulness of covetous or illicit desire only by the Law

saying ' Thou shalt not covet.' • But the lurking Sin wiihin me

started into activity, and by the help of that express command,

provoking to that which it prohibited, led me into all kinds of

conscious and sinful covetousness. For without Law to bring it

out Sin lies dead—inert and passive. * And while sin was dead,

I—my inner self—was alive, in happy unconsciousness, following

my bent with no pangs of conscience excited by Law. But then

came this Tenth Commandment ; and with its coming Sin awoke

to life, while I—sad and tragic contrast—died the living death of

sin, precursor of eternal death. " And the commandment which

was given to point men the way to life, this very commandment

was found in my case to lead to death. " For Sin took advantage

of it, and by the help of the commandment—at once confronting

me with the knowledge of right and provoking me to do that

which was wrong—it betrayed me, so that I fell ; and the com-

mandment was the weapon with which it slew me. ^*The result i-

that the Law, as a whole, is holy, inasmuch as it proceeds from God :

and each single commandment has the like character of holiness,

justice, and beneficence. "Am I then to say that a thing so

excellent in itself to me proved fatal ? Not for a moment. It was

rather the demon Sin which wrought the mischief. And the reason

why it was permitted to do so was that it might be shown in

its true colours, convicted of being the pernicious thing that it is,

by the fact that it made use of a good instrument. Law, to

work out upon me the doom of death. For this reason Sin was

permitted to have its way, in order that through its perverted

use of the Divine commandment it might be seen in all its utter

hideousness.

" The blame cannot attach to the Law. For we all know that

the Law has its origin from the Spirit of God and derives it?

character from that Spirit, while I, poor mortal, am made of frail

human flesh and blood, sold like any slave in the market into the

servitude of Sin. " It is not the Law, and not my ov/n deliberate

self, which is the cause of the evil ; because my actions are exe-

cuted blindly with no proper concurrence of the will. I purpose one

M
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way, I act another. I hate a thing, but do it. " And by this very

fact that I hate the thing that I do, my conscience bears testimony

to the Law, and recognizes its excellence. ^' So that the state of the

case is this. It is not I, my true self, who put into act what is

repugnant to me, but Sin which has possession of me. " For I am
aware that in me as I appear to the outer world—in this ' body

that does me grievous wrong,' there dwells (in any permanent and

predominating shape) nothing that is good. The will indeed to do

good is mine, and I can command it ; but the performance I cannot

command. " For the actual thing that I do is not the good that

I wish to do ; but my moral agency appears in the evil that I wish

to avoid. *" But if I thus do what I do not wish to do, then the

active force in me, the agent that carries out the act, is not my true

self (which is rather seen in the wish to do right), but the tyrant

Sin which holds possession of roe. '^ I find therefore this law

—

if so it may be called—this stern necessity laid upon me from

without, that much as I wish to do what is good, the evil lies at my
door. ^^ For I am a divided being. In my innermost self, the

thinking and reasoning part of me, I respond joyfully to the Law
of God. ** But then I see a different Law dominating this bodily

organism of mine, and making me do its behests. This other Law
takes the field in arms against the Law of Reason and Conscience,

and drags me away captive in the fetters of Sin, the Power which

has such a fatal grip upon my body. " Unhappy man that I am

—

torn with a conflict from which there seems to be no issue I This

body from which proceed so many sinful impulses ; this body which

makes itself the instrument of so many acts of sin ; this body

which is thus dragging me down to death.—How shall I ever get

free from it? What Deliverer will come and rescue me from its

oppression ?

*' A Deliverer has come. And I can only thank God, approach-

ing His Presence in humble gratitude, through Him to whom the

deliverance is due—Jesus Messiah, our Lord.

Without His intervention—so long as I am left to my own
unaided self—the state that I have been describing may be briefly

summarized. In this twofold capacity of mine I serve two masters

:

with my conscience I serve the Law of God; with my bodily

organism the Law of Sin.
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7. So far Sin and Law have been seen in such close connexion

that it becomes necessary to define more exactly the relation

between them. In discussing this the Apostle is led to consider

the action of both upon the character and the struggle to which

they give rise in the soul.

It is evident that Marcion had this section, as Tertullian turns against him
St. Paul's refusal to listen to any attack upon the Law, which Marcion
ascribed to the Demiurge : Abominatur apostolus criminationem legis . . .

Quid deo imputas legis quod legi eius apostolus imputare non audet ? Atquirt
^ et accumulat : Lex sancta, et piaeceptum eius iustum et bonum. Si taliter
'" veneratur legem creatoris, quotnodo ipsum destruat nescio.

6 v6y.o<i dfxapTia. It had just been shown (ver. 5) that Sin makes

use o/i\\Q Law to effect the destruction of the sinner. Does it

follow that Sin is to be identified with the Law ? Do the two so

overlap each other that the Law itself comes under the description

of Sin? St. Paul, like every pious Jew, repels this conclusion with

horror.

dXX«£ contradicts emphatically the notion that the Law is Sin.

On the contrary the Law first told me what Sin was.

ooK lyvwv. It is not quite certain whether this is to be taken

hypothetically (for oIk av eyvtav, Sv omitted to give a greater sense

of actuality, Kiihner, Gr. Granim. ii. 176 f.) or whether it is simply

temporal. Lips. Oltr. and others adopt the hypothetical sense

both here and wiih ovk rj8fiv below. Gif. Va. make both oIk

iyvup and ovK pSfji/ plain statement of fact. Mey.-W. Go. take

ov*c eyi-tov temporally, oIk jjBftv hypothetically. As the context is

a sort of historical retrospect the simple statement seems most in

place.

Tfiv T€ ySip «iTi0vji£av. T« yip is best explained as * 'for also,' ' for indeed

'

(Gif. Win. § liii. p. 561 E. T. ; otherwise Va.). The general proposition is

proved by a concrete example.

iyvuiv . . . •QSeiv retain their proper meanings : (fvcov, ' I learnt,' implies

more intimate experimental acqaaintance ;
^Suv is simple knowledge that

there was such a thing as lust.

iiriOufAi^aeis. The Greek word has a wider sense than our
' covet

'
; it includes every kind of illicit desire.

8. d<j>op|j.T)v XaPoGcro : * getting a start,' finding a point dappui, or,

as we should say, ' something to take hold of.' In a military

sense a<popfj.r] = 'a base of operations' (Thuc. i. 90. 2, &c.). In

a literary sense dcpopufjv Xa^elv = * to take a hint,' ' adopt a sug-

gestion ' ; cf. Eus. £p. ad Carpianum (< tov novrifiaTos rod irpodprj-

ftfvov dv8p6s fl\r](f)coi d(()oppds. And SO here in a moral sense : Sin

exists, but apart from Law it has nothing to work upon, no means
of producing guilt. Law gives it just the opportunity it wants.

i\ djAapTia: see p. 145, sup.

81& TTjs ecToXTis. The prep. Bm and the position of the word
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show that it is better taken with KartipyaaaTo than with a<^opn,

Xa/3. fW'-Xij is the single commandment ; v6ixos the code as a

whole.

Xwpis Y^P • • • y*^p&- A standing thought which we have had
before, iv. 15; v. 13: cf. iii. 20.

9. l^hiv (((rjv B ; fCovv 1 7). St. Paul uses a vivid figurative

expression, not of course with the full richness of meaning which
he sometimes gives to it (i. 17; viii. 13, &c.). He is describing

the state prior to Law primarily in himself as a child before the

consciousness of law has taken hold upon him ; but he uses this

experience as typical of that both of individuals and nations before

they are restrained by express command. The 'natural man'
flourishes; he does freely and without hesitation all that he has
a mind to do; he puts forth all his vitality, unembarrassed by
the checks and thwartings of conscience. It is the kind of life

which is seen at its best in some of the productions of Greek art.

Greek life had no doubt its deeper and more serious side ; but
this comes out more in its poetry and philosophy : the frieze of

the Parthenon is the consummate expression of a life that does
not look beyond the morrow and has no inward perplexities to

trouble its enjo3ment of to-day. See the general discussion below.

&.vit,t\a^v :
' sprang into life ' (T. K. Abbott). Sin at first is

there, but dormant ; not until it has the help of the Law does it

become an active power of mischief.

11. iiy\-K6kTf\(ji fie. The language is suggested by the descrip-

tion of the Fall (Gen. iii. 13 LXX ; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 3; i Tim. ii.

14). Sin here takes the place of the Tempter there. In both
cases the 'commandment'—acknowledged only to be broken

—

is the instrument which is made use of to bring about the disas-

trous and fatal end.

12. 6 fiec I'Ofjios. The fxiv expects a following be. St. Paul had
probably intended to write f) 8e ifinprla KaTrjpydaaTo iv tpoi t6v

dnvarov, Or Something of the kind ; but he digresses to explain how
a good Law can have evil consequences, and so he fails to com-
plete the sentence on the same plan on which he had begun it. On
St. Paul's view of the nature and functions of the Law see below.

It is hardly safe to argno with Zahn {GescA. d. K. ii. 517) from the lan-

guage of TertuUian fgiven above oa ver. 7) that that writer had before him
a corrupt Marcionitic text—not, Zahn thinks, actually due to Marcion, but
corrupted since his time—ij \vto\^ avrov Stxala for f) ivr. dyia Kal SiKala.

It is more probable that Tert. is reproducing his text rather freely : in De
Pudic. 6 he leaves out koX $iKcua, l$x quidem sancta est et praeceptum
sanctum et optimum (the use of superlative for positive is fairly common in

Latin versions and writers).

13. Why was this strange perversion of so excellent a thing as

the Law permitted ? This very perversion served to aggravate the
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horror of Sin: not content with the evil which it is in itself it

must needs turn to evil that which was at once Divine in its origin

and beneficent in its purpose. To say this was to pronounce its

condemnation : it was like giving it full scope, so that the whole
world might see {(pavfi) of what extremities {Kad' vntpl3oXTjv) Sin

was capable.

14. The section which follows explains more fully by a psycho-

logical analysis kozv it is that the Law is broken and that Sin

works such havoc. There is a germ of good in human nature,

a genuine desire to do what is right, but this is overborne by the

force of temptation acting through ttie bodily appetites and
passions.

TTceuixaTiKos. The Law is ' spiritual,' as the Manna and the

Water from the Rock were ' spiritual ' (i Cor. x. 3, 4) in the sense

of being * Spirit-caused ' or ' Spirit-given,' but with the further

connotation that the character of the Law is such as corresponds

to its origin.

o'dpKii'os {a-apKiKos fe^<^ L P al.) denotes simply the material of

which human nature is composed, ' made of flesh and blood

'

(i Cor. iii. i ; 2 Cor. iii. 3), and as such exposed to all the tempta-

tions which act through the body.

There has been considerable controversy as to the bearing of the antithesis

in St. Paul between the ff<i/>f and TrveC/^a. It has been maintained that this

antithesis amounts to dualism, that St. Paul regards the oap^ as inherently

evil and the cause of evil, and that this dnalistic conception is Greek or

Hellenistic and not Jewish in its origin. So, but with differences among
themselves, Holsten (1855, 1868), Rich. Schmidt (1870), Liidemaan (1872),
and to some extent Pfleiderer (1873). [In the second edition of his Paulin-
istnus (18901, Pfleiderer refers so much of St. Paul's teaching on this head
as seems to go beyond the O. T. not to Hellenism, but to the later Jewish
doctrine of the Fall, much as it has been expounded above, p. 136 ff. In this

*c need not greatly differ from him.] The most elaborate reply was that of

H. H. Wendt, Die Begriffe Fleisch und Geist (Gotha. 1878), which was
made the basis of an excellent treatise in English by Dr. W. P. Dickson,

St. Paul's Use of the Terms Flesh and Spirit, Glasgow, 1883. Reference

may also be made to the well-considered statement of Dr. Gifford {Komans,

pp. 48-53). The controversy may now be regarded as practically closed.

its result is summed up by Lipsius in these decisive words : ' The Pauline

anthropology rests entirely on an Old Testament base ; the elements in it

which are supposed to be derived from Hellenistic dualism must simply be

denied {sind einfach xu bestreiteti).' The points peculiar to St. Paul,

according to Lipsms, are the sharper contrast between the Divine m/tdfia and
the human ^'^xn, and the reading of a more ethical sense into oap^, which
was originally physical, so that in Gal. v. 19 ff., Rom. viii. 4 ff. the anp^

becomes a priuci[ile diiectly at war with the -nvivp-a. In the present passage
(Rom. vii. 14-25) the opposing principle is dfiaprla, and the aap^ is only the

material medium (Substrat) of sensual impulses and desires. We may add
that this is St. Paul's essential view, of which all else is but the variant

expression.

15. KaxepYaJojiai = perJicio,pe>petto, ' to carry into effect,' ' pot into execu-

tion '
: wpioaai •- a£9, to act as a moral and responsible being; : wow "facie,
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to prodnce • certain result without reference to its moral character, and
simply as it might be produced by inariimate mechanism (see also the notei

on ch. i. 32 ; ii. 9). Of course the specific sense may not be always marked
by the context, but here it is well borne out throughout. For a fuller

account of the distinction see Schmidt, Lat. u. Gr. Synonymik, p. 294 ff.

ou yivjoaKco appears to describe the harmonious and conscious working ol

will and motive, the former deliberately accepting and carrying out the

promptings of the latter. The man acts, so to speak, blindly: he is not
a fully conscious agent : a force which he cannot resist takes the decision out
of his hands.

o Ot'XcD. The exact distinction between d'tXm and PovKoftm has been much
disputed, and is difficult to mark. On the whole it seems that, especially in

N. T. usage, ^ovXopiai lays the greater stress on the idea of purpose, delibera-

tion, OiKai on the more emotional aspect of will : in this context it is

evidently something short of the final act of volition, and practically = 'wish,'
' desire.' See especially the full and excellent note in Grm.-Thay.

17. I'oi'l hi: 'as it is/ ' as the case really lies
'

; the contrast is

logical, not temporal.

1^ oUouoa iv €|iol djiapria. [Read ivoiKovaa with t^B, Method.
{ap. Phot, cod., non autem ap. Epiph.)] This indwelling Sin cor-

responds to the indwelling Spirit of the next chapter : a further

proof that the Power which exerts so baneful an influence is

not merely an attribute of the man himself but has an objective

existence.

18. Iv cfjLoi, TOUT* eoTti', K.T.X. The part of the man in which
Sin thus establishes itself is not his higher self, his conscience, but

his lower self, the * flesh,' which, if not itself evil, is too easily made
the instrument of evil.

irapaKcirai |xoi : ' lies to my hand,' * within my reach.'

o* N A B C 47 67** al, Edd. : ovx (vpivKw D E F G K L P &c.
20. t ov eixoj BCDEFG a/., WH. RV.: t ov QiKw ifu NAKLP

&c., Tisch. WH. tnarg.

21. eupiCTKO) apa tok v6\i.ov :
' I find then this rule,' ' this con-

straining principle,' hardly ' this constantly recurring experience,'

which would be too modern. The vo'/ior here mentioned is akin

to the irtpov vofiov of ver. 23. It is not merely the observed fact

that the will to do good is forestalled by evil, but the coercion of

the will that is thus exercised. Lips, seems to be nearest to the

mark, das Gesetz d. h. die ohjectiv mir auferlegte Nothwendigkeit.

Many commentators, from Chrysosloni onwards, have tried to

make rhv v6\i.ov = the Mosaic Law : but either (i) they read into the

passage more than the context will allow; or (ii) they give to the

sentence a construction which is linguistically intolerable. The
best attempt in this direction is prob. that of Va. who translates,

' I find then with regard to the Law, that to me who would fain

do that which is good, to me (I say) that which is evil is present.'

He supposes a double break in the construction : (i) rov v6\t.o*

put as if the sentence had been intended to run ' I find then the
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Law—when I wish to do good—powerless to help me * ; and (2)

fnoi repeated for the sake of clearness. It is apparently in

a similar sense that Dr. T. K. Abbott proposes as an alternative

rendering (the first being as above), ' With respect to the law,

I find,' &c. But the anacoluthon after tuv vS^ov seems too great

even for dictation to an amanuensis. Other expedients like those

of Mey. (not Mey.-W.) Fri. Ew. are still more impossible. See

esp. Gif. Additional Note, p, 145.

22. cru>'T)8o{iai tw I'ofjiu tou 0eou : what it approves, I gladly and
cordially approve.

KaTol Toc eo-u) avdptsiitov. St. Paul, as we have seen (on vi. 6),

makes great use of this phrase chBpanos, which goes back as far as

Plato. Now he contrasts the 'old' with the 'new man' (or, as

we should say, the ' old ' with the ' new sel/') ; now he contrasts

the 'outer man,' or the body (6 e^w avdiywnos 2 Cor. iv. 16), with the

'inner man,' the conscience or reason (2 Cor. iv. 16; Eph. iii. 16).

23. Irepoi' i/ojjioi': 'a different law' (for the distinction between

erepos, ' different,' and SXXoSf ' another,* ' a second,' see the commen-
tators on Gal. i. 6, 7).

There are two Imperatives (j/o'/^ot) within the man : one, that of

conscience ; the other, that proceeding from the action of Sin

upon the body. One of these Imperatives is the moral law, 'Thou
shalt' and 'Thou shalt not'; the other is the violent impulse of

passion.

Tu f(5)xw TOU vo6s p.ou. For vovs see on i. 28 : it is the rational

part of conscience, the faculty which decides between right and

wrong : strictly speaking it belongs to the region of morals rather

than to that of intercourse with God, or religion ; but it may be

associated with and brought under the influence of the nvfv^a

(Eph. iv. 23 di'aveova-dai rm irvevfiari tov vooy : cf. Rom. xii. 2), jUSt aS

on the other hand it may be corrupted by the flesh (Rom. i. 28).

24. TaXaiTTwpos iyoi afGpwTTos. A heart-rending cry, from the

depths of despair. It is difficult to think of this as exactly St. Paul's

own experience : as a Christian he seems above it, as a Pharisee

below it—self-satisfaction was too ingrained in the Pharisaic temper,

the performance of Pharisaic righteousness was too well within the

compass of an average will. But St. Paul was not an ordinary

Pharisee. He dealt too honestly with himself, so that sooner or

later the self-satisfaction natural to the Pharisee must give way

:

and his experience as a Christian would throw back a lurid light on
those old days 'of which ho was now ashamed.' So that, what with

his knowledge of himself, and what with his sympathetic penetration

into the hearts of others, he had doubtless materials enough for the

picture which he has drawn here with such extraordinary power.

He has sat for his own likeness; but there are ideal traits in th<;

picture as weU.
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^K ToO ccSfiaTos Tou Oavdrou tootou. In construction tovtov might
go with (TcojUHToy (' from this body of death ') : but it is far better to

take it in the more natural connexion with 6avaTov ;
' the body of

this death ' which already has me in its clutches. Sin and death

are inseparable : as the body involves me in sin it also involves me
in mortality; physical death to be followed by eternal, the death of

the body by the death of the soul.

25. apo ovv K.T.X. A terse compressed summary of the previous

paragraph, vv. 7-24, describing in two strokes the state of things

prior to the intervention of Christ. The expression is that which

comes from deep feeling. The particular phrases hardly seem to

need further explanation.

•wxap^TTw T^ 0€^. The true reading is probably x<^/*" ''9' ®*#' The
evidence stands thus.

X^pti TV ^^V B) Sah., Orig. semel Hieron. semd.
Xa/wr Se T(j; 0«<^ N " C* [de C* non liquet) minute, aliq.. Boh. Arm., Cyr.-

Alex. Jo.-Damasc.

^ X'^/"^ "^^^ ®^ov D E s8, de Vulg., Orig.-lat. bis Hieron. semel Ambrstr,

tl X*^/"^ "^^^ ^vpiov F G, f g, cf. Iren.-lat.

tvxaptaTU) to) &ia> N* A K L P &c., Syrr. Goth., Orig. bis Chrys.

Theodrt. al. [ivxapicrru ©fo) Method, a/. Epiph. cod., sed x"pi-i t^
6*9) vel x^P^^ S« ""<? ®(V Epiph. edd. pr.\ vid. Bonwetsch, Methodius
von Olympus, i. 204.]

It is easy to see how the reading of B wonld explain all the rest. The
reading of the mass of MSS. would be derived from it (not at once but by
successive steps) by the doubling of two pairs of letters,

TOYTOY[tY]x*P'C[Tca]TCo0eoj.

The descent of the other readings may be best represented by a table.

XApiC TCp 0€<i>

I
\ I

1 i
CYXApiCTO) T<p 0e^

XApic Ae T^ 0€(5> H x*P'C TOY ©toy (0?)

N x*P'c TOY Kyp'ioy (Ky)

The other possibility wonld be that (vxapiffru tS> BeS had got reduced to

X<ipis Ty &fw by successive dropping of letters. But this must have taken

place very early. It is also conceivable that x*^/"' ^^ preceded x^P** only.

TAg Inward Conflict.

Two subjects for discussion are raised, or are commonly treated

as if they were raised, by this section, (i) Is the experience

described that of the regenerate or unregenerate man? (2) Is it,

or is it not, the experience of St. Paul hhnself ?

I (a). Origen and the mass of Greek Fathers held that the

passage refers to the unregenerate man. (i) Appeal is made to

such expressions as TieTrpafiivos imo TTjv dfiapriav ver. 14, KaTfpyii^oficu
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[rA KOKouj w. 19, 20, ToXalnwpos e'^c!) avSpainos ver. 24. It is argued

that language like this is nowhere found of the regenerate stale.

(ii) When other expressions are adduced which seem to make for

the opposite conclusion, it is urged that parallels to them may be

quoted from Pagan literature, e.g. the video meliora of Ovid and

many other like sayings in Euri})ides, Xenophon, Seneca, Epictetus

(see Dr. T. K. Abbott on ver. 15 of this chapter), (iii) The use of

the present tense is explained as dramatic. The Apostle throws

himself back into the time which he is describing.

(y) Another group of writers, Methodius (ob. 310 a.d.), Augustine

an^ the Latin Fathers generally, the Reformers especially on the

Calvinistic side, refer the passage rather to the regenerate, (i) An
opposite set of expressions is quoted, /iio-co [ro KaK6v\ ver. 15, ^«'^a>

TTotfii/ TO KoKov ver. 21, awTj^ofxai tui vopa vcr. 22. It is Said that these

are inconsistent with the unTjWoTpiMfxevoL Ka\ ix^poi of Col. i. 2i and
with descriptions like that of Rom. viii. 7, 8. (ii) Stress is laid on
the present tenses : and in proof that these imply a present experi-

ence, reference is made to passages like i Cor. ix. 27 vT:<iiTnci((i) p-ov

TO <T<op.a Koi SovXaywyco. That even the regenerate may have this

mixed experience is thought to be proved, e.g. by Gal. vi. 17.

Clearly there is a double strain of language. The state of things

described is certainly a conflict in which opposite forces are struggling

for the mastery.

Whether such a state belongs to the regenerate or the unre-

generate man seems to push us back upon the further question,

What we mean by ' regenerate.' The word is used in a higher and

a lower sense. In the lower sense it is applied to all baptized

Christians. In that sense there can be little doubt that the

experience described may fairly come within it.

But on the other hand, the higher stages of the spiritual life seem

to be really excluded. The sigh of relief in ver. 25 marks a dividing

line between a period of conflict and a period where conflict is

practically ended. This shows that the present tenses are in any

case not to be taken too literally. Three steps appear to be

distinguished, (i) the life of unconscious morality (ver. 9), happy,

but only from ignorance and thoughtlessness
;

(ii) then the sharp

collision between law and the sinful appetites waking to activity

;

(iii) the end which is at last put to the stress and strain of this

collision by the intervention of Christ and of the Spirit of Christ, of

which more will be said in the next chapter. The state there

described is that of the truly and fully regenerate ; the prolonged

struggle which precedes seems to be more rightly defined as in^er

regeiierandum (Gif. after Dean Jackson).

Or perhaps we should do better still to refuse to introduce so

technical a term as * regeneration ' into a context from which it is

wholly absent. St. Paul, it is true, regarded Christianity as operating
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a change in man. But here, whether the moment described is

before or after the embracing of Christianity, in any case abstraction

is made of all that is Christian. Law and the soul are brought face

to face with each other, and there is nothing between them. Not
until we come to ver. 25 is there a single expression used which

belongs to Chrisiianiiy. And the use of it marks that the conflict

is ended.

(2) As to the further question whether St. Paul is speaking oi

himself or of ' some other man ' we observe that the crisis which is

described here is not at least the same as that which is commonly
known as his ' Conversion.' Here the crisis is moral ; there it was

in the first instance intellectual, turning upon the acceptance of

the proposition that Jesus was truly the Messiah. The decisive

point in the conflict may be indeed the appropriation of Christ

through His Spirit, but it is at least not an intellectual conviction,

such as might exist along with a severe moral struggle. On the

other hand, the whole description is so vivid and so sincere, so

evidently wrung from the anguish of direct personal experience,

that it is difficult to think of it as purely imaginary. It is really

not so much imaginary as imaginative. It is not a literal photo-

graph of any one stage in the Apostle's career, but it is a con.

structive picture drawn by him in bold lines from elements sup-

plied to him by self-introspection. We may well believe that the

regretful reminiscence of bright unconscious innocence goes back

to the days of his own childhood before he had begun to feel the

conviction of Sin. The incubus of the Law he had felt most
keenly when he was a 'Pharisee of the Pharisees.' Without

putting an exact date to the struggle which follows we shall prob-

ably not be wrong in referring the main features of it especially to

the period before his Conversion. It was then that the powerless-

ness of the Law to do anything but aggravate sin was brought

home to him. And all his experience, at whatever date, of the

struggle of the natural man with temptation is here gathered

together and concentrated in a single portraiture. It would
obviously be a mistake to apply a generalized experience like

this too rigidly. The process described comes to different men
at different times and in different degrees ; to one early, to an-

other later ; in one man it would lead up to Christianity, in

another it might follow it; in one it would be quick and sudden,

in another the slow growth of years. We cannot lay down any

rule. In any case it is the mark of a genuine faith to be able to

say with the Apostle, 'Thanks be to God through Jesus Christ

our Lord.' It is just in his manner to sum up thus in a sen-

tence what he is about to expand into a chapter. The break

occurs at a very suitable place : ch. viii is the true conclusion to

ch. viL
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Sf. Paul's View of the Law,

It was in his view of the Mosaic Law that St. Paul must have
seemed most revolutionary to his countrymen. And yet it would
be a mistake to suppose that he ever lost that reverence for the

Law as a Divine institution in which every Jew was born and bred

and to which he himself was still more completely committed by
his early education as a Pharisee (Gal. i. 14; Phil. iii. 5 f.). This
old feeling of his comes out in emotional passages like Rom. ix. 4
(cf. iii. 2 ; ii. 25, &c.). And even where, as in the section before

us, he is bringing out most forcibly the ineffectiveness of the Law
to restrain human passion the Apostle still lays down expressly

that the Law itself is * holy and righteous and good
'

; and a little

lower down (ver. 14) he gives it the epithet ' spiritual,' which is

equivalent to ascribing to it a direct Divine origin.

It was only because of his intense sincerity and honesty in

facing facts that St. Paul ever brought himself to give up his

belief in the sufficiency of the Law ; and there is no greater proof

of his power and penetration of mind than the way in which,

when once his thoughts were turned into this channel, he followed

out the whole subject into its inmost recesses. We can hardly

doubt that his criticism of the Law as a principle of religion dates

back to a time before his definite conversion to Christianity. The
process described in this chapter clearly belongs to a period when
the Law of Moses was the one authority which the Apostle re-

cognized. It represents just the kind of difficulties and struggles

which would be endured long before they led to a complete shift-

ing of belief, and which would only lead to it then because a new
and a better solution had been found. The apparent suddenness
of St. Paul's conversion was due to the tenacity with which he

held on to his Jewish faith and his reluctance to yield to con-

clusions which were merely negative. It was not till a whole
group of positive convictions grew up within him and showed their

power of supplying the vacant place that the Apostle withdrew his

allegiance, and when he had done so came by degrees to see

the true place of the Law in the Divine economy.
From the time that he came to write the Epistle to the Romans

the process is mapped out before us pretty clearly.

The doubts began, as we have seen, in psychological experience.

With the best will in the world St. Paul had found that really to

keep the Law was a matter of infinite difficulty. However much
it drew him one way there were counter influences which drew
him another. And these counter influences proved the stronger

of the two. The Law itself was cold, inert, passive. It pointed

severely to the path of right and duty, but there its function
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ended ; it gave no help towards the performance of that which it

required. Naj'. by a certain strange perversity in human nature,

it seemed actually to provoke to disobedience. The very fact

that a thing was forbidden seemed to make its attractions all the

greater (Rom. vii. 8). And so the last stale was worse than the

first. The one sentence in which St. Paul sums up his experience

of Law is Sia vonov f'lriyvcoa-ii cifiapTiat (Rom. iii. 2o). Ils effect

therefore was only to increase the condemnation : it multiplied sin

(Rom. V. 2o); it worked wrath (Rom. iv. 15); it brought man-
kind under a curse (Gal. iii. 10).

And this was equally true of the individual and of the race ; the

better and fuller the law the more glaring was the contrast to the

practice of those who lived under it. The Jews were at the head

of all mankind in their privileges, but morally they were not much
better than the Gentiles. In the course of his travels St. Paul was

led to visit a number of the scattered colonies of Jews, and when
he compares them with the Gentiles he can only turn upon them
a biting irony (Rom, ii. 17-29).

The truth must be acknowledged ; as a system, Law of what-

ever kind had failed. The breakdown of the Jewish Law was

most complete just because that law was the best. It stood out

in history as a monument, revealing the right and condemning
the wrong, heaping up the pile of human guilt, and nothing

more. On a large scale for the race, as on a small scale for the

individual, the same veidict held, Sta vofiov (Triyvctxrn afiapTins.

Clearly the fault of all this was not with the Law. The fault

lay in the miserable weakness of human nature (Rom. viii. 3).

The Law, as a code of commandments, did all that it was intended

to do. But it needed to be supplemented. And it was just this

supplementing which Christianity brought, and by bringing it set

the Law in its true light and in its right place in the evolution of

the Divine plan. St. Paul sees spread before him the whole ex-

panse of history. The dividing line across it is the Coming of

the Messiah. All previous to that is a period of Law— first of

imperfect law, such law as was supplied by natural religion and

conscience ; and then of relatively perfect law, the law given by

God from Sinai. It was not to be supposed that this gift of law

increased the sum of human happiness. Rather the contrary.

In the infancy of the world, as in the infancy of the individual,

there was a blithe unconsciousness of right and wrong ; impulse

was followed wherever it led ; the primrose path of enjoyment

had no dark shadow cast over it. Law was this dark shadow.

In proportion as it became stricter, it deepened the gloom. If

law had been kept, or where law was kept, it brought with it

a new kind of hajipiness; but to a serious spirit like St. Paul's

it seemed as if tlie law was never kept—never satisfactorily
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kept—at all. There was a Rabbinical commonplace, a stern

rule of self-judgement, which was fatal to peace of mind :
' Who-

soever shall keep the whole law and yet stumble in one point,

he is become guilty of all' (Jas. ii. 10; cf. Gal. iii. 16; Rom.
X. 5). Any true happiness therefore, any true relief, mu'^t be

sought elsewhere. And it was this happiness and refief winch

St. Paul sought and found in Christ. The last verse of ch. vii

marks the point at which the great burden which lay upon the

conscience rolls away; and the next chapter begins with an

uplifting of the heart in recovered peace and serenity ;
' There is

therefore now no condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus.'

Taken thus in connexion with that new order of things into

which it was to pass and empty itself, the old order of Law had at

last its difficulties cleared away. It remained as a stage of

salutary and necessary discipline. All God's ways are not bright

upon the surface. But the very clouds which He draws over the

heavens will break in blessings ; and break just at that moment
when their darkness is felt to be most oppressive. St. Paul him-

self saw the gloomy period of law through to its end {reXu^ yap

pofiov XpitTTos fls 8iKaio(TVvrjv nai>T\ tco innTfvnvTt Rom. X. 4) > S^'^d

his own pages reflect, better than any other, the new hopes and

energies by which it was succeeded.

LIFE ITS THE SPIRIT.

THE FRUITS OF THE INCARlSrATIOIT.

VIII. 1-4. The result of Christ's interposition is to

dethrone Sin from its tyranny in the human heart, and to

itistal in its stead the Spirit of Christ. This what the

Law of Moses tried to do but failed^ the Incarnation has

accomplished,

' This being so, no verdict of * Guilty ' goes forth any longer

against the Christian. He lives in closest union with Christ.

* The Spirit of Christ, the medium of that union, with all its life-

giving energies, enters and issues its laws from his heart, dis-

possessing the old usurper Sin, putting an end to its authority and

to the fatal results which it brought with it. ' For where the old

system failed, the new system has succeeded. The Law of Moses

could not get rid of Sin. The weak place in its action was that

our poor human nature was constantly tempted and fell. But now

God Himself has interposed by sending the Son of His love to
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take upon Him that same human nature with all its attributes

except sin : in that nature He died to free us from sin : and this

Death of His carried with it a verdict of condemnation against Sin

and of acquittal for its victims; * so that from henceforth what the

Law lays down as right might be fulfilled by us who regulate our

lives not according to the appetites and passions of sense, but at

the dictates of the Spirit.

1 flf. This chapter is, as we have seen, an expansion of x^pw 'p
6e&) 8ia 'lr]aoii Xpiarov rov Kvplov fjfxwv in the last verse of ch. vii. It

describes the innermost circle of the Christian Life from its begin-

ning to its end—that life of which the Apostle speaks elsewhere

(Col. iii. 3) as ' hid with Chi ist in God.' It works gradually up
through the calm exposition and pastoral entreaty of vv. 1-17 to

the more impassioned outlook and deeper introspection of vv. 18-30,
and thence to the magnificent climax of vv. 31-39.

There is evidence that Marcion retained w. i-ii of this chapter, probably
with no very noticealile variation from the text which has come down to us

(we do not know which of the two competing readi gs he had in ver. 10).

TertuUian leaps from viii. 11 to x. 2, implying that much was cut out, but
we cannot determine bow much.

1. KOTdKpifjia. One of the formulae of Justification : KaTaKpivK

and KmaKpiyia are correlative to fiifni&xru, biKalwpa ; both sets of

phrases being properly forensic. Here, however, the phrase rolt

(V X. 'I. which follows shows that the initial stage in the Christian

career, which is in the strictest sense the stage of Justification, has

been left behind and the further stage of union with Christ has

succeeded to it. In this stage too there is the same freedom from
condemnation, secured by a process which is explained more fully

in ver. 3 (cf. vi. 7-10). The KaraKpia-is which used to fall upon the

sinner now falls upon his oppressor Sin.

\i-f\ Kard o-dpKa nepiirarovcriv, dXXd KaTcl -xrvtvyia. An interpolation

introduced (from ver. 4) at two steps: the first clause ^fj xard naprca irtpiira-

Tovaiv in AD*" 137, fm Vulg. Pesh. Goth. Arm., Bas. Chrys. ; the second
clause aXXai /card Trvfviua in the mass of later authorities N' D"^ E K L P &c.

;

the older uncials with the Es^'yptian and Ethiopic Versions, the Latin Version
of Origen and perhaps Origen himself with a fourth-century dialogue attri-

buted to him, Athanasins and others omit both.

2. 6 v6\ios Tou rii'cufiaTos = the authority exercised by the Spirit.

We have had the same somewhat free use of vofios in the last

chapter, esp. in ver. 236 v6pos tov vo6?, 6 vofios t^s Apaprias : it is no
longer a ' code ' but an authority producing regulated action such

as would be produced by a code.

Totj n»'€u}iaTos T»is SwTJs. Thc gcu. cxprcsscs the ' eflTect wrought

'

(Gif.), but it also expresses more : the Spirit brings life because it

essentially is life.
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iy XpioT5'lr](j-ou goes with ^Xeu^epwo-e : the authority of the Spirit

operating through the union with Christ, freed me. &c. For the

phrase itself see on ch. vi. ii

f[\ivQ(pw<r( (At. A small group of important authorities v^^ B F G,
m Pesh , Tert. 1/2 vel potius 2/2 Chrys. codd.) has tj fvOipwaiv ae. Tlie

combination of N B with Latin and Syriac authorities shows that this readintj

must be extremely early, going back to the time before the Western text

diverged from the main body. Still it can hardly be right, as the second

person is nowhere suggested in the context, and it is more probable that at

is only a mechanical repetition of the last syllable of i)\ev9ipajaf (ce).

Br. Hort suggests the omission of both prcnouns (^yuaj aUo being found),

and although the evidence for this is confined to some MSS. of Arm. ito

which Dr. Hort would add 'perhaps' the commentary of Origen as repre-

sented by Rufinus, but this is not certain), it was a very general tendency

among scribes to supply an object to verbs originally without ore. We do
not expect a return to first pers. sing, after rot^ iv X. 'I., and the scanty

evidence for omission may be to some extent paralleled, e.g. by that for the

omission of tvprjKivai in iv. i, for d je in v. 6, or for x^P'^ '''V ®*'? ^'^ '^'•- 25.

But we should hardly be justified in doing more than placing /le in brackets.

A-irb TOO ^ofiou ttjs dfiaprias Kai tou Qavdrou = the authority

exercised by Sin and ending in Death: see on vii. 23, and on
6 v6[x. T. nvfvft, above.

3. ri ydp dSuVaroi' tou fojiou. Two questions arise as to these

words, (i) What is their construction? The common view,

adopted also by Gif. (who compares Eur. Troad. 489), is that they

form a sort of nom. absolute in apposition to the sentence. Gif.

translates, ' the impotence (see below) of the Law being this that,'

&c. It seems, however, somewhat better to regard the words in

apposition not as nom. but as accus.

A most accomplished scholar, the late Mr. James Riddell, in his ' Digest

of Platonic Idioms' {_The Apology of Plato, Oxford, 1877, p. 122), lays down
two propositions about constructions like this: ' (i) These Noun-Phrases and
Neuter-Pronouns are Accusatives. The prevalence of the Neuter Gender
makes this difficult to prove ; but such instances as are decisive afford an

analogy for the rest: Theaet. 153 C km tovtois ruv KuXoipiuva, dvayKa^cu

rrpoa0ipa^aiv k.t.X. Of. Soph. 0. T. 603 koX tuiiK e^eyxov . . . irfu^ou, and
the Adverbs dpxfiv, aKixriv, ttjv irpujTrjv, &c. (ii) They represent, by Appo-
sition or Substitution, iAe sentence itself. To say, that they are Cognate
Accusatives, or in Apposition with the (unexpressed) Cognate Accus., would
be inadequate to the facts. For (i) in most of the instances the sense points

out that the Noun-Phrase or Pronoun stands over against the sentence, or

portion of a sentence, as a whole; (2) in many of them, not the internal

force but merely the rhetorical or logical form of the sentence is in view. It

might be said that they are Predicates, while the sentence itself is the

Subject.' [Examples follow, but that from Theaet. given above is as clear

as any.] This seems to criticize by anticipation the view of Va., who regards

^h dhiv. as accus. but practically explains it as in apposition to a cognate
accus. which is not expressed :

' The impossible thing of the Law . . . God
[effected ; that is He] condemned sin in the flesh.' It is true that an apt

parallel is quoted from a Cor. vi. 13 t^v 8e avrfiv dvrtfitadiav ir\aTw9r)Tf

Ka\ vnih ; but this would seem to come under the same rule. The argument
that if r^ dbvv. had been accus. it would probably have stood at the end of
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the KDtence, like t^i' XoyiK^v Xarpftav vftSiv in Rom. xii. T, appears to be
refuted by tov KoXocpSiva in Theaet. above. Win. Gr. § xxxii. 7, p. 390 E. T.
while recof^nizing the accus. use (§ lix. 9, p, 6O9 E. T.), seem* to prefer to
take rb alvv. as nom. So too Mey. Lips. &c.

(2) Is ro atvv. active or passive ? Gif., after Fri. (cf. also Win.
ut sup.) contends for the formei, on the ground that if ahvv. were
passive it should be followed by tw v6\xm not toC v6\iov. Tertullian

\De Res. Carn. 46) gives the phrase an active sense and retains the

gen., quod invalidum erat legis. But on the other hand if not Origen
himself, at least Rufinus the translator of Origen has a passive

rendering, and treats tov v6^j.ov as practically equivalent to ra v6\j.<^ :

quod impossibile erat legi*. Yet Rufinus himself clearly uses
ivipossibilis in an active sense in his comment ; and the Greek of

Origen, as given in Cramer's Catena, p. 125, appears to make to

ahvv. active : acrnep yap f] dp(Tt) iSia <f)vaei Itrxvpd, ovto) koi fj Kaxla Kai

ra ajT airrji aadevrj Kui ddvuara , . , tou toiovtov vopov i} (pvais ddvvaros

«Wt. Similarly Cyr.-Alex. (who finds fault with the structure of the

sentence) : t6 dSiivarov^ Tovrfcm t6 daSevovv. Vulg. and Cod. Clarom.
are slightly more literal: quod impossibile erat legis. The gen. might
mean that there was a spot witian the range or domain of Law
marked 'impossible,' a portion of the field which it could not

control. On the whole the passive sense appears to us to be more
in accordance with the Biblical use of dhdv. and also to give a some-
what easier construction : if to dbvv. is active it is not quite a simple

case of apposition to the sentence, but must be explained as a sort

of nom. absolute (' The impotence of the Law being this that,' &c.,

Gif.), which seems rather strained. But it must be confessed that

the balance of ancient authority is strongly in favour of this way of

taking the words, and that on a point—the natural interpretation of

language— where ancient authority is especially valuable.

An induction from the use of LXX and N. T. would seem to show that
6.i\ivaroi masc. and fern, was always active (so twice in N. T., twenty-two
times [3 w. II.J in LXX, Wisd. xvii. 14 rrjV abwarov ovtws vvKra koI i^

ildwnTov (itSov fivx<^v iTfXOoiiaav, being alone somewhat .imbiguous and
peculiar), while aHv. neut. was always passive (so five times in LXX, seven
in N. T.). It is true that the exact phrase t^ ahviarov does not occur, but
in Luke xviii. 37 we have rd. dSifara irapa di'dpuiron dvvaTa ivrt irapci ry ©€y.

Iv w : not * because ' (Fri. Win. Mey. Alf ), but ' in which ' or
* wherein,' defining the point in which the impossibility (inability)

of the Law consisted. For fjo-dfvd did t^s aapKos comp. vii. 22, 33.

The Law points the way to what is right, but frail humanity is

tempted and falls, and so the Law's good counsels come to nothing.

Tot- ^auTou uloi'. The emphatic eavTov brings out the community
of nature between the Father and the Son : cf. tov idiov viov ver. 3a;
r»v vlov r^s dyunrjs avrov Col. i. 1 3.

* The text it not free from suspicioik
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iy 6ftoi(>)fi.aTi aapK&s dfiaprias : the flesh of Christ is ' like ' oura

inasmuch as it is flesh ;
' like,' and only ' lilce,' because it is not

sinful: ostendit nos qut'dem habere carnem peccati, Filiiim vero Dei

timilitudinem habuisse camis peccah, non carnem pecca/i {Ong.'\a.L).

Pfleiderer and Holsten contend that even the flesh of Christ was

•sinful flesh,' i.e. capable of sinning ; but they are decisively refuted

by Gif. p. 165. Neither the Greek nor the argument requires tiiat

the flesh of Christ shall be regarded as sinful fleshy though it is

His Flesh—His Incarnation—which brought Him into contact

wit^ Sin.

Kal ircpl d/xapnas. This phrase is constantly used in the O.T.

for the 'sin-offering'; so 'more than fifty times in the Book of

Leviticus alone ' (Va.) ; and it is taken in this sense here by Orig.-

lat. Quod hostia pro peccato /actus est Christus, et oblatus sit pro
purgatione peccatorum, omnes Scripturae testaniur . . . Per hanc ergo

hostiam carnis suae, quae dicitur pro Y>^cc2iio. damnavit peccatum in

carne, &c. The ritual of the sin-offering is fully set forth in Lev, iv.

The most characteristic feature in it is the sprinkling with blood of

the horns of the altar of incense. Its object was to make atonement

especially for sins of ignorance. It was no doubt typical of the

Sacrifice of Christ. Still we need not suppose the phrase ir(p\

ifiapr, here specially limited to the sense of 'sin-offering.' It

includes every sense in which the Incarnation and Death of Christ

had relation to, and had it for their object to remove, human sin.

Kar^Kpii/e tt)!' dfiapriaf iv ttj crapKi. The key to this difficult

clause is supplied by ch. vi, 7-10. By the Death of Christ upon the

Cross, a death endured in His human nature, He once and for ever

broke off all contact with Sin, which could only touch Him through

that nature. Henceforth Sin can lay no claim against Him.
Neither can it lay any claim against the believer; for ttie believer

also has died with Christ. Henceforth when Sin comes to prosecute

its claim, it is cast in its suit and its former victim is acquitted.

The one culminating and decisive act by which this state of things

was brought about is the Death of Christ, to which all the subse-

quent immunity of Christians is to be referred.

The parallel passage, vi. 6-1 1, shows that this summary
condemnation of Sin takes place in the Death of Christ, and not

in His Life ; so that KoreKpivt cannot be adequately explained either

by the proof which Christ's Incarnation gave that human nature

mig/it be sinless, or by the contrast of His sinlessness with man's

sin. In Matt. xii. 41, 42 ('the men of Nineveh shall rise up in the

judgement with this generation, and shall condemn it,'&c.) KaraKpivei>

has this sense of 'condemn by contrast,' but there is a greater fulness

of meaning here.

The ancients rather miss the mark in their comments on this passage.

Tboa Ori£.-la.t. damnavit teccatum, hoc est, fugavit fcccatum et abstulit
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(comp. T. K. Abbott, ' eflectnally condemned so as to expel ')
: bnt it does

not appear how this was done. The commoner view is based on Chrys.,
who claims for the incarDate Christ a threefold victory over Sin, as not
yielding to it, as overcoming it (in a forensic sense), and convictinjj it of

injustice in handing over to death His own sinless body as if it were sinful.

Similarly Euthym.-Zig. and others in part. Cyr.-Alex. explains the victory

of Christ over Sin as passing over to the Christian through the indwelling
of the Holy Ghost and the Eucharist {SioL t^s ixvffTiK^s fvXoytas^. This is

at least right in so far as it lays stress on the identification of the Christian

with Christ. But the victory over sin does not rest on the mere fact of

sinlessness, but on the absolute severance from sin involved in the Death
upon the Cross and the Resurrection.

iv rrj o-apKi goes with KariKpivf. The Death of Christ has the

efficacy which it has because it is the death of His Flesh : by means
of death He broke for ever the power of Sin upon Him (vi. lo;
Heb. vii. i6; x. lo; i Pet. iii. i8); but through the mystical

union with Him the death of His Flesh means the death of ours

(Lips.).

4. TO SiKaiufio :
' the justifying,' Wic, ' the justification,' Rhem.

after Vulg. iustificatio; Tyn. is better, 'the rightewesnes requyred

of (;. e. by) the lawe.' We have already seen that the proper sense

of diKaiuifjia is ' that which is laid down as right/ ' that which has the

force of right ' : hence it = here the statutes of the Law, as righteous

statutes. Comp. on i. 32; ii. 26.

It is not clear how Chrys. ( = Euthym.-Zig.) gets for Si/caw/ia the sense

rd Ti\os, 6 OKortis, rd Kar6p6o)iJta.

Tois fi^ Karol ffdpKa jrepiiraTouati' : 'those who walk by the rule

of the flesh,' whose guiding principle is the flesh (and its grati-

fication). The antithesis of Flesh and Spirit is the subject of

the next section.

THE IiIPE OP THE FLESH AND THE LIFE OP
THE SPIRIT

Vin. 6-11. Compare the two states. The life of self-

mdulgence involves the breach of God's law, hostility to

Him, and death. Submission to the Spirit brings with it

true life and the sense of reconciliation. You therefore,

if you are sificere Christians, have in the presence of the

Spirit a sure pledge of immortality.

* These two modes of life are directly opposed to one another.

If any man gives way to the gratifications of sense, then these and

nothing else occupy his thoughts and determine the bent of his

character. And on the other hand, those who let the Holy Spirit
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guide them fix their thoughts and affections on things spiritual.

* They are opposed in their nature ; they are opposed also in their

consequences. For the consequence of having one's bent towards

the things of the flesh is death—both of soul and body, both here

and hereafter Just as to surrender one's thoughts and motives to

the Spirit brings with it a quickened vitality through the whole man,

and a tranquillizing sense of reconciliation with God.

' The gratifying of the flesh can lead only to death, because it

implies hostility to God. It is impossible for one who indulges the

flesh at the same time to obey the law of God. * And those who

are under the influence of the flesh cannot please God. ' But you,

as Christians, are no longer under the influence of the flesh. You
are rather under that of the Spirit, if the Spirit of God (which, be it

remembered, is the medium of personal contact with God and

Christ) is really in abiding communion with you. '" But if Christ,

through His Spirit, thus keeps touch with your souls, then mark

how glorious is your condition. Your body it is true is doomed to

death, because it is tainted with sin ; but your spirit—the highest

part of you—has life infused into it because of its new state of

righteousness to which life is so nearly allied. " In possessing the

Spirit you have a guarantee of future resurrection. It links you to

Him whom God raised from the dead. And so even these perish-

able human bodies of yours, though they die first, God will restore

to life, through the operation of (or, having regard to) that Holy

Spirit by whom they are animated.

5. 4»poKou<Tiv: *set their minds, or their hearts upon.' (fypovtiv

denotes the whole action of the (PpTjv, i.e. of the aff"ections and will

as well as of the reason; cf. Matt. xvi. 23 ov (ppoveis to tov GfoO,

dXXa TO Tcov avdpQinaiv : Rom. xii. 1 6 ; Phil. iii. 19 ; Col. iii. 2, &c.

6. ^p6vt]}i.a : the content of ^porelj/, the general bent of thought

and motive. Here, as elsewhere in these chapters, a-ap^ is that side

of human nature on which it is morally weak, the side on which

man's physical organism leads him into sin.

0<£i'OTos. Not merely is the (pp6i't](ia ttjs a-apKos death in ej^ec/,

inasmuch as it has death for its goal, but it is also a present death,

inasmuch as its present condition contains the seeds which by

their own inherent force will develop into the death both of body

and soul.

tuTJ. In contrast with the state of things just described, where

the whole bent of the mind is towards the things of the Spirit, not

o
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only is there * life * in ihe sense that a career so ordered will issue in

life ; it has already in ilscif the germs of hfe. As the Spirit itself is

in lis essence living, so does It impart that which must live.

For a striking presentation of the Biblical doctrine of Life see Hort,
Huhean Lectures, pp. 98 ff., 1S9 ff. The following may be quoted: 'The
sense of life which Israel enjoyed was, however, best expressed in the choice
of the name " life " as a designation of that higher communion with God
which grew forth in due time as the fruit of obedience and faith. The
psalmist or wise man or prophet, whose heart had sought the face of the
Lord, was conscious of a second or divine life, of which the first or natural
life was at once the image and the foundation; a life not imprisoned in
some secret recess of his soul, but filling his whole self, and overflowing
upon the earth around him' p. 98). Add St. Paul's doctrine of the in-

dwelling Spirit, and the intensity of his language becomes intelligible.

elpiii'Ti = as we have seen not only (i) the state of reconciliation

with God, but (ii) the sen?e of that reconciliation which diffuses

a feeling of harmony and tranquillity over the whole man.
7. This verse assigns the reason why the ' mind of the flesh is

death,' at the same time bringing out the further contrast between
the mind of the flesh and that of the Spirit suggested by the

descripdon of the latter as not only * life ' but ' peace.' The mind
of the flesh is the opposite of peace ; it involves hostility to God,
declared by disobedience to His Law. This disobedience is the

natural and inevitable consequence of giving way to the flesh.

8. 01 8e : not as AV. * so these,' as if it marked a consequence or

conclusion from ver. 7, but ' And ' : ver. 8 merely repeats the

substance of ver. 7 in a slightly different form, no longer abstract

but personal. The way is thus paved for a more direct application

to the readers.

9. Iv Kjo.p\d, . . . ev iTffufiaTi. Observe how the thought mounts
gradually upwards, flvai iv arapKi = ' to be under the domination of

I

the] flesh '
; corresponding to this (Ivai iv nvevfxari = ' to be under

the domination of [the] spirit,' i.e. in the first instance, the human
spirit. Just as in the one case the man takes his whole bent and
bias from the lower part of his nature, so in the other case he takes

it from the highest part of his nature. But that highest part, the

TTvevfia, is what it is by virtue of its affinity to God. It is essentially

that part of the man which holds communion with God : so that

the Apostle is naturally led to think of the Divine influences which
act upon the nvevpLa. He rises almost imperceptibly through the

Trvfifxa of man to the Tlveifia of God. From thinking of the way in

which the 7rv€vna in its best moods acts upon the character he
passes on to that influence from without which keeps it in its best

moods. This is what he means when he says fiTrfp Uvevfici Qeov

oiKt'i iv vixiv. oiKt'iv fv denotes a settled permanent penetrative

influence. Such an influence, from the Spirit of God, St. Pau]

assumes to be inseparable from the higher life of the Christian.
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The way in which iv aapKl is opposed to eV nvevfiaTi, and further

the way in which eV nvevfian passes from the spirit of man to the

Spirit of God, shows that we must not press the local significance of

the preposition too closely. We must not interpret any of the

varied expressions which the Apostle uses in such a sense as to

infringe upon the distinctness of the human and Divine personalities.

The one thing which is characteristic of personality is distinctness

from all other personalities ; and this must hold good even of the

relation of man to God. The very ease with which St. Paul changes
and inverts his metaphors shows that the Divine immanence with

him nowhere means Buddhistic or Pantheistic absorption. We
must be careful to keep clear of this, but short of it we may use the

language of closest intimacy. All that friend can possibly receive

from friend we may believe that man is capable of receiving from
God. See the note on eV XfHo-rS 'itjaov in vi. 1 1 ; and for the anti-

thesis of o-a'/j^ and Tvvivfia the small print note on vii. 14.

ci 8^ Tts. A characteristic delicacy of expression : when he is

speaking on the positive side St. Paul assumes that his readers have
the Spirit, but when he is speaking on the negative side he will not

say bluntly ' if you have not the Spirit/ but he at once throws
his sentence into a vague and general force, *if any one has

not,' &c.

There are some good remarks on the grammar of the conditional clauses

in this verse and in vv. 10, 25, in Burton, M. and T. §§ 469, 242, 261.

ouK laTii' auTou : he is no true Christian. This amounts to

saying that all Christians * have the Spirit * in greater or less

degree.

10. €1 8c XpiaT<5s. It will be observed that St. Paul uses the

phrases Jli^eO/ua eeow, TLviv\ia XpicrTov, and Xpiaros in these two verses

as practically interchangeable. On the significance of this in its

bearing upon the relation of the Divine Persons see below.

TO fAei/ CTojfjLa veKpbv 81' diAapriac. St. Paul is putting forward first

the negative and then the positive consequences of the indwelling

of Christ, or the Spirit of Christ, in the soul. But what is the

meaning of ' the body is dead because of sin ?
' Of many ways of

taking the words, the most important seem to be these : (i) ' the

body is dead imputative, in baptism (vi. 2 ff.), as a consequence of

sin which made this implication of the body in the Death of Christ

necessary' (Lips.). But in the next verse, to which this clearly

points forward, the stress lies not on death imputed but on physical

death, (ii) ' The body is dead rnystice, as no longer the instrument
of sin ( sans energie productrice des actes charnels), because of sin

—

to which it led' (Oltr.). This is open to the same objection as the

last, with the addition that it does not give a satisfactory explanation
of St' ifxapTiaif, (iii) It remains to take vtKpop in the plain sense of
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' physical death,' and to go back for Si* ifiaprlav not to vi. 3 ff. but

to V. 12 ff., so that it would be the sin of Adam and his descendants

(Aug. Gif. Go.) perpetuated to the end of time. Oltr. objects that

veKpiiv in this case ought to be dvrjrov, but the use of veKpov gives

a more vivid and pointed contrast to fojij
—

' a dead thing.'

TO 8e TTkcufia £(«)^ 8id 8iKaioaui'T]i'. Clearly the irvevfia here meant
is the human nvevfxa which has the properties of life infused into it

by the presence of the Divine nvevfia. fwj; is to be taken in a wide

sense, but with especial stress on the future eternal life. 8ia diKuio-

avvrjv is also to be taken in a wide sense : it includes all the senses

in which righteousness is brought home to man, first imputed, then

imparted, then practised.

11. St. Paul is fond of arguing from the Resurrection of Christ

to the resurrection of the Christian (see p. 117 sup.). Christ is the

aTTapxh (i Cor. XV. 20, 23 : the same power which raised Him will

raise us (i Cor. vi. 14; 2 Cor. iv. 14); Phil. iii. 21; i Thess.

iv. 14). But nowhere is the argument given in so full and complete

a form as here. The link which connects the believer with Christ,

and makes him participate in Christ's resurrection, is the possession

of His Spirit (cp. I Thess. iv. 14 roiis KOniriOivras 8id toO 'lr](Tov aPfi

<rvv avT^y

Slot Tou ecoiKoui^os auTou FlKeu/iaTos. The authorities for the two
readings, the gen. as above and the ace. hia to ivoiKovv alrov Uvevfxa,

seem at first sight very evenly divided. For gen. we have a long

line of authorities headed by ^? A C, Clem.-Alex. For ace. we have

a still longer line headed by B D, Orig. Iren.-lat.

In fuller detail the evidence is as follows

:

8icl Tov ivoiKovvTos K.T.A.. N A C P^ «/., codd. ap. Ps.- Ath. Dial. e. Maeedon.,
Boh. Sah. Hard. Arm. Aeth., Clem.-Alex. Method, {codd. Graec.

locorum ab Epiphanio citatoruni) Cyr.-Hieros codd. plur. et ed. Did. 4/5
Bas 4/4 Chrys. ad 1 Cor. xv. 45, Cyr.-Alex. ter, al. plur.

lih Tu ivoiKovv K.T.K. BDEFGKLP &c., codd. ap. Ps.-Ath. Dial. c.

Macedon.; Vulg. Pesh. (Sah. codd.); Iren.-lat. Or\g. pluries; Method.
vers. Slav, et codd. Epiphanii 1/3 et ex parte 2/.^, Cyr.-Hieros. cod.

Did.-lat. semel {interp. Hieron.) Chrys. ad loc. Tert. Hil. al. plur.

When these lists are examined, it will be seen at once that the authorities

for the f^en, are predominantly Alexandrian, and those for the ace. predomi-
nantly Western. The question is how far in each case this main body is

reinforced by more independent evidence. From this point of view a some-
what increased importance attaches to Hard. Arm. Hippol. Cyr.-Hieros.

Bas. on the side of the gen. and to B, Orig. on the side of the ace. The
testimony of Method, is not quite clear. The first place in which the

passage occurs is a quotation from Origen : here the true reading is probably
hia TO fvoiKovy, as elsewhere in that writer. The other two places belong to

Methodius himself. Here too the Slavonic version has in both cases ace.

;

the Greek preserved in Epiphanius has in one instance ace, in the other gen.

It is perhaps on the whole probable that Method, himself read ace. and that

gen. is due to Epiphanius, who undoubtedly was in the habit of using gen.

In balancint;^ the opposed evidence we remember that there is a distinct

Western Lafuaion in both £ and Orig. in St. Paal's Epistles, so that the ace.
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may rest not on the authority of two families of text, bnt only of one. On
the other hand, to Alexandria we must add Palestine, which would count

for something, though not very much, as being within the sphere of Alexan-

drian influence, and Cappadocia, which would count for rather more ; bui

what is of most importance is the attesting of the Alexandrian reading so far

West as Hippolytus. Too much importance must not be attached to the

assertion of the orthodox controversialist in the Dial. c. Macedonios, that

gen. is found in 'all the ancient copies'; the author of the dialogue allows

that the reading is questionable.

On the whole the preponderance seems to be slightly on the side

of the gen., but neither reading can be ignored. Intrinsically the

one reading is not clearly preferable to the other. St. Paul might
have used equally well either form of expression. It is however
hardly adequate to say with Dr. Vaughan that if we read the ace.

the reference is ' to the ennobling and consecrating effect of the

indweUing of the Holy Spirit in the human body.' The prominent

idea is rather that the Holy Spirit is Itself essentially a Spirit ofLife,
and therefore it is natural that where It is life should be. The gen.

brings out rather more the direct and personal agency of the Holy
Spirit, which of course commended the reading to the supporters of

orthodox doctiine in the Macedonian controversy.

The Person and Work of the Holy Spirit.

The doctrine of the Spirit of God or the Holy Spirit is taken

over from the O.T., where we have it conspicuously in relation to

Creation (Gen. i. 2), in relation to Prophecy (i Sam. x. 10; xi. 6
;

xix. 20, 23, &c.), and in relation to the religious life of the individual

(Ps. li. ii) and of the nation (Is. Ixiii. 10 f.). It was understood
that the Messiah had a plenary endowment of this Spirit (Is. xi. 2).

And accordingly in the N.T. the Gospels unanimously record the

visible, if symbolical, manifestation of this endowment (Mark i. lo
;

Jo. i. 32). And it is an expression of the same truth when in this

passage and elsewhere St. Paul speaks of the Spirit of Christ

convertibly with Christ Himself. Just as there are many passages

in which he uses precisely the same language of the Spirit of God
and of God Himself, so also there are many others in which he
uses the same language of the Spirit of Christ and of Christ

Himself. Thus the 'demonstration of the Spirit' is a demonstra-
tion also of the 'power of God' (i Cor. ii. 4, 5); the working of

the Spirit is a working of God Himself (1 Cor. xii. 11 compared
with ver. 6) and of Christ (Eph. iv. 11 compared with i Cor. xii.

28, 4). To be ' Christ's' is the same thing as to ' live in the Spirit

'

(Gal. V. 22 ff.). Nay, in one place Christ is expressly idenifiLd

with ' the Spirit' :
' the Lord is the Spirit ' (2 Cor. iii. 17) : a passage

which has a seenungly remarkable parallel in Ignat. Ad Magn. xv
fppataSe iv 6fi.ovoi(} Qeou, K(KTr]fj,fvoi ddioKpiTOV VPevfiUf 6s ((mv 'iijaovs
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XpifTTos (where however Bp. Lightfoot makes the antecedent to oi

not wi/fiV'! but the whole sentence ; his note should be read). The
key to these expressions is really supplied by the passage before us,

from which it appears that the communication of Christ to the soul

is really the communication of His Spirit. And, strange to say, we
find this language,which seems so individual, echoed not onlv possibly

by Ignatius but certainly by St. John. As Mr. Gore puts it (Bamp/on

Lectures, p. 132), 'In the coming of the Spirit the Son too was to

come ; in the coming of the Son, also the Father. " He will come
unto you," " I will come unto you," " We will come unto you " are

interchangeable phrases ' (cf. St. John xiv 16-23).

This is the first point which must be borne clearly in mind : in

their relation to the human soul the Father and the Son act through

and are represented by the Holy Spirit. And yet the Spirit is not

merged either in the Father or in the Son. This is the comple-

mentary truth. Along w-ith the language of identity there is other

language which implies distinction.

It is not only that the Spirit of God is related to God in the

same sort of way in which the spirit of man is related to the man.
In this very chapter the Holy Spirit is represented as standing over

against the Father and pleading with Him (Rom. viii. 26 f.), and
a number of other actions which we should call * personal ' are

ascribed to Him—'dwelling' (vv. 9, 11), ' leading' (ver. 14),
' witnessing ' (ver. 16), ' assisting ' (ver. 26). In the last verse of

2 Corinthians St. Paul distinctly co-ordinates the Holy Spirit with

the Father and the Son. And even where St. John speaks of the

Son as coming again in the Spirit, it is not as the same but as

'other'; 'another Paraclete will He give you' (St. John xiv. 16).

The language of identity is only partial, and is confined within

strict limits. Nowhere does St. Paul give the name of ' Spirit ' to

Him who died upon the Cross, and rose again, and will return

once more to judgement. There is a method running through the

language of both Apostles.

The doctrine of the Holy Trinity is really an extension,

a natural if not necessary consequence, of the doctrine of the

Incarnation. As soon as it came to be clearly realized that the

Son of God had walked the earth as an individual man among
men it was inevitable that there should be recognized a dis-

tinction, and such a distinction as in human language could only

be described as 'personal' in the Godhead. But if there was

a twofold distinction, then it was wholly in accordance with the

body of ideas derived from the O. T. to say also a threefold

distinction.

It is interesting to observe that in the presentation of this last

step in the doctrine there is a difTerence between St. Paul and

St. John corresponding to a difference in the exfierience of the
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two Apostles. In both cases it is this actual experience which

gives the standpoint from which they write. St. John, who had

heard and seen and handled the Word of Life, who had stood

beneath the cross and looked into the empty tomb, when he

thinks of the coming of the Paraclete naturally thinks of Him
as ' another Paraclete.' St. Paul, who had not had the same
privileges, but who was conscious that from the moment of his

vision upon the road to Damascus a new force had entered into

his soul, as naturally connects the force and the virion, and sees in

what he feels to be the work of the Spirit the work also of the

exalted Son. To St. John the first visible Paraclete and the

second invisible could not but be different; to St. Paul the in-

visible influence which wrought so powerfully in him seemed to

stream directly from the presence of Him whom he had heard

fr(>*«i heaven call him by his name.

80NSHIP AND HEIRSHIP.

VIII. 12-17. Live then as men bound for such a destiny^

ascetics as to yotir worldly life, heirs of immortality. The

Spirit implanted and confirms in you the cotisciousness of

your inheritance. It tells you that you are in a special sense

sens of God, and that you must some day share the glory to

which Christ, your Elder Brother, has gone.

"Such a destiny has its obligations. To the flesh you owe

nothing. *' If you live as it would have you, you must inevitably

die. But if by the help of the Spirit you sternly put an end to

the licence of the flesh, then in the fullest sense you will live.

** Why so ? Why that necessary consequence ? The link is

here. All who follow the leading of God's Spirit are certainly by

that very fact special objects of His favour. They do indeed enjoy

the highest title and the highest privileges. They are His sons.

'" When you were first baptized, and the communication of the

Holy Spirit sealed your admission into the Christian fold, the

energies which He imparted were surely not those of a slave.

You had not once more to tremble under the lash of the Law.

No : He gave you rather the proud inspiring consciousness of

men admitted into His family, adopted as His sons. And the

consciousness of that relation unlocks our lips in tender filial

appeal to God as our Father. *® Two voices arc distinctly heard

:
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one we know to be that of the Holy Spirit ; the other is the voice

of our own consciousness. And both bear witness to the same

fact that we are children of God. "But to be a child implies

something more. The child will one day inherit his father's

possessions. So the Christian will one day enter upon that

glorious inheritance which his Heavenly Father has in store for

him and on which Christ as his Elder Brother has already entered.

Only, be it remembered, that in order to share in the glory, it is

necessary first to share in the sufferings which lead to it.

12. Lipsius would unite vv. 12, 13 closely with the foregoing;

and no doubt it is true that these verses only contain the

conclusion of the previous paragraph thrown into a hortatory

form. Still it is usual to mark this transition to exhortation by
a new paragraph (as at vi. 12); and alihough a new idea (that

of heirship) is introduced at ver. 14, that idea is only subor-
dinate to the main argument, the assurance which the Spirit gives

of future life. See also the note on ovv in x. 14.

13. iri'eufAaTi. The antithesis to adp^ seems to show that this

is still, as in vv. 4, 5, 9, the human nveina, but it is the human
nvfv/xa in direct contact with the Divine.

Tcis Trpd^eis : of wicked doings, as in Luke xxiii. 51.
14. The phrases which occur in this section, UvfvfiaTi Beov

ayo'JTiu, TO nvevfia (rvfifiapTvpfl t(o irvevpan rjfxwv, are clear prOof that

the other group of phrases ev Trvfiifian elvcn, or t6 Uvfipa oiVel (eVotxel)

€v r]piv are not intended in any way to impair the essential distinct-

ness and independence of the human personality. There is no
such Divine ' immanence ' as would obliterate this. The analogy
to be kept in view is the personal influence of one human being
upon another. We know to what heights this may rise. The
Divine influence may be still more subtle and penetrative, but it is

not different in kind.

oiol 0eoo. The difference between vl6s and reKvov appears to be
that whereas reKvov denotes the natural relationship of child to

parent, vios implies, in addition to this, the recognized status and
legal privileges reserved for sons. Cf. Westcott on St. John i. 12

and the parallels there noted.

15. TTi-eu/ia SouXeias. This is another subde variation in the

use of nviinn. From meaning the human spirit under the in-

fluence of the Divine Spirit nviifia comes to mean a particular

state, habit, or temper of the human spirit, sometimes in itself

{nvfiifjia fT/Xwo-fcus Num. V. I4, 30; tvv. dKrjSlas Is. Ixi. 3 ,' ITV. nopffias

Hos. iv. 12), but more often as due to supernatural influence, good
or evil (ttv, a-ocpias K.T.X, Is. xi. 2; irv. nXavrjcraos Is. xix. I4 ; nv.

Kpi<T(us Is. xxviii. 6; nv. Karavv^tos Is. xxix. 10 (= Rom. xi. 8);
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nv. ;^aptTOf Koi oiKTipfiov Zech. xii. lO ; Trv.da0fvelasT.vke Xlii. I 1
;

nv. SeiXias 2 Tim. i. 7 >
''^ ^"^ '''V^ ir\dvris I Jo. iv. 6). So here

nv. tovXflas = such a spirit as accompanies a state of slavery, sucyi

a servile habit as the human Tri/fO/ua assumes among slaves. This

was not the temper which you had imparted to you at your bap-

tism {(Kd^eTf). I'he slavery is that of the Law : of. Gal. iv. 6, 7,

24, V. I.

irdiXii' els <f>oPoi' :
' SO as to relapse into a state of fear.' The

candidate for baptism did not emerge from the terrors of the

Law only to be thrown back into them again.

ui'oOeo-ias : a word coined, but rightly coined, from the classical

phrase vlos TiOfo-dm [Otrbi vlos). It seems however too mucli to

say with Gif. that the coinage was probably due to St. Paul him-

self. 'No word is more common in Greek inscriptions of the

Hellenistic time : the idea, like the word, is native Greek ' (E. L.

Hicks in Studia Biblka, iv. 8). This doubtless points to the

quarter from which St. Paul derived the word, as the Jews had
not the practice of adoption.

*APJ3a, 6 TraTi^p. The repetition of this word, first in Aramaic
and then in Greek, is remarkable and brings home to us the fact

that Christianity had its birth in a bilingual people. The same
repetition occurs in Mark xiv. 36 (' Abba, Father, all things are

possible to Thee ') and in Gal. iv. 6 : it gives a greater intensity of

expression, but would only be natural where the speaker was
using in both cases his familiar tongue. Lightfoot [Hor. Heb. on
Mark xiv. 36) thinks that in the Gospel the word 'k^^ia. only was
used by our Lord and 6 nari^p added as an interpretation by

St. Mark, and that in like manner St. Paul is interpreting for the

benefit of his readers. The three passages are however all too

emotional for this explanation : interpretation is out of place in

a prayer. It seems better to suppose that our Lord Himself,

using familiarly both languages, and concentrating into this word
of all words such a depth of meaning, found Himself impelled

spontaneously to repeat the word, and that some among His
disciples caught and transmitted the same habit. It is significant

however of the limited extent of strictly Jewish Christianity that

we find no other original examples of the use than these three.

16. auTo TO rik-eCfia : see on ver. 14 above.

(TufXfAapTuper : cf. ii. 15; ix. 2. There the 'joint-witness' was
the subjective testimony of conscience, confirming the objective

testimony of a man's works or actions ; here consciousness is

analyzed, and its data are referred partly to the man himself, partly

to the Spirit of God moving and prompting him.

17. KXripoi'ofioi. The idea of a KXr]povofj.ia is taken up and

developed in N. T. from O. T. and Apocr. (Ecclus, Fs. Sol.,

4 Ezr.). It is also prominent in Philo, who devotes a whole
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treatise to the question Qut's reruvi dtvtnarum heres sii? (Mang. i.

473 ff.). Meaning originally (i) the simple possession of the Holy

Land, it came to mean (ii) its permanent and assured possession

(Ps. XXV [xxiv]. 13; xxxvi [xxxvii]. 9, 11 &c.) ; hence (iii)

specially the secure possession won by the Messiah (Is. Ix. 21
;

Ixi. 7 ; and so it became (iv) a symbol of all Messianic blessings

(Matt. V. 5; xix. 29; XXV. 34, &c.). Philo, after his manner,

makes the word denote the bliss of the soul when freed from the

body.

It is an instance of the nnacconntable inequalities of nsa,q;e that whereas
tcXTipovo/jLcif, K\r]povo/j,ia occur almost innumerable times in LXX, kXtjpovohos

occurs only five times ^once in Symmachus) ; in N.T. there is much greater

equality (j(\ripovoyLeiv eighteen, KXripovon'ia fourteen, ic\7]poi'6fioT fifteen).

auyKXtipofojioi. Our Lord had described Himself as ' the Heir

'

in the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen (Matt. xxi. 38). This

would show that the idea of KkrjpovofjLia received its full Christian

adaptation directly from Him (cf. also Matt. xxv. 34).

eiTTcp orufxirdo-xofjiei'. St. Paul seems here to be reminding his

hearers of a current Christian saying : cf. 2 Tim. ii. 1 1 niaros 6

Xoyos, Et yap avvaTredduofifv koi crv(t](Tontv' vnopivofjLfv Koi (rvn^aat-

Xfva-nfxfu. This is another instance of the Biblical conception of

Christ as the Way (His Life not merely an example for ours, but

in its main lines presenting a fixed type or law to which the lives

of Christians must conform); cf. p. 196 above, and Dr. Hort's

T/ie Way, the Truth, and the Life there referred to. For «lWep see

on iii. 30.

SUFFERITTG THE PATH TO GLORY.

VIII. 18-25. What though the path to that glory lies

through suffering ? The siffering and the glory alike are

parts of a great cosmical movement, in which the irrational

creation joins with man. As it shared the results of his

fall, so also will it share in his redemption. Its pangs are

pangs of a new birth (vv. 18-22).

Like the mute creation, we Christians too wait painfully

for our deliverance. Our attitude is one of hope and not of

possession (vv. 23-25).

" What of that ? For the sufferings which we have to undergo

in this phase of our career I count not worth a thought in view

of that dazzling splendour which will one day break through

the clouds and dawn upon us. '^ For the sons of God will stand

forth revealed in the glories of their bright inheritance. And for
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that consummation not they alone but the whole irrational creation

both animate and inanimate, waits with eager longing; like

spectators straining forward over the ropes to catch the first

glimpse of some triumphal pageant.

"The future and not the present must satisfy its aspirations.

For ages ago Creation was condemned to have its energies marred

and frustrated. And that by no act of its own : it was God who
fixed this doom upon it, but with the hope " that as it had been

enthralled to death and decay by the Fall of Man so too the

Creation shall share in the free and glorious existence of God's

emancipated children. ''^
It is like the pangs of a woman in child-

birth. This universal frame feels up to this moment the throes of

travail—feels them in every part and cries out in its pain. But

where there is travail, there must needs also be a birth.

*'Our own experience points to the same conclusion. True

that in those workings of the Spirit, the charismata with which we

are endowed, we Christians already possess a foretaste of good

things to come. But that very foretaste makes us long—anxiously

and painfully long—for the final recognition of our Sonship. We
desire to see these bodies of ours delivered from the evils that

beset them and transfigured into glory.

•* Hope is the Christian's proper attitude. We were saved

indeed, the groundwork of our salvation was laid, when we became

Christians. But was that salvation in possession or in prospect ?

Certainly in prospect. Otherwise there would be no room for

hope. For what a man sees already in his hand he does not hope

for as if it were future. "But in our case we do not see, and we

do hope; therefore we also wait for our object with steadfast

fortitude.

18. Xoyt'toiJiai yap^ At the end of the last paragraph St. Paul

has been led to speak of the exalted privileges of Christians in-

volved in the fact that they are sons of God. The thought of these

privileges suddenly recalls to him the contrast of the suff'erings

through which they are passmg. And after his manner he does

not let go this idea of ' suffering ' but works it into his main
argument. He first dismisses the thought that the present suffer-

ing can be any real counter-weight to the future glory ; and then

he shows that not only is it not this, but that on the contrary it

actually points forward to that glory. It does this on the grandest
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scale. In fact it is nothing short of an universal law that suffering

marks the road to glory. All the sufferinfj, all the imperfeclion,

all the unsatisfied aspiraiion and longing of which the traces are so

abundant in external nature as well as in man, do but point forward
to a time when the sufferin;^ shall cease, the imperfection be re-

moved and the frustrated aspirations at last crowned and satisfied;

and this time coincides with the glorious consummation which
awaits the Christian.

True it is that there goes up as it were an universal groan, frcx
creation, from ourselves, from the Holy Spirit who sympathizes
with us; but this groaning is but the travail-pangs of the new
binh, the entrance upon their glorified condition of the risen sons
of God.

Xoyii^ofiot : here in its strict sense, 'I calculate,' 'weigh mentally,'
' count up on the one side and on the other.'

a|ia .. .TTpos. In Plato, Gorg. p. 471 E, we have ovhtvos, S^ios ((tti

irpos TTjv dXTjOeiau : SO that with a slight ellipse oiV a^ia . . . npos Tr]u

So^af will = ' not worth (considei ing) in comparison with the glory.'

Or we may regard this as a mixture of two consiruciions, (i) ovk

o^in rqs 8o|'/f, i. e. ' not an equivalent for the glory ' ; com p. Prov.

vi 1, II trap 8e Ttfiiou OVK u^iov (ivTrjs (sc. T^y (ro(ptas\ eariv, and (2)
ov^fvoi Xoyov a^ia npos rfjv do^aV. COmp. Jer. Xxiii. 28 W to a^vpou

npos tov a'lTov
;

The thought has a near parallel in 4 Ezra vii. 3 ff. Compare (e.f. ) the
following (vv. 12-17): Et facti sunt introitus huius saeculi angitsti et

dolentes et laboriosi, pauci autem et malt et periculorum pleni et labore

magna opere fulti ; nam viaioris saeculi introitus spatiosi et securi et

facientes immortalitatisfructum. Si ergo non ingredientes ingressi fuerint-
que vivunt angusta et vana haec, non poteruni recipere quae sunt reposita . .

.

iusli autem ferent angusta sperantes spatiosa. Compare also the quotations
from the Talmud in Delitzsch ad loc. The question is asked. What is the
way to the world to come ? And the answer is. Through suffering.

fieXXouorai' : emphatic, 'is destined to,' 'is certain to.' The
position of the word is the same as in Gal. iii. 23, and serves to

point the contrast to rov vvv Kaipov.

hoiav : the heavenly brightness of Christ's appearing : see on
iii. 23.

CIS r\i>.as : to reach and include us in its radiance.

19. dTTOKapaSoKia : cf. Phil. i. 20 Kara Tr)v anoKapaboKiav Kn\ fKirOia

n'w : the verb (in(>Kapa(^oK(iv occurs in Aquila's version of Ps. xxxvii

[xxxvij. 7, and the subst. frequently in Polyb. and Plutarch (see

Grm.-Thay. s. v., and Ell. Lft. on Phil. i. 20). A highly expressive

word ' to strain forward,' lit. ' await with outstretched head.' This
sense is still further strengthened by the compound, dnn- denoting
diversion from other things and concentration on a single object.

This passage (especially vv. 17, 22) played a considerable part in the

•ystem of liasilides, as described in Hippol. A'e/. Omn. Haer. vii. 25-27.
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Ttjs KTto-ews: see on i. 20. Here the sense is given by ihe

coniext ; 17 kt.o-i? is set in contrast with the ' sons of God,' and

from the allusion to the Fall which follows evidently refers to Gen.

iii. 17, 18 'Cursed is the ground for thy sake . . . thorns also and

thistles shall it bring forth to thee.' The commentators however

are not wrong in making the word include here the whole irrational

creation. The poetic and penetrating imagination of St. Paul

sees in the marks of imperfection on the face of nature, in the

signs at once of high capacities and poor achievement, the visible

lind audible expression of a sense of something wanting which will

one day be supplied.

Oltr. and some others argue strenuously, but in vain, for giving

to KTicTis, throughout the whole of this passage, the sense not of the

world of nature, but of the world of man (similarly Orig.). He
tries to get rid of the poetic personification of nature and to

dissociate St. Paul from Jewish doctrine as to the origin of death

and decay in nature, and as to its removal at the coming of the

Messiah. But (i) there is no sufficient warrant for limiting Kr/o-iy

to humanity; (ii) it is necessary to deny the sufficiently obvious

reference to Gen. iii. 17-19 (where, though the * ground' or ' soil

'

only is mentioned, it is the earth's surface as the seed-plot of life)
;

(iii) the Apostle is rather taken out of the mental surroundings

in which he moved than placed in them: see below on 'I'lie

Renovation of Nature.'

The ancients generally take the passage as above (fj Kriais r) 11X070$

expressly Euthym.-Zig ). Orig.-lat., as expressly, has creaturani titpote

rationabilem ; but he is quite at fault, making t^ yLa-raionyn = ' the body.'

Chrys. and Euthym.-Zig. call attention to the personification of Nature,
which they compare to that in the Psalms and Prophets, while Diodorus of

Tarsus refers the expressions implying life rather to the Powers i^maixui)
which preside over inanimate nature and from which it takes its forms The
sense commonly given to ^arawTi/Ti is -= (pOopd,

r^v diTOKd\u(j»ii' riav vlQ>v tou Geou. The same word (moKa\v\f/is is

applied to the Second Coming of the Messiah (which is also an
(Tn(f)avela 2 Thess. ii. 8) and to that of the redeemed who accompany
Him: their new existence will not be like the present, but will be

in 'glory' (So^a) both reflected and imparted. This revealing of

the sons of God will be the signal for the great transformation.

The Jewish writings nse similar language. To them also the appearing of

the Messiah is an drroKa\vipLS : 4 Ezra xiii. 32 ei erit cumjient haec, et con-

tingent sigfia quae atite ostendi tibi et tunc revelahitur Jilius mens qiiem

vidisti ut viiuni ascendentem ; Afoe. Bar. xxxix. 7 et erit, cum appropinqua-
verit tempusfi>iis eius ut cadat, tunc revelahiturprincipatus li/e.isiae inei qui
similis est fonli el viti, et oum revelalus fuerit eradicabit multiiudinein con-

gregatioiiis eius ^the Latin of this book, it will be remembered, i^ Ceiiani's

veision from the Syriac, and not ancient like that of 4 Ezra). The object of

the Mtssinh's ai-)pearing is the same as with St. Paul, to deliver creation

from its ills : 4 Ezra xiii. 26, 29 ipse est quern comervat Aliissimus muitis
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titiiporihus qui per semetipsum liberahit creaturam suam et ipse disfonet

qui derelicti sunt . . . ecce dies veniimt, quanJo incipiet Altissimus liherari

eos qui super terram stmt : Apoc. Bar. xxxii. 6 quando futuruin est ut lortis

iiinovet creaturam suam (=4 lizra vii. 75 [Bensly] danec veniant tempora
ilia, in quibtis incipies creaturam renovare). The Mcssinh does not come
alone : 4 Ezra xiii. .^i non poterit quisque super terram videre filium meiim
vel eos qui cum eo sunt nisi in tempore diei. He collects round Him
a double multitude, consisting partly ol the ten tribes who had been carried

away into captivity, and partly of those who were left in the Holy Land
{ibid. w. 12, 39 ff., 48 L).

dTrcKSexerai : another strong compound, where ano- contains the

same idea of ' concentrated waiting ' as in dnoKapaSoKia above.

20. T^ . . . iiaTaioTTjTi : /xaratoTT/j (laTainTriTwv is the refrain of the

Book of Ecclesiastes (Eccl. i. 2, &c. ; of. Ps. xxxix. 5,11 [xxxviii. 6,

12] cxliv [cxliii]. 4) : that is //dratoi/ which is ' without result ' {fidrrjv),

' ineffective,' ' which does not reach its end '—the opposite of

Tf'Xfios : the word is therefore appropriately used of the disappointing

character of present existence, which nowhere reaches the perfection

of which it is capable.

uTreTayT) : by the Divine sentence which followed the Fall (Gen.

iii. 17-19)-

oux €Kou(Ta : not through its own fault, but through the fault of

man, i. e. the Fall.

8td Toc uiTOTd|ai'Ta : *by reason of Him who subjected it,' i.e. not

man in general (Lips.) ; nor Adam (Chrys. a/.) ; nor the Devil

(Go.), but (with most commentators, ancient as well as modern)
God, by the sentence pronounced after the Fall. It is no argument
against this reference that the use of Std with ace. in such a con-

nexion is rather unusual (so Lips.).

eir* cXttiSi qualifies imfTdyrj. Creation was made subject to

vanity—not simply and absolutely and there an end, but 'in hope
that,' &c. Whatever the defects and degradation of nature, it was
at least left with the hope of rising to the ideal intended for it.

21. oTi. The majority of recent commentators make Jn (= 'that')

define the substance of the hope just mentioned, and not (= ' be-

cause ') give a reason for it. The meaning in any case is much
the same, but this is the simpler way to arrive at it.

Ktti auTT) r\ KTi'ais : not only Christians but even the mute creation

with them.

dTTO TTJs SouXcias Tr\s <}>0opas. dov\ftai corresponds to VTifTayr), the

stale of subjection or thraldom to dissolution and decay. The
opposite to this is the full and free development of all the powers

which attends the stale of fio^a. 'Glorious liberty' is a poor

translalion and does not express the idea : So^n, ' the glorified state,'

is the leading fact, not a subordinate fact, and eX(vdepia is its

char;icieris;ic, ' the liberty of the gloiy of the children of God.'

22. oiSatict' Y<ip introduces a fact of common knowledge (though
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the apprehension of it may not have been so common as he

assumes) to which the Apostle appeals.

o-ucTxei'dJei Kal aucuSicei. It seems on the whole best to take the

(Tvv- in both instances as = 'together,' i.e. in all the parts of which

creation is made up (so. Theod.-Mops. expressly : ^ovXerai 8(

tiTTfii' on avjxcfiMvoos (TriSfiKwrai tovto naaa t) KTicrts' iva to irapa :tacrr]s

TO avT6 ytvecrdai oixoiats, waidtvcrrj tovtovs ttjv irpos anavTas Koivuivlav

9lpu(T0at Trj tS)v \vn-qpu>v Kaprtpla). Oltr. gets out of it the scnse of

'inwardly' (= eV favTols), which it will not bear: Fri. Lips, and
oilier^j, after Euthym.-Zig. make it = ' wi'/A men ' or ' with the

children of God
'

; but if these had been pointed to, there would
not be so clear an opposition as there is at the beginning of the

next verse (ov p6vov de, dXXa koI airot). The two verses must be

kept apart.

23. ou fioi'oi' 8^. Not only does nature groan, but we Christians

also groan : our very privileges make us long for something more.

TTji' dTrapxTji' Tou nt-eufiaTos : 'the first-fruits, or first instalment

of the gift of the Spirit.' St, Paul evidently means all the

phenomena of that great outpouring which was specially charac-

teristic of the Apostolic Age from the Day of Pentecost onwards,

the varied charismata bestowed upon the first Christians (i Cor.

xii. &c.), but including also the moral and spiritual gifts which were

more permanent (Gal. v. 22 f). The possession of these gifts

served to quicken the sense of the yet greater gifts that were to

come. Foremost among them was to be the transforming of the

earthly or ' psychical ' body into a spiritual body (i Cor. xv. 44 if.).

St. Paul calls this a 'deliverance/ i.e. a deliverance from the 'ills

that flesh is heir to ' : for dnoXvTpaan see on iii. 24.

fxovres Ti|ji€is : ^pus is placed here by N A C 5. 47. 80, also by Tisch.

RV. and (in brackets) by VVH.

uioQcfriav: see on ver. 15 above. Here v'od. = the manifested,

realized, act of adoption—its public promulgation.

24. Tj) ydp eXtriSi €o-w0T]fA6»', The older commentators for the

most part (not however Luther Beng. Fri.) took the dat. here as

dative of the instrument, ' by hope were we saved.' Most moderns
(including Gif Go. Oltr. Mou. Lid.) take it as dai. modiy ' in hope

were we saved;' the main ground being that it is more in accord-

ance with the teaching of St. Paul to say that we were saved />y

faith, or from another point of view—looking at salvation from the

side of God

—

by grace (both terms are found in Eph. ii. 8) than by

hope. This seems preferable. Some have held that Hope is here

only an aspect of Faith : and it is quite true that the definition of

Faith in Heb. xi. I (fcm fie Tr/ortf iKuLl^opivuiV vnoaTaais, npaypdruiv

tXeyxos ov ^XeTTopivcov), makes it practically equivalent to Hope. But

that is just one of the points of distinction between Ep. to Heb.

J?
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and St. Paul. In Heb. Faith is used somewhat vag;uely of belief

in God and in the fulfilment of His promises. In St. Paul it is far

more often Faith in Christ, the first act of accepting Christianity

(see p. 33 above). This belongs essentially to the past, and to the

present as growing directly out of the past ; but when St. Paul

comes to speak of the future he uses another term, iKnU. No
doubt when we come to trace this to its origin it has its root in the

strong conviction of the Messiahship of Jesus and its consequences
;

but the two terms are not therefore identical, and it is best to

keep them distinct.

Some recent Germans (Holsten, Weiss, Lips.) take the dat. as

daiivus cotnmodi, ^for hope were we saved.' But this is less

natural. To obtain this sense we should have to personify Hope
more strongly than the context will bear. Besides Hope is an
attribute or characteristic of the Christian life, but not its end.

cXttIs 8e pXe-n-ofAeVr] : eXTri? here = ' the thing hoped for,' just as

/cri(74f = ' the thing created
'

; a very common usage.

8 Yap pXfTTti, Tis cXiriJci; This terse reading is found only in B 47 marg.,

which adds ro TraXatbv ovrcus €X" • it is adopted by RV. Uxi, W H. text.

Text. Recept. has [t yap ^\iiret tis] ti Kat [eATr/^ei], of which ri alone is

found in Western authorities (D F G, Vulg. Pesh. a/.), and nai alone in

N*47*. Both RV. and \VH. give a place in the margin to ri leai iKiri^u

and Ti KOI viro/iiv(t [inroiiivfi with N* A 47 marg.].

25. The point of these two verses is that the attitude of hope,

so distinctive of the Christian, implies that there is more in store

for him than anything that is his already.

81' uTTO)j,oi'T]s : constancy and fortitude under persecution, &c.,

pointing back to the ' sufferings' of ver. 18 (of. on ii. 7 ; v. 4; and
for the use of 8to ii. 27).

T^e Renovation of Nature.

We have already quoted illustrations of St. Paul's language from

some of the Jewish writings which are nearest to his own in point

of time. They are only samples of the great mass of Jewish

literature. To all of it this idea of a renovation of Nature, the

creation of new heavens and a new earth is common, as part of the

Messianic expectation which was fulfilled unawares to many of

those by whom it was entertained. The days of the ]\Iessiah were

to be the 'seasons of refreshing,' the 'times of restoration of all

things,' which were to come from the face of the Lord (Acts iii. 19,

21). The expectation had its roots in the O. T., especially in

those chapters of the Second Part of Isaiah in which the approach-

ing Return from Captivity opens up to the prophet such splendid

visions for the future. The one section Is. Ixv. 17-25 might well
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be held to warrant most of the statements in the Apocrypha and

Talmud.
The idea of the ' new heavens and new earth ' is based directly

upon Is. Ixv. 17, and is found clearly stated in the Book of Enoch,

xlv. 4 f. ' I will transform the heaven and make it an eternal

blessing and light. And I will transform the earth and make it

a blessing and cause Mine elect ones to dwell upon it' (where see

Charles' note). There is also an application of Ps. cxiv. 4, with

an added feature which illustrates exactly St. Paul's a-noKokv^ii rcov

vlwp ruv Q(ov: 'In those days will the mountains leap like rams
and the hills will skip like lambs satisfied with milk, and they will

all become angels in heaven. Their faces will be lighted up
with joy, because in those days the Elect One has appeared, and the

earth will rejoice and the righteous will dwell upon it, and the elect

will go to and fro upon it' {Enoch li. 4 f ). We have given

parallels enough from 4 Ezra and the Apocalypse of Baruch, and
there is much in the Talmud to the same effect (cf Weber, Altsyn.

Theol. p. 380 ff. ; Schiirer, Neutesi. Zeilgesch. ii. 453 ff., 458 f

;

Edersheim, Li/e and Times, &c. ii. 438).
It is not surprising to find the poeiry of the prophetic writings

hardened into fact by Jewish literalism; but it is strange when the

products of this mode of interpretation are attributed to our Lord
Himself on authority no less ancient than that of Papias of Hiera-

polis, professedly drawing from the tradition of St. John. Yet

Irenaeus [Adv. Haer. V. xxxiii. 3) quotes in such terms the follow-

ing: ' The days will come, in which vines shall grow, each having

ten thousand shoots and on each shoot ten thousand brandies, and

on each branch again ten thousand twigs, and on each twig ten

thousand clusters, and on each cluster ten thousand grapes, and

each grape when pressed shall yield five and twenty measures of

wine . . . Likewise also a grain of wheat shall produce ten thousand

heads, and every head shall have ten thousand grains, and every

grain ten pounds of fine flour, bright and clean ; and the other

fruits, seeds and the grass shall produce in similar proportions, and
all the animals using these fruits which are products of the soil,

shall become in their turn peaceable and harmonious.' It happens

that this saying, or at least part of it, is actually extant in Apoc.

Bar. xxix. 5 (cf. Orac. Sibyll. iii. 620-623, 744 ff.), so that it

clearly comes from some Jewish source. In view of an instance

like this it seems possible that even in the N. T. our Lord's words

may have been defined in a sense which was not exactly that

originally intended owing to the current expectation which the dis-

ciples largely shared.

And yet on the whole, even if this expectation was by the Jews
to some extent literalized and materialized, some of its essential

features were preserved. Corresponding to the new abode pre-
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pared for it there was to be a renewed humanity: and that not

only in a phy ical sense based on Is. xxxv. 5 f. (' Then the eyes of

the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be un-

stopped,' &c.), but also in a moral sense ; the root of evil was to be

plucked out of the hearts of men and a new heart was to be im-

planted in them : the Spirit of God was to rest upon them (Weber,

Altsyn. Theol. p. 382). There was to be no unrighteousness in

their midsi, for they were all to be holy {Ps. Sol. xvii. 28 f., 36,

&c.). The Messiah was to rule over the nations, but not merely by
force ; Israel was to be a true light to the Gentiles (Schiirer. op. t it.

p. 456).

If we compare these Jewish beliefs with what we find here in the

Epistle to the Romans there are two ways in which the superiority

of the Apostle is most striking, (i) There runs through his words
an intense sympathy with nature in and for itself. He is one of

those (like St. Francis of Assisi) to whom it is given to read as it

were the thoughts of plants and animals. He seems to lay his ear

to the earth and the confused murmur which he hears has a meaning
for him : it is creation's yearning for that happier state intended for

it and of which it has been defrauded. (2) The main idea is not,

as it is so apt to be with the Rabbinical writers, the mere glorifica-

tion of Israel. By them the Gentiles are differently treated.

Sometimes it is their boast that the Holy Land will be reserved

exclusively for Israel :
' the sojourner and the stranger shall dwell

with them no more' {Ps. Sol. xvii. 31). The only place for the

Gentiles is ' to serve him beneath the yoke ' {ibid. ver. 32). The
vision of the Gentiles streaming to Jerusalem as a centre of religion

is exceptional, as it must be confessed that it is also in O. T.
Prophecy. On the other hand, with St. Paul the movement is

truly cosmic. The ' sons of God ' are not selected for their own
sakes alone, but their redemption means the redemption of a world
of being besides themselves.

THE ASSISTANCE OP THE SPIRIT.

VIII. 26, 27. Meanwhile the Holy Spirit itself assists in

our prayers.

*• Nor are we alone in our struggles. The Holy Spirit sup-

ports our helplessness. Left to ourselves we do not know what

prayers to offer or how to offer them. But in those inarticulate

groans which rise from the depths of our being, we recognize the

voice of none other than the Holy Spirit. He makes intercesbion ;
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and His intercession is sure to be answered. " For God Who
searches the inmost recesses of the heart can interpret His own

Spiiit's meaning. He knows that His own Will regulates Its

petitions, and that they are offered for men dedicated to His service.

26. 6<TauT(i)s. As we groan, so also does the Holy Spirit groan

with us, putting a meaning into our aspirations which they would

not have of themselves. All alike converges upon that * Divine

event, to which the whole creation moves.' This view of the

connexion (Go., Weiss, Lips.), which weaves in this verse with

the broad course of the Apostle's argument, seems on the whole

better than that which attaches it more closely to the words im-

mediately preceding, ' as hope sustains us so also does the Spirit

sustain us ' (Mey, Oltr. Gif. Va. Mou.).

O'0i'ai'TiXajij3di'6Tai : avTiKafi^avtadai ^ * to take hold of at the

side {avTi), so as to support
'

; and this sense is further strength-

ened by the idea of association contained in crw-. The same
compound occurs in LXX of Ps. Lxxxviii [Ixxxix], 22, and in

Luke X. 40.

TTj dadefEia : decisively attested for rais aaQevelais. On the way in

which we are taking the verse the reference will be to the vague-

ness and defectiveness of our prayers; on the other view to our

weakness under suffering implied in bC vnofxovris. But as vnofiovri

suggests rather a certain amount of victorious resistance, this appli-

cation of dadtpeia seems less appropriate.

rh Yotp Ti irpoo-cu^cofxeOa. The art. makes the whole clause object

of oiSa/xfj'. Gif. notes that this construction is characteristic of

St. Paul and St. Luke (in the latter ten times ; in the former Rom.
xiii. 9; Gal. v. 14; Eph. iv. 9; i Thess. iv. i). W wpoa-ev^. is

strictly rather, ' What we ought to pray ' than ' what we ought to

pray for,' i. e. ' how we are to word our prayers,' not ' what we are

to choose as the objects of prayer.' But as the object determines

the nature of the prayer, in the end the meanmg is much the

same.

Ka9o Set. It is perhaps a refinement to take this as = ' accord-

ing to, in proportion to, our need ' (Mey.-W. Gif.) ; which brings out

the proper force of Kado (cf. Baruch i. 6 v. 1.) at the cost of putting

a sense upon Sfi which is not found elsewhere in the N. T., where
it always denotes obligation or objective necessity. Those of the

Fathers who show how they took it make Kado 8el = riva rponov

Sfi npo(Tev$., which also answers well to koto e(6v in the next

verse.

uirtpiVTuyxdvti : ivrvyxavut means originally ' to fall in with,' and
hence 'to accost with entreaty,' and so simply 'to entreat'; in this

sense it is not uncommon and occurs twice in this Epistle (viii. 34

;

?i. a). The verse contains a statement which the unready of
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speech may well lay to heart, that all prayer need not be formu-

lated, but that the most inarticulate desires (springing from a right

motive) may have a shape and a value given to them beyond
anything that is present and definable to the consciousness. This
verse and the next go to show that St. Paul regarded the action of

the Holy Spirit as personal, and as distinct from the action of the

Father. The language of the Creeds aims at taking account of

these expressions, which agree fully with the triple formula of

2 Cor. xiii. 14; Matt, xxviii. 19. Oltr. however makes t6 nvivfia in

both verses = ' the human spirit,' against the natural sense of

infpfVTvyxavfi and vnip ayiuv, which place the object of intercession

outside the Spirit itself, and against Kara Qeov, which would be by
no means always true of the human spirit.

virfpfVTvyxdvd is decisively attested (N*ABDFG &c.). Text. Recept.
has the easier ivrvyxo-yu mlp ^fiuiv.

27. oTi. Are we to translate this 'because' (Weiss Go. Gif. Va.)

or 'that' (]\Iey. Oltr. Lips. Mou.)? Probably the latter; for if we
take ort as assigning a reason for utSe tI t6 (jipovr/fxa, the reason would
not be adequate: God would still 'know' the mind, or intention,

of the Spirit even if we could conceive it as not Kara eedi/ and
not vnep aylcov. It seems best therefore to make on describe the

nature of the Spirit's intercession.

Kara Qeov =: kuto to BeXrjpa tov Qeoxi: of. 2 Cor. vii. 9—II,

The Jews had a strong belief in the value of the intercessory prayer of

their great saints, such as Moses {Ass. Mays. xi. 11, 17; xii. 6), Jeremiah
{Apoc. Bar. ii. 2) : cf. Weber, p. 2S7 ff. But they have nothing like the
teaching of these verses

THE ASCENDINQ PEOCESS OF SALVATION.

VIII. 28-30. With what a chain of Providential care

does God accompany the cotirse of His chosen ! In eternity,

the plan laid and their part in it foreseen ; in time, first

their call, then their acquittal^ and finally their reception

into glory.

•'Yet another ground of confidence. The Christian knows that

all things (including his sufferings) can have but one result, and

that a good one, for those who love God and respond to the call

which in the pursuance of His purpose He addresses to them.
"^^ Think what a long perspective of Divine care and protection lies

before them I First, in eternity, God marked them for His own,

as special objects of His care and instruments of His purpose.
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Then, in the same eternity, He planned that they should share in

the glorified celestial being of the Incarnate Sori—in order that

He, as Eldest Born, might gather round Him a whole family of

the redeemed. '° Then in due course, to those for whom He had

in store this destiny He addressed the call to leave their worldly

lives and devote themselves to His service. And when they

obeyed that call He treated them as righteous men, with their

past no longer reckoned against them. And so accounted righteous

He lei them participate (partially now as they will do more com-

pletely hereafter) in His Divine perfection.

28. oiSafxei' 8^ passes on to another ground for looking con-

fidently to the future. The Christian's career viust have a good
ending, because at every step in it he is in the hands of God and is

carrying out the Divine purpose.

irdi'Ta auvepyei : a small but important group of authorities, A B,

Orig. 2/6 or 2/7 (cf. Boh. Sah. Aeth.), adds 6 eeo'j; and the inser-

tion lay so much less near at hand than the omission that it must
be allowed to have the greater appearance of origmaiity. Wiih
this reading awepyd must be taken transitively, 'causes all things

to work.'

The Bohairic Version, transTated literally and preserving the idioms, is * But
we know that those who love God, He habitually works with them in every

good thing, those whom He has called according to I i is purpose.' The Sahidic

Version (as edited by Atn^lineau in Zeitschrift fiir Aegypt. Spradie, 18S7)

Is in part defective but certainly repeats 0f6s :
' But we know that those v. ho

love God, God . . . them in every good thing,' &c. trom this we gather

that the Version of Upper Egypt inserted o 0eor, and that the Version of

Lower Egypt omitted it but interpreted avvepyu tranritively as if it were
present. It would almost seem as if there was an exegetical tradition which
took the word in this way. It is true that the extract from Origen's Com-
mentary in the Fhilocalia fed, Robinson, p. 226 ff.) not only distinctly and
repeatedly presents the common reading but also in one place (p. 229) clearly

has the common interpretation. But Chrysostom {ad loc.) argues at some
length as if he were taking cv (pyet transitively with 6 Qfus for subject.

Similarly Gennadius (in Cramers Catena), also Theodoret and Theodoius
Monachus (preserved in the Catena). It would perhaps be too much to

claim all these writers as witnesses to the reading awipyil o 0eos, but they
may point to a tradition which had its origin in that reading and survived it.

On the other hand it is possible that the reading may have grown out of I he
interpretation.

For the use of awtpyei there are two rather close parallels in Test. XII
Pair, ; Issach. 3 b QiO'i awepyu ttj dnAuTT^Ti fxov, and Gad 4 t^ yap irvtvua

rov niaovs . . . avvipyu rZ laiava Ic irdaiv eij QavaTov twv ui dpuirrcvv to di

Wfvfj-a TT]S d'yajTjjs iv ftaKpo9vfxi(} avvepyti ry v6iJ.q> tov &eoi tis aon-^plav

ar/Bpu/nuu.

Tois Kara irpoSecrti' kXtjtois ouctii'. With this clause St. Paul in-

troduces a string of what may be called the technical teims of hia
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theology, marking the succession of stages into which he divides

the normal course of a Christian life—all being considered not

from the side of human choice and volition, but from the side of

Divine care and ordering. This is summed up at the outset in the

phrase Knra npoftaiv, ihe comprehensive plan or design in accord-

ance with which God directs the destinies of men. There can be

no question that St. Paul fully recognizes the freedom of the human
will. The large part which exhortation plays in his letters is con-
clusive proof of this. But whatever the extent of human freedom
there must be behind it the Divine Sovereignty. It is the practice

of St. Paul to state alternately the one and the other without

attempting an exact delimitation between them. And what he has

not done we are not likely to succeed in doing. In the passage

before us the Divine Sovereignty is in view, not on its terrible but

on its gracious side. It is the proof how ' God worketh all things

for good to those who love Him.' We cannot insist too- strongly

upon this ; but when we leave the plain declarations of the Apostle

and begin to draw speculative inferences on the right hand or on
the left we may easily fall into cross currents which will render any
such inferences invalid. See further the note on Free- Will and
Predestination at the end of ch. xi.

In further characterizing ' those who love God ' St. Paul na-

turally strikes the point at which their love became manifest by the

acceptance of the Divine Call. This call is one link in the chain

of Providential care which attends them : and it suggests the other

links which stretch far back into the past and far forward into the

future. By enumerating these the Apostle completes his proof

that the love of God never quits His chosen ones.

The enumeration follows the order of succession in time.

For TTpo^ecrts see on ch. ix. 1 1 17 kut iKXoyrjp 7rpo^€(Tts Tov ©eovj

which would prove, if proof were needed, that the purpose is that

of God and not of man (kot' olKelav irpoalpfa-iv Theoph. and the

Greek Fathers generally): comp. also Eph. i. ii; iii. 11; 2 Tim.
i. 9.

It was one of the misfortunes of Greek theology that it received a bias in

the Free-Will controversy from opposition to the Gnostics (cf. p. 269 inf.)

which it never afterwards lost, and which seriously prejudiced its exegesis
wherever this question was concerned. Thus in the present instance, the great
mass of ih • Greek commentators take Kara npudtaii' to mean ' in accordance
with the man's own ir/joaipfffis or free act of choice' (see the extracts in

Cramer's Catena 'e cod. Mon.ac' ; and add Theojih. Oecum. Euthym.-Zig.).
The two jiaitial exceptions are, as we might expect, Origen and Cyril ol

Alexandria, who however both show traces of the influences current in the

Eastern Church. Origen also seems inclined to take it ot the proposittim
bonum el bonam vol'.intaUm quam circa Dei cultum gerunt ; but he admits
the aheniative that it may refer to the purpose of God. If so, it refers to

this purpose as determined by Hi"; foreknowledge of the characters and
conduct of men. Cyril of Alexandria asks the question, Whose purpose is

intended ? and decide* that it would not be wrong to answer ri^v rt roi
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K(KXrjK6T0i Ka\ rfjv lavTwv, He comes to this decision however rather on

dogmatic than on exegetical grounds.

It is equally a straining of the text when Angiistine distinguishes two kinds

of call, one sectindunt propositum, the call of the elect, and the other of tho-^e

who are not elect. Non cnim omnes vocati secundum propositum sunt

vocati: quoniam multi vocati, pauci electi. Ipsi ergo secundum propositum

vocati qui electi ante constitutioiiem mundi {Cant, duas Epist. I'elag. ii. lo.

§ 23, of. Cont. Julian, v. 6, § 14). In the idea of a double call, Augustine

seems to have been anticipated by Origen, who however, as we have seen,

gives a different sense to Kinb. npoBeaiv: omnes quidem vocati sunt, nontamen
omnes secundum propositum vocati sunt (ed. Loium. vii. 128).

icXtjTois :
' called,' implying that the call has been obeyed. The

(cX^o-is is not au salut (Oltr.), at least in the sense of final salva-

tion, but simply to become Christians: see on i. i.

29. oTi : certainly here 'because,' assigning a reason for "nav-ra

avvepyfl 6 Q(6s (Is dyadov, not * that ' (= c'esf que Oltr.).

oijs irpoeycu. The meaning of this phrase must be determined

by the Biblical use of the word ' know,' which is very marked and

clear : e. g. Ps. i. 6 ' The Lord knoweth (yfyroio-Ket) the way of the

righteous'; cxliv [cxliii]. 3 'Lord, what is man that Thou lakesi

knowledge of him (ort iyj'dxrdrji avTw LXX) ? Or the son of man
that Thou makest account of him?' Hos. xiii. 5 'I did know
[(TToifxatvop) thee in the wilderness.' Am. iii. 2 ' You only have

I known {tyvuv) of all the families of the earth.' Watt. vii. 23
' Then will I profess unto them I never knew {eyva)i') you,' &c.

In all these places the word means ' to take note of,' ' to fix the

regard upon,' as a preliminary to selection for some especial pur-

pose. 'The compound rtpotyvu} only throws back this ' taking

note 'from the historic act in time to the eternal counsel whicii

it expresses and executes.

This interpretation (which is very similar to that of Godet and which
approaches, though it is not exactly identical with, that of a number of older

comitientators, who make npoiyvw — piaediligere, approhare) has the double
advantage of being strictly conformed to Biblical usage and of reading

nothing into the word which we are not sure is there. This latter objection

applies to most other ways of taking the passage: e.g. to OriL;en"s, when lie

makes the foreknowledge a foreknowledge of character and fitness, vpoava.-

Tcviffas ovv 6 ©cos rip n-PP-S) twi' iaoph wv, koI Karavoijaas potrqv tvv i(p' fj/xiv

TwvSe rivaiv fvl ixial^eiav Kat ip/xfiv (tti Tavrrjv perci Tr)v ponrjv k.t.K,

{Fhilocal. xxv. 2. p. 237, ed. Robinson ; the comment ad loc. is rather nearer
the mark, cognovisse suos dicitur, hoc est in dilectione habuisse sibiqiie

sociasse, but there too is added sciens quales essent). Cyril of Alexaiieiria

(and after him Meyer) supplies from what follows npoeyvuaOijoai' ws 'iaovrat

avixpopipoi T^s uKuvos Tov T'lov avTov, but this belongs properly only to

irpowpiae. Widest from the mark are those who, like Cahnn, look beyond
the immediate choice to final salvation: Dei autem praecognitio, cuius hie

Paulus meminit, non nitda est praescientia . . . sed adoptio qua Jiiios sios

a reprobis semper discrcvit. On the other hand. Gif. keeps clo-ely to the
context in explaining, '" Foreknew " as the individual objects of His purpose
{upoQiais) and therefore foreknew as "them that love God."* The only
defect ia this seems to be that it does not sufficiently take account of the
O. T. and N. T. use of yi'yvdiaxu.
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Kal irpotSpiac. The Apostle overleaps for the moment inter-

mediate steps and carries the believer onward to the final con-

summation of God's purpose in respect to him. This is exactly

defined as ' conformity to the image of His Son.'

<rufi|i(Jp<|)oos denotes inward and thorough and not merely super-

ficial likeness.

TT]s cUdi'os. As the Son is the image of the Father (a Cor. iv.

4 ; Col. i. 15), so the Christian is to reflect the image of His

Lord, passing through a gradual assimilation of mind and character

to an ultimate assimilation of His 86^a, the absorption of the

eplcndour of His presence.

€is TO et»'at auTOK iTpojTOTOKOi' iv ttoXXois d8e\<}>ois. As the final

cause of all things is the glory of God, so the final cause of the

Incarnation and of the effect of the Incarnation upon man is that

the Son may be surrounded by a multitude of the redeemed.

These He vouchsafes to call His * brethren.' They are a ' family,'

the entrance into which is through the Resurrection. As Christ

was the first to rise, He is the ' Eldest-born ' (TrpcorJTOKor eV twv

vfKpcov, iva yevriTM iv rrarriv nvros nparfvav Col. i. 1 8). This is

different from the 'first-born of all creation' (Col. i. 15). n-pwro-

roKos is a metaphorical expression ; the sense of which is determined

by the context; in Col. i. 15 it is relative to creation, here it is

relative to the state to which entrance is through the Resurrection

(see Lightfoot's note on the passage in Col.).

30. ous Se irpocipio-e k.t.X. Having taken his readers to the end
of the scale, the ^6^a in which the career of the Christian cul-

minates, the Apostle now goes back and resolves the latter part of

the process into its subdivisions, of which the landmarks are

(KoXrafv, fSiKcucoa-fv, e'Su'^ncrf. These are not quite exhaustive

:

Tiyiaatp might have been inserted after eSiKuiaatv ; but it is suffi-

ciently implied as a consequence of edtKcuaxrev and a necessary

condition of (co^aa-e: in pursuance of the Divine purpose that

Christians should be conformed to Christ, the first step is the call

;

this brings with it, when it is obeyed, the wiping out of past sins,

or justification ; and from that there is a straight course to the

crowning with Divine glory. tKaXeaev and fdiKalaa-eu are both

naturally in the aorist tense as pointing to something finished

and therefore past : iSo^aa-fv is not strictly either finished or past,

but it is attracted into the same tense as the preceding verbs ; an
attraction which is further justified by the fact that, though not

complete in its historical working out, the step implied in e^6^aa-(v

is both complete and certain in the Divine counsels. To God
there is neither ' before nor after.'
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THE PBOOrS AND ASSUBAWCB OP DIVINE LOVE.

VIII. 31-39. WifA the proofs of God's love before him^

the Christian has nothing to fear. God, the Judge, is on

his side, and tJte ascended Christ itttercedes for him

(w. 31-34).

The love of God in Christ is so strong that earthly

sufferings and persecutions—nay, all forms and phases of

being—are powerless to intercept it^ or to bar tlie Christians

triumph (vv. 35-39).

"What conclusion are we to draw from this? Surely the

strongest possible comfort and encouragement. With God on our

side what enemy can we fear ? '' As Abraham spared not Isaac,

so He spared not the Son who shared His Godhead, but suffered

Him to die for all believers. Is not this a sure proof that along

with that one transcendent gift His bounty will provide all that is

necessary for our salvation ? " Where shall accusers be found

against those whom God has chosen ? When God pronounces

righteous, '* who shall condemn ? For us Christ has died ; I should

say rather rose again ; and not only rose but sits enthroned at

His Father's side, and there pleads continually for us. " His love

is our security. And that love is so strong that nothing on earth

can come between us and it. The sea of troubles that a Christian

has to face, hardship and persecution of every kind, are powerless

against it; "though the words of the Psalmist might well be

applied to us, in which, speaking of the faithful few in his own

generation, he described them as ' for God's sake butchered all

day long, treated like sheep in the shambles.' "We too are no

better than they. And yet, crushed and routed as we may seem,

the love of Christ crowns us with surpassing victory. ** For I am
convinced that no form or phase of being, whether abstract or

personal ; not life or its negation ; not any hierarchy of spirits ; no

dimension of time; no supernatural powers; ^'no dimension of

space ; no world of being invisible to us now,— will ever come

between us and the love which God has brought so near to us in

Jesus Messiah our Lord.
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32. OS ye too ISiou uloG ouk e4>€iCTaTo. A number of emphatic
expressions are crowded together in this sentence : os ye, ' the same
God who'; tov t8iov vhw, 'His own Son,' partaker of His own
nature ; oIk ((pdadro, the word which is used of the offering of

Isaac in Gen. xxii. i6. and so directly recalls that offering—the

greatest sacrifice on record. For the argument com p. v. 6-10.

33-35. The best punctuation of these verses is that which is

adopted in RV. /exi (so also Orig. Chrys. Theodrt. Mey. £11.

Gif. Va. Lid.). There should not be more than a colon between
the clauses eeoy 6 btKaiibv' rii 6 KaraKptvcbv ; God is conceived of as

Judge : where He acquits, who can condemn ? Ver. 34 is then

immediately taken up by ver. 35 : Christ proved His love by dying

for us ; who then shall part us from that love ? The Apostle

clearly has in his mind Is. 1. 8, 9 ' He is near that justifieth men

;

who will contend with me ? . . . Behold, the Lord God will help

me ; who is he that shall condemn me ?
' This distinctly favours

the view that each affirmation is followed by a question relating to

that affirmation. The phrases 6 KaraKpivutv and 6 Sikmcov form

a natural antithesis, which it is wrong to break up by putting a full

stop between them and taking one with what precedes, the other

with what follows.

On the view taken above, 0eoy i iiKaiwv and Xpiffrbt 'Irjffovs S iwodavo/v

are both answers to ris (yKaXiaet; and ris 6 KaraKpivCji/ ; t/s ij/zas x^'P'"'*'

»

are subordinate questions, suggested in the one case by StKaiwy, in the other

by evT. vnlp fifjiujv. We observe also that on this view ver. 35 is closely

linked to ver. 34. The rapid succession of thought which is thus obtained,

each step leading on to the next, is in full accordance with the spirit of the

passage.

Another way of taking it is to put a full stop at SiKaiwv, and to make rlt

fyKa\eafi; ris 6 KaraKpivwy; two distinct questions with wholly distinct

answers. So Fri. Lips. Weiss Oltr. Go. Others again (RV. marg. Beng.

De W. Mou ) make all the clauses questions (0euy o hiKamv; evTvyx- vn'ip

^ix5)v ;) But these repeated challenges do not give such a nervous concatena-

tion of reasoning.

33. Ti's ^Y**'^^^"'^' ; another of the forensic terms which are so

common in this Epistle ; ' Who shall impeach such as are elect of

God ?

'

cKXeKTwi'. We have already seen (note on i. i) that with

St. Paul kXtitoI and €K\eKToi are not opposed to each other (as they

are in Matt. xxii. 14) but are rather to be identified. By reading

into KXtjToi the implication that the call is accepted, St. Paul shows

that the persons of whom this is true are also objects of God's

choice. By both terms St. Paul designates not those who are de-

stined for final salvation, but those who are 'summoned' or 'se-

lected ' for the privilege of serving God and carrying out His will.

If iheir career runs its normal course it must issue m salvation,

the ' glory ' reserved for them ; this lies as it were at the end of
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the avenue; but eVXficTcoi' only shows that they are in the right

way to reach it. At least no external power can bar them from

it; if they lose it, they will do so by their own fault.

KaraKpCvbiv : KaraKpivSiv RV. t£Xt Mou. This is quite possible, but hicaiwv

suggests the present.

34. XpiCTTos 'Itjo-oCs N A C F G L, Vulc;. Boh. Arm. Aeth., Orig.-lat. Did.

Aug. : Xp«TT(5s (om. 'lj]aovs) B D E K &c., Syrr., Cyr.-Jerus. Chrys. ai.

Another instance of B in alliance with authorities otherwise Western and

Syrian. \VH, bracket 'It;^.

«Y«p6«ls «K veKpcov N*AC al. plur., RV. \VH" : om. Ik viKpwv N«BDE
FGKL &c., Ti. WH''. The group which inserts l« vfKpSiv is practically

the same as that which inserts 'IjjffoSs above.

OS Koi. Stroke follows stroke, each driving home the last. *It

is Christ who died—nay rather (immo verd) rose from the dead

—

who (rai should be omitted here) is at the right hand of God—who
also intercedes for us.' It is not a dead Christ on whom we depend,

but a Hving. It is not only a living Christ, but a Christ enthroned,

a Christ in power. It is not only a Christ in power, but a Christ

of ever-active sympathy, constantly (if we may so speak) at the

Father's ear, and constantly pouring in intercessions for His

struggling people on earth. A great text for the value and

significance of the Ascension (cf. Swete, Apost. Creed, p. 67 f.).

35. ciTTo TY)s dydinqs toG Xpio-ToG. There is an alternative reading

rov Qiov for which the authorities are J>? B, Orig. (1/3 doubtfully in

the Greek, but 6/7 in Rufinus' Latin translation) ; Eus. 4 '6 ; Bas.

2/6 ; Hil. 1/2 and some others. RV, WH. note this reading in

marg. But of the authorities B Orig.-lat. 2/7 read in full Cmo t^s

ayaTrrjf roO GfoO rr\% iv XpiaToi 'Irjaoii, which is obviously taken from

ver. 39. Even in its simpler form the reading is open to suspicion

of being conformed to that verse : to which however it may be

replied that Xpirrrov may also be a correction from the same source.

On the whole XptaroC seems more probable, and falls in better with

the view maintained above of the close connexion of vv. 34, 35.
' The love of Christ ' is unquestionably ' the love of Christ for

us,' not our love for Christ : of. v. 5.

GMiJ/is K.T.X. We have here a splendid example of Kavxw'-'' «"

roly 6\[\j/eai.v of which St. Paul wrote in ch. v. 3 ff. The passnge

shows how he soared away in spirit above those ' sufferings of this

present time' which men might inflict, but after that had nothing

more that they could do. On 6\l-^ts rj arevoxoipia see iu 9 ; for

dicoypos cf. 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff., 32f. ; xii. 10, &C.; for XtMoy ^ yvfivoTrjs,

I Cor. iv. 11; 2 Cor. xi. 27; for KivBwos 2 Cor. xi. 26; i Cor.

XV. 30.

36. oTt lve.K6. CTou. The quotation is exact from LXX of Ps.

xliv [xliii]. 23 : ort belongs to it.

ivtKtv is decisively attested here : in the Psalm B has tvtKa, NAT IvtKtv

where there is a presumption against the reading of B.
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Oai/aTOufieOa oXt]i' t^k -fniipav : cf. I Cor. xv. 31 Kaff ^/itpav

i'mo6vi)(TKu, : * tota die, hoc est, omni vilae meae tempore ' Orig.

irpoPaTo o-(})aYTis : cheep destined for slaughter; cf. Zech. xi. 4
ra npuidara Ti)s acpaytjs (cf. Jer. xii. 3 npo^ara (Is <r<payi^v Cod. Marchal.
marg.).

The Latin texts of this verse «re marked and characteristic. Tertullian,

Scorp. 1 3 T'ua causa mortijicamur tota die, deputati sumus ut pecora iugU'
lationis. Cyprian, Test. iii. 18 (the true text; cf. Epist. xxxi. 4) Causa tut
occidimur tota die, deputati sumus ut oves victimae. Hilary of Poitiers,

Tract, in Ps. cxviii. (ed. Zingerle, p. 429) Propter te moi-tijicainur tota die,

deputati sumus sicut oves occisionis. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. II. xxii. 3

[Latine; cf. IV. xvi. 2) Propter te morte afficimur tota die, aestimati sumus
ut oves occisionis. (Similarly Cod. Clarom Speculum Augustini, codd. ML)
Vulgate (Cod. Amiat.) Propter te mortijicamur tota die, aestimati sumus
ut oves occisionis. Here two types of text stand out clearly : that of Cyprian
at one end of the scale, and that of the Vulgate (with which we may group
Iren.-lat. Cod. Clarom. and the Speculum) at the other. Hilary stands

between, having deputati in common with Cyprian, but on the whole leaning

rather to the later group. The most difficult problem is presented by
Tertullian, who approaches Cyprian in Tua causa and deputati, and the

Vulgate group in mortijicamur: in pecora iugulationis he stands alone.

This passage might seem to favour the view that in Tertullian we had the

primitive text from which all the rest were derived. That hxpothesis how-
ever would be difficult to maintain systematically; and in any case there

must be a large element in Tertullian's text which is simply individual.

The text before ns may be said to give a glimpse of the average position of

a problem which is still some way from solution.

37. uirepi'iKwjjLei'. Tertullian and Cyprian represent this by the

coinage supervinctmus (Vulg. Cod. Clarom. Hil. superamus) ;
* over-

come strongly ' Tyn. ; * are more than conquerors ' Genev., happily

adopted in AV.
8id Tou dYairi^aai'TOS TjfJias points back to Tr)s ayajrijs rov Xptaroi

in ver. 35.

38. 0UT6 ayyeXoi cure dpxai. * And He will call on all the host

of the heavens and all the holy ones above, and the host of God,
the Cherubim, Seraphim, and Ophanim, and all the angels of

power, and all the angels of principalities, and the Elect One, and
the other powers on the earth, over the water, on that day ' Enoch
Ixi. 10. St. Paul from time to time makes use of similar Jewish

designations for the hierarchy of angels: so in i Cor. xv. 24;
Eph. i. 21 "('X"?) f^ovala, dvvafus, Kvpiorrfs, nav oiopa 6vopa(6pfVov

:

iii. 10
J

vi. 12; Col. i. 16 (5/joVot, KvpioTTjTfs, upx^^> f^ovaiaCj; ii. 10,

15. I'he whole world of spirits is summed up in Phil. ii. 10 as

fTtovpdvioi, iniye.oi, KixraxBoviui. It is somewhat noticeable that whereas

the terms used are generally abstract, in several places they are

made still more abstract by the use of the sing, instead of plur.,

orav Karapyrjar] naaav apxTjv koi nacrav f^uvaiav Kin Svvapiv I Coi". XV.

24; imfpdvo) nd(rT)s apx^f "«' t^ovaias naX. Eph. \. 21 ', rj m^uA^
TiufTTis dp)(jjs Kat f^ovvuit Col. 11 lO.
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It is also true {as pointed out by Weiss, Bibl. Theol. § 104

;

Anm. I. 2) that the leading passages in which St. Paul speaks of

angels are those in which his language aims at embracing the

whole Kua^xo^. He is very far from a dpTjo-Kfla to^v ayyiXwv such as he

protests against in the Church at Colossae (Col. ii. 18). At the

same time the parallels which have been given (see also below
under bwditus) are enough to show that the Apostle must not be
separated from the common beliefs of his countrjmen. He held

that there was a world of spirits brought into being .like the rest of

creation by Christ (Col. i. 16). These spirits are ranged in

a certain hierarchy to which the current names are given. They
seem to be neither wholly good nor wholly bad, for to them too

the Atonement of the Cross extends (Col. i. 20 imnKaTaWa^ai to.

navTci fls avTov . , . ciVf to cTrt r^r -y^f eire ra iv rois ovpavois). There
is a sense in which the Death on the Cross is a triumph over them
(Col.ii. 15). They too must acknowledge the universal sovereignty

of Christ (i Cor. xv. 24; cf. Eph. i. 10); and they form part of

that kingdom which He hands over to the P'ather, that ' God may
be all in all' (i Cor. xv. 28). On the whole subject see Everling,

Die paulinische Angelologie u. Ddmoiiologi'e, Gottingen, 1888.

For dyy(\ot the Western text (D E F G, Ambrstr. Ang. Arab.) has
dyyeXos. There is also a tendency in the Western and later authorities to

insert ovre e^ovaiai before or after "px"'> obviously from the parallel passages
in which the words occur together.

0UT6 Sui-dfjicis. There is overwhelming authority (t^ A B C D &c.)

for placing these words after ovrt fieWovra. We naturally expect

them to be associated with dpxai, as in i Cor. xv. 24 ; Eph. i. 21.

It is possible that in one of the earliest copies the word may have

been accidentally omitted, and then added in the margin and re-

inserted at the wrong place. We seem to have a like primitive

corruption in ch. iv. 12 {roU <TToixov<riv). But it is perhaps more
probable that in the rush of impassioned thought St. Paul inserts

the words as they come, and that thus cure Bwdnfis may be slightly

belated. It has been suggested that St. Paul takes alternately

animate existences and inanimate. When not critically controlled,

the order of association is a very subtle thing.

For the word compare 'the angels of power' and 'the other powers on
the earth ' in the passage from the Book of Enoch quoted above ; also Tesf.

XII Pair. Levi 3 kv r^ rplrcu (sc. ovpavai) elalv at Sui'dfias tcDj' irapf^i^oXwi',

ol Tuxdivra (Is Tjiiipav Kplaiws, voiriaai iKbinr^aiv iv rois Jinvjj.aai tjjs v^dyyjs

Kal rov B(\iap.

39. oure uij/ufia oure PdOos. Lips, would give to the whole
context a somewhat more limited application than is usually

assigned to it. He makes oiire ivevr. . . ^ddo': all refer to angelic

powers: 'neither now nor at the end of life (when such spirits

were thought to be most active) shall the spirits either of the
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height or from the depth bar our entrance into the next world,

where the love of Christ will be still nearer to us.' This is also

the view of Origen (see below). But it is quite in the manner of

St. Paul to personify abstraciions, and the sense attached to them
cannot well be too large: of. esp. Eph. iii. i8 tI t6 nXdros Ka\ h^kos
KOI v\l/oi KOI ^ddiis, and a Cor. X. 5 nav v^oofxa (itaipi'tiKvop Kara lifs

yvaaf(lis rov Qtov.

The common patristic explanation oi vipufxa is 'things above the heavens,'
and of pdOos, 'things beneath the earth.' Theod. Monach. i/i/w/ja niv rd
0701' eniSo^a, ^dOos Si rd ayav dSo^a. Theodoret BdOos Si ttjv -/Uwav,
vif/oj/xa T^v Paaikeiav. Origen (in Cramer's Catena) explains vipcoi^a of the

'spiritual hosts of >vickedness in the heavenly places' I'^ph. vi. 12), and
$ndos of rd KaTa\B6via. The expanded version of Rufinus approaches still

more nearly to the theory of Lipsius: Similiter et altitude at profnndum
impitgnant nos, sicut et David dicit multi qui debellant me de alto : sint
dubio cum a spiritibus neqiiitiae de caelestibus urgeretur: et sicut ilerum
dicit : de profundis clamavi ad te, Domine : cum ab his qui in inferno
deputati sunt et gehennae spiritibus impugnaretur.

0UT6 Tis KTiCTis €T£pa. The use of ir^pa and not oXX?; seems to

favour the view that this means not exactly ' any other created

thing ' but ' any other kind of creation/ ' any other mode of being,'

besides those just enumerated and differing from the familiar world

as we see it.

Origen (in Cramer) would like to take the passage in this way. He asks
if there may not be another creation besides this visible one, ' in its nature

visible though not as yet seen '—a description which might seem to anticipate

the discoveries of the microscope and telescope. Comp. Balfour, Foundations

of Belief, p. 71 f. 'It is impossible therefore to resist the conviction that

there must be an indefinite number of aspects of Nature respecting which
science never can give us any information, even in our dreams. We must
conceive ourselves as feeling our way about this dim comer of the illimit-

able world, like children in a darkened room, encompassed by we know
not what ; a little better endowed with the machinery of sensation than the

protozoon, yet poorly provided indeed as compared with a being, if such
a one could be conceived, whose senses were adequate to the infinite variety

of material Nature.'

dirS Ttjs Aydirris too Geou ttjs iv Xpiaxw 'iTjaoO. This is the full

Christian idea. The love of Christ is no doubt capable of being

isolated and described separately (2 Cor. v. 14; Eph. iii. 19), but

the love of Christ is really a manifestation of the love of God.
A striking instance of the way in which the whole Godhead
co-operates in this manifestation is ch. v. 5-8 : the love of God
is poured out in our hearts ihroup;h the Holy Spirit, because Christ

died for us; and God commends His love because Christ died.

The same essential significance runs through this section (nolB

esp. vv. 31-35, 39)-
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THE APOSTUS'S SORROW OVER ISRAEL'S UK"BEIiIEP.

IX. 1-5. The thought of this magnificent prospect fills

me with sorrowfor those who seem to be excludedfrom it—
my own countrymen for whom I would willingly sacrifice

my dearest hopes—excluded too in spite of all their special

privileges and their high destiny.

^ How glorious the prospect of the life in Christ ! How mournful

the thought of those who are cut off from it! There is no

shadow of falsehood in the statement I am about to make. As

one who has his life in Christ I affirm a solemn truth ; and my

conscience, speaking under the direct influence of God's Holy

Spirit, bears witness to my sincerity. "There is one grief that

I cannot shake off, one distressing weight that lies for ever at my

heart. * Like Moses when he came down from the mount, the prayer

has been in my mind : Could I by the personal sacrifice of my
own salvation for them, even by being cut oflF from all communion

with Christ, in any way save my own countrymen ? Are they not

my own brethren, my kinsmen is far as earthly relationship is

concerned ? * Are they not God's own privileged people ? They

bear the sacred name of Israel with all that it implies ; it is they

whom He declared to be His ' son,' His ' firstborn' (Exod. iv. 22);

their temple has been illuminated by the glory of the Divine

presence; they are bound to Him by a series of covenants re-

peatedly renewed ; to them He gave a system of law on Mount

Sinai
;
year after year they have offered up the solemn worship of

the temple ; they have been the depositories of the Divine promises

;

' their ancestors are the patriarchs, who were accounted righteous

before God ; from them in these last days has come the Messiah

as regards his natural descent—that Messiah who although sprung

from a human parent is supreme over all things, none other than

God, the eternal object of human praise 1

IX-XI. St. Paul has now finished his main argument He
has expounded his conception of the Gospel. But there still

remains a difficulty which could not help suggesting itself to

every thoughtful reader, and which was continually being raised

by one class of Christians at the time when he wrote. How is

this new scheme of righteousness and salvation apart from law
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consistent with the privileged position of the Jews? They had
been the chosen race (we find St. Paul enumerating their privileges),

through them the Messiah had come, and yet it appeared they

would be rejected if they would not accept this new righteousness

by faith. How is this consistent with the justice of God ?

The question has been continually in the Apostle's mind. It

has led him to emphasize more than once the fact that the new
tvayyf\iov if for both Jew and Greek, is yet for the Jew first (i. i6;

ii. 9). It has led him to lay great stress on the fact that the Jews
especially had sinned (ii. 17). Once indeed he has begun to

discuss it directly (iii. i); 'What advantage then is there in being

a Jew ?
' but he postponed it for a time, feeling that it was necessary

first to complete his main argument. He has dwelt on the fact

that the new way of salvation can be proved from the Old Testa-

ment (chap. iv). Now he is at liberty to discuss in full the question

:

How is this conception of Christ's work consistent with the (act of

the rejection of the Jews which it seems to imply ?

The answer to this question occupies the remainder of the

dogmatic portion of the Epistle, chaps, ix-xi, generally considered

to be the third of its principal divisions. The whole section may
be subdivided as follows : in ix. 6-29 the faithfulness and justice of

God are vindicated; in ix. 30-x. 21 the guilt of Israel is proved;
in chap, xi St. Paul shows the divine purpose which is being fulfilled

and looks forward prophetically to a future time when Israel will

be restored, concluding the section with a description of the Wisdom
of God as far exceeding all human speculation.

Marcion seems to have omitted the whole of this chapter with the possible
exception of vv. 1-3. Tert. who passes from viii. 11 to x. 2 says salio et

hie amplissimum abruptum intercisae icripturae {Adv. Marc. v. 14). See
Zahn, Gesch. des N. T. Kanom p. 518.

1. We notice that there is no grammatical connexion with the

preceding chapter. A new point is introduced and the sequence
of thought is gradually made apparent as the argument proceeds.

Perhaps there has been a pause in writing the Epistle, the amanu-
ensis has for a time suspended his labours. We notice also that

St. Paul does not here follow his general habit of stating the

subject he is going to discuss (as he does for example at the

beginning of chap, iii), but allows it gradually to become evident.

He naturally shrinks from mentioning too definitely a fact which is

to him so full of sadness. It will be only too apparent to what he

refers; and tact and delicacy both forbid him to define it more
exactly.

dX>]0eiai' X^yo) Iv Xpiorw: *I speak the truth in Christ, as one
united with Christ'; cf. 2 Cor. ii. 17 aXX' »$• t'l elXiKpu'das, oXX' a>s

tK QtoVf Kartpavn 6cov cV Xpiar<^ XoXou/xei/: xii. 1 9. St. Paul has jUSt
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described that union with Christ which will make any form of sin

impossible; cf. viii. i, lo; and the reference to this union gives

solemnity to an assertion for which it will be difficult to obtain full

credence.

ou \|»eu8ofi,oi. A Pauline expression, i Tim. ii. 7 dX^detav Xeyw,

oil ^^^ev8o|lal: 2 Cor. xi. 31 ; Gal. i. 20.

aofAfiapTupouCTtjs: cf. ii. 15 ; viii. 16. The conscience is personified

so as to give the idea of a second and a separate witness. Cf.

Oecumenius ad loc. fxeya GtXei etjretv, 810 TrpooSoTTOtet tw 7rt(TTtv6rjvai,

rpcis eTrL(j)ep6[ievQS fiapTvpaSy Tov Xpiarov, to 'Ayiov Uvevpa, Koi rifv iavToi/

awddrja-iv.

iv nfeo|jioTi 'AyiM with avfiftapTvpovat]!. St. Paul adds further

solemnity to his assertion by referring to that union of his spirit

with the Divine Spirit of which he had spoken in the previous

chapter. Cf. viii. 16 airo t6 Ui'djpa avfifiaprvpel rw TTuevfiari Tjfxoiv.

St. Paul begins with a strong assertion of the truth of his

statement as a man does who is about to say something of the

truth of which he is firmly convinced himself, although facts and
the public opinion of his countrymen might seem to be against

him. Cf. Chrys. ad loc. nporepoi' 8e Sta/Se/SatoOrai Trept 5)V fieWfi

Xeyeti'* onep ttoXXois edos ttokIv orav fieWcoai Ti Xe-yftv napa Tols noWois

aincrTovpevov koX vnep ov (T(f)68pa iavTOvs ftfrt ireireiKores,

2. oTi ;
' that,' introducing the subordinate sentence dependent on

che idea of assertion in the previous sentence. St. Paul does not

mention directly the cause of his grief, but leaves it to be inferred

from the next verse.

XoTTij (which is opposed to x«P« Jn. xvi. 20) appears to mean
grief as a state of mind ; it is rational or emotional : oSurt] on the

other hand never quite loses its physical associations ; it implies

the anguish or smart of the heart (hence it is closely connected with

T3 Kapdia) which is the result of Ximj.

With the grief of St Paul for his countrymen, we may compare the grief

of a Jew writing after the fall of Jerusalem, who feels both the niisfortime

and the sin of his people, and who like St. Paul emphasizes his soriow by
enumerating their close relationship to God and their ancestral pride :

4 Ezra viii. 15-18 ei nunc dicens dicam, de omni homine tu nia^is sets, de

populo autem tuo, ob quern doleo, et de haertditate tua, propter quam lugeo, et

propter Israel, propter quern tristis sum, et de semine Jacob, propter qtiod

cotitwbor. Ibid. x. 6-8 non vides luctum nostrum et quae nobis contigeriint '/

quvniam Sion mater nostra omnium in tristitia contristatur. et humilitate

huiniliata est, et liiget ualidissirne . . . 21-22 vides enim quoniam sanctiji-

catio nostra deserta effecta est, et altare nostrum demolitum est, et templum
nostrum destructum est, et psalterium nostrum humiliatum est, et hymniis

noster conticuit, et exsultatio nostra dissoluta est, et lumen candelabri nostri

extinctum est, et area testamenti nostri direpta est. Apoc, Baruch. xxxv. 3
quomodo enim ingemiscam super Sione, et quomodo lugebo super lerusalem ?

quia in loco isto ubi frosiratus sum nunc, olim summut sacerdos offerebat

0Uatiotus tanctas.
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3. This verse which is introduced by ydp does not give the

reason of his grief but the proof of his sincerity.

if)uxofjLtjv : 'the wish was in my mind' or perhaps 'the prayer

was in my heart.' St. Paul merely states the fact of the wish

without regard to the conditions which made it impossible. Cf. Lft.

on Gal. iv. 20 'The thing is spoken of in itself, prior to and
independently of any conditions which might affect its possibihty.'

See also Acts xxv. 22. and Burton, M. and T. § 33.

di-dGefxa :
' accursed,' ' devoted to destruction.' The word was

originally used with the same meaning as uvd6r]^a (of which it was
a dialectic variation, see below), ' that which is offered or consecrated

to God.' But the translators of the Old Testament required an

expression to denote that which is devoted to God for destruction, and
adopted dvadena as a translation of the Hebrew D"3n : see Levit. xxvii.

28, 29 nau 8e dvddena o iav dvn6rf avdpatnos Tw Kiipi'o) . . . o\jk ajroSoxrerat

ouSe "KyTpcoaeTai . . . Koi nav o iav dvaTedJ} dtro Tci>u dvdpooTrav ov XyrpuBij-

afTaiy dX}^a davdrui 6avaT(c6rj(T€Tai', Deut. vii. 26
J Josh. vi. I^ kui tcrrai

fj noXis dvddefia, avT^ Kal Trdura ocra iariv iu avrrj^ Kvpla (Ta^adad, And
with this meaning it is always used in the New Testament: Gal. i.

8, 9; I Cor. xvi. 22. The attempt to explain the word to mean
' excommunication ' from the society—a later use of the Hebrew in

Rabbinical writers and the Greek in ecclesiastical—arose from
a desire to take away the apparent profanity of the wish.

There is some doubt and has been a good deal of discussion as to the

distinction in meaning between dvdOe/xa and dvdOrjua. It was originally

dialectic, uvdOtjfia being the Attic form (dvaOrj/jia drTiKuii, dvadfixa (WrjvtKus

Moeris, p. 28) and dvdOefta being found as a substitute in non-Attic works
i^Anth. P. 6. 162, C.I.G. 2693 d and other instances are quoted by the

Dictioniries). The Hellenistic form was the one naturally used by the

writers of the LXX, and it gradually became confined to the new meaning
attached to the word, but the distinction seems never to have become
certain and MSS. and later writers often confuse the two words. In the

LXX (although Hatch and Redpath make no distinction) our present texts

seem to preserve the difference of the two words. The only doubtful passage
is 2 Mace. ii. 13; here A reads avaBina. where we should expect dvdOrjua,

but V ;the only other MS. quoted by Swcte) and the authorities in Holmes
and Parsons have avdOrjfia. In the N.T. dvdOrjfjui occurs once, Luke xxi. 5,
and then correctly ( but the MSS. vary, dvdOrjiJia B L, dvdOffia H A D). The
Fathers often miss the distinction and explain the two words as identical

:

so Ps.-Just. Qtiaest. et Kesp. 121 ; Theod, on Rom. ix. 3, and Suidas; they
are distinguished in Chrys. on Rom. ix. 3 as quoted by Suidas, but not in

Field's ed. No certain instance is quoted ol dviiQi]txa for dvdQtjxa, but dvdQi\xa

could be and was used dialectically for dvdOrjfta. On the word generally

see esp.Trench Syn. i. § 5 ; Lft. Gal. i. 8 ; Fri. on Rom. ix. 3.

ouTos iyd. The emphasis and position of these words emphasizes

the willingness for personal sacrifice; and they have still more force

when we remember that St. Paul has just declared that nothing in

heaven or earth can separate him from the love of Christ. Chrys.

ad loc. Tt Xc'yctf, u) HavXc ^ and tov Xpiarov tov nodovfuvoVf ov lUjTt
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/3a<TtXeia <r«, ju^i"? ytfvva €;^coptff, /xijTf ra voovfitva, fir]Tf aWa Tocravra, ano

TOVTOV vvp fv^J} avddf^a (ivai

'

diro ToG XpicrroO : 'separated from the Christ,' a pregnant use

of the preposition. The translation of the words as if they were
vTTo T. X. arises from a desire to soften the expression.

Karol aapKa : cf. iv. I 'as far as earthly relations are concerned';
spiritually St. Paul was a member of the spiritual Israel, and his

kinsmen were the d8e\(f)oi of the Christian society.

The prayer of St. Paul is similar to that of Moses : Exod. xxxii.

32 ' Yet now, if thou wilt forgive their sin— ; and if not, blot me,
I pray thee, out of thy book which thou hast written.' On this

Clem. Rom. liii. 5 comments as follows: w fifydXrji dyan-r/y, &> reXtio-

TrjTos avvntp^XrjTOv, Trapprjata^erat Bfpdnav irpos Kvpioir, airelrat a^ecrtJ' tw
nXfjdei rj (cat eavTou i^a\ei(f)6Tjvai fUT avrSdv d^ioi. In anSWer tO those

who have found difficulties in the passage it is enough to say with

Prof. Jowett that they arise from 'the error of explaining the

language of feeling as though it were that of reasoning and
reflection.'

There are one or two slight variations of reading in ver. 3, axnhi iydi was
placed before dvaO. (Tv. by C KL, Vulg., and later authorities with TR, and
VTTO (D E G) substituted for diro (NABC &c.). Both variations arise from
a desire to modify the passage.

4. oiTiK^s eiCTir: ' inasmuch as they are.' St. Paul's grief for Israel

arises not only from his personal relationship and affection, but

also from his remembrance of their privileged position in the Divine

economy.
'l(TpaT]\iTai : used of the chosen people in special reference to

the fact that, as descendants of him who received from God the

name of Israel, they are partakers of those promises of which it was
a sign. The name therefore implies the privileges of the race;

cf. Eph. ii. 12 dnTjWoTpiapevoi Trjs TToXireias tov 'irrparjX koI ^tvot tu>v

BiaSrjKav ttj? twayyfXias I and as such it could be used metaphorically

of the Christians (6 'lapnfjX tov Qtov Gal. vi. 16 ; cf. ver. 6 inf.) ; a use

which would of course be impossible for the merely national designa-

tion 'lovSalni.

' Israel ' is the title used in contemporary literature to express the

special relations of the chosen people to God. Ps. Sol. xiv. 3 on

T] pepls Ka\ Tj KXTjpovofiia tov 0eov ecrTiv 6 ^lapat]X : EccluS. xvii. 1 5 /uf/'is

Kvpiov 'l(Tpa!]\ fariv: Jubilees xxxiii. i8 ' For Israel is a nation holy

unto God, and a nation of inheritance for its God, and a nation of

priesthood and royalty and a possession.' Thus the word seems to

have been especially connected with the Messianic hope. The
Messianic times are 'the day of gladness of Israel' {Ps. Sol. x. 7),

che blessing of Israel, the day of God's mercy towards Israel

(ib. xvii. 50, 5' /^ataptoi o yu'd/ifj/o* iv raij fjfjifpais (Kfivms iSelp ra
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aya6a 'laparjX tp awayayji (f)v\S)v, A iroifjati 6 0eof. raxvuat i Qebs «ri

'lapafjX TO eXfOf avToO). When therefore St. Paul uses this name he

reminds his readers that it is just those for whose salvation above

all, according to every current idea, the Messiah was to come, who
when he has come are apparently cut off from all share in the

privileges of his kingdom.

uloOeaia :
* the adoption,' ' status of an adopted son ' : on the

origin of the word and its use in relation to Christian privileges see

above, Rom. viii. 15. Here it implies that relationship of Israel to

God described in Exod. iv. 22 rdde Xe-yet Kvpios Yl6s npoiroTOKO^ fiov

'Io-pn>/X : Deut. xiv. i ; xxxii. 6
; Jer. xxxi. 9 ; Hos. xi. i. ^o Jubilees

i. 21 'I will be a Father unto them, and they shall be My children,

and they shall all be called children of the living God. And every

angel and every spirit will know, yea they will know that these are

My children, and that I am their Father in uprightness and
in righteousness and that I love them.'

T) Sd^a :
' the visible presence of God among His people * (see

on iii. 23). ho^a is in the LXX the translation of the Hebrew
nin) nins, called by the Rabbis the Shekinah (ni^SK'), the

bright cloud by which God made His presence known on earth
;

cf. Exod. xvi. 10, &c. Hence to koXKos t^s So^»jr avroC Ps. Sol. ii. 5,

ano dpovov bo^rji lb. ver. 20, Wisd. ix. 10, imply more than the mere
beauty of the temple, and when St. Stephen, Acts vii. 2, speaks of

o eeo? TJjf bo^rji his words Would remind his hearers of the visible

presence of God which they claimed had sanctified Jerusalem and the

temple. On late Rabbinical speculations concerning the Shekinah

see Weber Altsyn. Theol. p. 179.

at SiaO'^Kai :
' the covenants,' see Hatch Essays on Biblical

Greek, p. 47. The ])lural is used not with reference to the two
covenants the Jewish and the Christian, but because the original

covenant of God with Israel was again and again renewed
(Gen. vi. 18; ix. 9; xv. 18; xvii. 2, 7, 9 ; Ex. ii. 24). Comp. Ecclus.

xliv. 1 1 p-tTO. Toxi aTTtfyparos avrSiU Siapfffl ayaBr] KK-qpovopia, (Kyova avruv

(V Tois BiadrjKais ', Wisdom Xviii. 22 Xoy<» r6v KoXd^ovra vnera^fP, opKovs

naTfpojv Koi SiadrjKus vTropvfiaat. According to Irenaeus, III. xi. 1 1

(ed. Harvey) there were four covenants : koi Sm toito Tta-aapes eSo-

OrjfTav Ka6()\iKn\ diadrjKai rfj dpdpcoTTOTTjTi' pia ptv tov KOTaKKvapov tov

Naif, eVt TOW tc^ov' ^(VTfpa 8e tov 'A/3paa/i, (in tov arjpfiov rtjs TrepiTopfjs'

TpiTT] Si fj vnpoBicrln eVl tov Mcovcrcox* TfTaprr) di f] tov EiayycXtow, dia

Toil Kvpiov T)pS}V ^lr)<TOV XpiCTTOV *,

The Jews believed that they were bound to God and that God
was bound to them by a covenant which would guarantee to them
His protection in the future. According to St. Paul it was just

those who were not bound to Him by a covenant who would
receive the Divine protection. On the idea of the Covenant and

* In the Latin yersiGo the four corenants are Adam, Noah, Moses, Christ.
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its practical bearing on Jewish life see Schtirer Geachichte, ii.

p. 388.

iq I'OfAoSetrio : a classical word, occurring also in Philo. ' The
giving of the law.' ' The dignity and glory of having a law com-
municated by express revelation, and amidst circumstances so full

of awe and splendour.' Vaughan.
The current Jewish estimation of the Law (6 to/jos 6 inapxan'

fls Tov alawa Baruch iv. i) it is unnecessary to illustrate, but the

point in the mention of it here is brought out more clearly if we
remember that all the Messianic hopes were looked upon as the

reward of those who kept the Law. So Ps. Sol. xiv. i ttkttos Kvpioi

Tols dymrSyaiv avTOV iv aXrjBeia . . , rots iropevofievois iv Sixaiocrvvi] npoaray-

fiaTbiu avTov, iv vojjia) its everetXaro fjptv tls C'^tjv tipdv. It waS one of

the paradoxes of the situation that it was just those who neglected

the Law who would, according to St. Paul's teaching, inherit the

promises.

r\ Xorpeio : 'the temple service.' Heb. ix. i, 6; i Mace. ii. 19, 22.

As an illustration of Jewish opinion on the temple service may be

quoted Pirge Aboih, i. 2 (Taylor, p. 26) ' Shimeon ha-^addiq
was of the remnants of the great synagogue. He used to say. On
three things the world is stayed; on the Thorah, and on the

Worship, and on the bestowal of kindnesses.' According to the

Rabbis one of the characteristics of the Messianic age will be

a revival of the temple services. (Weber Altsyn. Theol. p. 359.)
ol Ina-yy/eKiaK :

' the promises made in the O. T. with special

reference to the coming of the Messiah.' These promises were of

course made to the Jews, and were always held to apply particularly

to them. While sinners were to be destroyed before the face of

the Lord, the saints of the Lord were to inherit the promises

(cf. Ps. Sol. xii. 8) ; and in Jewish estimation sinners were the

gentiles and saints the chosen people. Again therefore the

choice of terms emphasizes the character of the problem to be
discussed. See note on i. 2, and the note of Ryle and James on
Ps. Sol. loc. ctt.\ cf. also Heb.vi. 12; xi.13; Gal.iii.19; i Clem. x. 2.

al SiaOrJKat N C L, Vulg. code/. Boh. &c. has been corrected into ^ SiaOrjKr]

B D F G, Vulg. codd. pauc. ; also i-na-^ytkim into k-nayfiKia D E F G, Boh.
Both variations are probably due to fancied difficulties.

5. 01 irarepes: 'the patriarchs.' Acts iii. 13, vii. 32. On the

' merits ' of the patriarchs and their importance in Jewish theology

see the note on p. 330.

e| wi' 6 XpitTTOs TO KfirA. ad^pKO. Cf. I Clem, xxxii. 2 f^ avTov 6

Kvpios 'irjaovs to koto. adpKa. 6 Xp. is not a personal name, but must

be translated ' the Messiah.' Not only have the Jews been united

to God by so many ties, but the purpose for which they have been

selected has been fulfilled. The Messiah has come forth from

them;, and yet they have been rejected.
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4 S)v iirX Ttdvroiv ©cos, k.t.X. : with X/Dtcrrrfr (see below), ' who is

God over all blessed for ever.' iravrcov is probably neuter, cf. xi. 36.

This description of the supreme dignity of Him who was on His
human side of Jewish stock serves to intensify the conception of

the privileged character of the Jewish race.

TAe Privileges of Israel.

By this enuireration of the privileges of Israel St. Paul fulfils two
purposes in his argument. He gives firstly the facts which
intensify his sorrow. Like the writer of 4 Ezra his grief is

heightened by the remembrance of the position which his country-

men have held in the Divine economy. Every word in the long

hst calls to mind some link which had united them, the Chosen
People, with God ; every word reminds us of the glory of their past

history; and it is because of the great contrast suggested between
the destiny of Israel and their actual condition that his grief is so

profound.

But the Apostle has another and more important thought to

emphasize. He has to show the reality and the magnitude of the

problem before him, and this list of the privileges of Israel just empha-
sizes it. It was so great as almost to be paradoxical. It was this.

Israel was a chosen people, and was chosen for a certain purpose.

According to the teaching of the Apostle it had attained this end

:

the Messiah, whose coming represented in a sense the consum-
mation of its history, had appeared, and yet from any share in the

glories of this epoch the Chosen People themselves were cut off.

All the families of the earth were to be blessed in Israel : Israel

itself was not to be blessed. They were in an especial sense the

sons of God : but they were cut off from the inheriiance. They
were bound by special covenants to God : the covenant had been

broken, and those outside shared in the advantages. The glories of

the Messianic period might be looked upon as a recompense for

the long years of suffering which a f.iithful adhesion to ihe Law and
a loyal preservation of the temple service had entailed : the bless-

ings were to come for those who had never kept the Law. The
promises were given to and for Israel: Israel alone would not

inherit them.

Such was the problem. The pious Jew, remembering the

sufferings of his nation, pictured the Messianic time as one when
these should all pass away ; when all Israel—pure and without stain

—should be once more united ; when the ten tribes should be

collected from among the nations ; when Israel which had suffered

much from the Geniiles should be at last triumi)hant over them.

All this he expected. The Messiah had come: and Israel, the
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Messiah's own people, seemed to be cut off and rejected from the

blessings which it had itself prepared for the world. How was this

problem to be solved? (Cf. 4 Ezra xiii; Schiirer, Geschichte^

u. 452 sq.)

The Punctuation of Rom. ix. 5-

Koi (( Itiv 6 Xpiaroi to Kard aapKa, % uiv eitl v&vtwv, 0€os iiXoyryrhi efs rdhs

alSivaV aiir}V.

The interpretation of Rom. ix. 5 has probably been discussed at gieater Special

length than that of any other verse of the N.T. Besi' es long notes in literature

various commentaries, the following special papers may be mentioned

:

Schultz, in Jahrbiicher filr deutsche Theologie, 1868, vol. xiii. pp. 462-506;
Grimm, Zwth., iSi'ip, pp. 311-322 ; Harmsen, ib. 1872, pp. 510, 521 : but

England and America have provided the fullest discussions—by Prof.

Kennedy and Dr. Gifford, namely. The Divinity of Christ, a sermon
preached on Christmas Day, 18S2, before the University of Cambridge, with
an appendix on Rom. ix. 5 and Titus ii. 13, by Benjamin Hall Kennedy,
D.D., Cambridge, 1883 ; Caesarem Appello, a letter to Dr. Kennedy, by
Edwin Hamilton Gifford, D.D., Cambridge, 1883; and Pauline Lnrisiology,

I. Examination of Rom. ix. 5, being a rejoinder to the Rev. Dr. Gifford''s

reply, by Benjamin Hall Kennedy, D.D., Cambridge, 1S83 : by Prof. Dwight
and Dr. Ezra Abbot, in J. B. Exeg. June and December, 18S1, pp. 22-55,

87-154; and 1S83, pp. 90-112. Of these the paper of Dr. Abbot is much
the most exhaustive, while that of Dr. Gifford seems to us on the whole to

show the most exegetical power.
Dismissing minor variations, there are four main interpretations (all of Alternativt

them referred to in the RV.) which have been suggested : interpret a-

(a) Placing a comma after aapKa and referring the whole passage to tions.

Christ. So RV.
{b) Placing a full stop after aapKa and translating ' He who is God over

all be blessed for ever,' or ' is blessed for ever.' So RV. marg
ic) With the same punctuation translating ' He who is over all is God

blessed for ever.' RV. marg.
{d) Placing a comma after crapKa and a full stop at -navToiv, ' who is over

all. God be (or is) blessed for ever.' RV. marg.
It may be convenient to point out at once that the question is one of The ori-

interpretation and not of criticism. The original MSS. of the Epistles were ginal MSS.
almost certainly destitute of any sort of punctuation. Of MSS. of the first without
century we have one containing a poition of Isocrates in which a few dots punctua-

are used, but only to divide words, never to indicate pauses in the sense; in tion.

the MS. of the XioXmia of Aristotle, which dates from the end of the first

or beginning of the second century, there is no punctuation whatever except
that a slight space is left before a quotation : this latter probably is as close

a representation as we can obtain in the present day of the original form of

the books of the N. T. In carefully written MSS., the work of professional

scribes, both before and during the first century, the more important pauses
in the sense were often indicated but lesser pauses rarely or never ; and, so
far as our knowledge enables us to speak, in roughly written MSS. such as
were no doubt those of the N.T., there is no punctuation at all until about
the third century. Our present MSS. fwhich begin in the fourth century)

do not therefore represent an early tradition. If there were any traditional

punctuation we should have to seek it rather in early versions or in second
and third century Fathers : the punctuation of the MSS. is interesting in
the history of interpretation, but has no other value.
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History of
the inter-

pretation.

(1) The
Versions.

(2) The
Fathers.

(3) The
older MSS.

(4) Modem
tfititism.

The history of the interpretation must be passed over somewhat earsonly
For our earliest evidence we should naturally turn to the older versions, but
these seem to labour under the same obscurity as the original. It is however
probably true that the traditional interpretation of all of them is to apply the

doxology to Christ.

About most of the Fathers however there is no doubt. An immense pre-

ponderance of the Christian writers of the first eight centuries refer the word
to Christ. This is certainly the case with Iienaeus, Haer. III. xvii. a, ed.

Harvey; Tertullian, Adv. Prax. 13, 15; Hippolytus, Cont. A'oct. 6 (cC
Gifford, op. cit. p. 60) ; Novatian, Trin. 13 ; Cyprian, Test. ii. 6, ed. Hartel

;

Syn. Ant. adv. Paul. Sam. in Routh, Rel. Sacrae, iii. 291, 292 ; Athanasins,

Cont. Arian. I. iii. 10; Epiphanius, Haer. Ivii. 2, 9, ed. Oehler; Basil,

Adv. Eunom. iv. p. 282 ; Gregory of Nyssa, Adv. Eunom. 11 ; Chrysostom,
Horn, ad Rom. xvi. 3, &c. ; Theodoret, Ad Rom. iv. p. 100; Augustine, De
Trinitate, ii. 13 ; Hilarius, De Trinitate, viii. 37, 38 ; Ambrosius, De Spiritu
Sancto, i. 3. 46 ; Hieronymus, Ep. CXXI. ad Algas. Qu. ix ; Cyril Al., Cont.

lul. X. pp. 327, 328. It is true also of Origan iin Rom. vii. 13) if we may
trust Rufinus' Latin translation (the subject has been discussed at length

by Gifford, op. cit. p. 31 ; Abbot, y. B. Exeg. 1883, p. 103 ; \VH. ad ice).

Moreover there is no evidence that this conclusion was arrived at on dogmatic
grounds. The passage is rarely cited in controversy, and the word @(6s was
given to our Lord by many sects who refused to ascribe to him full divine

honours, as the Gnostics of the second century and the Arians of the fourth.

On the other hand this was a useful text to one set of heretics, the .Sabellians

;

and it is significant that Hippolytus, who has to explain that the words do
not favour Sabellianism, never appears to think of taking them in any
other way.
The strongest evidence againtt the reference to Christ is that of the leading

uncial MSS. Of these N has no punctuation, A undoubtedly puts a point

after aapua, and also leaves a slight space. The punctuation of this chapter

is careful, and certainly by the original hand ; but as there is a similar point

and space between Xpiarov and virip in ver. 3, a point between aapna and
oirtva, and another between 'laparjXiTai and Siv, there is no reason as far as

punctuation is concerned why 6 wv should not refer to Xpiffroy as much aa

oTni'ts does io adi\(pijv .* B has a colon after aapna, hwt leaves no space,

while there is a space left at the end of the verse. The present colon is

however certainly not by the first hand, and whether it covers an earlier

stop or not cannot be ascertained. C has a stop after aapKa. The difference

between the MSS. and the Fathers has not been accounted for and is certainly

curious.

Against ascribing these words to Christ some patristic evidence has

been found. Origen (Rufinus) ad loc. tells us there were certain persons

who thought the ascription of the word 0€oy to Christ difficult, for St. Paul
had already called him v\o% Qioiv. The long series of extracts made by
Wetsteia ad loc. stating that the words o (ti vdyTwv 0€oj cannot be used of

the Son are not to the point, for the Son here is called not o (m iravrwu ©eos,

but fnl vAvToov @t6s, and some of the writers he quotes expressly interpret the

passage of the Christ elsewhere. Again, Cyril of Alexandria (Cont. Jul. x.

p. 327) quotes the Emperor Julian to the effect that St. Paul never calls

Christ @(6s, but although tiiis is certainly an interesting statement, this

passage, which Cyril quotes against him, might easily have been overlooked.

Two writers, and two only, Photius {Cont. Man. iii. 14) and Diodorus
(Cramer's Catena, p. 162), definitely ascribe the words to the Father.

The modern criticism of the passage began with Erasmus, who pointed

• For information on this point and also on the punctuation of the older

papyri, we are much indebted to Mr. F. G. Kenyon, of the British Muieum.
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OBt that there were certainly three alternative interpretations possible, and
that as there was so much doubt about the verse it should never be used

against heretics. He himself wavers in his opinion. In the Commentary
be seems to refer the words to the Father, in the Paraphrase (a later but

popular work) he certainly refers them to the Son. Socinus, it is interesting

to note, was convinced by the position of €uAo7j;t<5s (see below) that the

sentence must refer to Christ. From Erasmus* time onwards opinions have
varied, and have been influenced, as was natural, largely by the dogmatic
opinions of the writer ; and it seems hardly worth while to quote long lists of

names on either side, when the question is one which must be decided not by
authority or theological opinion but by considerations of language.

The discussion which follows will be divided into three heads :

—

(1) Grammar; (2) Sequence of thought ; (3) Pauline usage.

The first words that attract our attention are to nard aapKo, and a parallel The gi.nm

naturally suggests itself with Rom. i. 3, 4. As there St. Paul describes the mar of tht

human descent from David, but expressly limits it Kard. aapKa, and then passage,

in contrast describes his Divine descent ward -nvtvfia ajicuavvrjs ; so here the ri) rh Kan.
course of the argument having led him to lay stress on the human birth of aapxa.
Chrijt as a Jew, he would naturally correct a one-sided statement by
limiting that descent to the earthly relationship and then describe the true

nature of Him who was the Messiah of the Jews. He would thus enhance
the privileges of his fellow-countrymen, and put a culminating point to his

argument, to Karci aipKa leads us to expect an antithesis, and we find just

what we should have expected in 6 Sjv titl ttcivtcov 0«o?.

Is this legitimate? It has been argued first of all that the proper anti-

thesis to ffdp^ is Tivevfia. But this objection is invalid, ©eoy is in a con-
siderable number of cases used in contrast to adp^ (Luke iii. 6 ; i Cor. i. 29;
Col. iii. 22; Philemon 16; 2 Chron. xxxii. 8; Ps. Iv [Ivi]. 5; Jer. xvii. 5;
Dan. ii. 11; cf. Gifford, p. 40, to whom we owe these instances).

Again it is argued that the expression t^ KarcL adpica as opposed to kqt^
cdpKa precludes the possibility of such a contrast in words. While Kara
adpiea allows the expression of a contrast, to kutcL adp/ca would limit the
idea of a sentence but would not allow the limitation to be expressed. This
statement again is incorrect. Instances are found in which there is an
expressed contrast to such limitations introduced with the article (see

Gifford, p. 39 ; he quotes Isocrates, p. 32 e ; Demosth. ^onf. Eubul. p. 1299,
L14).

But although neither of these objections is valid, it is perfectly true tha^

neither Kar^ adpKa nor t6 Kara adpna demands an expressed antithesis

(Rom. iv. I ; Clem. Rom. i. 32). The expression to KaroL adpKa cannot
therefore be quoted as decisive ; but probably any one reading the passage
for the first time would be led by these words to expect some contrast and
would naturally take the words that follow as a contrast.

The next words concerning which there has been much discussion are o wv. O i Sn'

It is argued on the one liand that 6 wv is naturally relatival in character and
equivalent to os han, and in support of this statement 2 Cor. xi. 31 is quoted :

o 0€Ot Kai narrip tov Kvpiov 'Itjaov oldfv, 6 5jv (vKoyrfrbs (is roiis alwvas, on
oil if/tvSo/juii—a passage which is in some respects an exact parallel. On the

other hand passages are quoted in which the words do not refer to anything
preceding, such as Jn. iii. 31 6 avwOtv ipxopuvos (ndvai -ndvTcuv karlv 6 iiv (k

T^y j^s lie rfj<s 'fjs tan, koi (k t^j t^s \a\(i: and 01 ovris in Rom. viil, 5, 8.

The question is a nice one. It is perfectly true that 6 uv can be used in both
ways ; but it must be noticed that in the last instances the form of the

sentence is such as to take away all ambiguity, and to compel a change of

subject In this case, as there is a noun immediately preceding to which the

words would naturally refer, as there is no sign of a change of subject, and
as there is no finite verb in the sentence following, an ordinary reader would
insider that the words i iw ivl niyreav Bf6s refer to what precedes snles*
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they suggest so great an antithesis to his mind that he conld not refer them
to Christ.

But further than this : no instance seems to occur, at any rate in the

N.T., of the participle &v being used with a prepositional phrase and the

noun which the prepositional phrase qualifies. If the noun is mentioned the

substantive verb becomes unnecessary. Here 6 irrl iravTwv 0eoj would be
the correct expression, if 0<oy is the subject of the sentence ; if &v is added
©€<5s must become predicate. This excludes the translation {b.) ' He who is

God over all be ',or is) blessed for ever.' It still leaves it possible to translate

as (c.) ' lie who is over all is God blessed for ever,* but the reference to

XptffTos remains the most natural interpretation, unless, as stated above, the

word Qius suggests in itself too great a contrast.

' ^) The It has thirdly been pointed out that if this passage be an ascription of

position of blc-sing to the Father, the word evXoyrjros would naturally come first, just

«uAo77;t<5s. as the word ' Blessed' would in English. An examination of LXX usage

shows that except in cases in which the verb is expressed and thrown forward

(as Ps. cxii [cxiii]. 3 ei?) ri ovofjua. Kvpiov (iiKoyrj/xivov) this is almost in-

variably its position. But the rule is clearly only an empirical one, and in

cases in v.-hich stress has to be laid on some special word, it may be and is

broken ("f. Fs. Sol. viii. 40, 41). As 6 ijv tnl ndvTcov 0€os if it does not refer

to Xpirros must be in very marked contrast with it, there would be a special

emphasij on the words, and the perversion of the natural order becomes
possible These considerations prevent the argument from the position of

tiKoyrjTiy being as decisive as some have thought it, but do not prevent the

balance "f evidence being against the interpretation as a doxology referring

to the F.;ther.

The result of an examination of the grammar of the passage makes it clear

that if St Paul had intended to insert an ascription of praise to the Fathei

we shou^
'

' have expected him to write evKoyrjTos eh tovs aluvas 6 iirl navroiv

eeot. If the translation (d.^ suggested above, which leaves the stop at

wavTwv, be accepted, two difficulties which have been urged are avoided,

but the a'.vkwar(hiess and abruptness of the sudden ©e^i (vXoyriTds fts toIs

nlwvas make this interpretation impossible. We have seen that the position

of eiiKo-i^rii makes a doxology {i.) improbable, and the insertion of the

participle makes it very unnatural. The grammatical evidence is in favour

of (a.), i e. th3 reference of the words to o Xpiaros, unless the words 6 wv «iri

n&vraiv Rrr'y contain in themselves so marked a contrast that they could not

possibly he so referred.

The coo We pass next to the connexion of thought. Probably not many will

lexion of d'ubt th.^.t the interpretation which refers the passageto Christ (a.) admirably

bought ^'iits the context. St. Paul is enumerating the privileges of Israel, and as the

highest nnd last privilege he reminds his readers that it was from this Jewish
stock after all that Christ in His human nature had come, and then in order

to emphasize this he dwells on the exalted character of Him who came
according to the flesh as the Jewish Messiah. This gives a perfectly clear

and intel'igii)le interpretation of the passage. Can we say the same of any
interpretation which applies the words to the Father?

Those who adopt this latter interpretation have generally taken the words

as a doxology, ' He that is over all God be blessed for ever,' or ' He that is

God over all be blessed for ever.' A natural criticism that at once arises is,

how awkward the sudden introduction of a doxology ! how inconsistent with

the tone of sadness which pervades the passage ! Nor do the reasons alleged

in si'.pport of this interpretation really avoid the difficulty. It is quite true

of course that St. Paul was full of gratitude for the privileges of his race and

especially for the coming of the Messiah, but that is not the thought in his

mind. His feeling is one of sadness and of failure: it is necessary for him
to argue that the promise of God has not failed. Nor again dors a reference

to Kom. i. 2^ support the interpretation. It is qoite true that there we have
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a doxology in the midst of a passage of great sadness; but like a Cor. xi. 31
th»t is an instance of the ordinary Rabbinic and oriental usage of adding an
ascription of praise when the name of God has been introduced. That would
not apply in the present case where there is no previous mention of the name
of God. It is impossible to say that a doxology could not stand here; it is

certainly true that it would be unnatural and out of place.

So strongly does Dr. Kennedy feel the difficulties both exegetical and Prof.

grammatical of taking these words as a blessing addressed to the Father, Kennedy's

that being unable to adopt the reference to Christ, he considers that they interpreta

occur here as a strong assertion of the Divine unity introduced at this tion.

place in order to conciliate the Jews : ' He who is over all is God blessed

for ever.' It is difficult to find anything in the context to support this

opinion, St. Paul's object is hardly to conciliate unbelieving Jews, but to

solve the difficulties of believers, nor does anything occur in either the
previous or the following verses which might be supposed to make an
assertion of the unity of God either necessary or apposite. The inter-

pretation fails by ascribing too great subtlety to the Apostle.

Unless then Pauline usage makes it absolutely impossible to refer the Pauline

expressions ©fo» and eirj vavriuv to Christ, or to address to Him such csage.

a doxology and make use in this connexion of the decidedly strong word (i) ^<5$,

tvXo7r;T<5s, the balance of probability is in favour of referring the passage
to Him. What then is the usage of St. Paul? The question has been
somewhat obscured on both sides by the attempt to prove that St. Paul
could or could not have used these terms of Christ, i. e. by making the

difficulty theological and not linguistic. St. Paul always looks upon Christ

as being although subordinate to the Father at the head of all creation

(i Cor. xi. 3 ; xv. 28 ; Phil. ii. 5-11 ; Col. i. 1.^-20), and this would quite

justify the use of the expression k-nl navrtav of Him. So also if St. Paul can
speak of Christ as (Ikwu rov &iov (2 Cor. iv. 4; Col. i. 15), as kv ftoptprj Qfov
vnapxov, and Taa @e& (Phil. ii. 6), he ascribes to Him no lesser dignity

than would be implied by ©for as predicate. The question rather is this

:

was &f6s so definitely used of the ' Father ' as a proper name that it could
not be used of the Son, and that its use in this passage as definitely points to

the Father as would the word narr]p if it were substituted? The most
significant passage referred to is 1 Cor. xii. 4-6, where it is asserted that ©eof

is as much a proper name as Kvptos or nvtv/xa and is used in marked distine

tion to Kvpios. But this passage surely suggests the answer. Kvptos is

clearly used as a proper name of the Son, but that does not prevent St. Patf*.

elsewhere speaking of the Father as Kvptos, certainly in quotations from thfc

O.T. and probably elsewhere (i Cor. iii. 5), nor of Xpiaros as -nvev/tp

(a Cor. iii. 16). The history of the word appears to be this. To one
brought up as a Jew it would be natural to use it of the Father alone, and
hence complete divine prerogatives would be ascribed to the Son somewhat
earlier than the word itself was used. But where the honour was given the
word used predicatively would soon follow. It was habitual at the beginning
of the second century as in the Ignatian letters, it is undoubted in St. John
where the Evangelist is writing in his own name, it probably occurs
Acts XX. 28 and perhaps Titus ii. 14. It must be admitted that we should not
expect it in so early an Epistle as the Romans ; but there is no impossibility

either in the word or the ideas expressed by the word occurring so early.

So again with regard to doxologies and the use of the term fv\oyT]T6s. (2) Doxo
The distinction between (vXoyrjTos and fxiKo-^-q^ivos which it is attempted to Icigies ad-

make cannot be sustained : and to ascribe a doxology to the Son would be dressed la

a practical result of His admittedly divine nature which would gradually Christ

show itself in language. At first the early Jewish usage would be adhered
to ; gradually as the dignity of the Messiah became realized, a change would
take plac-2 in the use of words. Hence we find doxologies appearing
definitely in later books of the N. T., probably in a Tim. iv. 18, certainly in
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Rev. V. r 3 and 3 Pet iii. 1 8. Again we can assert that we shonld not expect
it in so early an Epistle as the Romans, but, as Dr. Liddon points out,

3 Thess. i. 12 implies it as does also Pliil. ii. 5-8; and there is no reason
why language should not at this time be beginning to adapt itself to theo-

logical ideas already formed.
Concl«* Throughout there has been no argument which we have felt to be quite

sion. conclusive, but the result of our investigations into the grammar of the

sentence and the drift of the argument is to incline us to the belief that the

words would naturally refer to Christ, unless Qtos is so definitely a proper
name that it would imply a contrast in itself. We have seen that that is not

so. Even if St. Paul did not elsewhere use the word of the Christ, yet it

certainly was so used at a not much later period. St. Paul's phraseology is

never fixed ; he had no dogmatic reason against so using it. In these circum-
stances with some slight, but only slight, hesitation we adopt the first allema-
tive and translate 'Of whom is the Christ as concerning the flesh, who i«

over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.'

THE BEJECTION OJ* ISRAEL NOT INCONSISTENT
WITH THE DIVINE PROMISES.

IX. 6-13. For it is indeed true. With all these privileges

Israel is yet excluded from, the Messianic promises.

Now in the first place does this imply, as has been urged,

that the promises of God have been broken f By no means.

The Scriptures show clearly that physical descent is not

enough. The children of Ishmael and the children of Esau,

both alike descendants ofAbraham to whom the promise was

give7t, have been rejected. There is then no breach of the

Divine promise^ if God rejects some Israelites as H< has

rejected them.

*Yet in spite of these privileges Israel is rejected. Now it

has been argued :
' If this be so, then the Divine word has failed.

God made a definite promise to Israel. If Israel is rejected,

that promise is broken.' An examination of the conditions of

the promise show that this is not so. It was never intended

that all the descendants of Jacob should be included in the Israel

of privilege, 'no more in fact than that all were to share the

full rights of sons of Abraham because they were his offspring.

Two instances will prove that this was not the Divine intention.

Take first the words used to Abraham in Gen. xxi. 12 when he

cast forth Hagar and her child :
' In Isaac shall thy seed be called.'

These words show that although there were then two sons o(

Abraham, one only, Isaac, was selected to be the heir, throug-h
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whom the promise was to be inherited. ' And the general conclu-

sion follows : the right of being ' sons of God/ i. e. of sharing that

adoption of which we spoke above as one of the privileges of Israel,

does not depend on the mere accident of human birth, but those

born to inherit the promise are reckoned by God as the descendants

to whom His words apply. • The salient feature is in fact the pro-

mise, and not the birth ; as is shown by the words used when the

promise was given at the oak of Mamre (Gen. xviii. lo) 'At this

time next year will I come and Sarah shall have a son.' The

promise was given before the child was born or even conceived,

and the child was born because of the promise, not the promise

given because the child was born.

*"A second instance shows this still more clearly. It might be

argued in the last case that the two were not of equal parentage

:

Ishmael was the son of a female slave, and not of a lawful wife

:

in the second case there is no such defect. The two sons of

Isaac and Rebecca had the same father and the same mother:

moreover they were twins, born at the same time. " The object

was to exhibit the perfectly free character of the Divine action,

that purpose of God in the world which works on a principle of

selection not dependent on any form of human merit or any con-

vention of human birth, but simply on the Divine will as revealed

in the Divine call ; and so before they were born, before they had

done anything good or evil, a selection was made between the two

sons. "From Gen. xxv. 23 we learn that it was foretold to

Rebecca that two nations, two peoples were in her womb, and that

the elder should serve the younger. God's action is independent

of human birth ; it is not the elder but the younger that is selected.

" And the prophecy has been fulfilled. Subsequent history may

be summed up in the words of Malachi (i. 2, 3) 'Jacob have

I loved, and Esau have I hated.'

6. The Apostle, after conciliating his readers by a short preface,

now passes to the discussion of his theme. He has never definitely

stated it, but it can be inferred from what he has said. The con-

nexion in thought implied by the word S/ is rather that of passing

to a new stage in the argument, than of sharply defined opposition

to what has preceded. Yet there is some contrast : he sighs over

the fall, yet that fall is not so absolute as to imply a break in God's

purpose.
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oux otoK 8e oTi :
' the case is not as though.' ' This grief of

mine for my fellow countrymen is not to be understood as mean-
ing.' Lipsius. The phrase is unique: it must clearly not be

interpreted as if it were oix oiop re, ' it is not possible that ' : for the

re is very rarely omitted, and the construction in this case is

always with the infinitive, nor does St. Paul want to slate what
it is impossible should have happened, but what has not happened.
The common ellipse ovx on aflfords the best analogy, and the

phrase may be supposed to represent ov toiovtov ie eurt olov on.

(Win. § Ixiv. 1.6; E. T. p. 746.)
eKireTTTWKei' :

' fallen from its place/ i.e. perished and become of no
effect. So I Cor. xiii. 8 17 ayanrj ov8enoTf eWoTTft (AV)

; James i. 11.

4 Xoyos Tou 0eou; 'the Word of God,' in the sense of 'iha

declared purpose of God,' whether a promise or a threat or a de-

cree looked at from the point of view of the Divine consistency.

This is the only place in the N. T. where the phrase occurs

in this sense; elsewhere it is used by St. Paul (2 Cor. ii. 17;
iv. 2 ; 2 Tim. ii. 9 ; Tit. ii. 5), in Heb. xiii. 7, in Apoc. i. 9 ; vi. 9

;

XX. 4, and especially by St. Luke in the Acts (twelve times) to

mean 'the Gospel' as preached; once (in Mark vii. 13), it seems
to mean the O. T. Scriptures ; here it represents the O. T. phrase

6 \6yos Tov Kvpiov : cf. Is. XXXi. 2 Koi 6 Xoyos avrov (i. e. row Kvpiov) ov

fit} aOfTTjOrj.

01 e| 'lo-paT)\ : the offspring of Israel according to the flesh, the

viol ^IcrparjX of ver. 27.

oijToi 'lo-paVjX. Israel in the spiritual sense (cf. ver. 4 on 'laparjX'ircu

which is read here also by D E F G, Vulg., being a gloss to bring

out the meaning), the 'la-pafjX rov GeoO of Gal. vi. 16, intended for

the reception of the Divine promise. But St. Paul does not mean
here to distinguish a spiritual Israel (i. e. the Christian Church)

from the fleshly Israel, but to state that the promises made to Israel

might be fulfilled even if some of his descendants were shut out

from them. What he states is that not all the physical descendants

of Jacob are necessarily inheritors of the Divine promises implied

in the sacred name Israel. This statement, which is the ground

on which he contests the idea that God's word has failed, he has

now to prove.

7. 06S' oTt. The grammatical connexion of this passage with

the preceding is that of an additional argument; the logical con-

nexion is that of a proof of the statement just made. St. Paul

could give scriptural proof, in the case of descent from Abraham,
of what he had asserted in the case of descent from Jacob, and thus

establish his fundamental principle—that inheritance of the pro-

mises is not the necessary result of Israelitish descent.

oTTcpfia 'APpacifA. The word airepiJia is used in this verse, first of

natural setd or descent, then of seed according to the promise.
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Both senses occur together in Gen. xxi. 12, 13; and both are

found elsewhere in the N. T., Gal. iii. 29 fi 8e vfius Xpiarov, ilpa tov-

'A^pacifjL (Trrepfia iari '. Rom. xi. I e'-yw . . . e'/c aii(pfi(iTOS h^paap. The
nominative to the whole sentence is TiavTes ol i^ 'la-parjX. ' The
descendants of Israel have not all of them the legal rights of in-

heritance from Abraham because they are his offspring by natural

descent.'

d\X*. Instead of the sentence being continued in the same form
as it began in the first clause, a quotation is introduced which com-
pletes it in sense but not in grammar: cf. Gal. iii. 11, 12; i Cor.

XV. 27.

ei' 'laaciK KXrjQi^o-eTai croi CTTrepjxa: 'in (i.e. through) Isaac will

those who are to be your true descendants and representatives

be reckoned.' eV (as in Col. i. 16 fv avTa> fKria-dq ra navTo) im-

plies that Isaac is the starting-point, place of origin of the

descendants, and therefore the agent through whom the descent

takes place ; so Matt. ix. 34 eV tw ap^ovn tmv baipoviatv : i Cor. vi. 2.

(TTTfppa (cf. Gen. xii. 7 ''^ cnrtpuaTi crov ^wtro) rfjv ytjv '. Gen. XV. 5 ovroa

earai to cneppa arov) is used collectively to express the whole number
of descendants, not merely the single son Isaac. The passage

means that the sons of Israel did not inherit the promise made to

Abraham because they were his offspring—there were some who
were his offspring who had not inherited them ; but they did so be-

cause they were descendants of that one among his sons through

whom it had been specially said that his true descendants should

be counted.

The quotation is taken from the LXX of Gen. xxi. 12, which

it reproduces exactly. It also correctly reproduces both the lan-

guage and meaning of the original Hebrew. The same passage

is quoted in Heb. xi. 18.

The opinion expressed in this verse is of course exactly opposite

to the current opinion—that their descent bound Israel to God
by an indissoluble bond. See the discussion at the end of this

section.

KXT]0ii(7€Tai : 'reckoned,' 'considered,' 'counted as the true

(nrepfj.a
'

; not as in ver. 1 1, and as it is sometimes taken here,

' called,' * summoned ' (see below).

The uses of the word KaXew are derived from two main significations,

(l) to 'call,' 'summon,' (3) to 'summon by name,' hence 'to name.' It

may mean (i) to 'call aloud' Heb. iii. 13. to 'summon,' to 'summon to

a banquet' (in these senses also in the LXX), so i Cor. x. 27 ; Malt. xxii. 3 ;

from these is derived the technical sense of ' calling to the kingdom.'

This exact usage is hardly found in the LXX, but Is. xlii. 6 (eyui Kvpios

6 ©eds tKaXtad ae iv diKaioavvrf) , Is. li. 2 {oti (is ^v Kcil (ica\(aa avrov,

Koi tv\6yi]ffa avTov Kot r/yoTTrjoa avrdv Kai enKrjOvra axirov) approach it. In

this sense it is confined to the epistles of St. Paul with Hebrews and St. Peter,

the word hardly occurring at ail in St. John aud not in this sense elsewhere
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(although k\t]t6^ is so nsed Matt. xxii. 14V The full construction is KaXfT*

Tiva 6(j T(, I Thess. ii. 12 toC KaXavuros vfj.as (Is tt]v kavrov 0a<Ti\f'tav Kol

So^av : but the word was early used absolutely, and so 6 Ka\aiv of God (so

Rom. iv. 17 : viii. 30; ix. 11, 24). The technical use of the term comes out

most strongly in i Cor. vii and in the derived words (see on KXr)T6s

Rom. i. I, 7'. (3) In the second group of meanings the ordinary con-

struction is with a double accusative, Acts xiv. 13 (KaAouv re tov BapvaPav
Aia (so Rom. ix. 25, and constantly in LXX), or with dvof-iari, km tZ
ovo^MTi as Luke i. 59, 61, although the Hebraism Kakiaovai to ovona avrov

'EfifiavovTjX (Matt. i. 22,) occurs. But to 'call by name' has associations

derived on the one side from the idea of calling over, reckoning, accounting;

hence such phrases as Rom. ix. 7 (from Gen. xxi. 12 LXX>, and on the other

from the idea of affection suggested by the idea of calling by name, so

Rom. ix. 26 (from LXX Hos. ii. i[i. 10]). These derivative u^es of the word
occur independently both in Greek, where KiKXy^iai may be used to mean
little more than 'to be,' and in Hebrew. The two main meanings can always

be distinguished, but probably in the use of the word each has influenced

the other; when God is said to be 'He that calls us' the primary idea is

clearly that of invitation, but the secondary idea of 'calling by name,' i.e.

of expressing affection, gives a warmer colouring to the idea suggested.

8. TOUT ecTTii'. From this instance we may deduce a general

principle.

TO. TCKi/a TYJs 0-apKos : h'5ert quos corporis vis gemierit. Fri.

tIkvo. tou 0€ou : bound to God by all those ties which have been

the privilege and characteristic of the chosen race.

ra TCKi'a ttjs iTra.yyf)\xa.<i: liheri quos Deipromissum procreavit. Fri.

Cf. Gal. iv. 23 dXX' 6 \i.iv in TT^y TTiuSiiTiiris Kara crapKa yeyevvrjTai, 6 8e fK

Tijs fXevOfpas St' enayyeXias '. 28 17/ifIs 8e, dBf\<pol, Kara IcraaK firayyfXias

TfKVa ((TfX€V,

All these expressions (jeKva tov GfoC, rtKva ttjs tnayyeXlas) are

used elsewhere of Christians, but that is not their meaning in this

passage. St. Paul is concerned in this place to prove not that

any besides those of Jewish descent might inherit the promises, but

merely that not all of Jewish descent necessarily and for that very

reason must enjoy all the privileges of that descent. Physical con-

nexion with the Jewish stock was not in itself a ground for inherit-

ing the promise. That was the privilege of those intended when
the promise was first spoken, and who might be considered to be born

of the promise. This principle is capable of a far more universal

application, an application which is made in the Epistle to the

Galaiians (iii. 29; iv. 28, &c.), but is not made here.

9. iirayye\ia<5 must be the predicate of the sentence thrown

tbrward in order to give emphasis and to show where the point

of the argument lies. ' This word is one of promise,' i. e. if

you refer to the passage of Scripture you will see that Isaac was
llie child of promise, and not born kotu a-dpKa; his birth therefore

depends upon the promise which was in fact the efficient cause of

ix, and not the promise upon his birth. And hence is deduced

a general law : a mere connexion with the Jewish race Kara adpKa
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does not necessarily imply a share in the inayyMa, for it did not

according to the original conditions.

KaTcl TOi' Kaipof TOUTOV eXeucrofiai, Kal lorai tt l&ppa ui<5s. St, Paul

combines Gen. XViii. 10 (LXX) (navaa-Tpe(f)u)v rj^o) irpos ae Kara top

Kaifjov TOVTov fls &pas, xai t^ti viov 'S.appa 17 yvvri crov', and 1 4 (LXX)
eli rov Kaipov tovtov ava(rTpf\f/-ii) jrpos ere «y (opas, Kat fcrrat Trj ^dppa vlos.

The Greek text is a somewhat free translation of the Hebrew, but

St. Paul's deductions from the passage are quite in harmony with

both its words and its spirit.

Kord TOI' Kaipoc toOtoi' is shown clearly by the passage in Genesis

to mean ' at this time in the following year,' i. e. when a year is

accomplished ; but the words have little significance for St. Paul

:

they are merely a reminiscence of the passage he is quoting,

and in the shortened form in which he gives them, the meaning,

without reference to the original passage, is hardly clear.

10. ou \l6vov hi: see on v. 3, introducing an additional or even

stronger proof or example. ' You may find some flaw in the

previous argument ; after all Ishmael was not a fully legitimate

child like Isaac, and it was for this reason (you may say) that the

sons of Ishmael were not received within the covenant ; the in-

stance that I am now going to quote has no defect of this sort,

and it will prove the principle that has been laid down still more
clearly.'

dXXoi Kai 'PcP^KKa, k.t.X.: the sentence beginning with these words
is never finished grammatically ; it is interrupted by the parenthesis

in ver. 1 1 pTjrrcD yap yevvr]6ivTcov . . . koKovvtos, and then continued

with the construction changed ; cf. v. 12, 18 ; 1 Tim. i. 3.

e| evos are added to emphasize the exactly similar birth of the

two sons. The mother's name proves that they have one mother,

these words show that the father too was the same. There are

none of the defective conditions which might be found in the case of

Isaac and Ishmael. Cf. Chrys. ad loc. {Horn, in Rom. xvi. p. 610)
ij yap PfS^KKa Kai fiovq tm Icraa/c ytyovi yvvri, koi Svo rtKovaa TralSay, e<

Tov \auan €r€K(v dpcporepovs' dXX ofKos oi Te)(6fi>T(S rov avrov narpos

ovTti, T^j avrrfs firjTpos, rag avras Xvaavres tuSIj/ar, Koi op-onaTpioi ovns <cai

o/jioprjTpioi, Kal ivpus tovtocs icai 8t8vfioi, ov Tcov hvtwv aTTi'jXavarav,

Koi'nqi' exovcra :
' having conceived

'
; cf. Fri. ad loc.

Tou -irarpos r\ii.u}v :
* the ancestor of the Jewish race.' St. Paul is

here identifying himself with the Jews, ' his kinsmen according to

the flesh.' The passage has no reference to the composiiion of the

Roman community.
11. ffqiru yap. K-T.X. In this verse a new thought is introduced,

connected with but not absolutely necessary for the subject under
discussion. The argument would be quite complete without it.

St. Paul has only to prove that to be of Jewish descent did not in

itself imply a right to inherit the promise. That Esau was re-

K 2
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jected and Jacob chosen is quite sufficient to establish this. But

the instance suggests another point which was in the Apostle's

mind, and the change in construction shows that a new difficulty,

or rather another side of the question—the relation of these events

to the Divine purpose—has come forward. It is because he desires

to bring in this point that he breaks off the previous sentence. The
yap then, as so often, refers to something latent in the Apostle's

mind, which leads him to introduce his new point, and is explained

by the sentence t^a . . . ^^ "?/,
' and this incident shows also the

absolute freedom of the Divine election and purpose, for it was
before the children were born that the choice was made and de-

clared.'

fXTJiTw . . . |jiT]8e :
' although they were not yet born nor had done

anything good or evil.' The subjective negative shows that the

note of time is introduced not merely as an historical fact but as

one of the conditions which must be presumed in estimating fhe

significance of the event. The story is so well known that the

Apostle is able to put first without explanation the facts which

show the point as he conceives it.

ii-a . . . fieVrj. What is really the underlying principle of the

action is expressed as if it were its logical purpose ; for St. Paul

represents the events as taking place in the way they did in order

to illustrate the perfect freedom of the Divine purpose.

•ff Kar' eKXcyfji' TrpoSeais tou ©eoO : 'the Divine purpose which

has worked on the principle of selection.' These words are the

key to chaps, ix-xi and suggest the solution of the problem before

St. Paul, npodeais is a technical Pauline term occurring although

not frequently in the three later groups of Epistles : Rom. viii. 28 ;

ix. II ; Eph. i. 10, 11 fv avra, fv a (cat {KXrjpadrjpev, iTpoopia6ivT€i Kara

7rp66((Tiv Tov Ta navra tvepyovPTOs Kara ttjv ^ovXtjv tov OeXrjpams avroii

:

iii. 1 1 Kara npodfCTiv tS>v alcovaii' rjv enoirjafv (V ra X. 1. Tw Kvpico r]fj.<ov :

2 Tim, i. 9 Toi) (TuxravTos fjfias Kiii KuXeaai'Tos AcX/;cr€t aya, 011 Kara to

tpya rjfxoiv, aWa Kar I8iuv TvpoBanv /col x^-P''^
'• ^^ verb alsO is found

once in the same sense, Eph. i. 9 kuto. ttjv ddoKiav avroii, rjv npo-

idero iv avrm. From Aristotle onwards irpoBeais had been used to

express purpose ; with St. Paul it is the ' Divine purpose of God for

the salvation of mankind,' the ' purpose of the ages ' determined in

the Divine mind before the creation of the world. The idea is

apparently expressed elsewhere in the N. T. by /SaXij (Luke vii. 30

;

Acts ii. 23 ; iv. 28; xx. 27) which occurs once in St. Paul (Eph. i

11), but no previous instance of the word trpoBeais in this sense

seems to be quoted. The conception is worked out by the Apostlt

with greater force and originality than by any previous writer, and

hence he needs a new word to express it. See further the longei

note on St. Paul's Philosophy of History, p. 342. fVXoyij ex

presses an essentiall}' O. T. idea (see below) but was itself a ne\»
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word, the only instances quoted in Jewish literature earlier than

this Epistle being from the Psalms of Solomon, which often show
an approach to Christian theological language. It means (i)

' the process of choice,' ' election.' Ps. Sol. xviii. 6 Kadapia-ai 6 Qeos

'iffpaijX fts tjfjiipav eXeov tv eiiXoyiq, ets fjfjiepav eK\oyi]S iv ava^fi Xpiaroi

avToi; ix. 7; Jos. B./. II. viii. 14; Acts ix. 15; Rom. xi. 5, 28;
I Thess. i. 4 ; 2 Pet. i. 10. In this sense it may be used of man's

election of his own lot (as in Josephus and perhaps in Ps. Sol.

ix. 7), but in the N. T. it is always used of God's election. (2) As
abstract for concrete it means eKXe/crot, those who are chosen,

Rom. xi. 7. (3) In Aquila Is. xxii. 7 ; Symmachus and Theodo-
tion, Is. xxxvii, 24, it means 'the choicest,' being apparently em-
ployed to represent the Hebrew idiom.

(icVrj : the opposite to (KneTTTaKfv (ver. 6) : the subjunctive shows

that the principles which acted then are still in force.

ouK ii epyoiv dXV 4k tou KaXoGi/Tos. These words qualify the

whole sentence and are added to make more clear the absolute

character of God's free choice.

We must notice (i) that St. Paul never here says anything about

the principle on which the call is made ; all he says is that it is not

the result of fpya. We have no right either with Chrysostom
(Iva (f>av[j (prjal rov Qeov i] eKXoyf) r) Kara npoSfcriv (cat Trpoyvoiviv yevofifvrA

to read into the passage foreknowledge or to deduce from the

passage an argument against Divine foreknowledge. The words
are simply directed against the assumption of human merit. And
(2) nothing is said in this passage about anything except ' election

'

or ' calling ' to the kingdom. The gloss of Calvin dum alios ad
salutem praedesiinat, alios ad aeternam damnationem is nowhere
implied in the text.

So Gore {Studia Biblica, iii. p. 44) *The absolute election of

Jacob,—the " loving '' of Jacob and the " hating " of Esau,—has

reference simply to the election of one to higher privileges as head

of the chosen race, than the other. It has nothing to do with their

eternal salvation. In the original to which St. Paul is referring,

Esau is simply a synonym for Edom.'

<|)ai)Xov is the reading of the RV. and modem editors with N A B, a few

minuscules, and Orig. Kanov which occurs in TR. with D F GK L etc. auo
Fathers after Chr\ sostom was early substituted for the less usual word.

A similar change has been made in 2 Cor. v. lo.

For the irpoGecrLs toi) 0€ov of the RV. the TR. reads tow Qiov Ttpudeai^ with

the support of only a few minuscules.

12. 6 fxeii^wK K.T.X. The quotation is made accurately from the

LXX of Gen. XXV. 23 kuI fine Kvpios avTr/ Avo edvTj (v Tfl yacrrpi aov

(tcriv, Koi 8vo Xaol c'k rrji KOiKtns (rov hiavTakrjGovTaL' Ka\ \a6i \oov imfpe^ei,

«i\ n pei^av dovXtvirei tm eXdaaovi (cf. Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek,

p. 163). God's election or rejection of the fotmder of tlie race is
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part of the process by which He elects or rejects the race. In

either case the choice has been made independently of merits either

of work or of ancestry. Both were of exactly the same descent, and
the choice was made before either was born.

6 ii.elt,oiv . . . Tw i\d(Tcron :
* the elder,' ' the younger/ This

use of the words seems to be a Hebraism; see Gen. x. 21 kqI tm

2))/i fyevijBT} . . . dSfXc^w 'ld(Pf6 tov fid^uvos: ib. xxix. 16 ovofia rfj ^fi^ovi

Ada, Kai ovofia rrj vtarepa 'Pa^riK But the dictionaries quote in

support of the use ^Kinlociv 6 fxeyas Pol. XVIII. xviii. 9. The
instances quoted of niKpos (Mk. xv. 40; Mt. xviii. 6, 10, 14, &c.)

are all equally capable of being explained of stature.

13. Toi' 'laKwp i^yairr^o-a, toi' 8e 'HcraO efxtarjo-a. St. Paul con-

cludes his argument by a second quotation taken freely from the

LXX of Mai. i. 2, 3 oIk (it^fXc^us rjv 'Ho-aC TOV *Ia/ca)/3
J

Xe'yft Kvpios' Kal

ijyaTrrjaa tov Iqko)^, tov fie Hvav efiiarjaa.

What is the exact object with which these words are introduced?

(i) The greater number of commentators (so Fri. Weiss Lipsius),

consider that they simply give the explanation of God's conduct.
' God chose the younger brother and rejected the elder not from
any merit on the part of the one or the other, but simply because

He loved the one and hated the other.' The aorists then refer to

the time before the birth of the two sons ; there is no reference to

the peoples descended from either of them, and St. Paul is repre-

sented as vindicating the independence of the Divine choice in

relaiion to the two sons of Isaac.

{2) This explanation has the merit of simplicity, but it is pro>'*-

ably too simple, (i) In the first place, it is quite clear that St.

Paul throughout has in his mind in each case the descendants as

well as the ancestors, the people who are chosen and rejected as

well as the fathers through whom the choice is made (cf. ver. 7).

In fact this is necessary for his argument. He has to justify God's

dealing, not with individuals, but with the great mass of Jews who
have been rejected, (ii) Again, if we turn to the original contexts

of the two quotations in vv. 12, 13 there can be no doubt that in

both cases there is reference not merely to the children but to their

descendants. Gen. xxv. 23 'Two nations are in thy womb, and two
peoples shall be separated even from thy bowels;' Mai. i. 3 'But

F.sau I hated, and made his mountains a desolation, and gave his

heritage to the jackals of the wilderness. Whereas Edom saith,'

&c. There is nothing in St. Paul's method of quotation which could

prevent him from using the words in a sense somewhat different

from the original ; but when the original passage in both cases is

really more in accordance with his method and argument, it is

more reasonable to believe that he is not narrowing the sense,

(lii) As will become more apparent later, St. Paul's argument is to

»how that throughout God's action there is running a ' purpose
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according to election.' He does not therefore wish to say that it

is merely God's love or hate that has guided Him.
Hence it is better to refer the words, either directly or in-

directly, to the choice of the nation as well as the choice of the

founder (so Go. Gif. Liddon). But a further question still remams
as to the use of the aorist. We may with most commentators

still refer it to the original time when the choice was made:
when the founders of the nations were in the womb, God chose

one nation and rejected another because of his love and hatred.

But it is really betier to take the whole passage as corroborating the

previous verse by an appeal to history. * God said the elder shall

serve the younger, and, as the Prophet has shown, the whole of sub-

sequent history has been an illustration of this. Jacob God has

selected for His love ; Esau He has hated : He has given his moun-
tains for a desolation and his heritage to the jackals.'

^ydinjo-a . . . ejjiLo-ifjCTa. There is no need to soften these words

as some have attempted, translating ' loved more ' and ' loved less.'

They simply express what had been as a matter of fact and was

always looked upon by the Jews as God's attitude towards the two

nations. So Thanchuma, p. 32. 2 (quoted by Wetstein, ii. 438) Tu

invenies omnes transgressioiies, quas odit Deus S. B. fuisse in Esavo.

How very telling would be the reference to Esau and Edom an acquaint-

ance with Jewish contemporary literature will show. Although in Deut. xxiii. 7
it was said ' Thou shalt not abhor an Edomite, for he is thy brother,' later

events had obliterated this feeling of kinship ; or perhnps rather the feeling of

relationship had exasperated the bitterness which the hostility of the two

nations had aroused. At any rate the history is one of continuous hatred on

both sides. So in Ps. cxxxvii. 7 and in the Greek Esdras the burning of the

temple is ascribed to the Edomites (see also Obadiah and Jer. xlix. 7-22).

Two extracts from Apocrj'phal works will exhibit this hatred most clearly.

In Enoch Ixxxix. 11-12 (p. 233, ed. Charles) the patriarchal history is

symbolized by different animals :
' But that white bull (Abraham) which was

bom amongst them begat a wild ass (Ishmael) and a white bull with it

(Isaac), and the wild ass multiplied. IBut that bull which was born from

him begat a black wild boar (Esau) and a white sheep
(
Jacob"! ; and that

wild boar begat many boars, but that sheep begat twelve sheep.* Here
Esau is represented by the most detested of animals, the pig. So in

Jubilees xxxvii. 32 sq. (trans. Charles) the following speech is characteristi-

cally put into the mouth ol Esau :
' And thou too (Jacob) dost hate me and

my children for ever, and there is no observing the tie of brotherhood with

thee. Hear these words which I declare unto thee : if the boar can change

its skin and make its bristles as soft as wool : or if it can cause horns to

sprout forth on its head like the horns of a stag or of a sheep, then I will

observe the tie of brotherhood with thee, for since the twin male offspring

were separated from their mother, thou hast not shown thyself a brother to

me. And if the wolves make peace with the lambs so as not to devour or

rob them, and if their hearts turn towards them to do good, then there will

be peace in my heart towards thee. And if the lion becomes the friend of

the ox, and if he is bound under one yoke with him and ploughs with him
and makes peace with him, then I will make peace with thee. And when
the raven becomes white as the raza (a large white bird), then I know that
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I shall love thee and make peace with thee. Thou shalt be rooted out an&

thy son shall be rooted out and there shall be no peace for thee.' (See also

Jos. Bell. Jltd. IV. IT. I, 2 ; Hausialh, New Testament Times, vol. i. pp. 67, 68,

Eng. TraHs.)

The Divine Election.

St. Paul has set himself to prove that there was nothing in the

promise made to Abraham, by which God had ' pledged Himself to

Israel ' (Gore, Studia Biblica, iii. 40), and bound Himself to allow all

those w^ho were Abraham's descendants 10 inherit these promises. He
proves this by showing that in two cases, as was recognized by the

Jews themselves, actual descendants from Abraham had been ex-

cluded. Hence he deduces the general principle, ' There was from

the first an element of inscrutable selectiveness in God's dealings

within the race of Abraham ' (Gore, ib^. The inheritance of the

promise is for those whom God chooses, and is not a necessary

privilege of natural descent. The second point which he raises,

that this choice is independent of human merit, he works out

further in the following verses.

On the main argument it is sufficient at present to notice that it

was primarily an argumentum ad homiiiem and as such was abso-

lutely conclusive against those to whom it was addressed. The
Jews prided themselves on being a chosen race ; they prided them-

selves especially on having been chosen while the Ishmaelites and

the Edomites (whom they hated) had been rejected. St. Paul

analyzes the principle on which the one race was chosen and the

other rejected, and shows that the very same principles would

perfectly jusdfy God's action in further dealing with it. God might

choose some of them and reject others, just as he had originally

chosen them and not the other descendants of Abraham.

That this idea of the Divine Election was one of the most funda-

mental in the O. T. needs no illustration. We find it in the

Pentateuch, as Deut. vii. 6 ' For thou art an holy people unto the

Lord, thy God: the Lord, thy God, hath chosen thee to be a

peculiar people unto himself above all peoples that are on the face

of the earth :
' in the Psalms, as Ps. cxxxv. 4 ' For the Lord hath

chosen Jacob unto himself, and Israel for his pecuHar treasure': in

the Prophets, as Is. xli. 8, 9 ' But thou Israel, my servant, Jacob

whom I have chosen, the seed of Abraham my friend ; thou whom
I have taken hold of from the ends of the earth and called thee

from the corners thereof, and said unto thee. Thou art my servant,

I have chosen thee and not cast thee away.' And this idea of

Israel being the elect people of God is one of those which were

seized and grasped most tenaciously by contemporary Jewish

thought, But between the conception as held by St. Paul's con-
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temporaries and the O. T. there were striking differences In the

O. T. it is always looked upon as an act of condescension and love

of God for Israel, it is for this reason that He redeemed them from

bondage, and purified them from sin (Deut. vii. 8; x. 15; Is. xliv.

21, 22); although.the Covenant is specified it is one which involves

obhgations on Israel (Deut. vii, 9, &c.): and the thought again and

again recurs that Israel has thus been chosen not merely for theii

own sake but as an instrument in the hand of God, and not merely

to exhibit the Divine power, but also for the benefit of other nations

(Gen. xii. 3 ; Is. Ixvi. 18, &c.). But among the Rabbis the idea o(

Election has lost all its higher side. It is looked on as a covenant

by which God is bound and over which He seems to have no control.

Israel and God are bound in an indissoluble marriage {Shemoth

rabba 1. 51): the holiness of Israel can never be done away with,

even although Israel sin, it still remains Israel {Saithedrin 55) : the

worst Israelite is not profane like the heathen {Bammidbar rabba 1 7) ;

no Israelite can go into Gehenna {Pesikta 38 a) : all Israelites have

their portion in the world to come {Sanhedrin i), and much more
to the same effect. (See Weber Altsyn. Theol. p. 51, &c., to whom
are due most of the above references.)

And this belief was shared by St. Paul's contemporaries. ' The
planting of them is rooted for ever : they shall not be plucked out

all the days of the heaven : for the portion of the Lord and the

inheritance of God is Israel' {Ps, Sol. xiv. 3); 'Blessed art thou of

the Lord, O Israel, for evermore' {ib. viii, 41) ; ' ThoLi didst choose

the seed of Abraham before all the nations, and didst set thy name
before us, O Lord : and thou wilt abide among us for ever ' [ib. ix.

17, 18). While Israel is always to enjoy the Divine mercy, sinners,

i.e. Gentiles, are to be destroyed before the face of the Lord
(ib. xii. 7, 8). So again in 4 Ezra, they have been selected while

Esau has been rejected (iii. 16). And this has not been done as part

of any larger Divine purpose ; Israel is the end of the Divine action
;

for Israel the world was created (vi. 55) ; it does not in any way
exist for the benefit of oilier nations, who are of no account ; they

are as spitde, as the dropping from a vessel (vi. 55, 56). More
instances might be quoted {Jubilees xix. 16 ; xxii. 9 ; Apoc. Baruch
xlviii. 20, 23 ; Ixxvii. 3), but the above are enough to illustrate the

positfon St. Paul is combating. The Jew believed that his race

was joined to God by a covenant which nothing could dissolve,

and that he and his people alone were the centre of all God's
action in the creation and government of the world.

This idea St. Paul combats. But it is important to notice how
the whole of the O. T. conception is retained by him, but

broadened and illuminated. Educated as a Pharisee, he had
held the doctrine of election with the utmost tenacity. He had
believed that his own nation had been chosen froJH among all lh§
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kingdoms of the earth. He still holds the doctrine, but the

Christian revelation has given a meaning to what had been a nar-

row privilege, and might seem an arbitrary choice. His view is

now widened. The world, not Israel, is the final end of God's
action. This is the key to the explanation of the great difficulty

the rejection of Israel. Already in the words that he has used
above r] KUT €K\oyrjv irpodeais he has shown the principle which he
is working out. The mystery which had been hidden from the

foundation of the world has been revealed (Rom. xvi. 26). There
is still a Divine eVXoyi}, but it is now realized that this is the result

of a 7Tp6d(ais, a universal Divine purpose which had worked through
the ages on the principle of election, which was now beginning to

be revealed and understood, and which St. Paul will explain and
vindicate in the chapters that follow (cf. Eph. i. 4, 11 ; iii. 11).

We shall follow St. Paul in his argument as he gradually works
it out. Meanwhile it is convenient to remember the exact point he
has reached. He has shown that God has not been untrue to any
promise in making a selection from among the Israel of his own
day ; He is only acting on the principle He followed in selecting

the Israelites and rejecting the Edomites and Ishmaelites. By the

introduction of the phrase fj kht eK'knyfjv npofifais St. Paul has also

suggested the lines on which his argument will proceed.

THE EEJECTION OP ISBAEL NOT rN"COM"SISTEITT

WITH THE DIVINE JUSTICE.

IX. 14-29. Bui secondly it may be urged: * Surely then

God is unjust.' No, if you ttirn to the Scriptures you will

see that He has the right to confer Hisfavours on whom He
will {as He did on Moses) or to withJiold them {as He did

from Pharaoh) (vv. 14-18).

If it is further urged. Why blame me if I like Pharaoh

reject Gods offer, and thus fulfil His will? I reply, It is

your part not to cavil but to submit. The creature may not

complain against the Creator, any more thaji the vessel

against the potter (w. 19-21). Still less when God''s piupose

has been so beneficent, and that to a body so mixed as this

Christian Church of ours, chosen not onlyfrom the Jews but

alsofrom the Gentiles (vv. 22-24) ;

—

as indeed was foretold

(vv, 2^-29).
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** But there is a second objection which may be raised. ' If

what you say is true that God rejects one and accepts another

apart from either privilege of birth or human merit, is not His

conduct arbitrary and unjust?' What answer shall we make to

this ? Surely there is no injustice with God. Heaven forbid that

I should say so. I am only laying down clearly the absolute character

of the Divine sovereignty. " The Scripture has shown us clearly

the principles of Divine action in two typical and opposed incidents:

that of Moses exhibiting the Divine grace, that of Pharaoh ex-

hibiting the Divine severity. Take the case of Moses. When he

demanded a sign of the Divine favour, the Lord said (Ex. xxxiii.

17-19) ' Thou hast found grace in my sight, and I know thee by

name ... I will make all my goodness pass before thee ; I will be

gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will show mercy on

whom I will show mercy.' ** These words imply that grace comes

to man not because he is determined to attain it, not because he

exerts himself for it as an athlete in the races, but because he has

found favour in God's sight, and God shows mercy towards him :

they prove in fact the perfect spontaneousness of God's action.

'^ So in the case of Pharaoh. The Scripture (in Ex. ix. 16) tells us

that at the time of the plagues of Egypt these words were ad-

dressed to him :
' I have given thee thy position and place, that

I may show forth in thee my power, and that my name might be

declared in all the earth.' '* Those very Scriptures then to which

you Jews so often and so confidently appeal, show the absolute

character of God's dealings with men. Both the bestowal of mercy

or favour and the hardening of the human heart depend alike upon

the Divine will.

'• But this leads to a third objection. If man's destiny be

simply the result of God's purpose, if his hardness of heart is

a state which God Himself causes, why does God find fault? His

will is being accomplished. There is no resistance being offered.

Obedience or disobedience is equally the result of His purpose.

''•Such questions should never be asked. Consider what is in-

volved in your position as man. A mean's relation to God is such

that whatever God does the man has no right to complain or object

or reply. The Scriptures have again and again represented the

relation of God to man under the image of a potter and the
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vessels that he makes. Can you conceive (to use the words ol

the prophet Isaiah) the vessel saying to its maker :
' Why did you

make me thus?' '^ The potter has complete control over the lump

of clay with which he works, he can make of it one vessel for an

honourable purpose, another for a dishonourable purpose. This

exactly expresses the relation of man to his Maker. God has

made man, made him from the dust of the earth. He has as

absolute control over His creature as the potter has. No man
before Him has any right, or can complain of injustice. He is

absolutely in God's hands. ^ This is God's sovereignty ; even

if He had been arbitrary we could not complain. But what

becomes of your talk of injustice when you consider how He has

acted? Although a righteous God would desire to exhibit the

Divine power and wrath in a world of sin ; even though He were

dealing with those who were fit objects of His wrath and had

become fitted for destruction
; yet He bore with them, full of long-

sufTering for them, ^^and with the purpose of showing all the wealth

of His glory on those who are vessels deserving His mercy, whom
as we have already shown He has prepared even from the

beginning, **a mercy all the greater when it is remembered that

we whom He has called for these privileges are chosen not only

from the Jews, but also from the Gentiles, Gentiles who were

bound to Him by no covenant. Surely then there has been no

injustice but only mercy.

^ And remember finally that this Divine plan of which you

complain is just what the prophets foretold. They prophesied the

calling of the Gentiles. Hosea (i. lo, and ii. 23) described how

those who were not within the covenant should be brought into it

and called by the very name of the Jews under the old Covenant,

' the people of God,' ' the beloved of the Lord,' ' the sons of the

living God.' *' And this wherever throughout the whole world

they had been placed in the contemptuous position of being, as he

expressed it, * no people.' "^ Equally do we find the rejection of

Israel—all but a remnant of it—foretold. Isaiah (x. 22) stated,

' Even though the number of the children of Israel be as the sand

of the seashore, yet it is only a remnant that shall be saved, "for

a sharp and decisive sentence will the Lord execute upon the earth.'

•* And similarly in an earlier chapter (I 9) he had foretold the com-
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plete destruction of Israel with the exception of a small remnant

:

' Unless the Lord of Sabaoth had left us a seed, we should have

been as Sodom, and we should have been like unto Gomorrah.'

14-29. St. Paul now states for the purpose of refutation a

possible objection. He has just shown that God chooses men
independently of their works according to His own free determina-

tion, and the deduction is implied that He is free to choose or

reject members of the chosen race. The objection which may be

raised is, ' if what you say is true, God is unjust,' and the argument

would probably be continued, ' we know God is not unjust, there-

fore the principles laid down are not true.' In answer, St. Paul

shows that they cannot be unjust or inconsistent with God's action,

for they are exactly those which God has declared to be His in those

very Scriptures on which the Jews with whom St. Paul is arguing

would especially rely.

14. Ti oSy ipovfiev ; see on iii. 5, a very similar passage : W 8e 7
ddiKia fjfjLcijv Q(ov 8iKaio<Tvi'r]v avviaTrjai, ti ipovfiev) fxr/ ciBiKos 6 Gfoj

o f'irL(f)(p(i)v TTjv opyfjv ; . , . pfj yevoiro. The expression is used as

always to introduce an objection which is stated only to be

refuted.

\i.r\ : implying that a negative answer may be expected, as in

the instance just quoted.

irapd Tw 06(i5. Cf. ii. Il ov yap fan irpotroa'nokri^la napa ra Qta

Eph. vi. 9 ; Prov. viii. 30, of Wisdom dwelling with God, ^nrju

nap' aiiro) appo^ovcra,

/ji^ yeVoiTo, Cf. iii. 4. The expression is generally used as here

to express St. Paul's horror at an objection ' which he has stated

for the purpose of refutation and which is blasphemous in itself or

one that his opponent would think to be such.'

15-19. According to Origen, followed by many Fathers and
some few modern commentators, the section w. 15-19 contains

not St. Paul's own words, but a continuation of the objection put

into the mouth of his opponent, finally to be refuted by the

indignant disclaimer of ver. 20. Such a construction which was
adopted in the interest of free-will is quite contrary to the structure

of the sentence and of the argument. In every case in which pij

yevoirm occurs it is followed by an answer to the objection direct or

indirect. Moreover if this had been the construction the inter-

rogative sentence would not have been introduced by the particle

prj expecting a negative answer, but would have been in a form
which would suggest an affirmative reply.

15. T« -^ap MuaTJ' Xe'yci. The yap explains and justifies the

strong denial contained in pi] ye'voiro. Too much stress must not

be laid on the emphasis given to the name by its position
;
yet it is

obvious that the instance chosen adds considerably to the strength
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of the argument. Moses, if any one, might be considered to have

deserved God's mercy, and the name of Moses would be that most
respected by St. Paul's opponents. Xtyn without a nominative for

eeos Ae'yfi is a common idiom in quotations (of. Rom. xv. lo;
Gal. iii. i6; Kph. iv. 8; v. 14).

i\er\(T<j) ov tiv eXew, k.t.X :
' I will have mercy on whomsoever

I have mercy.' The emphasis is on the tv av, and the words are

quoted to mean that as it is God who has made the offer of salva-

tion to men, it is for Him to choose who are to be the recipients of

His grace, and not for man to dictate to Him. The quotation is

from the LXX of Ex. xxxiii. 19 which is accurately reproduced.

It is a fairly accurate translation of the original, there being only

a slight change in the tenses. The Hebrew is ' I am gracious to

whom I will be gracious,' the LXX ' I will be gracious to whom-
soever I am gracious.' But St. Paul uses the words with a some-
what different emphasis. Moses had said, ' Show me, I pray thee,

thy glory.' And He said, ' I will make all my goodness pass before

thee, and will proclaim the name of the Lord before ihee : and

I will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will show mercy
on whom I will show mercy.' The point of the words in the

original context is rather the certainty of the Divine grace for those

whom God has selected ; the point which St. Paul wishes to prove

is the independence and freedom of the Divine choice,

lKir\(T(a . . . oiKT€ipiiCTa). The difference between these words
seems to be something the same as that between XCnrj and oSc'w; in

ver. 2. The first meaning 'compassion,' the second 'distress' or
* pain,' such as expresses itself in outward manifestation. (Cf.

Godet, ad loc.)

16. apa oZv introduces as an inference from the special instance

given the general principle of God's method of action. Cf. ver. 8

TovT ea-Tiv, ver. 1 1 Ivu, where the logical method in each case is the

same although the form of expression is different.

ToG QiKovTos, K.T.X. ' God's mercy is in the power not of human
desire or human effort, but of the Divine compassion itself.' The geni-

tives are dependent on the idea of mercy deduced from the previous

verse. With 6e\ovTos may be compared Jo. i. 12, 13 tdcoKcv airols

f^nvcrlav TiKva Geou ytVicQai , . , oX ovk (^ aluaTav, oii8e tK dfXrjfiaros

aapKos, oiiSe (k 6(Xr]iiaTni dvSpos, aXX' tK Qtov €y(vvr]di](T(iv. The meta-

phor of TOO Tp^xoi'Tos is a favourite one with St. Paul (i Cor. ix.

24, 26; Phil. ii. 16; Gal. ii. 2 ; v. 7).

In vv. 7-13 St. Paul might seem to be dealing with families or

groups of people ; here however he is distinctly dealing with in-

dividuals and lays down the principle that God's grace does not

necessarily depend upon anything but God's will. * Not that

I have not reasons to do it, but that I need not, in distributmg a'

mercies which have no foundation in the merits of men, render
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any other reason or motive but mine own will, whereby I may do
what I will with mine own.' Hammond.

The MSS. vary curiously in the orthography of (Xeto}, iXeaoj. In ver. l6

KABUEFG support fAedcy (eKeaivros), B^K &c. fXeico {fXfovvros) ; in

ver. 1 8 the position is reversed, i\edai (lAea) having only D F G in its

favour; in Jude 32 eKtatu (lAedre) is supported by K B alone. See \VH.
Introd. ii. App. p. i66.

17. X^ei Y^ip 'n YP*''<f*T • *and as an additional proof showing

that the principle just enunciated (in ver. i6) is true not merely in

an instance of God's mercy, but also of His severity, take the

language which the Scripture tells us was addressed lo Pharaoh.'

On the form of quotation cf. Gal. iii. 8, 22 ; there was probably no
reason for the change of expression from ver. 15 ; both were well-

known forms used in quoting the O. T. and both could be used

indifferently.

T(5 «t>apaoJ. The selection of Moses suggested as a natural

contrast that of his antagonist Pharaoh. In God's dealings with

these two individuals, St. Paul finds examples of His dealings with

the two main classes of mankind.

eis auTo TouTo, k.t.X. : taken with considerable variations, which in

some cases seem to approach the Hebrew, from the LXX of Ex. ix.

16 (see below). The quotation is taken from the words which Moses
was directed to address to Pharaoh after the sixth plague, that of

boils. ' For now I had put forth my hand and smitten thee and
thy people with pestilence, and thou hadst been cut off from the

earth ; but in very deed for this cause have I made thee to stand,

for to show thee my power, and that my name may be declared

throughout all the earth.' The words in the original mean that

God has prevented Pharaoh from being slain by the boils in order

that He might more completely exhibit His power; St. Paul by
slightly changing the language generalizes the statement and
applies the words to the whole appearance of Pharaoh in the field

of history. Just as the career of Moses exhibits the Divine mercy,

so the career of Pharaoh exhibits the Divine severity, and in both

cases the absolute sovereignty of God is vindicated.

cliiyeipa :
' I have raised thee up, placed thee in the field of

history.' There are two main interpretations of this word pos-

sible, (i) It has been taken to mean, 'I have raised thee up
from sickness,' so Gif. and others, ' I have preserved thee and not

taken thy life as I might have done.' This is in all probability the

meaning of the original Hebrew. 'I made thee to stand,' and
certainly that of the LXX, which paraphrases the words dieTrjpr'jdqs.

It is supported also by a reading in the Hexapla buTriprjaa o-e, by the

Targum of Onkelos Sustinui te ut ostenderem tibi, and the Arabic
Te reservavi ut ostenderem tibi. Although i^i-^iipdv does not seem
lo occur in this sense, it is used i Cor. vi. 14 of resurrection from
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the dead, and the simple verb eyelpfiv in James v. 15 means 'rais-

ing from sickness.* The words may possibly therefore have this

sense, but the passage as quoted by St. Paul could not be so inter-

preted. Setting aside the fact that he probably altered the reading

of the LXX purposely, as the words occur here without any allusion

to the previous sickness, the passage would be meaningless unless

reference were made to the original, and would not justify the

deduction drawn from it ov 8e BeXn aKkrjpvvn.

(2) The correct interpretation (so Calv. Beng. Beyschlag Go.
Mey. Weiss. Lips. Gore) is therefore one which makes St. Paul

generalize the idea of the previous passage, and this is in accord-

ance with the almost technical meaning of the verb i^cydixiv in the

LXX. It is used of God calling up the actors on the stage of

history. So of the Chaldaeans Hab. i. 6 StoVt l^ov eya i^eyeipco tovs

XaXbaiovs : of a shepherd for the people Zech. xi. 1 6 SioVt l8ov ry«

f^tyeipco noifitua eni rfjv yrjv : of a great nation and kings Jer. xxvii.

41 180V Xnos ep\fTai dno ^oppa^ Kai edvcv M^V" ''''' /Sar-jAfty jroXXoi

('^tyfp6r]<TovTai an ecrxdrov tt/s yrjs. This interpretation seems to be

supported by the Samaritan Version, subsistere ie feci, and cer-

tainly by the Syriac, ob id te constitui ut ostenderem ; and it ex-

presses just the idea which the context demands, that God had
declared that Pharaoh's posiuon was owing to His sovereign will

and pleasure—in order to carry out His Divine purpose and plan.

The interpretation which makes e^eyeipdv mean ' call into being.'

' create,' has no support in the usage of the word, although not

inconsistent with the context ; and ' to rouse to anger ' (Aug. de

W. Fri. &c.) would require some object such as dvfiov, as in

2 Mace. xiii. 4.

The readings of the Latin Versions are as follows : Quia in hoc ipsum
txdtavi te, d e f, Vulg.

;
quia ad hoc ipsum te suscitavi, Ori^'.-lat. ; quia in

hoc ipsum excitavi te suscitavi te, g ;
quia in hoc ipsut/t te servavi, Ambrstr.,

who adds alii codices sic habent, dd hoc te suscitavi. Sive servavi sive

suscitavi unus est sensus.

The reading of the LXX is kol tvtKiv tovtov difTrjftrjdrji I'l'a ivSd^aJnat ev

aoi Tr)v laxw f^ov, «ai ottois diay'Ye\^ Td ovojxd p.ov iv iraa^ rp 7^. St. Paul's

variations are interesting.

(i) (Is avTo TovTo is certainly a better and more emphatic representation

of the Hebrew than the somewhat weak tovtov tvtKiv. The expression is

characteristically Pauline (Rom. xiii. 6; a Cor. v. 5; Eph. vi. 18, 2a;
Col. iv. 8).

(2) (^Tjyftpa f7( represents better than the LXX the grammar of the Hebrew,
'I made thee to stand,' but not the sense. The variants of the Hexapla
(St(Tripr]aa) and other versions suggest that a more liteial translation was in

existence, but the word was very probably St. Paul's own choice, selected to

bring out more emphatically the meaning of the passage as he understood it.

(3) (i'df:i^a)(.iai ty aoi. St. Paul here follows the incorrect translation of

the LXX. The Hebrew gives as the purpose of God's action that Pharaoh
may know God's power, and as a further consequence that God's name may
be known in the world. The LXX assimilates the first clanse to the second
and gives it a similar meaning.
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(4) onen . . . oiron. Here St. Paul obliterates the distinction which the

LXX (followimg the Hebrew) had made ofiva . , . oirws. But this alteration

was only a natural result of the change la the LXX itself, by which the two
clauses had become coordinate in thought.

(5) For SvvafJiv the LXX reads lax^v. The reading of St. Paul appears

as a variant in the Hexapla.

18. apa ouv. Just as ver. 16 sums up the argument of the first part

of this paragraph, so this verse sums up the argument as it has

been amphfied and expounded by the additional example.

ctkXtjpuVci :
' hardens

'
; the word is suggested by the narrative of

Exodus from which the former quotation is taken (Ex. iv. 21 ; vii.

3; ix. 12; X. 20, 27; xi. 10; xiv. 4, 8, 17) audit must be translated in

accordance with the O. T. usage, without any attempt at softening

or evading its natural meaning.

TAe Divine Sovereignty in the Old Testament.

A second objection is answered and a second step in the argu-

ment laid down. God is not unjust if He select one man or one
nation for a high purpose and another for a low purpose, one man
for His mercy and another for His anger. As is shown by the

Scriptures, He has absolute freedom in the exercise of His Divine

sovereignty. St. Paul is arguing against a definite opponent,

X typical Jew, and he argues from premises the validity of which

<:hat Jew must admit, namely, the conception of God contained in

the O. T. There this is clearly laid down—the absolute sove-

reignty of God, that is to say. His power and His right to dispose

the course of human actions as He will. He might select Israel

for a high office, and Edom for a degraded part: He might

select Moses as an example of His mercy, Pharaoh as an example
of His anger. If this be granted He may (on grounds which the

Jew must admit), if He will, select some Jews and some Gentiles

for the high purpose of being members of His Messianic kingdom,

while He rejects to an inferior part the mass of the chosen people.

This is St. Paul's argument. Hence there is no necessity for

softening (as some have attempted to do) the apparently harsh

expression of ver. 18, 'whom He will He hardeneth.' St, Paul

says no more than he had said in i. 20-28, where he described the

final wickedness of the world as in a sense the result of the Divine

action. In both passages he is isolating one side of the Divine

action ; and in making theological deductions from his language

these passages must be balanced by others which imply the Divine

love and human freedom. It will be necessary to do this at the

close of the discussion. At present we must be content with

St, Paul's conclusion, that God as sovereign has the absolute rigiil

and power of disoosing of men's lives as He will.
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We must not soften the passage. On the other hand, we must

not read into it more than it contains : as, for example, Calvin

does. He imports various extraneous ideas, that St. Paul speaks

of election to salvation and of reprobation to death, that men
were created that they might perish, that God's action not only

might be but was arbitrary : Hoc enim vult efficere apud nos, ut

in ea quae apparet inter elecios et reprobos diversitate, mens nostra

contenia sit quod ita visum fuerit Deo, alios illuminare in salutem,

alios in mortem excaecare . . . Corruit ergofrivolum illudeffugium quod

de praescientia Scholastici hahent. Neque enim praevideri ruinam im-

piorum a Domino Paulus tradit, sed eius consilio et vohintate ordinari,

quemadmodum et Solomo docet, non modo praecogniium fuisse impiorum

interitum, sed impios ipsosfuisse destinato creates ut perirent.

The Apostle says nothing about eternal life or death. He says

nothing about the principles upon which God does act; he never

says that His actiom u arbitrary (he will prove eventually that it

is not so) , but only that if it be no Jew who accepts the Scripture

has any right to complain. He never says or implies that Goa
has created man for the purpose of his damnation. What he does

say is that in His government of the world God reserves to Him-
self perfect freedom of dealing with man on His own conditions

and not on man's. So Gore, op. cit. p. 40, sums up the argument

:

' God always revealed Himself as retaining His liberty of choice,

as refusing to tie Himself, as selecting the historic examples of

His hardening judgement and His compassionate good will, so as

to baffle all attempts on our part to create His vocations by our
own efforts, or anticipate the persons whom He will use for His
purposes of mercy or of judgement.'

19. cpeis fioi oZv. Hardly are the last words ov 8i 6fKei o-kXj;-

piivd out of St. Paul's mouth than he imagines his opponent in

controversy catching at an objection, and he at once takes it up and
forestalls him. By substituting this phrase for the more usual

Tt ovv (poijfiev, St. Paul seems to identify himself less with his

opponent's objection.

fioi oZv is the reading of N* ABt^ Ong. 1/3 Jo.-Damasc; oZv /loi of the

TR. is supported by D E F G K L &c., Vulg. Boh., Grig. 3/3 and Orig.-lat.

Cbrys. Thdrt. It is the substitution of the more usual order.

Ti €Ti /i,^)j.(|>6Tai :
* why considering that it is God who hardens

me does He still find fault?' Why does he first produce a

position of disobedience to His will, and then blame me for falling

into it ? The ert implies that a changed condition has been pro-

duced which makes the continuation of the previous results sur-

prising. So Rom. iii.
'J

tl be f) dXrjdeia roii Qeov iv tw f^xa <^fviTfiaTt

tntpiaafva-fv (is njf 66^av avTov, W en Kayo) ms ifiaproiXos Kpivofjuii
J

Rom. vi. 2 oiTwts dmBavofifv rg SfiapTify irus en Crjaofttv <V avT§
J
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ri tri /ifuftrai is read by TR. and RV. with N A K LP &c., Vnlg. Syrr.

Boh., and many Fathers. B D E F G, Orig.-lat. Hieron. insert oZv after r'u

PouXi^fiaTi, which occurs in only two other passages in the N. T.

(Acts xxvii. 43 ; i Pet. iv. 3) seems to be substituted for the

ordinary word BiXrifia as implying more definitely the deliberate

purpose of God.
6,vQi(m]Ke. Perfect with present sense; cf. Rom. xiii. 2 wo-t*

6 avTiTaaarofirvos t>j t^ovcria rjj tov Oeov Siaray^ avdea-rrjKfu, Winer,

§ xl. 4, p. 342, E. T. The meaning is not :
* who is able to

resist/ but 'what man is there who is resisting God's will?' There
is no resistance being offered by the man who disobeys ; he is only

doing what God has willed that he should do.

20. 3 ai'Opwire. The form in which St. Paul answers this question

is rhetorical, but it is incorrect to say that he refuses to argue.

The answer he gives, while administering a severe rebuke to his

opponent, contains also a logical refutation. He reminds him
that the real relation of every man to God (hence &> avOpani) is

that of created to Creator, and hence not only has he no right

to complain, but also God has the Creator's right to do what He
will with those whom He has Himself moulded and fashioned.

ficfour/c :
' nay rather,' a strong correction. The word seems

to belong almost exclusively to N. T. Greek, and Ti-ould be impossible

at the beginning of a sentence in classical Greek. Cf. Rom. x. 18;

Phil. iii. 8; but probably not Luke xi. 28.

2 dv$pune fitvowyt is read by N A B (bnt B om. ye as in Phil. iii. 8),

Orig. 1/4 Jo.-Damasc. ; fnvovvye is omitted by D F G, d e f g Vulg.,

Orig.-lat., and inserted before w avOpurnhv N^D^KLP and later MSS.,
Orig. 3/4, Chrys. Theod.-mops Thdrt. &c. 'The -ame MSS. ( F G d f g) and
Orig.-lat. omit the word again in x. 18, and in Phil. iii. 8 BDEFGKL
and other authorities read txiv ovv alone. The expression was omitted as

tinusnal by many copyists, and when restored in the margin crept into

a different position in the verse.

(XT| epei TO irXaVfia, k.t.X. The conception of the absolute power
of the Creator over His creatures as represented by the power of

the potter over his clay was a well-known O. T. idea which

St. Paul shared with his opponent and to which therefore he could

appeal with confidence. Both the idea and the language are bor-

rowed from Is. xlv. 8—10 e'-yo) flp-i Kvpios 6 KTiaas (Tf' noiov lieKnov

KUTfaKivacra as tttjXov kc paya oas . , . fxT] epf'i 6 nrjXos tc5 K(paf^fi Tt

TTOtfij, oTi oiiK fpyd^ji ov8e f'x^'^ X^'P"^ J MV aTTOKpiOqaerai to irXaapa

rrpos TOV nXdcravTa uvto' and Is. xxix. 16 ou;^ wf 6 tttjXos tov Kepa-

fieas Xoyi(r3r]cr(a6e ', pLTj eptl to TrXda-jxa tcd irXaaavTi avro Oi) av pt

inXaaas
',

fj to trolrjpa t<5 noifjcravTi Ov avvfTtos pt {TTOLT]cras ', Cf. also

Is. Ixiv. 8; Jer. xviii. 6 ; Eccles. xxxvi. [xxxiii.] 13.

21. f\ ouK Ixei iiouviav :
' if you do not accept this you will be

compelled to confess that the potter has not complete control over

his clay—an absurd idea.* The unusual position of tov nnjXoi), which
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should of course be taken with e^ova-Uiv, is intended to emphasize
the contrast between Kepafitvs and nrfKoi, as suggesting the true

relations of man and God.
<})upa|jLaTos :

' the lump of clay.' Cf. Rom. xi. i6 ; i Cor. v. 6, 7 ;

Gal. V. 9. The exact point to which this metaphor is to be pressed

may be doubtful, and it must always be balanced by language used

elsewhere in St. Paul's Epistles ; but it is impossible to argue that

there is no idea of crea'ion implied : the potter is represented not

merely as adapting for this or that purpose a vessel already made,

but as making out of a mass of shapeless material one to which he
gives a character and form adapted for different uses, some
honourable, some dishonourable.

o jiei' els Ti\i.r\v ctkcGos, k.t.X. : cf. Wisd. XV. 7 (see below):

2 Tim. ii. 20 (V ntyi'iKrj Se olKia ovk eort nuvov aufvTj )(^pv(Ta. Koi

ajiyvpa. ak\a kcu ^vXtva Ka\ ocrrpuKiva, Koi a pev fls Tiprjv, a fie els uripiav.

But there the side of human responsibility is emphasized, eav ovp ns
(KKaOciprj iavTov ano tovtuv^ earai (TKfvus fls Tiprjv, k.t.X.

The point of the argument is clear. Is there any injustice if

God has first hardened Pharaoh's heart and then condemned him,

if Israel is rejected and then blamed for being rejected ? The answer

is twofold. In vv. 19-21 God's conduct is shown to be right under
all circumstances. In vv. 22 sq. it is explained or perhaps rather

hinted that He has a beneficent purpose in view. In vv. 19-21

St. Paul shows that for God to be unjust is impossible. As He has

made man, man is absolutely in His power. Just as we do not

consider the potter blameable if he makes a vessel for a dishonour-

able purpose, so we must not consider God unjust if He chooses to

make a man like Pharaoh for a dishonourable part in history. Posf-

(]uam de77ionstratwn est, Deiim ita egisse, dc?nonsiratum etiam est omni-

bus, qui Mosi credunt, einn convenienter suae iustitiae egisse. Wetstein.

As in iii. 5 St. Paul brings the argument back to the ab-olute

fact of God's justice, so here he ends with the absolute fact of

God's power and right. God had not (as the Apostle will show)

acted arbitrarily, but if He had done so what was man that he

should complain?

22. el 8e Ge'Xwi' 6 0e<5s, k.t.X. :
' but if God, &c., what will you say

then?' like our English idiom 'What and if.' There is no apo-

dosis to the sentence, but the construction, although grammatically

incomplete, is by no means unusual: cf Jo. vi. 61, 62 roOro vpas

tTKavBaXi^fi j eav ovv decoprjrf top viup tov dvdpctiTTOv ava^alvovra onov

rjV TO wporfpov
J
ActS Xxiii. 9 ovStv kqkov evpiaKopfU iv tw avOpoitroi

TOVTdt' fl Sf irvfvpa (XaXrjcrev aina> rj ayyfXos
',
Luke xix. 4I) 4^ xnl o)S

ijyyi(jfVj I3a)v ttjv ttoXii' exXaucreJ' irr' avTjj Xeycjuv otl Ei tyvuis ev rfj rjpepa

TiivTrj KOI (TV Tu TTpos flpT]V7]v. Thcrc Is no difFiculty (as Oltramare

seems to think) in the length of the sentence. All other con-

structions, such as an attempt to find an apodosis in koI iva
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yvoapla-j], in ovs Koi (KoKtaev, ov even in ver. 31 W ovu t'povfitv, are

needlessly harsh and unreal.

The Se (which differs from ovv : cf. Jo. vi. 62 ; Acts xxiii. 9),

although not introducing a strong opposition to the previous

sentence, implies a change of thought. Enough has been said to

preserve the independence of the Divine will, and St. Paul suggests

another aspect of the question, which will be expounded more
fully later ;—one not in any way opposed to the freedom of the

Divine action, but showing as a matter of fact how this freedom
has- been exhibited. ' But if God, notwithstanding His Divine

sovereignty, has in His actual dealings with mankind shown such

unexpected mercy, what becomes of your complaints of injustice?'

Qekoiv. There has been much discussion as to whether this

should be translated 'because God wishes,' or 'although God
wishes.' (i) In the former case (so de W. and most commenta-
tors) the words mean, ' God because He wishes to show the

terrible character of His wrath restrains His hands, until, as in the

case of Pharaoh, He exhibits His power by a terrible overthrow.

He hardened Pharaoh's heart in order that the judgement might
be more terrible.' (2) In the latter case (Mey.-W. Go. Lips.

Gif), ' God, although His righteous anger might naturally lead to

His making His power known, has through His kindness delayed

and borne with those who had become objects that deserved His
wrath.' That this is correct is sbown by the woids eV nnW^ fiuKpo-

6vfxia, which are quite inconsistent with the former interpretation,

and by the similar passage Rom. ii. 4, where it is distinctly stated

TO xpw'^^ ^ov Qfov els ixerdvoidv ae ayei. Even if St. Paul occa-

sionally contradicts himself, that is no reason for making him do so

unnecessarily. As Liddon says the three points added in this

sentence, the natural wrath of God against sin and the violation of

His law, the fact that the objects of His compassion were aKtCrj

opy^i, and that they were fitted for destruction, all intensify the

difficulty of the Divine restraint.

ei'Sei'^aafiat ttji' 6pyr]y Kal yi'wpio'oi to Sui'aTOK aurou are reminis-

cences of the language used in the case of Pharaoh, fv8fl^cop.ai iv

(Toi TTjv dwap-iv pov,

aK£o't) opYTjs :
' vessels which deserve God's anger

'
; the image of

the previous verse is continued. The translation ' destined for

God's anger ' would require aKfiir] fls 6pyi]v : and the change of con-
struction from the previous verse must be intentional.

KaTT]pTicrp,eVa eis aTTcoXeiai' :
* prepared for destruction.' The

construction is purposely different from that of the corresponding
words a npoi]Tolpacrtv. St. Paul does not say ' whom God pre-

pared for destruction ' (Mey.), although in a sense at any rate he
could have done so (ver. 18 and i. 24, &c.), for that would conflici

with the argument o\ the sentence; nor does he say that they
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had fitted themselves for destruction (Chrys. Theoph. Oecum
Groiius Beng.), although, as the argument in chap, x shows, he

could have done so, for this would have been to impair the con-

ception of God's freedom of action which at present he wishes to

emphasize ; but he says just what is necessary for his immediate

purpose—they were fitted for eternal destruction {dna)\fia opp. to

acoTTjina). That is the point to which he wishes to attract our

attention.

23. Kal Xva yvatptari. These words further develop and explain

God's action so as to silence any objection. St. Paul states that

God has not only shown great long-sutfering in bearing with those

fitted for destruction, but has done so in order to be able to show

mercy to those whom He has called : the kqi therefore couples Iva

yvupiai) in thought with iu noWfj fiaKpodvfj.ia. St. Paul is no longer

(see ver. 24) confining himself to the special case of Pharaoh,

although he still remembers it, as his language shows, but he is

considering the whole of God's dealings with the unbelieving Jews,

and is laying down the principles which will afterwards be worked

out in full— that the Jews had deserved God's wrath, but that He
had borne with them with great long-suffering both for their own
sakes and for the ultimate good of His Church. In these verses, as

in the expression f) kot (KXoyfju npodeais, St. Paul is in fact hinting

at the course of the future argument, and in that connexion they

must be understood.

On the exact construction of these words there has been great variety of

opinion, and it may be convenient to mention some divergent views.

(i) V\H. on the authority of B, several minuscules, Vulg. Boh. Sah., Orig.-lat.

3/3 omit KOI. This makes the construction simpler, but probably for that very

reason should be rejected. A reviser or person quoting would naturally omit

Kai: it is difficult to understand why it should be inserted: moreover on such

a point as this the authority of versions is slighter, since to omit a pleonastic kcu

would come within the ordinary latitude of interpretation necessary for their

purpose. There is some resemblance to xvi. 27. In both cases we find the

same MS. supporting, a reading which we should like to accept, but which

has much the appearance of being an obvious correction, (a) Calv. Grot,

de W. Alf. and others make Kai couple 6e\ajv and 'iva -yvupiay. But

this obliges us to take 6e\tuv . . . (vSd^aaOai as expressing the purpose

of the sentence which is both impossible Greek and gives a meaning

inconsistent with fiaKpoev/ila. (3) Fri. Beyschlag and others couple iva

fvaipioji and (h d-nujXdav; but this is to read an idea of purpose into

KaTT]pTi(7fifva which it does not here possess. (4) To make icat iva

give the apodosis of the sentence d S« ^vfyxev (Ols. Ewald, &c.), or to

create a second sentence repeating il, ical tl ii'a . . . (.supposing a second

ellipse), or to find a verb hidden in eicdXffffv, supposing that St. Paul meant

to write xal «i 'iva yvajpia-g . . . iKaktatv but changed the construction and put

the verb into a relative sentence (Go. Oltramare) ; all these are quite im-

possible and quite unnecessary constructions,

Toi' irXouTOi', K.T.X. : cf. ii. 4 ; Eph. iii. 1 6 Kara rb nkovTos T^f fio'^iji

•vrov.
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d n-poTf]Toifiaa6i' eis S^^af : the best commentary on these words
is Rom. viii. 28-30.

We may note the very striking nse made of this metaphor of the potter's

wheel and the cup by Browning, Rabbi ben Ezra, xxvi-xxxii. We may
especially illustrate the words h. TrporjToiixaafi' els So^ay,

But I need now as then,

Thee, God, who mouldest men;

So take and use thy work I

Amend what flaws may lurk.

What strain o' the stuff, what warpings past the aim I

My times be in Thy hand

!

Perfect the cup as planned

!

Let age approve of youth, and death complete the samel

24. ous Kttl cKdXeaei/ iip.as :
' even us whom He has called.'

The ovs is attracted into the gender of f)fias. The relative clause

gives an additional fact in a manner not unusual with St. Paul.

Rom. i. 6 eV ois ((TT€ Ka\ vixHS '. 2 Tim. i. 10 (pcoTicravros Se ^(ofjv Koi

d(p6apaiav 81a. tov fvayytXiov, els o fTf6r)v eyi> Krjpv^. The Calling of the

Gentiles is introduced not because it was a difficulty St. Paul was
discussing, but because, as he shows afterwards, the calling of the

Gentiles had come through the rejection of the Jews.

There have been two main lines of interpretation of the above
three verses, (i) According to the one taken above they modify
and soften the apparent harshness of the preceding passage (19-21).
That this is the right view is shown by the exegetical con-

siderations given above, and by the drift of the argument which
culminating as it does in a reference to the elect clearly implies

some mitigation in the severity of the Divine power as it has been
described. (2) The second view would make the words of ver. 22

continue and emphasize this severity of tone :
' And even if God has

borne with the reprobate for a time only in order to exhibit more
clearly the terror of His wrath, and in order to reveal His mercy
to the elect, even then what right have you—man that you are

—

to complain ?' Cf. Calvin : Ua st dominus ad aliquod iempus patienter

sush'nel . . . ad demonsiranda suae severitatis iudicia . , , ad virluiem

suam illustrandam, . . .praeterea quo inde noiiorfiat et clarius elucescal

suae in electos misericordiae amplitudo : quid in hac dispensation*

misericordiae dignum ?

25. ws Kai :
' and this point, the rejection of the Jews and the

calling of the Gentiles, is foretold by the prophet.' St. Paul now
proceeds to give additional force to his argument by a series of

quotations from the O. T., which are added as a sort of appendix
to the first main section of his argument

KaX^o-oj . . . r\yaTx-t\\ilvr\v—quoted from the LXX of Hosea ii. 23
with some alterations. In the original passage the words refer

to the ten tribes. A son and daughter of Hosea are named Lo-
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ammi, * not a people ' and Lo-ruhamah, 'without mercy,' to signify

the fallen condition of the ten tribes; and Hosea prophesies their

restoration (cf. Hosea i. 6, 8, 9). St. Paul applies the principle

which underlies these words, that God can take into His covenant

those who were previously cut off from it, to the calling of the

Gentiles. A similar interpretation of the verse was held by the

Rabbis. Pesachim viii. f. Dixit R. Eliezer : No7i alia de causa in

exilium et capiivitatem viisit Deus S. B. Israelem inter nationes, nisi

utfacerent multos proselytos S. D. Oseae ii. 25 (23) et seram earn

mihi in terram. Numquid homo seminal satum nisi ut colligal

multos coros tritici? Wetstein.

The LXX reads iXcqaw rfjv ovk fiXtrjfiivqv, Koi l/w rZ ov XaS fxov AaS? ftov

(J av, but for the first clause which agrtes with tlie Hebrew the Vatican

substitutes 117077770-0; rj]v ovk Qya-nrjjxivrjv. St. Paul inverts the order of the

clauses, so that the reference to rov oi \a6v fiov, which seems particularly to

suit the Gentiles, comes first, and for Ipw substitutes KaXiaw which naturally

crept in from the (KaXecnv of the previous verse, and changes the construc-

tion of the clause to suit the new word. In the second clause St. Paul seems
to have used a text containing the reading of the Vatican MS., for the latter

can hardly have been altered to harmonize with him. St. Peter makes use of

the passage with the reading of the majority of MSS. : 01 ttotJ ov Ka6s,yvv 5i

Xaos Q(ov, ol OVK yXerj/jtivot, vvv hi (\c)]6evTes (i Pet. ii. lo).

KaXeo-w with a double accusative can only mean ' I will name,'

although the word has been suggested by its previous occurrence

in another sense.

26. Kai earat, iv tw tottw . . . €Kei k.t.X. St. Paul adds a passage

with a similar purport from another part of Hosea (i. 10). The
meaning is the same and the application to the present purpose

based on exactly the same principles. The habit had probably

arisen of quoting passages to prove the calling of the Gentiles ; and
these would become commonplaces, which at a not much later date

might be collected together in writing, see Hatch, Essays in Biblical

Greek, p. 103, and cf. Rom. iii. 10. The only difference between

St. Paul's quotation and the LXX is that he inserts em : this insertion

seems to emphasize the idea of the place, and it is somewhat difficult

to understand what place is intended, (i) In the original the place

referred to is clearly Palestine : and if that be St. Paul's meaning
he must be supposed to refer to the gathering of the nations at

Jerusalem and the foundation of a Messianic kingdom there

(cf. xi. 26). St. Paul is often strongly influenced by the language and
even the ideas of Jewish eschatology, although in his more spiritual

passages he seems to be quite freed from it. (2) If we neglect

the meaning of the original, we may interpret eVel of the w hole

world. ' Wheresoever on earth there may be Gentiles, who have

had to endure there tlie reproach of being not God's people, in

that place they shall be called God's people, for they will become
members of His Church and it will be universal'
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27, 28. St. Paul has supported one side of his statement from
the O. T., namely, that Gentiles should be called ; he now passes

on to justify the second, namely, that only a remnant of the Jews
should be saved.

27. iikv ^ 4 dpi9fi<5s . . . em ttJs y^? : quoted from the LXX of

Is. X. 22, but considerably shortened. The LXX differs considerably

from the Hebrew, which the translators clearly did not understand.

But the \ariations in the form do not affect the meaning in any
case. St. Paul reproduces accurately the idea of the original

passage. The context shows that the words must be translated

' only a remnant shall be saved,' and that it is the cutting off of

Israel by the righteous judgement of God that is foretold. Prof.

Cheyne in 1884 translated the Hebrew: 'For though thy people,

O Israel, were as the sand of the sea, only a remnant of them shall

return : a final work and a decisive, overflowing with righteousness I

For a final work and a decisive doth the Lord, Jehovah Sabaoth,

execute within all the land.'

28. XiyoK Y^p aorreXwj' Kal (TuvTi\iv(t}V iroii^aei Kupios em ttjs YT]S :

vvvreXav, 'accomplisliing,' (rvvT(fjLva)v, 'abridging.' Cf. Is. xxviii. 2a

dioTi (TvvTfTeXfcrfieva Koi awTfrfirnxiva irpayfiara rJKovaa rtapa Kvpiov

2a/3na)^, & Trotijo-et eVt naaav ttjv yr)v. 'For a word, accomplishing

and abridging it, that is, a sentence conclusive and concise, will

the Lord do upon the earth.'

Three critical points are of some interest

:

(i) The variations in the MSS. of the Gr. Test. For inr6\et[x/xa (ii-nSXtiifia

WH.~) of the older MSS. (NAB, Eus.), later authorities read /cardAei/x^a

to agree with the LXX. In ver. 28 \6ynv yap avvT(\wu Kal avvrinvajv

voiTjaei Kvpios (nl t^s 7^5 is the reading of N A B a few minusc, Pesh. Boh.
Aeth., Eus. 2/3; Western and Syrian authorities add after awrinvajv, iv

SiKaioowri' oTi Xoyov awTfTixrj^tvov to suit the LXX. Alford defends the

TR. on the plea of homoeoteleuton {awTiixvav and auvTtjf^rjfxfvov), but the

insertion of yap after \6yov which is preserved in the TR. (where it is

ungrammatical) and does not occur in the text of tlie LXX, shows that the

shortened form was what St. Paul wrote.

(2) The variations from the LXX. The LXX reads Koi lav ytvr^rai

6 \a6s 'l(Tparj\ cbs 17 d/i/ios t^j 6a\d(T(JT]S, to KaTdkei/xfia avrixiv awOr^asTai.

\6yov avvTtKujv Kal avpTe/iiuv iv diKaioavvjj on \6yov awTfTfir]fi(yuv Kvpios

wotrjatt kv rri oiKov/J-ef^ o^t). St. Paul substitutes dptO/xos twv vlaiv 'laparj\,

a reminiscence from Hosea i. 10, the words immediately preceding those

quoted by him above. The later part of the quotation he considerably

shortens.

(3) The variations of the LXX from the Hebrew. These appear to arise

from an inability to translate. For ' a final work and a decisive, overflowing

with righteousness,' they wrote ' a word, accomplishing and abridging it in

righteousness,' and for * a final work and a decisive,' ' a word abridged will

the Lord do,' &c.

29. irpoeipTiKei' :
' has foretold.' A second passage is quoted in

corroboration of the preceding.

el p.f] Kupios K.T.X., quoted from the LXX of Is. L 9, which
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again seems adequately to represent the Hebrew. ' Even in the

O. T., that book from which you draw your hopes, it is stated that

Israel would be completely annihilated and forgotten but for

a small remnant which would preserve their seed and name.'

The Power and Rights of God as Creator,

St. Paul in this section (vv. 19-29) expands and strengthens

the previous argument. He had proved in vv. 14-18 the absolute

character of the Divine sovereignty from the O. T. ; he now
proves the same from the fundamental relations of God to man
implied in that fact which all his antagonists must admit—that

God had created man. This he applies in an image which was
common in the O. T. and the Apocryphal writings, that of the

potter and the clay. God has created man, and, as far as the

question of 'right' and 'justice' goes, man cannot complain of

his lot. He would not exist but for the will of God, and whether

his lot be honourable or dishonourable, whether he be destined for

eternal glory or eternal destruction, he has no ground for speak-

ing of injustice. The application to the case in point is very

clear. If the Jews are to be deprived of the Messianic salvation,

they have, looking at the question on purely abstract grounds,

no right or ground of complaint. Whether or no God be

arbitrary in His dealings with them does not matter : they must
submit, and that without murmuring.

This is clearly the argument. We cannot on the one hand
minimize the force of the words by limiting them to a purely

earthly destination : as Beyschlag, ' out of the material of the

human race which is at His disposal as it continues to come into

existence to stamp individuals with this or that historical destina-

tion,' implj'ing that St. Paul is making no reference either to the

original creation of man or to his final destination, in both points

erroneously. St. Paul's argument cannot be thus limited. It is

entirely based on the assumption that God has created man, and
the use of the words <ts fio^af, di omiikdov prove conclusively that

he is looking as much as he ever does to the final end and
destination of man. To limit them thus entirely deprives the

passage of any adequate meaning.

But on the other side it is equally necessary to see exactly how
much St. Paul does say, and how much he does not. He never

says, he carefully avoids saying, that God has created men for

reprobation. What his argument would bear is that, supposing

we isolate this point, the ' rights ' of man against God or of God
against man, then, even if God had created man for reprobation,

man could have no grounds for complaint.
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We must in fact remember—and it is quite impossible to under-

stand St. Paul if we do not—that the three chapters ix-xi form

one very closely reasoned whole. Here more than anywhere else

in his writings, more clearly even than in i. i6— iii. 26, does St. Paul

show signs of a definite method. He raises each point separately,

argues it and then sets it aside. He deliberately isolates for a time

the aspect under discussion. So Mr. Gore (<?/>. cit. p. 37): 'His

method may be called abstract or ideal : that is to say, he makes
abstraction of the particular aspect of a subject with which he is

immediately dealing, and—apparently indifferent to being misun-

derstood— treats it in isolation; giving, perhaps, another aspect of

the same subject in equal abstraction in a different place.' He
isolates one side of his argument in one place, one in another,

and just for that very reason we must never use isolated texts.

We must not make deductions from one passage in his writings

separated from its contexts and without modifying it by other

passages presenting other aspects of the same questions. The
doctrinal deductions must be made at the end of chap, xi and not

of chap. ix.

St. Paul is gradually working out a sustained argument. He
has laid down the principle that God may choose and reject whom
He wills, that He may make men for one purpose or another just

as He wills, and if He will in quite an arbitrary manner. But it is

already pointed out that this is not His method. He has shown
long-suffering and forbearance. Some there were whom He had
created, that had become fitted for destruction—as will be shown
eventually, by their own act. These He has borne with—both

for their own sakes, to give them room for repentance, and be-

cause they have been the means of exhibiting His mercy on those

whom He has prepared for His glory. The Apostle lays down
the lines of the argument he will follow in chap. xi.

The section concludes with a number of quotations from the

O. T., introduced somewhat irregularly so far as method and
arrangement go, to recall the fact that this Divine plan, which we
shall find eventually worked out more fully, had been foretold by
the O. T. Prophets.

(The argument of Rom. ix-xi is put for English readers in the

most accessible and clearest form by Mr. Gore in the paper often

quoted above in Studia Biblica, iii. 37, * The argument of Romans
ix-xi.')

The Relation of St. Paul's Argument in chap, ix

to the Book of Wisdom.

In a note at the end of the first chapter of the Romans the very marked
resemblance that exists between St. Paul's language there and certain
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passages in the Book of Wisdom has been pointed out. Again in the ninth

chapter the same resemblance meets us, and demands some slight treatment

in this place. The passages referred to occur mostly in Wisdom xi, xii.

There is first of all similarity of subject. Wisdom x-xix form like

Rom. ix-xi a sort of Philosophy of History. The writer devotes himself to

exhibiting Wisdom as a power in the world, and throughout (influenced

perhaps by associations connected with the place of his residence i contrasts

the fortunes of the Israelites and Egyptians, just as St Paul makes Moses
*nd Pharaoh his two typical instances.

And this resemblnnce is continued in details.

The impossibility of resisting the Divine power is more than once dwelt

on, and in language which has a very close resemblance with passages in the

Romans.

Rom. ix. jg, 20 (peis HOI ovv,'IieTt Wisd. xi. ai Kai icparu fipaxiovos

ftefxipfTai; ry 70/) fiovXrifxaTt avrov aov ris dvTtaTrjaeTat;
Tti dvOfaTTjKe; . . . //t) ipei ri xii. 12 ris jdpepft, Ti firolrjaas; JJ

irXafffja to) nKdaavTi, T» /*€ iiroi- tis dvriffTrjcrfTai rS> Kpinari aov;

tjaas ovrotfs

;

tjj 5J (fKaXicrei aoi Hard idvSiv dijoko)-

XuTUVy h ah inoiTjaas ; fj tU fis Kara-

araaiv act f\ivaiTai I/coikos xard dSt-

Kuv dvdpwrronf
;

Both writers again lay great stress on the forbearance of God.

Rom. ix. 33, 33 €£ SJ $f\uv 6 Wisd. xii. 10 Kpivuv Si nard (ipa\ii

©eoy (vSei^aaOai ttjv opyfjv Koi iSt'Souj t6ttqv /xeravoiai.

yfojplaai rd Svyarov avrov qveyicfv xii. 30 (I yap ix^P^^^ iralSuv aov koj

iv TToWfi fioKpoOvfiia antvr] opyrjs i<pet\ofievovs 6avdrq> fierd roaav-

Karrjpna jxiva «ij dTrw\eiav, njj fTt/xuprjaas npoaoxyjs Kai Scfjaews,

K(ii i'fa jvwp'iar} rbv rrXovrov rrjs 6ofjjj ioiis XP'^^'^^^ *''' towov Si S)v diraX-

avrov ivl aiavrj kXiovs K.r.K. \aywat tjjs Kattiat, pifrd v6ar]i ditpi-

$elas (Kpivas rovs vlovs aov
;

So again we have the image of the potter used by both, although neither

the context nor the purpose is quite similar.

Rom. ix. 31 ^ oiiK €X« i^ovalav Wisd. xv. 7 Koi ydp «<pa/xei>i dira-

i KfpafJievs rod irriXov, (K tow X^v y^v 0\'tfiwv fninoxdov nXdaaei irpiji

avrov (pvpa^aros voirjaai b Htv clt btnjptaiav ^/xaiv (Kaarov aX\' ix rov
Ti/x^f axfvos, t Si fit dri/uW; avrov irrjKov dvfrrXdaaTO t& n rwv

maOapwv tpyeuv dovka aiecvr], r& t«

ivavria, wavO' dfioiws' rovrcov 5J kripov

Tis indaTov iarlv 4 XPW^h tp^f^i ^

wrjXovpyos.

The particular resemblance of ipecial passages and of the general drift of

the argument combined with similar evidence from other parts of the Epistle

seems to suggest some definite literary obligation. But here the indebted-
ness ceases. The contrast is equally instructive. The writer of the Book of

Wisdom uses broad principles without understanding their meaning, is often

self contradictory, and combines with ideas drawn from his Hellenic culture

crude and inconsistent views. The problem is the distinction between the
positions of Jews and Gentiles in the Divine economy. Occasionally we
find wide universalist sentiments, but he always comes back to a strong

nationalism. At one time he says (xi. 33-26) :
' But Thou hast mercy upon

all . . . Thou lovest all the things that are, and abhorrest nothing which
Thou hast made . . . Thou sparest all : for they are Thine, O Lord, Thou
Lover of souls.' But shortly after we read (xii. 10) :

' Thou gavest them
place for repentance, not being ignorant that their cogitation would never
be changed.' We soon find in fact that the philosophy of the Book of

Wisdom is strictly limited by the nationalist sympathies of the writer. The
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Gentiles are to be punished by God for being enemies of His people and for

their idolatry. Any forbearance has lieen only for a time and that largely

for the moral instruction thus indirectly to be given to the Jews. The Jews
have been ])unii.hed,— but only slightly, and with the purpose of teaching

them : the Gentiles for their idolatry deserve ' extreme damnation.'

If St. Paul learnt from the Book of Wisdom some expressions illustrating

the Divine power, and ageneral aspect of the question: he obtained nothing
further. His broad views and deep insight are his own. And it is interest-

ing to contrast a Jew who has learnt many maxims which conflict with his

nationalism but yet retains all his narrow sympathies, with the Christian

Apostle full of broad sympathy and deep insight, who sees in human af-

fairs a purpose of God for the benefit of the whole world being worked out.

A History of the Interpretation of Rom. ix. 6-29.

The difficulties of the ninth chapter of the Romans are so great that few
will ever be satisfied that they have really understood it : at any rate an
acquaintance with the history of exegesis upon it will make us hesitate to be
too dogmatic about our own conclusions A survey <>f some of the niore

typical lines of comment (nothing more can be attempted) will l)e a fitting

supplement to the general discussion given above on its meaning.
The earliest theologians who attempted to construct a system out of Gnostics

St. Paul's writings were the Gnostics. They found the Epistle to the Ro-
mans, or to speak more correctly certain texts and ideas selected from the

Epistle (such as Rom. v. 14 and viii. 19 ; cf. Hip. Ref. vii. 25) and generally

misinterpreted, very congenial. And, as might naturally be expected, the

doctrine of election rigidly interpreted harmonized with their own exclusive

religious pretensions, and with the key-word of their system ipvais. We are

not surprised therefore to learn that Rom. ix., especially ver. 14 sq., was one
of their strongholds, nor do we require to be told how they interpreted it

(see Origen De Princ. HI. li. 8, vol. xxi. p. 267, ed. \^oxam.=Philoc. xxi.

vol. xxv. p. 170; Coinm. in Rom. Praef. vol.vi. p. i; and T&x\.. Adv.
Marcion. ii. 14).

The interest of the Gnostic system of interpretation is that it determined Origen
the direction and purpose of Origen, who discusses the passage not only in

his Commentary, written after 244 (vii. 15-18, vol. vii. pp. 160-180), but

also in the third book of the De Principiis, written before 231 {De Prin.
III. ii. 7-22, vol. xxi. pp. 265-303= /'/«7('r. xxi. vol. xxv. pp. 164-190), be-

sides some few other passages. His exege.sis is throughout a strenuous

defence of freewill. Exegetically the most marked feature is that he puts

vv. 14-19 into the mouth of an opponent of St. Paul, an interpretation

which influenced subsequent patristic commentators. Throughout he
states that God calls men because they are worthy, not that they are

wortliy because they are called ; and that they are worthy because they

have made themselves so. Cf. ad Rom. vii. 17 (Lomm. vii. 175) Ut
enim lacob esset vas ad honorem sanctificatum, ei utile Domino, ad
omtie opus honum parattim. anima f.ius emenoaverat semet ipsam :

et videns Dens puritatem eius, et potestatein hahens ex eadem massa
facere aliud vas ad honorem, alit/d ad contnmeliani, lacob qttideni, qui
ut diximus einiuidaverat semet ipsuin, fecit vas ad honorem, Esau
VERO, CUIUS AN'IMAM NON ITA PI'RAM NrC ITA SI.MPLICEM VIDIT,

ex eadem massa fecit vas ad contumcliam. To the question that may be
asked, how or when did they make themselves such, the answer is, ' In
a state of pre-existence.' De Princ. II. ix. 7, Lomm. xxi. 225 it^itur sicut

de Esau et lacoh diiigetttius perscrutatis scripttiris invcnitur, quia non est

iniustitiaapud Detiiii ... si EX PRAECF.nENTis videlicet vitak meritis
digne eum elcctum esse sentiamus a Deo, iia ut fratri praeponi mereretur
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See also III. i. ai. Lomm. xxi. 300. The hardening of Pharaoh's heart he
explains by the simile of rain. The rain is the same for all, but under its

inrtuence well-cultivated fields send forth good crops, ill-cultivated fields

thistles, &c. (cf. Heb. vi. 7, 8\ So it is a man's own soul which hardens
itself by refusing to yield to the Divine grace. The simile of the potter he
explains by comparing 2 Tim. ii. 20, 21. 'A soul which has not cleansed
itself nor purged itself of its sins by penitence, becomes thereby a vessel for

dishonour. And God knowing the character of the souls He has to deal
with, although He does not foreknow their future, makes use of them—as

for example Pharaoh—to fulfil that part in history which is necessary for

His purpose.

Influence Origen's interpretation of this passage, with the exception of his doctrine

oi Origen of pre-existence, had a very wide influence both in the East and West. In
the West his interpretation is followed in the main by Jerome (^Epist. 120
ad Hedibiam de quaestionibus 12, cap. 10, Migne xxii. 997\ by Pelagins

(Migne xxx. 687-691), and .Sedulius Scotus (Migne ciii. 83-93). In the East,

alter its influence had prevailed for a century and a half, it became the

starting-point of the Antiochene exegesis. Of this school Diodore is un-

fortunately represented to us only in isolated fragments; Theodore is strongly

influenced by Origen; Chrysostom therefore may be taken as its best and most
distinguished representative. His comment is contained in the XVIth homily
on the Romans, written probably before his departure from Antioch, that is

before the year 398.

^hrysos- Chrysostom is like Origen a strong defender of Freewill, As might be

lom. expected in a member of the Antiochene school, he interprets the passage in

accordance with the purpose of St. Paul, i.e. to explain how it was the Jews
had been rejected. He refers ver. 9 to those who have become true sons of

God by Baptism. ' You see then that it is not the children of the flesh that

are the children of God, but that even in nature itself the generation by
means of Baptism from above was sketched out beforehand. And if you
tell me of the womb, I have in return to tell you of the water.* On ver. 16

he explains that Jacob was called because he was worthy, and was known to

be such by the Divine foreknowledge : i) Kar kukoyrjv rrpuOeaiS tov @(ov is

explained as 17 eK\oy^ fj Kara irpuOtatv Kal npoyvcuaiv ytvonivT]. On vv. 14-20
Chrysostom does not follow Origen, nor yet does he interpret the verses as ex-

pressing St. Paul's own mind ; but he represents him in answer to the objection
that in this case God would be unjust, as putting a number of hard cases and
texts which his antagonist cannot answer and thus proving that man has no right

to object to God's action, or accuse Him of injustice, since he cannot understand
or follow Him. ' What the blessed Paul aimed at was to show by all that

he said that only God knoweth who are worthy.' Verses 20, 21 are not
introduced to take away Freewill, but to show up to what point we ought
to obey God. For if he were here speaking of the will, God would be
Himself the creator of good or evil, and men would be free from all

responsibility in these matters, and St. Paul would be inconsistent with
himself What he does teach is that ' man should not contravene God, but
yield to His incomprehensible wisdom.* On vv. 22-24 he says that Pharaoh
has been fitted for destruction by his own act ; that God has left undone
nothing which should save him, while he himself had left undone nothing
\\ hich would lead to his own destruction. Yet God had borne with him with
preat long-suffering, wishing to lead him to repentance. ' Whence comes
it then that some are vessels of wrath, and some of mercy ? Of their own
free choice. God however being very good shows the same kindness to both.*

The commentaries of Chrysostom became supreme in the East, and very
largely influenced all later Greek commentators, Theodoret (sec. v), Photius
(sec. ix), Oecumenius (sec. x), Theophylact (sec. xi), Euthymius Zigabenus
(sec. xii), &c
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1

The tradition of the Greek commentators is preserved in the Russian Church. Russian

Modern Sclavonic theology presents an interesting subject for study, as it is comment'
derived directly from Chrysoslom and John of Damascus, and has hardly aries.

been Uluminated or obscured by the strong, although often one-sided, influ-

ence of Augustine and Western Scolasticism. In the Commentary of Bishop

Theophanes* on the Romans (he died in 1894) published at Moscow in

1890, we find these characteristics very clearly. Just as in Chrysostom we
find the passage interpreted in accordance not with d priori theories as to

Grace and Predestination, but with what was clearly St. Paul's purpose, the

problem of the ' Unbelief of the Jews in the presence of Christianity.* And
also as in Chrysostom we find w. 11, 12 explained on the grounds of Fore-

knowledge, and Pharaoh's destruction ascribed to his own act. On ver. 18

:

' The word " he hardeneth "must not be understood to mean that God by His
power effected a hardening in the heart of the disobedient like Pharaoh, but

that the disobedient in character, under the working of God's mercies, them-
selves, according to their evil character do not soften themselves, but more and
more harden themselves in their obstinacy and disobedience.' So again

on w. 32, 23 :
' God prepared the one to be vessels of mercy, the others

fashioned themselves into vessels of wrath.' And the commentary on these

verses concludes thus : ' Do not be troubled and do not admit of the thought

that there is any injustice, or that the promise has failed ; but on the contrary

believe, that God in all his works is good and right, and rest yourselves in

devotion to His wise and for us unsearchable destinations and divisions.*

There is, in fact, a clear conception of the drift and purpose of St. Paul's

argument, but a fear of one-sided predestination teaching makes a complete
grasp of the whole of the Apostle's meaning impossible.

The commentary generally quoted under the name of Ambrosiaster has an Augcstin*

interest as containing probably the earliest correct exposition of w. 14-19.

But it is more convenient to pass at once to St. Augustine. His exposition

of this passage was to all appearance quite independent of that of any of his

predecessors.

The most complete exposition of the ninth chapter of Romans is found in

the treatise Ad Simplicianum, i. qu. 2, written about the year 397, and all the

leading points in this exposition are repeated in his last work, the Opus
itfiperfectum contra lulianum, i. 141. The main characteristics of the

commentary are that ( i ) he ascribes vv. 14-19 to St. Paul himself and considers

that they represent his own opinions, thus correcting the false exegesis of Origen
and Chrysostom, and (2) that he takes a view of the passage exactly opposite

to that of the latter. The purpose of St. Paul is to prove that works do
not precede grace but follow it, and that Election is not based on foreknowledge,

for if it were based on foreknowledge then it would imply merit. Ad Simplie.

\. qu. 2, § 2 Ut scilicet non se quisque arbitretur ideo pcrcepisse gratiam, quia
bene operatus est ; sed bene operari non posse, nisi per fidem perceperit

gratiam ... § 3 Prima est igitur gratia, secunda opera bona. The instance

of Jacob and Esau proves that the gift of the Divine grace is quite gratuitous

and independent of luiman merit—that grace in fact precedes faith. § 7 Nemo
enim credit qui non vacatur . . . Ergo ante omne meritum est gratia. Even
the will to be saved must come from God. Nisi eius vocatione non volumus.
And again : § i o Noluit ergo Esau et non cucurrit : sed et si voluisset et cucur^

risset, Dei adiutoiio pcrveiiisset, qui ei etiam velle et currere vocando prae-

staret, nisi vocaiiunis conteiiipiu reprobusfieret. It is then shown that God
can call whom He will, if He only wills to make His grace congruous. Why
then does He not do so ? The answer lies in the incomprehensibility of the

Divine justice. The question whom He will pity and whom He will not

• For a translation of portions of this Commentary, we are indebted to the

kindness of Mr W, J. Birkbeck, of Magdalen College, Oxford.
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depends upon the hidden justice ofGod which no human standard can measure.

J 16 Sit igitur hocfixutn atque immobile in menie sobria pielati atque stahili

infide, quod nulla est iniquitas apud Detim : atque ita tenacissime firmissi-
meque a-edatur, id ipsum quod Deus cuius vult miseretur et quern vult obdurat,

hoc est, cuius vult miseretur, et cuius nan vult non miseretur, esse alicuius

occiiltae atque ab humano modulo investigahilis aequilatis: and so again, aequi-

/ate occultissima et ab humanis sensihus remotissima iudicat. God is always
just. His mercy cannot be understood. Those whom He calls, Recalls out of
pity ; those whom He does not. He refuses to call out ofjustice. It is not merit

or necessity or fortune, but the depths of the wisdom and knowledge of God
which distinguishes vessels of wrath from vessels of mercy. And so it is for

the sake of the vessels of mercy that He postpones the punishment of the

vessels of anger. They are the instruments of the safety of others whom
God pities.

Enough has been said to show the lines of St. Augustine's interpretation.

Although from time to time there might be controversies about his views on
Grace, and there might be a tendency to modify some of the harder sides of

his system, yet his exegesis of this passage, as compared with that of Origen
or Chrysostom, became supreme in the West. It influenced first the exegesis

and doctrine of the Schoolmen, and then that ofthe Reformation and of Calvin.

For the middle ages it may be sufficient to take Abelard (1079-1142) and
Thomas Aquinas (1227-1274). Both were largely influenced by Augustine;
but whereas in the case of Abelard the influence was onl^ indirect, in

Aquinas we have the clearest and most perfect example of the Augustinian
exposition.

Ab'lard (Migne clxxviiL 911) makes a somewhat strange division of the

Epistle, attaching the exposition of ix. 1-5 to the end of chap. viii. Ha
begins his fourth book with ix. 6. In vv. 6-13 he sees a vindication of the

freedom of the Divine will in conferring grace, but only in relation to Jacob.
' That the election of Jacob,' he says, ' that is the predestination, may remain
unmoved.' The choice t'epends solely on the Divine grace. Verses 14-19 he
explains as the objection of an opponent, to which St. Paul gives an answer,
ver. 20, ' Who art thou?' The answer is a rebuke to the man who would
accuse God of iniquity. God may do what He will with those whom He has
created : imo t?iulto potius Deo licere quocunque modo vohierit creaturam suam
tractare atque disponere, qui obnoxitis nullo tenetur debito, antequam quid-
quam ilia promereatur. Men have no more right to complain than the

animals of their position. There is no injustice with God. He does more
for mankind by the impiety of Judas than by the piety of Peter. Quis enim
fidelium nesciat. quam optime tcsus sit summa ilia impietate ludae, cuius
exsecrabili perditione totius humaiii generis redemptionem est operatus.

Then he argues at some length the question why man should not complain,
if he is not called as others are called to glory ; and somewhat inconsistently

he finds the solution in perseverance. God calls all, He gives grace to all,

but some have the energy to follow the calling, while others are slothful

and neL;ligent, Sic et Deo nobis qiiotidie regnum coelorum offerente, alius
rei^ni ipsiiis desiderio accensus in bonis ferseverat operibus, alius in sua
torpescit ignavia. On vv. 22, 23 he says God bore with the wickedness of
Pharaoh both to give him an opportunity to repent, and that He might use
his crimes for the common good of mankind.

In contrast with the somewhat hesitating and inconsistent character of

Abelard's exposition, Aquinas stands out as one of the best and clearest com-
mentaries writtc n from the Augustmian standpomt. The modern reader must
learn to accustom himself to the thoroughness with which each point is

discus-ed, and the minuteness of the sub divisions, but from few exponents will

he gain so much insight into the philosophical questions discussed, or Mm
logical difliculties the solution of which is attempted.
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The pnrpose of tlie section is, he says, to discuss the origin of Grace, to do
which the Apostle makes use of the opportunity afforded by the difficulties

implied in the rejection of the Jews. Apostolus supra necessitatem et vir-

tutemgratiae demonstravit : hie incipitagere de origine gratiae, utrum ex sola

Dei electione dettir. aut detur ex meritis ptaecedenthtm operum, occasiofie

accepta ex eo, quod ludaei qui videbajitur divinis ohsequiis maiicipati, exci-

derant a gratia. In w. 6-13 the errors of the Jews, of the Manichaeans
(who believed that human actions were controlled by the stars which appeared
at the time of their birth), of the Pelagians, of Origen (the pre- existence of

souls) are condemned, and it is shown that God chose men, not because they
were holy, but that they might be holy : unum alteri praeeligtt, nan quia
tanctus erat, sed ut sanctus esset. In w. 14-18 St. Paul shows from Scripture

that there is no injustice either in Predestination or in Reprobation. God
has predestined the just to life for merits which He has Himself conferred on
them, the wicked to destruction for sins whicli come from themselves. Deus
proposuit se puniturum vialos propter peccata, quae a se ipsis hahent non
a Deo. lustos autem proposuit se praeniiaturum propter nierita quae a se

ipsis non habent. All lies in the will of God ; we notice indeed that among
other erroneous opinions one, that ol merita consequentia gratiam,—the view
apparently of Abelard— is refuted. There is no injustice. ' Distributive justice

has a place in cases of debt, but not in cases of pity.' If a man relieves

one beggar, but not another, he is not unjust ; he is kind hearted towards one.

Similarly if a man forgives only one of two offenders, he is not unjust ; he is

merciful towards one, just towards the other.

In the instance of Pharaoh two readings are discussed, servavi and excitavt.

If the first be taken it shows that, as the wicked are worthy of immediate de-

struction, if they are saved it is owing to the clemency of God ; if the seconr",

God does not cause wickedness, except by permitting it : He allows the

wicked by His good judgement to fall into sin on account of the iniquity they

have committed. Quod quidem non est intelligendum hoc modo quod Deus
in homine causat maiitiam, sed est intelligendiim permissive, quia scilicet in

iusto sua iudicio permittit aliquos ruere in peccatum propter praecedentes

iniquitates. Deus malitiam ordinat non causat. In vv. 19-24 he says

there are two questions, (i) Why, speaking generally, should He choose some
men and not choose others? (2) Why should He choose this or that man and

not someone else? The second of these is treated in w. 19-21 ; to it there is

no answer but the righteous will of God. No man can complain of being

nnjustly treated, for all are deserving of punishment. The answer to the first

i« contained in vv. 22-24. ^^ order to exhibit both His justice and His
mercy, there must be some towards whom He shows His justice, some
towards whom He can show His mercy. The former are those who are naturally

fitted for eternal damnation : God has done nothing but allow them to do
what they wish. Vasa apta in interitum he defines as in se habentia aptitu-

dinem ad aeternam damnationem ; and adds Hoc autem solus Deus circa eos

agit, quod eos permittit agere quae concupiscuni. He has in fact borne with

them both for their own sakes, and for the sake of those whom He uses to

exhibit the abundance of His goodness—a goodness which could not be

apparent unless it could be contrasted with the fate of the condemned.
Signan/er autem dicit ut ostenderet divitias gloriae suae'] quia ipsa con-

demnatic ft reprobatio malorum quae est secujidum Dei iustitiam, manifestat

et commenddi sanctorum gloriam qui ab ipsa tali miseria liberantur.

The antithesis which was represented among patristic commentators by
Augustine and Chi-ysostom was exaggerated at the Reformation by Calvin

and Arminius. Each saw only his own side. Calvin followed Augustine,

and exaggerated his harshest teaching : Arminius showed a subtle power of

finding i'leewill even in the most unlikely places.

The object of St Paul, according to Calvin, is to maintain the freedom of
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the Divine election. This is absolutely gratuitons on God's part, and quite

independent of man. In the salvation of the just there is nothing above
God's goodness, in the punishment of the wicked theie is nothing above His
•everity : the one He predestinates to salvation, the other to eternal damna-
tion. This deteiinination is quite independent of foreknowledge, for there

can be nothing in man's fallen nature which can make God show kindness to

him. The predestination of Pharaoh to dcstrnclion is dependent on a just

bnt secret counsel of God ; the word * to harden ' must be taken not only/^r-
missive, but as signifying the action of the Divine wrath. The ruin of the

wicked is described not as foreseen, but as ordained by His will and counsel.

It was not merely foreknown, but, as Solomon says, the wicked were created

that they mi,L;ht perish. There is no means of telling the principle by which
one is taken and another rejected; it lies in the secret counsels of God.
None deserve to be accepted. The wrath of God against Pharaoh was post-

poned that others might be terrified by the horrible judgement, that God's
power might be displayed, and His mercy towards the elect made more clear.

As God is especially said to prepare the vessels of glory for glor}', it follows

that the preparation of the vessels of wrath equally comes from Him ; other-

wise the Apostle would have said that they had prepared themselves for

destruction. Before they were created their fate was assigned to them. They
were created for destruction.

Arminius represents absolute antagonism on every point to the^e views.

The purpose of the chapter is, he says, the same as that of the Epistle,

looked at from a special point of view. While the aim of the Epistle is to

prove ' Justification by Faith,' in this chapter St. Paul defends his argument
against Jews who had urged; 'It overthrows the promises of God, therefore

it is not true.' By the words addressed to Rebecca He signified that He had
from eternity resolved not to admit to His privileges all the children of

Abraham, but those only whom He should select in accordance with the

Elan He had laid down. This plan was to extend His mercy to those who
ad faith in Him when He called and who believed on Christ, not to those

who sought salvation by works. The passage that follows (ver. 14 ff.)

shows that God has decided to give His mercy in His own way and on His
own plan, that is to give it not to him who runs, to him that is who strives

after it by works, but to him who seeks it in the way that He has appointed.

And this is perfectly just, because He has Himself announced this as His
method. Then the image of the potter and the clay is introduced to prove,

not the absolute sovereignty of God, but His right to do what He will, that

is to name His own conditions. He has created man to become something
better than he was made. God has made man a vessel : man it is who
makes himself a bad vessel. God decrees on certain conditions to make
men vessels of glory or vessels of wrath according as they do or do not fulfil

these conditions. The condition is Justification by Faith.

The systems of Arminius and Calvin were for the most part supreme
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the exegesis of this chapter,

although there were from time to time signs of historical methods of inter-

pretation. Hammond for example, the English divine of the seventeenth

century, in his paraphrase adopts methods very much beyond those of his

time. But gradually at the beginning of the present century the defects or

inadequacy of both views became apparent. It was quite clear that as

against Arminius Calvin's interpretation of chap, ix was correct, that St.

Paul's object in it was not to prove or defend justification by faith, but to

discuss the question behind it, why it was that some had obtained justification

by faith and others had not. But equally clear was it that Calvin's inter-

pretation, or rather much of what he had read into his interpretation, was
inconsistent with chap, x, and the language which St. Paul habitually nsei

elsewhere. This apparent inconsistency then most be recognized. How
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must it be treated t Various answer* have been given. Fritzsche asserts Fritzsche.

that St. Paul is carried away by his argument and unconsciously contradicts

himself. * It is evident that what St. Paul writes is not only inconsistent with

itself but absolutely coniradictory.' If the Jews, it is asserted in chap, ix,

were first chosen and then rejected, it was the malignity of God and not their

own perversity which caused their fall. If God had decreed their fall for

a time (chap, xi), they could not be blamed if they had fallen ; and yet in

chap. X they are blamed. Muliis saepe cucidit ut amiciimfortunae fulmine
ptrcussutn erecturi studio consolandi argumentis cupide uterentur neque ab

omtxi parte firmis et quorum unum cum altera parum consisteret. Et
melius sibi Paulus consensisset, si Aristotelis non Gamalielis alumnus

^fuisset.

Meyer admits the discrepancy but explains it differently. ' As often as we Meyer,

treat only one of the two truths, God is absolutelyfree and all-sufficient, and
man has ma al freedom and is in virtue of his proper self-determination and
responsibility a liberum agens, the author of his salvation or perdition, and
carry it out in a consistent theory and therefore in a one-sided method, we
are compelled to speak in such a manner that the other truth appears to be
annulled.' . . . ' The Apostle has here wholly taken his position on the

absolute standpoint of the tlieory of our dependence upon God, and that

with all the boldness of clear consistency.' . . .
' He allows the claims of

both modes of consideration to stand side by side, just as they exist side by

side within the limits of human thought.' According to Meyer in fact the

two points of view are irreconcileable in thought, and St. Paul recognizing

this does no*' attempt to reconcile them.

It would be impossible to enumerate all the different varieties of opinion

in the views of modem scholars. One more specimen will be sufficient.

The solution off^-red by Beyschlag. He maintains that all interpretations are Beyychlag

wrong which consider that St. Paul is concerned with anything either before or

after this life. It is no eternal decree of God, nor is it the future destiny of

mannjnd that he is dealing with. It is merely their position in history and

in the world. Why has he chosen one race (the Jewsl for one purpose,

another race (the Egyptians) for another ? He is dealing with nations not

individuals, with temporal not spiritual privileges.

The above sketch will present the main lines of interpretation of these

verses, and will serve as a supplement to the explanation which has been

given above. We must express our obligations in compiling it to Weber
(Dr. Valentin), Kritische Geschichte der Exegese des 9. Kapitels resp. der

Verse 14-33 des Rbmerbriefes, bis auf Chrysostomus und Augustinus ein^

schiesslich, and to Beyschlag (Dr. Willibald), Die paulinische Theodicte,

Romer IX-XI, who have materially lightened the labour incurred.

ISRAEIi ITSELF TO BLAME FOB ITS BEJECTIOIT.

IX. 30-X. 13. The reason that God has rejected Israel

is that^ though they sought righteousness, they sought it in

their own ivay by means of works, not in God's way through

faith. Hence whejt the Messiah came they stumbled as had

been foretold (vv. 30-33). They refused to give up thetr

ozvn method, that of Law, although Law had come to an end

in Christ (x. 1-4), and this in spite of the fact that the old
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system was difficult if not impossible (ver. 5). while the new

system zvas easy and within the reach of all{y\. 6-10), indeed

universal in its scope (vv. 11-13).

IX. "* What then is the position of the argument so far ? One

fact is clear. A number of Gentiles who did not profess to be

in pursuit of righteousness have unexpectedly come upon it

;

a righteousness however of which the characierisiic is that it is not

earned by their own efforts but is the product of faith in a power

outside them. " Israel on the other hand, the chosen people of

God, although making strenuous efforts after a rule of moral and

religious life that would win for them righteousness, have not

succeeded in attaining to the accomplishment of such a rule.

'^ How has tliis come about ? Because they sought it in their own

way, not in God's way. They did not seek it by faith, but their aim

was to pursue it by a rigid performance of works. " And hence

that happened to them which the Prophet Isaiah foretold. He
spoke (xxviii. 16) of a rock which the Lord would lay in Zion

and foretold that if a man put his trust in it, he would never

have cause to be ashamed. But elsewhere (viii. 14) he calls it

'a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence,' implying that those

who have not this faith will consider it a stumbling-block in their

way. This rock is, as you have always been told, the Messiah. The

Messiah has come; and the Jews through want of faith have

regarded as a cause of offence that which is the corner stone of

the whole building.

X. ^ Let me pause for a moment, brethren. It is a serious

accusation that I am bringing against my fellow-countrymen. But

I repeat that I do it from no feeling of resentment. How great is

my heart's good will for them ! How earnest my prayer to God
for their salvation ! 'For indeed as a fellow-countryman, as one

who was once as they are, I can testify that they are full of zeal

for God. That is not the point in which they have failed ; it is

that they have not guided their zeal by that true knowledge which

is the result of genuine spiritual insight. 'Righteousness they

strove after, but there were two ways of attaining to it. The one

was God's method : of that they remained ignorant. The other

was their own method : to this they clung blindly and willuily.

They refused to submit to God's plan of salvation.
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* Their own method was based on a rigid performance of legal

enactments. But that has been ended in Christ. Now there is

a new and a better way, one which has two characteristics ; it is

based on the principle of faith, and it is universal and for all men

alike, "(i) It is based on the principle of faith. Hence it is that

while the old method was difficult, if not impossible, the new is

easy and open to all. The old method righteousness by law, that

b by the exact performance of legal rules, is aptly described by

Moses when he says (Lev. xviii. 5),
' the man who does these

things shall live,' i. e. Life in all its fulness here and hereafter was

to be gained by undeviating strictness of conduct ; and that con-

dition we have seen (i. i8-iii. 20) was impossible of fulfilment.

'But listen to the proclamation which righteousness by faith

makes to mankind. It speaks in well-known words which have

become through it more real. ' There is no need for you to say,

Who will go up into heaven ? Heaven has come to you ; Christ

has come down and lived among men. ' There is no need to

search the hidden places of the deep. Christ has risen. There

is no need therefore to seek the living among the dead. You are

offered something which does not require hard striving or painful

labour. * The word of God is very nigh thee, in thy heart and in

thy mouth.' And that word of God is the message of faith, the

Gospel which proclaims 'believe and thou shalt be saved'; and

this Gospel we preach throughout the world. * Ail it says to you

is :
' With thy mouth thou must confess J&sus as sovereign Lord,

with thy heart thou must believe that God raised Him from the

dead.' "For that change of heart which we call faith, brings

righteousness, and the path of salvation is entered by the con-

fession of belief in Christ which a man makes at his baptism.

" (2) This is corroborated by what the Prophet Isaiah said (xxviii.

16) in words quoted above (ix. 33), the full meaning of which we

now understand :
* Everyone that believeth in Him (i. e. the

Messiah) shall not be ashamed.' Moreover this word of his,

' everyone,' introduces the second characteristic of the new method.

It is universal. ^^And that means that it applies equally to Jew
and to Greek. We have shown that the new covenant is open for

Greeks as well as Jews; it is also true to say that the conditions

demanded are the same for jew as for Greek. The Jew cannoi
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keep to his old methods; he must accept the new. And this

must be so, because there is for all men alike one Redeemer,

who gives the wealth of His salvation to all those whoever they

may be who call on His name. " And so the prophet Joel, fore-

telling the times of the foundation of the Messianic kingdom,

says (ii. 32) ' Everyone that shall call on the name of the Lord

(i. e. of the Messiah) shall be saved.' When the last days come, in

the times of storm and anguish, it is the worshippers of the

Messiah, those who are enrolled as His servants and call on His

Name, who will find a strong salvation.

IX. 30-X. 21. St. Paul now passes to another aspect of the

subject he is discussing. He has considered the rejection of

Israel from the point of view of the Divine justice and power, he

is now to approach it from the side of human responsibility. The
concluding verses of the ninth chapter and the whole of the tenth

are devoted to proving the guilt of Israel. It is first sketched out

in ix. 30-33. Israel have sought righteousness in the wrong way,

in that they have rejected the Messiah. Then St. Paul, over-

whelmed with the sadness of the subject, pauses for a moment
(x. I, 2) to emphasize his grief. He returns to the discussion by

pointing out that they have adhered to their own method instead

of accepting God's method (vv. 2, 3). And this in spite of

several circumstances
;
(i) that the old method has been done

away with in Christ (ver. 4) ; (2) that while the old method

was hard and difficult the new is easy and within the reach of

all (vv. 5-10) ; (3) that the new method is clearly universal and

intended for all alike (w. 11-13). At ver. 14 he passes to another

aspect of the question : it might still be asked : Had they full

opportunities of knowing? In w. 14-21 it is shown that both

through the full and universal preaching of the Gospel, and

through their own Prophets, they have had every opportunity given

them.

SO. Ti GUI' ipounev; The ovu, as is almost always the case in

St. Paul, sums up the results of the previous paragraph. What
then is the conclusion of this discussion ? ' It is not that God's

promise has failed, but that while Gentiles have obtained "righteous-

ness," the Jews, though they strove for it, have failed.' This summary
of the result so far arrived at leads to the question being asked

;

Why is it so ? And that introduces the second point in St. Paul's

discussion—the guilt of the Jews.

oTi cGk-tj K.T.X. There are two constructions possible for these

words. I. The sentence on . . . t^v « TriVrfws may contain the

answer to the question asked in tI oZp ipoifxtp; This interpretation
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is probably right. The difficulty, however, is that nowhere else in

this Epistle, where St. Paul uses the expression ri ovu epovufv, does

he give it an immediate answer. He follows it by a second

question (as in ix. 14); and this is not a mere accident. It is

a result of the sense of deliberation contained in the previous

words with which a second question rather than a definite state-

ment seems to harmonize. 2. The alternative rendering would be

to take the words on . . . etpdaaev, as such a second question.
' What shall we say then ? Shall we say that, while Gentiles who
did not seek righteousness have obtained it, Israel has not attained

to it?' The answer to this question then would be a positive

one, not given directly but implied in the further one Siari ;
' Yes,

but why ? '—The difficulty in this construction, which must tell

against it, is the awkwardness of the appended sentence diKaioaCvrjv

Be TTjv (K maTtas. Lipsius' suggestion that on = * because ' is quite

impossible.

iQvt] :
' heathen,' not * the heathen

'
; some, not all : nam

nonnulU pagani fidem turn Christo adiunxerant, to rrXripcofxa tuu

idvmv ad Chrisii sacra nondum accesserat. Fri.

StuKOfTo . . . KareXaPe :
' correlative terms for pursuing and

overtaking' (Field, Otium Norvicense, iii. p. 96). The metaphor

as in TiJ€x°'^°^ (ver. 16) is taken from the racecourse, and probably

the words were used without the original meaning being lost sight

of: cf. I Cor. ix. 24. The two words are coupled together

Exod. XV. 9 ; Ecclus. xi. lo; xxvii. 8; Phil. iii. 12 ; Herod, ii. 30;
Lucian, Hermot. 77. .hiwKnv is a characteristic Pauline word occur-

ring in letters of all periods: i Thess. (i), i Cor. (i), Rom. (4),

PhU. (2), I Tim. (i), 2 Tim. (i).

8iKaio(TuVr]»' 8^ limits and explains the previous use of the word.
* But remember, (and this will explain any difficulty that you may
have), that it was « Trt'o-recDs ' : cf. iii. 22 diKaiocrvvr] Si eeoO: I Cor.

ii. 6 ao(plau Se Xakovfifv tv Tolg rtKeiois' aocpiav 8e oh tov aloivos

tovrov.

Some small Tariations of reading may be just noticed. In ver. 31 the

second ^iKaioavv-qs after tU vofjLov of the TR. is omitted by decisive authority,

as also is vo/xov (after ep-^wv) in ver. 32, and yap after irpoaiKo^av. In ver. 33
iros read by the TR. has crept in from x. 11, and Western MiiS. read ov fi^

KaraiaxvvQ-Q to harmonize with the LXX.

81. 'lo-paT)X 8e K.T.X. These w^ords contain the real difficulty of

the statement, of which alone an explanation is necessary, and is

given. ' In spite of the fact that some Gentiles even without

seeking it have attained righteousness, Israel has failed.'

j'dfAOK SiKoioauinrjs : * a rule of life which would produce righteous-

ness' : cf. iii. 27 i/o'/xof Ti-to-Tfcos : vii. 21.

ouK l(J)0ao-e :
* did not attain it

'
; they are represented as con-

tinually pursuing after something, the accomplishment of which
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as continually escapes them. All idea of anticipation has been

iost in (f)6di'u> in later Greek, cf. Phil. iii. 16; Dan. iv. 19 (Theod.)

f(f)6a(T(V (Is Ti)v o\jpav6v,

32. oTi ouK £K TriCTT€ft)s . • • tTpoCT^Koij/oi'. Two consttuctions are

possible for these words, (r) We may put a comma at e/jywv and

supply himKovra. Then the passage will run :
' Why did they not

attain it? because pursuing after it not by faith but by works they

stumbled,' &c. ; or (2) we may put a full stop at tpyav and supply

fSlco^av. 'Why did they not attain it? because they pursued after

it not by faiih but by works, they stumbled,' &c. The sentence has

more emphasis if taken in this way, and the grammatical construc-

tion is on the whole easier.

dW 6s H ^pyfty- The as introduces a subjective idea. St. Paul

wishes to guard himself from asserting definitely that «'| epyav was
a method by which vofiov SiKaioa-vvrjs might be pursued. He there-

fore represents it as an idea of the Jews, as a way by which they

thought they could gain it. So in 2 Cor. ii. 1 7 dXX' as f$ flXiKpivdas

represents the purpose and aim of the Apostle; a Cor. xi. 17
6 XaXw, ov Kara Kvpiov XaXw, aXX' iss ev acppoavfrj represents an aspect

from which his words may be regarded ; Philem. 14 ha fifj w? Kara

dvciyKjjv TO dya66v aov rj oKXa Kara. (Kovaiov :
' even the appearance

of constraint must be avoided ' (cf. Lightfoot, ad loc). The as

gives a subjective idea to the phrase with which it is placed, but the

exact force must be determined by the context.

TrpocreKo^^aj' : -npoaKonTnv rivi means not ' to stumble over by
inadvertence,' but ' to be annoyed with,' ' sho\y irritation at.' The
Jews, in that the cross was to them a a-mvdaXov, had stumbled
over Cl)rist, shown themselves irritated and annoyed, and expressed

their indignation, see Grm. Tliayer, su6 voc.

Tw XiGu Tou •irpo<rico|i,p,aTos :
* a stone which causes men to

stumble.' Taken from the LXX of Is. viii. 14. The sione at

which the Jewish nation has stumbled, which has been to them
a cause of offence, is the Christ, who has come in a way, wliich,

owing to their want of faith, has prevented them from recognizing

or accepting Him, cf. i Pet. ii. 8.

33. 180U, Ti0T)fAi iv liliv K.T.X. The qviotation is taken from the

LXX of Is. xxviii. 16, fused with words from Is. viii. 14. The
latter part of the verse is quoted again x. 11, and the whole in

I Pet. ii. 6.

A conipan<;on of the different variations is interesting, (i) The LXX
reads l^fv tyw i/xPaWoj ds tcL 6eixi\ia 'S.iuiv. In both the passages in the
N.T. the words are l^ov ridrj/ju iv 2icui'. (2) For the LXX \i0ov iroXvrtXij

(k\(kt6v aKpoycuviaiov tvTifxov, St. Peter reads aKpoywviaiov (kXhctov ivrtfiov :

while St. Paul substitutes \i9ov -rrpoaKd/Jif^aTos Kal -ntrpav OKavbaKov taken
from Is. viii 14 «a« ovx Wf X'lOov TTpoaKufx.fj.aTi avvavT-qaeaOt oih\ dy irirpas

TTTwfiaTt. Here St. Peter ii. 8 agrees with St. Paul in writing Trirpa OKavSaXov
ioivirpas VTwfiart. (3) The LXX proceeds (is tbL OtfiiKia aiiTTJi, which both
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1

St. Peter and St. Paul omit (4) The LXX proceeds koI 6 martvoov ov ;xf)

KaTat<Tx^''^V- Both St. Peter and St. Paul bring out the personal reference

by inserting lir' aiir^, while St. Paul reads KaTataxwOrjatTai and in x. 11

adds vds.

i-n auTw. Personal, of the Messiah, * He that beh"eveth on Him
shall not be ashamed.' St. Paul inserts the words, boih here and in

X. II, to emphasize the personal reference. If the reference were
impersonal, the feminine would be required to agree with the

nearest word rrfrpa.

KaTaiaxuvQ-f\a€Tai. Either an incorrect translation of the Hebrew,
or based on a different reading. The RV. of Isaiah reads ' shall

not make haste.'

In the O. T. neither of these passages has any direct Messianic

reference. In both Jehovah is the rock founded on Zion. In

Is. viii. 14 He is represented as a 'stumbling-block' to the

unbeliever; in Is. xxviii. 16 He is the strength of those that believe

in Him. But from the very beginning the word \i6os was applied

to Christ, primarily with reference to Ps. ex viii. 22 'the Stone
which the builders rejected ' (Matt. xxi. 42 ; Mark xii. 10 ; Luke
XX. 17; Acts iv. II by St. Peter). The other passages in which
the word \iSos was used in the LXX came to be applied as here,

and in Eph. ii. 20 uKpoycovialov is used almost as a proper name.
By the time of Justin Martyr Xldos is used almost as a name of the

Christ : t'orw koI ravra ovtu>s 6';^oiTa as Xe'-yets, ical on TradrjTos Xpiaroi

iTpne(fir]Tfv6r] fieWdv (ivai Koi \i6os K(K\r]Tat {Dial. 36. p. 122 C. cd.

Otto) .' o yap XpKTTos ^aaiXfis koi Upfvs koi 6(6s Kai Kvpios koi ayyeXos

Koi (ii/dpcoTTos Kal apxi(TTpaTr}yns Kai \l6os (ib. 34. p. 1 1 2 D.) These
quotations seem to imply that X/^or was a name for the Messiah
among the Jews, and that Justin wishes to prove that Christ fulfils

that tide, and this seems to be corroborated by quotations from
Jewish writings, not only in later books but even earlier. In Is.

viii. 14, SaJiliedrin 38. i Filius Davidis non venit donee duae

domus patrum ex Israele deficiant, quae sunt Aechmaloiarcha Baby-
lonicus et princeps tcrrae hraeliticae q. d. Et erii in Sanciuariian

et in lapidem percussionis et petram offensionis duabus domibiis

Israel. Is. xxviii. 16 is paraphrased by the Targum Jonathan,
Ecce ego constituam in Sion regan, regem fortem, poteniem et

terribilem ; corroborabo eum et confortabo eum dicit Propheta.

lusti autem qui crediderint haec cum venerit tribulatio non co/7i-

movebuntur, and some apparently read regem Messias regem
polentcm. Ps. cxviii. 22 is paraphrased by the same Targum,
Puerum despexerunt aedificaiores, qui fuit inter filios Israel et

meruit constitui rex et dominator. For these and other reff. see

Schoettgen, ii. 160, 606.

A comparison of Romans and i Peter shows that both Apostles
agree in quoting the same passages together, and both have
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a number of common variants from the normal text of the LXX,
This may have arisen from St. Peter's acquaintance with the

Romans ; but another hypothesis may be suggested, which will

perhaps account for the facts more naturally. We know that to

prove from the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ, was the constant

practice of the early Christians. Is it not possible that even as early

as this there may have been collections of O. T. texts used for con-

troversial purposes arranged according to their subjects, as were
the later Tesiiviotiia of Cyprian, where one of the chapters is headed:

Quod idem et lapis dictus sit
( Test. ii. 1 6) ? See on ix. 25, 26 supra,

X. 1. There is no break in the argument between this chapter

and vv. 30-33 of chap, ix ; but before expanding this part of the

subject, the Apostle pauses for a moment, impelled by his own
strong feelings and the deep tragedy of his countryman's rejection,

to express his sorrow and affection.

Marcion admitted into his text ver. a-4, which he was able to nse at
a proof text of his fundamental doctrine that the Jews had been ignorant of

the ' higher God.' The whole or almost the whole passage which follows
X. 5-xi. 32, he appears to have omitted, Zahn, p. 518. Tert. Adv. Marc. v. 13.

dSeXfjjoi. The position increases the emphasis of a word always

used by the Apostle when he wishes to be specially emphatic.

The ihouglit of the Christian brotherhood intensifies the contrast

with the Israelites who are excluded.

^iv : without a corresponding fie. The logical antithesis is given

in ver. 3.

euSoKto :
' good will,' * good pleasure/ not 'desire,' which the word

never means.

The word illoKia means 'good pleasure ' either (1) in relation to oneself

when it comes to mean 'contentment,' Ecclus. xxix. 23 \v\ /Jiiicpa) nal /xfydkcp

eiiSuiciav 6X* • ib. xxxv (xxxii). 14 oi opOpi^ovrts (itprjaovat fiidoKiav : 2 Thess.

i. 1 1 Kat nXTjpuarj rraaav ev!^oKiai' A'yaOwavvqs Kol epyov marfODS tv SvvAixti : Ps.

Sol. xvi. 12 : or (2' in relation to others, 'good will,' ' benevolence,' Ecclns.

ix. 1 2 /^^ (vooicTiur)i fv fvSoicia dcjfdwv : Phil. i. 15 rivis ftiv Sid <p9uvov /caj

ipiv, rivls hi Kal 5i' eiiSoKiay tov Xpiarov KTjpvaaovaiv : (3) in this sense it

came to be used almost technically of the good will of God to man, Eph.
i. 5 Kard T^f fiiSoKiay tov OehrjuUTOs airrov: i. 9 Kara r^v eiiSoKiay airov:
Ps. Sol. viii. 39.
The above interpretation of the word is different from that taken by Fritzsche

{adioc), Lft. (ad Phil. i. 15), Grm. Thayer, Lex. (s. v.), Philippi and Tholuck
(aJ loc). The word seems never to be used unqualified to mean ' desire

'
; the

instance quoted by Lft. does not support it.

1^ S^tjCTis : non orasset Paulus si absolute reprobati essent. Beng.
CIS awTTjpiai' = tj/a ffto^&xrtj cf. ver. 4 <t£ diKaioavvrjv and 1. 5 *'*

vnaKarji/ niffTews.

The additions ij before irpAy rov B(6v and iariv before «f» aotrrfpiav in

the TR. are gianimatical explanations. The reading tow ''lapa-qX for aiirSn

may have been merely an explanatory gloss, or may have arisen tluough the
verse being the beginning of a lesson in church services.
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2. ixapTupu ydp. This gives the reason for St. Paul's grief.

He had been a Jew Trepta-aoTepas (rfKarrji {jTTapxoiV (^Gz\. i. 14J cf.

Acts xxii. 3) and hence he knew only too well the extent both of

their zeal and of their ignorance.

IriKov 0eou. Obj. genitive :
' zeal for God * (not as in a Cor.

xi. 2). An O. T. expression : Judith, ix. 4 fCnXwa-av t6v CrjXou <tov:

Ps. Ixviii [Ixix] ; cxviii [cxix]. 139 6 C'i^oi rov o'kov aov : i Mace,

ii. 58 C^^o? vofiov. Jowett quotes Philo, Leg. ad Cai'um, § 16 (Mang.

ii. 562) ' Ready to endure death like immortality rather than suffer

the neglect of the least of their national customs.' St. Paul selects

the very word which the Jew himself would have chosen to express

just that zeal on which more than anything else he would have

prided himself.

KOT ii:i-y{V(]i(Tiv. The Jews were destitute, not of yvuxnt, but of

the higher disciplined knowledge, of the true moral discernment

by which they might learn the right way. iniyvaxris (see Lft. on
Col. i. 9, to whose note there is nothing to add) means a higher

and more perfect knowledge, and hence it is used especially and

almost technically for knowledge of God, as being the highest

and most perfect form : see on i. 28 and cf. iii. 20.

3. dYKooufTcs Y'^P* This verse gives the reason for oi xar

fiTiyvcoaiv, and the antithesis to f) pev €v8oKia. dyvoovvres means ' not

knowing,' ' being ignorant of,' not ' misunderstanding.' St. Paul

here states simply the fact of the ignorance of his fellow-country-

men ; he does not yet consider how far this ignorance is culpable

:

that point he makes evident later (vv. 14 sq.).

TTji' ToO 0eou SiKaioffui'Tji' . . . TTjK ISiav. St. Paul contrasts two
methods of righteousness. On the one side there was the righteous-

ness which came from God, and was to be sought in the manner
He had prescribed, on the other was a righteousness which they

hoped to win by their own methods, and by their own merit.

Their zeal had been blind and misdirected. In their eagerness to

pursue after the latter, they had remained ignorant of and had not

submitted to the method (as will be shown, a much easier one)
which God Himself had revealed.

u-n-eTciYTjcroi'. Middle, ' submit themselves,' cf. Jas. iv. 7 ; i Pet.

ii* 13; V. 5 ; Winer, § xxxiv, 2. p. 327 E.T.

The second hiKaioavv-qv after lUav of the TR. is supported by K only
among good authorities, and by Tisch. only among recent editors; it is

omitted by A B D E P, Vnlg. Boh. Arm., and many Fathers.

4. TeXos Y"^P v6\i.o\} K.T.X. St. Paul has in the preceding verse

been contrasting two methods of obtaining SiKaioaivT] ; one, that

ordained by God, as ix. 32 shows, a method ex Trla-Tecos ; the other

that pursued by the Jews, a method 8ia v6nov. The latter has ceased
to be possible, as St. Paul now proves by showing that, by the coming
of Christ Law as a means of obtaining righteousness had been
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brought to an end. The ydp therefore introduces the reason, not

for the actual statement of ver. 3, that the Jews had not submitted

to the Divine method, but for what was implied— that they were

wrong in so doing.

T^os :
' end,' ' termination.' Law as a method or principle of

righteousness had been done away with in Christ. ' Christ is the

end of law as death is the end of hfe.' Gif. Cf. Dem. C. Eubuliden,

1306, 25 KiiiToi naaiv (<ttiv dvOpoinois t(\os tov ^iov 6di'aT0S ((JUOtcd

by Fri. and by many writers after him).

The theological idea of this verse is much expanded in later

Epistles, and is connected definitely with the death of Christ : Eph.
ii. 15 'He abolished in His flesh the enmity, even the law of

commandments contained in ordinances'; Col. ii. 14 'Having
blotted out the bond written in ordinances that was against us,

which was contrary to us : and He hath taken it out of the way,

nailing it to the cross.' This last passage is paraphrased by Lft.

:

' Then and there [Christ] cancelled the bond which stood valid

against us (for it bore our own signature), the bond which engaged
us to fulfil all the law of ordinances, which was our stern pitiless

tyrant. Ay, this very bond hath Christ put out of sight for ever,

nailing it to His cross, and rending it with His body, and killing

it in His death.' And as he points out, a wider reference must

be given to the expression; it cannot be confined to the Jews.

The ordinances, although primarily referring to the Mosaic law,

' will include all forms of positive decrees in which moral or social

principles are embodied or religious duties defined ; and the " bond "

is the moral assent of the conscience which (as it were) signs and
seals the obligation.'

' Although the moral law is eternal, yet under the Gospel it loses

its form of external law, and becomes an internal principle of life.'

Lid.

voiiov :
' Law ' as a principle (so Weiss, Oltramare, Gif.), not

the Law, the Mosaic Law (so the mass of commentators). It is

not possible indeed to lay stress on the absence of the article here,

because the article being dropped before reXoy it is naturally also

dropped before vofxov (see on ii. 13), and although St. Paul might

have written t6 yap rfKns tov vofiov, yet this would not exactly have

suited his purpose, for re'Kos is the predicate of the sentence thrown

forward for emphasis. But that the application of the term must

be general is shown by the whole drift of the argument (see below),

by the words nair\ tu, iri(TT(vovTi proving that the passage cannot be

confined to the Jews and consequently not to the Mosaic law, and
by the correct reading in ver. 5 rfjv ck vouov (see critical note).

Tlie interi>retaiion of this verse has been much confused owing
to incorrect tranvLuions of reXos (fulfilment, aim), the confusion of

'd/xoi and 6 vofioi, and a misapprehension of the drift of the passage
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That the version given above is correct is shown (i) by the mean-

ing of T«Xof. It is quite true that Christ is the reXeiuxris of ihe

Law, that in Him what was typical has its fulfihnent ; but riXm

never means TeXdaans (as it is taken here by Orig. Erasmus, &c.).

Again, it is equally true that the Law is the naiduyaySs that b;ings

men to Christ, and that Christ can be described as the object or

goal of the Law (as the passage is taken by Chrys., other fathers,

and Va. amongst English commentators) : but t(\os is only used

once in this sense in St. Paul's Epistles (i Tim. i. 5), Xpto-ro'r would

become the predicate, WXc? would then require the article, and vofxos

would have to be interpreted of the Jewish Law. The normal

meaning of the word, and the correct one here, is that of 'termina-

tion ' (so Aug. De W. Mey. Fri. Weiss, Oltramare); (2) by the

meaning of vofios (see above). This is interpreted incorrectly of the

Jewish Law only by almost all commentators (Orig. Chrys. anl

all the Fathers, Erasmus, Calv. De W. Mey. Va.)
; (3) by the

context. This verse is introduced to explain ver. 3, which asserts

that of two methods of obtaining righteousness one is right, the

other wrong. St. PavJ here confirms this by showing that the one

has come to an end so as to introduce the other. It is his object

to mark the contrast between the two methods of righteousness

and not their resemblance.

But the misinterpretation is not confined to this verse, it colours

the interpretation of the whole passage. It is not St. Paul's aim to

show that the Jews ought to have realized their mistake because

the O. T. dispensation pointed to Christ, but to contrast the two

methods. It is only later (vv. 14 f.) that he shows that the Jews

had had full opportunities and warnings.

€is SiKaioaoi't]!' iraj'Ti tu ttio'tcuoi'ti :
* SO that SiKaioavinj may come

to everyone that believes/ 'so that everyone by believing may
obtain dKaioaCvrjJ

Omni credentiy tractatur rh credtnti . 5 sq., rh omni v. 11 sq. vavTi,

0mni ex iudaeis et gentibus. Beng.

5-10. St. Paul proceeds to describe the two modes of obtaining

iiKaioavvT) in language drawn from the O. T., which had become
proverbial.

5. M&)aT]s T^p ypd<^c\. k.t.X. Taken from Lev. xviii. 5, which is

quoted also in Gal. iii. 12. The original (a noii]aas avBpoino^ (ijaeTai

iv avTols) is slightly modified to suit the grammar of this passage,

TTjv hi.Kaio(jvvT)v Trji/ fK vofiov bcipg made the object of Trotrjo-a?. St. Paul

quotes the words to mean that the condition of obtaining life by

law is that of fulfilment, a condition which in contrast to the other

method described immediately afterwards is hard, if not im-

possible. On this difficulty of obeying the law he has laiJ siress

again and again in the first part of the EpisUe, and ii is this
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that he means by Tii* cd/xoi/ ruv ivroXav in Eph. iL 15 (quoted

above).

^TjcreTai : shall obtain life in its deepest sense both here and
hereafier (see pp. 180, 196).

There are a number of small rariations in the text of this verse, (i) 8t»

is placed before t^c Sitcaioffwyjv by N* A D*, Vulg. Boh., Orig.-lat., after »'<5/jou

by N<= B DO E F G K L P &c., Syrr., Chrys. Thdrt. &c. (a) «« v6fiov is read

by N B, 6« Tov i'6fiov by the mass of later authorities. (3) 6 iroiTjcras is

read without any addition by N*AD E, Vnlg., Grig, 'at., avra is added by
B F G K L P &c., Syrr., Chrys. Thdrt. &c., earn by d** e f. {4) avepwiros is

om. by F G, Chrys.
( 5) iv aiiTri is read by N A B minusc. pauc., Vulg. Boh.

Orig.-lat.. €1/ alrois D E F G K L P &c. Syrr., Chrys. Thdrt. &c.
The original text was on rtiv hiKaioavv-qv rtjv kie vonov 6 voi-qaai avdpwriui

(rjaeTai iv avrfi. The alteration of avra . . . auroTs came fiom a desire to

make the passage correspond with the LXX, or Gal. iii. 13 (hence the

omission ol dvOpwiro^), and this necessitated a change in the position of on.

TOV vo^ov arose from an early misinterpretation. The mixed text of B ypa<pei

T^f SiKatoavvTjv rfjv ex vofiov on o rroirjffas aura avOpwnos ^rjaerai iv avrr} and
of D ypn(pfi OTi Tfjv SiKaioavvtjv ttjv (k tov vofiov 6 -notriaas dvOpconos (rjafTat

(v avToii are curious, but help to support N A Vulg. Boh.

6-8. The language of St. Paul in these verses is based upon the

LXX of Deut. XXX. ri-14. Moses is enumerating the blessings of

Israel if they keep his law :
' if thou shalt obey the voice of the

Lord thy God, to keep His commandments and His statutes which

are written in this book of the law ; if thou turn unto the Lord thy

God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul
'

; he then goes on
(the RV. translation is here modified to suit the LXX) :

' " [For this

commandment which I command thee this day, it is not too hard

for thee, nor is it far from thee. ^' Not in heaven above] saying,

Who shall go upfor us into heaven [and receive it for us, and having

heard of it we shall do it? "Nor is it beyond the sea], saying.

Who will go over to thefurther side of the seafor us, [and receive it

for us, and make it heard by us, and we shall do it ?]
'* But the

word is very nigh thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, [and in thy

hands, that thou mayest do it].' The Apostle selects certain words

out of this passage and uses them to describe the characteristics of

the new righteousness by faith as he conceives it

It is important to notice the very numerous variations between the

quotation and the LXX. In the first place only a few phrases are

selected : the portions not quoted are enclosed in brackets in the translation

given above. Then in those sentences that are quoted there are very con-

siderable changes : (1) for the \(~/cuv of the LXX, which is an ungrammatical
translation of the Hebrew, and is without construction, is substituted fxfi

cItt^s (V TTJ Kap5i(f GOV from Deut. viii. 17, ix. 4 : (a) for n's hiavfpaati iJ/iiV cJs

t6 Tiipnv T^j OaXdaarjs is substituted t/s Karaji-qotTai ds ttjv d^vaaov in order

to make the passage better suit the purpose for which it is quoted : (3) in

t The Bohairic Version is quoted incorrectly in support of this reading.

The earn read there does not imply a variant, but was demanded hy the idiom

of the language.
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ver. 8 the words ff<p65pa . . . iv rats x*/"^* <^<"' ^re omitted (this agrees with

the Hebrew), as also iroieiv avrS.

6. r\ 8e cK irioreus 8iKatoo-uvT| outu Xeyei. It is noticeable that

St. Paul does not introduce these words on the authority of Scripture

(as ver. 11), nor on the authority of Moses (as ver. 5), but merely

as a declaration of righteousness in its own nature. On the

personification compare that of Wisdom in Prov. i. 20; Lk. xi. 49 ;

of irapciKkria-is Heb. xii. 5.

Tis &yaP-f\(TGrai els tov ovpav6v ; In (he original passage these

words mean : The law which I command you is not far off, it is

not in heaven, so that you will have to ask, Who will go up to bring

it down for us ? it is very near and not hard to attain. St. Paul

uses the same words to express exactly the same idea, but with

a completely different application. ' The Gospel as opposed to

the Law is not difficult or hard to attain to.'

TOUT co-Ti, XpiCTTor KaTayttYei^ : ' that is to say, to bring Christ

down.' Just as Moses had said that there was no need for anyone

to go up into heaven to bring down the law, so it is true—far more
true indeed—to say that there is no need to go into heaven to

bring down the object of faith and source of righteousness— Christ.

Christ has become man and dwelt among us. Faith is not a

difficult matter since Christ has come.

The interpretations suggested of this and the following verses

have been very numerous, tovt earw occurs three times in this

passage, and we must give it the same force in each place.

In the third instance (ver. 8) it is used to give a meaning or

explanation to the word to pruia, which occurs in the quotation ; it

introduces in fact what would be technically known as a ' Midrash'

on the text quoted (so Mey. Lid. Lips, and apparently Va. Gif.^.

That is the meaning with which the phrase has been used in

ix. 8, and is also the meaning which it must have here. The
infinitive cannot be dependent on tovt' eo-rt (for in all the passages

where the phrase is used the words that follow it are in the same
construction as the words that precede), but is dependent on
d 1/0/3?'; frerat which it explains : so Xen. Mem. I. v. 2 (Goodwin, Greek

Aloods and Tenses, § 97) «t l3ovXoin(6a ra iniTpf^ai. j) TraZSdS TratSeCo-at,

tf xP'ihtara SiaTwaai. In this and similar cases it is not necessary to

emphasize strongly the idea ofpurpose as do Fri. {nempe ut Christum

in orbem lerrarum deducat) and Lips, (ndmlich um Christum herabzu-

holen), the infinitive is rather epexegetical (so apparently Va. Gif.).

The LXX here reads Ws dva^TjatTai . . . koL \7j\j/(TaL ; the construction

is changed because tovt eariv koI KuTu^et would hardly have been

clear.

Of other interpretations, some do not suit the grammar. ' That
would be the same thing as to say Who will bring Christ down?'
would require rit icard|et toj/ XpiaTop. Weiss translates ' that would
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be the same thing as to bring Christ down,' apparently making
the infinitive dependent on tovt tanv. Other translations or para-

phrases do not suit the context :
' Do not attempt great things,

only believe '
: or, ' Do not waver and ask, Is Christ really come ?

only believe.' The object of the passage is not to exhort to faith

or to show the necessity of faith—that has been done in the early

part of the Epistle ; but to prove that the method of faith was one
which, for several reasons, should not have been ignored and left

on one side by the Jews.

7. r\, Tis KaTaPi]<TeTai . . . drayayeiK : *nor is it necessary to

search the depth, since Christ is risen from the dead.' St. Paul

substitutes ris Kara^TjaeTm (Is rfjv cijSvaa-ov for the moie Ordinary TLs

Sianepdafi f|^'lv ds to Trtpav ttjs duXdcTarjs, both because it makes a

more suitable contrast to the first part of the sentence, and because

it harmonizes better with the figurative meaning he wishes to draw
from it. a^vaaos in the O. T. meant originally the * deep sea,' ' the

great deep' or 'the depths of the sea,' Ps. cvi (evil). 26 dva^ai-

vovaiv ems twv ovpavwv, Ka\ Karafialvovaiv ecos rav u^v<t(tuv, and the deep

places of the earth, Ps. Ixx (Ixxi). 20 Ka\ « rmv d.^va-acov t^s y^s

naXiv dvrjyayls ftf, and SO had come to mean Tartarus or the Lower
World; top 8e rdprapov ttjs d^vacrov Job. xli. 23, where the reference

to rdpTapos is due to the LXX ; cf. Eur. Phoeti. 1632 (1605) tnpTdpov

a^vaa-a xacr/ioTa. Elsewhere in the N. T. it is so used of the abode
of demons (Luke viii. 31) and the place of torment (Rev. ix. i).

This double association of the word made it suitable for St. Paul's

purpose; it kept up the antithesis of the original, and it also

enabled him to apply the passage figuratively to the Resurrection of

Christ after His human soul had gone down into Hades.

On the descensus ad inferos, which is here referred to in indefinite

and untechnical language, cf. Acts ii. 27 ; i Peter iii. 19 ; iv. 6; and
Lft. on Ign. Magn. ix ; see also Swete, Apost.-creed, p. 57 ff.

8. t6 pTjfio Tf)s iriaTcws. * The message, the subject of which is

faith '
; Trt'o-Ttr does not mean ' the faith,' i. e. ' the Gospel message

'

(Oltramare), but, as elsewliere in this chapter, faith as the principle

of righteousness. Nor does the phrase mean the Gospel message
which appeals to faith in man (Lid.), but the Gospel which preaches

faith, cf. X. 17. On pi)p.a cf i Peter i. 25 t6 fie pripa Kvplov fievu

fis Tov atii/a. TovTo Se fort to prip,a to fvayytXiadev els iifias.

o KT)pu'craofX€v. This gives the reason why the new way of

righteousness is easy to attain, being as it is brought home to every

one, and suggests a thought which is worked out more fully in

ver, 14 f.

In what sense does St. Paul use the O. T. in w. 6-8 ? The
difficulty is this. In the O. T. the words are used by Moses of

the Law : how can St. Paul use them of the Gospel as against the

Law?
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The following considerations will suggest the answer to be given .

(i) The context of the passage shows that there is no stress

laid on the fact that the O. T. is being quoted. The object of the

argument is to describe the characteristics of SiKaioa-Cvr} e/e niaTfas,

not to show how it can be proved from the O. T.

(2) The Apostle carefully and pointedly avoids appealing to

Scripture, altering his mode of citation from that employed in the

previous verse. Mosen non citat, quia sensum Mosis non sequitur,

sed tantum ab illo verba muiuatur, Vatablus, ap. Crii. Sacr. ad loc.

-(3) The quotation is singularly inexact. An ordinary reader

fail ly well acquainted with the O. T. would feel that the language

had a familiar ring, but could not count it as a quotation.

(4) The words had certainly become proverbial, and many
instances of them so used have been quoted. Philo, Quod omn.

prob. lib. § 10 (quoted by Gifford), *And yet what need is there

either of long journeys over the land, or of long voyages for the

sake of investigating and seeking out virtue, the roots of which the

Creator has laid not at any great distance, but so near, as the wise

law-giver of the Jews says, *' They are in thy mouth, and in thy

heart, and in thy hands," intimating by these figurative expressions

the words and actions and designs of men ?
' Bava Mezia, f. 94. i

(quoted by Wetstein) Si quis dixerit mulieri. Si adscenderis in

firmamenhim, aut descenderis in abyssum, eris mihi desponsata, haec

conditiofrustranca est ; 4 Ezra iv. 8 dicebas mihifortassis : Ifi abys-

sum non descciidi, neque in inferniim adhuc, neqite in coelis iinquani

ascendi ; Baruch iii. 29, 30 r'n avflBrj els t6u ovpavbv *ral eXajBfv avTTjU,

Koi KaTfj3ifiaa(v avrrjv (k tcov vecfxXwv
J

Tis dif^rj Tvepnv TT)i 6dKd(T(Tris Kai

fvpev avTrjv (of Wisdom)
;
/ubilees xxiv. 32 'For even if he had

ascended to heaven, they would bring him down from there . . .

and even if he descends into Sheol, there too shall his judgement

be great
'

; cp. also Amos ix. 2.

(5) St. Paul certainly elsewhere uses the words of Scripture in

order to express his meaning in familiar language, cf. ver. 18 ; xi. i.

For these reasons it seems probable that here the Apostle does

not intend to base any argument on the quotation from the O. T.,

but only selects the language as being familiar, suitable, and pro-

verbial, in order to express what he wishes to say.

It is not necessary therefore to consider that St. Paul is interpret-

ing the passage of Christ by Rabbinical methods (with Mey. Lid.

and others), nor to see in the passage in Deuteronomy a prophecy

of the Gospel (Fri.) or a reference to the Messiah, which is certainly

not the primary meaning. But when we have once realized that no

argument is based on the use of the O. T., it does not follow that

the use of its language is without motive. Not only has it a

great rhetorical value, as Chiysostom sees with an orator's instinct

:

' he uses the words which are found in the O. T., being always at
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pains to keep quite clear of the charges of love of novelties and of

opposition to it'; but also there is to St. Paul a correspondence

between the O. T. and N. T. : the true creed is simple whether

Law on its spiritual side or Gospel (of. Aug. De Natura et Gratia,

§83)-
9. on lh.v ifioXoyiio'Tis k.t.X. This verse corresponds to and

applies the preceding verse. The subject of the p^^a which is

preached by the Apostles is the person of Christ and the truth

of His Resurrection. Kvpios refers to ver. 6, the Resurrection

(oTt 6 0f6j avrov ^yttptv tK peKpuv) to ver. 7« The power of Christ

lies in these two facts, namely His Incarnation and His Resur-

rection, His Divine nature and His triumph over death. What
is demanded of a Christian is the outward confession and the

inward belief in Him, and these sum up the conditions necessary

for salvation.

The ordinary reading in this verse is tav SnoXoyrjaris iv tZ orSnarl aov
Kvptov 'Irjoovv, for which \VH. substitute rh prjijua. tv rw arofMTi aov ort

Kvpios 'Irjaovi. rb prjfxa has the authority of B 71, Clem.-Alex. and perhaps

Cyril, on K. 'I. of 13, Boh., Clem.-Alex. and Cyril 2/3. The agreement in

the one case of B and Boh., in the other ofB and Clem.-Alex. against nearly

all the other authorities is noticeable.

10. KapSi'a yap moretJeTai k.t.X. St. Paul explains and brings

out more fully the application of the words he has last quoted. The
beginning of the Christian life has two sides : internally it is the

change of heart which faith implies ; this leads to righteousness,

the position of acceptance before God : externally it implies the
' confession of Christ crucified' which is made in baptism, and this

puts a man into the path by which in the end he attains salvation

;

he becomes acoC^fievos.

11. Xeyei yo^p T YP°^4>i1 *tX. Quoted from Is. xxviii. 16 (see

above, ix. 33) with the addition of iras to bring out the point on
which emphasis is to be laid. St. Paul introduces a proof from
Scripture of the statement made in the previous verse that faith is

the condition of salvation, and at the same time makes it the

occasion of introducing the second point in the argument, namely,

the universal character of this new method of obtaining righteous-

ness.

In ver. 4 he has explained that the old system of biKaioaivr} «
vofjLov has been done away with in Christ to make way for a new
one which has two characteristics : (i) that it is « iTlaTtat,: this has

been treated in vv. 5-10; (2) that it is universal: this he now
proceeds to develope.

12. ou ydp cCTTi SiaaToXr) 'louSaiou re Kal *EXXt]1'0s, St. Paul

first explains the meaning of this statement, namely, the universal

characitr of the Gospel, by making it clear that it is the sole

method for Jews as well as for Gentiles. This was both a warning
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and a consolation for the Jews. A warning if they thought that,

in spite of the preaching of the Gospel, they might seek salvation

in their own way ; a consolation it once they realized the burden

of the law and that they might be freed from it. The Jews have

in this relation no special privileges (of. i. i6; ii. 9, 10; iii. 9;
I Cor. i. 24; xii. 13; Gal. iii. 28; Col. iii. 11); they must obtain

biKaioarvtnr) by the Same methods and on the same conditions as the

Gentiles. This St. Paul has already proved on the ground that

they equally with the Gentiles have sinned (iii. 23). He now
deduces it from the nature and the work of the Lord.

6 yoip aoTos Ku'pios TrdvTwv, cf I Cor. xii. 5. This gives the

reason for the similarity of method for all alike : 'it is the same

Lord who redeemed all mankind alike, and conferred upon all alike

such wealth of spiritual blessings.' It is better to take Kvpios wavTcov

as predicate for it contains the point of the sentence, ' The same
Lord is Lord of all ' (so the RV.). O

Kupios must clearly refer to Christ, cf. w. 9, 11. He is called

Kvpios ndvTcov Acts X. 36, and cf. ix. 5, and Phil. ii. 10, 11.

irXouTwK : ' abounding in spiritual wealth,' cf esp. Eph. iii. 8

Tols edvecriv evayyeXlaaadai ro avi^i^viaaTov ttXovtos tov Xpiarov.

Tous eiTiKaXoufi^koos aoT<5i'. (iriKaXuadai tov Kvpiov, or more cor-

rectly eTTiKciXf'KTdcu TO ouopu TOV Kvpiov, Is the habitual LXX transla-

tion of a common Hebrew formula. From the habit of beginning

addresses to a deity by mentioning his name, it became a tech-

nical expression for the suppliant to a god, and a designation

of his worshippers. Hence the Israelites were ol eniKaXovpevoi top

Kvpiov or TO ovopa Kvpiov. They were in fact specially distinguished

as the worshippers of Jehovah. It becomes therefore very signifi-

cant when we find just this expression used of the Christians as

the worshippers of Christ, 6 Kvpios, in order to designate them as

apart from all others, cf. i Cor. i. 2 avv iraa-i to7s eTTiKaXovfitvois t6

ovopa TOV Kvpiov fjpwv 'iqaov XpioroO. There is a treatise on the

subject by A. Seeberg, D/e Anhetung des Herrn bet Paulus, Riga,

1 89 1, see especially pp. 38, 43-46.
13. ttSs y°^P OS ^v emKa\eo-T)Tai. St. Paul sums up and clenches

his argument by the quotation of a well-known passage of Scripture,

Joel ii. 32 (the quotation agrees with both the LXX and the Hebrew
texts). The original passage refers to the prophetic conception of

the ' day of the Lord.' * The sun shall be turned into darkness,

and the moon into blood, before the great and terrible day of the

Lord come.' At that time ' whosoever shall call on the name of the

Lord ' shall be saved. This salvation (amOfjo-eTai, cf. ver. 9 a-wOfja-r},

10 aurrjplav), the Jewish expectation of safety in the Messianic

kingdom when the end comes, is used of that Christian salvation

which is the spiritual fulfilment of Jewish prophecy.

Kupiou. The term Kvpiot is applied to Christ by St. Paul in
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quotations from the O. T. in 2 Thess. i. 9; 1 Cor. ii. 16; x. 21,

26 ; 2 Cor. iii. 16, and probably in other passages.

This quotation, besides concluding the argument of w. 1-13,
suggests the thought which is the transition to the next point dis-

cussed—the opportunities offered to all of hearing this message.

ISBAEIi'S UiraEIiIEF NOT EXCUSED BY WANT OF
OPPORTUNITY.

X. 14-21. This unbelief on the part of Israel was not

owing to want of knowledge. Fully accredited messengers—
such a body as is necessary for preaching and for faith—
have annoMiced the Gospel. There is no latid but has heard

the voices of the Evangelical preachers (w. 14-18). Nor
was it owing to want ofunderstanding. Their own Prophets

warned them that it was through disobedience that they

would reject God's message (vv. 19-21).

'* All then that is required for salvation is sincerely and genuinely

to call on the Lord. But there are conditions preliminary to this

which are necessary
;
perhaps it may be urged, that these have not

been fulfilled. Let us consider what these conditions are. If a man
is to call on Jesus he must have faith in Him ; to obtain faith it is

necessary that he must hear the call; that again implies that

heralds must have been sent forth to proclaim this call. "And
heralds imply a commission. Have these conditions been fulfilled ?

Yes. Duly authorized messengers have preached the Gospel. The
fact may be stated in the words of the Prophet Isaiah (Iii. 7) de-

scribing the welcome approach of the messengers who bring news

of the return from captivity—that great type of the other, Messianic,

Deliverance :
* How beautiful are the feet of them that preach good

tidings.'

"But it may be urged, in spite of this, all did not give it a
'

patient and submissive hearing. This does not imply that the

message has not been given. In fact Isaiah in the same passage

in which he foretold the Apostolic message, spoke also of the in-

credulity with which the message is received (liii. i) * Lor^l, who

haih believed our message ?
'

" Which incidentally confirms what

we were saying a moment ago : Faith can only come from the
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message heard, and the message heard implies the message sent

—

the message, that is, about Christ.

" But it may be alleged : We grant it was preached, but that

does not prove that Israel heard it. Is that possible, when in the

words of Psalm xix * the voices of God's messengers went forth

into all lands, and their words to the limits of the known world ?

'

" Or another excuse :
' Israel heard but did not understand.'

Can you say that of Israel ? From the very beginning of its history

a long succession of its Prophets foretold the Divine scheme.

Moses, to begin with, wrote (Deut. xxxii. 21) 'I will excite you

to jealousy at a nation outside the pale, that does not count as a

nation at all. I will rouse your anger at seeing yourselves out-

stripped by a nation whom you regard as possessing no intelligence

for the things of religion.' *° Isaiah too was full of boldness. In

the face of his fellow-countrymen he asserted (Ixv. i) that God's

mercies should be gained by those who had not striven after them

(the Gentiles). ** And then he turns round to Israel and says that

although God had never ceased stretching out His arms to them

with all the tenderness of a mother, they had received His call with

disobedience, and His message with criticism and contradiction.

The Jews have fallen, not because of God's unfaithfulness or in-

justice, not because of want of opportunity, but because they are a

rebellious people— a people who refuse to be taught, who choose

their own way, who cleave to that way in spite of every warning

and of every message.

14-21. This section seems to be arranged on the plan of sug-

gesting a series of difficulties, and giving short decisive answers to

each : (i) ' But how can men believe the Gospel unless it has been

fully preached ?
' (v. 14). Answer. ' It has been preached as Isaiah

foretold' (ver. 15). (2) 'Yet, all have not accepted it' (ver. 16).

Answer. 'That does not prove that it was not preached. Isaiah

foretold also this neglect of the message' (vv. 16, 17). (3) 'But

perhaps the Jews did not hear' {v. 18). Answer. 'Impossible.

The Gospel has been preached everywhere.' (4) 'But perhaps

they did not understand' (ver. 19). Answer. 'That again is im-

possible. The Gentiles, a people without any real knowledge,

have understood. The real fact is they were a disobedient, self-

willed people.' The object is to fix the guilt of the Jews by re-

moving every defence which might be made on the ground of want
of opportunities.
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'The passage which follows (14-21) is in style one of the most obscnre

portions of the Epistle.' This statement of Jowett's is hardly exaggerated.

'The obscurity arises,' as he proceeds to point out, 'from the argument

being founded on passages of the Old Testament.' These are quoted without

explanation, and without their relation to the argument being clearly

brought out. The first difficulty is to know where to make a division in

the chapter. Some put it after ver. 11 (so Go.) making w. 11-21 a proof

of the extension of the Gospel to the Gentiles; some after ver. 13 (Chrys.

Weiss, Oltr. Gif.); some after ver. 15 (Lid. \VH. Lips.). The decision of

the question will always depend on the opinion formed of the drift of the

passage, but we are not without structural assistance. It may be noticed

throughout these chapters that each succeeding paragraph is introduced by

a question with the particle ovv : so ix. 14x4 ovv epovfiev; 30; xi. i, 11.

And this seems to arise from the meaning of the particle : it sums up the

conclusion of the preceding paragraph as an introduction to a further step in

the argument This meaning will exactly suit the passage under consideration.

' The condition of salvation is to call on the Lord '—that is the conclusion

of the last section : then the Apostle goes on, ' if this be so, what then (ovv)

are the conditions necessary for attaining it, and have they been fulfilled 1'

the words forming a suitable introduction to the next stage in the argument.

This use of ovv to introduce a new paragraph is very common in St. Paul.

See especially Rom. v. i, vi. i, xii. i ; Eph. iv. i ; i "Tim. ii. I ; 3 Tim. ii. i,

besides other less striking instances. It may be noticed that it is not easy

to understand the principle on which WH. have divided the text of these

chapters, making no break at all at ix. 29, beginning a new paragraph at

chap. X, making a break here at ver. 15, making only a slight break at

chap, xi, and starting a new paragraph at ver. 13 of that chapter at what

is really only a parenthetical remark.

X. 14, 15. The main difficulty of these verses centres round two

points : With what object are they introduced ? And what is the

quotation from Isaiah intended to prove ?

I. One main Hne of interpretation, following Calvin, considers

that the words are introduced to justify the preaching of the Gospel

to the Gentiles; in fact to support the nas of the previous verse.

God must have intended His Gospel to go to the heathen, for a duly

commissioned ministry (and St. Paul is thinking of himself) has

been sent out to preach it. The quotation then follows as a justi-

fication from prophecy of the ministry to the Gentiles. The possi-

bility of adopting such an interpretation must depend partly on the

view taken of the argument of the whole chapter (see the G. .leral

Discussion at the end), but in any case the logical connexion is

wrong. If that were what St. Paul had intended to say, he must have

written, ' Salvation is intended for Gentile as well as Jew, for God
has commissioned His ministers to preach to them : a commission

implies preaching, preaching implies faith, faith implies worship,

and worship salvation. The conversion of the Gentiles is the

necessary result of the existence of an apostolate of the Gentiles.'

It will be seen that St. Paul puts the argument exactly in the

opposite way, in a manner in fact in which he could never prove

this conclusion.

a. Roman Catholic commentators, followed by Liddon and
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Gore, considtr that the words are introduced in order to justify an
apostolic or authorized ministry. But this is to introduce into the

passage an idea which is quite alien to it, and which is unnecessary

for the argument.

3. The right interpretation ofthe whole of this paragraph seems to

be that of Chrysostom. The Jews, it has been shown, have neglected

God's method of obtaining righteousness; but in order, as he desires,

to convict them of guilt in this neglect, St, Paul must show that they

have had the opportunity of knowing about it, that their ignorance

(ayvoovvTfs ver. 3) is culpable. He therefore begins by asking what

are the conditions necessary for ' calling upon the Lord ?
' and then

shows that these conditions have been fulfilled. There may still

be some question as to the meaning of the quotation, (i) It may
be introduced merely as corroborative of the last chain in the

argument (so most commentators). This need of a commissioned
ministry corresponds to the joy and delight experienced when they

arrive. Or better, (2) it may be looked upon as stating the fulfil-

ment of the condidons. ' Yes, and they have come, a fact that no
one can fail to recognize, and which was foretold by the Prophet

Isaiah.' So Chrysostom, who sums up the passage thus :
' If the

being saved, then, came of calling upon Him, and calling upon
Him from believing, and believing from hearing, and hearing from

preaching, and preaching from being sent, and if they were sent,

and did preach, and the prophet went round with them to point

them out, and proclaim them, and say that these were they whom
they showed of so many ages ago, whose feet even they praised

because of the matter of their preaching; then it is quite clear that

the not believing was their own fault only. And that because

God's part had been fulfilled completely.'

14. irois oov cTTiKaXe'crwiaoi. The word o'l*, as often in St. Paul,

marks a stage in the argument. 'We have discovered the new
system of salvation: what conditions are necessary for its acceptance?'

'The quesdon is not the objection of an adversary, nor merely

rhetorical, but rather deliberative (see Burton, M. and T. § 169):

hence the subjunctive (see below) is more suitable than the futu#e

which we find in ix. 30. The subject of eVotaXe'o-coi/rai is implied in

w. 12, 13, 'those who would seek this new method of salvation by

calling on the name of the Lord.'

In this series of qnestions in w. 14, 15 the MSS. vary between the sub-

junctive and the future. Generally the authority for the subjunctive strongly

preponderates : iiriKaXecrojurai N A B D E F G, iriaTevaojaiv N B D E F G P,

Krjpv^QXTiv N A B D E K L'P. In the case of aKovncuaiu there is a double

variation. N' A^ (A /aM) B and some minuscules read aKovawaiv ; N D E F

G K P and some minuscules read aKovaovrai ; L etc., Clem.-Alex. Atb.

Chrys. edd. Theodrt. and tlieTR. read dicovoovcn. Here however the double

variant makes the .subjunctive almost certain. Although the form aKoi/aovai

isppssibie is N.T. Greek, it is oiost improbable that it should have arisen as
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a corruption from dKovcrovrai, and it is too weakly supported to be the

correct rearling. aKovcroaaiv, which will explain both variants and harmonizes
with the other subjunctives, is therefore correct. B here alone among the

leading MSS. is correct throughout.

ou ouK tJKouo-aK: 'how can they believe on Him whom they

have not heard preaching?' ov is for fls tovtov ov: and as okoikiv

Ttpos means not ' to hear of some one,' but * to hear some one
preaching or speaking,' it must be so translated, and what follows

must be interpreted by assuming that the preaching of Christ's

messengers is identical wiih the preaching of Christ Himself. This

interpretation (that of Mey. and Gif.), although not without diffi-

culties, is probably belter than eitlier of the other solutions proposed.

It is suggested that ov may be for 01/, and the passage is translated

'of whom they have not heard'; but only a few instances of this

usage are quoted, and they seem to be all early and poetical.

The interpretation of Weiss, ov = where, completely breaks the

continuity of the sentences.

15. KTjpu^oKrii'. The nominative is ol KTjpvaaovTts, which is implied

in KTjpvaaovTos.

By means of this series of questions St. Paul works out the

conditions necessary for salvation back to their starting-point.

Salvation is gained by calling on the Lord ; this implies faith.

Faith is only possible with knowledge. Knowledge implies an
instructor or preacher. A preacher implies a commission. If

therefore salvation is to be made possible for everyone, there must
have been men sent out with a commission to preach it.

Ka6fa)9 yeypairTai, 'Q. upaioi ol TroSes toji' eiayyeXityOii.ivbiv &yaQd.

By introducing this quotation St. Paul implies that the commis-
sioned messengers have been sent, and the conditions therefore

necessary for salvation have been fulfilled. ' Yes, and they have

been sent : the prophet's words are true describing the glorious

character of the Evangelical preachers.'

The quotation is taken from Isaiah lii. 7, and resembles the

Hebrew more closely tlian our present LXX text. In the original

it describes the messengers who carry abroad the glad tidmgs

of the restoration from captivity. But the whole of this section of

Isaiah was felt by the Christians to be full of Messianic import, and
this verse was used by the Rabbis of the coming of the Messiah
(see the references given by Schoettgen, Ilor. Heb. ii. 179). St.

Paul quotes it because he wishes to describe in O. T. language the

fact which will be recognized as true when stated, and to show
that these facts are in accordance with the Divine method. ' St.

Paul applies the exclamation to the appearance of the Apostles of

Christ upon the scene of history. Their feet are inpawi in his eyes,

as they announce the end of the captivity of sin, and publish dpr}vr\

(Eph. vi. 15 TO fiiayyeXiov Ttjs flp^vrjs) made by Christ, through the
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blood of His Cross, between God and man, between earth and
heaven (2 Cor. v. 18-20; Eph. ii. 17; Col. i. 20); and all the

blessings of goodness [ra dyadd) which God in Christ bestows on
the Redeemed, especially diKmoaivrj.' Liddon.

There are two critical questions in connexion with this quotation : the

reading of the Greek text and its relation to the Hebrew and to the LXX.
(1) The RV. reads ws wpatoi ol nooes rSiiv evayyfXt^oufvcuv d~fa£d : the

TR. inserts tot tiiay. dprfv-qv after ol TroSey. The balance of authority is

strongly in favour of the RV. The clause is omitted by N ABC miiiusc.

pauc. Aegyptt. (Boh. Sah.) Aeth., Clem.-Alex. Orig. and Orig.-lat. : it is in-

serted byDEFGKLP &c., Vulg. Syrr. (Pesh. Hard.) Arm. Goth., Chrys.

Iren.-lat. Hil. al. The natural explanation is that the insertion has been

made that the citation may correspond more accurately to the LXX.
This end is not indeed altogether attained, for the LXX reads dfcorjv uprjvrjs,

and the omission might have arisen from Homoeoteleuton ; but these con-

siderations can hardly outweigh the clear preponderance of authority.

There is a somewhat similar difficulty about a second minor variation.

The RV. reads dyadd with ABCDEFGP, Orig. Eus. Jo.-Damasc, the

TR. has tA dyadd with N etc. Clem.-Alex. Chrys. and most later authorities.

Here the LXX omits the article, and it is diflicult quite to see why it should

have been inserted by a corrector ; whereas if it had formed part of the

original text he could quite naturally have omitted it.

(2) The LXX translation is here very inexact, ndpdfxi is ipa e-rrl raiv

bpictiv, wi TToSes (vayyfXi^o/.ievov dKO-^v (iprjvijs, wJ evayyfXi^ofifvos dyaOd.

St. Paul's words approach much more nearly to the Hebrew (RV.) ' How
beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings,

that publisheth peace, that bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth

salvation.' He shortens the quotation, makes it plural instead of singular

to suit his pnrpo.se, and omits the words ' upon the mountains,' which have
only a local significance.

16. dW ou irdfTes. An objection sugQ:ested. ' Yet, in spite of

the fact that this message was sent, all did not obey the Gospel.'

ov navres is a nuiosis ', cf. tI yap « TjTrlaTrjrrdv Tlt'CS ', (iii. 3).

vTtr\Kov<Tay, like vneTdyrja-av (ver. 3), seems to imply the idea of

voluntary submission: cf. vi. 16, 17 8oi/Xoi tare ^ xmuKoCiTe , , .

{nrrjKovaare te e« Kapbias fls ov napedndrjTe.

Tw iuayyeKi<a. The word is of course suggested by the quotation

of the previous verse.

'Hoaias Y^P ^^y^*- k.t.X. 'But this fact does not prove that no
message had been sent ; it is indeed equally in accordance with

prophecy, for Isaiah, in a passage immediately following that in

which he describes the messengers, describes also the failure of

the people to receive the message.' With ydp cf. Matt. i. 20 IT.

The quotation is from the LXX of Is. liii. i. Kupte, as Origen
pointed out, does not occur in the Hebrew.

ciKoifJ': means (i) ' hearing,' 'the faculty by which a thing is

heard'; (2) 'the substance of what is heard,' 'a report, message.'

In this verse it is used in the second meaning, * who hath believed

our report?' In ver. 17, it shades off into the first, 'faith comes
by hearing.' It is quite possible of course to translate ' report ' or
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'message' there also, but then the connexion of idea with ver. 18

fifj ovK rjKovaav is obscured.

It has been questioned to whom St. Paul is referring in this and

the preceding verses—the Gentiles or the Jews. The language is

quite general and equally applicable to either, but the whole drift

of the argument shows that it is of the Jews the Apostle is thinking.

Grotius makes vv. 14 and 15 the objection of an opponent to which

St. Paul replies in ver. 16 ff.

17. apa 1^ TTio-Tts. ' Hence may be inferred (in corroboration of

what was said above) that the preliminary condition necessary for

faith is to have heard, and to have heard implies a message.' This

sentence is to a certain extent parenthetical, merely emphasizing

a fact already stated
;
yet the language leads us on to the excuse

for unbelief suggested in the next verse.

810I pi^fiaTos XptCTToG :
' a message about Christ.' Cf. ver. 8 to

prjfia TTjs TTt'o-TfcDs 6 K>]pv(raofifv. St. Paul comes back to the phrase he

has used before, and the use of it will remind his readers that this

message has been actually sent.

Xpiarov is the reading of K B C D E minute, paue., Volg. Sah. Boh. Arm.
Aeth. Orig.-lat. 2/2, Ambrst. Aug.—0«ov of N« AD'x'KLP al.pler., Syrr.,

Clem.-Alex. Chrys. Theodrt.

St. Paul has laid down the conditions which make faith possible,

a Gospel and messengers of the Gospel ; the language he has used

reminds his readers that both these have come. Yet, in spite of

this, the Jews have not obeyed. He now suggests two possible

excuses.

18. dXXi Xeyo): 'but it may be said in excuse: It is possible

that those whom you accuse of not obeying the Gospel message

have never heard of it
?

' On [t-r] oh see Burton, M. atid T. § 468.

jici-Gurye : an emphatic corrective, ' with a slight touch of irony

'

(Lid.) ; cf. ix. 20.

CIS iraaai' ttji' YT]f K.T.X. St. Paul expresses his meaning in words

borrowed from Psalm xix. (xviii.) 5, which he cites word for word
according to the LXX, but without any mark of quotation. What
stress does he intend to lay on the words? Does he use them
for purely literary purposes to express a well-known fact ? or does

he also mean to prove the fact by the authority of the O. T.
which foretold it ?

I . Primarily at any rate St. Paul wishes to express a well-known

fact in suitable language. * What do you say ? They have not

heard I Why the whole world and the ends of the earth have

heard. And have you, amongst whom the heralds abode such

a long time, and of whose land they were, not heard?' Chrys.

a. But the language of Scripture is not used without a point

In the original Psalm these words describe how universally the
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works of nature glorify God. By using them St. Paul ' compares

the universality of the preaching of the Gospel with the universality

with which the works of nature proclaim God.' Gif.

A second difficulty is raised by older commentators. As a matter

of fact the Gospel had not been preached everywhere ; and some
writers have inverted this argument, and used this text as a proof

that even as early as this Christianity had been universally preached.

But all that St. Paul means to imply is that it is universal in its

character. Some there were who might not have heard it ; some

Je-ws even might be among them. He is not dealing with indi-

viduals. The fact remained true that, owing to the universal

character of its preaching, those whose rejection of it he is con-

sidering had at any rate as a body had the opportunities of hearing

of it

19. dWA X^yo), fjLjj'lo-paTjXouKlyi'w; a second excuse is suggested

:

'surely it cannot be that it was from ignorance that Israel failed?'

(i) What is the meaning of the somewhat emphatic introduction

of 'lapafjXi It has been suggested that it means a change of

subject. That while the former passage refers to Gentiles, or

to Gentiles as well as Jews, here the writer at last turns to Israel in

particular. But there has been no hint that the former passage

was dealing with the Gentiles, and if such a contrast had been

implied 'lo-paijX would have had to be put in a much more pro-

minent place, Trepi de tov 'lapufjK Xe'yo), firj ovk iyva ; The real reason

for the introduction of the word is that it gives an answer to

the question, and shows the untenable character of the excuse.

Has Israel, Israel with its long line of Prophets, and its religious

privileges and its Divine teaching, acted in ignorance? When
once ' Israel ' has been used there can be no doubt of the answer.

(2) But, again, what is it suggested that Israel has not known?
As the clause is parallel with pr^ ovk ffKova-av, and as no hint is given

of any change, the object must be the same, namely pw" Xpia-Tov,

the message concerning the Messiah. All such interpretations as

the 'calling of the Gentiles' or 'the universal preaching of the

Gospel' are outside the line of argument.

(3) But how is this consistent with dyvoovvrts ver. 3 ? The
contradiction is rather formal than real. It is true Israel's zeal

was not guided by deep religious insight, and that they clung

blindly and ignorantly to a method which had been condemned

;

but this ignorance was culpable : if they did not know, they might

have known. From the very beginning of their history their

whole line of Prophets had warned them of the Divine plan.

(4) The answer to this question is given in three quotatifms

from the O. T. Israel has been warned that their Messiah

would be rejected by themselves and accepted by the Gentiles.

They cannot plead that the message was difficult to understand

;
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even a foolish people (it was foretold) would accept it, and thus

stir up Israel to jealousy. Nor again can they plead that it was
difficult lo find ; for Isaiah with great boldness has stated that men
who never sought or asked for it would find it. The real reason

was that the Israelites are a disobedient and a stubborn people,

and, although God has all day long stretched forth His hands to

them, they will not hear Him.
irpwTos Mwfffjs. fvGvs Mwo-^y. * Even as early in Israel's history as

Moses.'

iyu} •irapa^T]\(o<Tw fijxas k.t.X. : taken from Deut. xxxii. 21 sub-

stantially according to the LXX (Ifias is substituted for ai-ovs). In

the original the words mean that as Israel has roused God's jealousy

by going after no-gods, so He will rouse Israel's jealousy by
showing His mercy to those who are no-people.

20. 'Hffatas 8e diroToXfioT. St. Paul's position in opposing the

prejudices of his countrymen made him feel the boldness of Isaiah

in standing up against the men of his own time. The citation is

from Isaiah Ixv. i according to the LXX, the clauses of the

original being inverted. The words in the original refer to the

apostate Jews. St. Paul applies them to the Gentiles; see on
ix. 25, 26.

B D* F G with perhaps Sah. and Goth, add iv twice before rots, a Western
reading which has found its way into B (cf. xi. 6). It does not occnr in

N AC D^'ELP etc., and many Fathers.

21. Trpos Be Toi' "icrpaTjX Xeyei k.t.X. This citation (Is. Ixv. a)

follows almost immediately that quoted in ver. 20, and like it

is taken from the LXX, with only a slight change in the order.

In the original both this verse and the preceding are addressed
to apostate Israel ; St. Paul applies the first part to the Gentiles,

the latter part definitely to Israel.

TAe Argument of ix. 30-x. ai : Human Responsibility.

We have reached a new stage in our argument. The first step

was the vindication of God's faithfulness and justice : the second
step has been definitely to fix guilt on man. It is clearly laid

down that the Jews have been rejected through their own fault.

They chose the wrong method. When the Messiah came, instead

of accepting Him, they were offended. They did not allow their

zeal for God to be controlled by a true spiritual knowledge. And
the responsibility for this is brought home to them. All possible

excuses, such as want of opportunity, insufficient knowledge,
inadequate warning, are suggested, hut rejected. The Jews are

a disobedient people and they have been rejected for their dis-

obedience.
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Now it has been argued that such an interpretation is in-

consistent with Chap. ix. That proves dearly, it is asserted, thai

grace comes to man, not in answer to man's efforts, but in accord-

ance with God's will. How then can St. Paul go on to prove that

the Jews are to blame ? In order to avoid this assumed incon-

sistency, the whole section, or at any rate the final portion, has

been interpreted differently: vv. 11-21 are taken to defend the

Apostolic ministry to the Gentiles and to justify from the O. T. the

calling of the Gentiles and the rejection of the Jews: vv. 14, 15
are used by St. Augustine to prove that there can be no faith

without the Divine calling; by Calvin, that as there is faith

among the Gentiles, there must have been a Divine call, and so

the preaching to them is justified. Then the quotations in w.
1 8-2 1 are considered to refer to the Gentiles mainly; they are

merely prophecies of the facts stated in ix. 30, 31 and do not

imply and are not intended to imply human responsibility.

An apparent argument in favour of this interpretation is sug-

gested by the introductory words ix. 30, 31. It is maintained that

two propositions are laid down there ; one the calling of the

Gentiles, the other the rejection of the Jews, and both these have

to be justified in the paragraph that follows. But, as a matter

of fact, this reference to the Gentiles is clearly introduced not as

a main point to be discussed, but as a contrast to the rejection

of Israel. It increases the strangeness of that fact, and with that

fact the paragraph is concerned. This is brought out at once by

the question asked 8ia ri ; which refers, as the answer shows, en-

tirely to the rejection of Israel. If the Apostle were not condemning
the Jews there would be no reason for his sorrow (x. i) and the

palliation for their conduct which he suggests (x. 2); and when
we come to examine the structure of the latter part we find that

all the leading sentences are concerned not with the defence of

any ' calling,' l3Ut with fixing the guilt of those rejected : for example
aXX' oil ndvTfs VTrfiKovcrav (y, 1 6), dXXa Xeyco, ftf/ ovk rJKOv(Tav ' \y. 1 8),

{iri 'Iapai)\ ovK eyi/w
; (v. 1 9). As there is nowhere any reference

to Gentiles rejecting the message, the reference must be to the

Jews ; and the object of the section must be to show the reason why
(although Gentiles have been accepted) the Jews have been rejected.

The answer is given in the concluding quotation, which sums up
the whole argument. It is because the Jews have been a dis-

obedient and gainsaying people. Chrysostom, who brings out the

whole point of this section admirably, sums up its conclusion as

follows: 'Then to prevent them saying. But why was He not

made manifest to us also ? he sets down what is more than this,

that I not only was made manifest, but I even continued with

My hands stretched out, inviting them, and displaying all the

concern of an affectionate father, and a fond mother that is set on
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her child. See how he has brought us a most lucid answei

to all the difficulties before raised, by showing that it was from

their own temper that ruin had befallen them, and that they are

wholly undeserving of pardon,'

We must accept the interpretation then which sees in this

chapter a proof of the guilt of the Jews. St. Paul is in fact

looking at the question from a point of view different from that

which he adopted in Chap. ix. There he assumes Divine Sovereignty,

and assuming it shows that God's dealings with the Jews are

justified. Now he assumes human responsibility, and shows that

assuming it the Jews are guilty. Two great steps are passed in

the Divine Theodicy. We need not anticipate the argument, but

must allow it to work itself out. The conclusion may suggest

a point of view from which these two apparently inconsistent

attitudes can be reconciled.

Si. Paul's Use of the Old Testament.

In Chaps, ix-xi St. Paul, as carrying on a long and sustained

argument, which, if not directed against Jewish opponents, discusses

a question full of interest to Jews from a Jewish point of view,

makes continued use of the O. T., and gives an opportunity for

investigating his methods of quotation and interpretation.

The text of his quotations is primarily that of the LXX. Ac-
cording to Kautzsch {De Veteris Tesiamenti locis a Paulo Apostolo

allegatis), out of eighty-four passages in which St. Paul cites the

O. 1". about seventy are taken directly from the LXX or do not

vary from it appreciably, twelve vary considerably, but still show
signs of affinity, and two only, both from the book of Job (Rom.
xJ- 35 = Job xli. 3 (i i) ; i Cor. iii. 19 = Job v. 13) are definitely in-

dependent and derived either from the Hebrew text or some quite

distinct version. Of those derived from the LXX a certain number,
such for example as Rom. x. 15, show in some points a resemblance
to the Hebrew text as against the LXX. We have probably not
sufficient evidence to say whether this arises from a reminiscence
of the Hebrew text (conscious or unconscious), or from an Ara-
maic Targum, or from the use of an earlier form of a LXX text.

It may be noticed that St. Paul's quotations sometimes agree with

late MSS. of the LXX as against the great uncials (cf, iii. 4, 15 IT.).

As to the further question whether he cites from memory or by
reference, it may be safely said that the majority of the quotations

are from memory ; for many of them are somewhat inexact, and
Uiose which are correct are for the most part short and from well-

known books. There is a very marked distinction between thesa

and the long literary quotations of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
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In his formulae of quotation St. Paul adopts all the various

forms which seem to have been in use in the Rabbinical schools,

and are found in Rabbinical writings. Even his less usual expres-

sions may be paralleled from them (cf. xi. 2). Another point of

resemblance may be found in the series of passages which he

strings together from different books (cf. iii. 10) after the manner
of a Rabbinical discourse. St. Paul was in fact educated as a Rabbi
in Rabbinical .schools and consequently his method of using the

O. T. is such as might have been learnt in these schools.

But how far is his interpretation Rabbinical? It is not quite

easy to answer this question directly. It is perhaps better to point

out first of all some characteristics which it possesses.

In the first place it is quite clearly not ' historical ' in the modern
sense of the word. The passages are quoted without regard to

their context or to the circumstances under which they were written.

The most striking instances of this are those cases in which the

words of the O. T. are used in an exactly opposite sense to that

which they originally possessed. For instance in ix. 25, 26 words

used in the O. T. of the ten tribes are used of the Gentiles, in x. 6-8

words used of the Law are applied to the Gospel as against the

Law. On the other hand Rabbinical interpretations in the sense

in which they have become proverbial are very rare. St. Paul

almost invariably takes the Uteral and direct meaning of the words

(although without regard to their context), he does not allegorize

or play upon their meaning, or find hidden and mysterious prin-

ciples. There are some obvious exceptions, such as Gal. iv. 22 ff.,

but for the most part St. Paul's interpretation is not allegorical,

nor in this sense of the term Rabbinical.

Speaking broadly, St. Paul's use of the O. T. may be described

as literal, and we may distinguish three classes of texts. There
are firstly those, and they are the largest number, in which the

texts are used in a sense corresponding to their O. T. meaning.

All texts quoted in favour of moral principles, or spiritual ideas, or

the methods of Divine government may be grouped under this head.

The argument in ix. 20, 21 is correctly deduced from O. T. prin-

ciples; the quotation in ix. 17 is not quite so exactly correct, but

the principle evolved is thoroughly in accordance with O. T. ideas.

So again the method of Divine Election is deduced correctly from

the instances quoted in ix. 6-13. Controversially these arguments

were quite sound ; actually they represent the principles and ideas

oftheO.T.
A second class of passages consists of those in which, without

definitely citing the O. T., the Apostle uses its language in order

to express adequately and impressively the ideas he has to convey.

A typical instance is that in x. 18, where the words of the Psalm
are used in quite a different sense from that which they have in
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the original, and without any definite formula of citation. So in

X. 6-8 (see the note) the O. T. language is used rather than a text

from it cited. The same is true in a number of other passages

where, as the text of Westcott and Hort exhibits clearly, ideas

borrowed from the O. T. are expressed in language which is

borrowed, but without any definite sign of quotation. That this is

the natural and normal use of a religious book must clearly be

recognized. ' For [the writers of the N. T. the Scripture], was
the one thesaurus of truth. They had almost no other books.

The words of the O. T. had become a part of their mental furni-

ture, and they used them to a certain extent with the freedom with

which they used their own ideas ' (Toy, Quotations, &c. p. xx). It

is a use which is constantly being made of the Bible at the present

day, and when we attempt to analyze the exact force it is intended

to convey, it is neither easy nor desirable to be precise. Between
the purely rhetorical use on the one side and the logical proof on
the other there are infinite gradations of ideas, and it is never quite

possible to say how far in any definite passage the use is purely

rhetorical and how far it is intended to suggest a definite argument.

But there is a third class of instances in which the words are

used in a sense which the original context will not bear, and yet the

object is to give a logical proof. This happens mainly in a certain

class of passages; in those in which the Law is used to condemn
the Law, in those in which passages not Messianic are used with

a Messianic bearing, and in tiiose (a class connected with the last)

in which passages are applied to the calling of the Gentiles which
do not refer to that event in the original. Here controversially the

method is justified. Some of the passages used Messianically by the

Christians had probably been so used by the Rabbis before them.
In all cases the methods they adopted were those of their contempo-
raries, however incorrect they may have been. But what of the

method in relation to our own times ? Are we justified in using it ?

The answer to that must be sought in a comparison of their teaching

with that of the Rabbis. We have said that controversially it was
justified. The method was the same as, and as good as, that of

their own time ; but it was no better. As far as method goes the

Rabbis were equally justified in their conclusions. There is in

fact no standard of rig lit and wrong, when once it is permitted to

take words in a sense which their original context will not bear.

Anything can be proved from anything.

Where then does the superiority of the N. T. writers lie ? In
their correct interpretation of the spirit of the O. T. ' As ex-

pounders of religion, they belong to the whole world and to all

time ; as logicians, they belong to the first century. The essence
of their writing is the Divine spirit of love and righteousness that

filled their souls, the outer shell is the intellectual form in which
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the spirit found expression in words. Their comprehension of the

deeper spirit of the O. T. thought is one thing : the logical method

by which they sought formally to extend it is quite another ' (Toy,

Quotations, ^-c. p. xxi). This is just one of those points in which

we must trace the superiority of the N. T. writers to its root and

take from them that, and not their faulty exegesis.

An illustration may be drawn from Church History. The Church

inherited equally from the Jewish schools, the Greek Philosophers,

and the N. T. writers an unhistorical method of interpretation ; and

in t^e Arian controversy (to take an example) it constantly makes

use of this method. We are learning to realize more and more

how mucii of our modern theology is based on the writings of

St, Athanasius ; but that does not impose upon us the necessity of

adopting his exegesis. If the methods that he applies to the O. T.

are to be admitted it is almost as easy to deduce Arianism from

it. Athanasius did not triumph because of those exegetical methods,

but because he rightly interpreted (and men felt that he had rightly

interpreted) the spirit of the N. T. His creed, his religious insight,

to a certain extent his philosophy, we accept : but not his exegetical

methods.

So with the O. T. St. Paul triumphed, and the Christian Church

triumphed, over Judaism, because they both rightly interpreted the

spirit of the O. T. We must accept that interpretation, although we

shall find that we arrive at it on other grounds. This may be

illustrated in two main points.

It is the paradox of ch. x that it condemns the Law out of the

Law ; that it convicts the Jews by applying to them passages, which

in the original accuse them of breaking the Law, in order to

condemn them for keeping it. But the paradox is only apparent.

Running through the O. T., in the books of the Law as well as in

those of the Prophets, is the prophetic spirit, always bringing out

the spiritual truths and lessons concealed in or guarded by the Law
in opposition to the formal adherence to its precepts. This spirit

the Gospel inherits. ' The Gospel itself is a reawakening of the

spirit of prophecy. There are many points in which the teaching

of St. Paul bears a striking resemblance to that of the old Prophets.

It is not by chance that so many quotations from them occur in

his writings. Separated from Joel, Amos, Hosea, Micah, and

Isaiah by an interval of about 800 years, he felt a kind of sympathy

with them ; they expressed his inmost feelings ; like them he was

at w-ar with the evil of the world around. When they spoke of

forgiveness of sins, of non-imputation of sins, of a sudden turning

to God, what did this mean but righteousness by faith? When
they said, "I will have mercy and not sacrifice," here also was

imaged the great truth, that salvation was not of the Law . . . Like

the elder Prophets, he came not "to build up a temple made witij

X
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hands," but to teach a moral truth : like them he went forth alone,

and not in connexion with the church at Jerusalem : like them he

was looking for and hastening to the day of the Lord' (Jowett).

This represents the truth, as the historical study of the O. T. will

prove ; or rather one side of the truth. The Gospel is not merely

the reawakening of the spirit of prophecy ; it is also the fulfilment

of the spiritual teaching of Law. It was necessary for a later

writer—the author of the Episde to the Hebrews—when contro-

versy was less bitter to bring this out more fully. Christ not only

revived all the teaching of the Prophets, righteousness, mercy,

jieace ; He also exhibited by His death the teaching of the Law,

the heinousness of sin, the duty of sacrifice, the spiritual union of

God and man.
The same lines of argument will justify the Messianic use of the

O. T. If we study it historically the reality of the Messianic

interpretation remains just as clear as it was to St. Paul. Alle-

gorical and incorrect exegesis could never create an idea. They
only illustrate one which has been suggested in other ways. The
Messianic interpretation, and with it the further idea of the uni-

versality of the IMessianic kingdom, arose because they are contained

in the O. T. Any incorrectness of exegesis that there may be lies

not in the ideas themselves but in finding them in passages which

have probably a different meaning. We are not bound, and it

would be wrong to bind ourselves, by the incorrect exegesis of

particular passages ; but the reality and truth of the Messianic idea

and the universal character of the Messianic kingdom, as prophesied

in the O. T. and fulfilled in the N. T., remain one of the most

real and impressive facts in religious history. Historical criticism

does not disprove this ; it only places it on a stronger foundation

and enables us to trace the origin and growth of the idea more
accurately (cf. Sanday, Bampton Lectures, pp. 404, 405).

The value of St. Paul's exegesis therefore lies not in his true

interpretation of individual passages, but in his insight into the

spiritual meaning of the O. T. ; we need not use liis methods, but

the books of the Bible will have little value for us if we are not able

to see in them the spiritual teaching which he saw. In the cause

of truth, as a guide to right religious ideas, as a fatal enemy to

many a false and erroneous and harmful doctrine, historical criticism

and interpretation are of immense value ; but if they be divorced

from a spiritual insii^ht, such as can be learnt only by the spiritual

teaching of the N. T., which interprets the O. T. from the stand-

point of its highest and truest fulfilment, they will become as barren

and unproductive as the strangest conceits of the Rabbis or the

most unreal fancies of the Schoolmen.

[See, besides other works : Jowett, Contrasts of Prophecy, in his

edition of the Romans; Toy, Quotations in the New Testament,
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New York, 1884; Kautzsch, De Veleris Testamenti locts a Paulo

Apostolo allegatis, Lipsiae, 1869; Clemen (Dr. August), Ueber den

Gebrauch des Alien Testaments im Neuen Testamente, und spectell in

den Reden Jesu (Einladungsschrift, &c., Leipzig, 1891); Turpie

(David McCalman), The Old Testament in the New, London,

1868.]

THE EEJECTIOBT OP ISRAEL NOT COMPIiBTB.

XI. I-IO. Israel then has refused to accept the salvation

offered it; is it therefore rejected? No. At any rate the

rejection is not complete. Now as always in the history of

Israel, although the mass of the people may be condemned to

disbelief there is a remnant that shall be saved.

* The conclusion of the preceding argument is this. It is through

their own fault that Israel has rejected a salvation which was fully

and freely offered. Now what does this imply? Does it mean

that God has rejected His chosen people? Heaven forbid that

I should say this ! I who like them am an Israelite, an Israelite

by birth and not a proselyte, a lineal descendant of Abraham,

a member of the tribe that with Judah formed the restored Israel

after the exile. 'No, God has not rejected His people. He
chose them for His own before all time and nothing can make

Him change His purpose. If you say He has rejected them,

it only shows that you have not clearly grasped the teaching of

Scripture concerning the Remnant. Elijah on Mt. Horeb brought

just such an accusation against his countrymen. * He complained

that they had forsaken the covenant, that they had overthrown

God's altars, that they had slain His Prophets; just as the Jews

at the present day have slain the Messiah and persecuted His

messengers. Elijah only was left, and his life they sought. The
whole people, God's chosen people, had been rejected, ''So he

thought ; but the Divine response came to him, that there were seven

thousand men left in Israel who had not bowed the knee to Baal.

There was a kernel of the nation that remained loyal. * Exactly

the same circumstances exist now as then. Now as then the mass

of the people are uniaithful, but there is a remnant of loyal ad-

X a
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herents to the Divine message:—a remnant, be it remembered,

chosen by God by an act of free favour :
* that is to say those

whom God has in His good pleasure selected for that position, who

have in no way earned it by any works they have done, or any

merit of their own. If that were possible Grace would lose all its

meaning : there would be no occasion for God to show free favour

to mankind.

' It is necessary then at any rate to modify the broad statement

that has been made. Israel, it is true, has failed to obtain the

righteousness which it sought; but, although this is true of the

nation as a whole, there is a Remnant of which it is not true.

Those whom God selected have attained it. But what of the rest?

Their hearts have been hardened. Here again we find the same

conditions prevailing throughout Israel's history. Isaiah declared

(xxix. lo; vi. 9, 10) ''how God had thrown the people into a state

of spiritual torpor. He had given them eyes which could not see,

and ears which could not hear. All through their history the mass

of the people has been destitute of spiritual insight. * And again

in the book of Psalms, David (Ixix. 23, 24) declares the Divine

wrath against the unfaithful of the nation :
* May their table be their

snare.' It is just their position as God's chosen people, it is the Law
and the Scriptures, which are their boast, that are to be the cause of

their ruin. • They are to be punished by being allowed to cleave

fast to that to which they have perversely adhered. ^°
' Let their eyes

be blinded, so that they cannot see light when it shines upon them

:

let their back be ever bent under the burden to which they have

so obstinately clung.' This was God's judgement then on Israel

for their faithlessness, and it is God's judgement on them now.

1-36. St. Paul has now shown (i) (ix. 6-29) that God was
perfectly free, whether as regards promise or His right as Creator, to

reject Israel
; (2) (ix. 30-x. 21) that Israel on their side by neglecting

the Divine method of salvation offered them have deserved this

rejection. He now comes to the original question from which he

started, but which he never expressed, and asks. Has God, as might

be thought from the drift of the argument so far, really cast away
His people ? To this he gives a negative answer, which he proceeds

to justify by showing (i) that this rejection is only partial (xi. i-io),

(2) only temporary (xi. 11-25), and (s) ^hat in all this Divine action

there has been a purpose deeper and wiser than man can altogether

understand (xi. 26-36).
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1. Xcyoi ouf. This somewhat emphatic phrase occurring here

and in ver. 1 1 seems to mark a stage in the argument, the ovv as

so often summing up the result so far arrived at. The change of

particle shows that we have not here a third question parallel to

the aWa Xeyo) of X. 1 8, 1 9.

fAT) dirwaaro 6 ©cos tok Xaoi' auroG ;
' Is it possible that God has

cast away His people?' The form of the question implies neces-

sarily a negative answer and suggests an argument against it. (i)

By the juxtaposition of 6 Qe6s and t6v Xaou avrov. Israel is God's

people and so He cannot reject them. Ipsa populi eius appellatio

rationem. negandi contmet. Beng. (2) By the use made of the

language of the O. T. Three times in the O. T. (i Sam. xii. 22

;

Ps. XCiii [xciv]. 14; XCiv [xcv]. 4) the promise ovk ancocreTat Kvpios

Tov Xnov avToi occurs. By using words which must be so well

known St. Paul reminds his readers of the promise, and thus again

implies an answer to the question.

This very clear instance of the merely literary use of the language

of the O. T. makes it more probable that St. Paul should have

adopted a similar method elsewhere, as in x. 6 ff., 18.

fiT) YeVoiTO. St. Paul repudiates the thought with horror. All

his feelings as an Israehte make it disloyal in him to hold it.

Kal yap K.T.X. These words have been taken in two ways, (i)

As a proof of the incorrectness of the suggestion. St. Paul was an
Israelite, and he had been saved ; therefore the people as a whole
could not have been rejected. So the majority of commentators
(Go. Va. Oltr. Weiss). But the answer to the question does not

occur until St. Paul gives it in a solemn form at the beginning of

the next verse; he would not therefore have previously given

a reason for its incorrectness. Moreover it would be inconsistent

with St. Paul's tact and character to put himself forward so promi-
nently.

(2) It is therefore better to take it as giving * the motive for his

deprecation, not a proof of his denial' (Mey. Gif. Lips.). Through-
out this passage, St. Paul partly influenced by the reality of his

own sympathy, partly by a desire to put his argument in a form as

little offensive as possible, has more than once emphasized his own
kinship with Israel (ix. 1-3 ; x. i). Here for the first time, just

when he is going to disprove it, he makes the statement which lias

really been the subject of the two previous passages, and at once,

in order if possible to disarm criticism, reminds his readers that he

is an Israelite, and that therefore to him, as much as to them, the

supposition seems almost blasphemous.

'lCTpaTf]\iT>]s K.T.X. Cf. 2 Cor. xi. 22 ; Phil. iii. g.

ov wpot-yvoj, which is added by Lachmann after rdv \aiv airov, has the
rapport of A D Chrys. and other authorities, but clearly came in from ver. 2.

2. ouK d-TTiuoraTo. St. Paul gives expressly and formally a negative
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answer to the question he has just asked, adding emphasis by

repeating the very words he has used.

Of TTpoeyKw. The addition of these words gives a reason for the

emphatic denial of which they form a part. Israel was the race

which God in His Divine foreknowledge had elected and chosen,

and therefore He could not cast it off. The reference in this

chapter is throughout to the election of the nation as a whole, and

therefore the words cannot have a limiting sense (Orig. Chrys.

Aug.), 'that people whom He foreknew,' i.e. those of His people

whom He foreknew ; nor again can they possibly refer to the

spiritual Israel, as that would oblige a meaning to be given to

'Kaos different from that in ver. i. The word npoiyva may be taken,

(i) as used in the Hebrew sense, to mean 'whom He has known or

chosen beforehand.' So yivaaKuv in the LXX. Amos iii. 2 viica

tyvav cK naa-wv rajc (f)vXau Trjs yTjs. And in St. Paul I Cor. viii. 3 (t

8f TLS dyuTT^ Tov 6f6v, ovTos (yvcaa-Tai in' avrov. Gal. iv. 9 vvi> 8e

yvovres Qeuv, fiaWop 8e yvaaSevrei xinb GfoC. 2 Tim. ii. 1 9 eyfo) Kv/Jtoj

Tovs ovras avrov. Although there is no evidence for this use of

irpoyivixTKeiv it represents probably the idea which St. Paul had in

his mind (see on viii. 29). (2) But an alternative interpretation

taking the word in its natural meaning of foreknowledge, must not

be lost sight of, ' that people of whose history and future destiny

God had full foreknowledge.' This seems to be the meaning

with which the word is generally used (Wisd. vi. 13 ; viii. 8; xviii. 6;

Just. Mart. Apol. i. 28 ; Dial. 42. p. 261 B.); so too npoyvaia-ts is used

definitely and almost technically of the Divine foreknowledge (Acts

ii. 23); and in this chapter St. Paul ends with vindicating the

Divine wisdom which had prepared for Israel and the world

a destiny which exceeds human comprehension.

fi ouK oiSare: cf. ii. 4; vi. 3; vii. i; ix. 21. 'You must admit

this or be ignorant of what the Scripture says.' The point of the

quotation lies not in the words which immediately follow, but in the

contrast between the two passages ; a contrast which represented

the distinction between the apparent and the real situation at the

time when the Apostle wrote.

iy 'HXia :
' in the section of Scripture which narrates the story

of Elijah.' The O. T. Scriptures were divided into paragraphs to

which were given titles derived from their subject-matter ; and these

came to be very commonly used in quotations as references. Many
instances are quoted from the Talmud and from Hebrew commen-
tators: Berachoth, fol. 2. col. i, fol. 4. col. 2 id quod scriptum est apud
Michael, referring to Is. vi. 6. So Taanigoth, ii. i; Aboth de-Rabbi
Nathan, c. 9 ; Shir hashirim rabba i. 6, where a phrase similar

to that used here, 'In Elijah,' occurs, and the same passage is

quoted, ' I have been very jealous for the Lord, the God of Hosts.*

So also Philo, De Agricultural p. 203 (i. 317 Mang.) \r^tk yap iv rott
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apnU, referring to Gen. iii. 15. The phrase im rij? ^drov Mark
xii. 26; Luke xx. 37 ; Clem. Horn. xvi. 14 ; Apos^. Const, v. 20, is

often explained in a similar manner, but very probably incorrectly,

the 6771 being perhaps purely local. The usage exactly corresponds
to the method used in quoting the Homeric poems. As the Rabbis
divided the O. T. into sections so the Rhapsodists divided Homer,
and these sections were quoted by their subjects, fVEKTopo? avaipiaa,

iv vtKvia. (See Fri. Delitzsch ad /oc, Surenhusius, Bl^Xos KuraXXay^s,

P- 31)
€tTOYx<i»'ei :

' he accuses Israel before God.' The verb eV-

Tvyxdvfiif means, (i) 'to meet with,' (2) 'to meet with for the

purposes of conversation,' 'have an interview with,' Acts xxv. 24;
hence (3) 'to converse with,' 'plead with,' Wisdom viii. 21, either

on behalf of some one {Iwep nvos) Rom. viii. 27, 34; Heb. vii. 25;
or against some one {KOTd nvos), and so (4) definitely ' to accuse ' as

here and I Mace. xi. 25 kcu iufrvy^^avov kut ainov nves avofxoi ribv €k

Tov edfovg: viii. 32; X. 61, 63.

The TR. adds Xeyuv at the end of this verse with N*L al. pier., it is

omitted by NoABCDEFGP min. pauc., Vulg. Sah. Boh., and most
Fathers.

8. Kupie, Tofis irpo^iiTas k.t.X. The two quotations come from
I Kings xix. 10, 14, 18; the first being repeated twice. Elijah

has fled to Mt. Horeb from Jezebel, and accuses his countrymen
before God of complete apostasy; he alone is faiihful. God
answers that even although the nation as a whole has deserted

Him, yet there is a faithful remnant, 7,000 men who have not

bowed the knee to Baal. There is an analogy, St. Paul argues,

between this situation and that of his own day. The spiritual

condition is the same. The nation as a whole has rejected God"s
message, now as then; but now as then also there is a faithful

remnant left, and if that be so God cannot be said to have cast

away His people.

The quotation is somewhat shortened from the LXX, and the order of the

clanses is inverted, perhaps to put in a prominent position the words Toi%

rrpo:pr]Tas aov d-rrfKTfivav to which there was most analogy during St. Paul's

time (cf. Acts vii. 52 ; i Thess. ii. 14). Th.e Kai between the clauses of the

TR. is read by D £ L and later M»S. Justin Martyr, Dta/. 39. p. 257 I),

quotes the words as in St. Paul and not as in the LXX : Km yap 'HAt'as

TTfpl vfiuiv irpus rov Qtov evTvyxdvaJV oVtcos \*yfi' Kvpie, tov? rrpocprqTas aov
dnfKTdvav xat rd Ovaiaarripid aov KaT(aKu\pav Ka-yai viri\fi<p6rjv p.uvos Kal

^rjTovai rijv ^v-^-qv fiov. Kal diroKpLVirai avTw, "En dai poi tirra/fiCTX'^""

afSpes, o\ ovK iKapxpav yuvv rp BdaA..

4. 6 xp'HH'Q'Ti.o-jxos :
' the oracle.' An unusual sense for the

word, which occurs here only in the N. T., but is (bund in 2 Mace,
ii. 4 ; Clem. Rom. xvii, 5 ; and occasionally elsewhere. The verb

XprjixarlCiLv meant (1) originally ' to transact business '; then (2) ' to

consult,' 'deliberate'; hence (3) 'to give audience,' 'answer after
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deliberation'; and so finally (4) of an oracle 'to give a response,'

taking the place of the older xp«'^> ^iid so it is used in the N. T.

of the Divine warning Mat. ii. 12, 22 x/"?M'"''0"^f'i^f^ '^^'' ouap: Luke
ii. 26 ; Acts X. 22 ; Heb. viii. 5 ; xi. 7 : cf. Jos. AnU. V. i. 14 ; X. i.

3 ; XI. iii. 4. From this usage of the verb xpwaT'T'^ was derived

XPiftarianos, as the more usual xPWi^^^ from xp""^' See also p. 173.

TTJ BdaX: substituted by St. Paul (as also by Justin Martyr, loc.

at.) for the LXX tw BdaX, according to a usage common in other

passages in the Greek Version.

The word Baal, which means 'Lord,' appears to have been originally

used as one of the names of the God of Israel, and as such became a part of

many Jewish names, as for example Jeruhbaal (Jud. vi. 32 ; vii. i), Eshbaal

(1 Chron. ix. ."9), Meribbaal i^i Chron. ix. 40), &c. But gradually the

special association of the name with the idolatrous worship of the Phoenician

god caused the use of it to be forbidden. Hosea ii. 16, 17 'and it shall be

at that day, saith the Lord, that thou shalt call me Ishi ; and shalt call me
no more Baali. For I will take away the names of the P>aalim out of her

mouth, and they shall no more be mentioned by their name.' Owing to this

motive a tendency arose to obliterate the name of Baal from the Scriptures

:

just as owing to a feeling of reverence ' Elohim' was substituted for ' Jehovah'

in the second and third books of the Psalms. This usage took the lorm of

substituting Bosheth, 'abomination,' for Baal. So Eshbaal (1 Chr. viii. 33,

ix. 39) became Ishbosheth (2 Sam. ii. 8; iii. 8) ; Meribbaal (i Chr. ix. 40)
Mephiboslieth (2 Sam. ix. fi ff.); Jerubbaal Jerubbesheth (2 Sam. xi. 21).

See also Hosea ix. 10; Jer. iii. 24; xi. 13. Similarly in the LXX alaxiv-q

represents in one passage Baal of the liebrew text, 3 Kings xNaii. 19, 25.

But it seems to have been more usual to substitute alaxwrj in reading for the

written BdaA., and as a sign of this Qeri the feminine article was written;

just as the name Jehovah was written with the pointing of Adonai. This
usage is most common in Jeremiah, but occurs also in the books of Kings,

Chronicles, and other Prophets. It appears not to occur in the Pentateuch.

The plural rats occurs 2 Chr. xxiv. 7 ; xxxiii. 3. This, the only satisfactory

explanation of the feminine article with the masculine name, is given by
Dillmann, Monatsberichte der Akade7nie der Wissenschaft zu Berlin, 1881,

p. 601 ff. and has superseded all others.

The LXX version is again shortened in the quotation, and for KaraKeixpu

is substituted KariXnTov e/uavTw, which is an alternative and perhaps more
exact translation of the Hebrew.

5. ouTCJs oiJc. The application of the preceding instance to the

circumstances of the Apostle's own time. The facts were the

same. St. Paul would assume that his readers, some of whom
were Jewish Christians, and all of whom were aware of the exist-

ence of such a class, would recognize this. And if this were so

the same deduction might be made. As then the Jewish people

were not rejected, because the remnant was saved ; so now there

is a remnant, and tliis implies that God has not cast away His

people as such.

Xeififxa (on the ortho2:iaphy cf. WH. ii. App. p. 154, who read

Xi'fxnu), ' a remnant.' The word does not occur elsewhere in the

N.T., and in the O. T. only twice, and then not in the technical

sense of the ' remnant.' The usual word for that is t6 KaTa\fi(bdev.
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KOT* ckXoy?]!' x<^piTos. Predicate with yiynvev. * There has come
to be through the principle of selection which is dependent on the

Divine grace or favour.' This addition to the thought, which is

further explained in ver. 6, reminds the reader of the result of the

previous discussion: that 'election' on which the Jews had always

laid so much stress had operated, but it was a selection on the

part of God of those to whom He willed to give His grace, and

not an election of those who had earned it by their works.

6. €1 8e
x'^'P"'"''*'

K.T.X. A further explanation of the principles of

election. If the election had been on the basis of works, then the

Jews might have demanded that God's promise could only be ful-

filled if all who had earned it had received it : St. Paul, by reminding

them of the principles of election already laid down, implies that

the promise is fulfilled if the remnant is saved. God's people

are those whom He has chosen ; it is not that the Jews are chosen

because they are His people.

cTTcl 1^ X^P'^S ouK^Ti YtVerat yfipi<i'. 'this follows from the very

meaning of the idea of grace.' Gratia nisigratis sit gratia non est.

St. Augustine.

The TR. after yivtrai X'^/"* adds tl ii 1^ epytuv, ovkIti tarl x°P'^' *"*' '''^

tpyov ovKiTi karlv epyov with N'=(B)L and later MSS., Syrr., Chrys. and Thdrt.

(in the text, but they do not refer to the words in their commentary).

B reads d Si If ipyeuv, oiutTi xa/"S* e'ret to epyov ovKeri earl X'^P'^- The
clause is omitted by N* A C D E F G P, Vulg. Aegyptt. (Boh Sah.^ Arm.,

Orig.-lat. Jo.-Damasc. Amlirst. Fatr.-latt. There need be no doubt ihat it is

a gloss, nor is the authority of B of any weight in support of a Western
addition such as this against such preponderating authority. This is con-

sidered by WH. to be the solitary or almost the solitary case in which B
possibly has a Syrian reading (Introd. ii. 150).

7. Tt oiji' ; This verse sums up the result of the discussion in

vf. z-6. ' What then is the result ? In what way can w^e modify

the harsh statement made in ver. i ? It is indeed still true that

Israel as a nation has failed to obtain what is its aim, namely
righteousness: but at the same time there is one portion of it, the

elect, who have attained it.'

x\ %l exXoyii : i. e. ol (KKeKro'i. The abstract for the concrete

suggests the reason for their success by laying stress on the idea

rather than on the individuals.

oi Be XoiTTol €7rtdpoj0T]aaf :
' while the elect have attained what

they sought, those who have failed to attain it have been hardened.'

They have not failed because they have been hardened, but they

have been hardened because they have failed; cf. i. 24 ff., where
sin is represented as God's punishment inflicted on man for their

rebellion. Here St. Paul does not definitely say by whom, for

that is not the point it interests him to discuss at present : he has

represented the condition of Israel both as the result of God's
action (ch. ix) and of their own (ch. x). Here as in KarripTicrufva
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ix. 22, he uses the colourless passive without laying stress on the

cause : the quotation in ver. 8 represents God as the author,

fTTTcucrav in ver. 1 1 suggests that they are free agents.

The verb Traipuu (derived from TrSpos a callus or stone formed in the

bladder) is a medical term used in Hippocrates and elsewhere of a bone or

hard substance growing when bones are fractured, or of a stone forming in

the bladder. Hence metaphorically it is used in the N. T., and apparently

there only of the heart becoming hardened or callous: so Mark vi. 53;

Jo. xii. 40; Rom. xi. 7 ; 2 Cor. iii. 14; while the noun -nwpajais occurs in

the same sense, Mark iii. 5; Rom. \i. 25 ; Eph. iv. iS. The idea is in all

these places the same, that a covering has grown over the heart, making
men incapable of receiving any new teaching however good, and making
them oblivious of the wrong they are doing. In Job xvii. 7 {neTrwpcuvTai

yap uttH upyrjs oi 6<p9aXf^oi /j.uv) the word is used of blindness, but again only

of moral blindness ; anger has caused as it were a covering to grow ovei

the eyes. There is therefore no need to take the word to mean ' blind,' as

do the grammarians (Suidas, ircopos, 6 rv<pK6i : mirajpaiTai, TtTv<pKorrai

;

Hesychius, imrwpaifi.evot, T(rv<j}\(u/xivot) and the Latin Versions (excaecati,

tbcaecaii). It is possible that this translation arose from a confusion with

n-qpos (tee on Kaiavii^fws below) which was perhaps occasionally used of

blindness (see Prof. Armitage Robinson in Academy, 1892, p. 305), although

probably then as a specialized usage for the more general ' maimed.' Al-

though the form -nripoo} occurs in some MSS. of the N. T., yet the evidence

against it is in every case absolutely conclusive, as it is also in the O. T. in

the one passage where the word occurs.

8. Ka6ws Ycypairrai. St. Paul supports and explains his last

statement ol 8e Xonrol firapaSrja-av by quotations from the O. T.

The first which in form resembles Deut. xxix. 4, modified by

Is. xxix. 10; vi. 9, 10, describes the spiritual dulness or torpor ol

which the prophet accuses the Israelites. This he says had been

given them by God as a punishment for their faithlessness. These
words will equally well apply to the spiritual condition of the

Apostle's own time, showing that it is not inconsistent with the

position of Israel as God's people, and suggesting a general law ol

God's dealing with them.

The following extracts, in which the words that St. Paul has mad»:

use of are printed in spaced type, will give the source of the quotation.

Deut. xxix. 4 Kal ovK eSaiKfif Kvpios 6 &eds iipiiv Kapdiav eldtvai ital

6(p0a\fxoiis Pxiireiv icai Sira aKovfiy fws rrjs ^fiepas ravrrji. It.

xxix. 10 OTt nenuTtKev vpids Kvptoi irvfVftaTt Karavv^eais : cf. Is. vi. o> 10

dKoj7 uKOVff(T( Kal ov fjii) awrJTf Kal l3K(iT0VTes P\i\f/iTt Kal oi fii) tdrjrf.

-..Kal (TiTa"Eojs TTOTf, Kvpif ; While the form resembles the words in

Deut., the historical situation and meaning of the quotation are lepresented

by the passages in Isaiah to which St. Paul is clearly referring.

n-i'eujjia Kaxai'ij^ews :
* a spirit of torpor,' a state of dull insensi-

bility to everything spiritual, such as would be produced by drunken-

ness, or stupor. Is. xxix. 10 (RV.) ' For the Lord hath poured

out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes,

the prophets ; and your heads, the seers, hath He covered.'

The word Kardw^is is derived from KaTavvaaoixai. The simple verb

vvaau is used to mean to ' prick ' or ' strike ' or ' dint.' TLe condpound
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verb would mean, (l) to 'strike' or 'prick violently,' and hence (2) to

' stun ' ; no instance is quoted of it in its primary sense, but it is common
(3) especially in the LXX of strong emotions, of the prickings of lust Susan.

10 (Theod.) ; of strong grief Gen. xxxiv. 7 ; Ecclus. xiv. i ; and so Acts ii. 37
Karfvvyrjaav rrj Kap5ia of being strongly moved by speaking. Then (4) it is

used of the stunning effect of such emotion which results in speechlessness

:

Is. vi. 5 d» TaKas tyw on Karavevvyfjai : Dan. x. 15 (5cuKa t6 -rrpoawitiv /xov

tnl TTjv yT]v Kai KaTivv-f-qv, and so the general idea of torpor would be

derived. The noun Karavv^LS appears to occur only twice, Is. xxix. 10

irvev/xa Karavv^avs, Ps. lix [Ix]. 4 otvov Karavv^fois. In the former case it

clearly means ' torpor ' or ' deep sleep,' as both the context and the Hebrew
show, in the latter case probably so. It may be noticed that this definite

meaning of 'torpor' or 'deep sleep' which is found in the noun cannot be

exactly paralleled in the verb ; and it may be suggested that a certain con-

fusion existed with the verb waTa^o}, which means ' to nod in sleep,' ' be

drowsy,' just as the meaning of ipiBiia was influenced by its resemblance

to ipii (cf. ii. 8). On the word generally see Fri. ii. p. 558 ff.

Iws TTJs o-i^fjiepoi' r)|i^pas: cf. Acts vii. 51 'Ye stiffnecked and

uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always resist the Holy
Ghost: as your fathers did so do ye.' St. Stephen's speech

illustrates more in detail the logical assumptions which underlie

St. Paul's quotations. The chosen people have from the beginning

shown the same obstinate adherence to their own views and
a power of resisting the Holy Ghost ; and God has throughout

punished them for their obstinacy by giving them over to spiritual

blindness.

9. Kal AaplS Xeyei k.t.X. : quoted from the LXX of Ps. Ixviii

[Ixixj. 23, 24 yfvr]6J]T0i fj TpUTie^a avTa>v (vatniov aircov els nayiSa, Koi (Is

avTanoSocriP Kin aKaudaXov' aK0Ti(T6r]TC0(Tnp k.t.X. (which is ascribed in

the title to David) with reminiscences of Ps. xxxiv [xxxv]. 8, and
xxvii [xxviii]. 4. The Psalmist is represented as declaring the

Divine wrath against those who have made themselves enemies of

the Divine will. Those who in his days were the enemies of the

spiritual life of the people are represented in the Apostle's days by
the Jews who have shut their ears to the Gospel message.

1^ TpdireSa auTwi' :
' their feast.' The image is that of men

feasting in careless security, and overtaken by their enemies, owing
to the very prosperity which ought to be their strength. So to the

Jews that Law and those Scriptures wherein they trusted are to

become the very cause of their fall and the snare or hunting-net in

which they are caught.

o-KdfSaXok :
* that over which they fall/ ' a cause of their destruc-

tion.'

dfTairo'Sofxa : Ps. xxvii [xxviii]. 4. *A requital,' 'recompense.'

The Jews are to be punished for their want of spiritual insight by
being given over to blind trust in their own law; in fact being

given up entirely to their own wishes.

10. CTKOTiaOiiTwcraK k.t.X. ' May their eyes become blind, so that

they have no insight, and their backs bent like men who are continu'
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ally groping about in the dark
!

' They are to be like those described

by Plato as fast bound in the cave: even if they are brought to the

light they will only be blinded by it, and will be unable to see.

The judgement upon them is that they are to be ever bent down
with the weight of the burden which they have wilfully taken on
their backs.

It may be worth noticing that Lipsius, who does not elsewhere accept the

theory of interpolations in the text, suggests that w. 9, lo are a gloss added
by some reader in the margin after the fall of Jerusalem (cf. Holsten, Z.f.
w. T. 1872, p. 455; Michelsen, Th. T. 1887. p. 163; Protestanteti-bibel,

1872, p. 589; E. T. ii. 154). It is suggested that Ziavavriti is inconsistent

with ver. 11 ff. But it has not been noticed that in ver. 11 we have a change
of metaphor, t-maioav, which would be singularly out of place if it came
immediately after ver. 8. As it is, this word is suggested and accounted

for by the metaphors employed in the quotation introduced in ver. 9. If

we omit vv. 9, 10 we must also omit ver. 11. There is throughout the

whole Epistle a continuous succession of thought running from verse to

verse which makes any theory of interpolation impossible. ^See Intro-

duction, § 9.)

The Doctrine of the Remnant,

The idea of the ' Remnant ' is one of the most typical and
significant in the prophetic portions of the O. T. We meet it

first apparently in the prophetic narrative which forms the basis of

the account of Elijah in the book of Kings, the passage which

St. Paul is quoting. Here a new idea is introduced into Israel's

history, and it is introduced in one of the most solemn and im-

pressive narratives of that history. The Prophet is taken into the

desert to commune with God ; he is taken to Sinai, the mountain of

God, which played such a large part in the traditions of His people,

and he receives the Divine message in that form which has ever

marked off this as unique amongst theophanies, the ' still small

voice,' contrasted with the thunder, and the storm, and the

earthquake. And the idea that was thus introduced marks a

stage in the religious history of the world, for it was the first

revelation of the idea of personal as opposed to national consecra-

tion. Up to that time it was the nation as a whole that was
bound to God, the nation as a whole for which sacrifices were

offered, the nation as a whole for which kings had fought and
judges legislated. But the nation as a whole had deserted Jehovah,

and the Prophet records that it is the loyalty of the individual

Israelites who had remained true to Him that must henceforth be

reckoned. The nation will be chastised, but the remnant shall be

saved.

The idea is a new one, but it is one which we find continuously

from this time onwards ; spiritualized with the more spiritual ideas

of the later prophets. We find it in Amos (ix. 8-10), in Micah (il
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12, V. 3), in Zephaniah (iii. 12, 13), in Jeremiah (xxiii. 3), in Ezekie'

(xiv. 14-20, 22), but most pointedly and markedly in Isaiali. The
two g^eat and prominent ideas of Isaiah's prophecy are typified in

the names p^iven to his two sons,—the reality of the Divine ven-

geance (Maher-shalal-hash-baz) and the salvation of the Remnant
(Shear-Jashub) and, through the Holy and Righteous Remnant, of

the theocratic nation itself (vii. 3; viii. 2, 18; ix. 12; x. 21, 24);
and both these ideas are prominent in the narrative of the call

(vi. 9-13) ' Hear ye indeed, but understand not, and see ye indeed,

but,perceive not. Make the heart of this people fat, and make their

ears heavy, and shut their eyes . . . Then said I, Lord, how long ?

And He answered, Until cities be waste without inhabitant and
homes without men, and the land become utterly waste.' But this

is only one side. There is a true stock left. ' Like the terebinth

and the oak, whose stock remains when they are cut down and sends

forth new saplings, so the holy seed remains as a living stock and

a new and better Israel shall spring from the ruin of the ancient

state ' (Robertson Smith, Prophets of Israel, p. 234). This doctrine

of a Remnant implied that it was the individual who was true to

his God, and not the nation, that was the object of the Divine

soHcitude; that it was in this small body of individuals that the

true life of the chosen nation dwelt, and that trom them would

spring that internal reformation, which, coming as the result of the

Divine chastisement, would produce a whole people, pure and
undefiled, to be offered to God (Is. Ixv. 8, 9).

The idea appealed with great force to the early Christians. I

appealed to St. Stephen, in whose speech one of the main currents

of thought seems to be the marvellous analogy which runs through

all the history of Israel. The mass of the people has ever been

unfaithful ; it is the individual or the small body that has remained

true to God in all the changes of Israel's history, and these the

people have always persecuted as they crucified the Messiah.

And so St. Paul, musing over the sad problem of Israel's unbelief,

finds its explanation and justification in this consistent trait of the

nation's history. As in Elijah's time, as in Isaiah's time, so now the

mass of the people have rejected the Divine call ; but there always

has been and still is the true Remnant, the Remnant whom God
has selected, who have preserved the true Hfe and ideal of the

people and thus contain the elements of new and prolonged life.

And this doctrine of the ' Remnant' is as true to human nature

as it is to Israel's history. No church or nation is saved eir masse,

it is those meinbers of it who are righteous. It is not the mass
of the nation or church that has done its work, but the select

few who have preservetl the consciousness of its high calling.

It is by the selection of individuals, even in the nation that has

been chosen, that God has woriied equallv in religion and in all
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the different lines along which the path of human development has

progressed.

[On the Remnant see especially Jowett, Contrasts of Prophecy,

in Romans ii. p. 290; and Robertson Smith, The Prophets of
Israel, pp. 106, 209, 234, 258. The references are collected in

Oehler, Theologie des alien Testaments, p. 809.J

THE REJECTIGK' OP ISRAEL NOT PIN-AIi.

XI. 11-24. The Rejection of Israel is not comtlete^ nor

xvill it be final. Its result has been the extension of the

Church to the Gentiles. The salvation of these will stir the

Jews tojealousy ; they will return to the Kingdom, and this

will mean the final consummation (w. 10-15).

Of all this the guarantee is the holiness of the stockfrom
zvhich Israel comes. God has graftedyou Gejttiles into that

stock against the natural order ; far more easily can He
restore them to a position which by nature and descent is

theirs (w. 16-24).

" The Rejection of Israel then is only partial. Yet still there

is the great mass of the nation on whom God's judgement has

come: what of these? Is there no further hope for them? Is

this stumbling of theirs such as will lead to a final and complete

fall ? By no means. It is only temporary, a working out of the

Divine purpose. This purpose is partly fulfilled. It has resulted

in the extension of the Messianic salvation to the Gentiles. It is

partly in the future ; that the inclusion of these in the Kingdom

may rouse the Jews to emulation and bring them back to the place

which should be theirs and from which so far they have been

excluded. " And consider what this means. Even the transgres-

sion of Israel has brought to the world a great wealth of spiritual

blessings ; their repulse has enriched the nations, how much greater

then will be the result when the chosen people with their numbers

completed have accepted the Messiah? "In these speculations

about my countrymen, I am not disregarding my proper mission

to you Gentiles. It is with you in my mind that I am speaking.

I will put it more strongly. I do all I can to glorify my ministry

as Apostle to the Gentiles, '* and this in hopes that I may succeed
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in bringing salvation to some at any rate of my countrymen by thus

moving them to emulation, "And my reason for this is what

I have impHed just above, that by the return of the Jews the whole

world will receive what it longs for. The rejection of ihem has

been the means of reconciling the world to God by the preaching

to the Gentiles; their reception into the Kingdom, the gathering

together of the elect from the four winds of heaven, will inaugurate

the final consummation, the resurrection of the dead, and the

eternal life that follows.

" But what ground is there for thus believing in the return of the

chosen people to the Kingdom? It is the holiness of the race.

When you take from the kneading trough a piece of dough and

offer it to the Lord as a heave-offering, do you not consecrate the

whole mass? Do not the branches of a tree receive life and

nourishment from the roots? So it is with Israel. Their fore-

fathers the Patriarchs have been consecrated to the Lord, and in

them the whole race ; from that stock they obtain their spiritual life,

a life which must be holy as its source is holy. " For the Church

of God is like a * green olive tree, fair with goodly fruit,' as the

Prophet Jeremiah described it. Its roots are the Patriarchs; its

branches the people of the Lord. Some of these branches have

been broken off; Israelites who by birth and descent were members

of the Church. Into their place you Gentiles, by a process quite

strange and unnatural, have been grafted, shoots from a wild olive,

into a cultivated stock. Equally with the old branches which still

remain on the tree you share in the rich sap which flows from its

root. " Do not for this reason think that you may insolently boast

of the position of superiority which you occupy. If you are

inclined to do so, remember that you have done nothing, that all

the spiritual privileges that you possess simply belong to the

stock on which you by no merit of your own have been grafted.

" But perhaps you say :
' That I am the favoured one is shown by

this that others were cut off that I might be grafted in.' '"* I grant

what you say; but consider the reason. It was owing to their

want of faiih that they were broken off: you on the oiher hand

owe your firm position to your faith, not to any natural superiority.

" It is an incentive therefore not to pride, as you seem to tliink, but

to fear. For if God did not spare the holders of the birthright,
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no grafted branches but the natural growth of the tree, He certainly

will be no more ready to spare you, who have no such privileges

to plead. ** Learn the Divine goodness, but learn and understand

the Divine severity as well. 7'hose who have fallen have ex-

perienced the severity, you the goodness ; a goodness which will

be continued if you cease to be self-confident and simply trust:

otherwise you too may be cut off as they were. '' Nor again

is the rejection of the Jews irrevocable. They can be grafted

again into the stock on which they grew, if only they will give up

their unbelief. For they are in God's hands ; and God's power is

not limited. He is able to restore them to the position from which

they have fallen. •* For consider. You are the slip cut from the

olive that grew wild, and yet, by a process which you must admit

to be entirely unnatural, you were grafted into the cultivated stock.

If God could do this, much more can He graft the natural branches

of the cultivated olive on to their own stock from which they were

cut. You Gentiles have no grounds for boasting, nor have the

Jews for despair. Your position is less secure than was theirs, and

if they only trust in God, their salvation will be easier than was

yours.

11. St. Paul has modified the question of ver. i so far: the

rejection of Israel is only partial. But yet it is true that the rest,

that is the majority, of the nation are spiritually blind. They have

stumbled and sinned. Does this imply their final exclusion from

the Messianic salvation ? St. Paul shows that it is not so. It is

only temporary and it has a Divine purpose.

Xeyo) ouv. A new stage in the argument. ' I ask then as to this

majority whose state the prophets have thus described.' The
question arises immediately out of the preceding verses, but is

a stage in the argument running through the whole chapter, and
raised by the discussion of Israel's guilt in ix. 30-x. 21.

p,T) eTrTaio-aK, Iva Tre'crwai ;
' have they (i. e. tliose who have been

hardened, ver. 8) stumbled so as to fall?' Numquid sic offatderunt,

ut cadereni ? Is their failure of such a character that they will be

finally lost, and cut off from the Messianic salvation ? Iva expresses

the contemplated result. The metaphor in enTaiaav (which is often

used elsewhere in a moral sense, Deut. vii. 25 ; James ii. 10 ; iii. 2;

a Pet. i. 10) seems to be suggested by <TKdv8a\ov of ver. 9. The
meaning of the passage is given by the contrast between nTaltip

and iTfo-uy ; a man who stumbles may recover himself, or he may
fall completely. Hence niaaaw is here used of a complete and
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irrevocable fall. Cf. Is. Xxiv. 20 Kartaxvae yap fV alr^s 17 avofila, Kn\

TTfcrelrai koi ov iifj SCvrjTai dvaaTijvai'. Ps. Sol. iii. 1 3 enerrfu on novrjpoo

TO Trrajia avTov, koi ovk dvaa-TTjafrai l Heb. iv. II. It is nO argument
against this that the same word is used in w. 22, 23 of a fall

which is not irrevocable: the ethical meaning must be in each

case determined by the context, and here the contrast with enTma-av

suggests a fall that is irrevocable.

There is a good deal of controversy among grammarians as to the admission
of a laxer use of 'Iva, a controversy which has a tendency to divide scholars

by nations; the German grammarians with Winer at their head (§ liii. 10. 6,

p. 573 E. T.) maintain that it always preserves, even in N. T. Greek, its

classical meaning of purpose ; on the other hand, English commentatois such
as Lightfoot ,011 Gal. v. 171, Ellicott (on i Thess. v. 4\ and Evans (on i Cor.

vii. 29) admit the laxer use. Evans says ' that iva, like our " that," has three

uses : {\')final (in order that he may go), (2) definitive (I advise that he go'',

(3") subjectively ecbatic (have they stumbled that they should fall) ' ; and it

is quite clear that it is only by reading into passages a great deal which is

not expressed that commentators can make 'Iva in all cases mean ' in order

that.' In I Thess. v. 4 ii^eTs ht, dSfX(poi, ovk kari iv okoth, 'iva fj rj/xipa

iifids ws K\eTTTr]s tcaraXaliTi, where Winer states that there is ' a Divine

purpose of God,' this is not expressed either in the words or the context.

In 1 Cor. vii. 29 6 tcatpds awearaXpiVos tari, to Koiirbv 'iva kqI 01 Ixoi'Tfj

yvvaTKas dis fxfj exovrts Siai, ' is it probable that a state of sitting loose to

worldly interests should be described as the aim or purpose of God in

curtailing the season of the great tribulation? ' ^Evans.) Yet Winer asserts

that the words 'iva nal oi exoi'Tfs k.t.K. express the (Divine) purpose lor

which 6 Kaiphs avvearaXfievos kari. So again in the present passage it is

only a confusion of ideas that can see any purpose. If St. Paul had used

a passive verb such as inaipwOrjoav then we might translate, ' have they been

hardened in order that they may fall ?
' and there would be no objection in

logic or grammar, but as St. Paul has written iTTTataav, if there is a purpose

in the passage it ascribes stumbling as a deliberate act undertaken with the

purpose of falling. We cannot here any more than elsewhere read in

a Divine purpose where it is neither implied nor expressed, merely for the

sake of defending an arbitrary grammatical rule.

(AT] yeVoiTo. St. Paul indignantly denies that the final fall of

Israel was the contemplated result of their transgression. The
result of it has already been the calling of the Gentiles, and the

final purpose is the restoration of the Jews also.

Tw auTwi' TrapaTTTwjjiaTi ; * by their false Step/ continuing the

metaphor of i'nTaiyav.

If] awTTjpta Tots iQyemv. St. Paul is here stating an historical

fact. His own preaching to the Gentiles had been caused definitely

by the rejection of his message on the part of the Jews. Acts

xiii. 45-48; cf viii. 4; xi. 19; xxviii. 28.

ets TO Trapa^T]Xaj(Tat aureus :
' to provoke them (the Jews) to

jealousy.' This idea had already been suggested (x. 19) by the

quotation from Deuteronomy 'Eycu TrapafT^Xtoo-oj vpns eV ovk 'iOvei.

St. Paul in these two statements sketches the lines on which the

Divine action is explained and justified. God's purpose has been

to use the disobedience of the Jews in order to promote the calling
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of the Gentiles, and He will eventually arouse the Jews to give up
their unbelief by eniulation of the Gentiles. Elra Karaa-KevdCd, on
TO wToiafia aiiTwv ^inXriv oiKOVcfiiav fpyd^fTai' to. re yap edvr] dvT€i(rdyei

Koi avTovi 8f napciKvl^ov icn\ tpiiSi^ov fni<TTpf(pei, prj <p€povTas rffv Toaavrrjp

T03V fBvSiv Tipr]v, Euthym.-Zig.

12. St. Paul strengthens his statement by an argument drawn
from the spiritual character of the Jewish people. If an event

which has been so disastrous to the nation has had such a bene-

ficial result, how much more beneficial will be the result of the

entrance of the full complement of the nation into the ]\Iessianic

kingdom ?

irXouTos Koo-fioo : the enriching of the world by the throwing open
to it of the kingdom of the Messiah : cf. x. 12 6 yap avrbs Kipiog

•ndvTcov, ttXovtmv ft? navrai rovs eirtKoKovfievovs avTov.

TO qTTT]p.a auTwt': 'their defeat.' From one point of view the

unbelief of the Jews was a transgression {TTapdnrbopa), fiom another

it was a defeat, for they were repulsed from the Messianic kingdom,

since they had failed to obtain what they sought.

fjTTTjpa occurs only twice elsewhere: in Is. xxxi. 8 ol 51 veav'taicoi

iaovrai eh ^TTrjpa, itirpa yap ir(ptXrj(p9rjffovTai As xdpaKi koi fjTT-qOrjaovTai :

and in i Cor. vi. 7 ^5?; plv oZv oXcus firrrj^ia vpTv iariv, on Kpif.iaTa «x*'''*

pid' kavrwv. The correct interpretation of the word as derived from the
verb would be a ' defeat,' and this is clearly the meaning in Isaiah. It can
equally well apply in i Cor., whether it be translated a ' defeat ' in that it

lowers the Church in the opinion of the world, or a 'moral defeat,' hence
a ' defect.' The same me;inmg suits this passage. The majority of com-
mentators however translate it here 'diminution' (see especially Gif. Sp.

Comm. pp. 194, 203), in order to make the antithesis to nX-qpwun exact.

But as Field points out {Othim Norv. iii. 97) there is no reason why the

sentence should not be rhetorically faulty, and it is not much improved by
giving ^TTt]pa the meaning of 'impoverishment' as opposed to 'replenish-

ment.'

TO irXVipcjfAa auTwi' :
' their complement,' * their full and completed

number.' See on xi. 25.

The exact meaning of vXijpaipa has still to be ascertained, l. There is

a long and elaborate note on the word in Lft. Col. p. 323 fF. He starts with
assenmg that ' substantives in -pa formed from the perfect passive, appear
always to ha\e a passive sense. They may denote an abstract notion 01

a concrete thing ; they may signify the action itself regarded as complete,
or the product of the action : but in any case tliey give the result of the

agency involved in the corresponding verb.' He then takes the verb TrXrjpovv

and shows that it has two senses, (i) ' to fill,' (ii) ' to fulfil ' or ' complete '

;

and deriving the fundamental meaning of the word TrXrjpupia from the latter

usage makes it mean in the N. T. always ' that which is completed.'
a. A somewhat different view of the termination -pa is given by the late

T. S. Evans in a note on i Cor. v. 6 in the S/>. Comm. (part of which is

quoted above on Rom. iv. 2.) This would favour the active sense id quod
implet or aditnplet, which appears to be the proper sense of the English word
'complement' (see the Philological Society's Eitg. Diet. s.v.). Perhaps the

term ' concrete ' would most adequately express the normal meaning of th«

termination.
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13, 14. These two verses present a good deal of difficulty, of

rather a subtle kind.

1. What is the place occupied by the wor-ls iV'" 5« A/yw k.t.X. in

the ari,ument ? (i) Some ' Hort, WH, Lips.) place here the beginning

of a new paragi ajth, so Dr. Hort writes :
' after a passage on the

rejection of unbelieving Israel, and on God's ultimate purpose

involved in it, St. Paul turns swiftly round.' But an examination

of the context will show that there is really no break in the ideas.

The thought raised by the question in ver. 1 1 runs through the

whole paragraph to ver. 24, in fact really to ver. 32, and the

reference to the Gentiles in ver. 17 ff. is clearly incidental. Again

ver. 15 returns directly to ver. 12, repeating the same idea, but in

a way to justify also ver. 13. (ii) These verses in their appeal to

the Gentiles are therefore incidental, almost parenthetic, and are

introduced to show that this argument has an application to Gentiles

as well as Jews.

2. But what is the meaning of fth ovv (that this is the correct

reading see below) ? It is usual to take ovv in its ordinary sense of

therefore, and then to explain fxev by supposing an anacoluthon,

or by finding the contrast in some words that follow. So Gif.

' St. Paul, with his usual delicate courtesy and perfect mastery of

Greek, implies that this is but one part (/ie") of his ministry, chosen

as he was to bear Christ's name " before Gentiles and kings and

the children of Israel." Winer and others find the antithesis in

€1 77COS TTapa^TjXoya-co. But against these views may be urged two

reasons, (i) the meaning of fiev ovv. The usage at any rate in the

N. T. is clearly laid down by Evans on i Cor. vi. 3 {Speaker's

Comm. p. 285), ' the ovv may signify then or therefore only when
the fxiv falls back upon the preceding word, because it is expectant

of a coming 5e or arap' otherwise, as is pointed out, the iiiv must

coalesce with the ovv, and the idea is either ' corrective and substi-

tutive of a new thought, or confirmative of what has been stated

and addititious.' Now if there is this second use of txh ovv possible,

unless the 8e is clearly expressed the mind naturally would suggest

it, especially in St. Paul's writings where fxiv ovv is generally so

used : and as a matter of fact no instance is quoted in the N. T.

where oZv in ^iv ovv has its natural force in a case where it is not

followed by 8e (Heb. ix. i quoted by Winer does not apply, see

Westcott ad loc). But (ii) further ovv is not the particle required

bere. What St. Paul requires is not an apology for referring to

the Gentiles, but an apology to the Gentiles for devoting so much
attention to the Jews.

If these two points are admitted the argument becomes much
clearer. St. Paul remembers that the majority of his readers are

Gentiles ; he has come to a point where what he has to say touches

them nearly; he therefore shows parenthetically how his love for

T •
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his countrymen, and his zeal in carrying out his mission to the

Geni.lcs. combine lowards producing the same end. 'Do not think

that what I am saying has nothing to do wiih you Gentiles. It

makes me even more zealous in my work for you. That ministry

of mine to the Gentiles I do honour to and exa.'.t, seeking in this

way if perchance I may be able to move my countrymen to

jealousy' Then in ver. 15 he shows how this again reacts upon
the general scheme of his ministry. 'And this I do, because their

return to the Church will bring on that final consummation for

which we all look forward.'

13, u|xii/ Sc Xe'yw k.t.X. The ^«' expresses a slight contrast in

thought, and the vfilv is emphatic: ' But it is to you Gentiles I am
speaking. Nay more, so far as I am an Aposde of Gentiles,

I glorify my ministry : if thus by any means,' &c.

iQvuiv diroCTToXos : comp. Acts xxii. 21 ; Gal. ii. 7. 9; i Tim. ii. 7.

TT)!/ StaKoi'iai' fxou 8o|d^(ij. He may glorify his ministry, either

(i) by his words and speech ; if he teaches everywhere the duty of

preaching to the Gentiles he exalts that ministry : or (ii), perhaps

better, by doing all in his power to make it successful: comp.
I Cor. xii. 26 ('iTf So|u^frat fxfXos.

This verse and the references to the Gentiles that follow seem to

show conclusively that St. Paul expected the majority of his readers

to be Gentiles. Comp. Hort, J^om. and Eph. p. 22 'Though the

Greek is ambiguous the context appears to me decisive for taking

lixiv as the Church itself, and not as a part of it. In all the long

previous discussion bearing on the Jews, occupying nearly two and

a half chapters, the Jews are invariably spoken of in the third

person. In the half chapter that follows the Gentiles are constantly

spoken of in the second person. Exposition has here passed into

exhortation and warning, and the warning is exclusively addressed

to Gentiles : to Christians who had once been Jews not a word is

addressed.'

The variations in reading in the particles which occur in this verse suggest

that considerable difficulties were lelt in its interpretation. For v\uv hk

N A H P minusc.pauc, Syrr. Boh. Arm., Theodrt. cod. Jo.-Damasc. ; we find

in C vixiv ovv; while the Ti< with D E FGL &c Oiig.-lat. Chrys. &c. has

vyiv 7(Jp. Again yXv ovv is read by N A B C P, Boh., Cyr.Al. Jo.-Damasc.

;

fiiv only by Til with L &c., Oiig.Iat. Chrys. &c. (so Meyer); while the

Western group DEFG and some luinu-cules omit both.

It may be noticed in the Epp. of St. Paul that wherever y.lv ovv or ftevovp

ft occur there is considerable variation in the reading.

Rom. ix. 20 : ntvovvye N A K L P &c., Syrr. Boh. ; fi^v oZv B ; omit al-

together D F G.
X. 18: fxevowye om. F(jd. Orig.-lat

I Cor. vi. 4 : fxh' ovv most authorities ; F G yovv.

vi. 7 : fifv ovi/ A B C &c. : fiev K D Boh.
I Phil. iii. 8 : //^i/ oui/ B D E F G K L &c. ;

fitvovvyt NAP Boh.

The Western MSS. as a rule avoid the expression, while B is consistent ia

preferring it.
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14. ei TTws TrapaJifjXtdCTOi). ft ncot is used here interrogatively with

the aorist subjunctive (cp. Phil. iii. 10, 11). The grammarians
explain the expression by saying that we are to understand with it

o-KoTTwi'. ei TTcii occurs Acts xxvii. 12 with the optative, Rom, i. lo
with the future.

15 The two previous verses have been to a certain extent

parenthetical; in this verse the Apostle continues the argument of

ver. X2, repeating in a stronger form what he has there said, but in

such a way as to explain the statement made in vv. 13, 14, that by
thus caring for his fellow-countrymen he is fulfilling his mission

to the Gentile world. The casting away of the Jews has meant
the reconciliation of the world to Christ. Henceforth there is no
more a great wall of partition separating God's people from the

rest of the world. This is the first step in the founding of the

Messianic kingdom ; but when all the people of Israel shall have

come in there will be the final consummation of all things, and this

means the realization of the hope which the reconciliation of the

world has made possible.

diToPoXii : the rejection of the Jews for their faithlessness. The
meaning of the word is defined by the contrasted Trp6(r\r]\lris.

KaToKXayi] KoafAou: cf vv. 10, ii. The reconciliation was the

immediate result of St. Paul's ministry, which he describes elsewhere

(2 Cor. V. 18, X9) as a ministry of reconciliation; its final result,

the hope to which it looks forward, is salvation (varaXXayeWfr

(radrja-oneda) : the realization of this hope is what every Gentile

must long for, and therefore whatever will lead to its fulfilment

must be part of St. Paul's ministry.

irp6aXr]»|;is : the reception of the Jews into the kingdom of the

Messiah. The noun is not used elsewhere in the N. T,, but the

meaning is shown by the parallel use of the verb (cf. xiv. 3 ; xv. 7).

l^wT) cK veKpuiv. The meaning of this phrase must be determined

by that of KaTaWayfj Koafiov, The argument demands something

much stronger than that, which may be a climax to the section.

It may either be (i) used in a figurative sense, cf. Ezek. xxxvii. 3 flf.

;

Luke XV. 24, 32 o fiSfX^d? aov oiros veKpos rjv, Koi eCrjcrf' Kai aTroXojXcoy,

<at (vpedr). In this seuse it would mean the universal diffusion of

the Gospel message and a great awakening of spiritual life as the

result of it. Or (2), it may mean the 'general Resurrection' as

a sign of the inauguration of the Messianic Kingdom. In this

sense it would make a suitable antithesis to KaruXXayr]. The recon-

ciliation of the heathen and their reception into the Church on
earth was the first step in a process which led ultimately to their

<roiTT]pla. It gave them grounds for hoping for that which they

should enjoy in the final consummation. And this consummadon
would come when the kingdom was completed. In all contempo-
rary Jewish literature the Resurrection (whether partial or general)
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is a sign of the inauguration of the new era. Schiirer, GescJiichle, &c.

ii. p. 460; Jubilees xxiii. 29 'And at that time the Lord will heal

his servants, and they will arise and will see great peace and will

cast out their enemies; and the just shall see it and be thankful

and rejoice in joy to all eternity.' Erioch li. i (p. 139 ed. Charles)
' And in those days will the earth also give back those who are

treasured up within it, and Sheol also will give back that which it

has received, and hell will give back that which it owes. And he

will choose the righteous and holy from among them : for the day

of their redemption has drawn nigh.' As in the latter part of this

chapter St Paul seems to be largely influenced by the language

and forms of the current eschatology, it is very probable that the

second interpretation is the more correct; cf Origen viii. 9, p. 257
Tunc ettim erit assumtio Israel, quando lam et mortui vitam recipient

ei mmidus ex corruptibili incorruptibilis fiet, ei mortales immortalitate

donabuntur', and see below ver. 26.

16. St. Paul gives in this verse the grounds of his confidence in

the future of Israel. This is based upon the holiness of the Patriarchs

from whom they are descended and the consecration to God which

has been the result of this holiness. His argument is expressed in

two different metaphors, both of which however have the same
purpose.

dirapxTj . . . <|>upafia. The metaphor in the first part of the

verse is taken from Num. xv. 19, 20 'It shall be, that when ye

eat of the bread of the land, ye shall offer up an heave offering

unto the Lord. Of the first of your dough [atrapxh^ (pvpanaros LXX)
ye shall offer up a cake for an heave offering : as ye do the heave

oflering of the threshing floor, so shall ye heave it.' By the offering

of the first-fruits, the whole mass was considered to be consecrated

;

and so the holiness of the Patriarchs consecrated the whole people

from whom they came. That the meaning of the airapxf] is the

Patriarchs (and not Christ or the select remnant) is shown by the

parallelism with the second half of the verse, and by the explanation

of St. Paul's argument given in ver. 28 dyain]To\ 8ia roi/s nartpas,

dyia :
' consecrated to God as the holy nation ' in the technical

sense of ayws, cf. i. 7.

pi^a . . . KXdSoi. The same idea expressed under a different

image. Israel the Divine nation is looked upon as a tree; its

roots are the Patriarchs ; individual Israelites are the branches.

As then the Patriarchs are holy, so are the Israelites who belong

to the stock of the tree, and are nourished by the sap which
flows up to them from those roots.

17-24. The metaphor used in the second part of ver. 16 suggests

an image which the Apostle developes somewhat elaborately. The
image of an olive tree to describe Israel is taken from the Prophets

;

Jeremiah xi. i6 'The Lord called thy name, A green olive tree,
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fair with goodly fruit : wiih the noise of a great tumult He hath

kindled fire upon it, and the branches of it are broken
'

; Hosea
xiv. 6 ' His branches shall spread, and his beauty shall be as the

olive tree, and his smell as Lebanon.' Similar is the image of the

vine in Is. v. 7 ; Ps. Ixxx. 8 ; and (of the Christian Chn'-'^hT in John
XV. I ff.

The main points in this simile are the following:

—

The olive = the Church of God, looked at as one continuous

body; the Christian Church being the inheritor of the

privileges of the Jewish Church.

The root or stock (piCa) = that stock from which Jews and
Christians both alike receive their nourishment and strength,

viz. the Patriarchs, for whose faith originally Israel was
chosen (cf. vv. 28, 29).

The branches (ol K\d8oi) are the individual members of the

Church who derive their nourishment and virtue from the

stock or body to which they belong. These are of two
kinds:

The original branches ; these represent the Jews. Some have

been cut oflf from their want of faith, and no longer derive

any nourishment from the stock.

The branches of the wild olive which have been grafted in.

These are the Gentile Christians, who, by being so grafted

in, have come to partake of the richness and virtue of the

olive stem.

From this simile St. Paul draws two lessons, (i) The first is

to a certain extent incidental. It is a warning to the heathen

against undue exaltation and arrogance. By an entirely unnatural

process they have been grafted into the tree. Any virtue that

they may have comes by no merit of their own, but by the virtue

of the stock to which they belong ; and moreover at any moment
they may be cut off. It will be a less violent process to cut off

branches not in any way belonging to the tree, than it was to cut

off the original branches. But (2)—and this is the more im-

portant result to be gained from the simile, as it is summed up in

ver. 24—if God has had the power against all nature to graft in

branches from a wild olive and enable them to bear fruit, how much
more easily will He be able to restore to their original place the

branches which have been cut off.

St. Paul thus deduces from his simile consolation for Israel, but

incidentally also a warning to the Gentile members of the Church

—

a warning made necessary by the great importance ascribed to

them in ver. 1 1 f. Israel had been rejected for their sake.

17. Tivis' a meiosis. Cf. iii. 3 ri yap d f)TTL(TTr]adv Tii'f s ; Tivet 8e

€t7re, napnfivOovfxevos aiirovs, i>s noWaKis etpijKa/xcj», infi zroXA^ nXfiovs ol

flirtfTrfiacunts. Euthym.-Zig.
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eCeKXcia0T)aoi'. The same simile is used, with a different applica-

tion, Enoch XX vi. I kcli (KtiOtv e<p6)8ev(ra eh to fieirnu r^r -y^?, Acai t'5oK

TOjTov TjvXoyrjfifvoi/, iv <u berdpa e)(OVTa TTnpacpvddas pevovaas Koi ^XaoToiaat

TOV Sev^pOV eKKOTTiVTOi,

dypieXaios :
* the wild olive.' The olive, like the apple and most

other fruit trees, requires to have a graft from a cultivated tree,

otherwise the fruit of the seedling or sucker will be small and
valueless. The ungrafted tree is the natural or wild olive. It is

often confused with the oleaster {Eleagnus aiiguslifolius), but quite

incorrectly, this being a plant of a different natural order, which
however like the olive yields oil, although of an inferior character.

See Tristram, Natural Hist, of the Bible, pp. 371-377.
eceKei'TpiffGris ei' auTois :

' wert grafted in amongst the branches of

the cultivated olive.' St. Paul is here describing a wholly unnatural

process. Grafts must necessarily be of branches from a cultivated

olive inserted into a wild stock, the reverse process being one
which would be valueless and is never performed. But the whole
strength of St. Paul's argument depends upon the process being

an unnatural one (cf. ver. 24 Ka\ napa 4>^aiv fVfKfvTpiadqs); it is

beside the point therefore to quote passages from classical writers,

which, even if they seem to support St. Paul's language, describe

a process which can never be actually used. They could only show
the ignoiance of others, they would not justify him. Cf Origen viii. 10,

p. 265 Sed ne hoc quidem laieat nos in hoc loco, qtiod non eo ordine

Apostolus olivae ei oleastri similitudinejn posuit, quo apud agricolas

habetur. llli enim niagis olivam oleastro iriserere, et non olivae

oleastrutn solent : Paulus vero Apostolica auctoritate 01 dine com-

mutato res magis causis, quam causas rebus aptavit.

auyKoii'wi'os : i Cor. ix. 23 ; Phil. i. 7 ; and cf. Eph. iii. 6 ilvai to.

(6vr] avyKkr]povi'ipu Koi. avaacofxa Koi iTVfj.piTO\a Tijs enayyeXiai iv \piaT(a

Irjaov dta tov evttyyeXiov.

TTJS pl'i^TJS TT]S TTIOTTJTOS Ttjs IXttia? '. COmp. Jud. Ix. 9 Koi fllTiV aVTo'iS

fj (Xaia, Mtj a?roXfi\//ncra ttjv TrioTrjrd fiov , . . nopevcropiu ; Jest. X//.
Pat. Levi, 8 6 TrtpnTOs KXdbov juoi (Xaias «Sco/ce ttiottjtos. 1 he

genitive r^t ntoTrjTos is taken by Weiss as a genitive of quality, as

in the quotation above, and so the phrase comes to mean ' the fat

root of the olive.' Lips, explains ' the root from which the fatness

of the olive springs.'

The genitive t^s TnvrrjTOi seemed clumsy and unnatural to later revisers,

and so was modified either by the insertion of /cat after pt^'l^, as in N" A and
later MbS. with Vuli^. Syrr. Arm. Aeth.. Orig.-Iat. Chrys., or by the omission

of rrji /5(^t;s in Western authorities D F G Iren.-lat.

18. p.T] KaxaKauxw xwi' KXdScjt'. St. Paul seems to be thinking of

Gentile Christians who despised the Jews, both such as had

become believers and such as had not. The Church of Corinth

could furnish many instances of new converts who were carried
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away by a feeling of excessive confidence, and who, partly on
grounds of race, partly because tljey had understood or though*

they had understood the PauUne teaching of eXevBtpia, were full o.

contempt for the Jewish Christians and the Jewish race. Inci-

dentally St. Paul takes the opportunity of rebuking such as them.

ou au TT)»' plt,av k.t.X. ' All your spiritual strength comes from

the stock on which you have been grafted.' In the ordinary process

It may be when a grafi of the cultivated olive is set on a wild stock

the goodness of the fruit comes from the graft, but in this case it is

the reverse ; any merit, any virtue, any hope of salvation that the

Gentiles may have arises entirely from the fact that they are grafted

on a stock whose roots are the Patriarchs and to which the Jews,

by virtue of their birth, belong.

19. epets ooi'. The Gentile Christian justifies his feeling of

confidence by reminding St. Paul that branches (kXciBoi, not oi

KXddoi) had been cut off to let him in : therefore, he might argue,

I am of more value than they, and have grounds for my self-

confidence and contempt.

20. KaXws. St. Paul admits the statement, but suggests that the

Gentile Christian should remember what were the conditions on
which he was admitted. The Jews were cast off for want of faith, he

was admitted for faith. There w-as no merit of his own, therefore

he has no grounds for over-confidence :
' Be not high-minded

;

rather fear, for if you trust in your merit instead of showing faith

in Christ, you will suffer as the Jews did for their self-confidence

and want of faith.'

21. et yap o 0«os k.t.X. This explains the reason which made
it right that they should fear. * The Jews—the natural branches

—

disbelieved and were not spared; is it in any way likely that you,

if you disbelieve, will be spared when they were not—you who have

not any natural right or claim to the position you now occupy ?

'

otiSt o-ov (j>€icreTai is the correct reading (with N A B C P mtn. pauc, Boh.,

Orig.-lat., &c.); either because the direct future seemed too strong or under
the influence of the Latin ne forte nee tibipareat Vulg. and Iren.-lat.) ixtivoj^

oibi crov was read by D F G L &c., Syrr. Chiys. &c., then (peicreTai was changed
into (peiariTut {mt)i. pane, and Chiys.) for the sake of the grammar, and found

its way into the TR.

22. The Apostle sums up this part of his argument by deducing

from this instance the two sides of the Divine character. God is full

of goodness (ji^pricfTurr\%, cf. ii. 4) and loving-kindness towards man-
kind, and that has been shown by His conduct towards those

Gentiles who have been received into the Christian society. That
goodness will always be shown towards them if they repose their

confidence on it, and do not trust in their own merits or the

privileged position they enjoy. On the other hand the treatment

of the Jews shows the severity which also belongs to the character
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of God; a severity exercised against them just because they trusted

in themselves. God can ?ho\v the same severity against the Gentiles

and cut them off as well as the Jew.

aitoTofila and xpvo'tott;? should be read in the second part of the verse,

with K ABC Oiig. Jo.-Damasc. against the accusative of the Western and
Syrian text. D has a mixed reading, airoTOfuav and XPI^'''^''"'!^ '• the as-

fimilation was easier in the first word than in the second. The 0eoC after

XprjaTuTTjs is omitted by later MSS. with Clem.-Alex., Orig. from a desire

for uniformity.

lotf iTrtfieirjjs. The condition of their enjoying this goodness is

that they trust in it, and not in their position.

Kal cru: emphatic like the fya of ver. 19 'You too as well as the

Jews.'

23. St. Paul now turns from the warning to the Gentile Christians,

which was to a certain extent incidental, to the main subject of the

paragraph, the possibility of the return of the Jews to the Divine

Kingdom ; their grafting into the Divine stock.

Kal cKeik'oi Be :
' yes, and they too.'

24. This verse sums up the main argument. If God is so

powerful that by a purely unnatural process {napa (^va-iv) tie can
graft a branch of wild olive into a stock of the cultivated plant, so

that it should receive nourishment from it ; can He not equally well,

nay far more easily, reingraft branches which have been cut off

the cultivated olive into their own stock? The restoration of

Israel is an easier process than the call of the Gentiles,

T^e Merits of the Fathers.

In what sense does St. Paul say that Israelites are holy because

the stock from which they come is holy (ver. 16), that they are

ayanr]To\ 8i.a rovi narepas (vef. 28)? He might almost Seem to be

taking up himself the argument he has so often condemned, that

the descent of the Jews from Abraham is sufficient ground for

their salvation.

The greatness of the Patriarchs had become one of the common-
places of Jewish Theology. For them the world was created {Apoc.

Baruch, xxi. 24). They had been surrounded by a halo of myth
and romance in popular tradition and fancy (see the note on iv. 3),

and very early the idea seems to have prevailed that their virtues

had a power for others as well as for themselves. Certainly Ezekiel

in the interests of personal religion has to protest against some
such view :

' Though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, were
in it, they should deliver but their own souls by their righteousness,

saith the Lord God' (Ezek. xiv. 14). We know how this had
developed by the time of our Lord, and the cry had arisen :

* We
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have Abraham for our father * (see note on ii. 3). At a later iat;

the doctrine of the merits of the Fathers had been developed

into a system. As Israel was an organic body, the several

members of which were closely bound together, the superfluous

merits of the one part might be transferred to another. Of
Solomon before he sinned it was said that he earned all by his

own merit, after he sinned by the merit of the Fathers (Kohel

rabba do*'). A comment on the words of Cant. i. 5 'I am black,

but comely,' closely resembles the dictum of St. Paul in ver. 18
' Tli€ congregation of Israel speaks : I am black through mine

own works, but lovely through the works of my fathers ' {Shemoth

rabba, c. 23). So again: 'Israel lives and endures, because it

supports itself on the fathers ' {ib. c. 44). A very close parallel to

the metaphor of ver. 1 7 f. is given by Wajjikra rabba, c. 36 ' As
this vine supports itself on a trunk which is dry, while it is itself

fresh and green, so Israel supports itself on the merit of the fathers,

although they already sleep.' So the merit of the fathers is a general

possession of the whole people of Israel, and the protection of the

whole people in the day of Redemption (Shemoth rabba, c. 44;
Beresch rabba, c. 70). So Pesikta 153b 'The Holy One spake to

Israel : My sons, if ye will be justified by Me in the judgement,

make mention to Me of the merits of your fathers, so shall ye be

justified before Me in the judgement' (see Weber, Altsyn. Theol.

p. 280 f.).

Now, although St. Paul lays great stress on the merits of the

Fathers, it becomes quite clear that he had no such idea as this in

his mind ; and it is convenient to put the developed Rabbinical

idea side by side with his teaching in order to show at once the

resemblance and the divergence of the two views. It is quite clear

in the first place that the Jews will not be restored to the Kingdom
on any ground but that of Faith; so ver. 23 Vav /ifj em^dvcoa-i ttj

dmaTiq. And in the second place St. Paul is dealing (as becomes
quite clear below) not with the salvation of individuals, but with

the restoration of the nation as a whole. The merits of the Fathers

are not then looked upon as the cause of Israel's salvation, but as

a guarantee that Israel will attain that Faith which is a necessary

condition of their being saved. It is a guarantee from either of

two points of view. So far as our Faith is God's gift, and so far

as we can ascribe to Him feelings of preference or affection for one

race as opposed to another (and we can do so just as much as

Scripture does), it is evidence that Israel has those qualities

which will attract to it the Divine Love. Those qualities of the

founders of the race, those national qualities which Israel inherits,

and which caused it to be selected as the Chosen People, these it

still possesses. And on the o.her side so far as Faith comes by

human effort or character, so far that Faith of Abraham, for which
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he was accounted righteous before God, is a guarantee that the

same Faith can be developed in his descendants. After all it is

because they are a religious race, clinging too blindly to their own
views, that they are rejected, and not because they are irreligious.

They have a zeal for God, if not according to knowledge. When
the day comes that that zeal is enlisted in the cause of the Messiah,

the world will be won for Christ; and that it will be so enlisted the

sanctity and the deep religious instinct of the Jewish stock as

exhibited by the Patriarchs is, if not certain proof, at any rate evi-

dence which appeals with strong moral force.

MERCY TO ALL THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OP OOT^

XI. 25-36. All this is the unfolding of a mystery. The

whole world, both Jew and Gentile, shall enter the Kingdom ;

but a passing phase of disobedience has been allozved to the

Jews now, as to the Gentiles in the past, that both alike, Jew
as well as Getitile, may need and receive the Divine mercy

(vv. 25-32). What a stupendous exhibition of the Divine

mercy and wisdom (vv. ^"^-^fi^ '

"^^ But I must declare to you, my brethren, the purpose hitherto

concealed, but now revealed in these dealings of God with His

people. I must not leave you ignorant. I must guard you

against self-conceit on this momentous subject. That hardening

of heart which has come upon Israel is only partial and temporary.

It is to last only until the full complement of the Gentiles has

entered into Christ's kingdom. ^^When this has come about then the

whole people of Israel shall be saved. So Isaiah (lix. 20) described

the expected Redeemer as one who should come forth from the

Holy city and should remove impieties from the descendants of

Jacob, and purify Israel: '^''he would in fact fulfil God's covenant

with His people, and that would imply, as Isaiah elsewhere explains

(xxvii. 9), a time when God would forgive Israel's sins. This is

our ground for believing that the Messiah who has come will bring

salvation to Israel, and that He will do it by exercising the Divine pre-

rogative of forgiveness; if Israel now needs forgiveness this only

makes us more confident of the truth of the prophecy. *^In the

Divine plan, according to which the message of salvation has been

preached, the Jews are treated as enemies of God, that room may
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be found for you Gentiles in the kingdom ; but this does not alter

the fact that by the Divine principle of selection, they are still the

beloved of the Lord, chosen for the sake of their ancestors, the

Patriarchs. "God has showered upon them His blessings and

called them to His privileges, and He never revokes the choice

He has made. ^^ There is thus a parallelism between your case

and theirs. You Gentiles were once disobedient to God. Now it

has -been Israel's turn to be disobedient ; and that disobedience has

brought to you mercy. '^ In like manner their present disobedience

will have this result : that they too will be recipients of the same

mercy that you have received. ^'And the reason for the dis-

obedience may be understood in both cases, if we look to the final

purpose. God has, as it were, locked up all mankind, first Gendles

and then Jews, in the prison-house of unbelief, that He may be able

at last to show His mercy on all alike.

'' When we contemplate a scheme like this spread out before us

in vast panorama, how forcibly does it bring home to us the in-

exhaustible profundity of that Divine mind by which it was planned I

The decisions which issue from that mind and the methods by which

it works are alike inscrutable to man. '* Into the secrets of the

Almighty none can penetrate. No counsellor stands at His ear to

whisper words of suggestion. '" Nothing in Him is derived from

without so as to be claimed back again by its owner. ^^ He is the

source of all things. Through Him all things flow. He is the

final cause to which all things tend. Praised for ever be His

name ! Amen.

25-36. St. Paul's argument is now drawing to a close. He has

treated all the points that are necessary. He has proved that

the rejection of Israel is not contrary to Divine justice or Divine

promises. He has convicted Israel of its own responsibility. He
has shown how historically the rejection of Israel had been the

cause of preaching the Gospel to the heathen, and this has led to

far-reaching speculation on the future of Israel and its ultimate

restoration ; a future which may be hoped for in view of the spiritual

character of the Jewish race and the mercy and power of God.
And now he seems to see all the mystery of the Divine purpose

unfolded before him, and he breaks away from the restrained and
formal method of argument he has hitherto imposed upon himself

Jubt as when treating of the Resurrection, his argument passes into

revelation, 'Behold, I tell you a mystery' (i Cor. xv. 51) : so here
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he declares not merely as the result of his argument, but as an

authoritalive revelation, the mystery of the Divine purpose.

25. ou yap O^J^u "fias dykoeii': c f. i. 13 ; I Cor. X. I ; xii. i ; 2 Cor.

i. 8 ; I Thess. iv. 13 : a phrase used by St. Paul to emphasize

something of especial importance which he wislies to bring home
to his readers. It always has the impressive addition of ' brethren.'

The yap connects the verse immediately with what precedes, but

also with the general argument. St. Paul's argument is like

a ladder ; each step follows from what precedes ; but from time to

time there are, as it were, resting-places which mark a definite

paint gained towards the end he has in view.

TO p.uonipioc TouTO. On the meaning of 'mystery' in St. Paul

see Lightfoot, Colosstans, i. 26; Hatch, Ess. in Bill. Gk. p. 57 ff.

Just at the time when Christianity was spreading, the mysteries as

professing to reveal something more than was generally known,

especially about the future state, represented the most popular form

of religion, and from them St. Paul borrows much of his phraseology.

So in Col. i. 28, i Cor. ii. 6 we have ri\eiov, in Phil. iv. 12

HefjLinjfiai, in Eph. i. 13 acppayi^ta-fiai ; SO in Ign. Ephes. 12 ITaiiXoi)

avfipvarai. But whereas among the heathen fivarfjpiov was alwa)S

osed of a mystery concealed, with St. Paul it is a mystery revealed.

It is his mission to make known the Word of God, the mystery

which has been kept silent from eternal ages, but has now been

revealed to mankind (i Cor. ii. 7; Eph. iii. 3, 4; Rom. xvi. 25).

This mystery, which has been declared in Christianity, is the eternal

purpose of God to redeem mankind in Christ, and all that is im-

plied in that. Hence it is used of the Incarnation (i Tim. iii. 16),

of the crucifixion of Christ (i Cor. ii. i, 7), of the Divine purpose

to sum up all things in Him (Eph. i. 9), and especially of the

inclusion of the Gentiles in the kingdom (Eph. iii. 3, 4 ; Col. i. 26,

27 ; Rom. xvi. 25). Here it is used in a wide sense of the whole
plan or scheme of redemption as revealed to St. Paul, by which

Jews and Gentiles alike are to be included in the Divine Kingdom,
and all things are working up, although in ways unseen and
unknown, to that end.

Iva p,T) ^T6 Trap* laurots 4)p(5fifAoi :
' that you may not be wise in

your own conceits,' i. e. by imagining that it is in any way through

your own merit that you have accepted what others have refused

:

it has been part of the eternal purpose of God.

(V iavroii ought probably to be read with A B, Jo.-Damasc. instead of trap'

iavToU N C D L &c., Chiys. &c., as the latter would probably be introduced

from xii. 16. Both expressions occur in the LXX. Is. v. 21 o2 awerol if

iavTots, Prov. iii. 7 h^ '"St ippuvifio^ irapcL atavr^.

irupojais K.T.X. :
' a hardening in part' (cf. et iJ-tpov^ i Cor. xii. 27).

St. Paul asserts once more what he has constantly insisted on

throughout this chapter, that this fall of the Jews is only par':ial
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(cf. w. 5, 7, 17), but here he definitely adds a point to which he

has been working up in the previous section, that it is only tem-

porary and that the limitation in time is 'until all nations of the

earth come into the kingdom'; cf. Luke xxi. 24 'and Jerusalem

shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times of the

Gentiles be fulfilled.'

TO irXi7pa)|xa twi' iQvStv: the full completed number, the comple-

ment of the Gentiles, i. e. the Gentile world as a whole, just as in

ver. 12 TO TrX^pana is the Jewish nation as a whole.

There was a Jewish basis to these speculations on the completed number.
Apoc. Baruck xxiii. 4 guia quando peccavit Adam et decreta fuit mors contra

eos qui gignercntur, tunc numerata est multitude eorum qui gigiierentur,

et mimero illi praeparatus est locus ubi habitarent vivenles et ubi custo-

direntur mortui, nisi ergo compleatur numerus praedictus non vivet creatiira

... 4 (5) Ezra ii. 40, 41 (where Jewish ideas underlie a Christian work)
recipe, Sion, numerum tuum et conclude candidates tuos, qui legem Domini
complcvertitit : filiorum izcorum, quos oplabas, plenus est numerus : roga

imperium Domini ut sanctificetur populus tuus qui vocatus est ab initio.

eiaeXGr) was used almost technically of entering into the Kingdom
or the Divine glory or life (cf. Matt. vii. 2 1 ; xviii. 8 ; Mark ix.

43-47.), and so came to be used absolutely in the same sense

(Matt. vii. 13 ; xxiii. 13; Luke xiii. 24).

26. Kal ouTu :
* and so,' i. e. by the whole Gentile world coming

into the kingdom and thus rousing the Jews to jealousy, cf. ver. 1 1 f.

These words ought to form a new sentence and not be joined

with the preceding, for the following reasons: (i) the reference of

ovTci) is to the sentence axpn ov k.t.\. We must not therefore

make ovtod . , . aoidi^a-eTM coordinate with natpwa-is . . . ytyovev and
subordinate to on, for if we did so ot^rw would be explained by

the sentence with which it is coordinated, and this is clearly not

St. Paul's meaning. He does not mean that Israel will be saved

because it is hardened. (2) The sentence, by being made in-

dependent, acquires much greater emphasis and force.

iras 'lo-pai]\. In what sense are these words used? (i) The
whole context shows clearly that it is the actual Israel of history

that is referred to. This is quite clear from the contrast with to

7r\Tjpu)fjLa Twv (duo)v in ver. 25, the use of the term Israel in the same
verse, and the drift of the argument in vv. 17-24. It cannot be

interpreted either of the spiritual Israel, as by Calvin, or the

remnant according to the election of grace, or such Jews as believe,

or all who to the end of the world shall turn unto the Lord.

(2) nas must be taken in the proper meaning of the word:
' Israel as a whole, Israel as a nation,' and not as necessarily in-

cluding every individual Israelite. Cf. i Kings xii. i Ka\ fine

2ap.ovf]\ TTpos navTa 'laparjX : 2 Chron. xii. I eyKaTeXnre ras evroXai

Kvpiov Ka\ nas 'larparjX per avTOV : Dan. ix. II Koi Tray ^laparjX wapf^rjaaif

t6i> vofiov auv Koi i^tiikivav tov uij aKoiaai, t^s (j)a>v^s aov.
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<ra)0^<TeTai :
' shall attain the aarijpla of the IMessianic age by

being received into the Christian Church': the Jewish conception

of the Messianic acoTrjpla being fulfilled by the spiritual (rarrjpia of

Christianity. Cf. x. 13.

So the words of St. Paul mean simply this. The people of

Israel as a nation, and no longer ano iifpov;, shall be united with

the Christian Church. They do not mean that every Israelite shall

finally be saved. Of final salvation St. Paul is not now thinking,

nor of God's dealings with individuals, nor does he ask about those

who are already dead, or who will die before this salvation of

Israel is attained. He is simply considering God's dealings with

the nation as a whole. As elsewhere throughout these chapters,

St. Paul is dealing with peoples and classes of men. He looks

forward in prophetic vision to a time when the whole earth,

including the kingdoms of the Gentiles (r6 nXfjpwfia rau idvwv) and
the people of Israel (n-as 'la-parjX), shall be united in the Church of

God.

26, 27. KaOus Y^YP*^''^'''**'- The quotation is taken from the

LXX of Is. lix. 20, the concluding words being added from Is.

xxvii. 9. The quotation is free : the only important change, how-
ever, is the substituuon of fV 2io)v for the ei^fKev licov of the LXX.
The Hebrew reads 'and a Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto

them that turn from transgression in Jacob.' The variation

apparently comes from Ps. xiii. 7, lii. 7 (LXX) ris Swo-et «k 2t«i/ r6

<Tuni]pLov Tox) lapai'jX
J

The passage occurs in the later portion of Isaiah, just where the

Prophet dwells most fully on the high spiritual destinies of Israel;

and its application to the Messianic kingdom is in accordance with

the spirit of the original and with Rabbinic interpretation. St. Paul

uses the words to imply that the Redeemer, who is represented by
the Prophets as coming from Zion, and is therefore conceived by
him as realized in Christ, will in the end redeem the whole of Israel.

The passiige, as quoted, implies the complete purification of Israel

from their iniquity by the Redeemer and the forgiveness of their

sins by God.
In these speculations St. Paul was probably strongly influenced,

at any rate as to their form, by Jewish thought. The Rabbis con-
nected these passages with the Messiah : cf. Tract. Sa^ihedrin, f.

98. I ' R. Jochanan said: When thou shalt see the time in which

many troubles shall come like a river upon Israel, then expect the

Messiah himself as says Is. lix. 19.' Moreover a universal restora-

tion of Israel was part of the current Jewish expectation. All

Isniel should be collected together. There was to be a kingdom
in Palestine, and in order that Israel as a whole might share in

this there was to be a general resurrection. Nor was the belief in

the coming in of the fulness of the Gentiles without parallel
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Although later Judaism entirely denied all hope to the Gentiles,

much of the Judaism of St. Paul's day still maintained the O. T.
belief (Is. xiv. 2; Ixvi. 12, 19-21; Dan. ii. 44; vii. 14, 27). So
Enoch xc. 33 'And all that had been destroyed and dispersed and
all the beasts of the field and all the birds of the heaven assembled

in that house, and the Lord of the sheep rejoiced with great joy

because they were all good and had returned to his house.' Orac.

SidyII. iii. 710 f. f"' rort bf] vrjcroi naaai TroXtfS t epeovaiv . . . fiei/Tf,

neaoi'Tes anavret eVt x^°''* Xtcnrw/tecT^a dddvarov ^airiKrja, Oeov fieyav

devnov re. Ps. Sol. xvii. 33-35 'And he shall purge Jerusalem and
make it holy, even as it was in the days of old, so that the nadons
may come from the ends of the earth to see his glory, bringing as

gifts her sons that had fainted, and may see the glory of the Lord,

wherewith God hath glorified her.' The centre of this kingdom
will be Jerusalem (compare the extract given above), and it is

perhaps influenced by these conceptions that St. Paul in ix. 26

inserts the word * there ' and here reads (k Sttbi/. If this be so, it

shows how, although using so much of the forms and language of

current conceptions, he has spiritualized just as he has broadened

them. Gal. iv. 26 shows that he is thinking of a Jerusalem which

is above, very different from the purified earthly Jerusalem of the

Rabbis; and this enables us to see how here also a spiritual

conception underlies much of his language.

6 puo/iev'os : Jesus as the Messiah. Cf. i Thess. i. 10.

27. Kal auTT] k.t.X. : 'and whensoever I forgive their sins then

shall my side of the covenant I have made with them be fulfilled.'

28. Kara ^kv to f.(sa.-\iyiKi.ov'. 'as regards the Gospel order, the

principles by which God sends the Gospel into the world.' This

verse sums up the argument of vv. n-24.
Ix^poi : treated by God as enemies and therefore shut off from

Him.
81* ufias :

' for your sake, in order that you by their exclusion

may be brought into the Messianic Kingdom.'
Kard %k t(\v cKXoyi^i' :

' as regards the principle of election :

'

' because they are the chosen race.' That this is the meaning is

shown by the fact that the word is parallel to fiayyeXiov. It cannot

mean here, as in vv. 5, 6, 'as regards the elect,' i.e. the select

remnant. It gives the grounds upon which the chosen people were

beloved. With dYairif)Toi, cf. ix. 25; the quotation there probably

suggested the word.

8id Tous irarepas : cf. ix. 4 ; xi. 16 f. :
* for the sake of the Patri-

archs ' from whom the Israelites have sprung and who were well-

pleasing to God.
29. St. Paul gives the reason for believing that God will not

desert the people whom He has called, and chosen, and on whom
He has showered His Divine blessings. It lies in the unchangeable
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nature of God : He does not repent Him of the choice that He has

made.

dfiera|ieXi]Ta : 2 Cof. vii. lo. The Divine gifts, such as have

been enumerated in ix. 4, 5, and such as God has showered upon
the Jews, bear the impress of the Giver. As He is not one who
will ever do that for which He will afterwards feel compunction,

His feelings of mercy towards the Jews will never change.

•f\ kXtjctis : the calling to the Kingdom.
30. The grounds for believing that God does not repent for the

gifts that He has given may be gathered from the parallelism

between the two cases of the Jews and the Gentiles, in one of which

His purpose has been completed, in the other not so. The Gentile

converts were disobedient once, as St. Paul has described at length

in the first chapter, but yet God has now shown pity on them, and

to accomplish this He has taken occasion from the disobedience of

the Jews : the same purpose and the same plan of providence may
be seen also in the case of the Jews. God's plan is to make dis-

obedience an opportunity of showing mercy. The disobedience

of the Jews, like that of the Gentiles, had for its result the manifesta

tion of the mercy of God.
The ufxeis shows that this verse is written, as is all this chapter,

with the thought of Gentile readers prominently before the writer's

mind,

31. Tw ofxerepw eXeei :
* by that same mercy which was shown to

you.' If the Jews had remained true to their covenant God would
have been able on His side merely to exhibit fidelity to the

covenant. As they have however been disobedient, they equally

with the Gentiles are recipients of tne Divine mercy. These words
TW vu(T€p(o e'Xe'ei go with (XfrjBwai, cf. Gah ii. lo; a Cor. xii. 7, as is

shown by the parallelism of the two clauses

PVV de ^\(T}dt)Tt TJ TOVTCiV aTTtldflf

r^ vfitrfpto f\fti ipa kcu avrol vvv eKttjdan,

This parallelism of the clauses may account for the presence of

the second rOi/ with eKfTjdwai, which should be read with K B D, Boh.,

Jo. Damasc. It was omitted by Syrian and some Western authorides

(A E F G, &c. Vulg. Syrr. Arm. Aeth., Orig.-lat. rell.) because it

seemed hardly to haimonize with facts. The authorities for it

aie too varied for it to be an accidental insertion arising from a
repetition of the previous I'w.

32. St. Paul now generalizes from these instances the character

of God's plan, and concludes his argument with a maxim which
solves the riddle of the Divine action. There is a Divine purpose
in the sin of mankind described in i. i8-iii. 20; there is a Divine
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purpose in the faithlessness of the Jews. The object of both alike

is to give occasion for the exhibition of the Divine mercy. If God
has shut men up in sin it is only that He may have an oppor-

tunity of showing His compassion. So in Gal. iii. 22 d\\a avv-

(K\ei<T€V f) ypa(})!j to. ndvra vtto afiaprinv, iva ^ (irayyiKia fK iricrTfcos Irjaov

XpioTvv 8odfi Toh ma-revova-i, the result of sin is represented as being

to give the occasion for the fulfilment of the promise and the

mission of the Messiah. All God's dealings with the race are in

accordance with His final purpose. However harsh they may
seem, when we contemplate the final end we can only burst forth

inio thankfulness to God.
<TuviK\eicT€ yotp 6 ©eo's : cf. i. 24 f., and see below, p. 347.
o'oi'eKXeio-e : Ps. Ixxviii [Ixxvii]. 62 ' He gave his people over

unto the sword {avv(K!\fi(rev tls pojjLcjxnav).' Used with the pregnant

sense of giving over so that there can be no escape.

Tous irdi'Tas. Not necessarily every single individual, but all looked

at collectively, as the n\r]pa)pa tmv iOvav and irai 'lapafjX. All the classes

into which the world may be divided, Jew and Gentile alike, will be

admitted into the Messianic Kingdom or God's Church. The
reference is not here any more than elsewhere to the final salvation

of every individual.

33. St. Paul has concluded his argument. He has vindicated

the Divine justice and mercy. He has shown how even the reign

of sin leads to a beneficent result. And now, carried away by the

contrast between the apparent injustice and the real justice of God,

having demonstrated that it is our knowledge and not His goodness

that is at fault when we criticize Him, he bursts forth in a great

ascription of praise to Him, declaring the unfathomable character

of His wisdom.

We may notice that this description of the Divine wisdom re-

presents not so much the conclusion of the argument as the assump-

tion that underlies it. It is because we believe in the infinite

character of the Divine power and love that we are able to argue

that if in one case unexpectedly and wonderfully His action has

been justified, therefore in other cases we may await the result,

resting in confidence on His wisdom.

Marcion's text, which had omitted everythinjj between x. 5 and xi. 34 (see

on ch. x) here resumes. Tert. quotes w. 32, 33 as follows: profundum
divitiarum et iapientiae Dei, et ininvestigabiles viae eius, omitting koI

yyaiaeojs and ws dve^ipevuijTa to, Kpifiara adrov. Then follow TV. 34> 35
without any variation. On ver. 36 we know nothing. See Zahn, p. 518.

PdGos : ' inexhaustible wealth.' Cf. Prov. xviii. 3 ^ddos Kaawv,

troubles to which there is no bottom. The three genitives that

follow are probably coordinate ; tvXovtov means the wealth of the

Divine grace, cf. x. 12 ; o-o(^tuf and yvaa-fas are to be distinguished

as meaning the former, a broad and comprehensive survey of things

i »
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in their special relations, what we call Philosophy ; the latter an

intuitive penetrating perception of particular truths (see Lft. on

Col. i. 9).

di/c^epeukTiTa : Prov. xxv. 3, Sym. ; and perhaps Jer. xvii. 9, Sym.
(Field, Hexapla, ii. 617), 'unsearchable'; KpLfiara, not judicial de-

cisions, but judgements on the ways and plans of life. Cf. Ecclus.

xvii. I 2 8ia6i]Krjv aloovos (aTTjirfv fier avTmv, Koi to Kpiixara avrov vntSfi^fv

aiiTols.

ave^iyviatrroi :
' that cannot be traced out,' Eph. iii. 8

; Job v. 9

;

ix. 10 ; xxxiv. 24. This passage seems to have influenced i Clem.

Rom. XX. 5 nj^vo'crav re dve^LxvLa(rTa .... <rvv€)(fTai npi <ttayfiaaiv.

34. Tis yap eyi/o) k.t.X. This is taken from Is. xl. 13, varying

only very slightly from the LXX. It is quoted also i Cor. ii. 16.

35. r\ Tis irpoe'ScoKei' auxu. Kal di'TaTToSo9i]aeTai outw; taken from

Jobxli. 1 1, but not the LXX, which reads (ver. 2)Tii iwria-TTjcreTai fioi koI

vTTo/iifi/a ; The Hebrew (RV.) reads, ' Who haih first given unto me
that I should repay him?' It is interesting to notice that the only

other quotation in St. Paul which varies very considerably from the

LXX is also taken from the book of Job (i Cor. iii. 19, cf Job v. 13),

see p. 302. This verse corresponds to a Qudos nXovTov. 'So rich

are the spiritual gifts of God, that none can make any return, and

He needs no recompense for what He gives.'

36. God needs no recompense, for all things that are exist in

Him, all things come to man through Him, and to Him all return.

He is the source, the agent, and the final goal of all created things

and all spiritual life.

Many commentators have attempted to find in these words
a reference to the work of the different persons of the Trinity (see

esp. Liddon, who restates the aij^ument in the most successful

form). But (i) the prepositions do not suit this interpretation :

81' aoToG indeed expresses the attributes of the Son, but els aurot'

can not naturally or even possibly be used of the Spirit. (2) The
whole argument refers to a different line of thought. It is the

relation of the Godhead as a whole to the universe and to created

things. God (not necessarily the Father) is the source and inspirer

and goal of all things.

This fundamental assumption of the infinite character of the Divine
wisdom was one which St. Paul would necessarily inherit from Judnism.
It is expressed most clearly and definitely in writings produced immedialely
after the fall of Jerusalem, when the pious Jew who still preserved a belief

in the Divine favour towards Israel could find no hope or solution of the

problem but in a tenacious adherence to what he could hold only by faith.

God's ways are deeper and more wonderful than man could ever understaii<l

or fathom : only this was ceitain—that there was a Divine purpose of love

towards Israel which would be shown in God's own time. There are many
resemblances to St. Paul, not only in thfui^^ht but in expression, .-l/oc.

Baruch xiv. S, 9 Sed quis. Dotninator Doniiiie. assequettir iudiciunt tuum ?

aut quis investigabit profundum viae luat f aut quis suppulabit gravitaUm
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1

semitae ttiae t out qiiis poterit cogitare consilium tnum incoinprchensibile f

attt qitis unquain ex natis iitvetiiet principimn autJinem sapieiitiae tuae ? . .

.

XX. 4 et tunc ostendam tihi itidicium virtiitis tneae, et vias \in investigahiles

. . . xxi. 10 tu enim solus es vivtns immortalis et [in investigabilis et

numerum hominiim nosti . . . liv. 1 2, 13 ecquis enim assimilahitur in mira-
bililms tuis, Deus, aut quis comprehendet cogilationem tuain profundain
vttae ? Quia tu consilio tiw guhernas oinnes crca/uras quas creavil dextera
tua, et tu omnem fo7ttcm Incis apud te constituisti, et thesaiirum sapienliat

lubius thronum tuum pi aeparasti . . . Ixxv quis assimilahitur, Doniine, bo>ii-

tati tuae? est enim incoinprehensibilis. Aut quis scruiabitur viiseralicms

tuas, quae sunt injinilae ? aut quis comprehendet intelligcntiam ttiam ? aut
quis poterit consonare cogitationes mentis tuae ? 4 Ezra v. 34 torqucnt vie

renes mei per omnem horam quaerentem apprehendere semitam Altissimi et

invesiigare partem iudicii eius. et dixit ad me Nan poles . . . ^o et dixit ad
me Quomodo non pates facere umim de his quae dicta sunt, sic nan poteris

invenire iudicium tneum autJinem caritatis quam populo promisH

The Argument of Romans IX-XI.

In the summary that has been given (pp. 269-275) of the various

opinions which have been held concerning the theology of tiiis

section, and especially of ch. ix, it will have been noiiced that

almost all commentators, although they differed to an extraordinary

degree in the teaching which they thought they had derived from

the passage, agreed in this, that they assumed that St. Paul was
primarily concerned with the questions that were exercising their

own minds, as to the conditions under which grace is given to man,
and the relation of the human life to the Divine will. Throughout
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a small number of com-
mentators are distinguished from the general tendency by laying

stress on the fact that both in the i,inth and in the eleventh chapter,

it is not the lot of the individual that is being considered, nor

eternal salvation, but that the object of the Apostle is to explain

the rejection of the Jews as a nation ; that he is therefore dealing

with nations, not individuals, and with admission to the Christian

Church as representing the Messianic acorripla and not directly with

the future state of mankind. This view is very ably represented by

the English philosopher Locke; it is put forward in a treatise whicli

has been already referred to by Beyschlag (p. 275) and forms the

basis of the exposition of the Swiss commentator Oltramare, who
puts the position very shortly when he says that St. Paul is speaking

not of the scheme of election or of election in itself, but ' of God's

plan for the salvation of mankind, a plan which proceeded on the

principle of election.'

It is true that commentators who have adopted this view (in

particular Beyschlag) have pressed it too far, and have used it to

explain or explain away passages to which it will not apply ; but it

undoubtedly represents the main lines of the Apostle's argument

and his purpos* throughout these chapters. In order to estimate
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his point of view our starting-point must be the conclusion ha

arrives at. This, as expressed at the end of ch. xi, is that God
wishes to show His mercy upon all alike ; that the world as a whole,

the fulness of the Gentiles and all Israel, will come into the Messianic

Kingdom and be saved ; that the realization of this end is a mystery

which has now been revealed, and that all this shows the greatness

of the Divine wisdom ; a wisdom which is guiding all things to their

final consummation by methods and in ways which we can only

partially follow.

The question at issue which leads St. Paul to assert the Divine

purpose is the fact which at this time had become apparent ; Israel

as a nation was rejected from the Christian Church. If faith in

the Messiah was to be the condition of salvation, then the mass of

the Jews were clearly excluded. The earlier stages of the argu-

ment have been sufficiently explained. St. Paul first proves (ix.

6-29) that in this rejection God had been neither untrue to His

promise nor unjust. He then proves (ix. 30-x. 13) that the Israelites

were themselves guilty, for they had rejected the Messiah, although

they had had full and complete knowledge of His message, and

full warning. But yet there is a third aspect from which the

rejection of Israel may be regarded—that of the Divine purpose.

What has been the result of this rejection of Israel? It has led to

the calling of the Gentiles,—this is an historical fact, and guided

by it we can see somewhat further into the future. Here is

a case where St. Paul can remember how different had been the

result of his own failure from what he had expected. He can appeal

to his own experience. There was a day, still vividly before his

mind, when in the Pisidian Antioch, full of bitterness and a sense

of defeat, he had uttered those memorable words ' from henceforth

we will go to the Gentiles.' This had seemed at the moment a con-

fession that his work was not being accomplished. Now he can see

the Divine purpose fulfilled in the creation of the great Gentile

churches, and arguing from his own experience in this one case,

where Gods purpose has been signally vindicated, he looks

forward into the future and believes that, by ways other than we
can follow, God is working out that eternal purpose which is part

of the revelation he has to announce, the reconciliation of the world

to Hims-elf in Christ. He concludes therefore with this ascription

of praise to God for His wisdom and mercy, emphasizing the

belief which is at once the conclusion and the logical basis of iais

argument.

Si. Paul's Philosophy of History.

The argument then of this section of the Episde is not a dis-

cussion of the principles on which grace is given to mankind, but

a philosophy of History. In the short concluding doxology to
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the Epistfe—a conclusion which sums up the thought which

underlies so much of the previous argument— St. Paul speaks of

the mystery which has been kept silent in eternal times, but is

now revealed, ' the Counsel,' as Dr. Hort (in Lft. Biblical Essays,

p. 325) expresses it, ' of the far-seeing God, the Ruler of ages or

periods, by which the mystery kept secret from ancient times is

laid open in the Gospel for the knowledge and faith of all nations.'

So again in Eph. i. 4-1 1 he speaks of the foreknowledge and plan

which God had before the foundation of the world ; a plan which

has now been revealed: the manifestadon of His goodness to

all the nations of the world. St. Paul therefore sees a plan or

purpose in history ; in fact he has a philosophy of History. The
characteristics of this theory we propose shortly to sum up.

(i) From Rom. v. 12 ff. we gather that St. Paul divides history

into three periods represented typically by Adam, Moses, Christ,

excluding the period before the Fall, which may be taken to typify

an ideal rather than to describe an actual historical period. Of these

the first period represents a state not of innocence but of ignorance.
' Until the Law, i. e. from Adam to Moses, sin was in the world

;

but sin is not imputed when there is no law.' It is a period which

might be represented to us by the most degraded savage tribes.

If sin represents failure to attain an ideal, they are sinful ; but if

sin represents guilt, they cannot be condemned, or at any rate only

to a very slight degree and extent. Now if God deals with

men in such a condition, how does He do so ? The answer is, by

the Revelation of Law ; in the case of the Jewish people, by

the Revelation of the Mosaic Law. Now this revelation of Law,

with the accompanying and implied idea of judgement, has

fulfilled certain functions. It has in the first place convicted man
of sin ; it has shown him the inadequacy of his life and conduct.
' For I had not known lust, except the law had said. Thou shalt

not lust.' It has taught him the difference between right and
wrong, and made him feel the desire for a higher life. And so,

secondly, it has been the schoolmaster leading men to Christ. It

has been the method by which mankind has been disciplined, by

which they have been gradually prepared and educated. And
thirdly. Law has taught men their weakness. The ideal is there

;

the desire to attain it is there ; a struggle to attain it begins, and
that struggle convinces us of our own weakness and of the power of

sin over us. We not only learn a need for higher ideals ; we learn

also the need we have for a more powerful helper. This is the

discipline of Law, and it prepares the way for the higher and
fuller revelation of the Gospel.

These three stages are represented for us typically, and most
clearly in the history of the Jewish dispensation. Even here of

course there is an element of inexactness in them. There wa»
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a knowledge of right and wrong before Moses, there was an

increase in knowledge after him ; but yet the stages do definitely

exist. And they may be found also running through tlie whole of

history ; they are not confined to the Jewish people. The stage of

primitive ignorance is one through which presumably every race

of men has passed ; some in fact have not yet passed beyond it

:

but there has been progress upwards, and the great principle

which has accompanied and made possible that progress is Law.

The idea of Law in St. Paul is clearly not exhausted in the Jewish

law, although that of course is the highest example of it. All

peoples have been under law in some form. It is a great holy

beneficent principle, but yet it is one which may become a burden.

It is represented by the law of the conscience ; it is witnessed by

the moral judgements which men have in all ages passed on one

another ; it is embodied in codes and ordinances and bodies of law

;

it is that in fact which distinguishes for men the difiference between

right and wrong. The principle has worked, or is working,

among mankind everywhere, and is meant to be the preparation of,

as it creates the need for, the highest revelation, that of the Gospek

(2) These three stages represent the first point in St. Paul's

scheme of history, A second point is the idea of Election or

Selection, or rather that of the ' Purpose of God which worketh

by Selection.* God did not will to redeem mankind ' by a nod

'

as He might have done, for that, as Athanasius puts it, would be to

undo the work of creation; but He accepts the human conditions

whi(. h He has created and uses them that the world may work out

its own salvation. So, as St. Paul feels, He has selected Israel to

be His chosen people; they have become the depositary of Divine

truth and revelation, that through them, when the fulness of time

has come, the world may receive Divine knowledge. This is clearly

the conception underlying St. Paul's teaching, and looking back from

the vantage ground of History we can see how true it is. To use

modern phraseology, an ' ethical monotheism ' has been taught the

world through the Jewish race and through it alone. And St. Paul's

princi[)le may be extended further. He himselfspeaks of the ' fulness

of time,' and it is no unreal philosophy to believe that the purpose

of God has shown itself in selecting other nations also for excel-

lence in other directions, in art, in commerce, in science, in states-

manship ; that the Roman Empire was built up in order to

create a s})here in which the message of the Incarnation might

work ; that the same purpose has guided the Church in the

centuries which have followed. An historian like Renan would

tell us that the freer development of the Christian Church was only

made possible by the fall of Jerusalem and the divorce from

Judaism. History tells us how the Arian persecutions occasioned

the conversion of the Godis, and how the division of the Church
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at the schism of East and West, or at the time of the Reformation,

occasioned new victories for Christianity. Again and again an event

which to contemporaries must have seemed disastrous lias worked

out beneficially ; and so, guided by St. Paul's example, we learn to

trust in that Divine wisdom and mercy which in some cases where

we can follow its track has been so deeply and unexpectedly

vindicated, and which is by hypothesis infinite in power and

wisdom and knowledge.

(3) These then are two main points in St. Paul's teaching; first,

the, idea of gradual progress upwards implied in the stages of Adam,
Moses, Christ ; secondly, the idea of a purpose running through

history, a purpose working by means of Selection. But to what

end ? The end is looked at under a twofold aspect ; it is the

completion of the Messianic Kingdom, and the exhibition of the

Divine mercy. In describing the completion of the Messianic

Kingdom, St. Paul uses, as in all his eschatological passages, the

forms and phrases of the Apocalyptic literature of his time, but

reasons have been given for thinking that he interpreted them, at

any rate to a certain extent, in a spiritual manner. There is per-

haps a further difiSculty, or at any rate it may be argued that St. Paul

is mistaken as regards the Jews, in that he clearly expected that at

some time not very remote they would return to the Messianic King-

dom
;
yet nothing has yet happened which makes this expectadon

any more probable. We may argue in reply that so far as there

was any mistaken expectation, it was of the nearness of the last times,

and that the definite limit fixed by St. Paul, ' until the fulness of the

Gentiles come in,' has not yet been reached. But it is better to

go deeper, and to ask whether it is not the case that the rejection

of the Jews now as then fulfils a purpose in the Divine plan ?

The well-known answer to the question, ' What is the chief argu-

ment for Christianity ? '—
' the Jews '—reminds us of the continued

existence of that strange race, living as sojourners among men,
the ever-present witnesses to a remote past which is connected by

our beliefs intimately with the present. By their traditions to

which they cling, by the O. T. Scriptures which they preserve by

an independent chain of evidence, by their hopes, and by their

highest aspirations, they are a living witness to the truth of thai

which they reject. They have their purpose still to fulfil in the

Divine plan.

St. Paul's final explanation of the purpose of God—the exhi-

bition of the Divine mercy—suggests the solution of another class

of questions. In all such speculations there is indeed a diflTiculty,

—the constant sense of the Hmitations of human language as

applied to what is Divine ; and St. Paul wishes us to feel these

limitations, for again and again he uses such expressions as
' I speak as a man.' But yet granting this, Uie thought does
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supply a solution of many problems. Why does God allow sin ?

Why does He shut up men under sin? It is that ultimately He
may exhibit the depths of His Divine mercy. We may feel that

some such scheme of the course of history as was sketched out

above explains for us much that is difficult, but yet we always

come back to an initial question, Why does God allow such a state

of affairs to exist ? We may grant that it comes from the free-will

of man ; but if God be almighty He must have created man with

that free-will. We may speak of His limitation of His own powers,

and of His Redemption of man without violating the conditions of

human Hfe and nature; but if He be almighty, it is quite clear

that He could have prevented all sin and misery by a single act.

What answer can we make ? We can only say, as St. Paul does,

that it is that He may reveal the Divine mercy; if man had not been

created so as to need this mercy, we should never have known the

Love of God as revealed in His Son. That is the farthest that

our speculations may legitimately go.

(4) But one final question. What evidence does St. Paul give

for a belief in the Divine purpose in history ? It is twofold. On
the one hand, within the limited circle of our own knowledge or

experience, we can see that things have unexpectedly and wonder-
fully worked out so as to indicate a purpose. That was St. Paul's

experience in the preaching to the Gentiles. Where we have more
perfect knowledge and can see the end, there we see God's purpose
working. And on the other hand our hypothesis is a God of

infinite power and wisdom. If we have faith in this intellectual

conception, we believe that, where we cannot understand, our failure

arises from the limitations not of God's power and will, but of our

own intelligence.

An illustration may serve to bring this home. We can read

in such Jewish books as 4 Ezra or the Apocalypse of Baruch the

bewilderment and confusion of mind of a pious Jew at the fall

of Jerusalem. Every hope and aspiration that he had seems
shattered. But looked at from the point of view of Christianity,

and the wider development of Christianity, that was an inevitable

and a necessary step in the progress of the Church. If we believe

in a Divine purpose in history, we can see it working here quite

clearly. Yet to many a contemporary the event must have been
inexplicable. We can ap[)ly the argument to our time. In the

past, where we can trace the course of events, we have evidence of

the working of a Divine purpose, and so in the present, where so

much is obs( ure and dark, we can believe that there is still a Divine

purpose working, and that all the failures and misfortunes and
rebuffs of the time are yet steps towards a higher end. Ei dixit

ad me : Initio terreni orbis et a7itequam starent exitus saeculi ...,<?/

antequam investigarentur praesentes annt, et antequam abalienarentur
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eorum qui nunc peccant adinveniiones et consi'gnatt essent qui fidt

ihesaurizaverunt : tunc cogitavi et facta sunt per me solum et non

per alium, ut et finis per me et non per alium (4 Ezra vi. 1-6).

The Salvation of the Individual. Free-will and

Predestination.

While the ' Nationalist ' interpretation of these chapters has been

adopted, it has at the same time been pointed out that, although it

correctly represents St. Paul's line of argument, it cannot be legiti-

mately used as it has been to evade certain difBculties which have

been always felt as to his language. St. Paul's main line of argu-

ment applies to nations and peoples, but it is quite clear that the

language of ix. 19-23 applies and is intended to apply equally to

individuals. Further it is impossible to say, as Beyschlag does, that

there is no idea in the Aposde's mind of a purpose before time. It

IS God's purpose ' before the foundation of the world ' which is

being expounded. And again, it is quite true to say that the

election is primarily an election to privilege
;
yet there is a very

intimate connexion between privilege and eternal salvation, and

the language of ix. 22, 23 'fitted unto destruction,' 'prepared unto

glory,' cannot be limited to a merely earthly destiny. Two ques-

tions then still remain to be answered. What theory is implied

in St. Paul's language concerning the hope and future of individuals

whether Christian or unbelievers, and what theory is implied as to

the relation between Divine foreknowledge and human free-will ?

We have deliberately used the expression ' what theory is

implied?'; for St. Paul never formally discusses either of these

questions ; he never gives a definite answer to either, and on both

he makes statements which appear inconsistent. Future salvation

is definitely connected with privilege, and the two are often

looked at as effect and cause. ' If while we were enemies we
were reconciled to God through the death of His Son, much
more being reconciled shall we be saved by His life' (v. 10).

' Whom He called, them He also justified : and whom He justified,

them He also glorified ' (viii. 30). But, although the assurance of

hope is given by the Divine call, it is not irrevocable. ' By their

unbelief they were broken off, and thou standest by thy faith. Be
not highminded, but fear : for if God spared not the natural

branches, neither will He spare thee' (xi. 20, 21). Nor again is

future salvation to be confined to those who possess external

privileges. The statement is laid down, in quite an unqualified

way, that 'glory and honour and peace 'come 'to everyone that

workeih good, to the Jew fi st, and also to the Greek' (ii. 10).

Again, there is no definite and unqualified statement either io
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support of or against universalism ; on the one side we have

statements such as those in a later Epistle (i Tim. ii. 4) 'God our

Saviour, who willeth that all men should be saved and come to the

knowledge of the truth'; or again, 'He has shut allup to dii-obedience,

but that He might have mercy upon all' (Rom. xi. 32). On the

other side there is a strong assertion of ' wrath in the day of wrath

and revelation of the righteous judgement of God, who will render

to every man according to his works ; . . . unto them that are fac-

tious and obey not the truth, but obey unrighteousness, wraih and
indignation, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that

worketh evil ' (ii. 5-9). St. Paul asserts both the goodness and the

severity of God. He does not attempt to reconcile them, nor need
we. He lays down very clearly and definitely the fact of the Divine

judgement, and he brings out prominently three characteristics of it:

that it is in accordance with works, or perhaps more correctly on
the basis of works, that is of a man's whole life and career ; that it

will be exercised by a Judge of absolute impartiality,— there is no
respect of persons ; and that it is in accordance with the oppor-

tunities which a man has enjoyed. For the rest we must leave the

soluiion, as he would have done, to that wisdom and knowledge
and mercy of God of which he speaks at the close of the eleventh

chapter.

There is an equal inconsistency in St. Paul's language regarding

Divine sovereignty and human responsibility. Ch. ix implies argu-

ments which take away Free-will ; ch. x is meaningless without the

presupposition of Free-will. And such apparent inconsistency of

language and ideas pervades all St. Paul's Epistles. ' Work out your

own salvation, for it is God that worketh in you both to will and to do

of His good pleasure ' (Phil. ii. 12, 13). Contrast again ' God gave

them up unto a reprobate mind,' and 'wherefore thou art without

excuse ' (Rom. i. 18 ; ii. i). Now two explanations of this language

are possible. It may be held (as does Fritzsche, see p. 275) that

St. Paul is unconscious of the inconsistency, and that it arises

from his inferiority in logic and philosophy, or (as Meyer) that he

is in the habit of isolating one point of view, and looking at the

question from that point of view alone. This latter view is correct

;

or rather, for reasons which will be given below, it can be held and
stated more strongly. The antinomy, if we may call it so, of

chaps, ix and x is one which is and must be the characteristic

of all religious thought and experience.

(i) That St. Paul recognized the contradiction, and held it

consciously, may be taken as proved by the fact that his view

was shared by that sect of the Jews among whom he had been

brought up, and was taught in those schools in which he had
been instructed. Josephus tells us that the Pharisees attributed

ever} thing to Fate and God, but that yet the choice of right and
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wrong lay with men {^apKratot . . , tlfiapfievr] re Koi 0{a npoaanrovah

nciura koi to ixtv npoTTeiv to. diKaui, Kal p.r}, koto, to nXflarov im rols

dv6po>Tiois Kfladat., ^or]6iiv S« (Is (Kaarov koi ttjv (ipiapp.ivrfv B. J. II.

viii. 14; comp. Aiit. XIII. v. 9 ; XVIII. i. 3) : and so in Pirqi Aboth,

iii. 24 (p. 73 ed. Taylor) 'Everything is foreseen; and free-will

is given : and the world is judged by grace ; and everything is

according to work.' (See also Ps. Sol. ix. 7 and the note on

Free-will in Ryle and James' edition, p. 96, to which all the above

leferences are due.) St. Paul then was only expanding and giving

greater meaning to the doctrine in which he had been brought up.

He had inherited it but he deepened it. He was more deeply con-

scious of the mercy of God in calling him ; he felt more deeply the

certainty of the Divine protection and guidance. And yet the

sense of personal responsibility was in an equal degree intensified.

' But I press forward, if so be I may apprehend, seeing that also

I was apprehended by Christ ' (Phil. iii. 1 2).

(2) Nor again is any other solution consistent with the reality

of religious belief. Religion, at any rate a religion based on
morality, demands two things. To satisfy our intellectual belief

the God whom we believe in must be Almighty, i. e. omnipotent

and omniscient ; in order that our moral life may be real our Will

must be free. But these beliefs are not in themselves consistent.

If God be Almighty He must have created us with full knowledge
of what we should become, and the responsibility therefore for

what we are can hardly rest with ourselves. If, on the other hand,

our Will is free, there is a department where God (if we judge the

Divine mind on the analogy of human minds) cannot have created

us with full knowledge. We are reduced therefore to an apparently

irreconcilable contradiction, and that remains the language of all

deeply religious minds. We are free, we are responsible for what we
do, but yet it is God that worketh all things. This antithesis is

brought out very plainly by Thomas Aquinas. God he asserts is

the cause of ever}thing {Deus causa est omnibus operantibus ut

opere7iiur, ConU Gent. III. Ixvii), but the Divine providence does

not exclude Free-will. The argument is interesting: Adhuc pro-

videntia est multiplicaliva bonorum in rebus gubernatis. Illud ergo

per quod rnulta bona subtraherentur a rebus, non pertinet ad pro-

videntiam. Si autem libertas voluntatis tollerelur, multa bona sub'

traherentur. Tollerelur enim laus virtutis humanae, quae nulla est

si homo libere non agif, tollerelur enim iustitia praemiantiset pwiietitis^

si non libere homo ageret bonum et malum, cessaret etiam circum-

spectio in consiliis, quae de his quae in necessitate agU7i!ur, frustra
tractarentur, esset igitur contra providentiae rationem si subtraheretur

voluntatis libertas {ib. Ixxiii). And he sums up the whole relation

of God to natural causes, elsewhere showing how this same
principle applies to the human will : patet etiam quod non sic idem
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effeclus causae naturali et divinae virtuti attrihuitur, quasi partint

a Deo, pariim a naturali agentifiat, sed lotus ab utroque secundum

alium modiim, sicut idem effectus totiis attribuilur instrumento, et

principali agenti etiam ictus [ib. Ixx). See also Summa Theologiae,

Pars Prima, cv. art. 6 ; Prima Secundae, cxiii).

This is substantially also the view taken by Mozley, On the Augustinian
Doctrine of Predestination. The result of his argument is summed up as

follows, pp. 326, 327 :
' Upon this abstract idea, then, of the Divine Power, as

an unlimited power, rose up the Augustinian doctrine of Predestination and
good; while upon the abstract idea of Fiee-will, as an unlimited faculty,

rose up the Pelagian theory. Had men perceived, indeed, more clearly and
really than they have done, their ignorance as human creatures, and the

relation in which the human reason stands to the great truths involved in

this question, they might have saved themselves the trouble of this whole
controversy. They would have seen that this question cannot be determined

absolutely, one way or another ; that it lies between two great contradictory

truths, neither of which can be set aside, or made to give way to the other

;

two opposing tendencies of thought, inherent in the human mind, which go
on side by side, and are able to be held and maintained together, although

thus opposite to each other, because they are only incipient, and not final

and complete truths ;—the great truths, I mean, of the Divine Power on the

one side, and man's Free-will, or his originality as an agent, on the other.

And this is in fact, the mode in which this question is settled by the practical

common-sense of mankind. . . . The plain natural reason of mankind is thus

always large and comprehensive ; not afraid of inconsistency, but admitting

all truth which presents itself to its notice. It is only when minds begin to

philosophize that they grow narrow,—that there begins to be felt the appeal

to consistency, and with it the temptation to exclude truths.'

(3) We can but state the two sides ; we cannot solve the probleni.

But yet there is one conception in which the solution lies. It is in

a complete realization of what we mean by asserting that God is

Almighty. The two ideas of Free-will and the Divine sovereignty

cannot be reconciled in our own mind, but that does not prevent

them from being reconcilable in God's mind. We are really

measuring Him by our own intellectual standard if we think

otherwise. And so our solution of the problem of Free-will, and
of the problems of history and of individual salvation, must finally

lie in the full acceptance and realization of what is implied by the

infinity and the omniscience of God.

THE NEW IiIPR

XII. 1, 2. With this wonderful programme of salvation

before you offer to God a sacrifice, 7iot of slaughtered beasts,

but of your living selves, your own bodies, pure and free

from blemish, your spiritual service. Do not take pattern
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by the age in which you live, but undergo complete moral

reformation with the will of Godfor your standard.

XII-XV. 12. We now reach the concluding portion of the

Epistle, that devoted to the practical application of the previous

discussion. An equally marked division between the theoretical

and the practical portion is found in the Epistle to the Ephesians

(chap, iv) ; and one similar, although not so strongly marked, in

Galatians (v. i or 2) ; Colossians (iii. i); i Thessalonians (iv. i)

;

2 Thessalonians (iii. 6). A comparison with the Epistles of St.

Peter and St. John will show how special a characteristic of St.

Paul is this method of construction. The main idea running

through the whole section seems to be that of peace and unity for

the Church in all relations both internal and external. As St. Paul

in the earlier portion of the Epistle, looking back on the controversies

through which he has passed, solves the problems which had been

presented in the interests no longer of victory, but of peace, so in

his practical exhortation he lays the foundation of unity and
harmony on deep and broad principles. A definite division may
be made between chaps, xii, xiii, in which the exhortations are

general in character, and xiv-xv. 12, in which they arise directly

out of the controversies which are disturbing the Church. Yet
even these are treated from a general point of view, and not in

relation to any special circumstances. In the first section, the

Apostle does not appear to follow any definite logical order, but

touches on each subject as it suggests itself or is suggested by the

previous ideas ; it may be roughly divided as follows : (i) a general

introduction on the character of the Christian life (xii. i, 2) ;
(ii)

the right use of spiritual gifts especially in relation to Church
order (3-8) ;

(iii) a series of maxims mainly illustrating the great

principle of ayuVj? (9-21); (iv) duties towards rulers and those in

authority (xiii. 1-7) ;
(v) a special exhortation to ayaTr??, as including

all other commandments (8-10) ;
(vi) an exhortation to a spiritual

life on the ground of the near approach of the napovaia (i 1-14).

Tertullian quotes the following verses of this chapter from Marcion : 9, loa,

13, 14b, 16b, 17a, 18, 19. There is no evidence that any portion was
omitted, but ver. 18 may have stood after ver. 19, and in the latter jeypanTai

is naturally cut off and a yap inserted. The other variations noted by Zahn
seem less certain (^Zahn, Ceschichte da N. T. Kanons, p. 518; Tert. adv.

Marc. V. 14).

1. irapaKaXw GUI'. A regular formula in St. Paul : Eph. iv. i

;

I Tim. ii. I ; 1 Cor. iv. 16. As in the passage in the Ephesians,

the oijK refers not so much to what immediately precedes as to the

result of the whole previous argument. ' As you are justified by
Christ, and put in a new relation to God, I exhort you to live in

accordance with that relation.' But although St. Paul is giving the
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practical results of his whole previous argument, yet (as often with
him, cf xi. ii) the words are directly led up to by the conclusion
of the previous chapter and the narration of the wisdom and
mercy of God.

8id TWK oiKTipjJLwi' TOO 0eou. Cf. 2 Cor. i. 3 o Trarfjp rav oiKTipfiwv.

ol<Tippi(k in the singular only occurs once (Col. iii. 12); the plural

is a Hebraism directly derived from the LXX (Ps. cxviii. 156 oi

oiKTippni aov iroWoi, Kvpif, a-(j)68pa). There is a reference to the

preceding chapter, ' As God has been so abundandy merciful to

boih Jews and Greeks, offer a sacrifice to Him, and let that sacrifice

be one that befits His holiness.'

irapaCTTTJaai : a tech. term (although not in the O.T.) for presenting
a sacrifice : cf. Jos. An/. IV. vi. 4 (i(opovs re fKeXevcrtv enra 8eipaa0ai

TOP ^aaCKta, Koi toctovtovs ravpovs Kai Kpioi/s irapacrT^pai. The WOrd
means to ' place beside,' ' present ' for any purpose, and so is used
of the presentation of Christ in the temple (Luke ii. 22), of St.

Paul presenting his converts (Col. i. 28), or Christ presenting

His Church (Eph. v. 27), or of the Christian himself (cf. Rom.
vi. 13 {(.). In all these instances the idea of 'offering ' (which
is one part of sacrifice) is present.

TO. aw/xara ofjiwf. To be taken literally, like ra /xA^ vpZv in vi. 13,

as is shown by the contrast with tov vo6s in ver. 2. ' Just as the

sacrifice in all ancient religions must be clean and without blemish,

so we must offer bodies to God which are holy and free from the

stains of passion.' Christianity does not condemn the body, but

demands that the body shall be purified and be united with Christ.

Our members are to be oir'Ka biKaioavvrjs tw eew (vi. 13) ; our bodies

{to. (Tdypara) are to be peXn Xpiarov (i Cor. vi. 15); they are the

temple of the Holy. Spirit {td. ver. 19); we are to be pure both in

body and in spirit {td. vii. 34).

There is some doubt as to the order of the words tiiptoTor rS ©«£.
They occur in this order in X* B D E F G L and later MSS., Syrr. Boh. Sah.,

and Fathers; tu' ©fi d. in NAP, Vulg. The former is the more usual

expression, but St. Paul may have written to) Qew d. to prevent ambiguity,
for if to) 0ew comes at the end of the sentence there is some doubt as to

whether it should not be taken with napaaT^aat,

Quaiav t,C)(Tav : cf. vi, 13 irapaaTija-are eavrovs tu> ©fw, ixrt) tK vtKpStv

(uiVTui. The bodies presented will be those of men to whom new-
ness of life has been given by union with the risen Christ. The
relation to the Jewish rite is partly one of distinction, partly of

analogy. The Jewisli sacrifice implies slaughter, the Christian

continued activity and life ; but as in the Jewish rite all ritual

requirements must be fulfilled to make the sacrifice acceptable to

God, so in the Chrisdan sacrifice our bodies must be holy, without

spot or blemish.

dyiak, • pure,' * holy,' ' free from stain,' i Pet. L 16 ; Lev. six. a.
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So the offering of the Gentiles (Rom. xv. i6) is ^ytaa/x/w; iv lli/. 'Ay

(See on i. 7.)

eudpeoTOi' T^ 0ew: cf. Phil. iv. 18 Se^dfiti'os napa 'EnacfipobiTov ra

Trap" vfiu)v, oanfjv (vu>Siai,6v(Tlav SeKTrjv, eidpecTTOv rm Oea I Rom. xiv. lo
J

' Well-pleasing to God.' The formal sacrifices of the old covenant

might not be acceptable to God : cf. Ps. li. 16, 17

TT)i/ \oYiKT]f Xarpeiat' up,wf. Acc. in apposition to the idea of the

sentence. Winer, § lix. 9, p. 669, E. T. : cf. i Tim. ii. 6 and the

note on viii. 3 above. A service to God such as befits the reason

(Xoyws), i. e. a spiritual sacrifice and not the offering of an irrational

animal : cf. i Pet. ii. 5. The writer of Tes/. XII. Pat. Levi 3

seems to combine a reminiscence of this passage with Phil. iv. 18 :

speaking of the angels, he says jrpoa^epovai 8e Kvpia oaixfjp evaBlas

XoyiK/';!' Koi uvaipaKTOv Trpoacpopav.

We may notice the metaphorical use St. Paul makes of sacrificial

language: eVi t^ Bvaia Ka\ Xeirovpyia rrjs iriureas vp-wv Phil. li. 17 >

oapn fvaSias (Lev. i. 9) Phil. iv. 18; oapfj 2 Cor. ii. 14, 16; Xet-

Toipyos, Upovpyovvra, npo(T<popa. Rom. XV. 16. This language passed

gradually and almost imperceptibly into liturgical use, and hence

acquired new shades of meaning (see esp. Lightfoot, Clemen/, i.

p. 386 sq.).

There is a preponderance of evidence in favour of the imperatives (avcrxi]-

fjiaTt^faOe, ptTapopcpovaBe) in this verse, B L P all the versions (Latt. Boh.

Syrr.). and most Fathers, against AD F G (N varies';. The evidence of the

Versions and of the Fathers, some of whom paraphrase, is particularly

important, as it removes the suspicion of itacism.

2. <TUCTxii|iaTi^eCT0€ . . . n,6Ta/ji.op(j)oua0€, * Do not adopt the external

and fleeting fashion of this world, but be ye transformed in your

inmost nature.' On the distinction of (rx']pa and popc^f] preserved in

these compounds see Lightfoot, Journal of Classical and Sacred

Philology, vol. iii. 1857, p. ix^,Philippians, p. 125. Com p. Chrys.

ad loc, ' Fie says not change the fashion, but be transformed, to

show that the world's ways are a fashion, but virtue's not a fash-

ion, but a kind of real/t;;7//, with a natural beauty of its own,
not needing the trickeries and fashions of outward things, which
no sooner appear than they go to naught. For all these things,

even before they come to light, are dissolving. If then thou

throwest the fashion aside, thou wilt speedily come to the form.'

Tw oXQivi TouTu, 'this world,' 'this life,' used in a moral sense.

When the idea of a future Messianic age became a part of the

Jewish Theology, Time, xpovos, was looked upon as divided into

a succession of ages, alu>vei, periods or cycles of great but limited

duration; and the present age was contrasted with the age to

come, or the age of the Messiah (cf. Schiirer, § 29. 9), a contrast

very common among early Christians: Matt. xii. 32 (wre iv romm
T^ aioivi ovTt iv r^ y^iWovri : Luc. XX. 34, 35 oi vloi tov alwvos tovtov
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, , , ol Bf KaTa^i(o6evTf5 tov aliovos (Ktivov rvxfiv ', Eph. 1. 3 1 ov jiovov it-

Tw aicovi rouTO) dXXct /cat eV tm ^eXXoi/rt. So Enoch XVi. I fif'xpis fjixtpai

Tf\(iCL>aea>s ttjs Kpiaecos Trjt peyuXrjs, (V >; 6 ntcoi/ 6 peyas TeKfaBqcreTai,

As the distinction between the present period and the future was
one between that which is transitory and that which is eternal,

between the imperfect and the perfect, between that in which ol

apxovres tov alccvos tovtov (i Cor. ii. 6) have power and that in which

o (SaaiXfvs rav alavav {EnOcJl xii. 3) will rule, ciiiav like (coVmo? in

St, John's writings, came to have a moral significance : Gal. i. 4 «
ToO axwvos TOV (veaTcJTos nourjpnv I Eph. li. 2 7r€pi(naTTj(TaTf Kara tov

alwva TOV Kocrpnv tovtov : and SO in this passage.

From the idea of a succession of ages (cf. Eph. ii. 7 «V ml? alcoo-i.

Tols (Tifpx<^-piivois) came the expression et? tovs niufaj (xi. 36), or

fliwros Tav aloovoiv to express eternity, as an alternative for the older

form €ls TOV alwva. The latter, which is the ordinary and original

O. T. form, arises (like alwvios) from the older and original meaning
of the Hebrew 'd/am, 'the hidden time/ 'futurity,' and contains

rather the idea of an unending period.

T^ di'ttKaivwo-ei tou i/oos : our bodies are to be pure and free from

all the stains of passion ; our ' mind ' and ' intellect ' are to be no
longer enslaved by our fleshly nature, but renewed and purified by
the gift of the Holy Spirit. Cf. Tit. iii. 5 8ia 'KovTpov iraXiyyevealas

Koi dvaKaivataewi IIvevpaTOS 'Ayi'ou J 2 Cor. iv. 16: Col. Ul. lO. On
the relation oi uvaKaivcoais, ' renewal,' to naXiyyevea-la see Trench, Syn.

§ 18. By this renewal the intellectual or rational principle will no
longer be a vovs a-upKr.s (Col. ii. 18), but will be filled with the

Spirit ind coincident with the highest part of human nature

(i Cor. ii. 15, 16).

SoKtfxdteii' : cf. ii. 18 ; Phil. i. 10. The result of this purification

is to make the intellect, which is the seat of moral judgement, true

and exact in judging on spiritual and moral questions.

TO eeXTjfjLa TOU 0€ou, K.T.X., ' That which is in accordance with

God's will.' This is further defined by the three adjectives which

follow. It includes all that is implied in moral principle, in the

religious aim, and the ideal perfection which is the goal of life.

THE BIGHT USE OF SPHlITUAIi GIPT3.

XII. 3-8. Let every Christian be content with his proper

place and junctions. The society to which we belong is

a single body with many members all related one to another.

Hence the prophet shotdd not strain after effects for which

his faith is insiifficient ; the minister, the teacher, the

txhorter, should each be intent on his special duty, Th4
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almsgiver, the person in authority, the doer of kindness^

should each cidtivate a spirit appropriate to what he does.

8. St. Paul begins by an instance in which the need of an
enlightened mind is most necessary ; namely, the proper bearing

of a Christian in the community, and the right use of spiritual gifts.

8id TT]s x^pi'Tos K.T.X. gives emphasis by an appeal to Apostolic

authority (cf. i. 5). It is not merely a question of the spiritual

progress of the individual, for when St. Paul is speaking of that he

uses exhortation (ver. i), but of the discipline and order of the

community; this is a subject which demands the exercise of

authority as well as of admonition.

irai/Tl Tu oi/Ti. An emphatic appeal to every member of the

Christian community, for every one (e/idoTw) has some spiritual

gift.

jXT) uTrep4)poi'€i»', ' not to be high-minded above what one ought

to be minded, but to direct one's mind to sobriety.' Notice the

play on words vnepcppovflv , , . (ppovelv . . . (ppovelv . . . (Ta)(j>pove7v. The
^pove'tv fh TO a-cocppove'iv would be the fruit of the enlightened intellect

as opposed to the (ppovrjpa rrjs crapKos (viii. 6).

eKdarw is after tpepiae, not in apposition to navrl tw Svrt, and its

prominent position gives the idea of diversity; for the order, cp.

I Cor. vii. 17. 'According to the measure of faith which God has

given each man.' The wise and prudent man will remember that

his position in the community is dependent not on any merit of his

own, but on the measure of his faith, and that faith is the gift of

God. Faith ' being the sign and measure of the Christian life ' is

used here for all those gifts which are given to man with or as the

result of his faith. Two points are emphasized, the diversity emaTo
. . . p-iTpov, and the fact that this diversity depends upon God : cf.

I Cor. vii. 7 aX\* iKaaros 'ibiov «)^(i j^dpiana (k Qeov, 6 fiep ovtccs, 6 8i

OVTOHS.

4, 5. Modesty and sobriety and good judgement are necessary

because of the character of the community : it is an organism or

corporate body in which each person has his own duty to perform
for the well-being of the whole and therefore of himself.

This comparison of a social organism to a body was very

common among ancient writers, and is used again and again by
St. Paul to illustrate the character of the Christian community : see

I Cor. xii. 12; Eph. iv. 15; Col. i. 18. The use here is based
upon that in i Cor. xii. 12-31. In the Epistles of the Captivity it

is another side of the idea that is expounded, the unity of the

Church in Christ as its head.

5. TO 8e Ka9' €is. An idiomatic expression found in later Greek.

Cf. Mark xiv. 19 ds Kad' th: John viii, 9 : 3 Mace. v. 34 6 Kad' eis

i« Tttv <i>iXoi>v : Lucian Soloecisia 9 ; Eus. H. E. X. iv, &c. tts koS
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fif \fas probably formed on the model of fv Kaff tv, and then xaff

tis came to be treated adverbially and written as one word : hence
it could be used, as here, with a neuter article.

6-13. IxovTcs 8e x'^P^'^'l^^^fa, k.t.X. These words may be taken

grammatically either (i) as agreeing with the subject of ta-fitv,

a comma being put at neXrj, or (2) as the beginning of a new
sentence and forming the subject of a series of verbs suppHed with

the various sentences that follow ; this is decidedly preferable, for in

the previous sentence the comparison is grammatically finished, and
(XovTfi 8e suggests the beginning of a new sentence.

Two methods of consirucdon are also possible for the words
Kara Trjv dvaXoyiav t^s iriarfas . . . eV rfj 8iaKovia, &C. Either they mUSt
be taken as dependent on exovrts, or a verb must be supplied with

each and the sentences become exhortations, (i) If the first con-
struction be taken the passage will run, ' So are we all one body in

Christ, but individually members one of another, having gifts which
are different according to the grace which is given us, whether we
have prophecy according to the proportion of faith, or a function

of ministry in matters of ministration, or whether a man is a teacher

in the exercise of functions of teaching, or one who exhorteth in

exhortation, one who giveth with singleness of purpose, one who
zealously provides, one who showeth mercy cheerfully.' (2) Accord-
ing to the second interpretation we must translate 'having gifts

which vary according to the grace given us,—be it prophecy let us

use it in proportion to the faith given us, be it ministry let us use it

in ministry,' &c.

That the latter (which is that of Mey. Go. Va. Gif ) is preferable

is shown by the difficulty of keeping up the former interpretation

to the end ; few commentators have the hardihood to carry it

on as far as ver. 8 ; nor is it really easier in ver, 7, where the

additions eV rfj diuKovla are very otiose if they merely qualify exovres

understood. In spite therefore of the somewhat harsh ellipse, the

second construction must be adopted throughout.

6. Kara ry]v dLvaKoyiav ttjs iriCTTews {sc. -npo^r)T(va)fi(v). The
meaning of nlaTfcos here is suggested by that in ver. 3. A man's
gifts depend upon the measure of faith allotted to him by God,
and so he must use and exercise these gifts in proportion to the

faith that is in him. If he be aotppcau and his mind is enlightened

by the Holy Sj)irit, he will judge rightly his capacity and power ; i^,

on the other hand, his mind be carnal, he will try to distinguish

himself vain-gloriously and disturb the peace of the community.
Liddon, with most of the Latin Fathers and many later com-

mentators, takes TTUTTfcos objectively :
' The majestic proportion of

the (objecive) Faith is before him, and, keeping his eye on it, he

avoids private crotchets and wild fanaticisms, which exaggerate

the relative importance of particular truths to the neglect of others.*
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But this interpretation is inconsistent with the meaning he has

himself given to Ttums in ver. 3, and gives a sense to ava\oyiav

which it will not bear ; the difficulty being concealed by the ambi-

guity of the word ' proportion ' in English.

7. SiaKoi/iaK, ' if we have the gift of ministry, let us use it in

ministering to the community, and not attempt ambitiously to

prophesy or exhort.' SiaKovla was used either generally of all

Christian ministrations (so Rom. xi. 13; i Cor. xii. 5; Eph. iv.

12, &c.) or specially of the administration of alms and attendance

to" bodily wants (i Cor. xvi. 15; 2 Cor. viii. 4, &c.). Here the

opposition to npo^r^Tda, BiSaaKoKia, TrapaKKfjais seems to demand the

more confined sense.

6 SiSdcjKCDi'. St. Paul here substitutes a personal phrase because

ex«ty Si^aa-KoXiav would mean, not to impart, but to receive instruction.

8. 6 fieraSiSou's : the man who gives alms of his own substance

is to do it in singleness of purpose and not with mixed motives,

with the thought of ostentation or reward. With 6 fitraSiSovs, the

man who gives of his own, while 6 fitaSiSovs is the man who dis-

tributes other persons' gifts, comp. Tes/. XII. Patr. Iss. 7 -navrX

dirXoTTjs. The meaning of this word is illustrated best by Test.

XII. Fair. Issachar, or 7r«pt d7rXoV»;rof. Issachar is represented as

the husbandman, who lived simply and honestly on his land. 'And
my father blessed me, seeing that I walk in simplicity {anXoTrii).

And I was not inquisitive in my actions, nor wicked and envious

towards my neighbour. I did not speak evil of any one, nor attack

a man's life, but I walked with a single eye (iv 6.n\6Tr)Ti. o<pda\pa)v).

. . . To every poor and every afflicted man I provided the good
things of the earth, in simplicity {anXoTTjs) of heart. . . . The simple

man (o dn-XoOs) doth not desire gold, doth not ravish his neighbour,

doth not care for all kinds of dainty meats, doth not wish for

diversity of clothing, doth not promise himself (ovx vwoypacpei) length

of days, he receiveth only the will of God ... he walkeUi in up-

rightness of life, and beholdeth all things in simplicity (drrXoT/yTt).'

Issachar is the honourable, hardworking, straightforward farmer

;

open-handed and open-hearted, giving out of compassion and in

singleness of purpose, not from ambition.

The word is used by St. Paul alone in the N. T., and was
specially suited to describe the generous unselfish character of

Christian almsgiving; and hence occurs in one or two places

almost with the signification of liberality, 2 Cor. ix. ir, 13; just as
' liberality ' in English has come to have a secondary meaning, and
biKoiocrvvT] in Hellenistic Greek (Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek,

p. 49). Such specialization is particularly natural in the East,

where large-hearted generosity is a popular virtue, and where such

words as ' good ' may be used simply to mean munificent.
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6 irpoToT(£)i€i'os, the man that presides, or governs in any position,

whether ecclesiastical or other. The word is used of ecclesiastical

officials, I Thess. v. 12 ; i Tim. v. 17 ; Just. Mart. Apol. i. 67 ; and

of a man ruling his family (i Tim. iii. 4, 5, 12), and need not be

any furiher defined. Zeal and energy are the natural gifts required

of any ruler.

h cXewi'. ' Let any man or woman who performs deeds of mercy

in the church, do so brightly and cheerfully.' The value of bright-

ness in performing acts of kindness has become proverbial, Ecclus.

XXXii. (XXXV.) 1 1 iv ndarj 86aei IXdpaa-ov ro rrpocnoTTou <tov: Prov. xxii. 8

avdpa iXapov Koi dorrjv evXoyd 6 Oeos (qUOted 2 Cor. ix. 7); but jUSt aS

singleminded sincerity became an eminendy Christian virtue, so

cheerfulness in all the paths of life, a cheerfulness which springs

from a warm heart, and a pure conscience and a serene mind set

on something above this world, was a special characteristic of the

early Christian (Acts ii. 46; v. 41; Phil. i. 4, 18; ii. 18, &c.;

I Thess. V. 16).

Spiritual Gifts,

The word xapia^ (which is almost purely Pauline) is used of

those special endowments which come to every Christian as the

result of God's free favour (xap") to men and of the consequent

gift of faith. In Rom. v. 15, vi. 13, indeed, it has a wider signifi-

cation, meaning the free gift on the part of God to man of forgive-

ness of sins and eternal life, but elsewhere it appears always to be

used for those personal endowments which are the gifts of the

Spirit. In this connexion it is not confined to special or con-

spicuous endowments or to special offices. There are, indeed,

TO ;^api(T/iaTa to. pelCova (i Cor. xii. 31), which are those apparently

most beneficial to the community; but in the same Epistle the word

is also used of the individual fitness for the married or the un-

married state (i Cor. vii. 7); and in Rom. i. 13 it is used of the

spiritual advantage which an Apostle might confer on the com-
munity. So again, xnp''^Ma'"« include miraculous powers, but no
distinction is made between them and non-miraculous gifts. In

the passage before us there is the same combination of very

widely differing gifts; the Apostle gives specimens (if we may
express it so) of various Christian endowments; it is probable

that some of them were generally if not always the function of

peisons specially set apart for the purpose (although not perhaps

necessarily holding ecclesiastical office), others would not be con-

fined to any one office, and many might be possessed by the same
person. St. Paul's meaning is : By natural endowments, strengthened

with the gifts of the Spirit, you have various powers and capacities

:

in the use of these it is above all necessary for the good of the
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community that you should show a wise and prudent judgement,

not attempting offices or work for which you are not fitted, nor

marring your gifts by exercising them in a wrong spirit.

This being the meaning of xopi^frp-nra and St. Paul's purpose in

this chapter, interpretations of it, as of the similar passage (chap,

xii) in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, which have attempted

to connect spiritual gifts more closely with the Christian ministry

are unfounded. These are of two characters. One, that of

Neander, maintains that in the original Church there were no
ecclesiastical officers at all but only xcp^frfiara, and that as spiritual

gifts died out, regularly appointed officers took the place of those

who possessed them. The other finds, or attempts to find, an
ecclesiastical office for each gift of the Spirit mentioned in this

chapter and the parallel passage of the Corinthians, or at any rate

argues that there must have been irpo^i'Jrat, SiSuo-KaXot &c., existing

as church officers in the Corinthian and Roman communities.

Neither of these is a correct deduction from the passages under

consideration. In dealing with the xaplo-nara St. Paul is discussing

a series of questions only partially connected with the Christian

ministry. Every church officer would, we may presume, be con-

sidered to have x^p'-^l^^^'^'^ which would fit him for the fulfilment of

such an office; but most, if not all, Christians would also have xf^p'^"'-

/lara. The two qucstions therefore are on different planes which

partially intersect, and deductions from these chapters made in

any direction as to the form of the Christian organization are

invalid, although they show the spiritual endowments which those

prominent in the community could possess.

A comparison of the two passages, 1 Cor. xii. and Rom. xii. 3-8,

is interesting on other grounds. St. Paul in the Corinthian Epistle

is dealing with a definite series of difficulties arising from the

special endowments and irregularities of that church. He treats

the whole subject very fully, and, as was necessary, condemns
definite disorders. In the Roman Epistle he is evidently writing

with the former Epistle in his mind : he uses the same simile : he

concludes equall}' with a list of forms of xap^'J'P-"'^'^—shorter, indeed,

but representative ; but there is no sign of that directness which

would arise from dealing with special circumstances. The letter is

written with the experience of Corinth fresh in the writer's mind,

but without any immediate purpose. He is laying down directions

based on his experience ; but instead of a number of different

details, he sums up all that he has to say in one general moral

principle : Prudence and self-restraint in proportion to the gift of

faith. Just as the doctrinal portions of the Epistle are written with

the memory of past controversies still fresh, discussing and laying

down in a broad spirit positions which liad been gained in the

course pf those controversies, so we shall find that in the practical
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portion St. Paul is laying down broad and statesmanlike positions

which are the result of past experience and deal with circumstances

which may arise in any community.

MAXIMS TO GUIDE THE CHHISTIATT LIFE.

XII. 9-21. The general principles of your life should he

a love which is perfectly sincere, depth of moral feelings

cotisiderationfor others, zeal, fervour, devoutness, hopefulness,

fortitude under persecutions, prayerfulness, eagerness to help

your fellow- Christians by sharing what you possess with

them and by the ready exercise of hospitality.

Bless, do not curse, your persecutors. Sympathize with

others. Be united in feeling, not ambitious but modest in

your aims. Be not self-opinionated or revengefid. Do
nothing to offend the world. Leave vengeance to God.

Good for evil is the best requital.

9. T dydrnfj, cf. xiii. 8. The Apostle comes back from direc-

tions which only apply to individuals to the general direction to

Christian Charity, which will solve all previous difficulties. Euthym.-
Zig. fiiScia'Kw;' yap ircos h.v to. flpt]fiiva KaTopdadtlrj, inTjyaye rfjv firjTepa

navTcov TovTa>v, Xeyo) 5i) rrjv fts aWrjXovs dydnrjv. The Sequence of

ideas is exactly similar to that in i Cor. xii, xiii, and obviously

suggested by it. In the section that follows {9-21), aydrr/j is the

ruling thought, but the Apostle does not allow himself to be con-

fined an.d pours forth directions as to the moral and spiritual life

which crowd into his mind.

dcuTTOKpiTos. Wisd. V. 18; xviii. 16; 2 Cor. vi. 6 (dydnTj);

I Tim. i. 5 and 2 Tim. i. 5 (Trt'o-Tts)
; Jas. iii. 17 (17 "wuiBa' o-o0«i)

;

I Pet. i. 22 (^tAaS€/\</)ia). It is significant that the word is not
used in profane writers except once in the adverbial form, and
that by ^larcus Aurelius (viii. 5).

dTroCTTuyouj'Tes : sc. eVrf as effrco above, and cf. I Pet. ii. 18 ; iii. i.

An alternative construction is to suppose an anacoluthon, as if

dyuTrare duviroKplTas had been read aoove; cf. 2 Cor. i. 7. The
word expresses a strong feeling of horror; the dno- by farther

emphasizing the idea of separation gives an intensive force, which
is heightened by contrast with KoWupfvoi.

TO TToi'Tjpoi' . . . Tu dyaOu. The characteristic of true genuine
love is to attach oneself to the good in a man, while detesting the

evil in him. There cannot be love for what is evil, but whoever
has love in him can see the good that there is in all.
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10. Tjj 4>iXa8eX<})ia, 'love of the brethren'; as contrasted with

dyairr), which is universal, cfiiKabe'K^iia represents affection for the

brethren; that is, for all members of the Christian community,

of. 2 Pet. i. 7. Euthym.-Zig. dSeXcPol iare Kara rrjv avrip 8ia tov

^airrla-fiaTOS dvayevvrjcriv Kat 8ia tovto dvdyKtjv e)(fTe (piXndeXcpias,

<f>i\6o-TopYoi : the proper term for strong family affection. Euthym.-

Zig. Tovreari depficos ku\ Sianvpcos (pi\ovvTfs. tTTiTaais yap (piXias 17

OTopyrj, Kai ttJs <TTopyr]s iravrcos av^rjais r/ (piKoaropyia,

Tp Tififi K.T.X. : cf. Phil. ii. 3 ' in lowliness of mind each account-

ing other better than himself.' The condition and the result of

true affection are that no one seeks his own honour or position, and
every one is willing to give honour to others. The word TrporjYou-

(jiefoi is somewhat difficult; naturally it would mean 'going before,'

* preceding,' and so it has been translated, (i) ' in matters of honour
preventing one another,' being the first to show honour : so Vulg.

invicem praevementes ; or (2) 'leading the way in honourable

actions': 'Love makes a man lead others by the example of

showing respect to worth or saintliness,' Liddon ; or (3)
' surpass-

ing one another*: 'There is nothing which makes friends so

much, as the earnest endeavour to overcome one's neighbour in

honouring him,' Chrys.

But all these translations are somewhat forced, and are difficult,

because TrporiydaBai in this sense never takes the accusative. It is,

in fact, as admissible to give the word a meaning which it has not

elsewhere, as a construction which is unparalleled. A comparison

therefore of I Thess. v. 13 ; Phil. ii. 3 suggests that St. Paul is

using the word in the quite possible, although otherwise unknown,
sense of fiyovpevoi vnepexovTas. So apparently RV. (= AV.) 'in

honour preferring one another,' and Vaughan.
11. TT) CTTTouSfj |XT) 6Kvy]poi, 'in zcal not flagging'; the words

being used in a spiritual sense, as is shown by the following clauses.

Zeal in all our Christian duties will be the natural result of our

Christian love, and will in time foster it. On dKvrjpos cf. Matt. xxv.

26 : it is a word common in the LXX of Proverbs (vi. 6, &c.).

.,
Tw Tri'€u')jiaTi t,iovTes: cf. Acts xviii. 25, 'fervent in spirit'; that is

the human spirit instinct with and inspired by the Divine Spirit.

The spiritual life is the source of the Christian's love :
' And all

things will be easy from the Spirit and the love, while thou art

made to glow from both sides,' Chrys.

Tu Kupio) 8ouXeuovT€s. The source of Christian zeal is spiritual

-life, the regulating principle our service to Christ. It is not

neces^ary to find any very subtle connexion of thought between
these clauses, they came forth eagerly and irregularly from St.

Paul's mind. Kvplca may have been suggested by nvfifimi, just as

below dtwKetv in one sense suggests the same word in another

sense.
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There is a very considerable balance of authority in favour of Kvptqi

(NABELP &c., Vulg. Syrr. Boh., Gr. Fathers) as aji^ainst «aipi (D F G,
Latin Fathers). Cf. Jer. Jip. 27 ad Marcellam : i/li legant spe gaudentes,

tempori servientes, nos legatnus domino servientes. 0:ig.-lat. ad loc, scio

autem in nonnullis Latinorum exemplis haheri tempori servientes; quod
non mihi videtur convinienter inserlum. The corruption may have arisen

from KO) Kpo3 being confused together, a confusion which would be easier

from reminiscences of such expressions as Eph. t. 16 k^a-^opa^ontvoi r6v

Kaipov.

12. Ttj IXiTiSi x^^P"*^*?* See above on ver. 8. The Christian

hope is the cause of that Christian joy and cheerfulness of dis-

position which is the grace of Christian love: cf. i Cor. xiii. 7
* Love . . . hopeth all things.'

TT) 6Xiv(/ei iJTroneVon-es. Endurance in persecution is naturally

connected with the Christian's hope : cf. I Cor. xiii. 7 ' Love . .

.

endureth all things.'

It is interesting to notice how strongly, even thus early, persecu-

tion as a characterisiic of the Christian's life in th^ world had
impressed itself on St. Paul's phraseology : see i Thess. i. 6 ; iii.

3, 7 ; 2 Thess. i. 4, 6 ; 2 Cor, i. 4, &c. ; Rom. v. 3 ; viii. 35.

TTJ irpoCTeuxfj Trpoo-icapT£poun-es : Acts. i. 14; ii. 42; Col. iv. 2.

Persecution again naturally suggests prayer, for the strength of

prayer is specially needed in times of persecution.

13. xais xpetttis twk 6.yiiav Koirwi'oui'Tes- This verse contains two
special applications of the principle of love—sharing one's goods
with fellow-Christians in need, and exercising that hospitality

which was part of the bond which knit together the Christian com-
munity. With Koivavfiv in this sense cf. Phil. iv. 15; Rom. xv. 26;
e Cor. ix. 13; Heb. xiii. 16.

The variation rah fivtlais (D F G, MSS. known to Theod. Mops., Vulg.
cod. (am), Eus. Hist. Mart. Pal., ed. Cureton, p. i, Hil. Ambrstr. Aug.) is

interesting. In the translation of Origen we read : Usibus sanctorum com-
municantes. Memini in latinis exemplaribus magis haberi: memoriig
sanctorum comnmnicanles: venim nos nee cotisuetudinem iurbamus, nee
veritati praeindicamus, maxime cum utrumque conveniat aedificationi.

Nam usibus sanctorum honeste el decenter, non quasi stipem inaigentibus

praebere, sed censuni nostroruin cum ipsis quodamniodo habere communem , el

meminisse sanctorum sive in collectis solemnibus, sive pro eo, ut ex recorda-

lione eorum projiciavius, aplum el conveniens videtur. The variation must
have arisen at a time when the * holy ' were no longer the members of the

community and fellow-Christians, whose bodily wants required relieving,

but the 'saints' of the past, whose lives were commemorated. But this

custom arose as early as the middle of the second century: cf. Mart.
Polyc. xviii iv6a cli hxivarlv rjtuv avfayofxivon kv a.'yaXkiaaii Kal xapa nape^et

6 livptos intTf\fiv T^v ToC fiapTvpiov avTov fjnepav yevtOKiov, (U t« rf/v tuiv

vporjOKrjKuTtuv fnvfjfirjv Kal tSjv pteWSfrouv dcrHrjaiv re Kal iToi/xaaiav : and the

variations may, like other peculiarities of the western text, easily have arisen

•o soon. We cannot however lay any stress on the passage of Origen, as it

is probably due to Rufmus. See Bingham, An/, xiii. 9. 5. WH. suggest

that it was a clerical error arising from the confusion of xp and mn ia

• badly written papyrus MS.
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4>iXo|ei'iaf, From the very beginning hospitality was recognizee'

as one of the most important of Christian duties (Heb. xiii. 2

I Tim. iii. 2 ; Tit. i. 8 ; i Pet. iv. 9 ; compare also Clem. Rom. § 1

TO fifyoKoirpares rrjs ({)iKo^evLas v/xlv ^f^of, § lO of Abraham 8ia nitXTti'

Ka\ (PiXo^fViav fdodrj avra vlos iv yrjpa : § 1 1 Bih (piKo^fvlav koi fiaeiSfiav

Acbr fawdr]'. § 12 8ia nicmv Koi (piKo^eviav fo-coOr] 'PaalB ij Tropvr] § 35).

On its significance in the early Church see Ramsay, T/ie Church
in the Roman Empire, pp. 288, 368. The Christians looked upon
themselves as a body of men scattered throughout the world, living

as aliens amongst strange people, and therefore bound together

as the members of a body, as the brethren of one family. The
practical realization of this idea would demand that whenever a

Christian went from one place to another he should find a home
among the Christians in each town he visited. We have a picture

of this intercommunion in the letters of Ignatius ; we can learn it

at an earlier period from the Second Epistle to the Corinthians

(2 Cor. iii. i; viii. 18, 23, 24). One necessary part of such inter-

communion would be the constant carrying out of the duties

of hospitality. It was the unity and strength which this inter-

course gave that formed one of the great forces which supported

Christianity.

14. euXoyeiTC Toiis StcSKorros. The use of the word StwKftv in one

sense seems to have suggested its use in another. The resem-

blance to Matt. v. 44 is very close :
* But I say unto you, Love

your enemies, and pray for them that persecute you.' Emphasis
is added by the repetition of the maxim in a negative form. Cf.

James iii. 9.

15. YS".^^\v (i€tA YSxipfivtfsiv K.T.X. On the infinitive cf Winer,

§ xliii. 5 d, p. 397, E. T. But it seems more forcible and less

awkward to take it, as in Phil. iii. 16, as the infinitive used for

the emphatic imperative than to suppose a change of construc-

tion. 'But that requires more of a high Christian temper, to

rejoice with them that do rejoice, than to weep with them that

weep. For this nature itself fulfils perfectly : and there is none
so hardhearted as not to weep over him that is in calamity : but

the other requires a very noble soul, so as not only to keep from

envying, but even to feel pleasure with the person who is in

esteem. And this is why we placed it first. For there is nothing

that ties love so firmly as sharing both joy and pain one with

another,' Chrys. ad loc. Cf. Ecclus. vii. 34.

16. TO auTo . . . 4>poi'oijv'Tes, ' being harmonious in your relations

towards one another': cf. xv. 5; 2 Cor. xiii. 11; Phil. ii. 2; iv. 2.

The great hindrance to this would be having too high an estima-

tion of oneself: hence the Apostle goes on to condemn such
pride.

fiTj rd 6i|/rjX4 (|»poi'oo>'Tes cf. xi. 20 ; I Cor. xiii. 5 * Love vaunteth
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not itself, is not puffed up/ shows how St. Paul is still carrying out

the leading idea of the passage.

Tots Taireii'ois : prob. neuter ;
* allow yourself to be carried along

with, give yourself over to, humble tasks:' 'consentinge to meke
thingis,' Wic. The verb a-vvandyeiv means in the active 'to lead

along with one,' hence in the passive, ' to be carried away with,' as

by a flood which sweeps everything along with it (Lightfoot on
Gal. ii. 13; cf. 2 Pet. iii. 17), and hence 'to give oneself up to.'

The neuter seems best to suit the contrast with to. v-\^»jXa and

the meaning of the verb ; but elsewhere in the N. T. randvos is

always masculine, and so many take it here :
' make yourselves

equall to them of the lower sorte,' Tyn. Gov. Genev. ' Con-
sentinge to the humble,' Rhen. So Chrys. :

' That is, bring thyself

down to their humble condition, ride or walk with them ; do not be

humbled in mind only, but help them also, and stretch forth thy

hand to them.'

fiT] yiveaQi <j)p6ci|jioi irap' lauToTs : taken apparently from Prov. iii.

7 fxi) la-di (ppuvLnos Trapa a(avru>. Cf. Origen non potest veram sapien-

tiam Dei scire, qui suam stultitiam quasi sapientiam colit.

17. |XT)8ei/i KaKoi' dfTi KaKOu d-rroSiSoi'Tes. Another result of the

principle of love. Mat. v. 43, 44; i Thess. v. 15; i Pet. iii. 9 ;

1 Cor. xiii. 5, 6 'Love . . . taketh not account of evil; rejoiceth

not in unrighteousness, but rejoiceth with the truth.'

irpoi'oou/iet'Oi Ka\a iviL-mov TrdfTUf dvGpuTrui' : cf. Prov. iii. 4 ;

2 Cor. iv. 2; viii. 21. 'As nothing causes offence so much as

offending men's prejudices, see that your conduct will commend
itself as honourable to men.' Euthym.-Zig, oh npos enidei^iv dWa
npbi 8ida(TKa\'iav, Koi wore pr]8(vi Sovvai Trp6cj)a(nu aicav8dXov. This

seems better than to lay all the emphasis on the ndpTav, as some
would do.

18. €1 8ocaT<5i', ' if it be possible, live peaceably with all men, at

any rate as far as concerns your part {t6 i^ vfiuv).' Over what others

will do you can have no control, and if they break the peace it is

not your fault. ' Love seeketh not its own ' (i Cor. xiii. 5).

19. dyonrTiTot. Added because of the difficulty of the precept not

to avenge oneself.

86t6 TOTToi' TTj opyf],
' givc room or place to the wrath of God

'

Let God's wrath punish. Euthym.-Zig. dWa wapaxoipelTf Trjs ^Si/cij-

aeas Tfi opyfi tov GfoC, rg Kpluei rov Kvpiov. The mcanmg of Sort

Tt'mov is shown by Eph. iv. 27 firjdi BlSoTt ronov tw Sia/3dAw, do not

give scope or place to the devil ; 17 opyfj means the wrath of God

:

cf. Rom. v. 9. That this is the right interpretation of the word is

shown by the quotation which follows.

But other inierpretations have been often held : Bore ronov is

translated by some, 'allow space, interpose delay,' i.e. check and

restrain your wrath ; by others, ' yield to the anger of youi
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opponent ' : neither of these interpretations suits the context or

the Greek,

yeypairTai ydp. The quotation which follows comes from Deut.

xxxii. 35, and resembles the Hebrew 'Vengeance is mine and
recompense/ rather than the LXX fV rifxepa eKBtKijo-fMs avTawoSwaco :

and the Targum of Onkelos more than either. The words are

quoted in the same form in Heb. x. 30.

20. dXXa 'Edi' Tr€im 6 e'xOpos croo k.t.X. Taken from the LXX ; cf.

Prov. XXV. 21, 22, agreeing exactly with the text of B, but varying

somewhat from that of A N. The term ai'GpaKes iropos clearly means
' terrible pangs or pains,' cf. Ps. cxxxix (cxl). 1 1 (LXX)

; 4 (5) Ezra
xvi. 54 A^on dicat peccalor se non peccasse, qiioniam carbones ignis

tcmburet super caput eiiis qui dicit : Non peccavi coram domirio et

gloria ipsius. But with what purpose are we to ' heap coals of fire

on his head' ? Is it (i) that we may be consoled for our kind act

by knowing that he will be punib-hed for his misdeeds ? This is

impossible, for it attributes a malicious motive, which is quite

inconsistent with the context both here and in the O. T. In the

latter the passage proceeds, ' And the Lord shall reward thee,' im-

plj'ing that the deed is a good one ; here we are immediately told

that we are not to be ' overcome of evil, but overcome evil with

good,' which clearly imphes that we are to do what is for our

enemies' benefit. (2) Coals of fire must, therefore, mean, as most

commentators since Augustine have said, ' the burning pangs of

shame/ which a man will feel when good is returned for evil, and
which may produce remorse and penitence and contrition.

Potest enim fieri ut animus ferus ac barbarus inimici, si seniiat

beneficium nostrum, si humanitatem, si affectum, si pietatem vidcat,

compunctionem cordis capiat, commissi poenitudinem gerat, et ex hoc

ignis in eo quidem succendalur, qui eum pro commissi conscientia

torqueat et adurat : et isti erunt carbofies ^nis, qui super caput eius

ex nostro misericordiae et pietatis opere congregantur, Oiigen.

21. fiT] ciKw OTTO ToO KaKou K.T.X., ' do not allow yourself to be

overcome by the evil done to you and be led on to revenge and

injury, but conquer your enemies' evil spirit by your own good
disposition/ A remark which applies to the passage just con-

cluded and shows St. Paul's object, but is also of more general

application.

OK" OBEDIENCE TO RULERS.

XIII. 1-7. The civil power has Divine sanction. Its

functio7is are to promote well-being, to punish not the good

but the wicked. Hence it must be obeyed. Obedience to it is

a Christian duty and deprives it of all its terrors.
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St toe you pay tribute because the machinery of govern-

ment is God's ordinance. In this as in all things give to all

their due.

XIII. The Apostle now passes from the duties of the individual

Chrisiian towards mankind in general to his duties in one definite

sphere, namely towards the civil rulers. While we adhere to what

has been said about the absence of a clearly-defined system or

purpose in these chapters, we may notice that one main thread of

thought which runs through them is the promotion of peace in all

the relations of Hfe. The idea of the civil power may have been

suggested by ver. 19 of the preceding chapter, as being one of the

ministers of the Divine wrath and retribution (ver. 4) : at any rate

the juxtaposition of the two passages would serve to remind St.

Paul's readers that the condemnation of individual vengeance and

retaliation does not apply to the action of the state in enforcing

law ; for the state is God's minister, and it is the just wrath of God
which is acting through it.

We have evidence of the nse of w. 8-10 by Marcion (Tert. adv. Marc.

T. 14) Alerito itaque iotatn creatoris disciplinam priiicipali praecepto eitts

C07iclusit, Diliges proximutn tanqnam te. Hoc legis supplementum si ex ipsa

lege est, qtcis sit deus legis iam ignoto. Oa the rest ot the chapter we have

no information.

1. irfio-a iJ/uxT : cf ii. 9. The Hebraism suggests prominently

the idea of individuality. These rules apply to all however privi-

leged, and the question is treated from the point of view of indi-

vidual duty.

eCouaiais : abstract for concrete, 'those in authority'; cf. Luke
xii. II ; Tit. iii. i. uTrepexouVais 'who are in an eminent position,'
defining more precisely the idea of i^ovalais: cf. i Pet. ii. 13;
Wisdom vi. 5.

CnroTaaaiaQui. Notice the repetition of words of similar sound,
vnoraaaeada . . . Terayfievai . . . dvTiTaa-aojifvoe , . . Siarayj, and cf
xii. 3.

oil yAp loTii' efouo-ia k.t.X. The Apostle gives the reason for
this obedience, stating it first generally and positively, then nega-
tively and distributi vely. No human authority can exist except as
the gift of God and springing from Him, and therefore all consti-
tuted powers are ordainecl by Him. The maxim is common in all

Hebrew literature, but is almost always introduced to show how
the Divine power is greater than that of all earthly sovereigns, or
to declare the obligation of rulers as responsible for all they do to
One above them. Wisdom vi. i, 3 dKowuTf <wv, fiaai\fli, kol a-Cvtrt,

fi>d(T( biKaiTTai irfpdTtvv y?js . . ; ort f^oSr) napa tov Kvputv t) Kparrjan
vp.iv Kai fj ivvaare^a nupa vylrlarov : Enoch xlvi. 5 ' And he wiU put
down the kings from their thrones and kingdoms, because they do
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not extol and praise him, nor thankfully acknowledge whence the

kingdom was bestowed upon them' : Jos. Bell.Jud. II. viii. 7 to niarov

nape^eiv nacri, fiaXia-Ta 8e rols Kparovaip' ov yap 8ixci Qfov irtpiyivfcrdai

TtM TO apxeiv. St. Paul adopts the maxim for a purpose similar to

that in which it is used in the last instance, that it is the duty of

subjects to obey their rulers, because they are appointed and
ordained by God.

The preponderance of authority (N A B L P and many later MSS., Bas.

Chrys.) is decisive for tl fj.T] iitto Qeov. The Western reading dird Qeov was
^a correction for the less usual expression (DEFG and many later MsS.,
Orig. Jo.-Damasc). The reading of the end of the verse should be al Si

ovaai uTTo Qeov, Tfraynevai elaiy N A B D F G.

2. ware i di'TiTacro-op.ei'os ic.t.X. The logical result of this

theory as to the origin of human power is that resistance to it

is resistance to the ordering ofGod ; and hence those who resist will

receive /fpl/xa—a judgement or condemnation which is human, for it

comes through human instruments, but Divine as having its origin

and source in God. There is no reference here to eternal punish-

ment.

3. ol yap apxot'Teg. The plural shows that the Apostle is

speaking quite generally. He is arguing out the duty of obeying

rulers on general principles, deduced from the fact that ' the state
'

exists for a beneficent end ; he is not arguing from the special

condition or circumstances of any one state. The social organism,

as a modern writer might say, is a power on the side of good.

TO) dyaOw epyw : cf. ii. 7 "'"O'S' fifu kuB" vTropoviju epyov dyaOov. In

loth passages epyov is used collectively; there it means the sum
of a man's actions, here the collective work of the state. For the
Bubject cf. I Tim. ii. i, 2 : we are to pray 'for kings and all in
authority that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godli-
ness and honesty.'

The singular rZ ayaOiv epyo) dWcL tZ Kanw is read by K A B D F G P, Boh.
Vulg. (boni operis sed mali), Clem.'-Alex! Iren.-lat. Tert. Orig-lat. Jo.-
Damasc. Later MSS. with EL, Syrr. Arm., Chrys. Thdrt. read tSsv dyaOuiv
ipycuv . . . KaKwv. Hort suggests an emendation of Patrick Young. toD
djaeoepyqi, which has some support apparently from the Aeth. ei qui facit
bonum : but the antithesis with naKw makes this correction improbable.

OeXeis Se . . . egooaiai'; The construction is more pointed if these
words are made a question.

As the state exists for a good end, if 70U lead a peaceable life

you will have nothing to fear from the civil power.
4. 0eou ydp SiaKoi'os €(tti. Fem. tO agree with e'^ova-Ca, which

throughout is almost personified, aoi, ' for thee,' ethical, for thy
advantage, cts to dyaeoi/, ' for the good,' to promote good, existing
for a good end.

T^ fidxaipaf. The sword is the symbol of the executive and
crimuial jurisdiction of a magistrate, and is therefore used of tlw*
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power of punishing inherent in the government. So Ulpian

Digest, i. 1 8. 6. § 8 ; Tac. Hist. iii. 68 ; Dio Cassius, xlii. 37.

IkSikos els f>py'\v, ' inflicting punishment or vengeance so as to

exhibit wrath,' namely the Divine wrath as administered by the

ruler who is God's agent (cf. ver. 2 and xii. 19). The repetition of

the phrase Qeov ^kikoiw with both sides of the sentence emphasizes

the double purpose of the state. It exists positively for the well-

being of the community, negatively to check evil by the infliction

of punishment, and both these functions are derived from God.
5. 816 : rulers, because as God's ministers they have a Divine

order and purpose, are to be obeyed, not only because they have

power over men, but also because it is right, 8ia ttjv avielSTjatv (cf.

ii. 15, ix. i).
^

6. 8101 TOUTO Y^P 1^0.'; SC. 8ia TrjV (rvvfihr](Tiv '.
* and it is for this

reason also.' St. Paul is appealing to a principle which his readers

will recognize. It is apparently an admitted rule of the Christian

communities that taxes are to be paid, and he points out that the

princifile is thus recognized of the moral duty of obeying rulers.

That he could thus appeal to a recognized practice seems to imply

that the words of our Lord (Luke xx. 20-25) had moulded the

habits of the early Church, and this suggestion is corroborated by
ver. 7 (see ttie longer note below).

XciToupyoi, ' God's ministers.' Although the word is used in

a purely secular sense of a servant, whether of an individual or of

a community (i Kings x. 5; Ecclus. x. 2), yet the very definite

meaning which XeiTovpyos Qeov had acquired (Ecclus vii. 30; Heb.
viii. 2 ; see especially the note on Rom. xv. 16) adds emphasis to

St. Paul's expression.

irpocTKapTepouvTes must apparently be taken absolutely (as in

Xen. I/i'//. VII. V. 14), ' persevering faithfully in their office,' and
CIS auTo TOUTO gives the purpose of the office, the same as that

ascribed above to the state. These words cannot be taken im-

mediately with 7rpo(rKapTfpovvT€s, fof that verb, as in xii. 13, seems
always to govern the dative.

7. St. Paul concludes this subject and leads on to the next by
a general maxim wliich covers all the different points touched

upon :
' Pay each one his due.'

7w Tov' (fopof, sc. dnaiTovpTi. (f,npo<: is the tribute paid by a subject

nation (Luke xx. 22 ; i Mace. x. 33), while reAos represents the

customs and dues which would in any case be paid for the support

of the civil government (Matt. xvii. 25; i Mace. x. 31).

(fiopos is tlie respectful awe which is felt for one who has power
in his hands ; Tt/iiiji/ honour and reverence paid to a ruler : cf. i Pet.

li. I 7 Toi/ Gf'd/ (jyiififitrQc rbv ^aryikta Tifiart.

A Strange interpretation of this verse may be seen in the

Gnostic book entitled HitTTis 2o0ia, p. 294, ed. Schwartze.
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The Church and the Civil Power,

The motive which impelled St. Paul to write this section of the

Epistle has (like so manv other quesiions) been discussed at great

length with the object of throwing light on the composition of the

Roman Church. If the opinion which has been propounded already

in reference to these chapters be correct, it will be obvious that

here as elsewhere St, Paul is writing, primarily at any rate, with

a view to the state of the Church as a whole, not to the particular

circumstances of the Roman community : it being recognized at

the same time that questions which agitated the whole Christian

world would be lil;ely to be reflected in what was already an
important centre of Christianity. Whether this opinion be correct

or not must depend partly, of course, on our estimate of the

Epistle as a whole ; but if it be assumed to be so, the character of

this passage will amply support it. There is a complete absence of

any reference to particular circumstances: the language is through-

cut general : ih^re is d itndi£d avoidance of any special terms

;

direct commands such as might arise from particular circumstances

are not given : but general principles applicable to any period or

place are laid down. As elsewhere in this Epistle, St. Paul,

influenced by his past experiences, or by the questions which were
being agitated around him, or by the fear of difficulties which he

foresaw as likely to arise, lays down broad general principles,

applying to the affairs of life the spirit of Christianity as he has

elucidated it.

But what were the questions that were in the air when he wrote ?

There can be no doubt that primarily they would be those

current in the Jewish nation concerning the lawfulness of paying

taxes and otherwise recognizing the authority of a foreign ruler.

When our Lord was asked, ' Is it lawful to give tribute to Caesar

or no?* (Matt. xxii. 18 f.; Luke xx. 22 f.), a burning question

was at once raised. Starting from the express command ' thou

mayest not put a foreigner over thee, which is not thy brother

'

(Deut. xvii. 15), and from the idea of a Divine theocracy, a large

section of the Jews had refused to recognize or pay taxes to the

Roman government. Judas the Gaulonite, who said that 'the

census was nothing else but downright slavery ' (Jos. Ani. XVIII.

i. 1), or Theudas (ibid. XX. v. i), or Eleazar, who is represented

as saying that * we have long since made up our minds not to

serve the Romans or any other man but God alone ' (^r//. y"/^c/.

VII. viii. 6), may all serve as instances of a tendency which was
very wide spread. Nor was this spirit confined to the Jews of

Palestine ; elsewhere, both in Rome and in Alexandria, riots had

occurred. Nor again was it unlikely that Christianity would be
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affected by it. A good deal of the phraseology of the early

Christians was derived from the Messianic prophecies of the

O. T., and these were always liable to be taken in that

purely material sense which our Lord had condemned. The fact

that St. Luke records the question of the disciples, ' Lord, dost

thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel ?
' (Acts i. 6) seems

to imply that such ideas were current, and the incident at Thessalo-

nica, where St. Paul himself, because he preached the * kingdom,'

was accused of preaching ' another king, one Jesus,' shows how
liable even he was to misinterpretation. These instances are quite

sufficient to explain how the question was a real one when St.

Paul wrote, and why it had occupied his thoughts. It is not

necessary to refer it either to Ebionite dualistic views (so Baur),

which would involve an anachronism, or to exaggerated Gentile

ideas of Christian liberty ; we have no record that these were ever

perverted in this direction.

Two considerations may have specially influenced St. Paul to

discuss the subject in his Epistle to the Romans. The first was

the known fact of the turbulence of the Roman Jews ; a fact which

would be brought before him by his intercourse with Priscilla and

Aquila. This may illustrate just the degree of local reference in

the Epistle to the Romans. We have emphasized more than once

the fact that we cannot argue anything from such passages as this

as to the state of the Roman community; but St. Paul would not

write in the air, and the knowledge of the character of the Jewish

population in Rome gained from political refugees would be just

sufficient to suggest this topic. A second cause which would lead

him to introduce it would be the fascination which he felt for the

power and position of Rome, a fascination which has been already

illustrated (Introduction, § i).

It must be remembered that when this Epistle was written the

Roman Empire had never appeared in the character of a persecutor.

Persecution had up to this tune always come from the Jews or from
popular riots. To St. Paul the magistrates who represented

the Roman power had always been associated with order and
restraint. The persecution of Stephen had probably taken place

in the absence of the Roman governor : it was at the hands of the

Jewish king Herod that James the brother of John had perished

:

at Paphos, at Thessalonica, at Corinth, at Ephesus, St. Paul had
found the Roman officials a restraining power and all his experience

would support the statements that he makes :
' The rulers are not

a terror to the good work, but to the evil
:

'
' He is a minister of

God to thee for good :

'
' He is a minister of God, an avenger for

wrath to him that doeth evil.' Nor can any rhetorical point be

made as has been attempted from the fact that Nero was at thit

time »'ie ruler of the Empire. It may be doubted how far the vices
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of a ruler like Nero seriously affected the well-being of th«

provincials, but at any rate when these words were written the

world was enjoying the good government and bright hopes of

Nero's Quinquennium.

The true relations of Christianity to the civil power had been
laid down by our Lord when He had said :

* My kingdom is not of

this world,' and again :
* Render unto Caesar the things that be

Caesar's and to God the things that be God's.' It is difficult to

believe that St. Paul had not these words in his mind when he

wrote ver. 7, especially as the coincidences with the moral teaching

of our Lord are numerous in these chapters. At any rate, starting

from this idea he works out the principles which must lie at the

basis of Christian politics, that the State is divinely appointed, or

permitted by God ; that its end is beneficent ; and that the spheres

of Church and Slate are not identical.

It has been remarked that, when St. Paul wrote, his experience

might have induced him to estimate too highly the merits of the

Roman government. But although later the relation of the Church
to the State changed, the principles of the Church did not. In

I Tim. ii. I, 2 the Apostle gives a very clear command to pray for

those in authority :
' I exhort therefore, first of all, that supplications,

prayers, intercessions, thanksgivings, be made for all men : for

kings and all that are in high place ; that we may lead a tranquil

and quiet life in all godliness and gravity
'

; so also in Titus iii. i

' Put them in mind to be in subjection to rulers, to authorities.'

When these words were written, the writer had to some extent at

any rate experienced the Roman power in a very different aspect.

Still more important is the evidence of i Peter. It was certainly

written at a time when persecution, and that of an official character,

had begun, yet the commands of St. Paul are repeated and with

2ven greater emphasis (i Pet. ii. 13-17).

The sub-Apostolic literature will illustrate this. Clement is writing to the

Corinthians just after successive periods of persecution, yet he includes

a prayer of the character which he would himself deliver, in the as yet

unsystematized services of the day, on behalf of secular rulers. ' Give

concord and peace to us and to all that dwell on the earth . . . while we
render obedience to Thine Almighty and most excellent Name, and to our

rulers and governors upon the earth. Thou, Lord and Master, hast given

them the power of sovereignty through Thine excellent and unspeakable

might, that we, knowing the glory and honour which Thou hast given them,

may submit ouiselves unto them, in nothing resisting Thy will. Grant unto

them therefore, O Lord, health, peace, concord, stability, that they may
administer the government which Thou hast given them without failure.

For Thou, O heavenly Master, King of the ages, givest to the sons of men
glory and honour and power over all things that are upon the earth. Do
Thou, Lord, direct their counsel according to that which is good and well-

pleasing in Thy sight.' Still more significant is the letter of Polycarp, which

was written very shortly after he had met Ignatius on his road to martyrdom

;

n it be emphasizes the Christian custom by combining the command to praj
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for rulerg with that to love onr enemies. 'Pray also for kings and powers

and princes and for them that persecute and hate you and for the enemies cf

the cross, that your fruit may be manifest among all men that ye may be

perfect in Ilim.' (Clem. Rom. Ix, Ixi; Poiyc. ad Phil, xii.)

It is not necessary to give further instances of a custom which prevailed

extensively or universally in the early Church. It became a commonplace
of apolof^ists Just. Mart. Apol. i. 1 7 ; Athenagoras, Leg. xxxvii ; Theophilus,

i. 1 1 ; Teitullian, Apol. ?,o, 39, ad Scap. 2 ; Dion. Alex, ap Eus. H. E. VII. xi

;

Arnob. iv. 36) and is found in all liiurgies (cf Const. Ap. viii. 13).

One particular phase in the interpretation of this chapter demands a passing

notice. In the hands of the Jacobean and Caroline divines it was held to

support the doctrine of Passive Obedience. This doctrine has taken a variety

of lorms. Some held that a Monarchy as opposed to a Republic is the only

scriptural form of government, others that a legitimate line alone has this

divine right. A more modified type of this teaching may be represented by

a sermon of Bishop Pierkeley {Passive Obedience or the Christian Doctrine

of not resisting the mipreme power, proved and vindicated upon the principles

of the law of nature in a discourse delivered at the College Chapel, 171 2.

Wo)k5, iii. p. loi). He takes as his text Rom. xiii. 2 'Whosoever resisteth

the Power, resisteth the ordinance of God.' He begins ' It is not my design

to inquire into the particular nature of the government and constitution of

these kingdoms.' He then proceeds by assuming that ' there is in every civil

community, somewhere or other, placed a supreme power of making laws,

and enforcing the observation of them.' His main purpose is to prove that

' Loyalty is a moral virtue, and thou shalt not resist the supreme power,

a rule or law of nature, the least breach whereof hath the inherent stain of

moral turpitude.' And he [daces it on the same level as the commandments
which St. I'aul quotes in this same chapter.

Bishop Berkeley represents the doctrine of Passive Obedience as expounded

in its most philosophical form. But he does not notice the main difhcultj.

St. Paul gives no directions as to what ought to be done when there is

a coi'.flict of authority. In his day there could be no doubt that the rule of

Caesar was supreme and had become legitimate: all that he had to con-

demn was an incorrect view of the 'kingdom of heaven' as a theocracy

established on earth, whether it were held by Jewish zealots or by Christians.

He does not discuss the question, ' if there were two claimants for the

Empire which should be supported?' for it was not a practical difficulty

when he wrote. So Bishop Berkeley, by his use of the expression 'some-

where or other,' equally evades the difficulty. Almost always when there is

a rebellion or a civil war the question at issue is, Who is tlie rightful

governor? which is the power oidained by God ?

But there is a side of the doctrine of Passive Obedience which requires

emphasis, and which was illustrated by the Christianity of the first three

centuries. The early Christians were subject to a power which required

them to do that which was forbidden by their religion. To that extent

and within those limits they could not and did not obey it ; but they never

encouraged in any way resistance or rebellion. In all things indifferent the

Christian conformed to existing law ; he obeyed the law ' not only because of

the wrath, but also for conscience sake.' He only disobeyed when it was
necessary to do so for conscience sake. The point of importance is the

detachment of the two spheres of activity. The Church and the State are

looked upon as different bodies, each with a different work to perform. To
designate this or that form of government as ' Christian,' and support it on

these grounds, would have been quite alien to the whole spirit of those days.

The Church must influence the world by its hold on the hearts and consciences

of individuals, and in that way, and not by political power, will the

Kingdona of God come.
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LOVE THE FUIiFIIiMEN"T OF ALL LAW.

XIII. 8-10. There is one debt which the Christian must

ahvays be paying but never can discharge, that of love. All

particular precepts are summed up in that of love, which

makes injury to any man impossible.

8. St. Paul passes from our duties towards superiors to that one
principle which must control our relations towards all men, love. In

xii. 9 the principle of love is introduced as the true solution of all

difficulties which may arise from rivalry in the community; here it

is represented as at the root of all regulations as to our relations to

others in any of the affairs of life.

|i'»]8€i'i ^r^\v 64>ei\eT€ must be imperative as the negatives show.

It sums up negatively the results of the previous verse and suggests

the transition, ' Pay everyone their due and owe no man anything.'

el p,T] TO dyaTTui' dWiiXous :
' Let your only debt that is unpaid

be that of love—a debt which you should always be attempting to

discharge in full, but will never succeed in discharging.' Permanere
tamen et nunquam cessare a nobis delitum caritatis : hoc enim et quo-

tidie solvere et semper dehere expedit nobis. Orig. By this pregnant

expression St, Paul suggests both the obligation of love and the

impossibility of fulfilling it. This is more forcible than to suppose

a change in the meaning of o^ei'Xere :
' Owe no man anything, only

ye ought to love one another.'

6 Y^P dyaTTWj' k.t.X. gives the reason why ' love ' is so important

:

if a man truly loves another he has fulfilled towards him the whole

law. v6]i.ov is not merely the Jewish law, although it is from it that

the illustrations that follow are taken, but law as a principle. Just

as in the relations of man and God irlcrrii has been substituted for

foVoj, so between man and man dydTTTj takes the place of definite

legal relations. The perfect Tren'KrjpojKev implies that the fulfilment

is already accomplished simply in the act of love.

9. St. Paul gives instances of the manner in which ' love ' fulfils

law. No man who loves another will injure him by adultery, by

murder, by theft, &c. They are all therefore summed up in the

one maxim 'thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself,* as indeed

they were also in the Old Covenant.

The AV. adds after ov KXiipeis in this verse ov if/fv^onnprvprjadi from the

O. T. with N P &c., Boh. Sec, as against A B D E F G L See, Vulg. codd. and
most Fathers, iv tw before dyanTjcreis is omitted by B F G. For aeavrov of

the older MSS. (N A B D E), later MSS. read eavr6i', both here and elsewhere.

In late Greek eavrov became habitually used for all persons in the reflexive,

and scribes sub>>tituted the form most usual to them.
The order of the coimnaudmeats is different from that in the Hebrew text
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both in Exodus xx. 13 and Deut. v. i^, namely, (6) Thou shalt do no mnrder,

(7) Thou shalt not commit adulterer, (8) Thou shalt not steal. The MSS
of the LXX vary; in Exodus B reads 7, 8, 6, A F 6, 7, 8 ; in Deut. B reads

7, 6, 8 (the order herel, AF 6, 7, 8. The order of Romans is that also of

Luke xviii. 20 ; James ii. 1 1 ; Philo De Decalogo ; Clem-Alex. Strom, vi. 16.

Kol €1 Tis cTcpa shows that St. Paul in this selection has only

taken instances and that he does not mean merely to give a sum-

ming up of the Jewish law.

dvaK€<|>aXaiouTat : a rhetorical term used of the summing up of

a speech or argument, and hence of including a large number of

separate details under one head. As used in Eph. i. 10 of God
summing up all things in Christ it became a definite theological

term, represented in Latin by recapitulatio (Iren. III. xxii. 2).

'AYa-n"»]o-€is Tof TrXtjaioi' <tou dis koM-xov. Taken from Levidcus

xix. 18 where it sums up a far longer list of commandments. It

is quoted Matt. xxii. 39; Mark xii. 31 ; Luke x. 27; Gal. v. 14;

James ii. 8 where it is called ^aaiXiKos vSfxoi.

10. r\ dYairtj . . . ouk epyd^eTai. Love fulfils all law, because no

one who loves another will do him any ill by word or deed. These

words sum up what has been said at greater length in i Cor. xiii.

4-6.

irX^puiia, 'complete fulfilment.' The meaning of 77X. here is

given by ver. 9 ' He that loveth his neighbour has fulfilled (»r<*rX^-

puKfv) law, therefore love is the fulfilment (nXi'ipcona) of law.

T^g History of the word ayditTj,

There are three words in Greek all of which may be translated by the

English 'love,' epaw, (piXeca, dyauda}. Of these fpd(u with its cognate form

ioanai was originally associated with the sexual passion and was thence

translerred to any strong passionate affection ; (piKeai was used rather of

warm domestic affection, and so of the love of master and servant, of parents

and children, of husband and wife ; in Homer, of the love of the gods for

men. ipdv is combined with kmBvuuv and contrasted with <pi\iiv as it.

Xen. Hier. xi. 11 ware oi /xuvov (pikoio av dWai koI epwo. One special use

of tpojs and tpaoj must be referred to, namely, the Platonic. The intensity

and strength of human passion seemed to Plato to represent most adequately

the love of the soul for higher things, and so the philosophic epus was used

for the highest human desire, that for true knowledge, true virtue, true

Immortality.

The distinction of <pt\i(u and dyairiaj much resembled that between am«
and diligo. The one expressed greater affection, the other greater esteem.

So Dio Cassius xliv. 48 ((piXrjcraTt avT^!' cLs Trartpa xal -qyaThjaaTt «is fvep-

yirrjv; and John xxi. 15-17 \(yet axirS) ir&\tv Sfvrtpov, 'S.'tpojv 'laidiov,

dyaiT^s fit; Atyfi avrqj, Nat, Kvpie- av oiSas Sti (piKai ae k.t.K. (see Trench,

Syn. § xii). It is significant that no distinction is absolute; but <pi\(ai

occasionally, still more rarely dyandaj, are both used incorrectly of the

sexual passion. There is too close a connexion between the different forms

of human affection to allow any rigid distinction to be made in the nse of

^ords.

When these words w«re adopted into Hellenistic Greek, a gradual changt
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was made in their use. ipAto and its coq;nates are very rarely used, and
almost invariably in a bad sense. In the N. T. they do not occur at all, the

word iiriOvixiw being employed instead. Yet occasionally, even in biblical

and ecclesiastical Greek, the higher sense of the Platonic tpojs finds a place

(Prov. iv. 6 ; Wisdom viii. 2
; Justin, Dial. 8, p. 225 B ; Clem.-Alex. Coh.

II, p. 90; see Lightfoot, Ignatius ad Rom. vii. 2). Between artanaio and
<pi\tci) a decided preference was shown for the former. It occurs about

368 times (Hatch and Redpath) in a very large proportion of cases as a

translation of the Hebrew 2nt<; (j'tkico about twelve times (Trommius), ex-

cluding its use as equivalent to oscular. This choice was largely due to the

use of the Hebrew word to express the love of God to man, and of man tc

Ged (Deut. xxiii. 5; xxx. 6; Hosea iii. i) ; it was felt that the greatei

amount of intellectual desire and the greater severity implied in dyaTrdw fitted

it better than cpiKioi for this purpose. But while it was elevated in meaning
it was also broadened ; it is used not only of the love of father and son, of

husband and wife, but also of the love of Samson for Delilah (Jud. xvi. 4)

and of Hosea's love for his adulterous v/ife (Hos. iii. i). Nor can there be any

doubt that to Hebrew writers there was in a pure love of God or of righteous-

ness something of the intensity which is the highest characteristic ot human
passion (Is. Ixii. 5). d7ajrda; in the LXX corresponds in all its characletisiics

to the English ' love.'

But not only did the LXX use modify the meaning of d7ajracy, it created

a new word dydnr}. Some method was required of expressing the conception

which was gradually growing up. "Epan had too sordid associations. 4>iA(a

was tried (Wisdom vii. 14 ; viii. 18), but was felt to be inadequate. The
language of the Song of Solomon created the demand for uydnr]. (2 Kings

I or 2 times; Ecclesiastes 2; Canticles 11 ; Wisdom 2 ; Ecclus. i; Jeremiah i

;

Ps. Sol. I.)

The N.T. reproduces the usage of the LXX, but somewhat modified.

While dja-ndco is used 138 times, <pi\(Oj is used in this sense 22 times (13 in

St. John's Gospel) ;
generally when special emphasis has to be laid on the

relations of father and son. But the most maiked change is in the use of

dydiri]. It is never used in the Classical writers, only occasionally in the

LXX ; in early Christian writers its use becomes habitual and general.

Nothing could show more clearly that a new principle has been created than

this creation of a new word.

In the Vulgate dydin] is sometimes rendered by dilectio, sometimes by

earitas; to this inconsistency are due the variations in the English

Authorized Version. The word caritas passed into English in the Middle

Ages (for details see Eng. Diet, sub voc.) in the form 'charity,' and was for

some time used to correspond to most of the meanings of dyd-nr] ; but as the

English Version was inconsistent and no corresponding verb existed the

usage did not remain wide. In spite of its retention in 1 Cor. xiii. ' charity
'

became confined in all ordinary phraseology to ' benevolence,' and the

Revised Version was compelled to make the usage of the New Testament

consistent.

Whatever loss there may have been in association and in the rhythm of

well-known passages, there is an undoubted gain. The history of the word
dya-ndo) is that of the collection under one head of various conceptions which

were at any rate partially separated, and the usage of tne N. T. shows that

the distinction which has to be made is not between <pt\4w, dyairdo) and

(paw, but between dyd-nrj and (ni6vfj.ia. The English language makes this

distinction between the affection or passion in any form, and a purely animal

desire, quite plain ; although it may be obliterated at times by a natural

euphemism. But setting aside this distinction which must be occasionally

present to the mind, but which need not be ofien spoken of, Christianity does

not shrink from declaring that in all forms of human passion and affection
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which are not purely animal there is present that same love which In its

highest and most pure development forms the essence and sum of the

Christian religion. This affection, hcnvever perverted it may be, Christianity

does not condemn, but so far as may be elevates and purifies.

The Christian Teaching on Love.

The somewhat lengthy history just given of the word dydmj is

a suitable introduciion to the history of an idea which forms a fun-

damental principle of all Christian thought.

The duty of love in some form or other had been a common-
place of moral teaching in times long before Christianity and in

many different places. Isolated maxims have been collected in its

favour from very varied authors, and the highest pagan teaching

approaches the highest Christian doctrine. But in all previous

philosophy such teaching was partial or isolated, it was never

elevated to a great principle. Maxims almost or quite on a level

with those of Christianity we find both in the O. T. and in Jewish

writers. The command * Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy-

self is of course taken directly from the O. T., and is there used

to sum up in one general principle a long series of rules. Sayings

of great beauty are quoted from the Jewish fathers. * Hillel said,

Be of the disciples of Aaron, loving peace and pursuing peace,

loving mankind and bringing them nigh to the Torah' {Ptrqe

Aboth i. 13); or again, 'What is hateful to thyself do not to thy

fellow; this is the whole Torah, and the rest is commentary; go
study,' also ascribed to Hillel. It is however true in all cases that

these maxims, and all such as these, are only isolated instances, that

they do not represent the spirit of earlier institutions, and that they

form a very insignificant proportion compared with much of

a different character.

In Christianity this principle, which had been only partially

understood and imperfectly taught, which was known only in

isolated examples, yet testified to a universal instinct, was finally

put forward as the paramount principle of moral conduct, uniting

our moral instincts with our highest religious principles. A new
virtue, or rather one hiiherto imperfectly understood, had become
recognized as the root of all virtues, and a new name was demanded
for what was practically a new idea.

In the first place, the new Christian doctrine of love is universal.

' Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour and

hate thine enemy : but I say unto you. Love your enemies, and
pray for them that persecute you

;

' and a very definite reason is

given, the universal Fatherhood of God. This universalism which

underlies all the teaching of Jesus is put in a definite practical

form by St. Paul. * In Christ Jesus there is neither Jew nor Gentile,
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bond nor free, male nor female.' As it i<' summed up in a well-

known work :
' The first law, then, of the k"ngdom of God is that

all men, however divided from each other b) blood or language,

have certain mutual duties arising out of their ct^mmon relation to

God ' i^Ecce Homo, chap. xii).

But secondly, the Christian doctrine of love was the substitution

of a universal principle for law. All moral precepts are summed
up in the one command of love. What is my duty towards others ?

Just that feeling which you have towards the persons to whom you
ace most attached in the world, just that you must feel for every one.

If you have that feeling there will be no need for any further

command. Love is a principle and a passion, and as such is the

fulfilment of the Law. Christ ' declared an ardent, passionate, or

devoted state of mind to be the root of virtue
'

; and this purifying

passion, capable of existing in all men alike, will be able to re-

deem our nature and make laws superfluous.

And thirdly, how is this new Christian spirit possible? It is

possible because it is intimately bound up with that love which is

a characteristic of the Godhead. 'God is love.' 'A new com-
mandment I give to you, that ye should love one another as I have

loved you.' It is possible also because men have learnt to love

mankind in Christ * Where the precept of love has been given,

an image must be set before the eyes of those who are called on to

obey it, an ideal or type of man which may be noble and amiable

enough to raise the whole race, and make the meanest member of

it sacred with reflected glory.' This is what Christ did for us.

These three points will help to elucidate what St. Paul means by

ayuTrrf, It is in fact the correlative in the moral world to what faith

is in the religious life. Like faith it is universal ; like faith it is

a principle not a code; like faith it is centred in the Godhead.
Hence St. Paul, as St. John (i John iii. 23), sums up Christianity

in Faith and Love, which are finally, united in that Love of God,
which is the end and root of both.

THE DAY IS AT HAND.

XIII. 11-14. Tke night of this corrupt age is fiying.

The Parotisia is nearing. Cast off your evil ways. Gird

yourselves with the armour of light. Take Christ into your

hearts. Shun sin and self-indulgence.

11. The Apostle adds a motive for the Christian standard of

life, the nearness of our final salvation.

Kal TouTO, ' and that too ' : cp. i Cor. vi. 6, 8 ; Eph. ii. 8, &c. : it
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resumes the series of exhortations implied in the previous sections

;

there is no need to supply any special words wiih it.

Toi' Katpoi' : used of a definite, measured, or determined time, and

so almost technically of the period before the second coming of

Christ: cf. I Cor, vii. 29 6 Kaipos awfaraXnevos ; Mark i. 15; and

so o naiobs 6 ivearoji (Heb. ix. 9).

oTi wpa t]8t) k.t.X. rjbr) wiih iy(p6r]vai. The time of trial on earth

is looked upon as a night of gloom, to be followed by a bright

morning. We must arouse ourselves from slumber and prepare

ourselves for the light.

vuv ydp eyyuTepoK k.t.X. ' For our completed salvation, no longer

that hope of salvation which sustains us here, is appreciably nearer

for us than when we first accepted in faith the Messianic message.'

OTi enifTTevaaiifv refers to the actual moment of the acceptance of

Christianity. The language is that befitting those who expect tlie

actual coming of Christ almost immediately, but it will fit the

circumstances of any Christian for whom death brings the day.

In ver. 11 the original vfias (N A BCP, Clem.-Alex.) has been corrected

for the sake ofuniformity into ij/nay (^<« D E F G L, &c., Boh. Sah.). In ver. 1

3

iv epiai Kal Crj\ois is a variant of B, Sah., Clem.-Alex. Arab. In ver. 14 B,

and Clem.-Alex. read r6v Xptardv 'lijaovv, which may very likely be the

correct reading.

12. irpo^Kovj/ef, 'has advanced towards dawn.* Cf. Luke ii. 52;
Gal. i. 14 ; Jos. Bell. Jud. IV. iv. 6 ; Just. Dial. p. 277 d.

The contrast of v-nvo^, vv^, and <tk6tos with rjfispa and 05f finds

many illustrations in Christian and in all religious literature.

diroGcofJieQa. The works of darkness, /. e. works such as befit the

kingdom of darkness, are represented as being cast oiT like the

uncomely garments of the night, for the bright armour which
befits the Cliristian soldier as a member of the kingdom of light.

This metai'hor of the Christian armour is a favourite one with

St. Paul (i Thess. v. 8; 2 Cor. vi. 7; Rom. vi. 13; and especially

Eph. vi. 13 f.) ; it may have been originally suggested by the

Jewish conception of the last great fight against the armies of

Antichrist (Dan. xi ; Orac. Sib. iii. 663 f.
; 4 Ezra xiii. 33 ; Enoch

xc 16), but in St. Paul the conception has become completely

spiritualized.

13. euax^fAowajs irepiTraniCTcofiei'. The metaphor nfpiTvaruv of

conduct is very common in St. Paul's Epistles, where it occurs

thirty-three times (never in the Past. Epp.); elsewhere in the

N. T. sixteen times.

Kc5|xois, 'rioting,' 'revelry' (Gal. v. ai; i Pet iv. 3). fxeer] the

drunkenness which would be the natural result and accompaniment
©f such revelry,

Koirais Kttl dcreXyeiais, 'unlawful intercourse and wanton acts.'

'Opa bi TT)v rd^iV KWfJid^av ftiv yap T»f fxtOvei, fuQvMV 8f Koird^eTai,
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KOtTa^ofitvos 8e aatXyalvei, toC otvou tovtov rfj irXtjcritovg nvpnaikovvTos koI

bifptOiCovTos. Euthym.-Zig.

14. ei'SuaoffOe tok Ku'pioi' 'itjaoui' Xpi(Tr6v. Christ is put On first in

baptism (vi. 3; Gal. iii. 27), but we must continually renew that

life with which we have been clothed (Eph. iv. 24 ; Col. iii. 12).

TTJs CTopKos with npouoiav : the word is thrown forward in order to

emphasize the contrast between the old nature, the flesh of sin, and
the new, the life in Christ.

On this passage most commentators compare St. Aug. Con/ess.

viii. 12, 33 Arripui, aperui et legi in silentio capilulum, quo pri-

mum coniecti sunt oculi met: Non in conversationibus et ebrie-

tatibus, non in cubilibus et impudicitiis, non in contentione et

aemulatione : sed induite Dominum lesum Christum, et carnis

providentiam ne feceritis in concupiscentiis. Nee ultra volui

legere, nee opus erat. Statim quippe eum fine huiusce sententiae quasi

luce securitatis infusa cordi meo, omnes dubitationis tenebrae di§u-

gerunt,

Th$ early Christian belief in the nearness of the

napovaia.

There can hardly be any doubt that in the Apostolic age the

prevailing belief was that the Second Coming of the Lord was an

event to be expected in any case shortly and probably in the life-

time of many of those then living; it is also probable that this

belief was shared by the Apostles themselves. For example, so

strongly did such views prevail among the Thessalonian converts

that the death of some members of the community had filled them
with perplexity, and even when correcting these opinions St. Paul

speaks of ' we that are alive, that are left unto the coming of our

Lord
' ; and in the second Epistle, although he corrects the

erroneous impression which still prevailed that the coming was
immediate and shows that other events must precede it, he still

contemplates it as at hand. Similar passages may be quoted from

all or most of the Epistles, although there are others that suggest

that it is by his own death, not by the coming of Christ, that

St. Paul expects to attain the full life in Christ to which he looked

forward (i Cor. vii. 29-31; Rom. xiii. 11, 12; Pliil. iv. 5; and
on the other side 2 Cor. v. i-io; Phil. i. 23; iii. 11, 20, 21 ; see

Jowett, Thessalonians^ Sec, i. p. 105, who quotes both classes of

passages without dis'Jnguishing them).

How far was this derived from our Lord's own teaching ?

There is, it is true, very clear teaching on the reality and the

suddenness of the coming of Christ, and very definite exhortation

to all Christians to live as expecting that coming. This teaching

is couched largely in the current language of Apocalyptic literature
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which was often hardly intended to be taken literally even by

Jewish writers; moreover it is certainly mingled with teaching

which was intended to refer to what was a real manifestation of the

Divine power, and very definitely a ' coming of the Lord ' in the

O. T. sense of the term, the destruction of Jerusalem. All this

language again is reported to us by those who took it in a literal

sense. The expressions of our Lord quoted as prophetic of His

speedy return are all to a certain extent ambiguous ; for example,
' This generation shall not pass away until all these things be ful-

filled,' or again ' There be some of them here who shall not taste of

death until they see the Son of God coming with power.' On the

other side there is a very distinct tradition preserved in documents

of different classes recording that when our Lord was asked de-

finitely on such matters His answers were ambiguous. Acts i. 7
' It is not for you to know times and seasons, which the Father

hath set within His own authority.' John xxi. 23 ' This saying

therefore went forth among the brethren, that that discijjle should

not die : yet Jesus said not unto him, that he should not die ; but,

If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee ?' Moreover
he affirmed that He Himself was ignorant of the date Mark xiii. 32 ;

Matt. xxiv. 36 ' But of that day and hour knoweth no one, not

even the angels of heaven, neither the Son, but the Father only.'

In the face of these passages it is reasonable to believe that

this ignorance of the Early Church was permitted and that with

a purpose. If so, we may be allowed to speculate as to the service

it was intended to fulfil.

In the first place, this belief in the nearness of the second coming
quickened the religious and moral earnestness of the early Chrisdan.

Believing as intently as he did ' that the fashion of this world passeth

away,' he ' set his affection on things above
'

; he lived in the world

and yet not of the world. The constant looking forward to the

coming of the Lord produced a state of intense spiritual zeal which
braced the Church for its earliest and hardest task.

And secondly, it has been pointed out very ably how much the

elasticity and mobility of Christianity were preserved by the fact thai

the Aposdes never realized that they were building up a Church
which was to last through the ages. It became the fashion of

a later age to ascribe to the Apostles a series of ordinances and
constitutions. Any such theory is quite inconsistent with the real

spirit of their time. They never wrote or legislated except so far

as existing needs demanded. They founded such institutions as

were clearly required by some immediate want, or were part of our

Lord's teaching. But they never administered or planned with

a view to the remote future. Their writings were occasional,

supgested by some j)ressing difficulty; but they thus incidentally

laiil down great broad principles which became the guiding principles
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of the Church. The Church therefore is governed by case law, not

bv code law : by broad principles, not by minute regulaiions. It

may seem a paradox, but yet it is profoundly true, that the Church
is adapted to the needs of every age, just because the original

preachers of Christianity never attempted to adapt it to the needs

of any period but their own.

The relation of Chaps. XII-XIV to the Gospels.

There is a very marked resemblance between the moral teaching

of St. Paul contained in the concluding section of the Epistle to the

Romans, and our Lord's own words ; a resemblance which, in some
cases, extends even to language.

Rom. xii. 14. Matt v. 44.

tvKor^UTi Tovi Sii/Kovras vfiSs" dr^a-rtaTtrovs k\6poviv(xuiv, KaXtrpoa'

tiKoyuTtf Kol nfj KarapaaOf, €i5x«0'^e vnip tSiv Biwkovtwv vfids.

Rom. xiii, 7, Matt. xxii. 31.

An6SoT« vafft rdis 6<pti\6s K.tX, airSSore oZv rcL Kaiaapos Kalaapi,

Koi TOL TOV &(0V T^ @(^.

Rom. xiii. 9. Matt. xxii. 39, 40.

Kai tt Tis fTfpa fVTo\-fi, Iv roircp Stvripa 8e 6/j.om avr-q, 'Aya-rr^aas

rqi \6yq> d.vaK«pa\aiovTai, iv to) rbv irKjjcriov aov wj OfavTuv. iv ravrais

'kyairfjaus rdv vXijaiov aov oiis rais Svalv tvroXats o\os 6 vd/^os icpi-

iavT6y narai Kai ot TrpotpTJTai.

To these verbal resemblances must be added remarkable identity

of teaching in these successive chapters. Everything that is said

about revenge, or about injuring others, is e.xacily identical with the

spirit of the Sermon on the Mount ; our duty towards rulers exactly

reproduces the lesson given in St. Matthew's Gospel; the words
concerning the relation of ' love ' to ' law ' might be an extract from

the Gospel : the two main lines of argument in ch. xiv, the absolute

indifference of all external practices, and the supreme importance

of not giving a cause of offence to any one are both directly derived

from the teaching of Jesus (Matt, xviii. 6, 7, xv. 11-20). This

resemblance is brought out very well by a recent writer (Knowling,

Witness of the Epistle, p. 312) : 'Indeed it is not too much to add

that the Apostle's description of flhe kingdom of God (Rom. xiv. 17)

reads like a brief summary of its description in the same Sermon
on the Mount ; the righteousness, peace, and joy, which formed the

contents of the kingdom in the Apostle's conception are found side

by side in the Saviour's Beatitudes; nor can we fail to notice how
both St. Matthew and St. Luke contrast the anxious care for meat

and drink with seeking in the first place for the kingdom of God
and His righteousness. Nor must it be forgotten that Paul's

fundamental idea of righteousness may be said to be rooted in the

teaching of Jesus.'
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It .0 A'ell known that there are definite references by St. Paul to

the words of our Lord : so i Thes. iv. 15 = Matt. xxiv. 31 ; 1 Cor.

vii. 10 = Mark x. 9 ; i Cor. ix. 14 = Luke x. 7 ; as also in the case

of the institution of the Last Supper, i Cor. xi. 24. Reminiscences

also of the Sermon on the Mount may be found in other Epistles,

e. g. James iv. 9 = Matt. v. 4 ; James v. 12 = Matt. v. 33 ; i Pet.

iii. 9 = Matt. v. 39 ; i Pet. iv. 14 = Matt. v. ii, 12, and elsewhere.

The resemblances are not in any case sufficient either to prove

the use of any document which we possess in its present form, or

to prove the use of a different document (see below); but they do
show that the teaching of the Apostles was based on some common
source, which was identical both in substance and spirit with those

tt ords of our Lord contained in the Gospels.

They suggest further that even in cases where we have no direct

evidence that Apostolic teaching is based on the Gospel narrative

it does not follow that our Lord Himself did not originate it.

For Christianity is older than any of its records. The books
of the N. T. reflect, they did not originate, the teaching of early

Christianity. Moreover, our Lord originated principles. It was
these principles which inspired His followers; some of the words
which are the product of and which taught those principles are

preserved, some are not ; but the result of them is contained in the

words of the Apostles, which worked out in practical life the

principles they had learnt directly or indirectly from the Christ.

A much more exact and definite conclusion is supported with very great

industry by Alfred Resch in a series of investigations, tlie first of which is

Agiapha, Aussercanonische Evangelien-fiagmente in Texte und Unter-
suchims^en, v. 4. He argues (pp. 28, 29) that the acquaintance shown by
St. Paul with the words and teaching of Jesus implies the use of an Urcanon-
ische Quellenschrift, which was also used by St. Mark, as well as the other

N.T. writers. It would be of course beside our purpose to examine this theory,

but so far as it concerns the passages we are considering it may be noticed

:

(i) That so far as they go there would be no reason why all St. Pauls teach-

ing should not have been derived from our present Gospels. He does not
profess to be quoting, and the verbal reminiscences might quite well represent

the documents we possess. (2) That it is equally impossible to argue against

the use of different Gospels. The only legitimate conclusion is that there

must have been a common teaching of Jesus behind the Apo-tle's words
which was identical in spirit and substantially in words with that contained
in our Synoptic Gospels. Some stress is laid by Resch (pp. 245, 302 ff.)

on passages which are identical in Romans and i Peter. So Rom. xii. 1 7 =
I Pet. iii. 9; Rom. xiii. i, 3 « i Pet. ii. 13, 14. The resemblance is un-
doubted, but a far more probable e.\planalion is that I Peter is directly

indebted to the Romans (see Introduction § 8). There is no reason to cite

these as ' Words of the Lord '

; yet it is very probable that much more of tlie

common teaching and even phraseology of the early Church than we ait

acciutomed to imagine goes back to the teaching of Jesu.
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ON POBBEARANCE TOWARDS THOSE WHO ABB
SCRUPULOUS.

XIV. 1—XV. 13. Receive a scrupulous Chi'istian cordially.

Do not be cojitimially condemning him. Some of you have

grasped the full meaning of Christian faith, others whose

conscience is too tender lay undue stress on partictdar prac-

tices^ on rules as to food or the observance of certain days.

Do not you whose faith is more robust despise such scruples

;

nor should they be censorious (vv. 1-5).

Every one should make up his ow7t mind. These things

are indifferent in themselves. Only whatever a man does he

must look to Christ. In life and death we are all His, whose

death and resurrectioti have made him Lord of all. To

Him as to no one else shall we be called upon to give account

(w. 6-12).

We must avoid censoriousness. But equally must we
avoid placing obstacles before a fellow-Christian. I believe

firmly that nothing is harmful in itself, but it becomes so to

the person who cotisiders it harmful. The obligation of love

and charity is paramount. Meats are secojidary things.

Let us have an eye to peace and mutual help. It is not

worth while for- the sake of a little meat to undo God's

work in a brother s soul. Far better abstainfromflesh and

wine altogether (w. 13-21).

Keep the robuster faith zvith which you are blest to

yourself and God. To hesitate and then eat is to incur

guilt ; for it is not prompted by strongfaith (vv. 22, 23).

This rule offorbearance applies to all classes of the com-

munity. The strong shoidd bear the scruples of the weak.

We shotdd not seek our ozvngood, but that ofotJiers ; following

the example of Christ as expounded to us in the Scriptures

;

those Scriptures which were written for our encouragement

and consolation. May God, from whom this encouragement

comes. gi-ant you all—weak and strong, Jew and Gentile—to

h$ of one mind, uniting in the praise of God (xv. 1-7).
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For Christ has receivedyou all alike. To hath Jew and

Ge7itile He has a special mission. To the Jews to exhibit

God's veracity, to the Gentiles to reveal His mercy ; that

Gentile might unite with Jew, as Psalmist and Prophet

foretold, in hymns ofpraise to the glory of God. May God

the giver of hope send it richly upon you (w. 8-13).

XIV. 1—XV. 13. The Apostle now passes on to a further point

;

the proper attitude to adopt towards matters in themselves indifferent,

but concerning which some members of the community might have

scruples. The subject is one which naturally connects itself with

what we have seen to be the leading thought which underlies these

concluding chapters, and in fact the whole Epistle, namely, the

peace and unity of the Church, and may have been immediately

suggested by the words just preceding : St. Paul has been con-

demning excessive indulgence; he now passes to the opposite

extreme, excessive scrupulousness, which he deals with in a very

different way. As Augustine points out, he condemns and instructs

more openly the ' strong ' who can bear it, while indirectly showing

the error of the 'weak.' The arguments throughout are, as we shall

see, perfectly general, and the principles applied those characteristic

of the moral teaching of the Epistle—the freedom of Christian faith,

the comprehensiveness of Christian charity and that duty of peace

and unity on which St. Paul never wearies of insisting.

Tertullian {Adv. Marc. v. 15) refers to ver. 10, and Origen {Comm. in

Horn. X. 43, Lomni. vii. p. 453) to ver. 23. Of Marcion's use of the rest of the

chapter we know nothing. On chaps, xv, xvi, see Introduction, § 9.

1. Toi' 8e doGej'oCi'Ta tt} iriaTCi : cf. Rom. iv. 19 ; I Cor. viii. 7, 9,

10, II ; ix. 22. 'Weakness in faith,' means an inadequate grasp

of the great principle of salvation by faith in Christ; the conse-

quence of which will be an anxious desire to make this salvation

more certain by the scrupulous fulfilment of formal rules.

•npo<j\o.^^6.v€.aQe, 'receive into full Christian intercourse and
fellowship.' The word is used (i) of God receiving or helping

man: Ps. XXvi (xxvii) 10 6 ttotjjp ^ov koL tj niiTt]p fiov iyKari^mov fxe,

6 bi Kvpios TrpoatXd^eTo pf : SO in ver. 3 below and in Clem.

Rom. xlix. 6 eV dyuTTij npnaf'Ka^eTo fipas 6 decnroTTjs. But (2) it 19

also used of men receiving others into fellowship or companion-
ship : 2 ^laCC. viii. I rovs pepevrjKoras eV ra 'lovSaiapa ivpo&Xa^opivoi

avvijya^^oii (Is f^uKiaxi^iovs. These two uses are combined in xv. 7
' All whom Christ has willed to receive into the Christian community,

whether they be Jews or Greeks, circumcised or uncircumcised,

every Christian ought to be willing to receive as brothers.'

fit] els 8iaKpiff€ts BiaXoYiCTp.oJv, ' but not to pass judgements

on their thoughts.' Receive them as members of the Christiao
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community, but do not let them find that they have been merely

received into a society in which their somewhat too scrupulous

thoughts are perpetually being condemned. diaKpla-fn, from biaKpivm

to 'judge,' 'decide/ 'distinguish/ means the expression of judge-

ments or opinions, as Heb. v. 14 'judgement of good or evil/

I Cor. xii. 10 'judgement or discernment of spirits/ StaXoyta-yuwi*

means ' thoughts,' often, but not necessarily, with the idea of doubt,

hesitation (Luke xxiv. 38), disputes (Phil. ii. 14; i Tim. ii. 8), or

generally of perverse self-willed speculations. The above interpre-

tation of hiaKpiaeii is that of most commentators (Mey.-W. Oltr. Va.)

and is most in accordance with usage. An equally good sense

could be gained by translating (with Lips.) 'not so as to raise

doubts in his mind/ or (with Gif.) ' not unto discussions of doubts
'

;

but neither interpretation can be so well supported.

2. The Apostle proceeds to describe the two classes to which

he is referring, and then (ver. 3) he gives his commands to both

sides.

8s jaJv ... 6 81 ao-Oevwv. With the variation in construction cf. i Cor.

xii. 8-10 ; Mark iv. 4; Luke viii. 5. The second i is not for or, but is to be
taken with aaOtvuv.

irio-Teoei, ' hath faith to eat all things
'

; his faith, i. e. his grasp and

hold of the Christian spirit, is so strong that he recognizes how
indifferent all such matters in themselves really are.

Xdxai'a cffGiei, ' abstains from all flesh meat and eats only

vegetables/ Most commentators have assumed that St. Paul is

describing the practice of some definite party in the Roman
community and have discussed, with great divergence of opinion,

the motive of such a practice. But St. Paul is writing quite

generally, and is merely selecting a typical instance to balance the

first. He takes, on the one side, the man of thoroughly strong

faith, who has grasped the full meaning of his Christianity; and on

the other side, one who is, as would generally be admitted, over-

scrupulous, and therefore is suitable as the type of any variety of

scrupulousness in food which might occur. To both these classes

he gives the command of forbearance, and what he says to them

will apply to other less extreme cases (see the Discussion on p. 399).

3. 6 koQldiv . . . 6 8e fif| iaQ'mv. St. Paul uses these expressions

to express briefly the two classes with which he is dealing (see ver. 6).

Pride and contempt would be the natural failing of the one ; a spirit

of censoriousness of the other.

6 0€os Y^P oiuToi' TrpoaeXciPeTo. See ver. I. God through Christ

has admitted men into His Church without imposing on them

minute and formal observances ; they are not therefore to be

criticized or condemned for neglecting practices which God has

not required.

4. a6 Ti's el ; St. Paul is still rebuking the ' weak.' The man
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whom he is condemning is not a household slave, but the servant of

God ; to God therefore he is responsible.

Tw i8i(j) Kupiw. Dat. of reference: of. w. 5-8. 'It is to his

own master that he is responsible.' He it is to whom he must show
whether he has used or misused his freedom, whether he has had
the strength to fulfil his work or whether he has failed. mTrrev

(xi. II, 22) of moral failure; ari^icei (i Cor. xvi. 13; Phil. i. 27) of
moral stability. In i Cor. x. la the two are contrasted, wore 6

8oK(i)v icrrdvai ^XenfTa ftfj Jiia-Jj,

araQ-qcTiTai Zi: cf. Matt. xii. 25. In spite of your censoriousness
he will be held straight, for the same Lord who called him on
conditions of freedom to His kingdom is mighty to hold him
upright. The Lord will give grace and strength to those whom He
has called.

For SwartT (K A B CD F G), which ia an unnsnal word, later MSS.
substituted SviaT6s (P, Bas. Chrys.), or Svvarbs . . . (anv (T R vvitli L
and later MSS.). For 6 Kvptos (N A B C P, Sah. Boli., &c.) 6 0(6i was in-

troduced from ver. 3 (DEFGL, &c., Vulg., Orig.-Iat. Bas. Chrys., &c),
perhaps because of the confusion with t$ Kvpiq> above.

6. The Apostle turns to another instance of similar scrupulous-

ness,—the superstitious observance of days. In Galatia he has
already had to rebuke this strongly ; later he condemns the Colos-
sians for the same reason. Gal. iv. 10, 11 'Ye observe days, and
months, and seasons, and years. I am afraid of you, lest by any
means I have bestowed labour upon you in vain.' Col. ii. 16, 17
' Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect

of a feast day or a new moon or a sabbath day; which are

a shadow of the things to come ; but the body is Christ's.' St. Paul
does not in the Romans condemn any one for adherence to this

practice, but simply considers the principles which underlie the

question, as illustrating (hence yup) the general discussion of the

chapter. The fundamental principle is that such things are in

themselves indifferent, but that each person must be fully assured
in his own conscience that he is doing right.

Various commentators have discussed the relation of these direc-

tions to Ecclesiastical ordinances, and have attempted to make
a distinction between the Jewish rites which are condemned and
Christian rites which are enjoined. (So Jerome, Contra lovwian.
ii. 1 6, quoted by Liclclon adloc: non inter ieiunia et sahirilaiem

aeqiialia vienle dispeiisat ; sed contra eos loquitur, qui in Christum
trede7ites, adhuc iudaizabant.) No such distinction is possible. The
Apostle is dealing with principles, not with special rites, and he
lays down the principle that these things in themselves are indif-

ferent; while the whole tenor of his argument is against scrupu-

lousness in any form. So these same principles would apply
equally to the scrupulous observance of Ecclesiastical rules, whether
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as in some places of Sunday, or as in others of Saints ' days or

Fast days. Such observances if undertaken in a scrupulous

spirit are opposed to the very essence of Christian freedom.

When once this principle has been grasped a loyal free adhesion

to the rules of the Church becomes possible. The Jew and
the scrupulous Christian kept their rules of days and seasons,

because they believed that their salvation depended on an exact

adherence to formal ordinances. The Christian who has grasped

the freedom of the Gospel recognizes the indifference in themselves

of all such ordinances ; but he voluntarily submits to the rules of

his Church out of respect for its authority, and he recognizes the

value of an external discipline. The Apostolical Constitutions,

which representing an early system of Christian discipline, seem to

recognize these principles, for they strongly condemn abstinence

from food if influenced by any feeling of abhorrence from it,

although not if undertaken for the purpose of discipline.

Tisch. (ed. 8) reads here &s ntv yap with N A C P, Vulg. Boh. (which he
qaotes incorrectly on the other side), Bas. Ambrstr. Jo.-Damasc. The yap is

omitted by N« B D E F G, Syrr., Orig.-lat. Chrys. Thdrt. TR. RV. and inserted

between brackets by WH. Lachmann. The insertion is probably right;

the balance of external evidence being in its favour, for B here is clearly

Western in character.

lepifei, 'estimates,' 'approves of: Plat. F/jt'l. p. 57 E is quoted,

irapd, ' passing by ' and so ' in preference to.'

•irXif]po4)op6iCT0a>. The diff"erence between the Christian and the

Jew or the heathen, between the man whose rule is one of faith and
the man subject to law, is, that while for the latter there are definite

and often minute regulations he must follow, for the former the

only laws are great and broad principles. He has the guidance of

the Spirit; he must do what his lovs, his highest intellectual faculty,

tells him to be right. On the word Tr'^r]po<popei(T6a> see on iv. 21

and cf. Clem. Rom. xlii T7'\r]po(j)opT]6fVTfs fiia rrji dvaa-rdafais.

6. The reason for indiff'erence in these matters is that both

alike, both the man who has grasped the Christian principle and
the man who is scrupulous, are aiming at the one essential thing,

to render service to God, to live as men who are to give account

to Him.
6 <|)pot'fi»' :

* esteem,* ' estimate,' ' observe. ' Kupi'w, emphatic, is Dat.

of reference as above, ver. 4,

6 eo-QicjK ... 6 fAT) iaQioiv : see ver. 3. Both alike make their

meal an occasion of solemn thanksgiving to God, and it is that

which consecrates the feast. Is there any reference in euxapiCTTct to

tbe Christian evxapiaTia ?

After Kvp'teo <ppovft the TR. with later anthorities (LP &c., Syrr., Bas.

Chrys. Thdrt.) add Kot 6 /xrj <ppovSjv ttjv fjixipav Kvpiw ov (ppotet, a glost

which seemed necessary for completing the sentence ckn the analogy of Iha

c c 2
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last half of the verse. The addition of this clanse caused the omission of

Kai before o iaOlajv (TR. with some minuscules). That the words koI 6 fiii

(ppovwv were not parts of the original text omitted by homoeoteleuton is

shown by the fact that many authorities which insert them still preserve the

superfluous Kai vSyrr., Bas. Chrys. Thdrt. and many minuscules^ Various

instances of homoeoteleuton occur, as might be expected, in these verses, but

they are in all cases confined to a single or very slight authority. L omits Koi

6 fxi) (aOiwv . . . cux* T^ 6(^ : 66 omits fjnipav to ^/jiepav ; minusc. 3 omit
iaOid to iaOifu

7-12. St. Paul proceeds to develop more fully, and as a general

rule of life, the thought suggested in ver. 6. To God we are

responsible whether we live or die; before His judgement-seat we
shall appear; therefore we must live as men who are to give

account of our lives to Him and not to one another.

7. ouSeis Y^P • • • &TToQvY\(TKei,. In life and in death we are not

isolated, or solitary, or responsible only to ourselves. It is not by
our own act we were created, nor is our death a matter that con-

cerns us alone.

8. Tw Kupi'w :
' but it is to Christ, as men living in Christ's sight

and answerable to Him, that we must live; in Christ's sight we
shall die. Death does not free us from our obligations, whether we
live or die we are the Lord's.' Wetstein compares Pirqe Aboth, iv.

32 'Let not thine imagination assure thee that the grave is an
asylum ; for perforce thou wast framed, and perforce thou wast
born, and perforce thou livest, and perforce thou diest, and perforce

thou art about to give account and reckoning before the King of

the kings of kings, the Holy One, blessed is He.'

It may l)e noticed that in these verses St. Paul describes the Christian life

from a point of view other than that which he had adopted in chap. viii.

There it was the higher aspects of that life as lived in union with Christ,

here it is the life lived as in His sight and responsible to Him.

9. The reason for this relation of all men to Christ as servants

to their master is that by His death and resurrection Christ has

established His Divine Lordship over all alike, both dead and
living. Responsibility to Him therefore no one can ever escape.

CIS TouTo is explained by Iva Kvpida-rj,

dir£0ai'6 Kttl c^Tjaet' must refer to Christ's death and resurrection.

(Cn'rfv cannot refer to the life of Christ on earth, (i) because of the

Older of words which St. Paul has purposely and deliberately

varied from the order C^^fifv ko.) anoBvf^vKaiiifv of the previous verses;

(2) because the Lordship of Christ is in the theology of St. Paul

always connected with His resurrection, not His lite, which was
a Tienod of humiliation (Rom. viii. 34; 2 Cor. iv. 10, 11); (3)
because of the tense ; the aorist eCrjafv could be used of a single

definiie act which was the beginning of a new life, it could not be

used of the continuous life on earth.

i'(Kpu»' ical twrrwf. The inversion of the usual order is owing to
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the order of words in the previous part of the sentence, ant6. km

(Cw- For the KvpioTJji of Christ {Iva Kvpitvarj) see Phil. ii. 9, 11.

For Xpi(XT6i the TR. with later MSS., Syrr., Iren.-lat. reads Kal XpiarSi.

iiTfOavev Kal t^rjatv, the older and most difficult reading (X A B C, Boh., Arm.
Aeth, Orig.-lat. Chrys. 1/2) has been explained in various ways ; hy duiO. Kal

avearrj F G, Vulg. Orig. and other Fathers ; by d-niO. Kal dviCTT. Kal dvf^rjafv

TR. with minusc. (perhaps conflate) ; by d-niO. Kal dviar. nal ((rjaty, LP.
&a, Harkl. and some Fathers : by e^rjff. xal diriQ. koI dviar. DE. Iren.

10. St. Paul applies the argument pointedly to the questions he
is 'discussing. We are responsible to Christ; we shall appear

before Him : there is no place for uncharitable judgements or

censorious exclusiveness between man and man.
aO 8e Ti Kpiceis refers to o fxf] fadlav, ^ Kai au to 6 ea-dlcov.

irapawTTjCTO/xeOa tw pi^fiari toO ©ecu. Cf. Acts xxvii. 24 Kala-api

(re bd irapaar^vai. For (^rjpa, in the Sense of a judge's official seat,

see Matt, xxvii. 19; Jo. xix. 13, «fec. God is here mentioned as

Judge because (see ii. 16) He judges the world through Christ.

In 2 Cor, V. 10 the expression is tovs yap navTas rjpas 4>^vepco6rjuai 6et

fpirpoardfv Tov ^rjparos Toii XpicTTov. It is quite impossible to follow

Liddon in taking Beov of Christ in his Divine nature; that would

be contrary to all Pauline usage : but it is important to notice how
easily St. Paul passes from 'Kptaros to Qfos. The Father and the

Son were in his mind so united in function that They may often

be interchanged. God, or Christ, or God through Christ, will

judge the world. Our life is in God, or in Christ, or with Christ

in God. The union of man with God depends upon the intimate

union of the Father and the Son.

Bfov must be accepted as against Xpiarov on decisive authority. The
latter reading arose from a desire to assimilate the expression to 2 Cor. v. 10.

IL St. Paul supports his statement of the universal character of

God's judgement by quoting Is. xlv. 23 (freely ace. to the LXX).
In the O. T. the words describe the expectation of the universal

character of Messianic rule, and the Apostle sees their complete

fulfilment at the final judgement.

^lofAoXoyiiCTeTai t<3 Ojeu, ' shall give praise to God/ according to

the usual LXX meaning ; cf. xv. 9, which is quoted from Ps. xvii

(xviii). 50.

fS iyd/, Xiyu Kvpios is substituted for Kar' ipavrov dfivtStu, cf. Num. xiv. a8

&C. ; for irdaa fXSiaaa k.t.K. the LXX reads 6p.(iTai it. 7. rbv Qiov.

12. The conclusion is : it is to God and not to man that each of

us has to give account. If Gfoi be read (see below), it may again

be noted how easily St. Paul passes from Kvpios to Bfo's (see on

ver. 10 and cf. xiv. 3 with xv. 7).

There are several minor variations of text. oZv is omitted by B D F G P
and perhaps the Latin authorities, which read itaque. For ScLaet of the TR.
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WH. rfad Sino^&ffft with B D F G Chrj's., the Latin authorities reading redJil

(but Cyprian dabif). t^ Qt^ at the end of the sentence is omitted by B F G
Cypr. Aug. In all these cases B is noticeable as appearing with a group
which is almost entirely Western in character.

13. The Apostle now passes to another aspect of the question.

He has laid down very clearly the rule that all such points are in

thsmselves indifferent ; he has rebuked censoriousness and shown
that a man is responsible to God alone. Now he turns completely

round and treats the question from the other side. All this is

true, but higher than all is the rule of Christian charity, and this

demands, above all, consideration for the feelings and consciences

of others.

Mtjk^ti o8v . . . Kpii'tojieK marks the transition to the second ques-

tion by summing up the first.

Kpimxe: for the play on Vi^crds cf. xii. 3, 14, xiii. i. 'Do not

therefore judge one another, but judge this for yourself, i. e. deter-

mine this as your course of conduct' : cf. 2 Cor. ii. i.

TO fjLT) TiBeVai . . . Tw d8E\(|>(3 . . . aKdi'SaXoi'. riBevai is Suggested

by the literal meaning of oKav^akov, a snare or stumbling-block

which is laid in the path. St. Paul has probably derived the word
(TKav^akov and the whole thought of the passage from our Lord's

words reported in Matt, xviii. 6 f. See also his treatment of the

same question in i Cor. viii. 9 f.

•irp6<rK0(in,o . . . TJ should perhaps be omitted with B, Arm. Pesh. As
Weiss points out, the fact that fj is omitted in all authorities which omit irp.

proves that the words cannot have been left out accidentally. vpoaKOfi/jM

would come in from i Cor. viii. 9 and ver. 20 below.

14. In order to emphasize the real motive which should influ-

ence Christians, namely, respect for the feelings of others, the

indifference of all such things in themselves is emphatically stated.

iv Kupiw 'ItjctoO. The natural meaning of these words is the

same as that of eV Xp. (ix. i) ; to St. Paul the indifference of all

meats in themselves is a natural deduction from his faith and life

in Christ. It may be doubted whether he is here referring expressly

to the words of Christ (Mark vii. 15; Matt. xv. 11); when doing

so his formula is irapeXa^ov ano roil Kvpiov. •

Kon'6;'. The technical term to express those customs and habits,

which, although ' common ' to the world, were forbidden to the

pious Jew. Jos. Anf. XIII. i. I tw kouov ^iov irpoDprnxtvovs '.

I Mace, i. 47> 62 ; Acts X. 14 ort ovdenoT* ecpayov nav Koivoy KOt

aKildaprov,

81* lauToO, ' in itself,' ' in its own nature.*

That 5i' iavTov is the right reading is shown by (i) the authority ofNBC
also of 3 (Cod. Patiriensis, see Introduction, § 7) supported by many later

MSS., the Vulgatr, and tlie two earliest commentators Orig.-lat. In Domiri*

ergo lesu nihil commune per seinctipsum, hoc est naiura sui dicitur, and

Chrys. Tp <\>v(!u ^rjalv ovStv &Ka6apTov and (2) by the contrast with t^
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1

\oyi^oftevq). S«' avrov, 'through Christ* (so Theodrt. and later comm.) U
a correction.

€1 fiT] Tw XoyiJofjieVw k.t.X- Only if a man supposes that the

breach of a ceremonial law is wrong, and is compelled by public

opinion or the custom of the Church to do violence to his belief, he
is led to commit sin ; for example, if at the common Eucharistic

meal a man were compelled to eat food against his conscience it

would clearly be wrong.

15. et Y'^P- The ydp (which has conclusive manuscript authority)

implies a suppressed link in the argument. 'You must have
respect therefore for his scruples, although you may not share

them, for if,' &c.

XuiretTai. His conscience is injured and wounded, for ht wiliully

and knowingly does what he thinks is wrong, and so he is in danger
of perishing (dTniXXue).

uirep oS XpiCTTos direflafc. Cf. I Cor. viii. 10, II. Christ died

to save this man from his sins, and will you for his sake not give

up some favourite food ?

16. fjiT) |3Xao-4>Y]|ji,£ta9(D K.T.X. Let not that good of yours, i. e. your
consciousness of Christian freedom (cf. i Cor. x. 29 ff fkfvGfpla fiov),

become a cause of reproach. St. Paul is addressing the strong, as

elsewhere in this paragraph, and the context seems clearly to point,

at least primarily, to opinions within the community, not to the

reputation of the community with the outside world. The above

interpretation, therefore (which is that of Gilford and Vaughan),
is better than that which would refer the passage to the reputation

of the Christian community amongst those not belonging to it

(Mey-W. Lips. Liddon).

17. Do not lay such stress on this freedom of yours as to cause

a breach in the harmony of the Church ; for eating and drinking are

not the principle of that kingdom which you hope to inherit.

ri Pao-iXeia too 06oG. An echo of our Lord's teaching. The
phrase is used normally in St. Paul of that Messianic kingdom
which is to be the reward and goal of the Christian life ; so

especially i Cor. vi. 9, 10, where it is laid down that certain classes

shall have no part in it. Hence it comes to mean the principles or

ideas on which that kingdom is founded, and which are already

exhibited in this world (cf. i Cor. iv. 20). The term is, of course,

derived through the words of Christ from the current Jewish con-

ceptions of an actual earthly kingdom; how far exactly such

conceptions have been spiritualized in St. Paul it may be difficult

to say.

Ppuats Kal 17(5(715. If, as is probable, the weak brethren are

conceived of as having Judaizing tendencies, there is a special point

in this expression. ' If you lay so much stress on eating and drinking

as tp make a point of indulging in what you will at all costs, you are
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in danger of falling into the Judaizing course of interpreling the

Messianic prophecies literally, and imagining the Messianic kingdom
to be one of material plenty ' (Iren. V. xxxiii. 3).

These words are often quoted as condemning any form of

scrupulousness concerning eating and drinking; but that is not

St. Paul's idea. He means that 'eating and drinking' are in

themselves so unimportant that every scruple should be respected,

and every form of food willingly given up. They are absolutely

insignificant in comparison with ' righteousness ' and * peace ' and

SiKatocrui'r) k.t.X. This passage describes man's life in the

kingdom, and these words denote not the relation of the Christian

to God, but his life in relation to others. 8iKaioavvT] therefore is not

used in its technical sense of the relation between God and man,
but means righteousness or just dealing ; elpfiw] is the state of peace

with one another which should characterize Christians
; x^P" is the

joy which comes from the indwelling of the Holy Ghost in the

community ; of. Acts ii. 46 fure'KdfJ.^avov rpocpi^s tv dyaXXtdo-ft kqI

d<pe\6TrjTi aapblas.

18. The same statement is generalized. The man who, on the

principle implied by these virtues (eV toutco, not eV toutois), is Christ's

servant, i. e. who serves Christ by being righteous and conciliatory

and charitable towards others, not by harshly emphasizing his

Christian freedom, is not only well-pleasing to God, but will gain

the approval of men.
SoKijjios T019 a.vdp(jiTToi<i. The contrast to ^'\a(T(f)r]fi(i(T6(o of ver. 16.

Consideration for others is a mark of the Christian character which

will recommend a man to his fellow-men. 86kihov, able to stand

the test of inspection and criticism (cf. 2 Tim. ii. 15).

19. OiKo8op,T)S : cf. I Cor. xiv. 26 jravra Trpos olKobonfjV yivtaQa,

I TheSS. V. I I olKoSoflflTt fls TOP €Va.

Si&noixev (N A B F G L P 3) is really more expressive than the somewhat
obvious coriection 8tuKUfi(v (C D E, Latt.). D EF G who add ((>v\d^wp.(¥

after dXXr)\ovs.

20. KardXue . . . tpyov keeps up tne metaphor suggested by
olKohopr)^. 'Build up, do not destroy, that Christian community
which God has founded in Christ.' Cf. i Cor. iii. 9 Qioi yap iap-tv

avvfpyni. GfoG ytcopyiov, Qeov olKoSofir) tare. The WOrds dp^vr) and

oiKodopf) both point to the community rather than the individual

Christian.

TtdvTa fiei' Ka9ap(£: cf. 1 Cor. X. 23 iravra t^eartv, dXX' ov vavra

<rv/j^//.'€i. Ttavra f^eariv, dXX' oil irdpra oiKo5op.fi,

dXXo KaK^c: the subject to this must be supplied from navra. It

is a nice question to decide to whom these words refer. (1) Are

they addressed to the strong, those who by eating are likely to give

offence to others (so Va. Olir., and the majority of commentaries)?
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or (2) are they addressed to the weak, those who by eating what they

think it wrong to eat injure their own consciences (so Gif. Mey.-W.
and others) ? In the former case 8ia niioaKoiinaros (on the Std cf. ii.

27, iv. 11) means 'so as to cause offence,' in the latter 'so as to

take offence' (Tyndale, 'who eateth with hurt of his conscience').

Perhaps the transition to ver. 21 is slightly better if we take (i).

21. A thing in itself indifferent may be wrong if it injures the

consciences of others ; on the other hand, to give up what will injure

others is a noble act.

KoX^i' : cf. I Cor. vii. i and for the thought i Cor. viii. 13 Sio'n-fp,

ti ^pZfxa <TKavda\i^ei tov abf\(p6v /xou, <>v fXTj (pdyay Kpea ets tov alwva, iva

fif] TOV d8f'K(f)6u jjLov cKavSaXlcra). We know the situation implied

in the Corinthian Epistle, and that it did not arise from the existence

of a party who habitually abstained from flesh : St. Paul was
merely taking the strongest instance he could think of. It is

equally incorrect therefore to argue from this verse that there was

1. sect of vegetarians and total abstainers in Rome. St. Paul

merely takes extreme forms of self-deprivation, which he uses as

instances. ' I would live hke an Essene rather than do anything to

offend my brother.'

The TR. adds after irpoffKoirru the gloss fj aeavSaKl^eTat fj &a9fvti with B
Western and Syrian authorities (N^BDEFGLP, &c., Vulg. Sah., Bas.

Chrys.). They are omitted by N A C 2, Pesh. Boh.. Orig. and Orig.-lat. This

is a very clear instance of a Western reading in B ; cf. xi. 6.

22. trb iriaTii' ^v cx*^5. Your faith is sufficient to see that all

these things are a matter of indifference. Be content with that

knowledge, it is a matter for your own conscience and God. Do
not boast of it, or wound those not so strong as yourself.

The preponderance of authorities (N ABC, Vulg. codd. Boh , Orig.-lat.)

compels US to read ^v Ix^'s. Tiie omirsion of ^c (DEFGLP2, Vulg.

iodd. Syrr. Boh., Chrys. &c.) is a Western correction and an improvement.

fioKapios K.T.X. Blessed (see on iv. 6, 7) because of his strong

faith is the man who can courageously do what his reason tells him

that he may do without any doubt or misgiving Kpivwv, to 'judge

censoriously so as to condemn,' cf. ii. i, 3, 27). 8oKt/^«f« (i. 28,

ii. 18) to ' approve of after testing and examining.'

23. 6 8e SiaKpivoixekos : see on iv. 20. If a man doubts or

hesitates and then eats, he is, by the very fact that he doubts,

condemned for his weakness of faith. If his faith were strong he

would have no doubt or hesitation.

nay 8e 6 ouk Ik. iricrTews, djiapria Iotlv. nicms is subjective, the

Strong conviction of what is right and of the principles of salvation.

' Weakly to comply with other persons' customs without being

convinced of their indifference is itself sin.' This ma.xim (i) is not

concerned with the usual conduct of unbelievers, (2) must not be
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extended to cases difTerent in character from those St. Paul is

considering. It is not a general maxim concerning faith.

This verse has had a very important part to play in controversy. How
important may be seen from the use made of it in Augustine Contra lulianum
iv, one passage of which (§ 32) may be quoted: Ex quo colligitur, etiam
ipsa bona opera quae faciwtt infideles. non ipsorum esse, sed illius qui bene
ulilur ma/is. Ipsorutn atttem esse peccata qtiibus et bona male faciunt

;

quia ea non fideli, sed infideli, hoc est stulta et noxia faciunt voluntate:
qualis vohtfitas, nullo Christiana dubitante, arbor est mala, quaefacere non
potest nisi fructus malos, id est. sola peccata. Omne enim, velis nolis. quod
non est ex fide, peccatum est. Since this time it has been used to support the
two propositions that works done before justification are sin and consequently
that the heathen are unable to do good works. Into the merits of these

controversies it will be apart from our purpose to enter. It is sufficient to

notice that this verse is in such a context completely misquoted. As Chry-
sostom says, ' When a person does not feel sure, nor believe that a thing is

clean, how can he do else than sin ? Now all these things have been
spoken by Paul of the object in hand, not of everything.' The words do
not apply to those who are not Christians, nor to the works of those who
are Christians done before they became such, but to the conduct of believing

Christians ; and faith is vsed somewhat in the way we should speak of

a ' good conscience * ; ' everything which is not done with a clear conscience
is sin.' So Aquinas, Siimvia i. 2, qu. xix, art. v. omne quod non est ex fide
peccatum est. id est, omne qteod est contra conscientiam.

On the doxology (xvi. 25-27), which in some MSB, finds a place here, see

the Introduction, § 8.

XV. 1. The beginning of chap, xv is connected immediately

with what precedes, and there is no break in the argument until

ver. 13 is reached; but towards the close, especially in vv. 7-13,
the language of the Apostle is more general. He passes from the

special points at issue to the broad underlying principle of Christian

unity, and especially to the relation of the two great sections of the

Church—the Jewish and the Geniile Christians.

64>£iXojiei' 8e. Such weakness is, it is true, a sign of absence of

faith, but we who are strong in faith ought to bear with scruples

weak though they may be. 01 Sumioi not, as in i Cor. i. 26, the

rich or the powerful, but as in 2 Cor. xii. 10, xiii. 9, of the morally

strong.

Paardteif : cf. Gal. vi. 2 dXX^Xwv ra ^apr] PaaraCfTt. In classical

Greek the ordinary word would be ^e'petc, but ^aard^nv seems to

have gradually come into use in the figurative sense. It is used of

bearing the cross both literally (John xix. 17), and figuratively

(Luke xiv. 27). We find it in later versions of the O. T. In Aq.,

Symm. and Theod. in Is. xl. 11, Ixvi. 12; in the two latter in

Is. l.xiii. 9; in INIatt. viii. 17 quoting Is. liii. 3: in none of these

passages is the word used in the LXX. It became a favourite word
in Christian literature, Ign. Ad Polyc. i, Etist. ad Diog. § 10 (quoted

by Lft.).

(iTj lauTOis dp^axeii': cf. I Cor. X. 33 KaQu^s Kayia irdvra naa-iv

apecTKu, fir) (rjr&v to ipavrov avpfpfpov, where St. Paul is describing his
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own conduct in very similar circumstances. He strikes at the root

of Christian disunion, which is selfishness.

2. €is TO dyaSok irpog oiKo8op,iii» : cf. xiv. l6 vficjv to dyaOov, 19 ra

Tijs otKoSo/j^s TJji fls dWfjXovs. The end or purpose of pleasing them

must be the promotion of what is absolutely to their good, further

defined by olKo8ofj.^, their edification. These words limit and

explain what St. Paul means by 'pleasing men.' In Gal. i. 10

(cf. Eph. vi. 6 ; i Thess. ii. 4) he had condemned it. In i Cor. ix.

20-23 he had made it a leading principle of his conduct. The rule

is that we are to please men for their own good and not our own.

The yap after tfcaaros of the TR. should be omitted. For jJ/^coj' some
authorities (F G P 3, Vulg., many Fathers) read viJiuv.

3. Kal Y^P 4 Xpiaros k.t.X. The precept just laid down is

enforced by the example of Christ (cf. xiv. 15). As Christ bore

our reproaches, so must we bear those of others.

Ka9ws Y^'YP<^'^''"ai. St. Paul, instead of continuing the sentence,

changes the construction and inserts a verse of the O. T. [Ps.

Ixviii (Ixix). 10, quoted exactly according to the LXX], which he

puts into the mouth of Christ. For the construction cf. ix. 7.

The Psalm quoted describes the sufferings at the hands of the

ungodly of the typically righteous man, and passages taken from it

are often in the N. T. referred to our Lord, to whom they would

apply as being emphatically 'the just one.' Ver. 4 is quoted

John XV. 25, ver. 9 a in John ii. 17, ver. 9 b in Rom. xv. 3, ver. 12

in Matt, xxvii. 27-30, ver. 21 in Matt, xxvii. 34, and John xix. 29,

ver. 22, f. in Rom. xi. 9, ver. 25 a in Acts i. ao. (See Liddon,

ad loc.)

01 6c€i8io-(jioi K.T.X. In the original the righteous man is repre-

sented as addressing God and saying that the reproaches against

God he has to bear. St. Paul transfers the words to Christ, who is

represented as addressing a man. Christ declares that in suffering

it was the reproaches or sufferings of others that He bore.

4. The quotation is justified by the enduring value of the O. T.

TrpoeYpa<|)T), 'were written before,' in contrast with r^ynripav.

cf. Eph. iii. 3 ; Jude 4, but with a reminiscence of the technical

meaning of ypd<})(iv for what is written as Scripture.

SiSao-KaXiav, 'instruction': cf. 2 Tim. iii. 16 ndaa ypa<pr) 6t6-

itvcvcTTOs Koi u)<pikmos TTpoi diBaaKaXiav.

TT]i' eXiTiSa : the specifically Christian feeling of hope. It is the

supreme confidence which arises from trust in Christ that in no cir-

cumsiances will the Christian be ashamed of that wherein he trusuth

(Phil. i. 20); a confidence which tribulation only strengthens, lor

it makes more certain his power oi endurance and his experience

of consolation. On the relation of patience to hope cf. v. 3 and

I Thess. i. 3.
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This passage, and that quoted above from 2 Tim. iii. 16, lay

down very clearly the belief in the abiding value of the O. T.
which underlies St. Paul's use of it. But while emphasizing its

value they also limit it. The Scriptures are to be read for our

moral instruction, ' for reproof, for correction, for instruction which

is in righteousness
'

; for the perfection of the Christian character,

' that the man of God may be complete, furnished unio every good
work'; and because they establish die Christian hope which is in

Christ. Two points then St. Paul teaches, the permanent value of

the great moral and spiritual truths of the O. T., and the witness

of the O. T. to Christ. His words cannot be quoted to prove more
than this.

There are In this verse a few idiosyncrasies of B which may be noted but

need not be accepted ; iypafrj (with Vulg. Orig.-lat.) for vpofypa(pTj

;

iravTa before (is t^v fjfi. (with P); t^s 7rapaK\Tjeeojs repeated after ex^^M*"

(with Clem.-Al.). The TR. with N<= A L P 3, &c. substitutes TrpoeypaipT] for

iypatprj in the second place, and with C*<" D E F G P, &c., Vulg. Boh. Hard,
omits the second hi6,.

6. After the digression of ver. 4 the Apostle returns to the sub-

ject of vv. 1-3, and sums up his teaching by a prayer for the unity

of the community.

h 8e ©€09 TTJs UTTOfiOiajs KOI Tr]S irapaKXi^O'ews : cf. o 9for ttjs ttp^injs

(ver. 33; Phil. iv. 9; i Thess. v. 23; Heb. xiii. 20), ttjs tXnidos

(ver. 13), ndarjs TrapaKXijcrews (2 Cor. i. 3), 7rd(rr]s x^piTOS (l Pet.

V. 10).

TO auTo <})po>'cti' : cf. Phil. ii. 2—5 TvXrjpixraTi fiov TTjp x^P^"* *"" ^^

avTo (ppouriTf . . . tovto (ppovelre iv vpiv o Kai iv Xp. I.

Kard XpiCTToi' 'Itjo-ouk: cf. 2 Cor. xi. 17 o XaX5, ov tcarh Kvptov

XaXw : Col. ii. 8 ov Kara Xp. : Eph. iv. 24 Tov Kaivov avSpoorrov tov

Kara Qeov KTiadivra (Rom. viii, 27, which is generally quoted, is not

in point). These examples seem to show that the expression must

mean ' in accordance with the character or example of Christ.'

Stprj for So'iy, a later form, cf. 2 Thess. iii. 16; a Tim. i. 16, 18 ; ii. 25;
Eph. L 1 7 (but with variant Swr) in the last two cases). Xp. 'Irja. (B D E G L,

&C., Boh. Chrys.), not 'Itja. Xp. N A C F P 2 Vulg., Orig.-lat. Theodrt.

6. Unity and harmony of worship will be the result of unity

of life.

A/AoOufxaSoK, ' with unity of mind.' A common word in the Acts

(i. 14, &c.).

Toif Qeoy Kal iraTcpa tou Kupiou f\[i.!x>v 'Itjo-ou Xpio-Tou. This expres-

sion occurs also in 2 Cor. i. 3 ; xi. 3 1 ; Eph. i. 3 ; i Pet. i. 3. In

Col. i. 3, which is also quoted, the correct reading is tw Qeco Trnrpl

TOV Kvptov TjiJiibv 'I. X. Two translations are possible : (i)' God even

the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ' (Mey.-W. Gif. Lid., Lips.).

In favour of tliis it is pointed out that while irarrjp expects some

correlative word, ©«>s is naturally absolute ; and that 6 Beds Koi
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naTTjp occurs absolutely (as in I Cor. XV. 24 Srav irapaSiSoI rljv ^nai-

\tiav Tw Geo) Koi jrarpi), an argument the point of which does not

seem clear, and which suggests that the first argument has not

much weight. (2) It is better and simpler to take the words in

their natural meaning, * The God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ'
;
(Va. Oltr. Go. and others), with which cf. Eph. i. 17 o Qebs

Tov Kvp'iov fjpcov 'I. X. : Matt, xxvii. 46 ; Jn. xx. 17 ; Heb. i. 9.

7. The principles laid down in tliis section of the Epistle are

now generalized. All whom Christ has received should, without

any distinction, be accepted into His Church. This is intended

to apply especially to the main division existing at that time in the

community, that between Jewish and Gentile Christians.

810 irpoCTXajAPai/eo-Oe dXXi^Xous k.t.X. : the command is no longer

to the strong to admit the weak, but to all sections of the com-
munity alike to receive and admit those who differ from them ; so

St. Paul prob ibly said ipas, not tjpas. The latter he uses in ver. i,

where he is identifying himself with the ' strong,' the former he uses

here, where he is addressing the whole community. On Sid cf. Eph.

ii. II ; I Thcss. v. 11 : on iTiJoa-\aix^dv((j6f see xiv. i, 3.

iixas is read by K AC EFGL, Vulg. L'oh. Syrr., Orig.-lat. Chrys ; fiftSa

by B D P3. B is again Western, and its authority on tlie distinction between

ijHai and vixa% is less trustworthy than on most otlier points (see WH. ii.

pp. 318, 310).

CIS %6iav ©ecu with irpocriKaQfTo'. 'in Order to promote the

glory of God.' As the following verses show, Christ has sum-

moned both Jews and Greeks into His kingdom in order to

promote the glory of God, to exhibit in the one case His faithful-

ness, in the other His mercy. So in Phil. ii. 11 the object of

Christ's glory is to promote the glory of God the Father.

8. St. Paul has a double object. He writes to remind the Gen-

tiles that it is through the Jews that they are called, the Jews that

the aim and purpose of their existence is the calling of the Gentiles.

The Gentiles must remember that Christ became a Jew to save

them ; the Jew that Christ came among them in order that all the

families of the earth might be blessed : both must realize that the

aim of the whole is to proclaim God's glory.

This passage is connected by undoubted links (5io ver. 7 ; X/yo»

yiip ver. 8) with what precedes, and forms the conclusion of the

argument after the manner of the concluding verses of ch. viii. and

ch. xi. This connexion makes it probable that ' the relations of

Jew and Gentile were directly or indirectly involved in the rela-

tions of the weak and the strong.' (Hort, Rom. and Eph. p. 29.)

SiciKoi'oi' . . . irepiTofiTjs : not ' a minister of the circumcised,' still

less a ' minister of the true circumcision of the spirit,' which would

be introducing an idea quite alien to the context, but ' a minister

of circumcision' (so GifTord, who has an excellent note), i.e. to
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carry out the promises implied in that covenant the seal of which

was circumcision ; so 2 Cor. iii. 6 SiaKovovs Kaivrjs 8ia6fjKr,s. In the

Ep. to the Galanians (iv, 4, 5) St. Paul had said that Christ was
' born of a woman, born under the law, that He might redeem them

which were under the law, that we might receive the adoption of

sons.' On the Promise and Circumcision see Gen. xii. 1-3, xvii.

1-14.

The privileges of the Jews which St. Paul dwells on are as fol-

lows : (i) Christ has Himself fulfilled the condition of being circum-

cised: the circumcised therefore must not be condemned. (2) The
primary object of this was to fulfil the promises made to the Jews

(cf Rom. ii. 9, 10). (3) It was only as a secondary result of this

Messiahship that the Gentiles glorified God. (4) While the bless-

ing came to the Jews vTiip dXrjdelas to preserve God's consistency, it

came to the Gentiles vnep (Keovs for God's loving-kindness.

yeffVTJa$ai, which should be read with tt A ELF ^ (^ycffwrjaef) ; it was
altered into the more usual aorist ytfiaOai (B C D F G), perhaps because it

was supposed to be co-ordinated with So^acai,

rds eirayyeXias r!t)V iraTipuiv '. cf. ix. 4, 5-

9. tA Se e0kT] . . . So^do-ai. Two constructions are possible for

these words: (i) they may be taken as directly subordinate to Xty"

yap (Weiss, Oltr. Go.). The only object in this construction would

be to contrast vTT(p eX/ouj with intp dXT]6elas. But the real antithesis

of the passage is between ^(^muxrat rar inayyikias and TO. i6vT) bo^d-

aai: and hence (2) ra 8^ . . . i'durj . . . So^daai should be taken as

subordinate to ds t6 and co-ordinate w-ith ^e^aiwaai (Gif. Mey.

Lid., Va.). With this construction the point of the passage

becomes much greater, the call of the Gentiles is shown to be (as

it certainly was), equally with the fulfilment of the promise to the

Jews, dependent on the covenant made with Abraham (iv. 11, 12,

16, 17).
^ . ^

KaGws Y^YP'*''"''**' The Apostle proceeds, as so often in the

Epistle, to support his thesis by a series of passages quoted from

theO.T.
810L TouTo K.T.X. : taken almost exactly from the LXX of Ps. xvii

(xviii). 50. In the original David, as the author of the Psalm, is

celebradng a victory over the surrounding nations : in the Messianic

application Christ is represented as declaring that among the

Gentiles, i. e. in the midst of, and therefore together with them. He
will praise God. f^ofioXoy^jaonai, 'I will praise thee': cf. xiv. 11.

10. Eo4)p(li'0T)Te K.T.X. : from the LXX of Deut. xxxii. 43. The
Hebrew, translated literally, appears to mean, * Rejoice, O ye nations,

His people.' Moses is represented as calling on the nations to

rejoice over the salvation of Israel. St. Paul takes the words as

interpreted by the LXX to imply that the Gentiles and chosen

people shall unite in the praise of God.
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11. Alveire k.t.X. : Ps. cxvi (cxvii). i. LXX. An appeal to all

nations to praise the Lord.

There are slight variations in the Greek text and in the LXX. For travTa

tA eOvij Tov Kvpiov C F G L have tov K. tt. t. e. agreeing v^ith the order of

the LXX. iiraiviaaTuaav is read by N A B C D E Chn,'s. (so LXX A X
alvtaaiwaav) ivaiviaar* by late MSS. with later LXX MSS.

12. "Ecttoi i[ ptta k.t.X. : from Is. xi. 10, a description of the

Messianic kingdom, which is to take the place of that Jewish king-

dom which is soon to be destroyed. The quotation follows the

LXX, which is only a paraphrase of the Hebrew ; the latter runs

(RV.) ' And it shall come to pass in that day, that the root of Jesse,

which standeth for an ensign of the peoples, unto him shall the

Gentiles seek.'

13. The Apostle concludes by invoking on his hearers a bless-

ing—that their faith may give them a life full of joy and peace, that

in the power of the Holy Spirit they may abound in hope.

A 0e6s TTJs cXiriSos : cf. ver. 5. The special attribute, as in fact

the whole of the benediction, is suggested by the concluding words
of the previous quotation.

iraaT]? x<*P^s •'<^'' 6Lpi]i'T]5. The joy and peace with God which is

the result of true faith in the Christian's heart. On etpiji/^j see i. 7.

For vkrjpwaai (most MSS.) B F G have the curious variant TT\r]po<l>opri<Tat.

B reads iv rrAaii x^P'} '^''' ^''PV''V ^^'^ omits els rd -ntpicaiieiv : the pecu-

liarities of this MS. in the last few verses are noticeable. D E F G omit
iv ra> manvdv.
The general question of the genuineness of these last two chapters is

discussed in the Introduction (§ 9). It will be convenient to mention in

the co«rse of the Commentaiy some few of the detailed objections that have
been made to special passages. In xv. 1-13 the only serious objection is

that which was first raised by Baur and has been repeated by others since.

The statements in this section are supposed to be of too conciliatory a

character ; especially is this said to be the case with ver. 8. ' How can we
imagine,' writes Baur, ' that the Apostle, in an Epistle of such a nature and
after all that had passed on the subject, would make such a concession to the

Jewish Christians as to call Jesus Christ a minister of circumcision to confiim

the promises of God made to the Fathers?' To this it may be answered
that that is exactly the point of view of the Epistle. It is brought out most
clearly in xi. 17-25 ; it is implied in the position of priority always given to

the Jew (i. 16 ; ii 9, 10) ; it is emphasized in the stress continually laid on
the relations of the new Gospel to the Old Testament (ch. iv, &c.), and
the importance of the promises which were fulfilled (i. 2 ; ix. 4). Baur's

difficulty arose from an erroneous conception of the teaching and position of

St PauL For other arguments see Mangold, £)er Romerbrief, pp. Si-ioo.

What sect or party is referred to in Rom, XIV?

There has been great diversity of opinion as to the persons

referred to in this section of the Epistle to the Romans, but all

commentators seem to agree in assuming that the Apostle is
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dealing with certain special circumstances which have arisen in the

Church of Rome, and that the weak and the strong represent two
parlies in that Church.

1. The oldest explanation appears to be that which sees in these

disputes a repetition of those which prevailed in the Corinthian
Church, as to the same or some similar form of Judaizing practices

(Orig. Chrys. Aug, Neander, &c.). In favour of this may be
quoted the earlier portion of the fifteenth chapter, where there is

clearly a reference to the distinction between Jewish and Gentile

Christians. But against this opinion it is pointed out that such
Jewish objections to ' things offered to idols,' or to meats killed in

any incorrect manner, or to swine's flesh, have nothing to do with

the typical instances quoted, the abstinence altogether from flesh

meat and from wine (vv. 2, 21).

2. A second suggestion (Eichhorn) is that which sees in these

Roman ascetics the influence of the Pythagorean and other heathen
sects which practised and taught abstinence from meat and wine
and other forms of self-discipline. But these again will not satisfy

all the fircumstances. These Roman Christians were, it is said, in

the habit of observing scrupulously certain days : and this custom
did not, as far as we know, prevail among any heathen sect.

3. Baur sees here Ebionite Christians of the character repre-

sented by the Clementine literature, and in accordance with his

general theory he regards them as representing the majority of

the Roman Church. That this last addition to the theory is tenable

seems impossible. So far as there is any definiteness in St. Paul's

language he clearly represents the ' strong ' as directing the policy

of the community. They are told to receive ' him that is weak in

faith
' ; they seem to have the power to admit him or reject him.

All that he on his side can do is to indulge in excessive criticism.

Nor is the first part of the theory really more satisfactory. Of
the Liter Ebionites we have very considerable knowledge derived

from the Clementine literature and from Epiphanius {Haer. xxx),

but it is an anachronism to discover these developments in a period

nearly two centuries earlier. Nor again is it conceivable that

St. Paul would have treated a developed Judaism in the lenient

manner in which he writes in this chapter.

4. Less objection perhaps applies to the modification of this

theory, which sees in these sectaries some of the Essene influence

which probably prevailed everywhere throughout the Jewish world
(Ritschl, Mey.-W. Lid. Lft. Gif. Olir.). This view fulfils the

three condiiions of the case. The Essenes were Jewish, they were
ascetic, and they observed certain days. If the theory is put in the

form not that Essenism existed as a sect in Rome, which is highly

improbable, but that there was Essene influence in the Jewish com-
munity there, it is possible, fet if any one compares St. Paul's
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language in other Epistles with that which he uses here, he will

find it difficult to believe that the Apostle would recommend
compliance with customs which arose, not from weak-minded

scrupulousness, but from a completely inadequate theory of religion

and life. Hort {Rom. and Eph., p. 27 f.) writes :
' The true origin

of these abstinences must remain somewhat uncertain : but much
the most probable suggestion is that they come from an Essene

clement in the Roman Church, such as afterwards affected the

Colossian Church/ But later he modified his opinion {Judaisiic

Christianity, p. 128)* 'There is no tangible evidence for Essenism

out of Palestine.'

All these theories have this in common, that they suppose St. Paul

to be dealing with a definite sect or body in the Roman Church.

But as our examination of the Epistle has proceeded, it has become
more and more clear that there is little or no special reference in

the arguments. Both in the controversial portion and in the

admonitory portion, we find constant reminiscences of earlier

situations, but always with the sting of controversy gone. St. Paul

writes throughout with the remembrance of his own former expe-

rience, and not with a view to special difficulties in the Roman
community. He writes on all these vexed questions, not because

they have arisen there, but because they may arise. The Church

of Rome consists, as he knows, of both Jewi^h and heathen

Christians. These discordant elements may, he fears, unless wise

counsels prevail produce the same dissensions as have occurred

in Galatia or Corinth.

Hort [Judaistic Christianity, p. 126) recognizes this feature in

the doctrinal portion of the Epistle :
' It is a remarkable fact,' he

writes, * respecting this Epistle to the Romans . . . that while it

discusses the question of the Law with great emphasis and lulness,

it does so without the slightest sign that there is a reierence to

a controversy then actually existing in the Roman Church.' Uuior-

tunately he has not applied the same theory to this practical

portion of the Epistle: if he had done so it would have presen ed

just the solution required by all that he notices. ' There is no

reference,' he writes, ' to a burning controversy.' * The matter is

dealt with simply as one of individual conscience.' He contrasts

the tone with that of the Epistle to the Colossians. All these

features find their best explanation in a theory which supposes

that St. Paul's object in this portion of the Epistle, is the same

as that which has been suggested in the doctrinal portion.

If this theory be correct, then our interpretation of the passage

is somewhat difierent from that which has usually been accepted,

and is, we venture to think, more natural. When St. Paul says in

ver. 2 ' the weak man eateth vegetables,' he does not mean that

there is a special sect of vegetarians in Rome ; but he takei

D d
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a typical instance of excessive scrupulousness. When again he

says 'one man considers one day betler than anoiher,' he does not

mean that this sect of vegetarians were also strict Sabbatarians, but

that the same scrupulousness may prevail in other matters. When
he speaks of 6 (ppovcjv rfjp rjfiipav, 6 fifj eaGicov he is not thinking

of any special body of people but rather of special types. When
again in ver. 21 he says: 'It is good not to eat flesh, or drink

wine, or do anything in which my brother is offended,' he does

not mean that these vegetarians and Sabbatarians are also total

abstainers ; he merely means ' even the most extreme act of self-

denial is better than injuring the conscience of a brother.' He had

spoken very similarly in writing to the Corinthians :
' Wherefore, if

meat maketh my brother to stumble, I will eat no flesh for ever-

more, that I make not my brother to stumble' (i Cor. viii. 13). It

is not considered necessary to argue from these words that absti-

nence from flesh was one of the characteristics of the Corinthian

sectaries ; nor is it necessary to argue in a similar manner here.

St. Paul is arguing then, as always in the Epistle, from past

experience. Again and again difficulties had arisen owing to

different forms of scrupulousness. There had been the dilTiculties

which had produced the Apostolic decree ; there were the difficulties

in Galatia, 'Ye observe days, and months, and seasons, and years';

there were the difficulties at Corinth. Probably he had already in

his experience come across instances of the various ascetic tenden-

cies which are referred to in the Colossian and Pastoral Epistles.

We have evidence both in Jewish and in heathen writers of the

wide extent to which such practices prevailed. In an age when
there is much religious feeling there will always be such ideas.

The ferment which the spread of Christianity aroused would create

them. Hence just as the difficulties which he had experienced

with regard to Judaism and the law made St. Paul work out and
systematize his theory of the relation of Christianity to personal

righteousness, so here he is working out the proper attitude of the

Ciiristian towards over-scrupulousness and over-conscientiousness.

He is not dealing with the question controversially, but examining

it from all sides.

And lie lays down certain great principles. There is, first of all,

the fundamental fact, that all these scruples are in matters quite

indifferent in themselves. Man is justified by 'faith'; that is

sufficient. But then all have not strong, clear-sighted faith : they

do not really think such actions indifferent, and if they act

against their conscience their conscience is injured. Each man
must act as he would do with the full consciousness that he is to

appear before God's judgement-seat. But there is another side

to the question. By indifference to external observances we may
injure another man's conscience. To ourselves it is perfectly
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indifferent whether we conform to such an observance or not. Then
we must conform for the sake of our weak brother. We are the

strong. We are conscious of our strength. Therefore we must
yield to others ; not perhaps always, not in all circumstances, but

certainly in many cases. Above all, the salvation of the individual

soul and the peace and unity of the community must be preserved.

Both alike, weak and strong, must lay aside differences on such

unimportant matters for the sake of that church for which Christ

died.

APOLOGY FOR ADMONITIOISTS.

XV. 14-21. These admonitions of mine do not imply that

I am tmacguainted with your goodness and deep spiritual

knoivledge. In writing to you thus boldly I am only

fidfilling my duty as Apostle to the Gentiles ; the priest

who stands before the altar and presents to God the Gentile

Churches {vv. J4-17).

And this is the ground of my boldness. For I can boast

of my spiritual labours and gifts, and of my wide activity in

preaching the Gospel, and that, not where others had done so

before me, but where Christ was not yet named (w. 18-ai).

14. The substance of the Epistle is now finished, and there only

remain the concluding sections of greeting and encouragement.

St. Paul begins as in i. 8 with a reference to the good report of the

church. This he does as a courteous apology for the warmth of

feeling he has exhibited, especially in the last section ; but a com-
parison with the Galatian letter, where there is an absence of any
such compliment, shows that St. Paul's words must be taken to

have a very real and definite meaning.

TreTTCio-fioi 8e: cf. viii. 38, 'Though I have spoken so strongly it

does not mean that I am not aware of the spiritual earnestness of

your church.'

Kal auTos ^yi) irepl fiixuf, on koi aorot : notice the emphasis gained

by the position of the words. ' And not I inquire of others to know,
but I myself, that is, I that rebuke, that accuse you.' Chrys.

fiecTToi: cf. Rom. i. 29, where also it is combined with nfn'Sijpu-

fiivoi.

•n6.ai\<i Y>'WCTeu?: 'our Christian knowledge in its entirety.' Cf
I Cor. xiii. 2 Koi f'nv «;^co rrpo<pT]Tfiav Koi fldco ra nvarrjpia navTa Kal

vacrav rrjv yvuxjiv, koi eav e^co iracrav ttju niariv k.t.'K. yvaxris is USed for

the true knowledge which consists in a deep and comprehensive
grasp of the real principles of Christianity.
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T^j is read by NBP, Clem.-Alex. Jo.-Damasc It is omitted by
A C D E F G L, &c.,. Chrys. Theodrt.

dyaOuaui'Tis : cf. 2 Thess. i. ii; Gal. v. 22; Eph. v. 9; used
only in the LXX, the N. T. and writings derived from them.

Generally it means 'goodness' or 'uprighmess* in contrast with

KaKia, as in Ps. li. (lii.) 5 rjyuirijrras KUKtav virep dyadwnivrjv : defined

more accurately the idea seenis to be that derived from dyados of

active beneficence and goodness of heart. Here it is combined
with yvwais, because the two words represent exactly the qualities

which are demanded by the discussion in chap. xiv. St. Paul
demands on the one side a complete grasp of the Cl-risiian faith

as a whole, and on the other 'goodness of heart,' which may
prevent a man from injuring the spiritual life of his brother Christians

by disregarding their consciences. Both these were, St. Paul is

fully assured, realized in the Roman community.

Forms in •avvr) are almost all late and mostly confined to Hellenistic

writers. In the N. T. we have eKer]i.ioavvri, aaxvuoirtvij, aytiuawt], Upwavvq,
fifyaXcoavvT] : see Winer, § xvi. 3/3 (p. u8, ed. Moulton).

Sui'djxei'oi Kal aXXi^Xous I'DuGeTeu. Is it laying too much Stress on
the language of compliment to suggest that these words give a hint

of St. Paul's aim in this Epistle? He has grasi>ed clearly the

importance of the central position of the Roman Church and its

moral qualides, and he realizes the power that it will be for the

instruction of others in the faith. Hence it is to them above all

that he writes, not because of their defects but of their merits.

It is difScult to believe that any reader will find an inconsistency between
this verse and i. 11 or the exhortations of chap, xiv, whatever view he may
hold concerning St. Paul's general attitude towards the Roman Church. It

would be perfectly natural in any case that, after rebuking them on certain

points on which he felt they needed correction, he should proceed to com-
pliment them for the true knowledge and goodness which their spiritual

condition exhibited. He could do so because it would imply a true estimate

of the state of the Church, and it would prevent any offence being taken at

his freedom of speech. But if the view suggested on chap. xiv. and throughout
the Epistle be correct, and these special admonitions arise rather from the

condition of the Gentile churches as a whole, the words gain even more
point. ' I am not finding fault with yen, I am warning you of dangers

you may incur, and I warn you especially owing to your prominent and
important position.*

15. ToXfATjpoTepoj'. The boldness of which St. Paul accuses

himself is not in sentiment, but in manner. It was dno utpovs, ' in

part of the Epistle'; vi. 12 ff., 19; viii. 9; xi. 17 ff.; xii. 3;
xiii. 3 ff., 13 ff"., xiv.; xv. i, have been suggested as instances.

i-nava\iilivr\(JK(jiV. WetStein quotes fKacrrov vjitcv, Ka'mtp aKpi^as

fiSora, ofKos frravapvrjaai ^ovXnpat DcmoSthenCS, Phil. 74> ?• The
irsl seems to soften the ex[iression 'suggesting to your memory.'

St. Paul is not teaching any new thing, or saying anything which
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a properly instructed Christian would not know, but putting more
clearly and definitely the recognized principles and commands of

the Gospel.

8ii TTji' x^P''" 'T^'' SoGeio-aK p,oi. On St. Paul's Apostolic grace

CI, i. 5 ^'•' oJ {\d^ofj.fv X^P''" '^''* dnocrTuKijv ; xii. 3 Xtyw yhp 8ia rrji

\apiTos Tijs 8o6eicrqs fioi.

It is probably preferable to read ToX/xrjpoTeptui (A B, WH.) for roXpripo-

Ttpov. The TI\. adds dSeA^oi after typa;pa vfxfv against the best authorities

(N A B C, Boh., Orig. Aug. Chrys.) ; the position of the word varies even in

MSS. in which it does occur, iuo is a correction of the TR. for drro (N B F
Jo.-Damasc).

16. XeiToopy(5i' seems to be used definitely and technically as in

the LXX of a priest. See esp. 2 Esdras xx. 36 (Neh. x. 37) toIs

Uptvai TOIS XeiTovpyovaiv ev o'ikco Qtov TjpoiP. So in Heb. viii. 2 of OUr

Lord, who is dp^^Kpevs and tS)i> ayia>v 'XdTovpyi'ii : see the note on i. 9.

Generally in the LXX the word seems used of the Levites as

opposed to the priests as in 2 Esdras xx. 39 (Neh. x. 40) koi oI

Upf'is Koi ot "KtiTovpyoi, but there is no such idea here.

UpoupYoui'Ta, ' being the sacrificing priest of the Gospel of God.'

St. Paul is standing at the altar as priest of the Gospel, and the

offering which he makes is the Gentile Church.

UpovpyiTv means (i) to * perform a sacred function,' hence (3) especially

to * sacrifice
'

; and so rd UpovpyqOiVTa means ' the slain victims ' ; and then

(3) to be a priest, to be one wJio performs sacred functions. Its con-

struction is two-fold ; (i) it may take the accusative of the thing sacrificed ;

so Bas. in Ps. cxv koX upovpyqaai aot ri]v rijs aU'eatais Ovaiav ; or (a)

Upovpyitv Tt may be put for Upovpyov tivos uvai (Galen, de Theriaca pvarr]'

pleuv Upovpyov), so 4 Mace. vii. 8 (v. 1.) rotj lepovpyovi'Tas tui' i/opov. Greg.

Naz. lepovpyuv aur-qpiav nvos (see Fri. ad loc. from whom this note is taken).

Vj TrpoCT<})op<£. With this use of sacrificial language, cf. xii. I, 2.

The sacrifices ofi'ered by the priest of the New Covenant were not

the dumb animals as the old law commanded, but human beings,

the great body of the Gentile Cliurches. Unlike the old sacrifices

which were no longer pleasing to the Lord, these were acceptable

(fuTrpoo-SfKror, I Pet. ii. 5). I'hose were animals without spot or

blemish; these are made a pure and acceptable oflfering by the

Holy Spirit which dwells in them (cf. viii. 9, 11).

For the construction of npoa(popd cf. Heb. x. i o jr. tov o-w/iaTOf 'I. Xp.

17. e'xw o3i' TT)i' Kau'x'iio-ii'. The ttjv should be omitted (see below).

' I have therefore my proper pride, and a feeling of confidence in

my position, which arises from the fact that I am a servant of

Christ, and a priest of the Gospel of God.' St. Paul is defending

his assumption of authority, and he does so on two grounds:

(i) His Apostolic mission, 6ia 717^ x"P^^ '^h^ SoBna-av p.01, as proved

by his successful labours (vv. 18-20); (2) the sphere of his

labours, the Gentile world, more especially that portion of it in

which the Gospel had not been officially preached. The emphasis
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therefore is on «V Xp. 'L, and to frpot t6v 6(6v. With Kau;(T;o-t>» cf.

iii. 27, I Cor. XV. 31; with the whole verse, 2 Cor. x. 13 v^flt 8«

ov;^;t ftj ra a/ieTpa Kavx^cop^f^a . . . I^ 6 ^e Kavxajirvos iv Kvplu Kav^aada.

The RV. has not improved the text by adding t'^v before Kaixriaiv. The
combination N A LP. Boh., Arm., Chrys., Cyr., Theodrt. is stronger than that
of B D E F G in this Epistle. C seems uncertain.

18. ou yip ToXjiYJaw k.t.X. * For I will not presume to mention
any works but those in which I was myself Christ's agent for the

conversion of Gentiles.' St. Paul is giving his case for the assump-
tion of authority (^Kavxr}<ri.i). It is only his own labour or rather

works done through himself that he cares to mention. But the

value of such work is that it is not his own but Christ's working in

him, and that it is among Gentiles, and so gives him a right to

exercise authority over a Gentile Church like the Roman.
With roXfx^cro) (nACDEFGLP, Boh. Hard., etc.) cf. a Cor.

X. 12; there seems to be a touch of irony in its use here; with
KaTdpydaaTo 2 Cor. xii. 12, Rom. vii. 13, &c. ; with Aoy^ Koi tpyct,

'in speech or action,' 2 Cor. x. 11.

19. ei' Sui'dtp.ei air]|Ji,€i(i}i' k.t.X.: cf. 3 Cor. xii. 12 ra fxev atjfitia tow

ano<TToKov KartipyavPrj iv vpiv iv nacrr) viropovfj^ (TTjpfioif re koi repacrt Koi

dwafitai : Heb. ii. 4 avvfTTipapTvpovvros rov Q(ov arjptloit re Koi ripaai

Koi TToiKiXdis Bvvdfxfcri Koi Uvevfiaros Ayiov nepKr/xois Kara T^v avrov

6(\r](Tiv: 1 Cor. xii. 28.

The combination arjuua koX rtpara is that habitually used throughout the
N. T. to expiess what are popularly called miracles. Both words have the
same denotation, but different connotations, rtpas implies anything mar-
vellous or extraordinary in itself, aij/xuov represents the same event, but
viewed not as an olijectless phenomenon but as a sign or token of the agency
by which it is accomplished or the purpose it is intended to fulfil. Often
a third word Swdpm is added which implies that tliese ' works ' are the
exhibition of more than natural power. Here St. Paul varies the expres-

sion by saying that his work was accomplished in the power of signs and
wonders ; they are looked upon as a sign and external exhibition of the
Apostolic xdp'^- See Trench, Miracles \z\ ; Fri. ad loc.

There can be no doubt tliat St. Paul in this passage assumes that ho
possesses the Apostolic power of working what are ordinarily called miracles.

The evidence for the existence of miracles in the .\postolic Church is two-
fold ; on the one hand the apparently natural and unobtrusive claim made
by the Apostles on behalf of themselves or others to the power of working
miracles, on the other the definite historical narrative of the Acts of the
Apostles. The two witnesses corroborate one another. Against them it

mit^ht be argued that the standard of evidence was lax, and that the
miraculous and non-miraculous were not sufficiently distinguished. But will

the first argument hold against a personal assertion ? and does not the

narrative of the Acts make it clear that miracles in a perfectly coirect sense

of the word were definitely intended?

kv 8ufdfi€i nvcufiaTos 'Ayioo: cf. ver. 13, and on the reading here

gee below. .St. Paul's Apostolic labours are a sign of commission
because they have been accompanied by a manifestation of more
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than natural gifts, and the source of his power is the Holy Spirit

with which he is filled.

This seems one of those passages in which the value of the text of B
where it is not vitiated by Western influence is conspicuous (cf. iv. i). It

reads (alone or with the support of the Latin Fathers) Trfeu/xaror without
any addition. N L P &c., Oiig.-lat. Chrys. &c., add Otov, A C D F G Boh.
Vulg. Arm., Ath. &c. read dYiov, Both were corrections of what seemed an
unfinished expression.

diro 'lepooo-aXTjji xai kukXu |iexpi tou 'iXXupiKoG. These words
have caused a considerable amount of discussion.

1. The first question is as to the meaning of kvkX«.

(i) The majority of modern commentators (Fri. Gif. Mey-W.)
interpret it to mean the country round Jerusalem, as if it were Ka\

Tov KVKka, and explain it to mean Syria or in a more confined

sense the immediate neighbourhood of the city. But it may be
pointed out that kvkXw in the instances quoted of it in this sense

(Gen. XXXV. 5 ; xli. 48) seems invariably to have the article.

(2) It may be suggested therefore that it is better to take it as

do the majority of the Greek commentators and the AV. *fiom

Jerusalem and round about unto Illyricum.' So Oecumenius kvkXw
iva fjLT} TTjV Kar ddelav 686u fvdvfxr]6rjs, ciXXct Kara to. iripig and tO the

same effect Chrys. Theodrt. Theophylact. This meaning is exactly

supported by Xen. A7iab. VII. i. 14 kch norepa fita tov Upov Spovs S<ot

nopfvfadai, $ kCkKw Sia /xeVijj t^j QpqKrjs, and substantially by Mark
vi. 6.

2. It has also been debated whether the words 'as far as Illyria'

include or exclude that country. The Greek is ambiguous;
certainly it admits the exclusive use. ^e^pt BaXaaarji can be used

clearly as excluding the sea. As far as regards the facts the narra-

tive of the Acts (to. pepr] (khpo Acts XX. 2 ; cf. Tit. iii. 12) suggests

that St. Paul may have preached in Illyria, but leave it uncertain.

A perfectly tenable explanation of the words would be that if

Jerusalem were taken as one limit and the Eastern boundaries

of Illyria as the other, St. Paul had travelled over the whole of

the intervening district, and not merely confined himself to the

direct route between the two places. Jerusalem and Illyria in fact

represent the hmits.

If this be the interpretation of the passage it is less important to

fix the exact meaning of the word Illyria as used here ; but a passage

in Strabo seems to suggest the idea which was in St. Paul's mind
when he wrote. Strabo, describing the Egnatian way from the

Adriatic sea-coast, states that it passes tlirough a portion of

Illyria before it reaches Macedonia, and that the traveller along it

has the lllyrian mountains on his left hand. St. Paul would have

followed this road as far as Thessalonica, and if pointing Westward
he had asked the names of the mountain region and of the peoples
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inhabiting it, he would have been told that it was * Illyria/ The
term therefore is the one which would naturally occur to him as

fitted to express the limits of his journeys to the West (Strabo viL

7.4).

The word Illyria might apparently be nsed at this period in two senses,

(i) As the designa'Jon ot a Roman province it might be used for what was

otherwise called Dalmatia, the province on the Adriatic sea-coast north

of Macedonia and west of Thrace. (2) Ethnically it would mean the

country inhabited by lllyrians, a portion of which was included in the Roman
province of Macedonia. In this sense it is used in Appian, Illyiica I, 7;

Jos. Bell. lud. II. xvi, 4 ; and the passage of Strabo quoted above.

TveTrXTipuKeroi to euaYY^'^iOf too XpiaroO: cf. Col. i. 25 ^s iyevofitjv

(ya> 8idKovos Kara ttjv oIkovo^iuiv tov Qtuv rrjV dodelcrdv jUPt ets v/nar, ttXt;-

jiwaai TOV Xoyoj* roC Bfov. In both passages the meaning is to 'fulfil,'

'carry out completely,' and so in the AV. 'to fully preach.' In

what sense St. Paul could say that he had done this, see below.

20. ouTu 8e <j)i\oTifJiou(iei'oi' k.t.X. introduces a limitation of the

statement of the previous verses. Within that area there had been

places where he had not been eager to preach, since he cared only

to spread the Gospel, not to compete with others, ovra is ex-

plained by what follows. (pi\oTtfiovn(vop (i Thess. iv. 11; 2 Cor.

V. 9) means to ' strive eagerly,' having lost apparently in late Greek

its primary idea of emulation. See Field, O/z'um Norv. iii. p. 100,

who quotes Polyb. i. 83; Diod. Sic. xii. 46; xvi. 49; Plut. Vit.

Caes. liv.

«v'OfidcT0Tj : *so named as to be worshipped.* Cf. 2 Tim. ii. 19;

Isa. xxvi. 13 ; Amos vi. 10.

dXXoTpioc 0€|jLe'Xtoi'. For aWoTpiov cf, 2 Cor. X. 15, 16. St. Paul

describes his work (i Cor. iii. 10) as laying a 'foundation stone':

u)s aofpus dpxiTiKTo)!' ffepeXiov i'BrjKa' dWos 8e firoiKoSopd. ' and SO

generally the Church is built on the foundation of the apostles and

prophets (Eph. ii. 20).

21. dXXd Ka9ojs yiypainai. St. Paul describes the aim of his

mission (the limitations of which he has just mentioned) in words

chosen from the O. T. The quotation v/hich follows is taken

verbally from the LXX of Isa. Iii. 15, which differs but noS es-

sentially from the Hebrew. The Prophet describes the astonish-

ment of the nations and kings at the suffering of the servant of

Jehovah. * That which hath not been told them they shall see.'

The LXX translates this ' those to whom it was not told shall see,'

and St. Paul taking these words applies them (quite in accordance

with the spirit of the original) to the extension of the knowledge

of the true Servant of Jehovah to places where his name has not

been mentioned.

Verses 19-21, or rather a portion of them {ware //•... iWd), are still

objected to by commentators (as by Lipsius) who recognize the futility ol
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the objections to the chapter as a whole. In a former case (xi. 8-10) the

clumsiness of an excision siigs^ested by Lipsius was noticed and here he has

not been any happier. He omits ver. 20, but l^eeps the quotation in ver. 21,

yet this quotation is clearly suggested by the preceding- words ovx o-nuv

wvoixaaOrj Xpiaroi. It would be strange if an interpolator were to make the

sequence of thought more coherent.

The general objections to the passage seem to be—
(1) It is argued that St- Paul had never preached in Jerusalem, nor would

have been likely to mention that place as the starting-point of iiis mission
;

that these words therefore are a ' concession made to the Jewish Chris-

tians,' and hence that the chapter is a result of the same conciliation ten-

dency which produced the Acts. Most readers would probably be satisfied

with being reminded that according to the Acts St. Paul had preached in

Jerusalem (Acts ix. 28, 39). But it may be also pointed out that St. Paul
is merely using the expression geographically to define out the limits within

which he had preached the Gospel; while he elsewhere (Rom. xi. 26) speaks
of Sion as the centre from which the Gospel has gone forth.

(2) It is asserted that St. Paul had never preached in Illyricnm. There
is some inconsistency in first objecting to the language of this passage
because it agrees with that of the Acts, and then criticizing it because it

contains some statement not supported by the same book. But the re-

ference to lllyricum has been explained above. The passages of the Acts
quoted clearly leave room for St. Paul having preached in districts inhabited

by lUyrians- He would have done so if he had gone along the Egnatian
way. But the words do not necessarily mean that he had been in lUyria,

and it is quite possible to explain them in the sense that he had preached
as far as that province and no further. In no case do they contain any
statement inconsistent with the genuineness of the passage.

(31 It is objected that St. Paul could in no sense ose such a phrase as

iT(TT\r]pajKivat to fva-i-^ekiov. But by this expression he does not mean that

he had preached in every town or village, but only that everywhere there were
centres from which Christianity could spread. His conception of the duties

of an Apostle was that he should found churches and leave to others to

build on the foundation thus laid (i Cor. iii. 7, 10). As a matter of fact

within the limits laid down Christianity had been very widely preached.

There were churches throughout all Cilicia (Acts xv. 42), Galatia, and
Phrygia (Gal. i. 1 ; Acts xviii. 23). The three years' residence in Ephesus
implied that that city was the centre ofmissionary activity extending through-

out all the province of Asia (Acts xix. 10) even to places not visited by

St. Paul himself 1.C0I. ii. i). Thessalonica was early a centre of Christian

propaganda (i Thess. i. 7, 8 ; iv. lo), and later St. Paul again spent some
time there (Acts xx. 2). The Second Epistle to the Corinthians contains in

the greeting the words avv rois dyiois iraai Tofs ovaiv iv okji ttj 'Axaia,

showing that the long residence at Corinth had again produced a wide
extension of the Gospel. As far as the Adriatic coast St. Paul might well

have considered that he had fulfilled his mission of preaching the Gospel,

and the great Egnatian road he had followed would lead him straight to

Rome.
(4) A difficulty is found in the words ' that I may not build on another

man's foundation.' It is said that St. Paul has just expressed his desire to

go to Rome, that in fact he expresses this desire constantly (i. 5, 13 ; xii. 3 ;

XV. 15), but that here he states that he does not wish to build on another man's

foundation ; how then it is asked could he wish to go to Rome where there

was already a church ? But there is no evidence that Christianity had been

officially or systematically preached there ^Acts xxviii. 22), and only a small

community was in existence, which had grown up chietly as composed of

settlers from other places. Moreover, St. Paul speciallj says that it is for

the sake of matual grace and encouragement that he wishes to go there; he
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Implies that he does not wish to itay long, but desires to press on further

westward (ver. 34).

THE APOSTLE'S PLANS.

XV. 22-33. I have been these many times hinderedfrom
coming to you, althongh I have long eagerly desired it. Now
I hope I may accomplish my wish in the course of ajourney

to Spain. But not immediately. I must first take to Jeru-

salem the contributions sent thither by Macedonia atid

Achaia—a generous gift, and yet but a just recompense for

the spiritual blessings the Gentile Churches have received

from the Jews. When this mission is accomplished I hope

I may come to you on my way to Spain (w. 22-29).

Meantime I earnestly ask your prayers for my own
personal safety and that the gifts I bear may be received by

the CJiurch. I shall then, if God tvill, come to you with

a light heart, and be refreshed by your company. May the

God ofpeace make His peace to light upon you (w. 30-33).

22. 8t6 Kai. The reason why St. Paul had been so far prevented

from coming to Rome was not the fear that he might build on
another man's foundation, but the necessity of preaching Christ in

the districts through which he had been travelling ; now there was

no region untouched by his apostolic labours, no further place for

action in those districts. iviKouT6^r\v\ GaL v. 7; i Th. ii. 18;
1 Pet. iii. 7.

Td TToXXd, * these many times,' i. e. all the times when I thought

of doing so, or had an opportunity, as in the RV. ; not, as most

commentators, 'for the most part* (Vulg. plerumque). ttoWukis,

which is read by Lips, with B D E F G, is another instance of

Western influence in B.

23. vun 8e }i,t]k^ti t(5itoi' ?x'^*'» 'seeing that I have no longer

opportunity for work in these regions.' ronou, as in xii. 19, q.v.

;

Eph.iv. 27 ; Heb. xii. 17, 'opportunity,' 'scope for action.' KXl^iacn,

' tracts ' or ' regions ' (2 Cor. xi. 10 ; Gal. i. 21 ; often in Polybius).

cirnroSiaK does not occur elsewhere; but innrodf'iv (Rom. i. 11;

2 Cor. V. a; ix. 14; Phil. i. 8; ii. 26; i Th. iii. 6 ; 2 Tim. i. 4;
James iv. 5; i Pet. ii. 2) and tmnodijais (2 Cor. vii. 7, 11) are not

uncommon. On its signification, *a longing desire,* see on i. 11.

iKavCiv: a very favourite word in the Acts of the Apostles (ix. 23;
xviii. 18, &c ). 'It is likely enough that St. Paul's special interest

in the Christian community at Rome, though hardly perhaps his
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1

knowledge of it, dates from his acquaintance with Aquila and

Priscilla at Corinth. This was somewhere about six years before

the writing of the Epistle to the Romans, and that interval would

perhaps suffice to justify his language about having desired to visit

them OTTO 'iKavav fToiv (a rather vague phrase, but not so strong as

the dno TToWcov erav, which was easily substituted for it)' Hort,

JRom. and Eph. p. 11.

For ennroOiav Si (xo)v Western anthoritiea (D F G) read €x<w, »n attempt

to correct the grammar of the sentence. iKavuiv, read by B C 37. 59. 71,
' Jo.-Damasc., is probably right for voWwv, which is supported by all o^her

authorities and is read by R.V.

24. In this verse the words eX<v<ro/xnt irpbs ifias, which are inserted

by the TR. after Inaviav, must be omitted on conclusive manuscript

evidence, while- ydp must as certainly be inserted after (\niC(o.

These changes make the sentence an anacolouthon, almost exactly

resembling that in v. 12 ff., and arising from very much the same
causes. St. Paul does not finish the sentence because he feels that

he must explain what is the connexion between his visit to Spain

and his desire to visit Rome, so he begins the parenthesis eXnifw ydp.

Then he feels he must explain the reason why he does not start at

once ; he mentions his contemplated visit to Jerusalem and the

purpose of it. This leads him so far away from the original

sentence that he is not able to complete it; but in ver. 28 he

resumes the main argument, and gives what is the logical, but not

the grammatical, apodosis (cf. v. 18).

ws &y iropeu'w(iai. The as av is temporal : cf. Phil. ii. 23 ; i Cor.

xi. 34: on this latter passage Evans, in Speakers Conim. p. 328,

writes: 'When I come: X2.\\\tx accordijig as I covie: \}ci&'^xthtwcQQ){

the av points to uncertainty of the time and of the event : for this

use COmp. Aesch. Elim. 33 pavremnai yap cor av ijyi^jTai. 6f6s.

TrpoTr€fX(|)0T]i'ai: I Cor. xvi. 6, ii ; 2 Cor. i. 16; need not mean
more than to be sent forward on a journey with prayers and good
wishes. The best commentary on this verse is ch. i. 1 1 ff.

Lipsius again strikes out vv. 23, 24 and below in ver. 28 Si* iijuo)!/

els rTjf 'S.TTaviav—a most arbitrary and unnecessary proceeding.

The construction of the passage has been explained above and is

quite in accordance with St. Paul's style, and the desire to pass

further west and visit Spain is not in any way inconsistent with

the desire to visit Rome. The existence of a community there

did not at all preclude him from visiting the city, or from

preaching in it ; but it would make it less necessary for him to

remain long. On the other hand, the principal argument against

the genuineness of the passage, that St. Paul never did visit Spain

(on which see below ver. 28), is most inconclusive ; a forger would

never have interpolated a passage in order to suggest a visit to

Spain which had never taken place. But all such criticism laila
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absolutely to realize the width and boldness of St. Paul's schemes.

He must carry the message of the Gospel ever further. Nothing
will stop him but the end of his own life or the barrier of the

ocean.

25. St. Paul now mentions a further reason which will cause
some delay in his visit to Rome, and his missionary journey to

Spain.

SiaKOfCJi' TOis dyiois : cf. 9 Cor. viii. 4 t^v KOivcavlav Tijs StoKowas

T^y (Is Tovs iyiovi. The expression ' ministering to the saints ' has

become almost a technical expression in St. Paul for the contribu-

tions made by the Gentile Christians to the Church at Jerusalem.

26. euSoKtjCTai' implies that the contribution was voluntary, and
made with heartiness and good-will : see on Rom. x. i {fvdoKia)

;

I Cor. i. 21 ; Gal. i. 15.

Koiviavlav : of a collection or contribution a Cor. viii. 4; ix. 13
AirKonjTi t^s koivcovIus els airovs Koi tls itdvras and Koivuvfiv Rom.
xii. 13 Tats p^pei'aty twv Aylcov KOivccvovvTes.

irrwxous '. cf. Gal. ii. 10 fiovov rav iTTa>xS>v Iva fivqixovevayttv. On
the poor Christians at Jerusalem see James ii. 2 ff. ; Renan, Hist,

des Origtnes, &c. vol. iv. ch. 3. In Jerusalem the Sadducees, who
were the wealthy aristocracy, were the determined opponents of

Christianity, and there must have been in the city a very large

class of poor who were dependent on the casual employment and
spasmodic alms which are a characteristic of a great religious

centre. The existence of this class is clearly implied in the

narrative at the beginning of the Acts of the Apostles. There
was from the very first a considerable body of poor dependent on
the Church, and hence the organization of the Christian community
with its lists (i Tim. v. 19) and common Church fund {anh tow

Kowov Ign. Ad Polyc. iv. 3) and officers for distributing alms (Acts
vi. 1-4) must have sprung up very early.

27. €u8(5Kir](rai' k.t.X. St. Paul emphasizes the good-will with

which this contribution was made by repeating the word evSoKTia-au
;

he then points out that in another sense it was only the repayment
of a debt. The Churches of the Gentiles owed all the spiritual

blessings they enjoyed to that of Jerusalem, ' from wliom is Christ

according to the flesh,' and they could only repay the debt by
ministering in temporal things.

iTfeuitaTiKois . . . (rapKiKois. Both are characteristically Pauline

words. I Cor. ix. 1 1 «i ^/i«s ifuv ra iTvevfJiaTtKa fanelpafiev, /teya el

^fuis vfiay ra aapKiKa deplaofifv ; aapKiKols is used without any bad
association.

JKoivcdvtjo-av. The word Kotvcovew, of which the meaning is of course ' to

be a sharer or participator in,' may be used either of the giver or of the

receiver. The giver shaies with the receiver by giving contributions, so Rom.
xii. 13 (quoted on ver. 26) ; the receiver with the giver by receiving contri-

butionSf BO here. The noimal construction in the N. T. is as here with the
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dative : once (Heb. ii. 14) it is used with the genitive and thb constrnction Is

common in the O. T. (Lft on Gal. vi. 6).

The contributions for the poor in Jerusalem are mentioned in

Rom, XV. 26, 27 ; i Cor, xvi. 1-3 ; 2 Cor. ix. i ff ; Acts xxiv. 17, and
form the subject of the ablest and most convincing section in

Paley's Horae PauUnae. Without being in any way indebted to

one another, and each contributing some new element, all the

different accounts fit and dovetail into one another, and thus imply

that they are all historical. ' For the singular evidence which this

passage affords of the genuineness of the Epistle, and what is more
important, as it has been impugned, of this chapter in particular,

see Paley's Horae Paulinae, chap. ii. No. i.* Jovvett, ad loc, and
for some further reff. see Introd. § 4.

28. eTTixeXeo-as . . . u^pa.->fi(j6i\Livo<i. St. Paul resumes his argu-

ment and states his plans after the digression he has just made
on what lies in the immediate future. With tmrtXiaas (a Pauline

word), cf. Phil. i. 6; it was used especially of the fulfilment of

religious rites (Heb. ix. 6 and in classical authors), and coupled

with XdTovpyrjvai above, suggests that St. Paul looks upon these

contributions of the Gentile communities as a solemn religious

offering and part of their fvxapicrria for the benefits received.

<r(|>paYi(rd)x€i'osj ' having set the seal of authentication on.' The
seal was used as an official mark of ownership : hence especially

the expression 'the seal of baptism' (2 Cor. i. 32; Eph. i. 13;
see on iv. 11). Here the Apostle implies that by taking the con-

tributions to Jerusalem, and presenting them to the Church, he puts

the mark on them (as a steward would do), showing that they are

the fruit to the Church of Jerusalem of those spiritual blessings

{irvti'iiaTiKd) which through him had gone forth to the Gentile

world.

els TTii' Iirai'iai'. It has been shown above that it is highly prob-

able that St. Paul should have desired to visit Spain, and that therefore

nothing in these verses throws any doubt on the authenticity of the

chapter as a whole or of any portions of it. A further question

arises. Was the journey ever carried out? Some fresh light is

perhaps thrown on the question by Professor Ramsay's book T^
Church and the Empire. If bis arguments are sound, there is

no reason to suppose that if St. Paul was martyred at Rome
(as tradition seems to suggest) he must necessarily have suffered

in what is ordinarily called the Neronian persecution. He might

have been beheaded either in the later years of Nero's reign or

even under Vespasian. So that, if we are at liberty to believe

that he survived his first imprisonment, there is no need to compress,

as has been customary, the later years of his missionary activity.

It is on these assumptions easier to find room for the Spanish

journey. Have we evidence for it ? Dismissing later writers who
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seem to have had no independent evidence, our authorities are

reduced to two, the Muratorian Fragment on the Canon, and

Clement of Rome. We cannot lay much stress on the former ; it

is possible perhaps that the writer had independent knowledge, but

it is certainly more probable that he is merely drawing a conclu-

sion, and not quite a correct one, from this Epistle : the words are

sed et profectionem Pauli ab urbe ad Spaniam proficiscentis. The
passage in Clement (§ 5) runs as follows : IlavXos vTronovrj! /SpoSfloi'

vnt'Sei^fV, fTTTaKis Sfa/ia (f)opt(rai, (fivyaSevdds, 'XiOaadeis, Krjpv^ yfvofjitvos

(V re Trj dvaToXfj Koi iv r>] Sucrei, to yepvaiov rrji ivLaTetos avrov (cXeos

(XajSiv, biKaioa-vvrfv diSd^as o\ov rov Koafiov Ka\ (ir\ to rtpfxa Trjs tvafcos

(\6ciV, Ka\ fiapTvpr](Tas tTri tojv fjyovfiivuiv, ovtus dnrfKKdyT] rov Kocrjiov Koi

(h Tov ayiov tSkov fTToptvStj. This passage is much stronger, and

Lightfoot's note in favour of interpreting the words t6 repfia ttjs

8u(Tfcoy as meaning Spain is very weighty; but is it quite certain

that a Jew, as Clement probably was (according to Lightfoot him-

self), speaking of St. Paul anotlier Jew would not look upon Rome
relatively to Jerusalem as the reppa t^s Svcreojs, 'the western limit'?

We in England might for example speak of Athens as being in the

Eastern Mediterranean. There is also some force in Hilgenfeld's

argument that e'X^coi/ and naprvpriaai should be taken together. For

these reasons the question whether St. Paul ever visited Spain

must remain very doubtful.

29. irXifipaip.oTi : see on xi. 12. St. Paul feels confident that his

visit to Rome will result in a special gift of Christ's blessing. He
will confer on the Church a x''p"^Ma nvevixariKov, and will in his turn

be comforted by the mutual faith which will be exhibited. Cf. i.

II, 12.

It has been pointed out how strongly these words make for the

authenticity and early date of this chapter. No one could possibly

write in this manner at a later date, knowing the circumstances

under which St. Paul actually did visit Rome. See also ver. 32 Im

iv X^P^ i\6a>v irpis vp-as Sia 6f\i)paTos Qfov avvavaTravo'wpai vp\v.

The TR. reads with N« L&c, Vnlg.-clem. Syix. Arm., Chrys. Theodrt.

tlKoyiai rod (vayyt\iov rod X/». The words tov ti. to5 should be omitted on

decisive authority.

80. The reference to his visit to Jerusalem reminds St. Paul of

the dangers and anxieties which that implies, and leads him to

conclude this section with an earnest entreaty to the Roman Chris-

tians to join in prayers on his behalf. Hort {I^om. aiid Eph.

pp. 42-46) points out how this tone harmonizes with the dan-ers

that the Apostle apprehended (cf. Acts xx. 17-38, xxi. 13, &c.)

:

'We cannot here mistake the two'^old thoughts of the Apostle's

mind. He is full of eager anticipation of visiting Rome with the

full blessing of the accomplishment of that peculiar ministraiioa
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But he is no less full of misgivings as to the probability of escaping

with his life' (p. 43).

8ia "riis dyciTnis too Oi/eufjioTos. That brotherly love which is one
of the fruits of the Spirit w^orking in us (cf. Gal. v. 22). That
nvivfjia is personal is shown by the parallelism with the first clause.

auvayoi/KraarQai. * He breaks off afresh in an earnest entreaty to

them to join him in an intense energy of prayer, wrestling as it were

'

(Hort, o/>. cit. p. 43), They will as it were take part in the contest

that he must fight by praying on his behalf to God, for all prayer

is-^ spiritual wrestling against opposing powers. So of our Lord's

agony in the garden; Luke xxii. 44; Matt. xxvi. 42. Cp. Origen
ad he. : Vix eni'm inve7iies, ut oranti cuiquam non aliquid ina7iis et

ah'enae cogitationis occurrat, et tnie7iiwnem, qua in Deiini 7nens diri-

gt'iur, declmet acfra7igat, atqiie ea7n per ea quae non co7iipeiit, rapiat.

Et ideo agon magnus est oralioms, ut obsisteniibus itiimicis, et ora-

tionis sensum in diversa rapie7itibus, fixa ad Deum semper mens stabili

intentione contendat, ut merito possit etiam ipse dicere: certamen

bonum ceriavi, cursum co7isummavt.

31. The Apostle's fear is double. He fears the attacks upon
himself of the unbelieving Jews, to whom more than any other

Christian teacher he was an object of hatred : and he is not certain

whether the peace-offering of the Gentile Churches which he was
bearing to Jerusalem would be accepted as such by the narrow

Jewish Chrisdans at Jerusalem. How strong the first feeling was
and how amply justified the Acts of the Apostles show (Acts xx.3,

22; xxi. 11).

In ver. 30 dSeX(^ot is omitted by B76, Aeth., Chrys. alone, bnt perhaps

correctly. In ver. 31 17 Saipo^popla for Ziaicovia, and iv 'lepovaa\Tjfi for els 'I.

are instances of Western paraphrase shared by B (B D F G).

32. But the prayer that the Roman Christians offer for St. Paul

will also be a prayer for themselves. If his visit to Jerusalem be

successful, and his peace-offering be accepted, he will come to

Rome with stronger and deeper Christian joy. ' After the personal

danger and the ecclesiastical crisis of which the personal danger

formed a part' (Hort) he hopes to find rest in a community as yet

untroubled by such strife and distraction.

o-ukacairauo-wixoi, ' I may rest and refresh my spirit with you.'

Only u-ed here in this sense (but later in Hegesippus ap. Eus.

JI. E. IV. xxii. 2). Elsewhere it is used of sleeping together

(Is. xi. 6). The unusual character of the word may have been the

cause of its omission in B and the alteration in some Western MSB.
(see below).

There are several variations of reading in this verse

:

(i) NAC, Boh. Arm., Orig.-lat. read WBu^v . . . avvavavavaiufxai with

some variation in the position of iXdiuv (aficr iVa N, l^oh., Orig.-lat. ; after

Xaf% A C agreeing in this with other authorities). All later MSS. with the
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Western group read (XOen and insert xat before cvvavarraiffu/xat. B is alone in
having «A^cy and omitting avvavaTtavaafxai vixTv, but receives support in the
reading of some Western autho: ities ; D E read dv"ipv^a> fitO' vi-^iov, F G dm-
^wx«w ;*. v., agreeing with most Latin authorities, refri^erer vobiscum.

(3) For S(d 0e\T]ixaTOi eeov (A CLP, Vulg. Syrr. Boh. Arm., Orig.-lat,

Chrys. Thdrt.), N Ambrst. have 5. 0. 'Ir^ffov Xpiarrod, DEFG (with defg),
fnld. Xpiarov 'Irjcrov, B Kvpiov 'Irjaov. Lightfoot {On afresh Revision, &c.,

pp. 106 ff.) suggests that the original reading was OiXijjxaToi used absolutely
of the Divine will: cf. Rom. ii. 18; i Cor. xvi. la. See also his note on
Ign. Eph. § 20, Horn. § l (where some authorities add tow @iov, others
domini), Smyrn. §§ i, 11. Elsewhere in St Paul the expression always is

Otkrjfia ®eov, except once, Eph. v. 17 to Sikrj/xa tov Kvpiov.

83. 6 8e 0£os TT)s eipii>'r]s: cf. ver. 5. St. Paul concludes his

request for a prayer with a prayer of his own for them. ' Peace/
a keynote of the Epistle, is one of his last thoughts.

A F G and some minuscules omit d/i^v. On the importance ascribed to
thii word bjr some commentators see the Introdaction, i 9.

PERSOITAL QEEETINaa

XVI. 1-ie. / commend to you Phoebe our sister. Receive

her as becometh members of a Christian Church. For she

has stood by many others, and myself as well (vv. i, 2).

Greet Prisca and Aquila. Greet all those whose names

or persons I knoWy who are members of your community

(vv. 3-16).

L aui-ioTKjfjii. The ordinary word for to ' commend,' ' introduce *

;

see on iii. 5, a derivative of which appears in the phrase o-norartieat

(iTiaTi)\al (2 Cor. iii. i ; for its use in the later ecclesiastical writings

see Suicer, Thesaurus). These letters played a very large part in

the organization of the Church, for the tie of hospitality (cf. xii. 13),

impl\ing also the reception to communion, was the great bond
which united the separate local Churches together, and some pro-

tection became necessary against imposture.

<t>oi|3T]i/. Noihing is otherwise known of Phoebe, nor can we
learn anything from the name. She was presumably the bearer of

this letter.

SidKoi'oi', ' a deaconess.' The only place in which this office is re-

ferred to byname in the N. T. (for i Tim. iii. ii, v. 3 fF. cannot be

quoted). The younger Pliny {^Ep. X. xcvi. 8) speaks ot mimsirae;

quo magis necessarium credidi ex duabus ancillis, quae nwiistrae

dicebanlur, quid esset vert el per tormenta quaerere. They do not

appear elsewhere to be referred to in any certain second-century

writing ; but constant reference to them occurs in the Apostolit
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Consiitutmts, in the earlier books under the name of hinKovos (ii. 26
',

iii. 15), in the later of biaKovKiaa (viii. 19, 20, 28). Of the exact

relation of the ' deaconess' to the ' widows ' (i Tim. v. 3) it is not

necessary to speak, as we have no sufficient evidence for so early

a date ; it is quite clear that later they were distinct as bodies, and

that the widows were considered inferior to the deaconesses {Apost.

Const, iii. 7) ; it is probable however that the deaconesses were for

the most part chosen from the widows. That the reference 10

a ' deaconess ' is in no sense an anachronism may be inferred both

from the importance of hiannvla in the early Church, which had quite

clearly made it necessary for special male officials to be appointed,

and from the separate and secluded life of women. From the very

beginning of Christianity—more particularly in fact at the beginning

—there must have been a want felt for women to perform for

women the functions which the deacons performed for men.

Illustrations of this need in baptism, in visiting the women's

part of a house, in introducing women to the deacon or bisho[>,

may be found in the Apostolical Constitutions (iii. 15, «fec.). So

much is clear. An office in the Church of this character, we
may argue on h priori grounds, there must have been; but an

order in the more ecclesiastical sense of the term need not have

existed. biuKovoi is technical, but need hardly be more so than is

TTpoarrdTts in ver. 2. (The arguments of Lucht against the au-

thenticity of portions of these two verses are examined very fully

by Mangold, JDer Romerbrief U7id seine geschichtlichen Voraussetzuyig,

pp. 136 ff.)

T^s eKKXtjCTias TTJs h Keyxpeais. Cenchreae was the port of Corinth

on the Saronic Gulf. During St. Paul's stay at Corinth that city

had become the centre of missionary activity througliout all Achaia

(cf. 2 Cor. i. i), and the port towards Ephesus, a place wliere there

must have been many Jews living, could easily be a centre of the

Christian Church. Its position would afford particularly an oppor-

tunity for the exercise by Phoebe of the special duties of hospitality.

2. d|iws Twi' dyiwi', ' in a manner worthy of the saints,' i. e. ' of

the Church,' Not only to provide for her wants, but to admit her

to every spiritual privilege as ' in the Lord,'

irpoaTciTis, a 'succourer' or 'helper'; this almost technical

word is suggested by Trapdo-TJjrf. It is the feminine form of -npo-

aTdrrjs, used like the Latin patronus for the legal representative of

the foreigner. In Jewish communities it meant the legal repre-

sentative or wealthy patron : see Schiirer, Die Gemeinde- Ver/as-

sung,&c., Ins. 31: eNe^i^e keitc
|
ta'c npocxATHC |

ocioc ezHceN
|

£th oB

tN eipH
I
KOiMHCic COY, cf also C.I. G. 5361. We also find the word

used of an office-bearer in a heathen religious association, see

Foucart, Associations Beligieuses, p. 202, Ins. 20, line 34 (= C. /. G.

126) 8oKi^(i{^fTa) 8f 6 njiocridTiis ku'i 6 up;^ifpaj'to-rjjy Kai 6 ypufx^iajd/t Ka\
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oi TOfiiai Ka\ avviiKoi. Here the expression suggests that Phoebe
was a person of some wealth and position who was thus able

to act as patroness of a small and struj^glinti; community.
3. HpivKav Kai 'AKoXai'. So the MSS. here by preponderating

authority for UplaKiKXa k. 'a. Priscilla is a diminutive for Prisca, and
both are Roman names.

In Acts xviii. a the reading is 'AKv\ar . . . Kal UpiffKiWav ywaiKa airov,

in ver. i8 npiaKiWa hoi 'AiwKas; in i Cor. xvi. 19 *A«uAay Kal UpiffKO (so

N li M P, Boh., but A C D E F G, &c., Vulg. Syrr. npiamWa) ; in 2 Tim. iv. 19
XlfJiOKav KoX 'AiivXav (by preponderating authority). The fact that Piisca is

so often mentioned first sugjjests thai she was the more important ol the two.

4. oiTii'es . . . fbv lauToiv xpdxiiXoi' k.t.X. probably refers to some
great danger which they had run on his behalf. It may have been

the great tumult at Ephesus, although this was somewhat recent.

If so the danger then incurred may have been the reason that they

had left that city and returned for a time to Rome. The special

reference to the Churches of the Gentiles perhaps arises from the

fact that, owing to their somewhat nomadic life, they were well

known to many Chilstian Churches.

Aqtiila and Priscilla.

The movements of Aquila and Priscilla have been considered to be so

complicated as to throw doubts on the authenticity of this section of the

Epistle, or to siigije.st that it was addressed not to the Church at Rome, but

to the Church ol Ephesus,

From Acts xviii. 1, a we learn that Aquila was a Jew of Pontus. He and
his wife Prisca had been compelled to leave Rome in 52 A.l>. by the decree

of Claudius. They retired to Corinth, wliere they first became acquainted

with St. Paul. With him they went to Ephesus, where they remained some
time ; they were there when tlie first Epistle to the Corinthians was wiitten,

and had a cliuich in their house {aa-nu^irai vfxas iu Kvpiqi -noWa 'AnvKai

Kal TlpiaKa avu rfj kot' oTkov ai/TUf tKicKrja'ia I Cor. xvi. 19). This Epistle

was written probably about twelve months before the Epistle to the

Romans. In 2 Tim. iv. 19, written in all probability at least eight years

later, they appear again at E])hcsus.

Now, is not tlie life ascribed to them too nomadic? And is not the

coincidence of the church in their house remarkable? The answer is that

a nomadic life was the cliaracteristic of Jews at that day, and was certainly

a characteristic of Aquila and Priscilla (Lightfoot, Biblical Essays, p. 299, and
Kenan, Les Apdtres, pp.96, 97,Zahn,6"/C'/23£'M,p. 169). We know that although

Aquila was a Jew of Pontus, yet he and his wife lived, witliin the space of

a few years, at Rome, at Corinth, and at Ephesus. Is it then extremely

improbable that they should travel in after years, probably for the sake of

their busmess? And if it were so, would they not be likely to make their

house, whciever tliey were, a place in which Christians could meet together?

On a priori grounds we cannot argue agamst the possibility of those

changes. Are there any iiositi\e arguments for connecting them with the

Roman Church ? De Rossi, in the course of his archaeological investigations,

has suggested two traces of their influence, both of which deserve investt

gation.
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(i) Amongst the older churches of Rome is one on the Aventine bearing

the name of St. Prisca, which gives a title to one of the Roman Cardinals.

Now there is considerable evidence for connecting this with the names of

Aquila and Priscilla. In the Liber Pontijicalis, in the life of Leo 111

(795-816), it is described as the ' titulus Aquilae et Priscae' (Duchesne,
Lib. Pont. II. p. ao) ; in the legendary Acts of St. Prisca (which apparently

date from the tenth century) it is stated that the body of St. Prisca was
translated from the place on the Ostian road wheie she had been buried, and
transferred to the church of St. Aquila and Prisca on the Avenline {Acta
Satutoium, Jan. Tom. ii. p. 187 et deduxerunt ipsam ad urbem A'omam
turn kymnis et canticis spiritualibus, iuxta Arcuin Pomantim in ecclesia

tenctorum Martyrum Aquilae et Priscae), and the tradition is put very

clearly in an inscription ajiparently of the ttnth century which formerly

Stood over the door of the church (C. Lns. Christ, ii. \). 443)

:

Haec domus est Aquilae seu Priscae Virginis Almae
Quos lupe Paule tuo ore vchis domino

Hie Petre divini Tribiiebas fercula verbi

Sepius hocce loco sacrificans domino.

Many later testimonies are referred to by De Rossi, but they need not here

be cited.

For the theory that this church is on the site of the house of Prisca and
Aqnila, De Rossi finds additional support in a bronze diploma found in 1776
in the garden of the church bearing the name of G. Marius Pudens Cor-

nelianus: for in the legendary Acts of Pudens, Pudenziana, and Praxedis,

Priscilla is stated to have been the mother of Pudens {Acta Sanct. Mai.

Tom. iv. p. 297), and this implies some connexion between the names of

Aquila and Priscilla and the family of Pudens.

The theory is a plausible one, but will hardly at present stand examination.

In the first place the name of Aquila and Priscilla (or Prisca) is not the

oldest borne by the church ; from the fourth to the eighth century it seems
always to have been the titulus S. Priscae (see Liber Poniificalis, ed.

Duchesne, i. 501, 317"), and although the origin of this name is itself

doubtful, it is hardly likely that if the locality had borne the name of Aquila
and Priscilla, that name would first have been lost and then revived. It is

much more probable that the later name is an attempt to connect the biblical

account with this spot and to explain the origin of the name of Prisca.

Nor is the second piece of evidence of any greater weight. The acts of

Pudens and his daughters, supposed to be narrated by the person called

St Pastor, who was a contemporar}' of Pius the bishop and addressed his

letters to Timothy, are clearly legendary, and little or no stress can be laid

on the mention of Priscilla as the mother of Pudens. The object of the Acta
is in fact to invent a history for martyrs whose names were known, and who
were for some reason grouped together. But why were they thus grouped ?

The reason probably is given in the statement at the end, that they were
buried in the cemetery of Priscilla. These names would probably be found

in the fourth century in that cemetery, attached to graves close to one

another, and would form the groundwork of the Acta. There may still be

some connexion between the names, which may or may not be discovered,

but there is not at present any historical evidence for connecting the titulus

St. Priscae with the Aquila and Priscilla of the N. T. (see de Rossi, Bull.

Arch. Christ. Ser i. No. 5 (1867), p. 45 ff.)

(ii) A second line of argument seems more fruitful. The explorations of

De Rossi in the Coemeteiium Priscillae, outside the Porta Salaria, have

resulted in the discovery that as the Coemeterium Domitillae starts from

a burying-place of Domi'tilla and her family, so that of Priscilla originates in

the burying-place of Acilius Glabrioand other members of the .'\ciiian gens.

This seems to corroborate the statement of Dio Cassias (Ixvii. 14) that the
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Acilius Glabrio who was consul with Trajan in A. D. 91 was a Christian and
die'l ;is such, r.nd implies that Christianity had penetr..ted into this as into

other leadinjj Koman families. Now the connexion with the subject immediately
before us is as follows. The same researches have shown that a name of

the females of the Acilian gens is Priscilla or Prisca. For instance, in one
inscription we read

:

m' acilius V
C. V.

PRISCILLA. .C

Aquila was a Jew of Pontus : how then does it happen that his wife, if not
be himself, bore a Ixoman name? The answer seems to be suggested by
these discoveries. They were freedmen of a member of the Acilian gens,

as Clemens the Roman bishop was very probably the freedman of Flavins

Clemens. The name Prisma or Priscilla would naturally come to an ad-

herent of the family. The oriL^iii of the name Ai|uila is more doubtful, but

it too mit;ht be borne by a Roman freedman. If this suggestion be correct,

then boih the names of these two Roman Christians and the existence of

Christianity in a leading Roman family are explained.

Two other inscriptions may be quoted, as perhaps of interest. The first

is clearly Christian

:

AQUILIAE PRISCAE IN PACE

The second C. I. L. vi. 12273 may be so. The term Rtmata mi£;ht suggest

that it is but also might be Mithraic

:

D. II.

AQUILIA . RENATA
QVAE . V . A . N . . .

SE • VIVA • POSVIT . SIBI

CVRANTE . AQVILIO • IVSTO
ALVMNO . ET • AQVILIO

PRISCO • FRATRE

The aignment is not demonstrative, but seems to make the return of

Aquila and Priscilla to Rome, and their permanent connexion with the

Roman Church, probable. See De Rossi, Bull. Arch. Christ. Ser. iv.

No. 6 (188S-9), p. 129 Aqtdla e Prisca et gli Acilii Glabrioni.

Dr. Hort i^Rom. and Eph. pp. 12-14), following a sus^'gestion made by

Dr. Plumptre (^Biblical Studies, p. 417), points out that it is a curious fact

that in four out of the six places in which the names occur that of the wife is

the first mentioned. He connects the name with the cemetery of St. Prisca,

and suggests that Prisca was herself a n.emlier of some distinguished Roman
family. He points out that only Aquila is called a Jew from Pontus, not

his wife. There is nothing inconsistent m this theory with that of the

previous argument ; and if it be true much is explained. It may however be

suggested that for a noble Roman lady to travel about with a Jewish husband
engaged in mercantile or even artisan work is hardly probable ; and that the

theory which sees in them fireed members of a great household is perhaps

the most probable.

5. Kal TT|f KaT* oiKoi' auTWK ckkXtictioc. There is no decisive

evidence until tiie third century of tlie existence of special buildings

used for churches. The references seem all to be to places in

private houses, sometimes very probably houses of a large size. In

tiie N.T. we have first of all (Acts xii. 12) the house of Mary, the

modier of John, where many were collected together and praying,

Col. iv. 15 aaJtafTaa6f rovi tv \ao8iKeiif d8(\(f)ovs, Kui t^vfi<f)ai>, Kal riji
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Kar oiKop airav iKKXrja-lav I Philemon 3 Koi t^ kot oikov aov (KtiXtjata

:

besides i Cor. xvi. 19. At a later date we have Clem. Recog. x.^i
TTieophiliis , domus suae ingentem basilicavi ecclcsiae nomine consecraret :

De Rossi, Roma Soft. i. p. 209 Collegium quod est in domo Sergiae

Paulinae. So in Rome several of the oldest churches appear to

have been built on the sites of houses used for Christian worship.

So perhaps San Clemente is on the site of the house of T. Flavius

Clemens the consul (see Lighifoot, Clermnt. p. 94).

There is no reason to suppose that this Church was the meeting-

plac^ of all the Roman Christians ; similar bodies seem to be

implied in vv. 14, 15. We may compare Acta lustiui Martyris § 2

(Ruinart) where however the speaker is of course inteniionally

vague : Quaesirit Prae/ec/us, quern in locum Christiani convenirent.

Cui respondit luslinus, eo unumquemque convenire quo vellet ac posset.

An, inquit, existimas omnes nos in eumdem locum convenire solitos ?

Minime res ita se habet . . . Tunc praefectus : Age, inquit, dicas,

quern in locum conveniatis, et discipulos tuos congreges. Respondit

lustinus : Ego prope domuni Martini cuiusdam, ad balneum cogno-

mento Ti?nioti7ium, hactenus mansi.

'Eiraii/ETos. Of him nothing is known : the name is not an un-

common one and occurs in inscriptions from Asia Minor, C. I. G.

2953 (from Ephesus), 3903 (from Phrygia). The following in-

scription from Rome is interesting, C.I.L. vi. 17171 Dis • man
|

EPAENETI (j/ir)
I

EPAENETI.F
(
EPHESIO

|
T • MVNIVS

|
PRIS-

CIANVS
I

AMICO SVO.

(XTrapxT] Ttis 'Aaias : i. 6. one of the first converts made in the

Roman province of Asia : cp. i Cor. xvi. 15 dibart rfjv oiKinv 2Tf<pava,

OTi iUTiv aTrap^f] ttJs A\ciins, Koi fls diaKoviav rdis ayiois era^av eavrovi.

On the importance of first converts see Clem. Rom. § xlii mTa x<^p»s

ovv Ka\ TToXfis Kr]pv(TaovT€s Kadiaravop rag dnapxas avTwv, So/ct/xdcravTff to)

nvevpari, (Is (UKJKottovs kcu diaKovovs rav fifWovrmv nicrTevfiv,

This name caused great difficulty to Renan, * What I had all the

Church of Ephesus assembled at Rome?' 'AH' when analyzed is

found to mean three persons of whom two had been residents at

Rome, and the third may have been a native of Ephesus but is

only said to have belonged to the province of Asia (cf. Lightfoot,

Biblical Essays, p. 301). How probable it was that there should

be foreigners in Rome attached to Christianity may be illustrated

from the Acts of Justin which were quoted in the note on an

earlier portion of the verse. These give an account of the

martyrdom of seven persons, Justin himself, Charito, Charitana,

Euelpistus, Hierax, Liberianus, and Paeon. Of these Justin we
know was a native of Samaria, and had probably come to Rome
from Ephesus, Euelpistus who was a slave of the Emperor was

a native of Cappadocia, and Hierax was of Iconiura in Phrygia

This was about 100 years later.
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'Afflat is supported by preponderating authority (N A B C D F G, Vnlg.

Boh. Arm. Aeth., Orig.-lat. Jo.-Damasc. Ambrst.) against 'Ayaftw (LP &c.,

Syrr., Chrys. Theodrt.)-

For the idea of illustrating this chapter from inscriptions we are of course

indebted to Bishop Lightfoot's able article on Caesar's household (P/ii/t'ppians,

p. 169'!. Since that paper was written, the appearance of a portion of vol. vi.

of the Corpus of Latin Inscriptions, that, namely, containing the inscriptions

of the city of Rome, has both provided ns with more extensive material and

also placed it in a more convenient form for reference. We have therefore

gone over the ground again, and either added new illustrations or given

references to the Latin Corpus for inscriptions quoted by Lightfoot from

older collections. Where we have not been able to identify these we have

not, except in a few cases, thought it necessary to repeat his references.

A large number of these names are found in Columbaria containing the

monuments and ashes of members of the imperial household during the first

century; these special collections are kept together in the Corpus (vi. 3926-

8397). There is also a very large section devoted to other names belong-

ing to the domus Augusti (vi. 8398-9101). A complete use of these

materials will not be possible until the publication of the Indices to vol. vi.

For a discussion of the general bearing of these references, see Introduction,

§9.

6. Mapiac (which is the correct reading) may like Mapid/x be

Jewish, but it may also be Roman. In favour of the latter alter-

native in tliis place it may be noticed that apparently in other cases

where St. Paul is referring to Jews he distinguishes them by calling

them his kinsmen (see on ver. 7). The following inscription from

Rome unites two names in this list, C 7. Z. vi. 22223 D-M-)
MARIAE

I

AMPLIATAE cet. ',
the next inscription is from the house-

hold, ib. 43Q4 MARIAE • M • L • XANTHE
|
NYMPHE • FEC • DE • SVO.

TjTts TToWd eKOTTiaorei' €is ofias. This note is added, not for the

sake of the Roman Church, but as words of praise for Maria

herself.

Ma/jiW is read by A B C P, Boh. Arm. ; Ma/)ta/x by N D E F G L, &c., Chrys.

The evidence for «jf w/ias, which is a difficult reading, is preponderating

(NABCP, Syrr. Boh.), and it is practically supported by the Western

group (D E F G, Vulg.), which have iv vfuv. The correction €is ij/xds is read

by L, Chrys. and later authorities.

7. 'AfSpoi'iKoi' : a Greek name found among members of the

imperial household. The following inscription contains the names

of two persons mentioned in this Epistle, both members of the

household, C. I. L. vi. 5326 Dis • manibvs
|
c . jvlivs • hermes

VIX • ANN • XXXIII • M • V
I

DIEB • XIII
|
C • IVLIVS • ANDRONICVS

CONLIBERTVS • FEC |
BENE • MERENTI • DE • SE t SCe alsO 6325 and

1 1626 where it is the name of a slave.

Moufiai' : there is some di)ubt as to whether this name is mas-

culine, 'loKw'af or 'lovi/ms-, a contraction of Junianus, or feminine

Junia. Junia is of course a common Roman name, and in that

case the two would probably l)e husband and wife
; Junias on the

other hand is less usual as a man's name, but seems to re-

present a form of contraction common in this list, as Patrobas,
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Hermas, Olympas. If, as is probable, Andronicus and Junias are

included among the Apostles (see below) then it is more probable

that the name is masculine, although Chrysostom does not appear

to consider the idea of a female apostle impossible: 'And indeed

to be apostles at all is a great thing. But to be even amongst
these of note, just consider what a great encomium this is ! But

they were of note owing to their works, to their achievements.

Oh 1 how great is the devotion of this woman, that she should be

even counted worthy of the appellation of apostle 1

'

' Tous CTUYyems fAou. St. Paul almost certainly means by ' kinsmen,'

fellow-countrymen, and not relations. The word is used in this

sense in ix. 3, and it would be most improbable that there should

be so many relations of St. Paul amongst the members of a distant

Church (vv. 7, 11) and also in Macedonia (ver. 21); whereas it is

specially significant and in accordance with the whole drift of the

Epistle that he should specially mention as his kinsmen those

members of a Gentile Church who were Jews.

Kal crui'aixfxaXtoToos ftou. Probably to be taken literally. Al-

though St. Paul had not so far suffered any long imprisonment, he

had certainly often been imprisoned for a short lime as at Philippi,

2 Cor. xi. 23 ev (f)v\aKa'is nepicraoTepus
',

Clem. Rom. ad Cor. V

fitTaKi; Sfff/Lia (popeaas. Nor is it necessary that the word should

mean that Andronicus and Junias had suffered at the same time as

St. Paul; he might quite well name them fellow-prisoners if they

had like him been imprisoned for Christ's sake. Metaphorical

explanations of the words are too far-fetched to be probable.

oiTii'es (l(T^y iiria-i]\i,oi, iv Tois dTTocxToXois may mean either (i)

well known to the Apostolic body, or (2) distinguished as Aposdes.

In favour of the latter interpretation, which is probably correct, are

the following arguments, (i) The passage was apparently so

taken by all patristic commentators, (ii) It is in accordance with

the meaning of the words, fnlarjfios, lit. ' stamped,' ' marked,' would

be used of those who were selected from the Apostolic body as

'distinguished,' not of those known to the Apostolic body, or

looked upon by the Apostles as illustrious ; it may be translated

' those of mark among the Apostles.' (iii) It is in accordance with

the wider use of the term drroaTo^os. Bp. Lightfoot pointed out

{Galaiians, p. 93) that this word was clearly used both in a narrow

sense of 'the twelve ' and also in a wider sense which would include

many others. His views have been coiroborated and strengthened

by the publication of the Didache. The existence of these 'Apostles,'

itinerant Christian Evangelists, in Rome will suggest perhaps one
of the methods by which the city had been evangelized.

ot Kol irpo eaoG yeyoj'aaii' iv Xpiaru. Androiiicus and Junias had
been converted before St. Paul : they therefore belonged to the

earliest dajs of the Christian community; perhaps even they were
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of those who during the dispersion after the death of Stephen

began almost Immediately to spread the word in Cyprus and Syria

Acts xi. 19). As Dr. Weymouth points out {On the Rendering into

English of the Greek Aorist and Perfect, p. 26) the perfect should

liL'ie be translated 'were.'

*It is utterly amazing,' he writes, 'that in Rom. xvi. 7 ol Koi itph (ftov

ytyovaaiv iv Xp. is rendered in the RV. " who also have been in Christ before

me." The English idiom is here simply outraged. What officer in our

Navy or Aimy would not slare at the iinp^apos who should say of a senior

officer, " He has been in the Service before me"? " He was in tlie Navy
before me " is the only correct English form. . . . The English mind fastens

on the idea of time defined by " bcfoie me," and therefore uses the simple

Past. . . . The Greek Perfect is correctly employed, because it is intended to

convey, and does convey, the idea that they are still in Christ, while the

English "have been" suggests precisely the contrary.'

8. 'AfiirXiaTos is the more correct reading for the abbreviated

form 'AjuTrXiay which occurs in the TR. This is a common
Roman slave name, and as such occurs in inscriptions of the imperial

liousehold. C.I.L. vi. 4899 ampliatvs
|
restitvto • fratri|

SVG • FECIT • MERENTI : 5154 C VIBIVS • FIRMVS • C |
VIBIO •

AMPLIATO
I

PATRONO • SVG, &€., bcsides inscriptions quoted by Lft.

But there is considerable evidence for connecting this name more
closely with the Christian community in Rome. In the cemetery

of Domitilla, now undoubtedly recognized as one of the earliest of

Cliiistian catacombs, is a chamber now known by the name of

'Ampliatus' owing to an inscription which it contains. This

chamber is very early : pre-Christian in character it not in origin.

The cell over which the name of Ampliatus is inscribed is a later

inseiiion, which, from the style of its ornament, is ascribed to tha

end of the first or beginning of the second century. The inscription

is in bold, well-formed letters of the same date. Not far off is another

inscription, not earlier than the cn.i of the second century, to

members of ajiparenlly the same family. The two inscrij)tions are

AMPLIATfl] and AVRELIAE • BONIFATIAE
|
CONIVGI • INCGM-

PARABILI
i
VERAE CASTITATIS FEIVIINAE

|
QVAE • VIXIT • ANN •

XXV • M • II
I

DIEB • nil • IIOR • VI |
AVREL • AMPLIATVS CVM

|

GORDiANG • FiLiG. The boldness of the lettering in the first

insciiption is striking. The personal name without any odier

distinction suggests a slave. Wliy then should any one in those

circumstances receive the honour of an elaborately painted tomb?
The most plausible exj)lanation is that he was for some reason

very })rominent in the eailiest Roman Church. The later inscription

clearly suggests that there was a Christian family bearing this

name; and the connexion with Domiiilla seems to show that here

we have the name of a slave or frcedman through whom Christianity

had penetrated into a second gicat Roman household. See de

Rossi, jBtill. Arch. Christ. Ser. iii. vol. 6 (1S81), pp. 57-74;
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.wnaciim March 4, 1884, p. 289 ; the inscription is just re-

ferred to by Lightfoot, Clement, i. p. 39.

9. OupjBafos : a common Roman slave name found among
members of the household, C. I, L. vi. 4237 (quoted by Lft. from

Murat. 920. 1) VRBANVS • LYDES • AVG • L • DISPENS
I

INMVNIS •

DAT • HERMAE • FRATRI • ET
j
CILICAE • PATRI : cf. $604, 5605,

and others, quoted by Lft. (Grut. p, 589. 10, p. 1070. i).

rov aucepYoK ^jxoji'. Where St. Paul is speaking of personal

friends he uses the singular tw aycmriTov fiov: here he uses the

pkiral because Urbanus was a fellow-worker with all those who
worked for Christ.

Itcixoi' : a rare Greek name, but found among members of the

imperial household : C. I. L. vi. 8607 d. m.
|
m. vlpio • avg • l

|

EROTX
I
AB • EPISTVLIS • GRAECIS | EPAPHRODITVS |

ET •

STACHYS
I
CAESAR • N • SER | FRATRI • KARISSIMO • ET

|
CLAVDIA

• FORMiANA
I
FECERVNT : cf. also inscripiions quoted by Lft.

10. 'AireXXfii'. Again a name borne by members of the house-

hold and by Jews : amongst others by the famous tragic actor.

See the instance quoted by Lft. and cf. Hor. Sat. L v. 100 Credat

ludaeus Apella, tion ego.

xov 86Ki(ioi»: cf. I Cor. xi. 19; 2 Cor. x. 18 ; xiii. 7. One who
has shown himself an approved Christian.

Tous i< TWK *AptaTo|3ou\ou. The explanation of this name given

by Lft. bears all the marks of probability. The younger Aristo-

bulus was a grandson of Herod the Great, who apparently lived

and died in Rome in a private station (Jos. Bell. lud. W. xi. 6
;

Antiq. XX. i. 2) ; he was a friend and adherent of the Emperor
Claudius. His household would naturally be ol 'Api(jTo^ov\ov, and

would presumably contain a considerable number of Jews and

other orientals, and consequently of Christians. If, as is probable,

Aristobulus was himself dead by this time, his household would

probably have become united with the imperial household. It

would, however, have continued to bear his name, just as we find

servants of Livia's household who had come from that of Maecenas
called Maecenatiani (C. I. L. vi. 4016, 4032), those from the house-

hold of Amyntas, Amvntiani (4035, cf 8738): so also Agrippiani,

Germaniciani. We might in the same way have Aristobuliaiii (cf.

Lft. Phil. pp. 172, 3;.

11. 'HpoStwi'a Toi/ CTuyyet'r) (xoo. A menuon of the household of

Aristobulus is followed by a rame which at once suggests the

Herod family, and is specially stited to have been that of a Jew.
This seems to corroborate the argument of the preceding note.

TOUS £K Twj' NapKiaaou, 'the household of Naicissus,' ' Narcis-

siani.' The Narcissus in question was very possibly the well-

known freedman of that name, who had been put to death by

Agrippina shortly after the accession of Nero some three or four
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years before (Tac Ann. xiii. i ; Dio Cass. Ix. 34). His slaves

would then in all probabilily become the property of the Emperor,

and would help to swell the imperial household. The name is

common, especially among slaves and freedmen, cf. C. I. L. vi. 4123
(in the household of Livia), 4346, 5206 heliconis narcissi

|

AVGVSTiANi
I

: 22875 NARCissvs • AVG • LIB. Lft. quotes also

the two names Ti. Claudius Narcissus (see below), Ti. lulius Nar-

cissus from Muratori, and also the form Narcissianus, ti • CLAVDio •

SP • F • NARCissiANO (Murat. p. II 50. 4). The following inscrip-

tion belongs to a somewhat later date : C.I. L. vi. 9035 D. M.
|

T • FLAVIVS • AVG • LIB
|
NARCISSVS • FECIT • SIBI | ET • COELIAE •

SP • FiLiAE
I

lERiAE • coNiVGi • SVAE . . . , and lower down T
FLAVIVS • AVG • LIB • FIRMVS • NARCISSIANVS

|
RELATOR • AVC-

TiONVM • MONVMENTVM ' REFEciT. See also 9035 a. (Lightfoot,

Phil. p. 173.)

Dr. Plnmptre {Biblical Studies, p. 438) refers to the following interesting

insciiplion. It may be found in C. I. L. v. i(;4* being reputed to have come
from Ferrara. D. M.

|
clavdiae

|
dicaeosynae

| TI • clavdivs | nar-
CISSVS

I
LIB. AEID. COIV

|
PIENTISSIMAE

(
ET FRVGALISSI | B. M. TiberiuS

Claudius suggests the first century, but the genuineness of the Ins. is not
sufificiently attested. The editor of the fifth volume of the C<»r/MJ writes :

Testimonia aiutorum aut incertorum . . . aut fraudulentorum a'e loco cum
parum defendant tiluhim eum exclusi, quamquam fieri potest ut sit

genuinus nee tnultum corruptus. The name Dicaeosyne is curious but is

found elsewhere C. I. L. iii. 3391 ; vi. 35866 : z. 649. There is nothing dis-

tinctively Christian about it.

12. Tpu^awav Kal Tpu(}>SCTai' are generally supposed to have been
two sisters. Amongst inscriptions of the household we have

4866 D. M.
I
VARIA • TRYPHOSA

|
PATRONA • ET

|
M. EPPIVS •

CLEMENS
I

: 5035 D. M. |
TRYPHAENA | VALERIA • TRYPHAENA

I

MATRI • B • M • F • ET
I

VALERIUS • FVTIANVS (quolcd by Lft.

from Ace. di Archeol. xi. p. 375) : 5343 telesphorvs • et • try-
PHAENA, 5774, 6054 and oiher inscriptions quoted by Lft. Atten-

tion is chawn to the contrast between the names which imply
' delicate/ ' dainty,' and their labours in the Lord.

The name Tryphaena has some interest in the early history of the Church
as being that of the queen who plays such a prominent part in the story of

Paul and Thecla, and who is known to have been a real character.

riepaiSo. The name appears as that of a freedwoman, C. I. L. vi.

23959 DIS • MANIB
I

PER • SIDI • L • VED
|
VS • MITHRES

|
VXORI.

It does not appear among the inscriptions of the household.

13. 'Pou(})o»' : one of the commonest of slave names. This Rufus

is commonly identified with the one mentioned in ]\Iark xv. 21,

wnere Simon of Cyrene is called the father ofAlexander and Rufus.

St. Mark probably wrote at Rome, and he seems to speak of

Rufus as some one well known.

Tor IkXcktoi' ^i' Kupii^. ' Elect ' is probably not here used in the
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technical sense * chosen of God/—this would not be a feature to

distinguish Rufus from any other Christian,—but it probably means
' eminent/ ' distinguished for his special excellence/ and the addition

of tV Kvpia means ' eminent as a Christian ' (2 Jo. i ; 1 Pet. ii. 6).

So in English phraseology the words ' a chosen vessel ' are used

of all Christians generally, or to distinguish some one of marked
excellence from his fellows.

KQi TT)k' fiTjTepa auTou Ktti cfjioo. St. Paul means that she had
showed him on some occasion all the care of a mother, and
that therefore he felt for her all the affection of a son.

14. 'AffuyKpiToi' : the following inscription is of a freedman of

Augustus who bore this name, C. I. L. vi. 1 2565 D. M.
|
ASYNCRETO

]

AVG • LIB • FECIT • FL
|
AVIA • SVCCESSA

|
PATRONO BENE

|
ME-

RENTi. The name Flavia suggests that it is somewhat later than

St. Paul's time.

Xe'yon-a. The inscriptions seem to throw no light on this name.
The most famous person bearing it was the historian of the second
century who is referred to by Origen, and who gave some informa-

tion concerning the Christians.

'EpfAT]i': one of the commonest of slave names, occurring con-

stantly among members of the imperial household.

narpojSai'. An abbreviated form of Patrobius. This name was
borne by a well-known freedman of Nero, who was put to death by
Galba (Tac. Hist. i. 49 ; ii. 95). Lft. quotes instances of other freed-

men bearing it: ti • CL • avg • L • patrobivs (Grut. p. 6io. 3),

and TI • CLAVDio • patrobio (Murat. p. 1329).

'Epjias is likewise an abbreviation for various names, Hermagoras,
Hermerus, Hermodorus, Hermogenes. It is common among
slaves, but not so much so as Hermes. Some fathers and modern
writers have identified this Hermas with the author of the ' Shepherd,'

an identification which is almost certainly wrong.

Kal Tous o^v auTots d8eX<}>ous. This and the similar expression in

the next verse seem to imply that these persons formed a small

Christian community by themselves.

15. <t>iXo\oYos. A common slave name. Numerous instances

are quoted from inscriptions of the imperial household : C. I. L. vi.

41 16 DAMA • LIVIAE • L • CAS . . .
)
PHOEBVS • PHILOLOGI

|
quoted by

Lft. from Gorius, Mon.Liv. p. 168 ; tie also quotes Murat. p. 1586.

3, p. 2043. 2 ; Grut. p. 630. I. He is generally supposed to be
the brother or the husband of Julia, in the latter case Nereus, his

sister Nerias, and Olympas may be their children.

'louXiaf. Probably the commonest of all Roman female names,
certainly the commonest among slaves in the imperial household.

The following inscription is interesting: C. J. L. vi. 20416 D. M.
|

IVLIAE NEREI ' T-
|
CLAVDIAE. The name Julia Trjphosa octura

30715-7 in one case apparently in a Christian inscription.
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NT)p/a. This name is found in inscriptions of the imperial house*

hold, C. I. L. vi. 4344 nerevs • nat • German | pevcennvs •

GERMANici
I

ANVS • NERONis • CAESARis. It is bcst known in

the Roman Church in connexion with the Acts of Nereus and

Achilleus, the eunuch chamberlains of Domitilla (see Ada Sancto-

rum May. iii. p. 2 ; Texie und Untersuchungen, Band xi. Heft 2).

These names were, however, older than that legend, as seems to

be shown by the inscription of Damasus {Bull. Arch. Christ. 1874,

p. 20 sq. ; C. Ins. Christ, ii. p. 31) which represents them as

soldiers. The origin of the legend was probably that in the cata-

comb of Domililla and near to her tomb, appeared these two

names very prominently; this became the groundwork for the

later romance. An inscription of Achilleus has been found in the

cemetery of Domidlla on a stone column with a corresponding

column which may have borne the name of Nereus: both date from

the fourth ox fiiihctninxy [Bull. Arch. Christ. 1875, p. 8 sq.). These

of course are later commemorations of earlier martyrs, and it may
well be that the name of Nereus was in an early inscription (like

that of Ampliatus above). In any case the name is one connected

with the early history of the Roman Church ; and the fact that

Nereus is combined with Achilleus, a name which does not appear

in ihe Romans, suggests that the origin of the legend was archaeo-

logical, and that it was not derived from this Epistle (Lightfoot,

Clement, i. p. 51 ; Lipsius Apokr. Apgesch. ii. 106 ff.).

'0\oji,iras : an abbreviated form like several in this list, apparently

for 'OAu/:t7rioSa)pos.

16. Iv <})L\^|iaTi dyiw: SO I Thess. v. 26 ; i Cor. xvi. 20; a Cor.

xiii. 12
J

I Pet. V. 14 acnTaaatrBt aK\r]kovs fv <f>i\T]fiart dydnrji. The
earliest reference to the ' kiss of peace ' as a regular part of the

Christian service is in Just. Mart. Apol. i. 65 u\\f]\ovs (pi.'XfifiaTi

d(TT!u(6fji.f6a navadnevoi tmv (vx<i>v. It is mentioned in Tert. de Oral.

14 ipsculum pads) ; Const. Apost. ii. 57. 12 ; viii. 5. 5 ; and it became

a regular part of the Liturgy. Cf. Origen ad loc. : Ex hoc sermone,

aliisque nonnullis similtbus, mos ecclesiis traditus est, ut post orationes

osculo se invicem suscipiant fraires. Hoc autem osculum sanctum

appellat Apostolus.

ai cKKXY](riai iraaai tou XpioroC : this phrase is unique in the

N.T. Phrases used by St. Paul are «* sKKKriaiai rav ayiuiv, x) fKKkrjcria

Tov 6fiw^ al fKKXrjaiai rov 6(ov, rati (KKXtjataii T^s 'lov8aias rais fv Xpiara

(Gal. i. 22), tS)v fKK\T]<ri(i)V TOV 6eov tS>v ovctwv iv rfi lovSa/a iv Xpiara

'lT)<rov, and in Acts xx. 28 we have the uncertain passage r^v «*c-

KKrjalav rov Kvplov ov mv Gfov, where ©fdf must, if the correct

reading, be used of XptaTos, It is a habit of St. Paul to speak on

behalf of the churches as a whole: cf. xvi. 4 ; 1 Cor. vii. 17 ; xiv.

33; 2 Cor. viii. 18; xi. 28; and Hort suggests that this unique

phrase is used to express ' the way in which the Church of Rome
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was an object of love and respect to Jewish and Gentile Churches

alike' {Rom. and Eph. i. 52).

WARlSTiNG AGAINST PAXSE TEACHEBS.

XVI. 17-20. Beware of those breeders of division and

mischief-makers who /Jifrt^^r/ the Gospel which you were

taught. Men such as these are devoted not to Christ but to

their own umvorthy aims. By their plausible andflattering

speech they deceive the unwary. I give you this warning,

because your loyalty is well kjiown, and I zvoidd have you

freefrom every taint of evil. God will speedily crush Satan

bejieath your feet.

May the grace of Christ be with you.

17-20. A warning against evil teachers probably of a Jewish

character. Commentators have felt that there is something unusual

in a vehement outburst like this, coming at the end of an Epistle

so completelv destitute of direct controversy. But after all as Hort

points out [Rom. and Eph. pp. 53-55) it is not unnatural. Against

errors such as these St. Paul has throughout been warning his

readers indirectly, he has been building up his hearers against

ihem by laying down broad principles of life and conduct, and

now just at the end, just before he finishes, he gives one definite

and direct warning against false teachers. It was probably not

against teachers actually in Rome, but against such as he knew
of as existing in other churches which he had founded, whose
advent to Rome he dreads.

It has been suggested again that ' St. Paul finds it difficult to

finish.' There is a certain truth in that statement, but it is hardly

one which ought to detain us long. When a writer has very much
to say, when he is full of zeal and earnestness, there must be much
which will break out from him, and may make his letters some-

what formless. To a thoughtful reader the suppressed emotion

implied and the absence of regular method will really be proofs of

authenticity. It may be noted that we find in the Epistle to the

Philippians just the same characteristics: there also in iii. i, just

apparently as he is going to finish the Epistle, the Apostle makes
a digression against false teachers.

17. aKoireii', ' to mark and avoid.' The same word is used in

Phil. iii. 17 (TV/x/it/iJjTai (jLov yivfadf, aSeX<^ot, Koi <tkoti(It( tovs outo)

irfpinaTovvTos in exactly the opposite sense, ' to mark so as to

follow.'
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8ixo<rTaaioi : cf. Gal. v. 20. Those divisions which are th«

result of the spirit of strife and rivalry {fpn and Cv^os) and which

eventually if persisted in lead to aiptads. The aKcivbaXa are the

hindrances to Christian progress caused by these embittered

relations.

n]v Zi%OiX'f\y, not ' Paulinism,' but that common basis of Christian

doctrine which St. Paul shared with all other teachers (1 Cor.

XV. i), and with which the teaching of the Judaizers was in his

ojnnion inconsistent.

iKKkivaTe: cf. Rom. iii. 11. The ordinary construction is with

ano and the genitive {a) of the cause avoided an-A KaKov (i Pet.

iii. 11), or (3) of the persoa
18. These false teachers are described as being self-interested

in their motives, specious and deceptive in their manners. Cf.

Phil. iii. 19 iv TO reXof anoaXtia, Sjv 6 6fhs ^ KoiK'ia, Kai ^ bo^a fP rj

alaxvvTj aiiTwv, 01 t« iniytia <f>povovuTfs.

TT) eaiiTwv KoiXia. These words do not in this case appear to

mean that their habits are lax and epicurean, but that their motives

are interested, and their conceptions and objects are inadequate.

So Oi igen : Sed et quid causae sit, qua iurgia in ecdesiis susciianiur,

el li/es, divini Spiritus ifjstinctu aperit. Ventris, inquii, gratia : hoc

est. quaestus et cupiditatis. The meaning is the same probably in

the somewhat parallel passages Phil. iii. 17-21; Col. ii. 20-iii. 4.

So Hort lyjudaistic Christianity, p. 124) explains TaneivocppoavvT] to

mean ' a grovelling habit of mind, choosing lower things as the

primary sphere of religion, and not ra avu, the region in which

Cl'J-ist is seated at God's right hand.'

XprjcrToXoytas Kai euXoyias, * fair and flattering speech.' In

illusti aiion of the first word all commentators quote Jul. Capitolinus,

Fertifiax 13 (in Hist. August): xpT^'ro^oyo" eum appellantes qui bent

loqueretur et malefaceret. The use of tvXoyla which generally means
' praise,' ' laudation,' or ' blessing' (cp. xv. 29), in a bad sense as

here of ' flattering' or ' specious' language is rare. An instance is

quoted in the dictionaries from Aesop. Fad. 229, p. 150, ed. Av.

f'cfi^ ('it fvXnyias (vnoprjs e-ywye trow oi' KrjSofiai.

19. n yap ufxwc oTTOKO^. * I exhort and warn you because your

excellence and fidelity although they give me great cause for

rejoicing increase my anxiety.' These words seem definitely

to imply that there w^ere not as yet any dissensions or erroneous

teaching in the Church. They are (as has been noiiced) quite

mconsistent with the supposed Ebionite character of the Church.

When that theory was given up, all ground for holding these

words spurious was taken away.

Oi\o} 8e ujias. St. Paul wishes to give this warning without

at the same time saying anything to injure their feelings. He
gives it because he wishes them to be discreet and wary, and
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therefore blameless. In Matt. x. i6 the disciples are to be

(f>povtfxoi and a/cepaioi : see also Phil. ii. 15.

20. 6 8e ©COS Tr]s cipVii'T]?. See on xv. 13. It is the 'God of

peace ' who will thus overthrow Satan, because the effect of these

divisions is to break up the peace of the Church.

ffoi'Tpiv|/ei : 'will throw him under your feet, that you may trample

upon him.'

Toi' Xarami'. In 2 Cor. xi. 14 St. Paul writes 'for even Satan

fashioneth himself into an angel of light. It is no great thing

therefore if his ministers also fashion themselves as ministers of

righteousness.' The ministers of Satan are looked upon as im-

personating Satan himself, and therefore if the Church keeps at

peace it will trample Satan and his wiles under foot.

r\ xdpis K.T.X. St. Paul closes this warning with a salutation

as at the end of an Epistle.

There is very considerable divergence in different authorities as to the

benedictions which they inseit in these concluding verses.

(i) The TR. reads in ver. 20 ^ X"P'* ''ow Hvp'iov ^jxwv 'Irjaov [XpioTov]

H($' VfXWV.

This is supported by N A B C LP, &c., Vnlg. &c., Orig.-lat.

It is omitted by D E F G Sedul.

(a) In ver. 34 it reads v X«/"s toiJ Kvpiov fifiwv *I. X. iktSl volvtuv viiSiv.

This is omitted by NABC, Vnlg. codJ. (am. fuld. harl.) Boh. Aetli

Orig.-lat.

It is inserted by DEFGL, «&c., Vulg. Hard. Chrys. &c. Of these

F G L omit vv. 25-27, and therefore make these words the end of the

Epistle.

(3) A third and smaller group puts these words at the end of ver. 37 :

P. 17. 80, Fesh. Arm. Ambistr.
Analyzing these readings we find

:

N A EC, Orig.-lat. have a benediction at ver. ai only.

D E F G have one at ver. 24 only.

L, Vulg. c/em., Chrys., and the mass of later authorities have it in both

places.

P has it at ver. 21, and after ver. 37.

The correct text clearly has a benediction at ver. 21 and there only; it

was afterwards moved to a place after ver. 24, which was very probably

in some MSS. the end of the Epistle, and in later MSS., by a natural

conflation, appears in both. See the Introduction, § 9.

GREETDSraS OP ST. PAUL'S COMPAiaONS.

XVI. 21-23. Allmy companions— Timothy^ Lucius, Jason^

and Sosipater—greet you. I Tertins, ike amanuensis, alsa

give you Christian greeting. So too do Gaius, and Erastus^

treasurer of Corinth, and Quartus.

21-23. These three verses form a sort oi postscript, added after
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the conclusion of the letter and containing the names of St. Paul's

companions.

21. Tifji<59£os had been with St. Paul in Macedonia (a Cor. i. i)

:

of his movements since then we have no knowledge. Tlie /lou

with avvepyos is Omitted by B.

AouKios might be the Lucius of Cyrene mentioned Acts xiii. i.

'idacov is probably the one menlioned in Acts xvii. 5-7, 9 as

St. Paul's host, and ^axrinaTpos may be the same as the SwjraToof

of Acts XX. 4, who was a native of Berea. If these identifications

are correct, two of these three names are connected with Mace-
donia, and this connexion is by no means improbable. They had
attached themselves to St. Paul as his regular companions, or

come to visit him from Thessalonica. In any case they were

Jews (o( avyyevus fiov cf. ver. 7). It was natural that St. Paul
should lodge with a fellow-countryman.

22. 6 Ypa^l'tts. St. Paul seems generally to have employed an
amanuensis, see i Cor. xvi. 21 ; Col. iv. 18 ; 2 Thess. iii. 17, and
cf. Gal. vi. 1 1 'ihfTf TrrjKiKois v}xiv ypdixpnaiv eypn'^a rfj ijxfj x€ipi.

23. rdios who is described as the host of St. Paul and of

the whole Church is possibly the Gaius of i Cor. i. 14. In all

prob.ibility the Christian assembly met in bis house. Erastus

(cf. 2 Tim. iv. 20) who held the important office of oIkovohos rrjs

it6\€0}s, ' the city treasurer,' is presumably mentioned as the most
influential member of the community.

THE CONCLUDING DOXOLOQY.

XVI. 25-27. Ajid noiv let me give praise to God, who can

viake yoii firm believers, duly trained and estahlisJied accord-

ing to the Gospel that I proclaiin, the preaching which

announces Jesus the Messiah; that preaching in which

God's eternal purpose, the mystery of his luorking, kept

silent since the world began, has been revealed, a purpose

which the Prophets of old foretold, which has been preached

now by God's express command, which announces to all the

Gentiles the message of obedience in faith : to God, I say, to

Him who is alone wise, be the glory for ever through Jesus

Messiah. Amen.

25-27. The Epistle concludes in a manner unusual in St. Paul

with a (loxology or ascription of praise, in which incidentally all

the great thoughts of the Epistle are summed up. Although
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doxologies are not uncommon in these Epistles (Gal. i g ; Rom.
xi. 36), they are not usually so long or so heavily weighted ; but

Eph. iii. 21 ; Phil. iv. 20; x Tim. i. 17 offer quite sufficient parallels;

the two former at a not much later date. Ascriptions of praise at

the conclusion of other Epp. are common, Heb. xiii. 20, 21 ; Jude

24, 25; Clem. Rom. § Ixv ; Mart. Polyc. 20.

The various questions bearing on the genuineness of these

verses and their positions in different MSS., have been sufficiently

discussed in the Introduction, § 9. Here they are commented
upon as a genuine and original conclusion to the Episde exactly

harmonizing with its contents. The commentary is mainl}' based

on the paper by Hort published in Lightfoot, Biblical Essays,

P- 321 ff-
^

25. Tw 8e SuKafieVo) ufiSs OTTjpi|oi : cf. Rom. xiv. 4 trTfjKft ^ Trlnrd'

<rTa6T](reTai 8e' Bwarfi yap 6 Kvpios aTijaai avrov. A more exact

parallel is furnished by Eph. iii. 20 tm Se Swafievm . . . noiiirrai . . .

avTa ^ 86^a. <rTrjpi(a> is confined in St. Paul to the earlier Epistles

(Rom. i. 11; and TheSS.). dyva/iai, Swaros, SvvaTfO) of God, with

an infinitive, are common in this group. We are at once reminded

that in i. 11 St. Paul had stated that one of the purposes of his

contemplated visit was to confer on them some spiritual gift that

they might be established.

itaTd TO iiayyi\i6v fjiou : Rom. ii. 16; 2 Tim. ii. 8; cf. also

Rom. xi. 28 Kara t6 fi^ayyeXioi'. One Salient feature of the Epistle

is at once alluded to, that special Gospel of St. Paul which he

desired to explain, and which is ihe main motive of this Episile.

St. Paul did not look upon this as antagonistic to the common
faith of the Church, but as complementary to and explanatory of

it To expound this would especially lead to the ' establishment

'

of a Christian Church, for if rightly understood, it would promote

the harmony of Jew and Gentile within it.

Kal TO KT)puY}ji,a 'lifjaoO XpiaxoO. The words KTipvyfia, Krjpva-aeiv

occur throughout St. Paul's Epp., but more especially in this

second group. (Rom, x. 8; i Cor. i. 21, 23; ii. 4; 2 Cor. i. 19;

iv. 5 ; xi. 4 ; Gal. ii. 2, &c.) The genitive is clearly objective,

the preaching 'about Christ'; and the thought of St. Paul is

most clearly indicated in Rom. x. 8-12, which seems to be here

summed up. St. Paul's life was one of preaching. The object

of his preaching was faith in Jesus the Messiah, and that name
implies the two great aspects of the message, on the one hand

salvation through faith in Him, on the other as a necessary

consequence the universality of that salvation. The reference

is clearly to just the thoughts which run through this Episde, and

which marked the period of the Judaistic controversies.

KOTOl dirOKd\ut)/ll' |i.U(TTT)piOO K.T.X. Cf. 1 COT. U. 6, 7, lO <TO(})iav

8i \aKoififv tp toIs reXftois . . . Ueoi) aocpiav (v fivdTrjpica, ttjv dnoKfKpv^*

Ff
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fjLevrjv, rjv irpoitpurtv 6 Of6s irpit t&v almvmv . . , fiftiv ie diT(K(iKv\lrfV 6 Qtbi

diet TOO llvfvfiaroi. Eph. lii. 3, 5, 6 ; Tit. i. 2, 3 ; 2 Tim. i. 9, 10,

and for separate phrases, Rom. i. i6; iii. 21 ; xi. 25. This is the

thought which underlies much of the argument of chaps, ix-xi,

and is indirectly implied in the first eight chapters. It represents

in fact, the conclusion which the Apostle has arrived at in musing
over the difficulties which the problems of human history as he
knew them had suggested. God who rules over all the aeons or
periods in time, which have passed and which are to come, is

working out an eternal purpose in the world. For ages it was
a mystery, now in these last days it has been revealed : and this

revelation explains the meaning of God's working in the past.

The thought then forms a transition from the point of view of

the Romans to that of the Ephesians. It is not unknown in the

Epp. of the second group, as the quotation from Corinthians shows;

but there it represents rather the conclusion which is being arrived

at by the Apostle, while in the Epp. of the Captivity it is assumed
as already proved, and as the basis on which the idea of the Church
is developed. The end of the Epistle to the Romans is the first

place where we should expect this thought in a doxology, and
coming there, it exactly brings out the force and purpose of the

previous discussion.

The passage Kara aTroKoXvyj/iv down to yvapia-6evTos goes not with

aTTjpl^m but with KTjpvyfia. The preaching of Christ was the

revelation of the 'mystery which had been hidden,' and explained

God's purpose in the world.

26. In this verse we should certainly read did re ypacpav npo-

<l)j)TiKa}v. The only Greek MSS. that omit rt are DE, and the

authority of versions can hardly be quoted against it. Moreover,
the sentence is much simpler if it be inserted. It couples together

<f)av(pcod(VTos and yvwpiadfVTOf, and all the words from 8id re ypa(p&v

to the latter word should be taken together, fls Travra ra eBvr]

probably goes with ds vnaKorjv rriaTfws and not with yvuptadh'TOs.

Stci T€ ypa<^(tiv irpo(()T]TiK(oi' . . . yvupiaQivros. All the ideas in

this sentence are exactly in accordance with the thoughts which
run through this Epistle. The unity of the Old and New Testa-

ments, the fact that Christ had come in accordance with the

Scriptures (Rom. i. i, 2), that the new method of salvation although

apart from law, was witnessed to by the Law and the Prophets

(^papTvpovpevT) vno rod vopov koi rStv npocptjTav Rom. iii. 2
1 ), the

constant allusion esp. in chaps, ix-xi to the Old Testament
Scriptures; all these are summed up in the phrase Sia ypa<pwp

frpu<f)rjTlKO}V,

The same is true of the idea expressed by kot fmray^p nv
aioopiov Oeov. The mission given to the preachers of the Gospel

is brought out generally in Rom. x. 15 flf., the special command
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to the Apostle is dwelt on in the opening vv. 1-5, and the sense

of commission is a constant thought of this period. With regard

to the words, alcovlov is of course suggested by xP°''°'-^
alcofiois:

cp. Baruch iv. 8, Susanna (Theod.) 42 (LXX) 35. The formula

KQT fTTiTayrjv occurs 1 Cor. vii. 6; 2 Cor. viii. 8, but with quite

a different meaning ; in the sense of this passage it comes again in

I Tim, i. I ; Tit. i. 3.

We find the phrase tls vnaKo^v nlaToas in Rom. i. 5' As Hort

points out, the enlarged sense of vnaKofj and vnaKoia is confined to

rhe earlier Epistles.

The last phrase tls ndvra ra (dvt) yvapiaBivTos hardly requires

illustrating ; it is a commonplace of the Epistle. In this passage

still carrying on the explanation of Krjpvyixn, four main ideas of

the Apostolic preaching are touched upon—the continuity of the

Gospel, the Apostolic commission, salvation through faith, the

preaching to the Gentiles.

fiovu <Tot})w 0eu: a somewhat similar expression may be found

in I Tim. i. 17, which at a later date was assimilated to this, crocpa

being inserted. But the idea again sums up another line of

thought in the Epistle—God is one, therefore He is God of both

Jews and Greeks; the Gospel is one (iii. 29, 30). God is infinitely

wise (w ^a6os TrXoiVow KOI (TO(j)ias Ka\ yfoxTfcoj Q(ov xi. 33) ] CVen

when we cannot follow His tracks. He is leading and guiding

us, and the end will prove the depths of His wisdom.

27. w T 86^a K.T.X. The reading here is very diflScult.

1. It would be easy and simple if following the authority of

^- 33- 72, Pesh., Orig.-lat. we could omit w, or if we could read

airS with P. 31. 54 (Boh. cannot be quoted in favour of this

reading ; Wilkins' translation which Tisch. follows is wrong).

But both these look very much like corrections, and it is difficult

to see how w came to be inserted if it was not part of the original

text. Nor is it inexpHcable. The Apostle's mind is so full of the

thoughts of the Epistle that they come crowding out, and havt

produced the heavily loaded phrases of the doxology ; the struc-

ture of the sentence is thus lost, and he concludes with a well-

known formula of praise w ^ So^a k.t.X. (Gal. i. 15; 2 Tim. iv. 18;

Heb. xiii. 21).

2. If the involved construction were the only difficulty caused

by reading m, it would probably be right to retain it. But there

are others more serious. How are the words 8ia '1. X. to be taken?

and what does w refer to ?

(i) Grammatically the simplest solution is to suppose, with

Lid., that w refers to Christ, and that St. Paul has changed the

construction owing to the words 8ia 'l. X. He had intended to

finish ' to the only wise God through Christ Jesus be Glory,'

as in Jude 25 M"''^' Q"P votir^pi ^/iir, 8ia l. X. rov Kvpiov TifJiiiiv, 86^a^
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ftfyaKaxrvvij, k.t.\., but the words *I»;o-ou Xptarov remind him that

it is through the work of Christ that all this scheme has been
developed; he therefore ascribes to Him the glory. This is the

only possible construction if <a be read, but it can hardly be
correct; and that not because we can assert that on a priori

grounds a doxology cannot be addressed to the Son, but because
such a doxology would not be in place here. The whole purpose
of these concluding verses is an ascription of praise to Him who
is the only wise God.

(2) For this reason most commentators attempt to refer the

J to GfM. This in itself is not difficult: it resembles what is

the probable construction in i Pet. iv. 11, and perhaps in Heb.
xiii. 21. But then hia *l. X. becomes very difficult. To take it

with cro(/)M would be impossible, and to transfer it into the

relative clause would be insutferably harsh.

There is no doubt therefore that it is by far the easiest course

to omit «. We have however the alternative of supposing that

it is a blunder made by St. Paul's secretary in the original letter.

We have seen that some such hypothesis may explain the im-

possible reading in iv. 1 2.

th Tovs oXihvas should be read with B C L, Hard., Chrys. Cyr. Theodit,
Twv alwvcDv was added in ^< A D E P, Vulg. Pesh. Boh., Orig.-laL &c.,

owing to the influence of i Tim. i. 17.

The doxology sums up all the great ideas of the Epistle.

The power of the Gospel which St. Paul was commissioned to

preach ; the revelation in it of the eternal purpose of God ; its

contents, faith ; its sphere, all the nations of the earth ; its author,

the one wise God, whose wisdom is thus vindicated—all these

thoughts had been continually dwelt on. And so at the end

feeling how unfit a conclusion would be the jarring note of

vv. 17-20, and wishing to 'restore the Epistle at its close to its

tone of serene loftiness,' the Apostle adds these verses, writing

them perhaps with his own hand in those large bold letters which

seem to have formed a sort of authentication of his Epistles

(Gal. vi. 11), and thus gives an eloquent conclusion to his greaJ

argument.
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Laodicea, p. xvi.

I^apide, Cornelius a, pp. civ ; 15a.

Latin Version, The Old (Lat. Vet.),

i. 30; iii. 25 ; v. 3-5, 14; viii. 36
ix. 17 ; pp. Ixvi ; 373.

Law, Conception of, pp. 58 ; 109 ff.

161
; 343 f.

and Grace, pp. 166 ff. ; 176 ff.

187 ff.

Libertini, pp. xix ; xxviii.

Liddon, Dr. H. P., p. cviii and passim.

Life, Idea of, vi. 8 ; vii. 9 ; rJL 6

;

X. 5 ; xii. I.

Lightfoot, Bp., pp. Ixxxix ; xcv and
passim.

Lipsius, Dr. R. A., p. cix and passim.
Literary History of Epistle to the

Romans, p. Ixxiv.

Locke, John, p. cv.

Loman, A. D., p. Ixxxvi.

Love, pp. 373 ff.
; 376 f.

Lucius, xvi. 31.

Luther, Martin, pp. ciii
; 4a ; 151.

Lyons, p. xvi.

Maccabees, The, p. xix.

Mangold, Dr. W., pp. xxxii ; xciii

;

399; 417.
Manuscripts, p. Ixiii f.

Marcion, pp. Ixxxiii ; xc ; xcvi ; a8 ;

55; 83; 179; 180; 190; aa6;

339; 366; 384-
Mark, St., p. xxix.

Marriage, Law of, p. I'JofL

Martial, p, lii.

Martyrologium Hieronymianum, p.

XXX.

Mary (Miriam), pp. xxxiv; xxxv.

Mayor, Dr. J. B., p. Ixxvii.

Melanchthon, Philip, p. ciiu

Merit, pp. 81 ; 86 ; 94 ff.
; 97 ff. ; 345 ;

330 ff.

Messiah, Coming of the, pp. 6a ; 188

;

207 ; 287 f. ; 296 ; 336 i. ; 379 t

Messianic Interpretation of O. T.,

pp. 281 f.; 387 f.; 296; 306; 336.

Meyer, Dr. H. A. W., p. cvi and
passim.

Michelsen, J. H. A., p. IxxxviiL

Minucius Felix, p. liv.

Mithras, p. xviii.

Alosqiiensis, Codex, p. Ixv.

Moule, H. C. G., p. cviii.

Naasseni, p. Ixxxii.

Naber, S. A., p. Ixxxvi.

Narcissus, xvi. 1 1 ; p. xxxiv t
Natural Religion, pp. 39 ff. ; 54.

Nereus, xvi. 5.

Nero, The Quinquennium of, p. xiv.

Character of his reign, p. xv.

Law and Police under him, p. xvi.

Neutral Text, p. Ixxi.

Novatian, p. lii.

Objections, Treatment ol, pp. 09

;

7^ ; 98; 253; 293; 295-

Oecumenius, p. c.
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Oehler, Dr. G. F., p. 318.
Old Testament, Use of the, pp. 77

;

364; 288 f. ; 302 ff.
; 396.

Collections of extracts from,

pp. 264 ; 282.

Oltramare, Hugues, p. cviii.

Olympas, xvi. 15.

Origen, p. xcix and passim.
Original Sin, p. 137.

Ostian way, The, p. xxix.

Paganism, p. 49 fF.

Paley,W., p. 413.
Parousia, Tlie, p. 377 ff.

Participle, Force of, iv. 18; t. i;
ix. 2 3.

Passive Obedience, p. 373.
Patiriensis, Codex, p. Ixv.

Patriarchs, Testaments of the Twelve,

p. Ixxxii.

Patrobas, xvi. 14.

Patron, p. 417 fc

Pattison, Mark, p. 60.

Paul, St. (see 'St. James,' 'St. John,'
'St. Jude,' 'St. Peter').

Collection of his Epistles, p. Ixxix.

Conversion of, p. 186.

Courtesy of, pp. 2 1 ; 403.
Death of, p. xxxi.

Grief of, over Israel, pp. 235 ;

227.

Jerusalem visits, p. xlii.

Journeys of, pp. xxxvi ff.
; 407 ff.

;

413 ff.

Penetrating insight of, pp. 36 i.
;

103 ; 186.

Philosophy of History of, p.

342 ff.

Plans of, pp. xxxvi ff. ; 19 ff.

;

410 ff.

Roman citizenship, p. xiv.

Rome and its influence on, pp. xiii

;

xviii.

Style of, p. liv.

Temperament and chai acter,p.Iix.

Paulas Episcopus, p. Ixxxviii.

Pedanius Secundus, p. xvii.

Pelagius, p. ci.

Perfect tense, . a ; ix. 19 ; xvi. 7.

Persis. xvi. 1 2 ; p. xxxv.

Peshitto Version, The, p. Ixvii.

Peler, St.

Death of, p. xxxii.

Roman Church and, pp. xxviii ff.

;

Ixxvi.

His twenty-five years' episcopate,

p. XXX.

Peter, First Epistle of, p. Ixxivff.

Pharaoh, ix. 17.

Phdo, Embassy to Rome, p. xx.

Philologns, xvi. 15 ; p. xxxiv L
Phlegon, xvi. 14.

Phoebe, xvi. i
; p. xxxvi.

Pierson, A., p. Ixxxvi.

Plumptre, Dean, pp. 420; 436.
Polycarp, Epistle of, pp. Ixxix; 371.
Pompeius Magnus, p. xix.

Pomponia Graecina, pp. xviii; xxii;

xxxv.

Poor, Contiibutions for the, pp. xxxvi
;

xcii
; 4 1 2 f.

Poppaea Sabina, p. xviii.

Porphyrianus , Codex, p. Ixv.

Porta Portuensis, Jewish cemetery at,

p. XX.

Portus, Jewish cemetery at, p. xx.

Predestination (see ' Election,' ' Re-
sponsibility *), p. 347 ff.

Prisca (Priscilla : see ' Aquila '), xvL 3.

Priscillae coemeterium, p. 419.
Promise, Conception of, pp. 6; 18;

109 ff.

Propitiation, pp. 92; 94; 139!
Proselytes, p. xxv.

Provinces under Nero, p. xv.

Pythagoreans, p. 400.

Quinquennium of Nero, p. xiv.

Ramsay, W. M., pp. xiv; xxviii;

xxxi.

Reconciliation, Idea of, p. 1 39 f.

Reformation Theology, The, pp. cii;

152; 273f.

Regeneration, p. 185 £
Reiche, p. xcv.

Remnant, Doctrine of the, pp. 308 ;

316 ff.

Renan, E., pp. xcii; 431.
Rendall, F., p. xxxviii.

Resch, Dr. A., p. 382.

Resurrection, p. 335 f.

of Christ, pp. 112 ff.; 116 f.; 159.

Revelation (cf. d-noK6.kv<pi%), pp. 39 ff.;

43.
Riddell, Mr. James, p. 191.
Righteousness, p. 28 ff.

of God, pp. 24 ff.; 13481
Roman Church, pp. xxv ; 18 ff. ; 370;

401 f. ; 404.
Composition of, p. xxxi.

Creed of, p. liii.

Government, pp. xxxv
; 370 f.

Greek character of, p. lii.
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Roman Church (continued^—
Mixed character of, p. xxxiv.

Origin of, pp. xxv ; Ixxvi.

Status and condition of, p. xxxiv.

Roman citizenship, St. Paul's, p. xiv.

Roman Empire, p. xiv.

Romans, Epistle to the.

Analysis of, p. xlvii.

Argument of, p. xliv.

Ephesians compared with, p. Iv.

Integrity of, p. Ixxxv.

Language and Style of, Hi.

Literary History of, p. Ixxir.

Occasion of, p. xxxviii.

Place of, in Pauline Epistlei,

p. Ixxxiv.

Purpose of, p. xxxix.

Text of, p. Ixii.

Time and place of, p. xxxvi.

Rome in A.D. 58, p. xiii fF.

Influence of, on St. Paul, pp. xiii

;

xxvi.

Rufus, xvi. 13 ; pp. xxvii ; xxxiv.

Ruskin, Mr., p. 93.

Sacrifice of Christ, pp. 91 ff.; 119;
122.

Sacrifices, the Levitical, pp. 9a ; 122.

Sahidic Version, p. Ixvii.

Salvation, pp. 23 f. ; 152 f.

Sanctificatioii, pp. 38 ; 15a.

Sangermanensis, Codex, p. Ixix.

Satan, p. 145.

Schader, Dr. E., p. 117.
Schaefer, Dr. A., p. cix.

Scholasticism, pp. 37 ; 118; 123.
Schultz, Dr. H., p. 14.

Schilrer, Dr. E., p. xviii and fassim.
Scrivener, Dr. F. H. A., p. Ixvii.

Sedulius Scotus, p. Ixiv.

Seneca, p. xvii.

Septuagint, passim.
Silvanus, p. xxix.

Sin, pp. 130 ff ; 136 ff ; I43ff. ; 176 ff.

Sinaiticus, Codex, pp. Ixii ; Ixvii.

Slavery in Rome, p. xviii.

Smeiid, Dr. R., p. 29.

Smith, Dr. W. Robertson, pp. 14;
317 f-

Society, the Christian, pp. 12a f. ; 355.
Sohm, Dr. R., p. 15.

Sonship, p. 201 ff.

Sosi))ater, p. xxxvii.

Spain, xv. 24, 28.

Speculum, The, p. 124.
Spirit, The Holy, pp. i89ff. ; 196 f.

;

199 ff.

Spiritual gifts, pp. ai ; 358 C
Stachys, xvi. 9 ; p. xxvii.

Steck, Rudolph, p. Ixxxvi.

Stichi ((TTt'xoOj P- 1^ ^•

Stoicism, p. xvi.

Stuart, Moses, p. cvL
Suetonius, p. xxu
Suillius, p. xvi.

Swete, Dr. H. B., p. 7; 17; aai.

Syriac Versions, p. Ixxi ff.

Terminology, Theological, p. 17.

Tertius, xvi. 2 a.

TertuUian, p. xxix.

Testaments of the TweWe Patriarchal

p. Ixxxii zxiA passim.

Text of the Epistle, p. Ixiii.

New nomenclature suggested,

p. Ixxi.

Theodoret, pp. c; 149 aoA passim.
Theophanes, p. cix.

Theophylact, p. c.

Thessalonians, Epp. to, p. Ixii.

Tholuck, F. A. G., p. cv.

Timotheus, xvi. 21 ; p. xxxvii.

Toy, Prof. C. H., p. 306 f.

Trent, Council of, p. 152.

Trinity, Doctrine of the, pp. 16,
200 ; 340.

Tryphaena, xvi. 12 ; p. xxxv.

Tryphosa, xvi. 12 ; p. xxxv.

Turpie, Mr. D M<^Calman, p. 307.
Tyndale, pp. 65 ; 175; 194; 393.

Union with Christ, pp. 117; 153 ff.;

162 ff.

Urbanus, xvi. 9 ; pp. xxvii ; xxxiv.

Valentinians, p. Ixxxii.

Van Manen, W. C, p. Ixxxvii.

Vatican Hill, The, p. xxix.

Vaticanus, Codex, pp. Ixiii ; Ixviii
;

Ixxiii.

Vaughan, Dr. C. J., p. cvii.

Vegetarians, pp. 385 ; 401 £
Versions, p. Ixvi.

Vicarious suffering, p. 93.
Victor, Bishop, p. lii.

Vipsanius Terenas, p. xv.

Voelter, Dr. D., p. IxxxviL

Weak, The, pp. 383 ff. ; 399 ff.

Weber, Dr. F., p. 7 and passim.

Weber, Dr. V., p. 275.
Weiss, Dr. Bernhard, pp. xl ; cri.

Weisse, C. H., p. Ixxxvi.

Westcott, Bishop, pp. 93; 129.
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Western Text, The, p. Ixxl flf.

Wctstein, J. J., p. cv.

Weymouth, Dr. R. F., p. 424.
Wiclif, pp. 9; 175; 194.

Wordswoith, Dr. Christopher, p. crii.

Works, pp. 57; loa; 275(1.

Wrath of God, pp. 47 ; 117.

Zahn, Dr. Theodor, p. IzzxY.

Ziegler, L., p. Ixvi.

II. Latin Words.

ttgustia, p. 57.
caritas, pp. 124; 375.
definitus, p. 8.

deputatus, p. 2 a a.

tUstinatus, p. 8.

diUttic, pp. 134: 375.

iugulatio, p. 223.

mortijicari, p. 322.

perjicio, pp. 58; 134.

perpetro, p. 58.

pressura, pp. 57; 13^
vUtitna, p. 223.

III. Greek Words.

[This is an Index to the Notes and not a Concordance ; sometimes however,

where it is desirable to illustrate a particular usage, references are given to

passages which are not directly annotated in the Commentary. The oppor-

tunity is also taken to introduce occasional references to two works which

appeared too late for use in the Commentary, Notes on Epistles of St. Paul

from unpublished Commentaries uncluding the first seven chapters of the

Romans) by Bp. Lightfoot, and Bibelstiidien by G. Adolf Deissmann (Mar-

burg, 1895). Some especially of the notes on words in the former work
attain to classical value {or^aQijs and 6(«moj, uvaKe(pa\atova6ai, oipwviov), and

the latter brings to bear much new illustrative matter from the Flinders Petrie

and other papyri and from inscriptions. In some instances the new material

adduced has led to a confirmation, while in others it might have led to a

modification of the views expressed in the Commentary. We cannot however

include under this latter head the somewhat important differences in legard to

hiKaiovv and KaraXKaaadv. Bp. Lightfoot's view of ^iKaiovv in particular

seems to us less fully worked out than was usual with him.]

'AP^d, viii. 15.

d^vaaoi, X. 7.

d-yaOui, V. 7 ( = Lft.) ; rd dyaOov, xiii.

4 ; xiv. 16 ; xv. 2.

iyaOcvavvri, xv. 1 4.

d7a7rai', xiii. 8, 9.

dyamj, v. 5, 8; xii. 9; xiii. 10;

XV, 30; pp. 374 ff. : cf. Deissmann,

p. 80 f.

dyyfKoi, viii. 38.

dytaaixus, vi. 19.

d-yios, i. 7 ; xi. 16; xii. i, 13 ; xvi. 2,

'4-

ayioaavvi], 1. 4.

dyvoeiv, x. 3 ; xi. 25.

dyptfXatos, xi. 17-

d5(\<pus, x. I : cf. Deissmann, p. 82 f.

dSiKta, i. 18, 29 ; iii. 5.

dSuKtfios, i. 28.

dSvt'aros, viii. 3.

dtoios, i. 20.

atna, iii. 25 ; pp. 91 f., 119.
aiuji', xii. 2.

dKadapaia, vi. 1 9.

d/coTj, X. 16.

aKpoaT-qs, ii. 1 3.
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oKpoPvaria, ii. 37.
d\rj6eia, i. 25 ; iii. 6.

dKr]6rji, iii. 4.

dWa kfyai, x. 1 8, 1 9.

dWaaffeiv fv, i, 23.
dA.A.($rp(OT, XV. 20.

dfia, iii. 12.

a/MpTdveiVyV. 12, 13; tL 15 ; p. 144-
dfxdpTTjfxa, iii. 25.

d^apria, iii. 25 ; v. 13 ; p. 143 f.

^, V. 12 ; vi. 6, 7, 10 ; vii. 8.

dufTafjLfKTjTOi, xi. 39.

dva^aivfiy, X. 6.

dvdyeiv, x. 6.

di'a^^j', vii. 9.
dra^e/za, ix. 3.

dra/fatVwCTiy, xii. a.

dvuKKpaXaiovaOat, xiii. 9: cf. Lft.

Notes, p. 331 f.

dvaXoy.a, xii. 6.

dyano\o'yT]T6i, i. 30; ii. I.

dvdaraais, i. 4 ; p. 18.

di'e^6/)6i;i';;TOS, xi. 33.
dvOpa^, xii. 20.

dvOpujTTivov Ae7cu, vi. 19.
dvOpajjTos. ix. 20.

^ tcrct), vii. 22.

6 iraKaios, vi. 6 ; pp. 1 73, 174.
dvon'ta, vi. 19.

di'ox'?, ii. 4.

avTaTTodo/xa, xi. 9.

di/TiTacTCTecr^ai, xiii. a.

duvndiepiTos, xii. 9.

d'^ior . . . irpos, viii. 18.

df/cuy, xvi. a.

drrapx'7, viii. 23 ; xi. 16 ; xvi. 5.
dneK5i)^(a9ai, viii. 19.

dniaT'ta, dirtardi', iii. 3.

d-n\i>rrjs, xii. 8.

d7ri5, i. 20; d;rd pifpovs, XV. I5.

diro0o\Tj. xi. 14.

dnoOvrjaiceiv, vi. 7, lo.

d7roKaA.t5iiT«(70ai, i. 18.

dnoitd\vipis, viii. 19.

d7roAfa/9a5o«ta, viii. 19.

diroAa/.t^Sdj'etr, i. 27.

dnoXvrpojats, iii. 24 : cf. Lft. ad lee.

and p. 316.
diroffToAos, i. I ; xvi. 7 ; p. 18.

dnoT(6ea6at, xiii. 13.

diTOToA^af, x. 20.

dnd/\(ia, ix. 2 3.

dpa ovv, V. 18 ; vii. 25 ; ix. 16, 18.

dpeoKfiv, XV. I.

dpXT), viii. 38.

daePda, i. 18.

datP^s, iv. (.

d(T(\yeia, xiii. 13.

daOtPfta, vi. 19; viiL atf.

d(T^fi'tr«', xiv. I.

daOeyrjs, v, 6.

'Aaia, xvi. 5.

d<7Toj'5oj, i. 31 (t, L)*
dtrvvfTos, i. 31.
dri/id^ecr^ai, i. 34.

avTos, i. 24 ; ix. 3 ; xv. I4.
aiiTov (emphatic), iii. 34.
[avTov, i. 24.]
d<popi^uv, i. I

; p. 18.

d(popfirj, vii. 8.

'Axai'a, xvi. 5 (y. L).

dxpftovaOai, iii. la.

Baa\, ij, xi. 4.
/3deoy, viii. 39 ; ri. 33.
PairTi^fadai (is, vi. 3.

PdpPapoi, i. 14.

fiaaiXfia tov Qeov, xiv. 17.
/3a<TiA.€uf(f, V. 14, 17; vi. IS.

Paard^tiv, xv. I

.

li5(\vaa«T6ai, ii. aa.

lifjtxa, xiv. 10.

P\aff(pT]n(i(r6at, xiv. 16.

0ov\rjp.a, ix. 19.

[/Sui;A.o/ini, p. l8a.]

Ppwais, xiv. 17.

7e7«i'^ff5ai, xv. 8.

yiyova, ii. 25 ; xvi. 7,

yivoiTo, iJ.il, iii. 4; xi. i, II.

yiyeaOai, i. 3 ; iii. 4.

ytvwffKfiv, ii. 2; vi. 6 ; viL 7, 151
[viii. 29].

yvaxxis, XV. 14.

71'aiaToj', T<5, i. 19,

ypafi/xa, vii. 6.

ypafrj, i. 3 ; p. 18 : cf. Deissmann,

p. 109.

Si, iii. aa ; ix. 30 ; xi. 13.

S(i, viii. 26.

5id, i. 8; ii. 27; iii. 35, 29; iv. II,

25 ; xiv. 20
; p. 119.

5i' iavTov, xiv. 14.

SiaO^KT], ix. 4.

SiaKofui/, XV, 35.

SiaKovia, xii. 7-

5(d«oi'oy, XV. 8 ; xvi. I.

hiaKpivtaOai, iv. ao ; xiv. aj,

Sid«piais, xiv. I.

btaXoytap.6s, i. 31 ; xiv. I.

5taaTo\r], x. 12.

Siafpipovra, rd, ii. l8 [ = Lit.}

StSaa/KoAta, xv. 4.
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tiiaxfif *• 17 ; 3tvi. 17.
SiipxeaOai, v. I a.

SiKaioicpiaia, ii. 5.

61kcuos, L 17 ; iii. 26; t. 7 ; p. 38 f.

SiKatoavvT], pp. 28 ff., 39 J.

iiKaioffvvTj @(ov (1) Si/f. TOW @(od), i.

17 ;^
iii. 15, 31, 35 ; X. 3 ; p. 34 ff.

dtKaiovv, diKaiovaOat, ii. 13 ; iii. 4, 20,

36, 38 ; iv. 5 ; vi. 7 ; viii. 30

;

pp. 30 f. (otherwise Lft. ; see how-
ever his remarks on d^iovv, Notes,

p. 105).

SiHaiwfxa, I. 3a ; T. 16, 18 ; viii. 4

;

p. 31 (cf. Lft. p. 393).
StKalwffK, iv, 35; T. 18; pp. 31,

147 ff.

8(6, xiii. 5 ; zv. aa.

8i(Sri, i. 19; iii. 30.

Sixoaraaiai, xvL 17.
hiiiKttv, iz. 30; xii. 14.

SoKifia^dv, i. 38; ii. 18 ; xii. a.

SoKifiT), V. 4.

So^a, i. 33 ; iii. 33 ; . 3 ; vi. 4 ; viii.

18, 31 ; ix. 4; XV. 7; xvi. 27.

So^a^oj, i. 21 ; viii. 30 ; zi. 13; xv. 9.

SovXeia, viii. 15, 21.

SovKos, i. 1 ; p. 18.

Svvafiit, i. 4, 16 ; viii. 38.
SwacOat, xvi. 25,
5y»'aT«»', xiv. 4.

SwoTiSy, xii. 18.

5(f577,
XV. 5.

Swpti, V. 15.

ifKoXuv, viii. 33.
ifKfVTpuv, xi. 1 7.

ifKOTTTHV, XV. 2 2.

ISoAjoCffa^, iii. 13,
lei/j;, i. 5 ; ii. 14 ; ix. 30.

«|7f
. V. 6 (v. 1.) ;

[iii. 30].
(Ikwv, viii. 29.

(iTTfp, iii. 30.
(tnws, i. 10; xi. 14.
flpr]vi], i. 7 ; V. I ; viii. 6 ; xiv. 1 7

;

XV. 13, 33 ; xvi. 20; p. 18.

(U, ii. 26; iv. 3; viii. 18; xi. 36;
XV. 26 (cf. Deissmann, p. 113 ff. ).

€ls TO with inf., i. 11, 20 (othenvise

Lft.); iv. II, 16, 18.

fU, 6, V. 15, 17 ; ix. 10.

ti<T(px«r9ai, xi. 25.

iM, ii. 8 (cf. Lft.;; iii. 26, 30 (cf.

Lft.) ; iv. 14, 16; zi. 36; xiL 18.

(kSikos, xiii. 4.
ifcfi, ix. 26.

iKuKav, xi. 17.

hKKXrjala, xvi. 5, l5; p. Ig.

imthlvfiv, xvi. 17.

fKXfKTos, viii. 33; xvi. 13 ; p. 4.

iKKoyi], xi. 7, 28.

kot' iKXoyrjv, ix. 11; xi. 5.

p. 250.

iiariiTTftv, ix. 6.

e/fXi5fftf, V. 5.

iXaaacDV, ix. 1 2.

IXiov, ix. 15 ; xii. 8.

f\ev9fpia, viii. 21.

"EAAt;;', i. 14.

«A.A.07frcr&a< {eWoyaaOat), v. 13.

lAWy, V. 4 ; viii. 24 ; xii. 13; xv. 4,

13-

fv, i. 18 (otherwise Lft.), 19, 33; xi.

3, 25 ; XV. 6 : cf. Deissmann, p.

115 ff.

Ir Kvpiw, XVI. 13.

f I' Ku/mV 'I?;iToi', xiv. 14.

iv XpiOTw, ix. I ; xvi. 7.

fv Xptarw 'Irjaov, iii. 34 ; vi. II.

fv aapKL, viii. 9.

iv TTUiviuaTt, viii. 9.
tr (S, viii. 3.

iv^uKwaOai, ii. 15; ix. 17, aa.

(vSet^ii, iii. 25, 26.

IvSi/i/a^oCff^ai, iv. 20.

ivoiKuv, vii. 17 ; viii. 11.

(vtoXt), vii. 8.

fVTvyxavfiv, xi. 3 : cf. Deissmann.

{^an-arai', vii. II.

i^tyeipfiv, ix. 17.

f^oixoKoyeiaOat, xiv. II.

f^ovaia, ix. 21 ; xiii. i.

iirayyeXia, iv. 13; ix. 4i 8; p. 18

(cf. Lft. on iv. 21).

(natvos, ii. 29.

(naiax'J'''(<ySat, 1. 16.

(iravanin'Tjaicetv, xv. 1 5.

(Ttavanavf(j9ai, ii. 17.

€T€t, iii. 6.

eiTi, i. 9, II ; iv. 18 ; v. a ; viii. 30
fCp' (V, V. 1 2.

iniyi'ojaii, i. 28; iii. 20; x. 2.

inidvixiiv, fTTiBvpua, vii. 7 » p. 375'
(itiKaXiiaOai, x. 13, 13, I4.

(nijxivdv, xi. 33.

iTrjiro^erf, i. II.

(ntiTfOia, XV. 33.

t7rt(T77/Joy, xvi. 7.

<ir(T€Aeri', XV. 38.

eiTKpfpftv, iii. 5.

t7roro/in^f(j0a«, ii. 17.

ipyov, TO (pyoy, ii. 15 ; xiii. 3 » ^^'^

30
; p. 103.
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tptiv

ipus ovv, ix. 19 ; xi. 19.

T« fpovfitv, iii. 5.

rl oZi' fpoiififv, iv. I ; vL I ; yii.

7 ; viii. 31 ; ix. 14.
ipiOda, ii. 8.

iaOittv, xiv. 2, 3, 6.

irtpos, vii. 33.

iTi, iii. 7 ; V. 6 ; ix. 19.

tva-y-f(\i^(aBai, x. 15; p. 5f.

tvayyeXiov, i. I ; x. 16 ; xi. a8 ; p. 18.

(vaYYfKwv nov, ii. 16; xvi. 35.
fvapfOTos, xii. I.

fvSoKuv, XV. 36 fc

tiiSoKia, X, I.

(vkoyetv, xii. 14.

(v\oyriT6?, i. 35; ix. 5; p. 236: Cf.

Lft., p. 310.
(v\oyia, xv. 29; xvi. 18.

fvoSova6ai, i. 10 ( = Lft.).

fvpicTKdv, iv. I (v. 1. ; on the reading
see also Lft.).

evxfoda.1, ix. 3.

((pana^, vi. lo.

f(p' a>, V. 12.

ix^iv. i. 38 ; iv. a ; v. I, t («Lft.).

ix^poi, p. 1 29 f.

C«'««', xii. II.

C^XOS, X. 3.

C^", vii. 9 (cf. Lft) ; *. $1 xii. I

;

xiv. 9.

(oj^, viii. 6 ; xi. 15.

icuoiToifiyf iv. 17.

4, iii. 29 ; xi. a.

^ dTvoet'Tf, id. 3; vti. I.

^ Kai, ii. 15.

^Tot . . . ^, vi. 16.

ijSrj, i. 10; xiiu II.

'HAtt'as, xi. a.

)7/ifpa, ii. 5.

^TTJj/ia, xL la.

tfdiarot, J, T. I a, ai ; tL 3, 4
( = Lft.) ; vii. 34.

OauarovaOat, vii. 4.

OftoTTjs, i, 20.

eiXuv, vii. 15 ; ix. 16.

eiKrjua, t6, i. lo ; ii. 18 ; xii. a.

OtjjiiKtov, XV. 30.

0«<5r, p 337.
©e^y varifp, i. 7 5 P- '8.

0eoiTTvyTis, i. 30 (cf. Lft.).

•i7pa, xi. 9.

tXtipii, ii. 9 ; T. 3 ; viii. 35 ; xii. I a.

9vft6t, iL 8.

Ovala, xii. I.

fSiof, viii. 3a ; x. 3 1 aee bswcTei
Deissmann, p. i ao C

UpoffvKttv, ii. 33.

Upovpyeiv, xv. 16.

'ItpovaaX-qn, xv. 19.

'Ij;(tovj XpiffToy, i. I
; pp. 3 t., 83 f.,

160 f.

/«a»'<5s, XV. 23 (v. 1).

iKaarTjpiov, iii. 25; pp. 92, 130:

comp. Lft. and Deissmann, p. 1 3 1 ff.

*l\X.VpiKOV, XV. 19.

tva, v. 30; xi. II.

/<5y, iii. 13.

'lovSatoi, ii. 17, 39; p. 3a9.

'lapa-qX, ix. 6.

'l(TpaT]\iTt]s, ix. 4 ; p. 64.
Jarai/at, iii. 31 ; xiv. 4.

KaOrjKovra, ra, i. a8.

Kadiaravai, v. 19.

«a^o, viii. 36.

KaOopav, i. 20.

Katpoi, iii. 26 ; xii. 1 1 (v. 1.) ; xiii. 1 1.

/card Kaipof, KarcL rbv Kaxp6Vf y,

6 ; ix. 9.

Kaxla, i. 39.

KaKor}6eia, i. 29.

«aX€i'V, iv. 17; viii. 30 ; ix. 7.

Hakws, xi. 30.

Kap^ia, i. 31.

Kapiro(poptiv, vii. 4 (otherwise Lft.).

«aT(i, ii. 5 ; viii. 37 ; xi. a8; XT.5.
KaQi' (U, xii. 5.

Kar' oTkov, xvL 5.

Karaytiv, x. 6.

ttarairrxvy(iVt • 5 > *^« 33*
KaTaKavxo.(J0ai, xi. 18.

KaraKptiia, viii. i.

MaTaKpivuv, viii. 3.

KaraXoAoy, i. 30.

KaraXafxPavdv, ix. 30.

KaraWayq, v. 1 1 ; xL 15.

itaTaWaoafiv, v. lO.

Hara\vfiv, xiv. ao.

/carai/otrc, iv. 19.

Kardvv^ii, xi. 8.

Karapyiiv, iii. 3, 31 ; vL 6 ; viL a, 6.

KarapTi^nVy ix. 33.

Haratppovdv, ii. 4,

KaTtvaiTi, iv. 17.

KaT(pya((a9ai, ii. 9 ; vii. 15.

warex*"', KaTtytaOai, i. 18 (otherwise

Lft.) ; vii. 6.'

Kartjyopuv, ii. 15.
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itarrjxtn',^. l8.

Kav\aa6ai, t. 3, II.

Kavxaaai, ii. 1 7«

Kaixrjfui, 'VT. a.

navxrjffti, V. 3 ; XT. 17.

Keyxptal, xvi. I.

ic^fwyfta, xvi. 35.
KTjpvffffftv, X. 14, 15.

«(V5woi, viii. 35.
KkASot, xi. 16.

K\7]pov6;jtos, ir. 13, 14; viiL 17.

KK^ais, xi. 39.

ie\7]T6s, i. I, 6, 7 ; viii. 28 ; p. 18.

H\T]Til Ayia, p. 1 3 £.

K\l(ia, XV. 33.

Kot\la, xvi. 18.

icoiv6s, xiv. 14.
xoivoircri/, xli. 13 1 *• '7*

Koivaivia, XV. 36.

iroiTi;, xiii. 13.

Ko'ntfv ?x*"'» ^ '**•

«oir«a»', xvi. 6.

K6anoiy 6, iii. 6; y. 13.

Kpiviiv, KpivtoOai, iii. 4 ; xiv. 5, 13.

icTiais, i. 30 ; viii. 19, 31, 39.

kvkXo), XV. 19.

KupisvtJK, vi. 9.

Kvpios, i. 4, 7; X. 13, 13; xii. 11;

xiv. 8 ; XV. 6; p. 18.

K&ixfK, xiv. 14.

KdKfiv, iii. 19.
\a6i, xi. I.

Xarpeia, ix. 4; xiL I.

Xarpevftv, i. 9.

\dxavc.y xix. 3.

X*'7«»i', iii. IQ.

dWcL kfyaa, Z. 18, 19.

Xiyw ovv, xu 1, II.

Kunfta, xi. 5.

KfiTovpyfiv, p. ao : cf. Deissmann,

P- '37 f ... ^KdTovpyos, xm. o; xv. 10.

X<57«a TO, iii. 2.

Xo7(^€ff0a(, viii. 18; xiv. 14.

Xoy't^eaOat els, ii. 36 ; iv. 3.

X071K0S, xii. I.

Xoyifffidt, ii. 15.

X^70S, iii. 4 ; ix. 6.

Xi/TTtra^ai, xiv. 15,

KvwT], ix. 3.

fUiKaptoi, iv. 7> ^ I
'^'^* "•

fiaicapi(Tix6i, iv. 6.

prnKpoOvn'ia, iL 4.

Mfipt'n (Mapid/i), xvi. 6 (v. 1.).

ftapTTvptiy, iii. 21; Z. a.

fiaraiS-rr]!, viii. 20.

fiaratovaOai, i. 31.

/laxaipa, viii. 35.
lJlti((Ui', ix. 13.

f^eWuv, viii. 18.

fiiWaJv, 6, V. 14.

/X6V, X. I.

^Jr GUI', XI. 13 ; p. 334.
^tj'ovi've, ix. 20; X. 18.

fifvuv, ix. II.

ftearos, i. 29 ; xv. 14.

lieraSiSovai, xii. 8.

HiranopipovaOai, xii. 3.

fifTa^v oW'qKcjv, ii. 15,

;«)7, ii. 14; iii. 5; iv. 19; ix. 14;

;<^ ytvoiTo, ui. 4 ; IX. 14 ; xi. I,

II.

ft^TTM, ix. II.

ftveia, xiL 13 (v. 1.).

fi6voi, xvi. 26.

fi6p<paiais, ii. 20.

HvoT-qpiov, xi. 35 ; xvi. 35.

vtKp6s, i. 4 (cf. Lft.) ; viii. 10; xi. 15.

l/( veicpwv, vi. 13 (cf. Lft).

vifirtos, ii. 20.

vtKOLV, iii. 4; xii. 31.

vofiodtma, ix. 4.

ro^oy, metaphorical use of, iii. 27; vii.

31, 23; viii. 2 ; X. 31.

v6ixoi {sine artic), ii. I3, 13, 14, 25 ;

iii. 31 (cf. Lft.); iv. 13; v. 13;
vii. 1 ; ix. 31 ; x. 4.

v6ixoi, 6, ii. 13, 14; iii. 19 ; vii. 3,

13.

vovi, i. 28 ; vii. 33 ; xiL a.

ywl, iii. 31.

6Sr]y6s, ii. 19.

oiSafjKv, ii. 3 ; viii. 33, aS.

olKoSofiT), xiv. 19.

olKTelpuv, ix. 15.

olicTipfxos, xiL I.

ofos, ix. 6.

6kvt)pus, xii. II.

oAoj, viii. 36.

6p.o6vp.ah6v, XV. 6.

ipoiwpa, vi. 5 ; viii. 3*

6p.o\oyeiv, ix. 9.

ortiStff/ifJs, XV. 3-

6vopa, i. 5 ; p. 18.

6l'0;Uaf6U', XV. 20.

ottKov, vi. 13.

Sttous af, iii. 4.

ipT^, )J
o/>7i7. i. 18; ii. 5, 8; iii. 5;

xiL 19 ; xiii. 4.
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iplCuy, I 4.
OS 7«, viii. 3a.

oaris, i. 25, 3a ; iL 15 ; vi. a ; ix. 4.

0T(, viii. ai, 37, 39 ; ix. a.

ov 1*7], iv. 8.

oi fiovov Si, viii. 33; ix. 10.

ov vavTws, iii. 9.

oZv, ii. 31 ; iiL a8 (t. 1.) ; x. 14; xii.

I ; p. 294.
l<t)u\etv, xiii. 8 ; xv. I.

oif/uvtov, vi. 33 : cf. Lft. and Deiss-

mann, p. 1451

riOrjfia, rii. 5.

waiSfVTTjS, ii. ao.

vaXatis dvOpainos, vL C
irdvrous, iii. j^
a/xi, i. 35.

trap' iavToTs, xii. 16.

wap&^aaii, iv. 15.

»apa5i5(5;'a«, i. 34 ; iv. 35; tL 17.
mapa^rjXovv, X. 19 ; xi. II.

wapaKtiaOat, vii. 18, ai.

wapaieorj, v. 19.

wapinTOjfM, V. 15 ; zL II (cl Lft. on
T. 30).

wmp&KXrjais, XV. 5.

vapfi(T(px«T0(u, V. ao.

vAptais, iii. 35.

vaptaravai, vaptffrivfirfiA, I3; xiL I.

vapovaia, pp. 379 f.

iras, ix. 5 ; x. 16 ; xi. 36, 3a.

iraTTjp, 6, i. 7 ; vi. 4 ; viii. 15 ; cf. xv. 6.

war^p ( -s patriarch), ix. 5, 10; zL a8 ;

XV. 8.

mivoida, ii. 19.

Mtpi OLfxaprlas, viii, J,
ir*p«7raT«r»', xiiL 13.
Wfpioraua, V. 17.

vfptaaSs, iiL i.

ntpiTOfir], ii. 29 ; ST. 8.

ir»;Xoy, iv. 31.

wiKpia, iii. 14.

viuTTjt, xi. 17.

vinTdt', xi. II, aa ; xiv. 4.
vtaTtvfiv, viOTfvtaOcu, iii. 3 ; X. 10 ;

xiv. a.

wi'ffTis, iii. a a ; pp. 31 ff.

wtoTTii, 1^, L 8, 17; iii. 3. 35; iv.

ao; T. a; s. 8, 17; xii. 6;
xiv. I.

wlaris 'Irjaov Xpiarov, iii. aa.

tts many, i. 17.

Ik iriarfoos, i. 17 ; iii. 36, 30 (cf.

Lft); ix. 30, 33; x.6j xiv. 23.

wkAa/M, ix. 30.

wX.foyd(tiv, T. ao.

ir\(ovf^'ta, i. 39.

irA.7;poi/f , XV. 19.

vKTjpotjiopeTv, Tr\T]po(pop(ia0<u, if. 31 J

xiv. 5; XV. 13 (v. 1.).

vX-fjpwfia, xi. 13, 35 ; xv. 39.

nXovTeiv, x. 13.

ttAoCtos, ix. 33; xi. 13.

rrvfvjxa, viii. 9, 10, II ; xii. II ; xv. 30,

nvtvfia "Ayiov, v. 5 ; ix. I ; xiv.

17 ; xv. 13, 16, 19.

Wfvfxa @(ov, viii. 9, 14.

irccO/ja XpidTov, viii. 9.

nrtC/ia d7«a;<Ti/i'7;s, i. 4.

TsC/xa 5oii\6*aj, viii. 15.

wv(vfia Karavv^iOii, xi. 8.

wvfvfia vloOeaias, viii. 15.

Iv irviiixaTi, Iv rS irvevfiarif i. 9 ;

ii. 29 ; viii. 9 ; ix. i.

Kara vvevfia, i. 4 ; viii. 4, 5.

wtvuaTtKSs, L 11; T. 14; vii. 14;
XV. 27.

voKiv, i. 33.

iroWol, ol, V. 15.

voWd, ri, XV. ai«

vovrjpla, i. 39.

vopvda, i. 29 (v. 1.).

vpoyivijOKUv, viii. 39 ; xi. S«

irpoypacpftv, xv. 4.

wpoSiSoj/aj, xi. 35.
irpofiprjKfvai, ix. 29.

vpofirayYiWfaOai, i. a.

vpoiTOijxa^dv, ix. 33.

7rpoe'x«<7^aii iii. 9.

vpoTjyfiadai, xii. lO.

irpodecrts, viii. 38 ; ix. Ii ; p. 150^

TrpoOvfxoi, i. 15.

•npotaTaaOai, xii. 8.

vpoKo-irreiv, xiii. 13.

vpovoeiaOai, xii. 17.

vpoopi^ftv, viii. 39.

vponaTccp, iv. I.

irpoTiip-treiv, xv. 34.

jr/)(5y, iii. 26 ; viii. 18.

vpoaayoj-yr], v. 3.

irpooKaprepfiv, xii. 13,

irpoaKopLfia, ix. 32 ; xiv. 13 (t.L).

rrpoaXafj-PdveaOai, xiv. I.

irp6a\Tj}pis, xi. 15.

vpocrTciTts, xvi. a.

1tpoa(pripa, XV. 16.

"BpoawnoX-qipia, ii. II.

vpoTi6ea9ai, iii. 25 (otherwise Lft. <n^

/<7C., cf. p. 318).
irpO(pr)T(ia, xii. 6.

7rpo(pr]TiK6s, xvi. 36.

irpuiTov, i. 16 (v, L).

WpWTOt, X. 19.
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vpafrSroKos, viii. 39.
vraifiv, xi. Ii.

9TWX0S, XV. 26.

iraipovv, xi. J.
vwpaiats, xi. 35.

^^A«i, X. 8, 17.

^'Ca, xi. 16 ff. ; XV. I a.

6v6fievoi, u, xi. 26.

P(I»/*77, i. 7,

9apKtK6s, XV. 27.

aapKivos, vii. 14.

ffdp^, hi. ao; vi. 19 ; ix. 8 ; ziii. 14;
p. 181.

Ir aapKt, iy rrj aapKi, vii. 5 ; viii.

3,9.,
card capKOy i. 3 ; iv. t ; viii. 4,
j;.ix.3. 5; P- 333 ff.

Zaracaf, xvi. 20 ; p. 145.
atPi^iaeai, i. 25.

<r7]fiuov, iv. II ; xv. 19.

o'/vdvSaA.oc, xi. 9 ; xiv. 13.

OKtVOi, ix. 31, 22.

OKXrjpvvdv, ix. 18,

OKOvtiv, xvi. 17.

"Xiravia, xv. 34, 28.

avipua, ix. 7>

<nrot;Si7, xii. 8, II.

artvoxopia, ii. 9.

ari^Kuv, xiv. 4.

ffTi7/)iC€i»', i. 11; xvi. 25.^
aroix^iv, iv. 13 (on roit aroix, we

Lft).

<Ti;77€»'^j, ix. 3 ; xvi. 7, 10, 21.

avyKXfiiiv, xi. 32.

avyic\i]pov6fjios, viii. 17.

atry/vou/cvcos, xi. 17.

aviifiapTvpfiVtii. 15; viii. 16; ix. I.

avuficptpos, viii. 29.

avu-napaKoXeiaOai, i. 13.

o-v/x7rd<rx**''f 'viii. I7'

avfKpmos, vi. 5.

owa'^tuvi^icOai, xv. 30
ffwa«x/idXaiToy, xvi. 7"

ffi/vava7rai5«(r6a«, xv. 32.

avvavTiXafi^avtaQai, viii. 36.

avvairajfaOat, xii. 16.

aw€i6j;o-<y, ii. 15 ; ix. I.

avuepytiv, viii. 28.

awevSoKtiv, i. 32.

avvOaiTTtaOat, vi. 4.

crui'«TT<ii'ai, iii. 5 ; xvi. I.

awiuv, iii. 11.

avvrtXiiv, ix. 38.

a<'VTinvuv, ix. 28.

awTpi^tiv, xvi. 30.

avvrpifxiM, iii. 16.

ffui'ttiStVeij/, viii. 2 3.

auffTuvpoCffOat, vi. 6.

(ni<TX'?MaT(feff0ai, xii. a.

ffipayrj, viii. 36.

a'l'payi((iv, xv. 38.

o<ppayis, iv. II,

acJ^ftc, aai^taOat, v. 9; viiL 34; zL
36 : cf. Lft. p. 288.

owfxa, vi. 6 ; vii. 4, 24 ; xii. I.

^aiaiimTpoi, xvi. 31.

aoorijpia, i. 16 ; x. I ; xi. II.

Tair«(«/(5y, xii. 16.

T« 7dp, vii. 7.

Tfievov, viii. 14, 17 ; ix. 8 (cf. DeisB

mann, p. 164).

riXos ( = end), x. 4; (= toll), xiii. 7.

T«' Ipovfj-iv, iii. 5.

Tt o5j' ; iii. 9 ; vi. 15 ; xi. 7.

t/ oSi' epovfiev ; iv. I ; vi. I ; vii

7 ; viii. 31 ; ix. 14, 30.

&\\ci T( ki-yfi ; z. 8 ; xi 4.

Ti^^, xii. 10.

Ttvts, iii. 3 ; xi. 1 7.

rd Kar ifxi, i. 15.

roXfiav, V. 7-

ToXfiripdrepov, XV. 15.

TiSiros, xii. 19; XV. 23.

Tov with infin., vi. 6 ; vii. 3.

rpavf^a, xi. 9.

rpaxrjXos, Xvi. 4.

Twyor, V. 14 ; vi. 17.

iPpioTTii, i. 30.

i;(oS«cr/a, viii. 1 5.

uJdi (of Christ; cf. Deissmann,p.i66f.),

1. i)., viii. 39; (of man), viii. 14.

v/ifrepos, xi. 31.

vnaieorj, i. 5 ; v. 19 ; xvL I9»

i'Tra/foveii', X. 16.

viravSpoSf vii. 3.

vn&pxfiyf iv- ^9.

ii7r€pej'Ti;7X<i>'««»', viiL 26,

iirfp«'x«i>', xiii. I.

vwtprjtpavos, i. 30.

vTTfpviKav, viii. 37.
vnepntpiaaevdv, v. SO.

vtrtpippovilv, xii. 3.

iiro, iii. 9.

virciSixor, iii. 19.

{inoKd/jina, ix. 37.

ino/xivfiVf xii. 13.

vitojAovri, V. 3.

viroTaafftiv, iijro7<}(jfftaffai, viiL JOJ Xi

3; xiii. I.

laTfptiaGat, iii. 33.

Gg
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tif/yjkSt, xii. i6.

Cif,o)fia, viii. 39.

tpalvfffOaiy vii. 13.

dpavfpovaOat, iii. ai ; zri. a6.

<pav\oi, ix. 1 1.

ipdSeaOaif viii. 33,
(p0dv(iv, ix. 31.

<piXa5(\<pla, xiu lo.

<t>i\(Ty, p. 374 £

<pl\Tjfta, xvi. 16.

^jXofevia, xii. 13.

<t)tK6ffTopyos, xii. lOw

<pi\oTifi.fTaOm, xt. ao.

ipopoi, xiii. 6.

ippdrrttv, iiL 19.

^povcrv, viii. 5 ; xiL 16 ; ziy. 6; zr. 5.

tppivriiia, viii. 6.

ippSvtftos, xi 35 ; xiL 16.

^v\(i(r<rcii', ii. a6.

ipvpafia, ix. ai ; xL 16.

^<rit, iL 14.

X«v><i,xiT-i7; «. »3-

kV». L 5 ; . a. 15 ; «i. s, 6 : xiL s;
XV. ifi: zvL ao; p. 18.

xApiff/xa, i. 11; vi. 23; «ii 6; fk

358 ff.

X/JSia, Xii. 13.

XprifjaTi((iv, vii. 3.

XprjiJiCiTiafios, xi. 4.

XprjaroXo-yia, xvi. 18.

Xp^otSttis, ii. 4; iii. la ; xi. aa.

"kpiaihi ^Irjaoiis, viiu 34 (v. 1.), 39 ; pp.
3f., T6of.

If Xpiar^ Irjaov, iii. 34; vL II.

Iv XpiaT$, ix. I ; xvi. 7.

^ct/So/uu, ix. I.

if/fvSos, i. 35.

ipevcTfta, iii. 7,

\^«v<rTJ7r, iii. 4.

<^X4» iL 9 ; xiiL 1.

Aj, ix. 3a.

oif £)/, XT. 34.

&<ravTws, viii. 36.

&aTe (with indie), vii. 4 ; (with bfia.X

iL6.
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"No one could be better qualified than Professor Driver to write a critical

and exegetical commentary on Deuteronomy. His previous works are author-

ities in all the departments involved; the grammar and lexicon of the Hebrew

language, the lower and higher criticism, as well as exegesis and Biblical the-

ology; . . . the interpretation in this commentary is careful and sober in the

main. A wealth of historical, geographical, and philological information illus-

trates and elucidates both the narrative and the discourses. Valuable, though

concise, excursuses are often given."— The Congregationalist.

" It is a pleasure to see at last a really critical Old Testament commentary

in English upon a portion of the Pentateuch, and especially one of such merit.

This I find superior to any other Commentary in any language upon Deuter-

onomy."— Professor E. L. Curtis, of Yale University.

"This volume of Professor Driver's is. marked by his well-known care and

accuracy, and it will be a great boon to every one who wishes to acquire a

thorough knowledge, either of the Hebrew language, or of the contents of the

Book of Deuteronomy, and their significance for the development of Old Tes-

tament thought. The author finds scope for displaying his well-known wide

and accurate knowledge, and delicate appreciation of the genius of the

Hebrew language, and his readers are supplied with many carefully con-

structed lists of words and expressions. He is at his best in the detailed

examination of the text."

—

London Athenceum.

" It must be said that this work is bound to take rank among the best com-

mentaries in any language on the important book with which it deals. On
every page there is abundant evidence of a scholarly knowledge of the litera-

ture, and of the most painstaking care to make the book useful to thorough

students."— T/ie Lutheran Churchman.

"The deep and difhcult questions raised by Deuteronomy are, in every in-

stance, considered with care, insight, and critical acumen. The student who
wishes for solid information, or a knowledge of method and temper of the

new criticism, will find advantage in consultins the pages ot Dr Driver."—
Zion^s Herald.
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"IVe believe this series to be of epoch-makitig importance^'

— The N. Y. Evangelist.

JUDGES.
By Dr. GEORGE FOOT MOORE, D.D.,

Professor of Theology, Harvard University.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" The typographical execution of this handsome volume is worthy of the

scholarly character of the contents, and higher praise could not be given it."

— Professor C. H. Toy, ofHarvard University.

" This work represents the latest results of ' Scientific Biblical Scholarship,'

and as such has the greatest value for the purely critical student, especially on

the side of textual and literary criticism."— The Church Standard.

" Professor Moore has more than sustained his scholarly reputation in this

work, which gives us for the first time in English a commentary on Judges not

excelled, if indeed equalled, in any language of the world." — Professor

L. W, Batten, ofP. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.

" Although a critical commentary, this work has iis practical uses, and by

its divisions, headlines, etc., it is admirably adapted to the wants of all

thoughtful students of the Scriptures. Indeed, with the other books of the

series, it is sure to find its way into the hands of pastors and scholarly lay-

men."— Portland Zion's Herald.

" Like its predecessors, this volume will be warmly welcomed— whilst to

those whose means of securing up-to-date information on the subject of which

it treats are limited, it is simply invaluable."— Edinburgh Scotsmafi.

" The work is done in an atmosphere of scholarly interest and indifference

to dogmatism and controversy, which is at least refreshing. ... It is a noble

introduction to the moral forces, ideas, and influences that controlled the

period of the Judges, and a model of what a historical commentary, with a

practical end in view should be."— The Independent.

" The work is marked by a clear and forcible style, by scholarly research, by
critical acumen, by extensive reading, and by evident familiarity with the

Hebrew. Many of the comments and suggestions are valuable, while i,ne

index at the close is serviceable and satisfactory."— Philadelphia Presbyterian.

" This volume sustains the reputation of the series for accurate and wide

scholarship given in clear and strong English, . . . the scholarly reader will

find delight in the perusal oL this admirable commentary."— Zien's Herald.
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"Richly helfiful to scholars and ministers."—The Presbyterian Banner.

The Books of Samuel
BV

REV. HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D.,

Prqfes^- of Biblical History and Interpretation in Amlierst College,

Crown 8vo, Net $3.00.

*'Proiessor Smith's Commentary will for some time be the standard

work on Samuel, and we heartily congratulate him on scholarly work s^

faithfully accomplished."

—

The Athenamm.

"It is both critical and exegetical, and deals with original Hebrew and
Greek. It shows painstaking diligence and considerable research." The
Presbyterian.

" The style is clear and forcible and sustains the well-won reputation of

the distinguished author for scholarship and candor. All thoughtful stu-

dents of the Scriptures will find the work helpful, not only on account of its

specific treatment of the Books of Samuel, on which it is based, but because

of the light it throws on and the aid it gives in the general interpretation of

the Scriptures as modified by present-day criticism."

—

The Philadelphia

Press.

"The literary quality of the book deserves mention. We do not usually

go to commentaries for models of English style. But this book has at. dis-

tinct, though unobtrusive, literary flavor. It is delightful reading. The
translation is always felicitous, and often renders further comment need-

less."— The Evangelist.

"The treatment is critical, and at the same time expository. Conserva-

tive students may find much in this volume with which they cannot agree,

but no one wishing to know the most recent conclusions concerning this

part of sacred history can afford to be without it."

—

Philadelphia Preshy
terian Journal.

"The author exhibits precisely that scholarly attitude which will com-
mend his work to the widest audience."

—

The Churchman.

"The commentary is the most complete and minute hitherto published

by an English-speaking scholar."

—

Literature.

"The volumes of Driver and Moore set a high standard for the Old
Testament writers ; but I think Professor Smith's work has reached the

same high level. It is scholarly and critical, and yet it is written in a spirit

of reverent devotion, a worthy treatment of the sacred text."

—

ProF. L. W.
Batten, of P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.
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••^ decided advance on all other commentaries."—The OUTLOOK

PROVERBS
By the Rev. CRAWFORD H. TOY, D.D., LL.D.

Professor of Hebrew in Harvard University.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

"In careful scholarship this volume leaves nothing to be desired. Its in-

terpretation is free from theological prejudice. It will be indispensable to

the careful student, whether lay or clerical."

—

The Outlook.

" Professor Toy's ' Commentary ' will for many years to come remain a
handbook for both teachers and learners, and its details will be studied with

critical care and general appreciation."

—

The Atheuicum.

•' The commentary itself is a most thorough treatment of each verse in

detail, in which the light of the fullest scholarship is thrown upon the mean-
ing. The learning displayed throughout the work is enormous. Here is a

commentary at last that does not skip the hard places, but grapples with

every problem and point, and says the best that can be said."

—

Presbyterian

Banner

'• Professor Toy's commentary on Proverbs maintains the highest standard

of the International Critical Commentaries. We can give no higher praise.

Proverbs presents comparatively few problems in criticism, but offers large

opportunities to the expositor and exegcte. Professor Toy's work is

thorough and complete."

—

The Congregationalist.

"This addition to 'The International Critical Commentary' has the same
characteristics of thoroughness and painstaking scholarship as the preceding

issues of the series. In the critical treatment of the text, in noting the

various readings and the force of the words in the original Hebrew, it leaves

nothing to be desired."

—

The Christian Intelligencer.

"A first-class, up-to-date, critical and exegetlcal commentary on the Book
of Proverbs in the English language was one of the crying needs of Biblical

scholarship. Accordingly, we may not be yielding to the latest addition to

the International Critical Series the tribute it deserves, when we say tliat it

at once takes the first place in its class. That place it undoubtedly deserves,

however, and would have secured even against much more formidable com-
petitors than it happens to have. It is altogether a well-arranged, lucid

exposition of this unique book in the Bible, based on a careful study of the

text and the linguistic and historical background of every part of it."

—

The
Interior.

"While this commentary is called 'critical' and is such, it is not one in

which the apparatus is spread out in detail ; it is one which any intelli-

gent English reader can readily use and thoroughly understand "

—

The
Evangelist,
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" We deem it as needfulfor the studious pastor to possess himself

ef these volumes as to obtain the best dictionary and encyclopedia.^^

—The Congregationalist.

ST. MARK.
By the Rev. E. P. GOULD, D.D.,

Ittttt Frojtsaor of Neiv Testament Exegesis, P. E, Di'viuiiy Scluxi, PhUadelpkik,

Crown 8vo. Net, $2.50.

" lu point of scholarship, of accuracy, of originality, this last addition to tii<.i

series is worthy of its predecessors, while for terseness and keenness of exegesis

,

we should put it first of them all."— The Congregationalist.

"The whole make-up is that of a thoroughly helpful, instructive critica.)

otudy of the Word, surpassing anything of the kind ever attempted in thu

English language, and to students and clergymen knowing the proper use ci

a commentary it will prove an invaluable aid."— The Lutheran Quarterly.

" Professor Gould has done his work well and thoroughly, . . . The com
mentary is an admirable example of the critical method at its best. . . . Tl4
Word study . . . shows not only familiarity with all the literature of the sub
ject, but patient, faithful, and independent investigation. ... It will rani,

among the best, as it is the latest commentary on this basal Gospel."— Th^
Christian Intelligencer.

" It will give the student the vigorously expressed thought of a very thought
ful scholar." — The Church Stanaard.

" Dr. Gould's commentary on Mark is a large success, . • . and a credit t(i

American scholarship. . . . He has undoubtedly given us a commentary on
Mark which surpasses all others, a thing we have reason to expect will be true

in the case of every volume of the series to which it belongs."— The Biblical
World.

"The volume is characterized by extensive learning, patient attention to

details and a fair degree of caution."— Bibliotheca Sacra.

"The exegetical portion of the book is simple in arrangement, admirable
in form and condensed in statement. . . . Dr. Gould does not slavishly follow

any authority, but expresses his own opinions in language both concise and
clear."— The Chicago Standard.

" In clear, forcible and elegant language the author furnishes the results of

the best investigations on the second Gospel, both early and late. He treats

these various subjects with the hand of a master." — Boston Zion^s Herald.

"The author gives abundant evidence of thorough acquaintance with the
facts and history in the case. . . . His treatment of them is always fresh and
5cb»\srly, and oftcAtimes help/ul." t— 2'he New York Observer.



"// IS hardly necessary to say that this series will stand firsi

among all English serial commentaries on the Bible

T

— The Biblical World.

ST. LUKE.
By the Rev. ALFRED PLUHHER, D.D.,

Master of University College, Durham. Formerly Fellow and Senior Tutor of

Trinity College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

In the author's Critical Introduction to the Commentary is contained a full

treatment of a large number of important topics connected with the study of

jhe Gospel, among which are the following : The Author of the Book— The

Sources of the Gospel— Object and Plan of the Gospel— Characteristics,

Style and Language— The Integrity of the Gospel— The Text— Literary

History.

FROM THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

If this Commentary has any special features, they will perhaps be found in

the illustrations from Jewish writings, in the abundance of references to the

Septuagint, and to the Acts and other books of the New Testament, in the

frequent quotations of renderings in the Latin versions, and in the attention

which has been paid, both in the Introduction and throughout the Notes, to

the marks of St. Luke's style.

"It is distinguished throughout by learning, sobriety of judgment, and
Bound exegesis. It is a weighty contribution to the interpretation of the

Third Gospel, and will take an honorable place in the series of which it forms

B part."— Prof. D. D. Salmond, in the Critical Revieiv.
" We are pleased with the thoroughness and scientific accuracy of the iiter-

pretations. ... It seems to us that the prevailing characteristic of the book
is common sense, fortified by learning and piety."— The Herald and Presbyter.

" An important work, which no student of the Word of God can safely

^ieglect."— T/ie Chtirch Standard.
"The author has both the scholar's knowledge and the scholar's spirit

accessary for the preparation of such a commentary. . . . We know of

flothing on the Third Gospel which more thoroughly meets the wants of the

Biblical scholar."— The Outlook.
" The author is not only a profound scholar, but a chastened and reverent

Christian, who undertakes to interpret a Gospel of Christ, so as to show
Christ in his grandeur and loveliness of character."— TAe Southern Church-

man.
" It is a valuable and welcome addition to our somewhat scanty stock of

first-class commentaries on the Third Gospel. By its scholarly thoroughness

it well sustains the reputation whicli the International Series has already

won."— Prof. J. H. Thaver, of Harvard University.

This volume having been so recently published, further noticei are not yei

availabk.
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^^ For the student this new commentary promises to be indispen-

sable''— The Methodist Recorder.

ROMANS.
By the Rev. WILLIAM SANDAY, D.D., LL.D.,

\::Ay Margaret Professor of Divinity, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

^ AND THE

Rev. A. C. HEADLAM, M.A., D.D.,

Principal of King's College, London.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" From my knowledge of Dr. Sanday, and from a brief examination of the
book, I am led to believe that it is our best critical handbook to the Epistle.

It combines great learning with practical and suggestive interpretation."—
Professor George B. Stevens, of Yale Univn'si/y.

" Professor Sanday is excellent in scholarship, and of unsurpassed candor.
The introduction and detached notes are highly interesting and instructive.

This commentary cannot fail to render the most valuable assistance to all

earnest students. The volume augurs well for the series of which it is a mem-
ber."— Professor George P. Fisher, of Yale University.

"The scholarship and spirit of Dr. Sanday give assurance of an interpreta-

tion of the Epistle to the Romans which will be both scholarly and spiritual."— Dr. Lyman Abboit.
•' The work of the authors has been carefully done, and will prove an

acceptable addition to the literature of the great Epistle. The exegesis is

acute and learned . . . The authors show much familiarity with the work
of their predecessors, and write with calmness and lucidity."— Neiv York
Observer.

" We are confident that this commentary will find a place in every thought-
ful minister's library. One may not be able to agree with the authors at some
points,— and this is true of all commentaries,— but they have given us a work
which cannot but prove valuable to the critical study of Paul's masterly epis-

tle."— Zioii's Advocate.
" We do not hesitate to commend this as the best commentary on Romans

yet written in English. It will do much to popularize this admirable and
much needed series, by showing that it is possible to be critical and scholarly

and at the same time devout and spiritual, and intelligible to plain Bible
readers."— The Church Standard.

" A commentary with a very distinct character and purpose of its own,
which brings to students and ministers an aid which they cannot obtain else-

where. . . . There is probably no other commentary in which criticism has
been employed so successfully and impartially to bring out the author's

thought."— N. Y. Independent.
"We have nothing but heartiest praise for the weightier matters of the

commentary. It is not only critical, but exegetical, expository, doctrinal,

practical, and eminently spiritual. The positive conclusions of the books are
vary numerous and are stoutly, gloriously evangelical. . . . The commentary
does not fail to speak with tbJe utmost reverence of the whole word of God.''

2 he Congregationalisi
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*'This admirable series."—The London Academy.

EPHESIANS AND COLOSSIANS.

By the Rev. T. K. ABBOTT, B.D., D. Litt.

Formerly Professor of Biblical Greek, now of Hebrew, Trinity College,

Dublin.

Crown 8vo, Net, $2.50.

•• The latest volume of this admirable series is iaformed with the very
best spirit in which such work can be carried out—a spirit of absolute

fidelity to the demonstrable truths of critical science. . . . This summary
of the results of modern criticism applied to these two Pauline letters is,

for the use of scholarly students, not likely to be superseded."

—

The Lotu
don Academy.

" An able and independent piece of exegesis, and one that none of us can

afford to be without. It is the work of a man who has made himself mas-
ter of his theme. His linguistic ability is manifest. His style is usually

clear. His exegetical perceptions are keen, and we are especially grateful

for his strong defence of the integrity and apostolicity of these two great

monuments of Pauline teaching."

—

The Expos-tor.

"!*• displays every mark of conscientious judgment, wide reading, and
grammatical insight. "

—

Literature.

" In discrimination, learning, and candor, it is the peer of the other vol.

umes of the series. The elaborate introductions are of special value."—

.

Professor George B. Stevens, of Yale University.

"It is rich in philological material, clearly arranged, and judiciously

handled. The studies of words are uncommonly good. ... In the

balancing of opinions, in the distinguishing between fine shades of mean-
ing, it is both acute and sound."

—

The Church.

" The exegesis based so solidly on the rock foundation of philology is

argumentatively and convincingly strong. A spiritual and evangelical tenor

pervades the interpretation from first to last. . . . These elements, to-

gether with the author's full-orbed vision of the truth, with his discrimina-

tive judgment and his felicity of expression, make this the peer of any com-
mentary on these important letters."— 77/ 1? Standard.

" An exceedingly careful and painstaking piece of work The introduc-

tory discussions of questions bearing on the authenticity and integrity (of

the epistles) are clear and candid, and the exposition of the text displays a

fine scholarship and insight."

—

N^orth'tvestcrn Christian Advocate.

"The book is from first to last exegetical and critical. Every phrase in

the two Epistles is searched as with lighted candles. The authorities for

variant readings are canvassed but weighed, rather than counted. The mul-
tiform ancient and modern interpretations are investigated with the ex-

haustiveness of a German lecture-room, and the judicial spirit of an English

court-room. Special discussions are numerous and thorough."

—

The Cott'

Hre^aiionalist.
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" / have already expressed viy conviction that the Inter-

Kational C-'itica! Commentary is the best critical conttnentary.

en the whole Bible, in existence."—Dr. Lyman Abbott.

Philippians and Philemon
BY

REV. MARVIN R. VINCENT, D.D.

Profisser oj E.'.'.'cai Literature in Union Theological Seminary, t/ew York,

Crown 8vo, Net $2.00.

"It is, in short, in every way worthy of the series."

—

The Scotsman.

" Professor Vincent's Commentary on Philippians and Philemon appears
to me not less admirable for its literary merit than for its scholarship and its

clear and discriminating discussions of the contents of these Epistles."

—

Dr.
George P. Fisher.

"The book contains many examples of independent and judicial weigh-
ing of evidence. We have been delighted with the portion dfivoted to Phile-

mon. Unlike most commentaries, this may wisely be read as a whole."—
T/ie Congregationalist

"Of the merits of the work it is enough to say that it is worthy of its

place in the noble undertaking to which it belongs. It is ful' of just such
information as the Bible -tudent, lay or clerical, needs ; and while giving an
jLbundance of the truths of erudition to aid the critical student of the text, it

abounds also in that more popular information which enables the attentive

reader almost to put himselt in St. Paul's place, to see with the eyes and feel

with the heart of the Apostle to the Gentiles."

—

Boston Advertiser.

"If it is possible in these days to produce a commentary which will be
free from polemical and ecclesiastical bias, the feat will be accomplished in

the International Critical Commentary. . . . It is evident that the writer

has given an immense amount of scholarly research and original thought to

the subject. . . . The author's introduction to the Epistle to Philemon
is an admirable piece of literature, calculated to arouse in the student's mind
an intense interest in the circumstances which produced this short letter from
the inspired Apostle."

—

Commercial Advertiser.

" His discussion of Philemon is marked by sympathy and appreciation,

and his full discussion of the relations of Pauline Christianity to slavery are

interesting, both historically and sociologically."

—

The Dial.

" Throughout the work scholarly research is evident. It commends itsel/

by its clear elucidation, its keen exegesis which marks the word study on
every page, its compactness of statement and its simplicity of arrnngemant."
—Lutheran World.

" The scholarship of the author seems to be fully equal to his i dertaking,

and he has given to us a fine piece of work. One cannot but se that if the

entire series shall be executed upon a par with this portion, thei »an *oe lit-

tle left, to De aesired."

—

Philadelphia Presbyterian Journal.
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" T/ie best commentary and the one most useful to the Bibtt

student is The International Critical."

—The Reformed Church Review.

ST. PETER AND ST. JUDE
By the Rev. CHARLES BIQQ, D.D.

Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Oxford

Crown 8vo, Net, $2.50.

*• His commentary is very satisfactory indeed. His notes are particularly

valuable. We know of no work on these Epistles which is so full and satis-

factory."

—

The Living C/iiurJt,

" It shows an immense amount of research and acquaintanceship with the

views of the critical school."

—

Herald and Presbyter.

"This volume well sustains the reputation achieved by its predecessors.

The notes to the text, as well as the introductions, are marked by erudition

at once affluent and discriminating."

—

The Outlook.

"Canon Bigg's work is pre-eminently characterized by judicial open-

mindedness and sympathetic insight Into historical conditions. His realistic

interpretation of the relations of the apostles and the circumstances of the

early church renders the volume invaluable to students of these themes.

The exegetical work in the volume rests on the broad basis of careful lin-

guistic study, acquaintance with apocal}iptic literature and the writings of

the Fathers, a sane judgment, and good sense."

—

American Journal of

Theology.

NUMBERS
By the Rev. Q. BUCHANAN GRAY, D.D,

Professor of Hebrew, Mansfield College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" Most Bible readers have the impression that * Numbers' is a dull

book only relieved by the brilliancy of the Balaam chapters and some

snatches of old Hebrew songs, but, as Prof. Gray shows with admi-

rable skill and insight, its historical and religious value is not that

which lies on the surface. Prof. Gray's Commentary is distinguished

by fine scholarship and sanity of judgment; it is impossible to

commend it too warmly."

—

Saturday Revieio {^London').
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AMOS AND HOSEA.
By WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER, Ph.D., LL.D.

Professor of Setnitic Languages and Literatures in the University of Chictgt.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00. Postage, 20 cents.

"His book combines thorough technical scholarship with large measure of

ethical and spiritual insight, and we think his Commentary on Amos and Hosea
will take its place among the best in this very excellent series."— The Outlook.

" It is unnecessary to say that in scholarly completeness, Dr. Harper's volume
ranks with the best of the International Critical Commentary Series."— The
Standard,

"The commentary is remarkable for its clear analysis, and exhaustive in its

minute completeness. It furnishes materials to the student from which he may
form his own judgment rather than seeks to impress dogmatic conclusions."

— The Watchtnan.

" I think it safe to say that in no language can there be found such a

scholarly piece of work on the two important prophets, Amos and Hosea."—
Rev. L. W. Batten, Ph.D., D.D., Rector of St. Mark's Church, New York

City, sometime Professor of Hebrew, P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.

" Professor Harper's critical position is that of sound progressive scholar-

ship. He possesses also the gift of the true teacher of interesting others in

his subject. The volume will easily take its place as a most important com-

mentary on these prophets."— Congregationalist.

" I shall have pleasure in recommending it to all students in our Seminary.

This book fills, in the most favorable manner, a long-felt want for a good

critical commentary on two of the most interesting books in the Old

Testament."— Rev. Lewis B. Paton, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew, Hartford

Theological Seminary.

"He has gone, with characteristic minuteness, not only into the analysis

and discussion of each point, endeavoring in every case to be thoroughly

exhaustive, but also into the history of exegesis and discussion. Nothing at

all worthy of consideration has been passed by. The consequence is that

when one carefully studies what has been brought together in this volume,

either upon some passage of the two prophets treated, or upon some question

of critical or antiquarian importance in the introductory portion of the volume,

one feels that he has obtained an adequately exhaustive view of the subject."

— The fnterior.
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'Cbeolooical Xibtat^.

EDITORS' PREFACE.

Theology has made great and rapid advances in recent

years. New lines of investigation have been opened up,

fresh light has been cast upon many subjects of the deepest

interest, and the historical method has been applied with

important results. This has prepared the way for a Library

of Theological Science, and has created the demand for it.

It has also made it at once opportune and practicable now

to secure the services of specialists in the different depart-

ments of Theology, and to associate them in an enterprise

which will furnish a record of Theological inquiry up to

date.

This Library is designed to cover the whole field of Chris-

tian Theology. Each volume is to be complete in itself,

while, at the same time, it will form part of a carefully

planned whole. One of the Editors is to prepare a volume

of Theological Encyclopaedia which will give the history

and literature of each department, as well as of Theology

as a whole.

The Library Js intended to form a series of Text-Books

for Students of Theology.

The Authors, therefore, aim at conciseness and compact-

ness of statement. At the same time, they have in view



editors' preface.

that large and increasing class of students, in other depart-

ments of inquiry, who desire to have a systematic and thor-

ough exposition of Theological Science. Technical matters

will therefore be thrown into the form of notes, and the

text will be made as readable and attractive as possible.

The Library is international and interconfessional. It

will be conducted in a catholic spirit, and in the interests

of Theology as a science.

Its aim will be to give full and impartial statements both

of the results of Theological Science and of the questions

which are still at issue in the different departments.

The Authors will be scholars of recognized reputation in

the several branches of study assigned to them. They will

be associated with each other and with the Editors in the

effort to provide a series of volumes which may adequately

lepresent the present condition of investigation, and indi-

<"ate the way for further progress.

CHARLES A. BRIGGS.

STEW.\RT D. F. SALMOND.

Theological Encyclopcedia. By Charles A. Briggs, D.D., D.Litt.,
Prof, of Theological Encyclopedia and
Symbolics, Union Theol. Seminarj', N. Y.

An Introduction to the Literature of By S. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt. Reeius
the Old Testament. Professor of Hebrew, and Canon of

Christ Church. Oxford. {.Revised and
enlarged editiott).

Canon and Text of the Old Testa- By Francis Crawford Burkitt, M.A., Lec-
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AN INTRODUCTION TO

The Literature of tlie Old Testament

By Prof. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., D.Litte

Canon of Christ Church, Oxford

JVeiu Editio7i Revised

Crown 8vo, 558 pages, $2.50 net

it is the most scholarly and critical work in the English Ian-
gfuage on the literature of the Old Testament, and fully up to the
present state of research in Gt Tiany."—Prof. Philip Schaff, D. D.

" Canon Driver has arrang 1 his material excellently, is succinct
without being hurried or unclea, , and treats the various critical prob-
lems involved wjr.h admirable fairness and good judgment."

—Prof. C. H. Toy.

"His judgment is singularly fair, calm, unbiassed, and inde-
pendent. It is also thoroughly reverential. . . . The service,

which his book will render in the present confusion of mind on this

great subject, can scarcely be overestimated."

—

The London Times.

"As a whole, there is probably no book in the English language
equal to this ' Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament'
for the student who desires to understand what the modern criticism
thinks about the Bible."—Dr. Lyman Abbott, in the Outlook.

"The book is one worthy of its subject, thorough in its treat-
ment, reverent in its tone, sympathetic in its estimate, frank in its

recognition of dii^culties, conservative (in the best sense of the
word) in its statement of results

"

—Prof. Hexry p. Smith, in the Magazine of Christian Literature.

" In workmg out his method our author takes up each book in
order and goes through it with marvelous and microscopic care.
Every verse, every clause, word by word, is sifted and weighed, and
its place in the literary organism decided upon."

— The Presbyterian Quarterly.

" It contains just that presentation of the results of Old Testa-
ment criticism for which English readers in this department have
been waiting. . . . The whole book is excellent; it will be found
helpful, characterized as it is all through by that scholarly poise of
mind, which, when it does not know, is not ashamed to present de-
grees of probability."

—

A^ew IVorld.

"... Canon Driver's book is characterized throughout by
thorough Christian scholarship, faithful research, caution in the
expression of mere opinions, candor in the statement of facts and of
the necessary inferences from them, and the devout recognition of
the divine inworking in the religious life of the Hebrews, and of the
tokens of divine inspiration in the literature which records and em-
bodies it."—Dr. A. P, Peabodv, in the Cambridge Tribune.



OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY
By HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D.

PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL HISTORY AND INTERPRETATION, AMHERST COLLEGE

Crown 8vo, 538 pages, $3.50 net

This book gives a history of Old Testament times.

This it does by a narrative based upon those Bibli-

cal books which are historical in form. The nature

of these books is carefully considered, their data are

used according to historical methods, and the con-

clusions of recent criticism are set forth. The other

books of the Old Testament with the more impor-

tant of the Apocrypha are given their proper place

so far as they throw light on the development of

the Old Testament people.

" Professor Smith has, by his comprehensive and vitalized history,

laid all who care for the Old Testament under great obligations."
— The hidependent.

" The volume is characterized by extraordinary clearness of con-

ception and representation, thorough scholarly ability, and charm
of style."

—

The Interior.

" Dr. Smith's volume is critical without being polemical, inter-

esting though not imaginative, scholarly without pedantry, and radi-

cal but not destructive. The author is himself an authority, and his

volume is the best single presentation with which we are familiar of

the modern view of Old Testament history."

—

The Outlook.

"This volume is the result of thorough study, is free from the

controversial spirit and from any evidence of desire to challenge older

theories of the Bible, is written in straightforward, clear style, does
not linger unduly in discussion of doubtful matters, is reverent and at

the same time fearless. If one has accepted the main positions of tlie

Higher Criticism, while he may still differ with Professor Smith's

conclusions here and there, he will find hime^clf in accord with the

spirit of the author, whose scholarship and achievement he will

gladly honor."

—

The Congregationalist

.

" We have a clear, interesting, instructive account of the growth
of Israel, embodying a series of careful judgments on the countless

problems that face the man who tries to understand the life of that

remarkable people. The ' History' takes its place worthily by the side

of Driver's Introduction. The student of to-day is to be congratulated

on having so valuable an addition made to his stock of tools."
— The Expository Times.
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The Theology of the Old Testament.
BY THE LATE

A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., LL.D., Litt.D.

Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis, New College, Edinburgh.

EDITED FROM THE AUTHOR'S MANUSCRIPTS

BY

S. D. F. SALMOND, D.D., F.E.I.S.

Principal of the United Free Church College, Aberdeen.

Crown 8vo. 568 pages. $2,50 net.

" It is one of those monumental works whose publication the scholar hails

with gratitude. Principal Salmond has edited Professor Davidson's manu-
scripts with care and fidelity. It would require much more space than we
can give this volume in our crowded columns even to mdicate the many points

in which this, one of the greatest of Hebrew scholars, shows himself a lineal

descendant and successor of the ancient prophets whom he loved so well; but

it is enough to say that the work is fitted by its scholarship and its tone to

become a standard in every theological seminary. Great pains have been
taken with the Hebrew text, so frequently quoted, and its use is distinctly

illuminative. His learning is never introduced to dazzle, but always to en-

lighten the reader." — I'/te Interior.

" We hope every clergyman will not rest content till he has procured and
studied this most admirable and useful book. Every really useful question

relating to man— his nature, his fall, and his redemption, his present life of

grace, his life after death, his future life — is treated of. We may add that the

most conservatively inclined believer in the Old Testament will find nothing
in this book to startle him, while, at the same time, the book is fully cogni-

zant of the altered views regarding the ancient Scriptures. The tone is rever-

ent throughout, and no one who reads attentively can fail to derive fresh light

and benefit from the exposition here given."— The Canadian Clmrchtnan.

" Dr. Davidson was so keen a student, and yet so reverent as to his Bible,

that anything from his pen must be of profit. The book gives evidence that

his eyes were wide open to all modern research, but yet he was not led astray

by any of the vagaries of the schools. Through all the treatment of the

theme he remains conservative, while seeking to know the truth."— £xawtner.
" No one can fail to gain immense profit from its careful study. We rejoice

that such a work is added to the store of helpful literature on the Old Testa-

ment, and we express the hope that it may find wide reading among ministers

and teachers of the Bible."— VVie Standard.

" In its treatment of Old Testament theology, there is nothing to equal it

in the English language, and nothing to surpass it in any language. While it

is prepared for scholars it will prove an education in the Old Testament to the

intelligent laymen or Sunday-school teachers who will give it a faithful read-

ing. The style is so clear that it cannot help but prove interesting. We com-
mend this book with a special prayer, believing that it will make the Old
Testament a richer book; and make the foundation upon which the teachings

of the New Testament stand more secure to every one who reads it."

— The Heidelberg Teachet,
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A HISTORY OF

CHRISTIANITY IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE

BY

ARTHUR CUSHMAN McQIFFERT, Ph.D., D.D.

Woihbum Professor of Church History in the Union Theological Seminary, N«w Yerk>.

Crown 8vo, 681 Pages, $2.50 Net.

" The author's work is ably done. . . . This volume is worthy of
Its place in the series."

—

The Congregationalist.

" Invaluable as a resume of the latest critical work upon the great forma-
tive period of the Christian Church."

—

The Christian World (London),

"There can be no doubt that this is a remarkable work, both on account
of the thoroughness of its cW'cism and the boldness of its views."

— The Scotsman.

"The ability and learning of Proi'sssor McGiffert's work on the Apos-
tolic Age, and, whatever dissent there may be from its critical opinion, its

manifest sincerity, candid scholars will not fail to appreciate."—Dr. George P. Fisher, of Yale University.

" Pre-eminently a clergyman's book ; but there are many reasons why it

should be in the library of every thoughtful Christian person. The style

is vivid and at times picturesque. The results rather than the processes of

learning are exhibited. It is full of local color, of striking narrative, and of

keen, often brilliant, character analysis. It is an admirable book for the

Sunday-school teacher."

—

Boston Advertiser.

" For a work of such wide learning and critical accuracy, and which deals

with so many difficult and abstruse problems of Christian history, this is re-

markably readable."

—

The I^idependent.

" It is certain that Professor McGifTert's work has set the mark for

future effort in the obscure fields of research into Christian origin."—A'ew York Tribune.

" Dr. McGiflFert has produced an able, scholarly, suggestive, and con-

Structive work. He is in thorough and easy possession of his sources and
materials, so that his positive construction is seldom interrupted by citations,

the demolition of opposing views, or the irrelevant discussion of subordmate
questions."

—

The Methodist Review.

"The clearness, self-consistency, and force of the whole impression of

Apostolic Christianity with which we leave this book, goes far to guarantea

its permanent value and success."

—

'J'he Exi)ositor,
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THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

By GEORGE B. STEVENS, D.D.

Professor of Systematic Theology, Yale University,

Crown 8vo, 480 pages, $2.50 net.

**ln style it is rarely clear, simple, and strong, adapted alike to the gen.

ei.i! reader and the theological student. The former class will find it read-

able and interesting to an unusual degree, while the student will value its

thorough scholarship and completeness of treatment. His work has a sim-

plicity, beauty, and freshness that add greatly to its scholarly excellence and

worth. "

—

Christian Advocate.

" Professor Stevens is a profound student and interpreter of the Bible, as

far as possible divested of any prepossessions concerning its message. In

his study of it his object has been not to find texts that might seem to bol-

ster up some system of theological speculation, but to find out what the

writers of the various books meant to say and teach."—iV". V. Tribune.

"It is a fine example of painstaking, discriminating, impartial research

and statement."

—

The Congregationalist.

" Professor Stevens has given us a very good book. A liberal conser-

vative, he takes cautious and moderate positions in the field of New Testa-

ment criticism, yet is admirably fair-minded. His method is patient and

cnorough. He states the opinions of those who differ from him with care

and clearness. The proportion of quotation and reference is well adjusted

and the reader is kept well informed concerning the course of opinion with-

out being drawn away from the text of the author's own thought. His

iudgments on difficult questions are always put with self-restraint and

sobriety."

—

The Chiirchman.

" It will certainly take its place, after careful reading, as a valuable

svnopsis, neither bare nor over-elaborate, to which recourse will be had by

tne student or teacher who requires within moderate compass the gist oi

modern research."

—

The Literary World,
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THE ANCIENT CATHOLIC CHURCH
From the Accession of Trajan to the Fourth

General Council (A.D. 98=451)

By ROBERT RAINY, D.D.
Principal of the New College, Edinburgh.

Crown 8vo. 554 Pages. Net, $2.50.

"This is verily and indeed a book to thank God for; and if anybody has
been despairing of a. restoration of true catholic unity in God's good time, it

is a book to fill him with hope and confidence."

—

The Chitirh Standard.
* Principal Rainy has written a fascinating book. He has the gifts of an

historian and an expositor. His fresh presentation of so intricate and time-
worn a subject as Gnosticism grips and holds the attention from first to last.

Familiarity with most of the subjects which fall to be treated within these
limits of Christian history had bred a fancy that v/e might safely and profit-

ably skip some of the chapters, but we found ourselves returning to close up
the gaps ; we should advise those who are led to read the book through this

notice not to repeat our experiment. It is a dish of well-cooked and well-

seasoned meat, savory and rich, with abundance of gravy ; and, while no
one wishes to be a glutton, he will miss something nutritious if he does not
take time to consume it all."

—

Methodist Review.

"It covers the period from 98-451 A.D., with a well-marked order, and
is written in a downright style, simple and unpretentious. Simplicity, in-

deed, and perspicuity are the keynotes, and too great burden of detail is

avoided. A very fresh and able book."

—

The Nation.

"The International Theological Library is certainly a very valuable collec-

tion of books on the science of Theology. And among the S'jt ^^ good books.
Dr. Rainy's volume on The Ancient Catholic Church jb entitled to a high
place. We know of no one volume which contains oo much matter which
is necessary to a student of theology."

—

The Living Church.

" Of course, a history so condensed is not to be read satisfactorily in a day
cr even a week. The reader often will find ample food for thought for a

day or more in what he may have read in two hours. But the man who
will master the whole book will be amply rewarded, and will be convinced
that he has been consorting with a company of the world's greatest men,
and has attained an accurate knowledge of one of the world's greatest and
most important periods."

—

Christian Intelligencer.

"As a compend of church history for the first five centuries, this volume
will be found most useful, for ready reference, both to those who possess

the more elaborate church histories, and for the general information desired

by a wider reading public ; while the temperate presentations of the author's

own theories upon disputed points are in themselves of great value."~
Bibliotheca Sacra.

" Principal Rainy of the New College, Edinburgh, is one of the foremost
scholars of Great Britain, and in Scotland, his home, he is regarded by his

countrymen as the chief figure in their ecclesiastical life. There can be
little doubt that this recent volume will enhance his reputation and serve to

introduce bim to a wider circle of friends."

—

Congregationaltst, Boston,



History of Christian Doctrine,
BY

GEORGE P. FISHER, D.D., LL.D.,

Titus Street Professor of Ecclesiastical History in Yale Univarsitys

Crown 8vo, 583 pages, $2.50 net.

" He gives ample proof of rare scholarship. Many of the old doc-
trines are restated with a freshness, lucidity and elegance of style
which make it a very readable book,"

—

The New York Observer.

*' Intrinsically this volume is worthy of a foremost place m our
modern literature . . . We have no work on the subject in English
eo'ial to it, for variety and range, clearness of statement, judicious
guidance, and catholicity of tone."

—

London N'onconformist and Inde-

pendents

" It is only just to say that Dr. Fisher has produced the best His-
torj of Doctrine that we have in English."

—

The New Yo^k Evangelist.

" It is to me quite a marvel how a book of this kind (Fisher's
•History of Christian Doctrine') can be written so accurately to

scale. It could only be done by one who had a very complete com-
mand of all the periods."

—

Prof. William Sanday, Oxford.

"It presents so many new and fresh points and is so thoroughly
treated, and brings into view contemporaneous thought, especially
the American, that it is a pleasure to read it, and will be an equal
pleasure to go back to it again and again."

—

Bishop John F. Hurst.

" Throughout there is manifest wide reading, careful prepara-
tion, spirit and good judgment,"

—

Philadelphia Presbyterian.

" The language and style are alike delightfully fresh and easy
. . . A book which will be found both stimulating and instructive
to the student of theology."

—

The Churchman.

"Professor Fisher has trained the public to expect the excellen
cies of scholarship, candor, judicial equipoise and admirable lucidity
and elegance of style in whatever comes from his pen. But in the
present work he has surpassed himself."

—

Prof. J. H. Thayer, o/

Harvard Divinity School.

" It meets the severest standard; there is fullness of knowledge,
thorough research, keenly analytic thought, and rarest enrichment
for a positive, profound and learned critic. There is interpretative
and revealing sympathy. It is of the class of works that mark epochs
in their several departments."

—

The Outlook.

" As a first study of the History of Doctrine, Professor Fisher's
volume has the merit of being full, accurate and interesting."

—Prof. Marcus Dods
'•

. . . He gathers up, reorganizes and presents the results of

Investigation in a style rarely full of literary charm."
— The jnterio^



CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS.

By ALEXANDER V. G. ALLEN, D.D.

Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the Episcopal Theological SchODl
in Cambridge.

Crown 8vo, 577 pages, $2.50 net.

«• Professor Allen's Christian Institutions may be regarded as tht most
important permanent contribution which the Protestant Episcopal Church
of the United States has yet made to general theological thought. In a few
particulars it will not command the universal, or even the genera! assent of

discriminating readers ; but it will receive, as it deserves, the respect and
appreciation of those who rightly estimate the varied, learned, and independ-
ent spirit of the author."

—

T/ie American Journal of Theology.

"As to his method there can be no two opinions, nor as to the broad,

critical, and appreciative character of his study. It is an immensely sug-

gestive, stimulating, and encouraging piece of work. It shows that modern
scholarship is not all at sea as to results, and it presents a worthy view of a

great and noble subject, the greatest and noblest of all subjects."

—

The In-
dependent.

"This will at once take its place among the most valuable volumes in the
' International Theological Library,' constituting in itself a very complete
epitome both of general church history and of the history of doctrines.

. . . A single quotation well illustrates the brilliant style and the pro-

found thought of the book."

—

The Bibliotheca Sacra.

" The wealth of learning, the historical spirit, the philosophic grasp, the

loyalty to the continuity of life, which everywhere characterize this thorough
study of the organization, creeds, and dultus constituting Christian Institu-

tion. . . . However the reader may differ with the conclusions of the

author, few will question his painstaking scholarship, judicial temperament,
and catholicity of Christian spirit."

—

The Advance.

" It is an honor to American scholarship, and will be read by all who
wish to be abreast of the age."

—

The Lutheran Church Review.

" With all its defects and limitations, this is a most illuminating and sug-

gestive boc)k on a subject of abiding interest."

—

The Christian /ntelli-

^encer."

"It is a treasury of expert knowledge, arranged in an orderly and lucid

manner, and more than ordinarily readable. . . . It is controlled by the

candid and critical spirit of the careful historian who, of course, has his

convictions and preferences, but who makes no claims in their behalf which
the facts do not seem to warrant."

—

The Congregationalist.

" He writes in a charming style, and has collected a vast amount of im-

portant material pertaining to his subject which can be found in no other

work in so compact a form. "—~//i* ^<?W ii'/v4 Observer.



Apologetics;

Or, Christianity Defensively Stated.

By the late ALEXANDER BALMAIN BRUCE, D.D.,

Professiir of \r,n] 'zpi'cs nntl '•.cv,- !' sianient Exegesis, Free Church College,
lilassow ; A"(h >' or Tli.- Ira nm< • f llie I Wc'lve," "

I he t1t!milia=
ti on ot Christ," •• Ihe kingdom of Qod," etc.

Crown 8vo, 528 pages, $2.50 net.

t'rofessor Bruce's work is not an abstract treatise on apologetics,
but an apologetic presentation of the Christian faith, with reference
to whatever in our intellectual environment makes faith difficult at
the present time.

It addresses itself to men whose sympathies are with Christianity,
and discusses the topics of pressing concern—the burning questions
of the hour. It is offered as an aid to faith rather than a buttress of
received belief and an armory of weapons for the orthodox believer.

'

' The book throughout exhibits the methods and the results of

conscientious, independent, expert and devout Biblical scholarship,
and it is of permanent value."

—

T/te Congregationalism.

"The practical value of this book entitles it to a place in the
first rank."

—

T/ie Independent.

" A patient and scholarly presentation of Christianity under
aspects best fitted to commend it to ' ingenuous and truth-loving
minds.' "

—

The Nation.

"The book is well-nigh indispensable to those who propose to
keep abreast of the times."

—

Wester7t Christian Advocate.

"Professor Bruce does not consciously evade any difficulty,

and he constantly aims to be completely fair-minded. For this

reason he wins from the start the strong confidence of the reader."

—

A dvance.

"Its admirable spirit, no less than the strength of its arguments,
will go far to remove many of the prejudices or doubts of those who
are outside of Christianity, but who are, nevertheless, not infidels."

—

New York Tribune.

" In a word, he tells precisely what all intelligent persons wish to
know, and tells it in a clear, fresh and convincing manner. Scarcely
anyone has so successfully rendered the service of showing what
the result of the higher criticism is for the proper understand'.ng of
the history and religion of Israel."

—

Andover Review.

" We have not for a long time taken a book in hand that is more
stimulating to faith. . . . Without commenting further, we repeat
that this volume is the ablest, most scholarly, most advancetl, and
sharpest defence of Christianity that has ever been written. Nc
theological library should he without it."

—

^iotC s Herald.



Christian Ethics,

By NEWMAN SMYTH, D.D., New Haven.

Crown 8vo, 508 pages, $2.50 net.

"As this book is the latest, so it is the fullest and most atcractive
treatment of the subject that we are familiar with. Patient and ex-
haustive in its method of inquiry, and stimulating and suggestive in

the topic it handles, we are coniident that it will be a help to the
task of the moral understanding and interpretation of human life."

— The Living Church.

" This book of Dr. Newman Smyth is of extraordinary interest and
value. It is an honor to American scholarship and American Chris-
tian thinking. It is a work which has been wrought out with re-

markable grasp of conception, and power of just analysis, fullness ot

information, richness of thought, and aifluence of apt and luminous
illustration. Its style is singularly clear, simple, facile, and strong.
Too much gratification can hardly be expressed at the way the author
lifts the whole subject of ethics up out of the slough of mere natural-
ism into its own place, where it is seen to be illumined by the Chris-
tian revelation and vision."

—

The Advance.

" The subjects treated cover the whole field of moral and spiritual re.

lations, theoretical and practical, natural and revealed, individual and social,

civil and ecclesiastical. To enthrone the personal Christ as the true content

of the ethical ideal, to show how this ideal is realized in Christian conscious
ness and how applied in the varied departments of practical life— these are

the main objects of the book and no objects could be loftier."

— The Cojigregationalist.

" The author has written with competent knowledge, with great spiritual

insight, and in a tone of devoutness and reverence worthy of his theme."
— The Lotidoii Independent,

"It is methodical, comprehensive, and readable ; few subdivisions,

direct or indi'-ect, are omitted in the treatment of the broad theme, and
though it aims to be an exhaustive treatise, and not a jjopular havidbook, it

may be perused at random with a good deal of suggestiveness and profit."

— The Sunday School Tiii;es

" It reflects great c.adit on the author, presenting an exemplfry temper
and manner throughout, being a model of clearness in thought and term,

and containing passages of exquisite finish."

—

Hartford Seminar; KecorC»

" We commend this book to all reading, intelligent men, an ' espcci U»
to ministers, who will find in it many fresh suggestions.

'
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THE CHRISTIAN PASTOR AND THE,

WORKING CHURCH

by WASHINGTON GLADDEN, D.D., LL.D.

"Author of "Applied Christianity," "Who Wrote the Bible?" "Ruling

Ideas of the Preseiiv Age," etc.

Crown 8vo, 485 pages, $2.5o net.

•* Dr, Gladden may be regarded as an expert and an authority on practi-

cal theology. . . . Upon the whole we judge that it will be of great

service to the ministry of all the Protestant churches."

—

T/ir Ititerior.

" Packed with wisdom and instruction and a profound piety.

It is pithy, pertinent, and judicious from cover to cover. . . . An ex-

ceedingly comprehensive, sagacious, and suggestive study and application

of its theme."

—

T/ie Congregationalist,

" We have here, for the pastor, the most modern practical treatise yet

published—sagacious, balanced, devout, inspiring."

—

The Dial.

" His long experience, his eminent success, his rare literary ability, and
his diligence as a student combine to make of this a model book for its pur-

pose. . . . We know not where the subjects are more wisely discussed

than here."

—

T/ie Bibliotheca Sacra.

"This book should be the vade mecum of every working pastor. It

abounds in wise counsels and suggestions, the result of large experience

and observation. No sphere of church life or church work is left untreated."
— The (Canadian) Methodist Magazine and Review.

" A happier combination of author and subject, it will be acknowledged,
can hardly be found. . . . It is comprehensive, practical, deeply
spiritual, and fertile in wise and suggestive thought upon ways and mears
of bringing the Gospel to bear on the lives of men."

—

The Christian Ad-
vocate.

"Dr. Gladden writes with pith and point, but with wise moderation, a
genial tone and great good sense. . . The book is written in an excel-

lent, business-like and vital English style, which carries the author's point

and purpose and has an attractive vitality of its own."

—

The Independent.

" A comprehensive, inspiring, and helpful guide to a busy pastor. On:
f.nds in it a multitude of practical suggestions for the development of the-

spiritual and working life of the Church, and the answer to many problem*
that are a constant perplexity to the faithful minister."

The Christian Intelligencer
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